
El Paso County Sheriffs Office 

Summary 

Print Date/Time: 

Login ID: 

04/17/202316:12 

shrharris_je 

2020-00001382 

El Paso County Sheritrs Office 

ORI Number: CO0210000 

Case Number: 

Case 

Case Number: 

Location: 

2020-00001382 

6627 MANDAN DR 

Incident Type: 

Occurred From: 
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80925 Occurred Thru: 

EPSO Homicide 

01/27/2020 15:00 

01/27/2020 16:00 

Reporting Officer ID: P18049 - Donahoue 

Offenses 

No. Group/ORI Crime Code 

1 CO0210000 901 

2 CO0210000 09A 

3 CO0210000 09A 

4 CO0210000 90Z 

5 CO0210000 90Z 

Subjects 

Type No. Name 

Associate 1 Traylor, Leeanne 

Associate 2 Morin, Jace 

Associate 3 Morin, Lanelle 

Associate 4 Morin, Pete Noel 

Associate 5 Dickerson, Christen 

Associate 6 Dickerson, Karla 

Associate 7 Castillo, Angelica 

Associate 8 Marcott, Samantha 

Family Member Acquard, Brenda G 

Family Member 2 Bullard, Bradon 

Legal Guardian 

Legal Guardian 2 

Missing Person 

Other Horsley, Greg 

Other 2 Little, Greg 

Other 3 Mooney, James 
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Statute 

19-3-102

Disposition: Cleared by Arrest 

Disposition Date: 03/02/2020 

Reported Date: 01/27/2020 18:57 Monday 

Description 

Neglected or Dependent Child-RunAway 

18-3-102 (1)

18-3-102 (1)

18-8-610

Murder in the first degree - Willful Kill - Family - Gun 

Murder in the first degree - Willful Kill - Family - Gun 

Tampering with physical evidence 

18-8-610 Tampering with physical evidence 

Address 

2603 CONOSA DR 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80910 
10645 DELANEY LN 

FOUNTAIN, CO 80817 

10645 DELANEY LN 

FOUNTAIN, CO 80817 

10645 DELANEY LN 

FOUNTAIN, CO 80817 

2224 DEEP BRANCH RD 

Lumberton, NC 28360 

2021 GATEWOOD DR 

LORIS, SC 29569 

Phone Race 

White 

White 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

White 

White 

White 

White 

White 

White 

Unknown 

White 

Sex 

Female 

Male 

Female 

Male 

Female 

Female 

Female 

Female 

Female 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Counts 

DOB/Age 

39 

19 

42 

54 

34 

51 

31 

31 

67 

31 

37 

34 

11 
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Other 4 Davis, Eric S 705 NEVADA AVE White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 5 Evig, Samuel 270 S TEJON ST White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 6 peterson, cambra lynn 9885 RUBICON DR White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 37 
80925 

Other 7 Findorff, Laura FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT White Female 
COURT 
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 8 Parker, Micheal 27E VERMIJO AVE White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 9 Carle, Mark 27E VERMIJO AVE White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 10 Younkin, Patrick 27E VERMIJO AVE 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 11 Hammond, John 27E VERMIJO AVE 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 12 BORDERS, JAMI DENISE 2920 E BIJOU ST 7B White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 40 
80909 

Other 13 Drake, Shawn HUMANE SOCIETY White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 

Other 14 McCaully, Bill Unknown Male 

Other 15 Burks, Brett David KMART White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 36 

Other 17 Bain, William 

Other 18 May, Dan Unknown Unknow 
n 

Other 19 Robinson, Oliver White Male 

Other 20 PORTER, BRUCE 1400 E BOULDER ST White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80909 

Other 22 Ganstine, Christopher James 27E VERMIJO AVE White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 23 White Male 

11 

Other 24 White Male 

10 

Other 25 White Male 

10 

Other 26 White Male 

10 

Other 27 White Female 
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26 

Other 28 Ruiz, Shannon Rodriguez 6946 MANDAN DR Unknown Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 42 
80925 

Other 29 Rotolo, Ann 270 S TEJON ST White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 30 Du, Alan 4828 YOUNG GULCH WAY Asian /Pacific Male 
Islander 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 47 
80924 

Other 31 lngraldi, Frank 3951 ANVIL DR White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 54 
80925 

Other 32 Bloxson, Jeremy Unknown Male 

Other 33 Nicholls, Stephanie A Unknown Female 

Other 34 Reynolds, Jason W Unknown Male 

Other 35 GLYNN, TRISON M 528 W PLATTE AVE White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 21 
80905 

Other 36 Major, Jamie Unknown Unknow 
n 

Other 37 Abendschan,Jacob 27E VERMIJO AVE 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 38 Miller, Raymond Unknown Male 

Other 39 Olson, Jacie 1018 GRINDE DR White Female 

FOUNTAIN, CO 80817 

Other 40 Adamek, Brooke ROCHELLE White Female 

25 

Other 41 BODENHORN, CHASE 7665 MATT PT White Male 
ADDISON 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 23 
80920 

Other 42 McCarthy, Michael White Male 

Other 43 Ansell, Shane Rohantha 4325 N NEVADA AVE Black Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 37 
80907 

Other 44 Grant, Robert Unknown Male 

Other 45 Lewis, Nick White Male 

Other 46 Zayac,John Unknown Male 

Other 47 Martinez, Kimberly 

Other 48 Blaes, Adam Unknown Male 

Other 49 Mccorvey, Derick Unknown Male 

Other 50 Grady, Brian Unknown Male 
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Other 51 Meacham, Holly Unknown Female 

Other 52 Hicks, Leslie Unknown Female 

Other 53 Coleman, Peggy Unknown Female 

Other 54 Diaz, Elisa Unknown Female 

32 

Other 55 Pohl, Brian  Unknown Male 

Other 56 Tafoya-Baker, April Unknown Female 

Other 57 Collar, Kaitlyn Unknown Female 

Other 58 McGhee, David Unknown Male 

Other 59 Moore, Wayne White Male 

Other 60 Drake, Shawn White Male 

Other 61 Macaulay, William White Male 

Other 62 Harrell, Matt White Male 

Other 63 Gatewood, Kevin White Male 

Other 64 BERNAL, DAVID 80 CHAMBERS ST Unknown Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 52 
80907 

Other 65 Apodaca, Travis 507 CANON AVE Unknown Unknow 
n 

MANITOU SPRINGS, CO 80829 39 

Other 66 Silva, David 

Other 67 Vargason, Roger COLORADO SPRINGS POLICE White Male 
DEPARTMENT, EP 

Other 68 Cronan, Amber 

Other 69 Cronnin, Jon 

Other 70 Smith, Pam White Female 

Other 71 Mesick, Michael Allen 14260 FALCON HWY White Male 

FALCON, CO 80831 54 

Other 72 Pugh, Julia Unknown Female 

Other 73 Brauer, Cynthia Unknown Female 

Other 74 Howell, Micah J White Male 

Other 75 KANE, DONALDE 1400 E BOULDER ST White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80909 

Other 76 Slimski, Francis Charles White Male 

39 
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Other 77 Niedringhaus, Phil 

Other 78 Thorson, Lorrie 221 STRATMOOR DR White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 24 
80906 

Other 79 Bos, Robert 

Other 80 Miles, Douglas FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT White Male 
COURT 
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 81 McKinney, Martha 

Other 82 Gamez, David USAA FRAUD UNIT 

Other 83 Albo, Robert White Male 

Other 84 Boren, Maria Unknown Female 

Other 85 Turner, Brian White Male 

Other 86 Gerhart, Shannon 

Other 87 Menz, Michael James Unknown Male 

Other 88 Reese, Ursula Black Female 

Other 89 McClellan, Rena EL PASO COUNTY SHERIFF'S Female 
OFFICE 
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 90 Morrison, Elizabeth Bradley 585 JAYTON DR White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 26 
80911 

Other 91 Martinez, Jennifer Marie 6070 MIRAMONT ST White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 36 
80923 

Other 92 Wilson, Kaylee Brooke 8749 MOSSY BANK LN White Female  

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 22 
80927 

Other 93 Burchinal, Brinli Shaye 4562 CONTINENTAL HTS 202 White Female  

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 22 
80924 

Other 94 Sanchez, Janine 10082 INTREPID WAY Unknown Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 22 
80925 

Other 95 Ormond, Cosette Renee 1930 E LA SALLE ST 306 White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 23 
80909 

Other 96 Bradford, Kevin 2873 NEW CENTER PT White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80922 

Other 97 Wilson, John Bradley 6938 MANDAN DR White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 32 
80925 

Other 98 Segal, Vadim 8475 FURLONG CIR White Male 

FOUNTAIN, CO 80817 54 

Other 99 Brown, Kevin Calvin 6632 GALPIN DR Amricn Male 
lndian/Alskn 
Ntv 
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COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 34 
80925 

Other 100 Etsitty, Tatiana Renee 6632 GALPIN DR  Unknown Female 

co 80925 32 

Other 101 Mensah, Rachel Graves 6622 GALPIN DR Black Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 26 
80925 

Other 102 Mohammed, Haruna Black Male 

30 

Other 103 Sweeney, Larry Benjamin 6612 GALPIN DR White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 31 
80925 

Other 104 Alvarado-Sweeney, Vanessa 6612 GALPIN DR White Female 
Edith 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 31 
80925 

Other 105   White Female 

 10 
 

Other 106 Barba, Giovanni Magana 6642 GALPIN DR White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 28 
80925 

Other 107 Hopper-Weir, Jennifer Adele 6652 GALPIN DR White Female

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 35 
80925 

Other 108 Thornton, Brian Douglas 7915 CONSTITUTION AVE White Male 

FALCON, CO 80951 50 

Other 109 Beyer, Dave Unknown Male 

Other 110 Caillaux, Magaly L 335 MAGNOLIA AVE 1112 Unknown Female 

Orlando, FL 32801 33 

Other 111 Stevens, Leah 27 E VERMIJO AVE 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 112 Ducworth, Jamie Lynn 6244 SADDLEBRED WAY White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 37 
80925 

Other 113 Fox, Michelle R 10526 SILVER STIRRUP DR White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 38 
80925 

Other 114 Gower, Cory M 3346 STEIN LN Unknown Male 

Lewisburg, PA 17837 30 

Other 115 Gammill, Amanda D 163 COUNTY ROAD 2876 Unknown Female 

Hughes Springs, TX 75656 41 

Other 116 Coffin, Kayli Alexa 1215 E 27TH ST White Female 

Anderson, IN 46016 24 

Other 117 Hansen, Karla White Female 

Other 118 Montenegro, Stuart 1101 MOTOR CITY DR Unknown Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 35 
80906 

Other 119 Zarkovacki, Michael 15365 SIERRA PINES LN White Male 

co 80118 54 

Other 120 Beckwith, William Bruce 15450 S PERRY PARK RD White Male 

80118 57 

Other 121 Chapman, Deanne Michelle 15388 S PERRY PARK RD White Female 

80118 49 

Other 122 Fields, Kyle Richard 14717 S PERRY PARK RD White Male 

Larkspur, CO 80118 27 
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Other 123 Hubai, Balazs 

Other 124 Murray, Richard Cranston, Jr 15375 S PERRY PARK RD White Male 

co 80118 84 

Other 125 Ballard, Justin Michael 1260 SCOTTSWOOD DR White Male 

MONUMENT, CO 80132 43 

Other 126 Thomas, Bruce Lemoin 131 OAKDALE DR White Male 

PALMER LAKE, CO 80133 67 

Other 127 Morgan, Calum Unknown Female 

Other 128 Gomez, Monica 270 S TEJON ST White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 129 Evanoff, Cally White Female 

Other 130 Roberson, Sandra Unknown Female 

Other 131 Mace, Christopher 

Other 132 Clark, Kevin 

Other 133 DIETRICH, JEANETTE 270226 COUNTY RD D Unknown Female 

SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361 68 

Other 134 Hoyland, Kevin 

Other 135 Griffin, Tom 3620 10TH White Male 

Greeley, CO 

Other 136 Nichols, Stephanie Unknown Female 

Other 137 Mathis, Kenneth Eugene 835 SEQUOIA DR Black Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 64 
80910 

Other 138 DEVLIN, LUKE Unknown Male 

27 

Other 139 MOBLEY, RANDALL JAMES 6184 DECKER DR White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 34 
80925 

Other 140 Laughlin, Julie Unknown Female 

Other 141 Cochran, Alice Unknown Female 

Other 142 Hise, Tangee Unknown Female 

Other 143 Francis, Kenneth Jason  Unknown Male 

46 

Other 144 WEST, CAYLA BROOKE 3310 GLADE CT White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 32 
80918 

Other 145 Jones, Scott Unknown Male 

Other 146 Heller, Todd T 1101 W DARTMOUTH AVE White Male 

Littleton, CO 80110 49 

Other 147 May, Dan FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
ATTORNEY'S OFFI 
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 

Other 148 Bain, William FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COURT 
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COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 149 Chagnon, Donald J COLORADO SPRINGS POLICE White Male 
DEPARTMENT,EP 

Other 150 DEVINE, COURTNEE Unknown Female 

24 

Other 151 TOOLIN, ANDREW 109 E 1ST ST White Male 

RAMAH, CO 80832 

Other 152 DAVIS, STEVE 109 E 1ST ST White Male 

RAMAH, CO 80832 

Other 153 HURT, BRANDON 109 E 1ST ST White Male 

RAMAH, CO 80832 

Other 154 Cronan, Jonathan 

Other 155 Prince, David 

Other 156 Wotton, John Unknown Male 

Other 157 Bentley, James White Male 

Other 158 Allen, Michael T 4TH JUDICIAL DA 

Other 159 Johnson,Josh 140 E GARDEN OF THE White Male 
GODS RD 
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80918 

Other 160 Riposa, Aaron Unknown Male 

Other 161 Jones, Scott 

Other 162 woods, peter White Male 

Other 163 HARRIS, GIGI Unknown Female 

Other 164 MAAKS, DANIELLE Unknown Female 

Other 165 Rodriguez, Ruban 6618 MANDAN DR White Male 

Colorado Springs, CO 80925 

Other 166 mahoney, ryan Unknown Male 

Other 167 Rico, Wanlia 6882 GALPIN DR Unknown Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 43 
80925 

Other 168   Unknown Female 

 -1
 

Other 169 SMITH, GREGORY Black Male 

Other 170 Drayton, Roderick 6643 MANDAN DR Black Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80925 

Other 171 Malicote, Shannon Unknown Female 

Other 172 Gonzalez, Renee 

Other 173 Kane, Donald White Male 
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Other 17 4 Brienza, Peter 27E VERMIJ OAVE Unknown Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Other 175 ZY VK OV, OLEKSANDR 19875 E VILLANOVA DR  White Male  

AU R ORA, CO 80013 32 

Reporting Party S TAU CH, LETECIA LEANN 6627 MANDAN DR White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 36 
80925 

Suspect S TAU CH, LETECIA LEANN 6627 MANDAN DR  White Female  

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 36 
80925 

Victim   White Male 

 11 
 

Victim 2 James, Michaela 27E VERMIJ OAVE  White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Witness     

 9 
5 

Witness 2   White Male 

 13 
 

Witness 3   White Female 

  
 

Witness 4   Unknown Unknow 
n 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 11 
80925 

Witness 5 Smith, Stephanie Unknown Female 

Witness 6 Oneal, Brandee Unknown Female 

Witness 7 Mc Ghee, David Loman! 9755 R UBICON DR  Black Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 47 
80925 

Witness 8 Sanchez, Janine 10082 INTR EPID WAY Unknown Female  

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 22 
80925 

Witness 9 Cutcher, Alicia Lourdes 10082 INTR EPID WAY Black Female  

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 20 
80925 

Witness 10 Marx, Nicole 9875 R UBICON DR White Female  

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 32 
80925 

Witness 11 Ruiz, Shannon Rodriguez 6946 MANDAN DR Unknown Female  

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 42 
80925 

Witness 12 M OB LEY, NICOLE LEE 6184 DECK ER DR  White Female 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 33 
80925 

Witness 13 Cervantez, Christina 27E VERMIJ OAVE  

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Witness 14 King, Janet 27E VERMIJ OAVE  

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903 

Witness 15 Hagerman, Jerald Lynn 2422 HAG ERMAN S T White Male 
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COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 62 
80904 

Witness 16 Yanez-Sandoval, Amarita Donica 7975 BUSCHBORN RD White Female 

FALCON, CO 80831 36 

Witness 17 Ochs, Gerald Dean 22 W TAYLOR ST 7 White Male 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 77 
80907 

Witness 18   Unknown Female 

 39 
 

Witness 19  R White Male 

 
 

Arrests 

Arrest No. Name Address Date/Time Type Age 

32666 A STAUCH, LETECIA LEANN 1100 COASTAL GRAND CIR 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

Property 

Date Code 

07/20/2020 Seized 

Vehicles 

No. Role 

1 Suspect Vehicle 

2 Suspect Vehicle 

3 Suspect Vehicle 
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Type Make Model 

Automobiles Nissan Frontier 

Vehicle Type Year Make 

Automobile 2019 Kia 

Automobile 2019 Volkswagen 

Automobile 2019 Volkswagen 

03/02/2020 10:00 Warrant 36 

Description Tag No. Item No. 

Model Color License Plate State 

Rio White LWH1205 TX 

Tiguan Black CYY283 SC 

Jetta White BUR711 co 
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DATE, LOCATION, JURISDICTION, DEPUTY & EID, AND NATURE OF CALL/INCIDENT 
INFORMATION 

There is video footage available of this incident; however, this report is merely a synopsis of the 
relevant facts of the investigation. It is not intended to be a verbatim account of every 
individual that I spoke with. This report does not reflect every word spoken by this deputy other 
deputies/officers, witnesses, suspects, or victims. For a verbatim account, please see body worn 
camera footage. This deputy did not review the body worn camera footage to prepare this 
report. 

On January 27th, 2020, at approximately 2130 hours, I, Deputy Sean Donahoue 18049 of the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), was dispatched to 6627 Mandan Dr, Security, Co 80925 in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado in reference to a runaway.  

IDENTITY AND CALL SIGN/ASSIGNMENT OF OTHER RESPONDING UNIT(s) 

1A71 Micheal Parker 17074 (FTO Training Deputy) 

3A81 Mark Carle 18027 

3A51 Patrick Younkin 06005 

INITIAL CALL INFORMATION 

Information given in call screen was that an 11-year-old male boy was supposed to return home 
at 1800 hours and had not. There was no contact with him currently. Stepmother was 
Reporting Party (RP) and Father was out of state on military orders. Father was aware of 
situation and calling into dispatch upset and irate due to lack of quick response by law 
enforcement. Child last scene around 1515 hours on foot wearing blue jacket over blue jeans 
with brown hair/brown eyes.  

Call screen for this incident was originally built at 1855 hours. Deputy Parker and I were 
assigned to this called at approximately 2138 hours. While on the way to the house a call came 
in about suspicious activity in the same neighborhood. We arrived on scene at approximately 
2209 hours and were able to determine the suspicious activity was neighbors roaming to find 
the child.  

INITIAL OBSERVATIONS/ARRIVAL AT SCENE 

As we entered the neighborhood multiple people could be seen walking around with flashlights 
on the sidewalks with vehicles following slowly through the streets. We spoke briefly to one 
group who stated they were looking for the child. Initial call information was that a Facebook 
post had been made about a missing child and the citizens were gathering to search.  
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We pulled up to the house at approximately 2210 hours. We approached the front door and 
were met by Mrs. Leticia H. Stauch DOB:  the stepmother, who invited us into her 
home to speak about her missing son. Mrs. Stauch initially said she thanked us for our 
response. She was not upset that it took a while, but mentioned her husband was freaking out. 

From the street the home was a single level, single family residence, with an attached garage 
on the south side of the street and facing north on Mandan Drive. The residence was in a newly 
developed residential neighborhood with houses on all sides except the front.  Attached to 
the left side of the door is a Ring doorbell. The upper half of the exterior siding was vinyl siding 
with the lower half being what appeared to be a cobblestone brick layout. The front of the 
house had one visible exterior window on the right side. The porch was centered on the front of 
the house with a green exterior door.  On the pillar on the porch the numbers “6627” were 
clearly visible in black from the road.  

Entering the residence, you came into a hallway that had two doors on the right and what 
appeared to be a coat closet on the left-hand side. As you entered through this hallway it 
opened into a living room to the left, southeast corner of the room, and the kitchen was to the 
south west corner of the residence. To the east side of the house there was a hallway that led 
to the garage and bedroom. Directly in between this hallway and where we stood was the 
staircase leading to the basement. In the basement there was another living area as well as two 
more bedrooms.   

MISSING PERSON(s) INFORMATION 

 DOB:  

Initial call information provided from dispatch: 

Dispatch stated  DOB:  was last seen at approximately 1530 
hours. He is a white male, 4’10 and 90 Lbs.  has brown hair and brown eyes with fair 
skin.  was wearing a blue windbreaker over blue jeans. Information stated  had 
ADHD and was medicated for it. Further information stated the Reporting Party had a photo 
available for law enforcement. Initial information said  was in possession of his phone, 
AT&T and possibly equipped with a tracker, but not to attempt to contact it.  

Information provided by father over the phone after initial interview with Mrs. Stauch: 
1. Has subject ever had any dental work done?

a. Dentist name:  Fountain Dental Clinic

Address:  8085 Fountain Mesa Rd, Fountain, Co 80817
Telephone: 

b. Address where dental records are kept:

same. Possibly transferred from Alaska 
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c. Missing teeth:  N/A

d. Dental Peculiarities:

1 tooth top right having issues/growing in odd 

2. Medical History

a. Doctor's name: Iron Horse Family Clinic Ft. Carson

Address: Ft. Carson     Telephone:    N/A 

b. Address where medical records are kept:  Same

c. List surgeries, amputations, implants or pinned fractures:

premature baby but nothing major 

3. Any other injuries:  none

4. Have body or limb x-rays been taken, date and location:  none

5. Unusual physical characteristics:  none

6. List scars, marks, tattoos and their locations:   Left side chest tube scar

7. List type of jewelry worn and is missing:  none

8. What clothing is missing?  None

9. Usual hangouts:  

10. Names of friends and have they been contacted:  

11. Any new friends or acquaintances and what is known about them?

Had a friend wanted him to have a sleepover and friend had an older brother with a car.
Brother said he could come over and have fun if he brought bath salts. 

12. Military Service, Branch and dates:  N/A

13. Any known drug involvement, explain:  None

14. Any known mental or emotional problems and has subject been treated or are they
currently under treatment:

per stepmom 

Counseling on post as a preventative 

15. Assigned Department of Social Services case worker and telephone number:

No
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16. Any known gang involvement, explain: Not to dad’s knowledge

Per the stepmother,  left the house between 1515-1600 hours. Last seen wearing a blue 
windbreaker over blue jeans. Believed to be on foot.  left his phone and his wallet at the 
house. 

FAMILY MEMBER STATEMENT(s) 

Father,  

Per Mrs. Stauch,  was on military orders for training out of state. I spoke with  
 over the telephone. 

During our conversation I asked the pertinent questions on the missing persons/runaway form. 
Following the questions on the form I spoke with him about some of his son’s habits.  

 said he was an average kid. He did well in school and never had issues with school. He 
had  that was helping.  said  didn’t show any 
behaviors that were out of the ordinary that he was aware of. He stated  never 
mentioned anything to him about leaving. The only issue that was out of the ordinary was when 
he texted him this morning about bath salts. He said that situation was resolved, and he let him 
leave to play his games at his friend’s house. 

He stated the friends house that he mostly hung out with was at the end of the street to the 
right of his house as you left out the front door. I later verified this address as 9865 Rubicon Dr. 
This residence was said to be checked by Mrs. Stauch.   said the only other house that 
he may be at was the sister’s friend’s house, but he was uncertain about this.  stated 
he was messaging his wife at the time of our phone call. He stated she was having a massive 
panic attack about the ongoing events and asked deputies to check on her.  had 
nothing further to add at this time. 

REPORTING PARTY STATEMENTS 

Reporting party was the child’s stepmother. Letecia H. Stauch DOB:  

Initial person contacted once we entered the home. Ms. Stauch was the one who opened the 
door and invited us inside.  

Based on her knowledge,  left the home on foot with his Nintendo switch to go to the 
friend’s house right down the street. He was supposed to return home by 1800 hours so that he 
could go to dinner with Ms. Stauch and his sister. When he didn’t come home, she assumed it 
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was due to the weather. Mrs. Stauch said she drove down to pick him up. When she arrived at 
the house, the friend said they hadn’t seen  today.  

She returned home to find  Iphone and wallet were left in his room. Initial information 
provided to dispatch was that  may have had his phone. She said this was not unusual 
behavior, but it was still odd. She went looking through his Iphone and found Google searches 
of “Can someone find my Iphone if I turn it off?”  

Mrs. Stauch stated  was not showing any abnormal behaviors until this morning when 
he texted his father asking about bath salts. It was later found out by the parents that  
was asking about bath salts because a friend who invited him over for a sleep over this 
weekend had an older brother who said they could come over to play if he brought bath salts 
with him. She said they didn’t think much of it at the time.  

It was asked if he was doing drugs and she said no. Mrs. Stauch did mention that he took 
 for his  She said that he had side effects from it, so she only gave it to him on 

school nights. She specified these side effects upset his stomach to the point he could not 
control his bowel movements. She said that on the weekends or days off school she wouldn’t 
give him his medication so that they could hang out as a family and he didn’t have to worry 
about the side effect issues.  

After Ms. Stauch called him in as a runaway, she went looking through his school backpack. She 
found what she described to be a cigar. We asked if he smoked marijuana or had access to it 
and Mrs. Stauch said he did not to either question as far as she knew. Mrs. Stauch mentioned 
he does go to school with older kids.  

Mrs. Stauch stated that the day prior to him disappearing they went out hiking as a family. Mrs. 
Stauch said this was a normal occurrence. When the kids got home from school the had to have 
physical activity. Sometimes they would go hiking but if the weather was bad then they would 
have to run on the treadmill or ride the stationary bike at home instead. Mrs. Stauch 
mentioned most of the parenting is done by . She stated this was because he was 
the father and she was just stepmom.  was the one to make the rules and enforced 
them through her. 

On the day of the hike she said she gave him his medications for the day. While out hiking 
 had some issues with his medication causing him to defecate on himself multiple times 

that day while hiking and returning home. She said it put him in a mood and that affected the 
rest of his day.  

Later that night she found him downstairs playing his videogame when he wasn’t supposed to 
be. In the process of him trying to hide his videogames he knocked over a lit candle causing a 
small fire in the carpet. She mentioned the fire got put out and they weren’t going to tell the 
father because he would be really upset considering how new the house was. I did not observe 
the burn mark. Deputy Younkin and Parker went downstairs with Mrs. Stauch when she offered 
to show the burn and  room. I stayed upstairs to speak with the daughter. The 
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daughter had no information to provide. I did not identify the daughter because she did not 
have pertinent information to add to the investigation.  

Mrs. Stauch made the comment that  did not attend school today due to his stomach 
issues and feeling sick from the day prior.  He was texting his dad throughout the day to see if 
he could be allowed to take his videogame to his friend’s house later. Mrs. Stauch said that this 
was approved, and he was supposed to go in the afternoon.  

We asked if she noticed anything missing after he left the house and she replied no. Mrs. 
Stauch made the comment that  asked if any of the guns were missing and she said at 
first she thought the one normally kept out was missing but after looking she found that it had 
been overlooked in her initial search for it. She said none of the guns appeared to be missing. 
The only item she specified as missing was the Nintendo switch  had with him.  

When I started to ask some medical questions for the runaway form Mrs. Stauch became 
immediately evasive and referred all these questions to the father. She stated she was his 
stepmom and did not know the answers all well.  

During the conversation with Mrs. Stauch she seemed to be downplaying the entire situation. 
Multiple times she would mention how  was the primary parent in relationship or 
that he was upset regarding what was happening. Mrs. Stauch would bounce from topic to 
topic when asked questions and would only provide the basic info. While Deputy Younkin was 
conducting a search of the house for  which Mrs. Stauch consented to, she continued 
to speak with Deputy Parker and I. When Deputy Younkin went into the garage she started to 
follow him during his search. She did not show interest in the search of the residence until 
Deputy Younkin entered the garage.   

Following the search Mrs. Stauch would no longer answer questions about what was going on 
and referred all medical questions or further questions to . 

Mrs. Stauch’s daughter was on scene in the living room for this conversation. Mrs. Stauch’s 
daughter did not have any information to provide.  

I obtained a photograph of  and forwarded it to EPSO FIRE. 

SCENE DESCRIPTION/DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We entered the house and started talking Mrs. Stauch. During the conversation Deputy Younkin 
entered and asked to look around the house. She gave permission. We continued the 
conversation. While searching through the house, Younkin started to enter the garage and Mrs. 
Stauch started to follow him into the garage. It was at this time I asked for her driver’s license 
as well. Mrs. Stauch continued to follow Deputy Younkin through the main level. When Deputy 
Younkin went to go downstairs she followed. Deputies Younkin and Parker went downstairs to 
speak with Mrs. Stauch more and to see  room.  
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After conducting the search of the house for  I attempted to speak more with Mrs. 
Stauch. All of my questions got referred to . I ended the conversation at this point. 

It was discovered  may have been seen at the Kum and Go at 8050 Fountain Mesa Rd, 
Fountain, co 80917. Deputy Carle went to this address to confirm this. A photograph was shown 
to the assistant manager. The assistant manager said  was at the store at 1600 hours, 
bought a bag a chips, and left.  

I later l spoke with Brandee Smith, store manager, at the Kum&Go. She put in a helpdesk 
request to pull video for the times that  is suspected of entering the store. She stated 
that she will pull all angles so that we could see if he arrived/left on foot or by vehicle. 

USE OF FORCE 

N/A 

SUPERVISOR NOTIFICATION/ADVISEMENT 

S27 Sergeant John Hammond 13072 notified of incident due to possible volatility of the 
situation with the father and neighborhood Facebook posts.  

EVIDENCE 

N/A 
CRIME SCENE PROCESSING 

N/A 

FOLLOW UP 

N/A 

ADDITIONAL NOTIFICATIONS  
The oncoming district deputy was notified of the situation and all case information I currently 
had in case of further follow up during the day.  

CASE DISPOSITION 

Open - Active 
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Case: 20-1382 

Title: Missing Person 

Date: 02/5/2020 

This is a supplement to case number 20-1382.  

On February 5, 2020, at approximately 1315 hours, I, Sergeant Kurt Smith, responded to 6627 
Mandan Drive for a waiver supported walk through of the residence.  District Attorney Dan 
May, Deputy District Attorney Michael Allen, District Attorney Investigator Brett Poole, EPSO 
Lt. Mitch Mihalko, Detective Jon Price, Detective, Mark Riley, Crime Scene Technician Brooke 
Havko, Crime Scene Technician Christian Liewer, and I conducted the walk through.  

During the walk through, possible blood spatter was observed on the wall in  bedroom. 
Possible blood was seen on the mattress cover on the bed in  room.  

A pillow case in the laundry basket reacted to Blue Star and was collected. 

Detective McCormack authored a search warrant for the residence.   

During a search of  bedroom, I located a comforter in the closet.  The comforter had a 
red colored substance on it, and it was seized as evidence by Technician Liewer.  

I did not seize any other items. 

Nothing Further. 

Status: SAO 
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2020-00001382 (21) Review of video from 8495 Fontaine Boulevard: 

On Sunday, February 9, 2020, at about 2:20 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, began reviewing video from the 
Widefield Water District, located at 8495 Fontaine Boulevard, Colorado Springs, CO 80925. 

This building is located about 1.5 miles west of  residence.  The camera faces the 
northeast lot of the property and captures east and westbound traffic on Fontaine Boulevard.  
There are two videos; the first one is timestamped at 01/28/2020 at 05:45:53 and captures the 
following 36 minutes and 16 seconds.  The second video is timestamped at 01/28/2020, at 
06:22:10, and records through 07:03:39.  I did not see anything out of the ordinary in either 
video. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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Body Worn Camera Footage Captured 

On Wednesday, March 18th, 2020, at approximately 2043 hours, I, Sergeant Rachel McMillin #01095, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Patrol Division, responded to 3310 Glade Court, located in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado, in reference to a follow up on this case. Information from EPSO dispatch 
was that a deputy was needed to respond to the address to pick up a “tuft of hair” that the resident at 
that address had found.  

Prior to my arrival on scene, I spoke with Detective David Glenn via telephone. He told me the female at 
the address, whom he identified as “Brooke”, had a Ziploc style baggie with some hair in it. He told me 
he had already spoken to Brooke and gathered all her information, to include where she had located this 
hair.  

At approximately 2104 hours, I arrived on scene and contacted Brooke. She pulled a small, sandwich size 
baggie from the top shelf of a closet next to her living room area.  I asked her if she had any questions 
or anything further that she felt we needed to know. She told me she did not.  

I placed the baggie into a paper evidence bag into the trunk of my marked patrol unit and responded to 
the EPSO evidence facility, located at 2749 E. Las Vegas Street.  

Once at the evidence facility, I photographed the baggie with and without scale, utilizing my body worn 
camera. I then donned a set of disposable gloves and removed the hair from plastic baggie and placed it 
into a small brown paper envelope. I also photographed that.  I then placed that small envelope into an 
evidence bag and sealed it with red evidence tape.  I placed the plastic baggie into a separate evidence 
bag and sealed it.  The disposable gloves I was wearing were placed into a 3rd separate evidence bag 
and sealed.  

I have nothing further. 

Case Status: SAO 
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DATE, LOCATION, JURISDICTION, DEPUTY & EID, AND NATURE OF CALL/INCIDENT 
INFORMATION 

There is video footage available of this incident; however, this report is merely a synopsis of the 
relevant facts of the investigation. It is not intended to be a verbatim account of every 
individual that I spoke with. This report does not reflect every word spoken by this deputy other 
deputies/officers, witnesses, suspects, or victims. For a verbatim account, please see body worn 
camera footage. This deputy did not review the body worn camera footage to prepare this 
report. 

On January 27th, 2020, at approximately 2130 hours, I, Deputy Sean Donahoue 18049 of the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), was dispatched to 6627 Mandan Dr, Security, Co 80925 in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado in reference to a runaway. This is a supplement to the 
original report.  

IDENTITY AND CALL SIGN/ASSIGNMENT OF OTHER RESPONDING UNIT(s) 

1A71 Deputy Micheal Parker 17074 

3A81 Mark Carle 18027 

3A51 Patrick Younkin 06005 

INITIAL CALL INFORMATION 

N/A 

INITIAL OBSERVATIONS/ARRIVAL AT SCENE 

N/A 

VICTIM STATEMENT(s) 

N/A 

WITNESS STATEMENT(s) 

N/A 

SUSPECT INFORMATION/STATEMENTS 

N/A 

SCENE DESCRIPTION/DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 
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Arriving in the area of the Lorson Ranch neighborhood from Carriage Meadows Dr off Fontaine Blvd we 
saw multiple people walking eastbound down the sidewalk on the south side of Mandan Dr with 
flashlights followed by slow moving vehicles. The initial group of approximately three people spotted us 
as we pulled into the neighborhood. We asked if they were searching for the missing child and an 
unidentified female stated they were. She also stated there were about 100 other people searching for 
this child. As we continued into the neighborhood turning west on Mandan from Carriage Meadows Dr, 
we could see other groups of people with flashlights looking in and around the Lorson Ranch area both 
on foot and by vehicle. The female we spoke to initially was seen walking to a residence where a couple 
had just arrived home and were getting out of their car. She started speaking with the couple about 
searching for the missing child.  

We proceeded into 6627 Mandan Dr and conducted our initial investigation. After I spoke with the 
stepmom, Leticia Stauch, I came outside and spoke with the father, , by phone in our 
marked patrol unit. During this time Deputy Carle went to the Kum&Go on Fountain Mesa to find out if 

 had been seen there. Deputy Younkin drove around in the Lorson Ranch area looking for the 
white SUV mentioned by Mrs. Stauch. The information provided by  Mrs. Stauch was 
documented under my original case report. 

Immediately following my phone call with , Deputy Parker and I patrolled the neighborhood 
going west on Mandan Dr until it turned into Rubicon Dr, continued to follow Rubicon Dr, went around 
Galpin Dr, and continued on Rubicon Dr until it turned back into Mandan Dr looking for any children on 
foot that would match the description of  as well as searching for a white SUV that  may 
have been picked up in. This information came from Facebook messages sent to Ms. Stauch by multiple 
people in the Lorson Ranch neighborhood using the Neighborhood Facebook page. After the call we 
identified the house Mrs. Stauch believe  to be at and that was identified by both Mr. and Mrs. 
Stauch as the normal friend’s house  would spend time at. This address was 9865 Rubicon Dr 
Security, Colorado 80925. We did not contact anyone at this residence due to Mrs. Stauch 
stating she had already checked the address earlier in the evening when she was going to pick 
him up. Later in the shift we conducted another patrol check in the same pattern as mentioned earlier. 

No one else was identified or contacted during this call. 

USE OF FORCE 

N/A 

SUPERVISOR NOTIFICATION/ADVISEMENT 

N/A 

EVIDENCE 

N/A 

CRIME SCENE PROCESSING 
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N/A 

FOLLOW UP 

N/A 

ADDITIONAL NOTIFICATIONS 

N/A 

CASE DISPOSITION 

Same as original 
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There is video footage available of this incident; however, this report is merely a synopsis of the relevant 
facts of the investigation. It is not intended to be a verbatim account of every individual that I spoke 
with. This report does not reflect every word spoken by this deputy other deputies/officers, witnesses, 
suspects, or victims. For a verbatim account, please see body worn camera footage. This deputy did not 
review the body worn camera footage to prepare this report. 

On January 27th, 2020, at approximately 2130 hours, I, Deputy Micheal Parker of the El Paso County 
Office was with my Deputy in training, Sean Doanhoue. Sheriff’s Office was dispatched to 6627 Mandan 
Dr in unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado in reference to a runaway. This is a supplement to the 
original report. I was driving a marked patrol unit and standard uniform. Deputy Donahoue was in the 
passenger seat.  

Arriving in the area of the Lorson Ranch neighborhood by driving east Fontaine BLVD to Carriage 
Meadows Drive. I turned south on Carriage Meadows and saw multiple parties down by the drainage 
ditch that is parallel to Carriage Meadows Drive and under Fontaine Blvd. Dispatch had received a call 
about people with flashlights in resident’s yard. Dispatch received a call from off-duty Deputy 
Christopher Smith stating a Facebook Post was receiving a lot of attention and he wanted an update 
from dispatch on our ETA. I assumed the two calls, and the subjects with the flashlights in the ditch were 
related. I did not stop because  was upset and calling trying to expidite our response.  I 
confirmed search parties were out this when I observed multiple people walking eastbound down the 
sidewalk on the south side of Mandan Dr with flashlights followed by slow moving vehicles. The initial 
group of approximately three people spotted us as we pulled into the neighborhood. We asked if they 
were searching for the missing child and an unidentified female said they were. She also stated there 
were about 100 other people searching for this child. I aired this information to dispatch. As we 
continued into the neighborhood turning west on Mandan from Carriage Meadows Dr, we could see 
other groups of people with flashlights looking in and around the Lorson Ranch area both on foot and by 
vehicle. The female we spoke to initially contacted walked to a 6632 or 6622 where a couple had just 
arrived at the residence by parking in the driveway. The parties who got out was a male and female of a 
pickup truck. The truck they got out of was parked to another sedan in the driveway.  She started 
speaking with the couple about searching for the missing child.  

We proceeded into 6627 Mandan Dr and conducted our initial investigation. The information provided 
by Mrs. Stauch was documented under my original supplemental report. I stood outside my patrol 
vehicle and spoke with Deputy Younkin and Deputy M. Carle while Deputy Donahoue spoke with  

 on the phone. Numerous vehicles came and left the neighborhood via Carraige Meadows Blvd. 
during this time frame. Several individuals including Deputy Smith contacted us while we were outside 
the residence. Deputy Smith noted it was possible several other off-duty deputies were going to join the 
search. 

Immediately following Deputy Donahoue’s conversation with , Deputy Donahoue and I 
started searching the neighborhood going west on Mandan Dr until it turned into Rubicon Dr, continued 
to follow Rubicon Dr, went around Galpin Dr, and continued on Rubicon Dr until it turned back into 
Mandan Dr looking for any children on foot that would match the description of  as well as 
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searching for the white SUV noted by Mrs. Stauch. 

After the call we located the residence Mrs. Stauch thought  was going to earlier in the evening. 
This address was 9865 Rubicon Dr. We did not contact anyone at this residence due to Mrs. Stauch 
stating she had already checked the address earlier in the evening when she was going to pick him up. 

We later conducted another patrol check in the same pattern as mentioned earlier. 

We did not contact or identify anyone else in the neighborhood on this date.  

Case status: SAO
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For unknown reasons my body-camera microphone was all that activated on this 
call-for-service. 

On January 27, 2020 at approximately 2143 hours, I, Deputy Michael Parker #17074 with 
the El Paso County Sheriff's Office, was with Deputy in Training Sean Donahoue #18049.  
We were assigned to a runaway at 6627 Mandan Drive in the unincorporated El Paso 
County, State of Colorado.  Preliminary information was given by dispatch that the child 
had left the residence at approximately 1530 hours.  The child was identified as  

 date of birth    

While in-route, dispatch received a call about people looking in yards with flashlights in 
this neighborhood. It was discovered a Facebook post had been posted about  
disappearance. Several members of the community had come together to search the 
neighborhood for   

The residence is described as a single-story family home with an attached garage.  The 
residence is on the south side and faced north on Mandan Drive.  This is a newly 
developed residential neighborhood.  The residence has houses on each side and across 
the street.  When we went to the door, I observed a Ring doorbell to the left side of the 
door. Upon arrival at 2210 hours, we spoke with  step-mom, Leticia Stauch, date 
of birth    We were allowed into the residence by Mrs. Stauch.  

Upon entry into the residence, immediately to the east was a hallway with two doors.  
The entryway led into a living area and a kitchen.  On the west side of the residence was a 
doorway to the garage and another doorway that led to a bedroom.  Next to the doorway 
that leads to the garage was a stairwell that led to the basement.  I later discovered that 
this led to several other living areas, which included  room.  Mrs. Stauch seemed 
undisturbed by the fact that  was missing by stating he was probably at friend’s 
house.  She began explaining that between the hours of 1515 and 1600,  left the 
residence.  Mrs. Stauch explained that she initially thought  went to a friend’s 
residence that lives down the street.  She said he was supposed to return at 1800 hours 
but did not. She said  was supposed to return for dinner.  Mrs. Stauch said she 
believed this was due to the weather.  Mrs. Stauch explained it was sleeting around that 
time. She decided to drive down to the friend’s residence to pick him up. The friend stated 
that they had not seen  on this date.   

 father was out of state on military order.  He was identified as , 
date of birth   Mrs. Stauch said  was notified and asked her to 
check the house for his guns and anything else missing from the residence.  Mrs. Stauch 
said she checked the gun safe and discovered all the guns were there.  Mrs. Stauch said 
she checked  room and discovered a cigar in his backpack.  Deputy Donahoue 
asked if there was any drug usage or other suspicious circumstances.  Mrs. Stauch stated 
that  did not have any known drug usage, but mentioned something about bath 
salts to  through text.  Mrs. Stauch noted that  has  and takes 
prescription medication that upsets his stomach.  Mrs. Stauch said on January 26th, they 
went for a hike, and she had given   medication.  Mrs. Stauch noted that 
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 defecated on himself twice during this hike.  Mrs. Stauch described  as a 
gamer and noticed his Nintendo Switch was missing from the residence.  According to 
Mrs. Stauch, nothing else was missing from the residence.   

Due to the possibility that  may have been hiding in the residence, Deputy Younkin 
and I received consent to search to look for   I noticed Mrs. Stauch did not pay 
attention to what we were searching for until Deputy Younkin went into the garage.  Mrs. 
Stauch followed Deputy Younkin into the garage when he started looking in the garage.   

After we searched the upper level of the residence, I asked Mrs. Stauch if there was 
anything on his phone.  Mrs. Stauch said that she found a Google search of where  
had looked to see if a phone could be tracked.  Mrs. Stauch’s daughter was present for 
most of this interview.  She noted that it is not unusual for  to leave his phone or 
anything behind.  Mrs. Stauch also noted that  just got off restriction for his game 
console on this date.  She stated that the previous night  was playing his console 
without permission and heard somebody come downstairs.  He threw his game console 
to the side and knocked over a candle.  She stated this started a fire.  Mrs. Stauch later 
took us downstairs and showed us where she had put a rug in front of the couch, where the 
fire was.  She stated that she was trying to clean it up around the time  left.  She 
showed me an approximate 3 x 3-foot patch of carpet that she had cut the burned carpet 
out.  Mrs. Stauch said that she was trying to replace it with another piece of carpet, so 

 did not find out.  

Mrs. Stauch then took us into  room.  I once again asked her if anything was 
missing. I observed that she had outfits laid out on  bed.  bed was to 
the right upon entry to the room.  She stated that she gets  clothes ready, and 
she did not notice anything missing.  None of the clothes looked disturbed.  I checked 
the window to see if it was unlocked. It was not. 

I asked Mrs. Stauch if the ring doorbell was able to detect when  left. Mrs. Stauch 
told me they do not subscribe to the Ring Application. I told Mrs. Stauch that I aware they 
still would have received a notification if motion was detected. I asked her if she received a 
notification. She told me no. I asked if the Facebook post about  had any pertinent 
information. Mrs. Stauch said she received about 150 Facebook messages. She told me she 
noticed a message with a picture from a doorbell camera. Mrs. Stauch said it showed 
possibly  getting in white a SUV. Mrs. Stauch said one of  friend's brother 
has a white SUV. Deputy Donahoue asked to see the message. Mrs. Stauch stated she had to 
find it. It was later asked if we could see it again. Mrs. Stauch said she could not find it. 

Deputy Donahoue began asking Mrs. Stauch medical questions on the runaway form. Mrs. 
Stauch referred all questions to . Deputy Donahoue contacted  by phone.  
When Deputy Donahoue spoke with  he told us Mrs. Stauch may need medical 
attention because she was freaking out. Deputy Donahoue and I went back to check on Mrs. 
Stauch. She stated she was stressed about the situation, but otherwise okay. Mrs. Stauch did 
not appear to be in distress or need medical attention. I told her to call dispatch or Deputy 
Donahoue if anything changes.  
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After we left the residence, we conducted a neighborhood canvas.  Deputy Carle noticed 
the call screen had an a caller reporitng they may have seen   at the Kum and Go 
at 8090 Fountain Mesa Road convenience store.  Deputy Carle responded to confirm the 
sighting. Deputy Carle told us the clerk confirmed it was  by the photograph sent to 
him by Deputy Donahoue.  Deputy Donahoue conducted further follow-up later this later 
and confirmed with the assistant manager that  was possibly in the store.  The 
video from the store was later requested.   

A neighborhood canvas was conducted.  It should be noted that a Facebook post was 
posted on social media about  being missing.  Numerous citizens had come 
together to conduct a search party of this neighborhood in search of   Numerous 
vehcles were in and out of the neighbor during this time.  

I notified Sergeant John Hammond about the attention this was receiving in case the media 
was contacted.   

This was the conclusion of my initial investigation.  See Deputy Donahoue’s report for 
further. 

Nothing further.   

Case Status:  Same as original. 
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Body-worn camera footage is available regarding his investigation.  The following is a 
summary of facts and not intended to be a verbatim account of events.   

The following is a supplemental report to El Paso County Sheriff's Office Case Number 
2020-1382: 

On 01/27/20 at approximately 2209 hours I, Deputy Younkin, was dispatched to 6627 
Mandan Drive, County of El Paso, State of Colorado, in reference to a reported runaway. 

Upon arrival I observed the structure was a single family residence with an attached garage 
oriented to the north. I contacted Deputy Parker regarding the status of the investigation. 
Deputy Parker obtained consent to the search the residence in event the missing juvenile 
associated with the situation was hiding inside the house. I began searching areas of the 
house that may conceal a hiding juvenile subject. The missing juvenile subject was 
subsequently identified as  DOB . 

I searched several bedrooms and closets located on the upper level of the residence. I then 
proceeded to the garage area of the house and observed a black Volkswagen sport utility 
vehicle was parked inside the structure. The front of the vehicle was oriented toward the 
exterior overhead style garage door. I briefly searched the interior of the vehicle to verify 
the missing juvenile subject was not hiding inside the automobile. A female subject 
identified as Letecia Stauch DOB  entered the garage while I was searching the 
area. Letecia Stauch indicated her identification card may be located inside the sport utility 
vehicle. I asked Letecia Stauch if the missing juvenile had a history of hiding in vehicles. 
Letecia Stauch advised  would not likely hide in an automobile. I did not 
locate  in the sport utility vehicle or the garage area. I asked Letecia Stauch if 
the she operated the vehicle on the date of the incident. Letecia Stauch indicated she did 
not drive the vehicle that day.  

I moved to the lower level of the residence and searched multiple bedrooms, closets, a 
bathroom and a storage room. Letecia Stauch was initially on the upper level of the 
residence when I began searching the downstairs area. Letecia Stauch proceeded to the 
lower level during the search and made a reference to a cutting device that may be located 
on the floor.  

Letecia Stauch appeared to caution me to avoid stepping on the cutting instrument. Letecia 
Stauch indicated the cutting instrument was located on the floor in an open room located 
on the lower level of the residence. The room contained a television and multiple couch 
style seats. Letecia Stauch indicated the cutting device was used to replaced damaged 
carpet in the room. Letecia Stauch lifted an area rug revealing what appeared to be a 
smaller cut remnant of exposed carpet. Letecia Stauch said  spilled a candle 
on the carpet. Letecia Stauch advised she was attempting to fix the carpet without revealing 
the damage to the juvenile subject’s father.  It should be noted that I did not observe a 
cutting device in the room.  was not located during the search of the 
residence.  
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Nothing Further 
Case Status:  Same as Original Report 
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Case #20-1382 Supplement 
Sgt. J. Hess #96055 
BWC: No 

On 01-28-20, I was assigned duties at the Office of the Sheriff located at 27 E. Vermijo Ave. All 
circumstances described in this report occurred within El Paso County, State of Colorado. 

At about 0920 hours, I became aware of the incident reported in this case and that  
DOB: (11 years old) was reported as a runaway the previous night and had not yet returned 
home.  Although I did not have all the details, at about 0922 hours, I called  step-mother,  
Leticia Stauch, DOB:  at telephone number .  I asked her if she had leaned 
anything new and if  had returned home.  She related that he had not returned and she did not 
have anything new to report from the previous night.  I inquired if a search of their house had been 
done by deputies the previous night and she said deputies did search her house when the report was 
taken.  I asked her if we could put  photo out to the media for community awareness and she 
said that it was ok.  I advised her that we would continue to work the case and keep her apprised of 
the information and asked her to contact us immediately if she became aware of any new information. 

I spoke with the Public Relations office and they prepared an alert bulletin with  photograph 
that was later sent to media outlets. 

The Sheriff’s Office received a tip that a boy with a backpack was seen crossing the railroad tracks  
behind the Walgreens store at 280 Main St. the day prior and the caller thought it might have been 

  Between 1306 and 1330 hours, I searched the ditches, tunnels, outbuildings, fields and open 
areas around the Walgreens but did not locate any activity of relevance. 

I learned that detectives were enroute to the Starbucks Coffee Shop located at 6845 Mesa Ridge 
Parkway to meet with Leticia and , DOB:  and responded to assist and gather 
more information.  I arrived at about 1348 hours and saw that Detectives Riley and Bethel were seated 
at a table speaking with Laticia and   I sat next to them and listened as they spoke with 
Detectives.  I saw that they had  cell phone and asked if I could see it.  I clicked on the map 
app and to see if he had searched any addresses.  The only address searched was 10315 Declaration 
Dr.  This is in the same neighborhood the Stauch’s live.  They did not recognize the address and did 
not know why it would have been searched.  I sent Deputy Ricardo Garcia to the address.  Leticia 
showed me a photo that she had been sent that showed a young boy with a blue hooded sweatshirt 
walking in front of a house.  She said she thought the photo might have been him.  She got the photo 
from a Facebook group that was trying to help search for her son. I departed a short time later and 
detectives remained with Stauch’s. 

Deputy Garcia later advised that the people living 10315 Declaration Dr. did not know the Stauch’s and 
they did not have any children.  One of the residents was a UCCS Police Officer and he lived there with 
his wife and his brother.  During later conversations with Leticia she remembered that they delivered a 
“Jingle Basket” to a house on Declaration during the early part of December as a friendly neighborhood 
gesture where a gift basket is left on the porch and they ring the doorbell and leave.  I departed a short 
time later and they remained with Stauch’s. 

I later went into the neighborhood for the purpose of canvassing for surveillance cameras.  As I did not 
have all the details of the case, I saw that there were several vehicles parked at the Stauch’s house at 
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6627 Mandan Dr.  At about 1500 hours, I stopped to verify a timeline for requesting camera footage 
from neighbors.  A white male, not identified to me answered the door.  Leticia came to the door and 
I asked about verifying a timeline.  She related to me that she did not know an exact time but that it 
was between 1515 and 1600 hours.  She related that she had been in the basement working on fixing a 
burn mark from a candle that had been knocked over by   Leticia’s daughter, an 8 year old girl 
(not identified to me), said that her mom was breathing real hard.  Leticia laughed and said she may 
have overacted.  She described grabbing a blanket and smothering the fire.  She stated that when she 
smothered it, it caused the fire to grow but it did put it out.  Her daughter said that  had 
something on the front of his shirt from the fire.  Leticia said that something had gotten on his shirt.  I 
asked about the house that  would have walked to.  She said he left to go to a friend’s house, 
but when I asked which friend she said she did not know.  She assumed he was going to a friend that 
lived down the street.   She stated that she thought he was going to  house (unknown 
spelling). When I asked where it was, her daughter stepped out of the house and pointed to a house at 
the intersection of Rubicon Dr. and Mandan Dr, on Rubicon Dr.  This house was basically three houses 
away, and at the intersection of Rubicon. 

Leticia then asked her daughter if she had passed him when she went to get the mail because she left 
shortly after  did.  She said she did not see him.  I asked where the mailboxes were and she 
related that they were further west on Mandan Dr. around the corner.  Due to this description, it 
appeared that  would have had to of left walking east on Mandan Dr.  By this time several 
friends had shown up at the house.   had come out of the house and was on the front porch 
area with us.  He received a phone call and stepped away, and eventually joined a group of people in 
front of his neighbor’s house. 

As I departed, I saw that  was talking with neighbors that had cameras right next to his house.  
Figuring those houses had already looked I began trying to contact residents at “  and 
neighbors.  There was no answer at house. I eventually contacted Cambra Peterson at 9885 
Rubicon Dr.  She had a doorbell camera and related that she had no footage of  and that she 
had checked.  She also started a Facebook group to search for  and had printed flyers.  Her 
facebook group had about a thousand followers and some had provided possible sightings of  on 
their home security systems to her Facebook group.  The Facebook group was called,  
Search Party and previously, Find   I showed Cambra a photo that had been shown to 
me by Leticia.  She confirmed that it came through her Facebook group.  I was later able to identify 
that the boy captured in the video was the son of Marci Whitman.  I spoke to her on the phone at 

.  The video captured the boy on Declaration Dr.  The Whitman’s live on Declaration
and her son was carrying a plastic case that was seen on the video.  Marci confirmed it was her son.

I later met with Mallory Jansen at 6863 Phantom Way ).  She had a video capture a 
figure at 1900 hours walking east on Pantom Way.  The figure appears to be wearing a blue hoodie 
with a white shirt under it and white shoes.  There we no distinguishing features available.  This Ring 
Video was emailed to me and I forwarded it to Det. Bethel at 1724 hours for review.   

I drove many roads in the subdivision, checked construction dumpsters, walked along the creek and 
under the bridge and spoke to several concerned residents.  I found nothing of relevance.  I also 
received several text messages from Cambra Peterson that contained names and numbers from people 
that thought they might have captured images of  walking in front of their houses.  Those text 
messages were forwarded to Det. Bethel at 1804 hours. 
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Nothing further. 

Case Status:  Active 
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

1/28/2020 

On Tuesday, January 28, 2020, at approximately 1225 hours, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division was contacted by EPSO Investigations 
Detective Sergeant (DET SGT) J. Abendschan and notified of a runaway child.  

INITIAL INFORMATION: 

DET SGT Abendschan had briefed me on a runaway child, later identified as  
DoB  had left his home at 6627 Mandan Drive, El Paso County, Colorado, on January 
27, 2020 in the afternoon hours and was heading for a friend’s house. He never showed up at the 
friend’s house, did not have a history of running away, took medication for  was lightly 
clothed, and was 11 years old. DET SGT Abendschan stated the case had not yet been referred to 
Investigations as of this time. 

LIEUTENANT STATEMENT: 

After hearing the initial information about the child, I directed DET SGT Abendschan to connect 
with DET SGT R. Hubbell, supervisor of the Major Crimes Unit and assign detectives to conduct 
initial follow-up.  

DET SGT Hubbell assigned detectives to the investigation. 

During the subsequent initial stages of the investigation, I remained updated on the case 
progression and provided resource support as needed.  

Case Status: Active     
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 1 
Wednesday, February 26, 2020 

On Tuesday, January 28, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO.  

At approximately 12:30 pm, Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbell informed Detective Mark Riley and I of 
a missing child,  DOB:  Sgt. Hubbell stated  was reported missing by 
his stepmother, Letecia Stauch, DOB:  on Monday, January 27, 2020 at approximately 6:55 
pm, and had not yet been located. Mrs. Stauch initially called into the El Paso County Communications 
Center (dispatch) at 6:55 pm on January 27, 2020 to report  as a runaway. EPSO patrol deputies 
responded to her home (6627 Mnadan Dr) at approximately 10:00 pm to take the case. During the initial 
contact by patrol deputies the home was thoroughly searched for  and patrol deputies were not 
able to locate him. Patrol Deputy Sean Donahue took a report from Mrs. Stauch and documented she 
reported  left to play at an unknown friend’s house between 3:15 pm and 4:00 pm.  was 
instructed to be home by 6:00 pm and when he did not arrive, Mrs. Stauch contacted authorities to file a 
report. During the telephone interview with the dispatcher, Mrs. Stauch reported  had a cellphone 
with him and provided his telephone number . Review of the initial patrol report indicated 
patrol deputies observed neighbors in the area of  home were actively searching for him. 

At approximately 1:14 pm, I contacted Mrs. Stauch via telephone (  I introduced myself to 
her and asked to meet with her to assist in finding  Mrs. Stauch was apprehensive to speak with 
me and told me she had already spoke to “eight other people” and she did not want to talk to me. I told 
Mrs. Stauch I may be able to better assist in locating  due to my investigative experience and 
requested to meet her at her address (6627 Mandan Dr.). Mrs. Stauch told me she would not meet me at 
her home because too many young children were there, and she did not want them overhearing our 
conversation. She requested I meet her at Starbucks located at 6845 Fountain Mesa Parkway in Fountain, 
Colorado. Mrs. Stauch told me she was with her husband, , DOB:  
who is  biological father. Mrs. Stauch stated they would be in  red Nissan Frontier 
at the Starbucks.  

At approximately 1:28 pm, Detective Riley and I arrived at Starbucks and met with  Mrs. Stauch. 
The conversation we had with them was recorded using my MP3 player. The recording was placed into 
evidence as item # 354 by Detective Katherine Huston #12021 and was sent to records technicians for 
transcription. The transcription will be reviewed and attached to a separate supplement. The following is a 
synopsis of the conversation and should not be considered a verbatim transcription.  

Detective Riley and I collected identifying information from  Mrs. Stauch. 

 Mrs. Stauch initially thought  was spotted at the Kum and Go gas station located at 8050 
Fountain Mesa Rd in Fountain Colorado. I was later informed by EPSO Patrol Sgt. Jason Hess that 
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deputies responded to the Kum and Go gas station and were able to determine the child initially thought 
to be  at the gas station was not  

I asked  Mrs. Stauch about  friends. Mrs. Stauch said she did not really know who 
 friends were and  was the one who contacted  friends and their parents. 

 told me  usually played with  who lives at the end of their street and another 
child named   provided me with contact information for  and  
parents, which was passed on to Detectives Arndt and Vigil for follow up.  

 told Detective Riley and I he was at Fort Sill, Oklahoma for training on Monday, January 27, 
2020, when Mrs. Stauch contacted him and told him  was missing. Mrs. Stauch stated  
stayed home from school (Grand Mountain Elementary School) on Monday, January 27, 2020 because he 
was experiencing stomach issues and was bleeding from his rectum. The last time  was at school 
was Friday, January 24, 2020.  

Mrs. Stauch further explained  has digestive issues which cause him to become constipated and 
eventually incontinent. Mrs. Stauch said on Sunday, January 26, 2020, she took  and his 
8-year-old sister,  Stauch, DOB: , on a hike at the Garden of the Gods park in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. It was during their hike when  became incontinent and they had to return
home. Mrs. Stauch reported later, on Sunday night  was downstairs in the basement lying on the
couch and accidently knocked over a candle onto the carpet. Mrs. Stauch told us there was a hole burnt in
the carpet from  spilling the candle.  added he believed  lit the candle because
he was smelling bad.

Mrs. Stauch stated she allowed  to stay home from school on Monday, January 27, 2020 and took 
him with her while she ran errands. She set the ADT alarm system at 10:05 am. Mrs. Stauch told 
Detective Riley and I she and  went to PetCo located on North Nevada Ave ( 5020 N. Nevada 
Avenue in Colorado Springs, CO) and she purchased items for their dogs while  remained in the 
Frontier. They ran other errands while they were out which included going to a gas station. She and 

 returned to their home at approximately 2:29 pm. Mrs. Stauch confirmed they returned home at 
this time by checking to see when she disarmed the alarm.  

 told me he was concerned with text messages  sent to him. He told me  was 
concerned about getting into trouble for burning a hole in the carpet and later texted him asking about 
bath salts.  was concerned  was asking for bath salts and contacted Mrs. Stauch to tell 
her to lock up the bath salts they used for bathing and asked her to check  backpack. Mrs. 
Stauch stated she was “clueless” about bath salts and told  she provided  with a bath 
bomb the day before when he asked her about bath salts. Mrs. Stauch said she believed  was 
asking for bath salts to take a bath with. Mrs. Stauch reported she did not check  backpack at 
that time.  

 told me  sent him other text messages telling him his (  friend said he has an 
older brother with a car and the older brother said  could come over to play if he brought bath 
salts.  said he told  he could not play with the friend and contacted Mrs. Stauch, telling 
her about the text messages.  
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 said  told Mrs. Stauch he was going to play, and he was concerned  may be 
with the new friend he mentioned in the text messages. He added he is not aware of any friends  
has that has an older brother that is of age to drive. Mrs. Stauch said she attempted to locate  and 
during her search was told about a boy name  who supposedly had an older brother. Mrs. Stauch 
said she went to  house and contacted his father.  father did not have a child old enough 
to drive and did not know where  was.  

 said he was concerned because  is a homebody who likes to play Nintendo and watch 
cartoons. He did not believe  would run away because of his stomach problems and felt something 
bad happened.  said he thought  was at a house with drug users who could have 
convinced him to come to their house.  contacted  school to attempt to gather more 
information about the children  plays with at school but was not provided with any information.  

I asked  if  has any social media accounts. He told me no and explained  is not 
allowed on the internet except to play some games.  did provide me with an iCloud username 
for  ”.  did not know of a specific username but did mention  
was caught using the application “TikTok” within the past week.  Mrs. Stauch were concerned 
about him using the application because of some of the “challenges” that are posted it.  was 
prohibited from viewing the content on TikTok.  

I asked about  phone.  said he had  phone and checked through it.  
had only texted one friend. A review of addresses searched on the phone showed the address, 10315 
Declaration Dr. which is in the same general neighborhood as the Stauch residence.  did not 
recognize the address, but Mrs. Stauch felt the address could have been the one she and  delivered 
a “jingle basket” to during the holidays. The address was passed onto Sgt. Hubbell who followed up and 
contacted the occupants of the home. They did not report seeing  and did confirm they 
participated in the jingle basket program. Mrs. Stauch mentioned seeing an internet search, can my 
parents find me if my phone is off. This search was said to be on  phone.  

I asked  for permission to download  phone and search its contents.  
agreed and completed a search waiver for the phone. He provided me with the phone. The waiver for the 
phone was later placed into evidence as item #266 by Detective Jon Price #02034. The phone was 
downloaded by Detective Michael Bauman. The phone was later returned to  by Detective 
Riley.  

 also provided me with the serial number for  Nintendo switch (Serial # 
). Mrs. Stauch initially reported to EPSO patrol on January 27, 2020 that  left 

the house with his Nintendo Switch and left his wallet and phone at home. The serial number was 
provided to Detective Price, who completed a search warrant to Nintendo in an attempt to locate 

 location through the device. Detective Price later informed me the search warrant did not 
provide any location data to assist in locating   

I asked  if  suffers from any other ailments or disabilities. He told me  does 
have  and takes medication for it.  does not have any issues in school and usually makes 
straight A’s.  mentioned to me he recently began taking  and  to a counselor  

 The children were seeing  because they were struggling with not seeing 
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their mother. 

I asked Mrs. Stauch about other children in the home. She told me the only other children in the home is 
 and  DOB:  who is Mrs. Stauch’s biological daughter.  

During the course of my investigation I learned  and  are the biological children of . 
 and his ex-wife , DOB:   is the biological daughter of Mrs. 

Stauch.  

Both  Mrs. Stauch could not provide Detective Riley and I with any information about  
location.  

I concluded my conversation with  Mrs. Stauch. Detective Riley and I responded to Grand 
Mountain Elementary School to speak with  teacher.  

Detective Riley and I arrived at Grand Mountain Elementary School at approximately 2:30 pm. The 
school is located at 11060 Fontaine Boulevard.  

Detective Riley and I spoke with Ms. Kaitlyn Collar, DOB:  and Ms. Ursula Reece, DOB: 
  

Ms. Collar is  5th grade teacher. She described  as a smart child, who is friendly with 
everyone. Ms. Collar told us  was not overly social but does have two friends,  

 and  Ms. Collar stated  is very knowledgeable with technology and enjoys 
playing video games. She said  does take medication for  and she has noticed  has 
not been getting his medication consistently.  is not known to have any behavioral issues or 
suicidal ideations or attempts in the past. Ms. Collar did not believe  had a girlfriend. I asked Ms. 
Collar if  ever made any complaints to her. She told me no. I requested information on the 
students  was closest with. I was provided with information for the following children,  

   III; and . This information was provided to 
Detectives Arndt and Vigil for further follow up.  

Ms. Reece is the Dean of Students at the school. She reported she has not had to speak with  about 
any disciplinary issues or issues with other students.   

I contacted Sgt. Hubbell and updated him on the situation. I requested Sgt. Hubbell obtain the assistance 
of the National Center for Missing and Endangered Children (NCMEC) due to the circumstances.  

At approximately 3:45 pm, I contacted  Mrs. Stauch via telephone and asked them to bring a 
hairbrush or toothbrush of  to the Office of The Sheriff (OTS), located at 27 E. Vermijo Ave. 
They agreed. At approximately 4:04 pm, Mrs. Stauch contacted me via text message and asked if I 
wanted her to look for the rag or bandaids from their burns from the candle incident. I told Mrs. Stauch 
she could bring those items if she wished, but it was not necessary and that a toothbrush was sufficient. 

 arrived at the OTS at approximately 4:30 pm.  was alone when he arrived. I asked 
 where Mrs. Stauch was and was told she should be at their residence. I texted Mrs. Stauch and 

asked her if she was available to speak with me at the OTS. She did not respond via text.  
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Detective Riley conducted an interview with  at the OTS. When the interview was complete, 
 left the OTS.  

At approximately 6:00 pm, Mrs. Stauch contacted me via telephone. Due to cellular service issues in the 
building I called Mrs. Stauch back from Sgt. Hubbell’s desk line. I attempted to record the conversation 
but was unable to because the batteries in the recorder were not working. The conversation lasted 
approximately 30 minutes. During my conversation with Mrs. Stauch she told me she last saw  
between 3:15 pm and 4:00 pm. Mrs. Stauch remembered this timeframe because there was a TV show on 
that she liked to watch. Mrs. Stauch could not tell me what the name of the TV show was. She told me 

 was at work and  told her she did not pass  in the neighborhood. I asked Mrs. Stauch 
what  was wearing when he left the house. She told me he was wearing blue shoes, a blue hoodie 
and blue jeans. I asked Mrs. Stauch to come into the OTS to conduct a recorded interview with me. She 
told me she was unable to because she had a stomachache. Mrs. Stauch told me she was having to stop at 
Walgreens drug stores to use the restroom because of her stomach troubles.  

I asked Mrs. Stauch why  was restricted from his electronics (it was learned though the 
investigation that  was not allowed to have his electronics). Mrs. Stauch could not tell me why 

 was on restrictions and added she does not make any of the parenting decisions because  
 is possessive about it. Mrs. Stauch did say she blocked wifi access on  devices because 

of his use of TikTok.  

I asked Mrs. Stauch what her relationship with the children was like. She told me the children listen to her 
and she is strict when it comes to schoolwork.  

I asked Mrs. Stauch if  had spoken about running away before. She said no. Mrs. Stauch stated 
 does get upset when he has to return home from visiting his mother. She believed  

mother was not strict when he visited her and because of that  had trouble adjusting when he came 
home. Mrs. Stauch told me  was upset because he has not seen his stepfather, . 
According to Mrs. Stauch  stopped being involved in  and  lives around 
December 2019.  has a daughter,  who is  stepsister.  

I asked Mrs. Stauch if she knew of any bullies  had. Mrs. Stauch told me  did not have any 
issues with other children, but  did. She also told me  did not stick up for  when she 
was bullied.  

Mrs. Stauch provided me with history of the family. She told me  last saw his mother around 
Christmas time 2019. She added  mother frequently does not visit the children during her 
allotted parenting time and makes excuses for not seeing them. Mrs. Stauch told me  and  
were supposed to see their mother during every school break but has not seen her because their mother 
did not have the money to pay for them to come see her. This caused  to be upset.  

Mrs. Stauch told me  behavior had changed approximately 1 year ago. She told me he made 
gestures with a knife towards her previously. This occurred while they were living in Colorado.  

Mrs. Stauch said she kept the children by herself during  4th grade year in school. During this 
time frame,  was allowed to see his mother, but was upset because his mother would not follow 
through with seeing them.  expressed his displeasure about his mother and father not living 
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together and them not being married anymore. Mrs. Stauch told me she felt as if  did not 
understand why his parents could not live together when they were divorced. She said  behavior 
escalated and he began throwing tantrums and was causing issues.  began seeing a counselor in 
April of 2019 and has been doing better since.  

During my conversation with Mrs. Stauch she told me in her mind,  and  mother is their 
mother and she would never be able to take her place. She has told  and  she is not their 
mother because she did not want them to feel as if she is trying to take her place. Mrs. Stauch explained 
how  father, Chance Hunt, was deceased. 

Mrs. Stauch told me there was tension in her relationship with Mr. Stauch because she would make 
decisions concerning  and  and Mr. Stauch did not agree with them. She stated their 
parenting is separated. She disciplines  and Mr. Stauch disciplines  and  They do not 
co-parent with one another and neither have adopted the other spouses’ child/ children.  

Prior to living in Colorado, the family lived in Alaska until Mrs. Stauch had an issue with one of Mr. 
Stauch’s chain of command. They were moved from Alaska to Colorado because of an alleged sexual 
assault.  

I asked Mrs. Stauch when she and  began their relationship. She told me she and  
met while playing softball in the beginning of 2014. They were later married in January 2015.  

I concluded my phone call with Mrs. Stauch and briefed supervisors and other detectives on what I 
learned. Searches and evidence collection were directed by supervisors who were present. I continued 
actively investigating the case with other detectives at the OTS.  

At approximately 7:03 pm, Mrs. Stauch contacted me via telephone. She told me she was not able to get 
in touch with  and had not seen him. She told me she was concerned because he did not speak 
with her after he completed an interview with Detective Riley. Mrs. Stauch also wanted  home 
to take care of  

At approximately 7:06 pm,  contacted me via telephone. I could tell by the tone of  
’s voice that he was upset.  told me he needed to tell me something. He said he did not 

tell me about a Kia Rio that Mrs. Stauch rented at the airport when she picked him up earlier that day. He 
told me Mrs. Stauch told him she parked her car at French Elementary School (located at 5225 Alturas 
Dr. Colorado Springs, CO 80911) and a friend took her to the airport to pick him up. She said she needed 
to rent the car to keep the mileage low on her Tiguan which was a leased vehicle.  told me he 
had driven by French Elementary School and did not see Mrs. Stauch’s car at the school or in the area of 
the school. I asked  for information about Mrs. Stauch’s car. He told me it is a black 
Volkswagon Tiguan with fictitious South Carolina plates on it. He could only recall “CYY and 3 
numbers” of the plate and told me the plate belonged on a 2016 Nissan Maxima that Mrs. Stauch 
previously owned. As I spoke with , he became more upset. I asked him if he thought Mrs. 
Stauch may have been involved with  disappearance. He began to sob uncontrollably and said 
yes. I arranged for detectives to meet  and bring him back to the OTS because he was so upset. 

 was able to compose himself enough to drive and spoke with me while he was headed back to 
the OTS. During our conversation  told me he had driven by Mesa Ridge High School (located 
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at 6070 Mesa Ridge Parkway) and thought he saw Mrs. Stauch’s vehicle in the parking lot. He stopped at 
the school and determined the car was not the same make or model as Mrs. Stauch’s vehicle. He 
continued to the OTS where he was interviewed for a second time by Detective Riley.  

Supervisors of the Investigations Division were kept informed of the developments of the case while it 
was evolving.  

Arrangements were made for Detectives to respond to the Colorado Springs Airport to collect data on the 
rented Kia Rio which was rented from Avis car rental company. Detectives also picked up  
mother,  and her brother Brandon Bullard, DOB: . Detectives also went to the 
Stauch’s residence to locate  and bring her to the OTS per  request.  

At approximately 8:22 pm, I conducted an interview of  and Mr. Bullard at the OTS in room 
#4. Room #4 is equipped with audio and video recording. The interview was placed onto a disk and 
entered into evidence as item #350 by Detective Huston. The interview was transcribed and will be 
attached to a separate supplement.  

I also conducted a brief interview with  in interview room # 2 at approximately 10:20 pm. The 
interview room is equipped with audio and video recording. The recording of the interview was placed 
onto a disk and entered into evidence as item #349 by Detective Huston. The interview was transcribed 
and will be attached to a separate supplement.  

At approximately 10:45 pm, Mrs. Stauch contacted me via text message. She stated, “What do you want 
from me? Because I have nothing. One of your very own leaked to me what you guys were doing. I did 
nothing and/ or am being set up. I’m not really even sure other that being told that by another blue with El 
Paso. I was told I couldn’t go home to sleep and on top of that men were sent to a home with a minor 
female and she was forced to stay there not to even leave for food. Every conversation that said even at 
this moment I can hear inside. What do you want from me?”  

I responded, “Come in to talk to me. I would just like to find  

This text message along with others sent from Mrs. Stauch were photographed and placed into evidence 
as item #271.  

During the time Mrs. Stauch contacted me via text message detectives were at or in her home based on a 
consent waiver Mr. Stauch provided. I notified detectives at the residence of the comment Mrs. Stauch 
made about being able to hear everything inside. Detectives located and disconnected devices and or wifi 
routers at the home.  

Mrs. Stauch attempted to contact me via facetime video on multiple occasions. I was not able to get 
service to answer the call and maintain the call because of my location within the OTS. I attempted to 
contact Mrs. Stauch via telephone but she would not answer. I received another facetime call at 
approximately 11:52 pm and was able to answer the call. The call was recorded using an MP3 player. The 
recording was entered into evidence as item #355 by Detective Huston and was sent for transcription. The 
transcription of the call will be attached to a separate supplement. During the call, Mrs. Stauch did not 
allow me to see her face. The screen was blackened as if she was in a place with no light or she was 
covering the camera.  
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The investigation which continued for several weeks will continue to be documented in additional 
supplements. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell EID 07050 
Supplement to case 2020-00001382 
Missing Person  

On Tuesday, January 28, 2020,I, Detective Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell of the El Paso County Sheriff's 
Investigations Division Major Crimes Unit, conducted follow up on case 2020-00001382. 

Initial Brief 
I was contacted at approximately 12:30 pm, by Sgt. Abendschan and told that patrol was working a 
missing juvenile case. I pulled the responding Deputy’s report (Deputy Donahoue) and assigned 
Detective’s Riley and Brklich to review his report and respond to 6627 Mandan Drive to speak with the 
family. I also requested while they conducted follow up interviews to request to collect a hairbrush, 
comb or toothbrush so DNA samples could be collected.  

I was also contacted by Fountain Police Sargent Marshal who informed me of surveillance video from a 
Loaf & Jug that appeared to have  on it. I had Detectives at the scene show stills of the video to 

 the missing boy’s father. He said the boy in the surveillance video was not   

Assignments 
Detective Brklich - Scene 
Detective Riley - Scene  
Detective Bethel - Scene/Lead 

Amber Alert 
I contacted CBI to confirm that currently without a suspect or vehicle description that  did not 
qualify for an Amber alert. I spoke wit a CBI investigator with the first name of Julien. After taking my 
brief update about the lack of a suspect description and vehicle Julien confirmed  was not a 
candidate for an Amber alert. Julien did mention the possibility of an Endangered/Missing alert, but they 
needed more information that I was not able to provide at this time. Specifically, if there are any 
medical conditions and medications that would put  at risk if not taken. I told Julien I did not 
have those updates yet. I would call them back when I did. 

Potential Witness identified 
I learned from Detectives on scene the missing juvenile,  had left behind his cell phone 
and wallet when he left his house to go to a friend’s house to play. The only item reported as missing 
was  Nintendo Switch. On his phone there was a search for the address of 10315 Declaration 
Drive. I drove to this address and at approximately 4:00 pm, I contacted the homeowner Marvin Yanez 
DOB:  

Witness Statement 
Mr. Yanez told me he was employed with UCCS Police Department. I explained why I was contacting 
him, and he informed me he was contacted by an El Paso County Deputy Sheriff earlier for the same 
reason. Mr. Yanez was puzzled why his address was searched and on the Missing boy’s phone. Mr. Yanez 
told me he did not have any kids and he lived with his wife and brother in-law.  Mr. Yanez provided the 
following: 

Wife - Luisa Daniella Yanez  Phone  
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Brother in-law - Jesus Marin Lopez   Phone  

Mr. Yanez told me since the Deputy contacted him earlier he continued to think about why his address 
would have been in  phone. It made Mr. Yanez think that maybe  snuck over to the 
house. Mr. Yanez completed a walk around of the home’s exterior and interior. He found no forced 
entry or any personal items missing from the home.  Mr. Yanez told me the only other thing he could 
think of was that on the north side of the street three houses to the east there is a lot of activity. Mr. 
Yanez explained that El Paso County Deputies respond to this address frequently and he sees lots of kids 
frequent the address. I thanked Mr. Yanez and left him with my business card. 

While leaving Mr. Yanez’s residence I saw a juvenile male on a scooter that looked similar to  He 
had black short collar length hair, was wearing a dark blue jacket and blue jeans. He was on Declaration 
and turned south on Alliance Loop. I got my vehicle and went directly to Alliance loop. I saw several 
children playing and two adults monitoring the children. I realized the child I followed was not  
but had a similar description. I contacted the Adults in front of 6917 Alliance Loop. 

Courtney Coles & Kimberly Barker 
The first person I contacted was Courtney Coles DOB . Ms. Coles told me she was aware of a 
missing child in the area. She told me she was on Facebook and the Lorson Ranch neighborhood has 
already posted information. Ms. Coles had not seen  and said that her children do not play with 

 She did mention that her daughter did go to the same school as  and she asked if any of 
the other children had seen  None of the children recalled seeing  since he was called in 
sick on Monday January 27, 2020. Ms. Coles said they would continue to keep an eye out for  
and monitor Facebook. If anything of interest comes up, she will contact me. 

I then spoke with Kimberly Barker DOB: . She too mentioned the Facebook page for the Lorson 
Ranch neighborhood. She has not  and does not recall any her children playing with  
previously. Ms. Barker as well said she would contact me if she did come across any information. I left 
my Business card with my contact information. 

After my contact with the neighbors I returned to the OTS. 

The investigation continues. 

Nothing Further. 
Case status - Same as original.
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 1 Saturday February 1, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Tuesday January 28, 2020, at approximately 1:00 pm, I, Detective N. Brklich of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division was notified by Detective Sergeant Rosario 
Hubbell of a reported runaway 11 year old child, later identified as , DOB: 

.  was reported to law enforcement on Monday January 27, 2020, at 
approximately 6:55 pm.  reportedly ran away from his home identified as 6627 Mandan 
Dr., Colorado Springs, CO 80925. Sergeant Hubbell requested I assist with the investigation. 

Investigative Activity 

During the initial part of the investigation I began searching new homes being built in Lorson 
Ranch district, located in the unincorporated area of El Paso County, State of Colorado. I was not 
able to locate  nor anyone in the area who may have seen him. 

At approximately 10:00 pm, I began processing several tips coming in to the EPSO tip line: 

 notifying of screen shots she had taken from Facebook conversations

 notifying of screen shots she had seen on Facebook conversations

 notifying of seeing a black Kia Sorento with Michigan plates near the Air Force
Academy overlook area off of Interstate 25. This turned out to be associated with a different
Amber Alert. No vehicle was found in the area upon searching.

 Possible sighting of  at Lowe’s parking lot in Fountain, CO on Monday
January 27, 2020, at approximately 3:15 pm.

 notifying of Ring Doorbell video in the area of Mandan Dr. Video was later
collected during neighborhood canvass

 notifying gentleman had walked the creek in the Fountain Valley Nature Center
from the ponds to the end of the park area. Nothing was found.

All leads were vetted and followed up. 

Additional searches of surrounding areas were conducted. All of which met with negative 
results. 

Case Status: Active Investigation
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On January 28, 2020, at approximately 2:15 pm, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, was contacted by 
Detective Sgt. Rocky Hubbell, who directed me to assist in this investigation. Sgt. Hubbell identified the 
missing person in this case as elven year old  DOB .  

When  ran away, he took his Nintendo Switch gaming device with him. The serial number of the 
Switch is  The email address associated with the account is 

  parents have discovered a recent purchase of $59.99 on the 
account. Sgt. Hubbell directed me to contact Nintendo and Google to attempt to obtain location data 
reference the Nintendo Switch. 

I contacted Nintendo at phone . I learned there was no mechanism for the emergent 
release of data. I was told to fax legal process to Nintendo America, 4600 150th Ave. NE, Redmond, 
Washington, 98052. 

At approximately 4:05 pm, I presented applications for two Court Orders for Production of Records to 
the Honorable Judge Laura Findorff. After reviewing the documents and swearing me to them, Judge 
Findorff issued Court Orders to Nintendo and Google to produce location data reference 

 

I filed the Orders with the Clerk of the Court under warrant numbers 20-296 Google and 20-297 
Nintendo. 

I served the Google order by uploading it to Google’s secure law enforcement internet portal. I 
requested an emergent disclosure. Google case number 3444502 was generated reference this request. 

I served the Nintendo order by faxing it to . On the fax cover sheet I requested an 
emergent response. The fax machine produced a report indicating the transmission was successful. 

At 6:20 pm, I was contacted by Detective Sgt. Kurt Smith. He told me the phone number of Leticia 
Stauch is  He directed me to determine her cell service provider, and make a request to 
preserve records concerning this number. I searched the internet, and determined this number is 
serviced by AT&T. I sent an email making the preservation request to  

Search of 6627 Mandan Drive 
At approximately 9:00 pm I assisted with a search of 6627 Mandan Drive. The search was done under 
consent via a Search Waiver Form signed by . I noted the following: 

Nintendo Switch 
In the downstairs family room on the table which supports a big screen TV I observed a charging station 
for a Nintendo Switch. I did not locate the console itself anywhere in the house. 

Candle & Carpet 
In the downstairs family room was a full size tan suede couch. On the seat of the left end (as one looks 
at the couch) there was an area where there were several small circles of melted fabric. There was 
residue of what appeared to be candle wax stuck to the fabric. The wax was white, and had red and blue 
particulates mixed with it. 

On the bottom front of the couch under this seat were several linear and vertical  streaks of candle 
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wax . However, there was no wax on the carpet directly below these drips. I noted this wax appeared to 
have been dripped and not poured or spilled.  

There was an area rug in front of the couch. I pulled the area rug back, a found a rectangular piece of 
carpet sitting on top of the installed carpet. This rectangular piece was of the same material as the 
installed carpeting. I removed this rectangular piece, and found a smaller rectangular piece had been cut 
out of the installed carpeting. 

The carpet padding was still in place inside the cutout rectangle. However, there was a portion of 
padding missing from the center of the cut out in what appeared to me a burn or pour pattern. The 
concrete sub-floor was visible in this area.  

There was an odor of coconut in the downstairs family room which was very strong around the area of 
this defect.  

Detective Ferrell later discovered and collected the cut out, melted piece of carpet and a coconut 
scented candle from the garbage can in the backyard.  

 Room 
 bedroom is downstairs near the family room. There was no obvious signs of disturbance. 

There was no obvious, visible blood. The carpet in the center of the room was damp, and smelled like 
vinegar or possibly ammonia.  

Tennis Shoes 
On top of the clothes washing machine in the laundry room I discovered a pair of black and white 
women’s running shoes. It appeared they had been recently washed. On the bottom of the soles, in the 
channels of the tread were brown and some light pink stains. Detective Ferrell swabbed these stains. 

Master Bathroom Bathtub 
The bathtub in the master bathroom was filled with water. I thought this was odd. 

Return to the Office 
This was the extent items I discovered during the search. I returned to the Office of the Sheriff. I began 
to assemble facts and compose the outline of an Affidavit to be elaborated on in any future warrants.  

I cleared the call   at approximately 2:53 am. 

Nothing Further 
Status: Active Investigations 
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Case: 20-1382 

Title: Missing Person 

Date: 01/28/2020 

This is a supplement to case number 20-1382.  

On January 28, 2020, at approximately 1620 hours, I, Sergeant Kurt Smith, was asked to 
complete a Cellebrite extraction on a I-Phone 6, serial  

I accessed the screen lock and set it to never.  I conducted a file system extraction of the phone.  
I generated a report using the Cellebrite software. 

The passcode is   And per Detective Bethel there was a verbal waiver for the device.  I did 
not analyze the report. 

The reports were burned to a Blu Ray disc and placed into evidence as item 45. 

Nothing Further. 

Status: SAO 
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This is supplement #1 for case 20-1382 Wednesday, January 29, 2020 

Assigned to assist with case: 

On 01/28/2020, at approximately 4:30 pm, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office, Investigations Division, was assigned to assist with interviews regarding a runaway,  

 DOB:  in El Paso County, Colorado. 

Interview with  

I responded to 9875 Rubicon Dr. and contacted  DOB:  who was a friend of 
 from school.  said he has known  for a couple years and he plays with  

in the neighborhood but always stays on the street in front of  house.  did not have 
any information on where  may be and has never heard him make any statements about 
wanting to run away.  had spent the night at  house approximately two weeks prior 
and stated he never observed  fighting or arguing with anyone else in the residence.  
was last seen by  at school on 01/24/2020, and reported he seemed “really happy”.  
said when he got on the school bus to go to school on 01/27/2020, “his sister” had told him  was 
sick and wasn’t going to school. 

 mother, Jamie Gilliland, DOB: , was present during the interview and reported 
she had last seen  in front of her residence at around 1:00-2:00 pm on Sunday, 01/26/2020. She 
stated he had been wanting to play with  but ended up leaving as  was unable to play at 
the time. 

The interview was recorded on my digital recorder and later downloaded to a CD and placed into 
evidence item #31. 

Interview with : 

I then responded to 6063 Meadowbank Lane to assist Detective Jennifer Arndt. While on scene,  
 DOB:  arrived on scene and I interviewed him regarding some information he had 

regarding   reported a “ ”, unknown spelling or DOB, who is also in 7th 
grade with  had told him at school on 01/28/2020, he had possibly seen  walking on an 
unknown street with a black car following him on 01/27/2020 at around 5:00 pm.  had no 
further information and I passed the information to detectives working leads at the Office of the Sherriff 
(OTS). 

The interview was recorded on my digital recorder and later downloaded to a CD and placed into 
evidence item #30. 

Interview with   

I then contacted  DOB:  at 10503 Declaration Dr.  stated she knows 
 from school since the beginning of the school year and hangs out with him every day at school. 

 said she last saw him at school on Friday, 01/24/2020, and he seemed “really overjoyed”. She 
said  would “snap any someone else” whenever she wasn’t talking to him and she described his 
demeanor as “weird” to her but did not have any specifics on why she found it weird.  reported 
“  had told her at school on 01/28/2020, that  was supposed to go to  house the 
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day he ran away, but he never showed up. 

 reported she hangs out with  “  and “  She reported  had two 
older brothers’ but did not know if  was ever around them. 

I provided the information about  to Detective Arndt who located and interviewed him later. 
Detective Arndt had also contacted and interview  

The interview was recorded on my digital recorder and later downloaded to a CD and placed into 
evidence item #33. 

Interview with  

I then went to 6221 Wood Bison Trail to contact  DOB:  She was not at 
home, but I was able to contact her by phone.  stated she has known  since the start 
of the school year and hangs out with him at school. She did not have any information about his 
whereabouts but reported last seeing him on Friday, 01/24/2020, at school and he was “very happy” 
and normal. She reported he had talked to her and  at school, but he never talked with her about 
home.  has no other information. 

The interview was recorded on my digital recorder and later downloaded to a CD and placed into 
evidence item #32. 

Search of residence: 

At approximately 9:30 pm, on 01/28/2020, I assisted in searching the residence at 6627 Mandan Dr. 
based on a search waiver. While searching the interior of the residence, I located several firearms in the 
master bedroom located on the main floor, which were photographed and were left in the residence. 
The firearms found were as follows: 
-Benelli, 20-gauge shotgun, S/N:  located behind the bed
-Maverick Model 88 shotgun, 12-gauge, S/N:  located in master bedroom closet
-Aero Precision model X15, marked as “multi-caliber” but appeared to be .223 caliber), S/N:
located in the master bedroom closet

While searching the basement, I located an area in the family room with an approximately 2’ by 2’ 
section of carpet cut out. The carpet padding underneath appeared to have been melted. Later while 
searching the back yard, I located two large trashcans on the east side of the residence. I located a 
section of rug matching the downstairs rug. It appeared to have been burned and had multi-colored 
substance on the rug appears to be possibly candle wax. In the second trash can, I located a glass jar 
containing a partially burned candle with similar colors to the substance on the removed section of 
carpet. I collected both the piece of carpet and the candle which were photographed and secured in a 
locker at the evidence facility for later processing. 

I then swabbed the following areas in the residence: 
-bottom of a black/white woman’s Nike shoe (right) found in laundry room
-bottom of a black/white woman’s Nike shoe (left) found in laundry room
-light switch in the hallway outside of  room
-light switch beside the door from inside  room
All the swabs were collected and secured in a locker at the evidence facility for later processing.
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I have nothing further. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/10/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 01/28/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 4:42 p.m., I conducted an interview with  DOB:    
 is identified as the father of the missing child in this case,  

The interview was conducted at the Office of The Sheriff (OTS), in the Investigations Division. 
Interview Room #2 was utilized for the interview.  The interview was recorded.  The 
recording was later placed on to a disc and entered into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility under Item # 553. 

The interview was transcribed by EPSO Records Supervisor Jennifer Harris.  I received the 
completed transcript via email on 3/4/20.   

A copy of the transcript is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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On Tuesday, January 28, 2020 at approximately 5:22 pm, I, Detective Jennifer Arndt #06095 and 
Detective Peter Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Investigation Division, was assigned 
asked by the Detective Jessica Bethel to assist in follow up on this case.   

 

Detective Vigil and I spoke with a reported friend of   (DOB: ) at his 
residence located at 6703 Galpin Drive.  I recorded the conversation with my hand-held recorder, the 
interview was later downloaded onto a CD placed into evidence by Deputy Vigil under item #8.  The 
following is a synopsis of the conversation and should not be considered a verbatim transcription.   

 said he last talk to  was Friday, January 24, 2020 when he was coming off the bus in the 
evening and walking towards his house with his sister.   said  appeared “sad,” in class 
and he attempted to talk to  but he wouldn’t answer.  When asked why he looked sad,  
said, “I don’t know he didn’t really talk,” which  said was unusual for him.   said “not 
really” when asked if they hang out outside of school but they generally talk at the bus stop.   
denied him and  have ever slept at each other’s houses nor do they talk on the telephone.   

 reported  usually hangs out with a girl by the name “  but did not know her last 
name.  Through the School Resource Officer, I was able to identify “  as  (DOB: 

).   heard this morning at the bus stop from ” who is a 4th grader that  
was supposed to come to his house yesterday but “he never did.”   stated him and  
never had a conversation about  coming to his house.    

 stated he has not heard  talking about bath salts nor has he heard or seen  
smoke a cigarette.   described  as “he’s a really good kid.”   said he has only 
known  from “the beginning of the year,” and “they are pretty good friends.”  When asked if 

 has talked about his homelife,  said, “sometimes,” and went on to say  talked 
about games he plays and what happens when he gets in trouble.   said when  gets in 
trouble “he just really gets grounded for a little bit.”   said  does not talk about his mom 
and dad and he does not really know him outside of school.   said he does not know where 

 would have gone. 

I then asked  parents who were present if they had ever met  and they said they had 
not and he had never been over to the house.   

  

Detective Vigil and I spoke a  (DOB: ) at his residence located at 6063 
Meadowbank Lane.  The conversation was recorded with a hand-held audio recorded and later placed 
on a CD and entered into evidence under item #10 by Detective Vigil.  The following is a synopsis of the 
interview and should not be considered a verbatim transcript.  
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Detective Vigil was the primary interviewer (see Detective Vigil’s supplement).  During the 
conversation  reported a classmate by the name “  may or may not have received a text 
message from  referencing running away.  I was informed by Detective Brklich he was going to 
go speak with “    stated he does not know a friend’s house  would have gone to. 

 last saw  approximately a week ago but was unsure.   last remembered talking 
to  a day after a school assembly and “he sounded like he was happy and all normal.”   

 stated he heard his friend  say  was supposed to go to his house; however, he 
never showed up.   said he does not know much about  personal life and only knows 
he has a cell phone and a Nintendo switch.   stated after the school assembly,  started 
not “coming to school,” but thought he was just sick and said, “I didn’t pay attention that well.”   

 stated  has never been to his house, nor has he been to  house.   

 also talked about a possible friend by the name of “  that  maybe friends with. 
I was able to identify  from the school resource officer as  (DOB: ).   

 

I was informed by Detective Timothy Ferrell he spoke with a classmate who identified a kid by the name 
“  who has two older brothers; in addition,  did not go to school today.  I identified  
with the assistance of the school resource officer as  (DOB: ) who resides at 9976 
Thunderbolt Trail.  I along with Detective Vigil and Detective Ferrell responded to the address.  I 
recorded the conversation with my handheld audio recorded witch was later placed onto a CD and 
entered into evidence under item #9 by Detective Vigil.  The following is a synopsis of the interview 
and should not be considered a verbatim transcript.    

 stated he last saw  on Friday after school.   sated he was at school on Monday; 
however, he did not attend today because he had a headache.   said he knows  from 
school and neither of them have been at each other’s home.   stated  and him are 
friends, but they don’t really talk that much.   described  behavior on Friday as “fine” 
and he seemed “goofy.”   said  has not talked about running away.   also 
identified two additional friends of  to include “  who he said is a close friend to  
and “   I identified  as (DOB:  and  as  

 (DOB ) with the assistance of the school resource officer.   

 stated  did not talk to him about his homelife, but he may have told  because she is 
“his best friend.”    

 

Detective Vigil and I met with  (DOB: ) at his residence located at 6182 Rocking 
Chair Lane.  The interview was conducted by Detective Vigil who recorded the conversation with a 
handheld audio recorder (See Detective Vigil’s Supplement).  The recording was later placed onto a CD 
and entered into evidence under item #6 by Detective Vigil.  The following is a synopsis of the 
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interview and should not be considered a verbatim transcription. 

 stated he knows  from school, they are study partners and they play at recesses 
together.    stated him and  have not been to each other’s homes.   last saw 

 the previous Friday and he appeared to be “normal   He described normal as being 
when they each get off task, they help each other to get back on task.    

 stated he does not know where  would go, but he hangs out with a kid named 
 a lot.    also stated  hangs out with  and     

stated he has not heard  talk about running away.   

 

At approximately 7:50 pm, Detective Vigil and I were directed to respond to 6627 Mandan Drive to 
check on two kids,  and   Both of us knocked on the door, rang the doorbell, 
and made announcements; however, there was no answer.  I was provided a telephone number for 

 who I attempted to contact; however, there was no answer and I left a message asking for her to 
call me.   

As Detective Vigil and I maintained visual on the residence for a possible search warrant a vehicle pulled 
up.  I contacted the female who identified herself as  biological mother, .  

 was also with a male individual she stated was her brother.  I informed  that no one get 
enter the house at this time because a search warrant was being sought and allowed her and her 
brother to sit in the back seat of our vehicle.  While in the vehicle I recorded the conversation with 

 on my handheld audio recorder.  The recording was later placed on a CD and entered into 
evidence under item #5 by Detective Vigil.  The Following is a synopsis of the conversation and should 
not be considered a verbatim transcription.  The conversation was not from the beginning as I tried to 
locate and turn on the device.   

 stated her kids flew back to Colorado from her residence on January 7, 2020 and she was 
“terrified of stuff like this happening,” because her kids are “watched.”   stated the first time 
Latecia called her was “yesterday,” from an unknown number and from  phone.  In addition, 
Latecia sent her pictures of  room from  at 5:57am on Tuesday, January 28, 2020.  
Landon stated she has not spoken with Latecia in over a year.    

Detective Ferrell arrived on scene and transported Latecia and her brother to the Office of the Sheriff. 

 

Detective Vigil and I remained at the residence to secure it for a search warrant.  When we observed a 
front light in the house turn on and the garage door open.   I made contact with two individuals in the 
garage  and  who were getting into a white Volkswagen Jetta bearing CO plate .  

 advised they were headed to go to Starbucks because she had been up all night looking for 
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I asked  if it was ok if we could go into the house as media was on scene, but she first said her 
parents were not home and then eventually agreed to allow Detective Vigil and I in the home.  I had 
been advised that  father wanted her transported to the Office of the Sheriff (OTS).  I asked  
if she would be willing to go to the OTS to be interviewed; however, she said she would not.  When I 
asked why, she said because of the stories but would not clarify with me what stories she was talking 
about.  I attempted several times to ask and convince  to go in for an interview, but she refused. 

 stated she has not had contact with her mom nor has her mom attempted to contact her   

I advised  we would be conducting a search of the residence and she had the option to stay or to 
leave; and she stated she wanted to stay.   

After  was transported by Detective Marissa Willams to OTS, I attempted to interview  using 
my handheld audio recorded.  The conversation was later placed on a CD and entered into evidence 
under item #7 by Detective Vigil.  The following is synopsis of the conversation and should not be 
considered a verbatim transcription. 

I again asked  why she did not want to speak with us, but she continued to say because “of the 
stories.”  When asked what the stores were,  said, “I shouldn’t have to tell you guys that.”  I 
asked  what she though happened or where  my have gone and she said, “you guys should 
have all then information.”   said she doesn’t know where  may have gone and does care 
about what happens to him.  I again asked  why she doesn’t want to assist, she would not 
respond.  When asked about her mom’s location.   

Search Wavier of 6627 Mandan Drive 

At approximately 9:00 pm, I was advised by other Detectives a search wavier had been signed for the 
residence.  I assisted in conducting the preliminary search looking for evidence of foul play.   In the 
master bedroom.  The residence is a single-story family home with a finished basement; in addition, 
there is a two car attached garage.  I observed the house was generally clean and in order.  There 
were pizza boxes and drinks in the kitchen I was told was given to the family the night before as they 
were looking for    

In the master bedroom which is located on the main floor I observed a green pair of boy’s pajama top 
and bottoms on a round bamboo chair; however, the pajamas were not collected, and I did not observe 
any stains on them.  In the master bathroom I observed the tub was filled with water approximately ¼ 
of the way and appeared to be clean water.  Detective Ferrell felt the water temperature and stated it 
was cold.  In  room which is located in the basement of the house, I observed his room was 
generally clean.     room contained two twin beds one on each side of the wall.  As you 
enter the room, the bed to the right had a single fitted sheet that was white with blue fish, 1 pillow in a 
pillowcase that matched the sheets and a throw blanket.  When I removed the fitted sheet, I observed 
stain on the top left corner. 
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Deputy Vigil advised on the carpet next to the bed described above, the floor was damp with an 
ammonia smell.  I also smelled the carpet and could smell an ammonia scent. 

At this time, I have nothing further. 

Case status: Active-Investigations 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry 1382 

Date: 01/28/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 
On Tuesday, January 28, 2020, at approximately 5:30 pm, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was advised that an eleven-year-old  

 was listed as a runaway and had been missing for 24 hours. 

Interview with Father 

Detective Mark Riley (02073) conducted an audio and visual recorded interview with  father 
 (DOB  This was conducted in the investigations section at the El Paso 

County Office of the Sheriff (OTS), located at 27 E Vermijo.   

 answered all the questions and appeared to be very forthcoming with information in his 
interview. I learned from the interview that his wife, Letecia Stauch (DOB  was asked to come 
down to the Office for an interview as well. According to , Ms. Stauch was upset about having 
to come down to the office because she had already spoken with deputies.  

Ms. Stauch told  to come in by himself while she took a nap.  interview was 
concluded and he was allowed to leave. 

Ms. Stauch Interview 

I later learned that Ms. Stauch was  step-mother and was the last one to see him. Ms. Stauch 
was the reporting party who called him in as missing. While  was speaking with Detective 
Riley, Detective Jessica Bethel (07088) attempted to contact Ms. Stauch. Detective Bethel eventually got 
in touch with Ms. Stauch and asked her to come into the office for an interview. Ms. Stauch was evasive 
with Detective Bethel but stated she would come in. 

Detective Bethel asked me to begin collecting information about Ms. Stauch. Through various law 
enforcement databases, I have access to I began compiling information about Ms. Stauch. While 
collecting this information I observed a Facebook Group for finding  I observed some of the 
content of this page and saw multiple people questioning Ms. Stauch and asking if she was the only 
person to have seen him on Monday. I saw a reply from a  that stated she and her sister saw 

 as well and that he was their brother. 

Facebook Group 

After I learned of the Facebook group titled  Search Party I requested to join the group. 

I used a Facebook account created solely for investigative purposes to observe posts within the group. I 
observed a post from an account with the name Jameson ORourke. Mr. ORourke put up a post saying, 
“Let’s hold tight! Good word!” I asked Detective Bethel if she knew who this person was, or what he 
might be referring to and she did not. I took a screenshot of the post and attempted to learn more 
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information on Mr. ORourke. 

I searched Mr. ORourke’s posts on the search group page and observed he had several previous posts. 

It appeared Mr. ORourke was using a drone to assist in the search for  and was posting 
links to the drone feeds as he was recording. I observed Mr. ORourke’s profile page and found a picture 
of Mr. ORourke in a military dress uniform. I was unable to get any other identifying information from 
his account. I notified Detective bethel of what I had learned, and she believed it to be a gentleman with 
the National Guard who called in tips earlier in the day. 

Ms. Stauch Phone Call 

Detective Bethel received a phone call from Ms. Stauch saying she was unable to get ahold of  
and she was concerned for his safety. Detective Bethel asked why she was concerned but Ms. Stauch did 
not elaborate.  

Detective Bethel reiterated the importance of Ms. Stauch coming in for an interview. 

 Concerns 

Shortly after Detective Bethel completed her phone call with Ms. Stauch,  called.  
explained to Detective Bethel that he had just spoken with Ms. Stauch who said she just left the Sheriff’s 
Office. She told  the detectives were talking badly about him. Ms. Stauch told him they 
needed to hire an attorney.  was informed that Ms. Stauch had not yet come in to speak with 
detectives. Detective Bethel asked  if he believed Ms. Stauch had something to do with 

 going missing. 

 broke down in tears and said he needed to tell us some more information.  
explained that Ms. Stauch got a rental vehicle on that morning to avoid putting mileage on her personal 
vehicle which he described as a black VW Tiguan bearing South Carolina plates. Ms. Stauch told  

 her Tiguan was parked at French Elementary School.  reported he had driven past the 
school and her Tiguan was not there.  stated her Tiguan might be at Mesa Ridge High School, 
but she lied to the family about where she had parked it. Detective Bethel asked  to return to 
the office and he agreed.   

Mesa Ridge High School 

Detective Sergeant Kurt Smith (06017) and I responded to Mesa Ridge High School at approximately 
7:37 pm. Sergeant Smith and I drove all the parking lots around the school but did not see any vehicles 
matching  description. 

Due to the proximity to Mesa Ridge High School, the parking lots of James Madison Charter Academy 
and Webster Elementary School were also searched. The Tiguan was not located at this time. 

Sergeant Smith and I returned to the OTS at this time. I learned that Ms. Stauch had not yet come in and 
was not answering Detective Bethel’s phone calls. 

Colorado Springs Airport Cursory Search 

Detective Marissa Williams (12009) advised me that she had learned Ms. Stauch’s rental car came from 
the Colorado Springs Airport. Detective Williams suggested the Tiguan could be located at the airport. 
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Detective Williams and I were asked to go to the Stauch’s residence located at 6627 Mandan Drive in El 
Paso County, CO. We were asked to provide transportation to  sisters so they could be 
interviewed at the OTS. Detective Williams and I decided to check the airport for the Tiguan on the way 
to the residence. 

Detective Williams drove through the rental return, short-term, and long-term parking lots while we 
both looked for Ms. Stauch’s vehicle. The Tiguan was not located in any of the parking lots and its 
location is still unknown at this time. 

Transporting Sisters to the Office of the Sheriff 

At approximately 10:00 pm, Detective Williams and I arrived on scene at 6627 Mandan Drive. I learned 
that  older stepsister,  (DOB  did not wish to be interviewed. However, 

 biological sister   (DOB  did agree to speak with detectives. 

While at the address I was advised by Detective Jennifer Arndt (06095), that detectives on scene would 
be conducting a search of the house based on a search waiver signed by . Detective Arndt 
asked if I was able to stay and assist with the search while Detective Williams transported  to the 
OTS. I agreed to assist with the search. 

Interview with  

After Detective Williams left with  Detective Arndt attempted to talk with  Detective Arndt 
stated she understood that she did not wish to go into the office but asked if she would be willing to 
speak at the house.   

 was sitting on the couch of the upstairs main room and appeared to be playing on her cell phone. 

 told Detective Arndt, she wasn’t talking to anyone. Detective Arndt asked why  did not 
wish to speak.  replied by saying she saw what people were saying on Facebook.  

Detective Arndt asked what she meant as she had not seen the Facebook page.  shrugged and 
said we already knew and had all the information, so she wasn’t saying anything. Detective Arndt tried 
to ask if she knew where  or Ms. Stauch was and she replied, “No.” 

I was assigned Scribe duties for the search waiver and maintained a list of all collected items. 

I set up my evidence collection supplies in the kitchen area located next to the upstairs main room. 
While other detectives began searching the house, I attempted to make conversation with   

 was still on her phone but would engage in conversation with me on multiple subjects that did 
not relate to her brother. I learned from  that she had only lived in Colorado for approximately 
one year. Before Colorado  said she lived in South Carolina where she graduated from her high 
school early.  said she was going to online school now and was waiting to go to basic training.  

I asked  what branch of Military she was joining, and she stated she was joining the Air Force to be 
a dietician.  and I had several other conversations about her dogs, her boyfriend, and various 
other topics, in which she was fully engaged in the conversation. 

I told  I had briefly seen one of the Facebook groups earlier and observed her comment about 
 and her seeing  I asked  if those comments were what she was referring to 

Detective Arndt about.  
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 shrugged and did not elaborate. 

Ms. Stauch’s Location Unknown 

I learned that Detective Bethel was still unable to talk to Ms. Stauch and her location was unknown. 

While I was in the kitchen, I heard  answer her phone and speak with an unknown person. I heard 
her say yeah, “Chick-fil-a.”  concluded her conversation and asked me if she could leave the 
house. I told  she was free to leave, and she began gathering items from the house.   

I informed Detective Arndt that  was leaving, and it was possible she was meeting up with her 
mother Ms. Stauch. I stated that I believed she might be going to Chick-fil-a. Detective Nick Brklich 
(05007) decided to follow  after she left the house to see if she met up with Ms. Stauch or the 
Tiguan. 

 took her silver SUV and immediately sped away from the house. Detective Brklich was unable to 
follow her and did not locate her at Chick-fil-a so returned to the Mandan address. 

Search waiver of 6627 Mandan Drive 

After  left the house, other detectives started providing me with items to be collected for 
evidence. The following items were collected at this time: 

1. A burned carpet square found in a trash can located in the backyard of the house. This was
found by Detective Timothy Ferrell (13001)

2. A candle that appeared to have carpet fibers, a sock, and other items melted into the wax. This
was found in a different trashcan located in the back of the house by Detective Ferrell

3. Swabs from a black and white Nike woman’s right shoe. This was found in the laundry room by
the garage by Detective Ferrell.

4. Swabs from a black and white Nike woman’s left shoe. This was found in the laundry room by
the garage by Detective Ferrell.

5. Swabs of the light switch located in the basement hallway outside of  room. Collected
by Detective Ferrell.

6. Swabs of the light switch located inside  room in the basement of the home. Collected
by Detective Ferrell.

7. Swabs of  bed located on the East wall of the room in the basement of the home.
Collected by Detective Pete Vigil (10011).

8. Additional swabs of  bed located on the East wall of the room in the basement of the
home. Collected by Detective Vigil.

9. Swabs of the exterior side of  door in the basement of the home. Collected by
Detective Vigil.

10. Swabs of the interior side of  door in the basement of the home. Collected by
Detective Vigil.
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All items were collected and transported to the Office of the Sheriff where they were secured in an 
evidence locker for processing at a later date. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 01/28/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Tuesday January 28, 2020 at approximately 1730 hours, I, Detective Marissa Williams 
#12009, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, learned that a runaway/missing person report 
was made for the address of 6627 Mandan Drive in El Paso County, Colorado, which is a 
single-family residence. An 11-year-old boy,  (DOB , was reported 
runaway on Monday January 27 at approximately 1801 hours by his step-mother Letecia Stauch 
(DOB   

The family members associated to the missing person were identified as follows: 
• Father:  (DOB  resident of 6627 Mandan Dr
• Step-Mother: Letecia Stauch (aka Letecia Lynn Hardin) (DOB  resident of

6627 Mandan Dr
• Biological Mother:  (DOB ), resident of North Carolina
• Step-Sister:  (DOB  resident of 6627 Mandan Dr
• Sister:  (DOB ), resident of 6627 Mandan Dr

 was reportedly last seen at his home on Monday January 27 at approximately 
1500 hours, walking out of the house with his Nintendo Switch. He has no history of running 
away or other delinquent activity. Letecia stated she checked with  friends and was told 
they had not seen or heard from  

Per the responding deputy, Sean Donahoue, “Mrs. Stauch made the comment that  did 
not attend school today [Monday] due to his stomach issues and feeling sick from the day prior.  
He was texting his dad throughout the day to see if he could be allowed to take his videogame to 
his friend’s house later. Mrs. Stauch said that this was approved, and he was supposed to go in 
the afternoon.”  

Letecia reported that  was uninjured, did not have any known medical issues, and is not 
reliant on medication besides  medication. 

There were friends and family searching for  since Monday night.  father,  
had been out of state for military training but flew back into the Colorado Springs airport 
Tuesday morning to assist in searching for his son.  biological mother, who lives in 
North Carolina, was also on a flight from North Carolina into Colorado Springs to assist in the 
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search. 

Observation of  Interview 

Detective Mark Riley interviewed  in two different video-recorded interview rooms at 
the Office of the Sheriff (27 E Vermijo Ave, Colorado Springs) from approximately 1645 hours 
to 2300 hours, with breaks and refreshment throughout. I observed a part of Detective Riley’s 
conversation with .  

During the conversation Detective Riley had with , I learned that detectives had asked 
Letecia Stauch to come into the office for an interview but she was refusing to cooperate. While 

 was in the interview room, he received multiple phone calls and texts from his wife, 
who could be heard asking him if she needed to get a lawyer.  attempted to convince 
his wife to come into the office to talk to detectives, but soon gave up trying to convince her and 
said he would just leave it to us [detectives]. 

Follow up on Vehicles 

 told detectives his wife was currently driving around in a rental vehicle, because “she 
did not want to put miles on her leased vehicle.”  said Letecia rented the car, a white 
Kia Rio, from Avis. He also told detectives he owned a 2016 red Nissan Frontier truck, his wife 
leased a 2019 black Volkswagen Tiguan, and his step-daughter  drove a white 
Volkswagen Jetta, which was registered to him. He also told detectives that the Tiguan had a 
fictitious license plate on it-it was an old South Carolina plate beginning “CYY” that belonged to 
a black Nissan Maxima Letecia used to own. I was asked to find out more about the vehicles. I 
identified the following vehicles: 

• 2019 black Volkswagen Tiguan, VIN  bearing South Carolina
license plate #CYY283, VIN registered to Letecia Stauch and South Carolina plate
registered to Letecia Stauch on a Nissan sedan (leased from Mike Marooney off Auto
Mall Loop in Colorado Springs)

• 2019 white Volkswagen Jetta, VIN , bearing Colorado license
plate #BUR711, registered to 

• 2016 red Nissan Frontier, VIN  bearing Alaska license plate
#JMZ869, registered to 

At 2010 hours, I called the Avis located at 7770 Milton E Proby Pkwy in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado. I spoke to the manager identified as James ( ), who advised Letecia 
Stauch did rent from this location. The rental contract was signed on Tuesday January 28, 2020 
at 0850 hours for a white 2019 Kia Rio, Texas license plate #LWH1205. The VIN associated 
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with the vehicle is  

I learned from Detective Jessica Bethel that Letecia told  she parked the black Tiguan at 
French Elementary school, but that when the school grounds were checked, the vehicle could not 
be located. Letecia would not say where the Tiguan was located. Letecia would not provide her 
current location and was refusing to talk to detectives. 

Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbel requested I put out a BOLO (Be On the Look-Out) for the 
two vehicles reference  and had his missing person entry in CCIC/NCIC include the two 
vehicles as associated with him, until the time the vehicles could be located. 

At approximately 2030 hours, Detective Christina Perry and I drove to the Colorado Springs 
airport and checked the entire short-term, long-term, and rental return parking lot area for the 
Tiguan. I did not locate this vehicle. 

Transport of  to OTS 

At approximately 2100 hours, Detective Perry and I responded to 6627 hours and picked up 
 and transported her to the Office of the Sheriff, because her biological mother and uncle 

had arrived and were being interviewed at that location. Detective Jennifer Arndt was on scene at 
the residence, inside with  and  Detective Arndt told me  was still refusing to 
comment on anything regarding her step-brother  I left Detective Perry at the residence 
and I drove  to the Office of the Sheriff. We arrived at the Office around 2145 hours. 
Detective Riley escorted her to her father. 

Search of the Nissan Fronter 

At approximately 2200 hours, I learned that  had signed a search waiver for his 2016 
Nissan Frontier, which was parked on the street in front of the Office of the Sheriff (27 E 
Vermijo Ave, Colorado Springs, CO). He provided the keys and advised there was a loaded 
handgun in the center console of the vehicle and several knives in the vehicle as well. Detective 
Kat Huston and I were asked to search the vehicle. 

I photographed the exterior of the vehicle. I noted that the bed of the truck contained a lot of 
scrap pieces of wood, an empty gallon jug, a water bottle, and an empty pizza box. I put on 
gloves and searched the interior of the vehicle. The bed had a soft cover on it that had been 
folded back toward the rear window of the truck. The bed also had a tailgate extension angled 
inside the bed. 

The interior of the truck was very dirty. The front driver and passenger seats and back bench seat 
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were all cloth fabric and were heavily stained with black or dark stains. There were also piles of 
trash (old receipts, food items or food packages) under the seats.  

On the floorboard of the front passenger seat were a lot of loose items of mail and receipts. There 
were two receipt found among the paperwork that were recent, both of them for PetCo, dated 
Monday January 27, 2020. 

• Petco receipt #1 - 01/27/20 at 11:22:48, payment American Express card *  for
$34.58. Items purchased: “Bond-Woods Overall $9.98,” “Bond-Woods Stripe $10.98,”
and “Bond-Camp Pawesome $10.98.” Pet Pals savings number #

• Petco receipt #2 - 01/27/20 at 13:22:56, payment American Express card *  for
$21.61. Items purchased: “Bond-Woods Stripe $8.98,” and “Bond-Bearly Awake
$10.98.” Pet Pals savings number #

On the front passenger seat there was a kids Bible for “Aedan.” 

In the driver’s side door pocket, Detective Huston found a knife, which blade was more than 
10cm long. The gun appeared to be a loaded 9mm Springfield Smith and Wesson M&P model, 
but there was a grip covering the serial number. Detective Huston later got the serial number off 
the gun and recorded it. 

Financial Information for the Stauchs 

At approximately 2300 hours, I spoke to  and returned his keys. I asked him some 
basic questions about his family’s financial accounts.  stated he and his wife Letecia 
share a bank account at USAA [checking #  He said there was a second account for 
savings connected, but did not believe either he or his wife had debit cards for this account. He 
said he and his wife did not have any joint credit cards, but they do have separate debit cards for 
the USAA checking account. However, he did not believe Letecia currently has a debit card for 
their joint account, because she told him she had to order a new one. He advised his debit card 
for the USAA account was a VISA debit card. 

I asked  if he knew about an American Express card Letecia had access to. He did not 
know who the American Express card was with, but believed she had credit cards with Delta and 
IHG Hotels. 

I asked  if he had insurance. He advised he had USAA for the vehicles and house. He 
has a life insurance policy on himself and  his wife through the military. He said he has a 
separate, small life insurance policy for kids through Aafmaa. He did not believe Letecia had 
opened any separate life insurance policies on anyone. 
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Around 0015 hours on Wednesday January 29, I entered the evidence I currently had collected 
(Nissan waiver, photographs, and PetCo receipts).  

PetCo Video 

At approximately 0930 hours, I called PetCO at 5020 N Nevada Ave in Colorado Springs. I 
spoke with the assistant manager Jami Borders (DOB ), who advised she would be 
able to pull up video for Monday to review the purchases I was talking about. She told me at that 
time the store only has interior surveillance cameras and nothing for the parking lot. She also 
advised that the camera facing the front entry is broken, but there was a camera near to point of 
sales that faced the entrance.  

At approximately 1000 hours, I responded to the PetCo and met with Ms. Borders. She advised 
she did not have the capability of downloading the video herself, and she would have to defer to 
either the general manager or the loss prevention officer, identified as: Shawn Drake 
( ), general manager, and Bill McCaully ( ), loss prevention. 

I watched the video pointing toward the entrance of the store from 1030 hours to 1340 hours on 
1/27/20. I observed the following: 

Letecia Stauch enters the store twice. She does not remain in the store for a long period of time 
or return any other times besides. 

At 1111 hours Letecia is wearing black pants, a blue coat and a white hat. She walks to dog 
clothes then comes up front sets dog clothes down and walks outside 1115 hours. She reenters at 
1116 hours and takes dog clothes back to the section in the center/front of the store. She then 
walks up to front, walks by door, goes to cash register and pays and leaves at 1121 hours. 
At 1315 hours enters store and walks around the far edge but goes directly to the dog clothes in 
the center/front of the store. She walks up to the front, pays and leaves the store again at 1321 
hours. This time she is only wearing the black pants, a long sleeve black shirt and the white hat.  

Kohls Video 

The only exterior surveillance camera I observed in the area of PetCo was on the corner of 
Kohls, attached to the same strip as PetCo, just to the south. The camera was set high up, and 
appeared to be a PTZ. I met with asset protection Brett Burks (DOB  (ph# 

). He advised that he was working Monday from 1000 hours on. He showed me the
surveillance he had captured of the parking lot area and noted that the timestamp on the camera
is 2 mins fast.
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The PTZ camera facing the parking lot was normally set to watch in front of the Kohls store, 
facing toward Lowes, which is also in the same strip, further to the south. However, when 
manually articulated, the PTZ camera could be pointed toward the parking lot in front of PetCo. 
Mr. Burks showed me the entire timeframe between 1000 hours and 1340 hours. During this 
time, he did access the PTZ camera and articulate it to the north, sometimes not very far, but at 
times would sweep a view of the parking lot directly in front of PetCo. During the time of 1000 
to 1340 hours, I never observed the red Nissan Frontier drive south in front of Kohls toward 
Lowes. However, the Nissan Frontier drives into view from the north at approximately 1113 
hours (timestamp) and parks between the Kohls and PetCo in an aisle, with the front of the truck 
facing north. The tint on the truck is too dark to see any passengers. 

At 1126 hours the truck is still parked in the same location with all doors closed. At 1127 hours 
(timestamp) you can see the truck still parked in the same location with the driver door open. 
Letecia is sitting in the driver’s seat wearing a blue coat and white hat. At 1133 hours it appears 
the truck pulls through and drives out of the parking lot toward the east. Around 1135 hours, the 
PTZ pans back over and the truck is gone. 

At 1327 hours (timestamp) a person wearing all black with a white hat (matching Letecia) walks 
out of Kohls to the northeast into the parking lot, but it is not clear which vehicle she is walking 
toward. She is last seen in front of a red truck, but the truck does not appear to be the same 
Nissan Frontier. At 1328 hours the PTZ pans that direction again but Letecia is no longer in 
view. At 1331 hours, a gray truck pulls away. At 1332 hours the red truck near where she was 
last seen is still in the parking lot. At 1335 hours the red truck is gone. Between the times cited, 
the PTZ camera is not pointing that direction of the parking lot. 

Impound Volkswagen Tiguan 

At approximately 1205 hours I returned to Sheriff’s Office. At that moment, Detectives Jon 
Price, Tim Ferrell, Jennifer Arndt and Peter Vigil were walking out of the door between the 
office and the parking garage behind the office. They advised Letecia Stauch had driven to the 
office in her Volkswagen Tiguan and expected to find it parked in the garage somewhere. found 
Tiguan in parking garage. At approximately 1215 hours, Jennifer Arndt located it parked on the 
ground level of the parking structure, just inside the entry. The vehicle was as described, bearing 
South Carolina license plate #  The vehicle was covered in water droplets and appeared 
to have just been washed in a car wash, as the weather was completely dry.  

I photographed the Tiguan. I observed the following about the vehicle: 
1) The Tiguan was covered in fresh water droplets and appeared to have just been cleaned

on the outside.
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2) Once the water began to dry, it was apparent there was a lot of light-colored (white/tan)
dirt on the roof of the vehicle that had not been washed off.

3) There were significant rub marks/damage to the outer sidewalls of all four of the vehicle
tires.

4) There was an approximate 1” long double scrape on the rear driver’s side fender, toward
the front.

5) There was a similar triple scrape on the front passenger side fender, toward the back. This
scrape extended onto the body of the vehicle by about 2”.

6) There was an approximate 1-2” paint transfer or scrape on the center of the bumper,
below the license plate, under the rear hatch.

7) There was an approximate 2” scrape on the driver’s side corner of the rear bumper, near
the lower reflector.

8) There was an approximately 3-4” heavy scrape on the bottom of the driver’s side door,
horizontal directionality, and another lighter 6-8” scrape below it along the bottom of the
driver’s side door.

9) The vehicle appeared to be equipped with a backup camera.

I sealed the vehicle with evidence tape prior to it being towed to the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Evidence Facility at 2749 E Las Vegas St in Colorado Springs by Bob’s Towing. 
Detective Tim Ferrell escorted Bob’s to the Evidence Facility at approximately 1400 hours. 

Search Warrant and 41.1 Request for Non-Testimonial Evidence 

At approximately 1500 hours, Detective Hubbel requested I work on a search warrant to request 
Letecia Stauch submit to a SANE (Sexual Assault Nurse Examination) exam to collect evidence 
related to her latest statements, per the direction of the District Attorney’s Office. I spoke with 
the detectives who had just interviewed Letecia, Jessica Bethel and Kat Huston, and learned that 
Letecia provided the following:  

She changed her statement regarding her step-son’s disappearance. Letecia told Detective Huston 
she had been raped by a stranger and her step-son was abducted by the same man. She said this 
happened Monday afternoon. The night before,  had accidentally burned part of the 
carpet inside the house and they cut a square of damaged carpet out. Letecia said she left the 
house and drove somewhere in the neighborhood, to a construction area, until she found a man 
who was working on a house. She identified the man as “Edguardo.” She asked the man to come 
to her house to repair the carpet. She said she gave him the garage code and he agreed to come to 
her house and replace the carpet while she went shopping. She said he brought a roll of carpet 
with him.  

Letecia said she left the house and went shopping and came home at approximately 1430 hours. 
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When she walked in the house, she disarmed her security system and went downstairs at which 
point the man pointed a handgun at her. He allowed her to go upstairs to greet her younger 
step-daughter, 8-year-old  as she came home from school, so that she could send her 
outside to go ride her bike to keep her away from danger. Letecia said she went downstairs again 
and the man forced her onto  bed inside his bedroom in the basement. There, the man 
penetrated her vaginally with his penis and sexually assaulted her between 1530 and 1630 hours. 
Letecia said she tried to fight her attacker off her but was unsuccessful. During the attack, 
Letecia stated her head struck a table. Once the attacker had finished, he took  and left 
the house.  has not been found. 

Letecia also stated  was bleeding during the attack, because he jumped on the attacker at 
one point. She also claimed the bleeding was caused by him having burned himself when he 
accidentally burned the carpet. She also stated she threw away a bloody, torn shirt belonging to 

 That shirt was not found. 

During this time, a search warrant was issued for 6627 Mandan Drive again. A search of the 
residence at 6627 Mandan Dr was completed again on Wednesday January 29 with the Colorado 
Springs Metro Crime Laboratory’s assistance. A roll of carpet was found inside the house in a 
storage area. Inside the carpet (which did match the carpet installed in the house) there was 
carpet that did not match, stained with blood. There was also a square of carpet matching the size 
of the carpet that had been cut out. 

Based on the fact that Letecia claimed  was potentially kidnapped by the same man who 
abducted her, it was determined collecting DNA and other trace evidence would be very 
important to pursuing the investigation, whether to determine the veracity of Letecia’s claims or 
to identify the suspect.  

At approximately 1554 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Laura Findorff in Division F of 
the El Paso County Courts a search warrant for the following: 

• The person of Letecia Stauch DOB:  White Female, 5’5”, 125 lbs, Brown
Hair, Brown Eyes, SSN: , SC Driver License: , to search and
seize: 1. SANE (Sexual Assault Nurse Examination) kit, 2. Photographs, 3.
Consultation recording/notes (whether audio, video, or documents), 4. Forensic
evidence, including, but not limited to fibers, hairs, or DNA swabs.

Judge Findorff reviewed the search warrant and signed it without change. I also presented a 
request and order to seal the search warrant, signed by DA Oliver Robinson. The search warrant 
was submitted to the court records office, 20-15. 

Around 1600 hours, when I returned to the Sheriff’s Office, I observed that medical personnel 
had been escorted into the interview room where Letecia Stauch had been sitting. I learned from 
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Detective Bethel that Letecia was complaining of heart problems and requested medical 
attention. She was transported to the nearest hospital and the one she requested, Memorial 
Hospital (1400 E Boulder St, Colorado Springs).  

At approximately 1635 hours Judge Findorff called me and stated she was quashing the warrant 
she had just signed for the SANE exam because she did not believe she had authority to grant 
that request. I then informed my chain of command, to include Sergeant Hubbel, Lietenant 
Mitchell Mihalko, and Lieutenant David Manzanilla, who were in the conference room at the 
time with several members of the 4th Judicial District Attorney’s Office. It happened that Dan 
May, the District Attorney for the 4th Judicial District, was in the room as well. He offered to sit 
down with Judge Findorff and discuss the search warrant and what was being requested. He 
asked to meet me in Judge Findorff’s office.  

At approximately 1650 hours, I learned that Letecia Stauch had arrived at Memorial Hospital and 
was accompanied by Detectives Bethel and Mai. I informed them immediately that the warrant 
had been quashed. I advised Judge Findorff of Dan May’s request to talk and she invited me into 
her office.  

At approximately 1715 hours Dan May and Oliver Robinson arrived in Judge Findorff’s office. 
Judge Findorff also wanted to have District Court Judge (Division 22) William Bain present for 
the conversation. At approximately 1717 hours Judge Bain arrived. I notified all parties that 
Letecia Stauch was currently at the hospital and asked if we can hold her pending the reissuance 
of a court order. Dan May said yes, we can hold her. 

At 1747 hours, Judges Bain and Findorff agreed that a more limited search and seizure of trace 
evidence and photographs could be granted in the form of a 41.1 order for non-testimonial 
identification and advised we may continue to hold Letecia until the more limited order is signed. 
I returned to the Sheriff’s Office and at 1832 hours sent an application for Non-Testimonial 
Identification to Judge Findorff via email, requesting: Blood samples, Fingerprints, 
Measurements, Saliva Samples, Specimens of Material under Fingernails, Photographs, and 
Limited Medical Examination.  

Judge Findorff signed the order and the seal which Oliver Robinson had also signed, with 
changes to limit a physical exam, photographs, and measurements be taken of the head and 
hands only. The order was submitted to the court records office, 20-16. 

At 1854 hours I received the signed 41.1 order for Non-Testimonial Identification. 

At 1910 hours I drove to Memorial Hospital and delivered a copy of the order. At the hospital, 
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Forensic Nurse Examiners (FNE) were collecting the requested non-testimonial identification 
evidence. I provided a copy to the FNE, who stated she would make a copy for Letecia as well. 

At 1945 hours I returned to Sheriff’s Office. 

Search Warrant for Purse and Cell Phone 

At approximately 2100 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Michael McHenry in Division 
21 of the 4th Judicial District Courts a search warrant for the following via email: 

• A gold Apple iPhone 8, and a black Marc New York purse, belonging to Letecia
Stauch, currently held at the El Paso County Sheriff's Office, 27 E Vermijo Ave, Colorado
Springs, CO 80903 in El Paso County, Colorado, to search and seize: 1. Items of indicia, 2.
Financial transaction devices, 3. Handwritten or typed notes or documentation 4.
Electronic devices capable of capturing copies, photographs, transmitting facsimiles,
effecting communication, or creating printed or embossed material such as checks, credit
cards or identity documents, and 5. For any cell phones or other electronic devices found,
the following person(s), property or thing(s) will be searched for and if found seized.

At approximately 2152 hours, Judge Judge McHenry reviewed the search warrant and signed it 
without change. I also presented a request and order to seal the search warrant, signed by DA 
Oliver Robinson. The search warrant was submitted to the court records office, 20-15. 

At approximately 2200 hours I executed the search warrant on the purse and provided a copy of 
the warrant to Detective Michael Bauman for the cell phone, which I also provided to him. 

I photographed the purse and found the following items inside it: 
• 1 ink pen
• 1 pair of sunglasses
• 1 sunglass sack
• 1 pair of earbuds
• 1 set of tweazers
• 2 throat lozenges
• 2 personal wipes
• 1 Medi-Meclizine packet
• 1 money receipt dated 1-23-20
• gum wrappers
• 2 business cards
• 1 black wallet
• 1 South Carolina ID
• 1 Military dependent ID
• Capital One VISA  Letecia Stauch
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• Capital One MC  Letecia Stauch

• Chase Bank IHG Rewards Club  Letecia Stauch

• Alaska Mileage Plan, Bank of America,  plan member
#  Letecia Stauch

• Delta Skymiles American Express  Tecia Stauch

• Delta Skymiles American Express Tecia Stauch

• USAA VISA  Letecia Stauch

• $0.93 cents

I did not remove any items from the purse, but after photographing the contents, returned the 
items to the purse and placed the items in evidence for safekeeping. 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence: 

Item #1-Search waiver for Nissan Frontier signed by  
Item #2-PetCo receipts dated 1/27/20 found inside Nissan Frontier 
Item #3-CD of photos of Nissan Frontier search 
Item #24-CD of photos and video from PetCo and Kohls 
Item #25-CD of photos of Tiguan in parking garage 
Item #26-Letecia Stuach’s Apple iPhone 
Item #27--$0.93 found inside Letecia’s purse 
Item #28-Purse with contents 
Item #29-CD of photos of purse and contents 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/10/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 01/28/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 7:34 p.m., I conducted a second interview with  DOB:  
 is identified as the father of the missing child in this case,  

The interview was conducted at the Office of The Sheriff (OTS), in the Investigations Division. 
Interview Room #2 was utilized for the interview.  The interview was recorded.  The 
recording was later placed on to a disc and entered into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility under Item # 348. 

The interview was transcribed by EPSO Records Supervisor Jennifer Harris.  I received the 
completed transcript via email on 3/4/20.   

A copy of the transcript is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 17 
Saturday, March 21, 2020 

On Tuesday, January 28, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At approximately 9:30 pm, I conducted an interview with  DOB:  at the Office of 
The Sheriff (OTS), located at 27 E. Vermijo Ave in Colorado Springs, CO 80903.  brother, Mr. 

, DOB: was also present during the interview. 

The interview took place in interview room #4 which is equipped with audio and video recording. The 
recording of the interview was placed into evidence as item # 350 by Detective K. Huston.  

The interview was submitted to EPSO records technicians for transcription. The transcription was 
reviewed by me, checked for accuracy and is attached to this supplement.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/10/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 01/28/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 10:02 p.m., I conducted an interview with  DOB:  

The interview was conducted at the Office of The Sheriff (OTS), in the Investigations Division. 
Interview Room #4 was utilized for the interview.  The interview was recorded.  The 
recording was later placed on to a disc and entered into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility under Item # 351. 

The interview was transcribed by EPSO Records Supervisor Jennifer Harris.  I received the 
completed transcript via email on 3/3/20.   

A copy of the transcript is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 16 
Saturday, March 21, 2020 

On Tuesday, January 28, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At approximately 10:25 pm, I conducted an interview with  DOB:  
at the Office of The Sheriff (OTS), located at 27 E. Vermijo Ave in Colorado Springs, CO 80903. The 
interview took place in interview room #2 which is equipped with audio and video recording. The 
recording of the interview was placed into evidence as item # 349 by Detective K. Huston.  

During the course of my interview with  he provided me with his username and password for 
his AT&T cellphone account. I was not able to access the account with the information he provided me 
(username:  password: ). I spoke to him about not being able to access the account 
at some point in time that evening.  was not able to give me any further information for the 
account.  

The interview was submitted to EPSO records technicians for transcription. The transcription was 
reviewed by me, checked for accuracy and is attached to this supplement. While reviewing the 
transcription, I realized the recording began in the midst of my conversation with  I have 
redownloaded the interview to capture the entire conversation and updated the transcription. The new 
download of the interview was entered into evidence as item #703.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 25 
Sunday, March 22, 2020 

On Tuesday, January 28, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I reviewed the transcription of interview room #4. An interview was not taking place and the recording 
was of , ,  and  The recording was placed into evidence by 
Detective Huston as item #352. 

The transcription began in the midst of a conversation. Detective Riley informed me this was due to  
and  being moved into interview room #4 after they were sitting outside of the room and 
already speaking.  

The transcription is attached to this report.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/11/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 01/28/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, along with Detective Jessica Bethel # of the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), responded to the Starbucks business located at 6627 
Mandan Drive in unincorporated El Paso County to continue the investigation on a report of a 
missing child,  DOB: . 

While enroute to the address, Detective Bethel contacted Letecia Stauch DOB:  by 
telephone.  Ms. Stauch is identified as the Step-mother of  

Ms. Stauch told Detective Bethel she did not want to meet at their home on Mandan Drive 
because she has small children there and had already spoken to “eight” people about  
running away. 

Ms. Stauch eventually agreed to meet and talk at the Starbucks business, located at 6845 Mesa 
Ridge Parkway.   

Ms. Stauch arrived with her husband, and  biological father,  DOB: 
  They spoke with us inside the business and the following information was obtained 

during the recorded conversation.  The recording was later placed into the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility.  (for further details, review recording of conversation) 

Through this conversation, we learned  was active duty in the National Guard and 
had left the State of Colorado early on the morning of Sunday January 26 to attend training in 
Oklahoma and was not present when  went missing. 

Ms. Stauch explained on Monday, January 27,  had gone to a friend’s house in the 
neighborhood to play between 3:15-4:00 pm.  He was supposed to return home by 6:00 pm. 
Ms. Stauch indicated she did not know which friend in the neighborhood.  She stated she 
normally does not have much interaction with the friends of  or their families and 
leaves that to    

When  had not returned by around 7:00 pm, Ms. Stauch called the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office to report him as a runaway.  She voiced her displeasure at the amount of time 
it took deputies to respond after she made the call.  She told us it was almost 10:00 pm before 
deputies made it to the house to take a case.   

During the time between Ms. Stauch making the call to law enforcement and the deputies 
arriving,  made at least two calls inquiring what was taking so long for a response. 
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Ms. Stauch described responding deputies thoroughly searching the home for  in all 
areas he may have been hiding.  

Ms. Stauch provided additional information which occurred prior to  leaving the home. 

She described  coming to her after  had left for training.  She told us 
 had asked if he could have a “bath bomb”.  She knew his stomach was hurting and 

thought a bath may help him feel better.  She didn’t think anything out of the ordinary until 
she received a text from  telling her to put up all the “bath salts” because he 
received a text from  phone asking about bath salts requested from a friend’s brother. 

 replied to the text by telling  he could not have any bath salts.   
also texted Ms. Stauch and told her to collect up all of the “bath salts” so  would not 
have access to them. 

 along with Ms. Stauch relayed  was born prematurely and had 
gastrointestinal issues since birth.   had accidents on occasion and would defecate in 
his pants due to these issues.  He was very embarrassed about this and would not attend 
school on days when he was having problems due to the possibility of him having an accident 
while at school. 

On Sunday, January 26, Ms. Stauch stated she took  and his little sister  on a hike in 
the area of Garden of the Gods.  They weren’t very far in on their hike when  began 
having stomach issues.  They went home soon after.  Later on,  was in the basement 
resting and had knocked over a candle which was lit. This caused a fire.  She was able to 
smother the fire and  with blankets but  had some minor burns on his arms.   

 received another text message from  phone apologizing for the candle 
incident.   

Ms. Stauch kept  home from school the next day, Monday, January 27, due to him not 
feeling well because of his stomach.    

Ms. Stauch told us  had left his phone at the house when he left, but did have his 
Nintendo Switch with him.  She told us she had located a search on his phone which asked if 
parents could find your cell phone if it was off.   

 and Ms. Stauch could provide no further initial information on where  may 
have gone. 
Consent to download  phone was obtained from  who provided the phone 
to detectives.  Once the download of the phone was completed, I returned the phone to  

 

At approximately 2:30 pm, Detective Bethel and I responded to Grand Mountain Elementary 
School located at 11060 Fontaine Boulevard.  This is the school that  normally attends 
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in the fifth grade. 

Upon arrival, we spoke with  teacher, Kaitlyn Collar DOB:  and the Dean of 
Students,  Ursula Reece DOB:   The following information was obtained from them. 

Ms. Reece advised she was unaware of any serious issues with   She stated  
teacher, Ms. Collar would know more information about the daily school life of  

Ms. Collar indicated  is a very intelligent boy and had multiple students ask for his help 
with the “coding” portion of class.  He is a well liked student but she couldn’t identify any 
students that  would spend time with more than others.  She told us  was well 
behaved in class but it would be noticeable when he had not taken his medication for his  
because he would be very talkative in class.   was unaware of any issues between 

 and other students.   

Ms. Reece provided school attendance records for  to Detective Bethel. 

After finishing speaking with Ms. Reece and Ms. Collar, Detective Bethel and I responded back 
to the Office of The Sheriff.   

While enroute, Detective Bethel contacted Ms. Stauch and requested items which may have 
 DNA on them.  Ms. Stauch was specifically asked for a toothbrush and a combe or 

brush.  Ms. Stauch agreed to bring those items into the Office of The Sheriff. 

Supplemental reports documenting my further involvement in this case will be completed. 

Case Status: SAO 
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2020-1382 
January 28, 2020 
Deputy P. Vigil  
Missing Child  

On January 28, 2020 I, Detective P. Vigil #10011of the El Paso County Sheriff’s (EPSO), 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case.  I was asked to contact school friends 
of    

 Interview 

Detective Arndt and I went to  to speak with  DOB: 
  The interview with  was recorded on a handheld recorder.  The 

conversation was later download and placed on to a CD and I placed into evidence under item 
#8.  The following is a synopsis of the conversations and should not be considered a verbatim 
transcription.  

 said he goes to Grand Mountain School.  said that the last time he saw  he 
seemed “sad”.   said the last time he saw  was at school on Friday January 24, 
2020.  He said that he tried to talk to  but  would not answer him. 

 said when school was over, and the bus dropped them off at the bus stop that  
walked his normal way home, and nothing seemed odd.   said they do not hang outside 
of school and  does not know where  lives or has ever been to  house.  

 said that Braydon said  was supposed to be coming over to his house (  
house).   never showed up at  house.   said that  had never been 
to his house nor had they had any type of sleep over.   did not have any further 
information.  

 Interview 

Detective Arndt and I went to  to speak with  DOB: 
  The conversations was recorded with a handheld audio recorder and later placed on 

a CD and I entered the recording into evidence under item #10. The following is a synopsis of 
the interview and should not be considered a verbatim transcript.  

Detective Arndt and I spoke with   When I was let inside the home by  mother.  
She called for  to come upstairs.  As  was walking up the stairs, he said “Is this 
about  I told  this is about  and I need to know any information he 
knows about where  could be.  He said he does not know much except rumors that are 
going around at the school he attends (Grand Mountain School).  He said some of the other 
students are saying that  was possibly kidnapped, ran away or hiding.  I asked  
why he though  was kidnapped. He said he doesn’t think he was kidnapped but other kids 
at the school are saying that could have happened but did not have any further information.  

 said he could have run away but did not know where he would have gone or could have 
gone.   said he heard that  was supposed to go to  hours but  
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never showed up at  house.  He said  has never been to his house and does not 
have any contact with  outside of school.  They have never been to each other houses. 

 did not have any further information.  

 Interview 

Detective Arndt and I went to  to speak with  DOB:   
The conversations was recorded with a handheld audio recorder and later placed on a CD and I 
entered the recording into evidence under item #9. The following is a synopsis of the interview 
and should not be considered a verbatim transcript.  

Detective Arndt and I spoke with .  said that he is friends with  and they 
hang out at school but do not have a relationship outside of school.   said that  has 
never been to his house and does not know where he lives.  

While Detective Arndt was talking to  I asked  grandmother if  has ever 
been to the house.  She said that no one comes to the house just family members. 

 Interview 

Detective Arndt and I went to  speak with  DOB: 
  The conversations was recorded with a handheld audio recorder and later placed on 

a CD and I entered the recording into evidence under item #6. The following is a synopsis of the 
interview and should not be considered a verbatim transcript.  

Detective Arndt and I spoke with  said  is in his class and hang out and 
play at recess.  They are friends but they don’t hang out after school.   said that  
had never been to his house and  had never been to  house.   is home 
schooled as of January 28. 2020 and his last interaction was “normal   He said that if 
they became off task  would try to get them back on task.   said he heard that 

 is missing and did not know where  could be.   did not have any further 
information.  

Consent Search of 6627 Mandan Drive 

At this point, Detective Arndt and I were instructed to go to 6627 Mandan Drive.  We went to 
the address.  This is the address were the  lives.  We were instructed to contact  
and  who could still be inside the house.  We knocked on the house several times and 
made several loud announcements Sheriff’s Office.  No one answered the door.  A while later, 
a light turned on inside the house and then the garage opened.  We contacted  and  

 allowed us access into the house, we secured the house and waited for other detectives to 
arrive on scene to search the house.  

I was tasked with taking photos of the residence.  I took photos of the residence and later placed 
them on to a CD those photos into evidence under item #4.   
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In  room when I was talking overall photos of the residence.  I was standing at the 
door of  Room. I smelled an ammonia smell; I began smelling around I smelled the 
light switch on the wall.  There was a stronger smell of ammonia.  I continued to take photos, 
as I began going into the room further and further, the smell got stronger.  I finished taking 
photos of  Room.  I got on my hands and knees, the carpet beside the bed on the south 
wall was damp.  If you got closer to the carpet the smell of ammonia became much stronger.   

I collected swabs of the door in  room.  There was a small dark red spot on the front of 
the door that was collected.  On the door handle on the back of the door the handle had a dark 
red/brown smear, this was collected.  Detective Arndt found a stain on the mattress that was on 
the south side of the room.  I swabbed the stain that was on the mattress.  

Evidence 

All evidence during the search wavier was collected by Detective Perry (See Detective Perry’s 
supplement).  

I put the following items into evidence. 

-Item #5:  recorded interview
-Item #7:  recorded interview

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 2 
Tuesday, March 10, 2020 

On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At approximately 2:08 am, Mrs. Letecia Stauch began text messaging me. The messages occurred from 
2:08 am until 2:54 am. The messages were photographed and entered into evidence as item #271.  

The following is the text message conversation between Mrs. Stauch and myself. Mrs. Stauch will be 
indicated with the letter L and I will be indicated with the letter B.  

L- 2:08 AM, “Can we talk soon?”

L- 2:08 AM, “I appreciate all Your hard work”

L- 2:11 AM, “I have information”

L- 2:11 AM, “  was upset about the candle. I didn’t know that he had cut himself with it.”

L- 2:11 AM, “Because he had on a blue undershirt and a long sleeves”

L- 2:12 AM, “And he had a small burn area”

L- 2:12 AM, “I did too.”

L- 2:14 AM, “When we came back inside from the smoke there was blood on both of us. I didn’t know
what to do. I was scared I would get fussed out about it and I didn’t know if he should go to the doctor. I
kept trying to add the candle thing but  kept sayin it was small and minor. I was scared the
basement was smoky and when i threw the covers on everything we both had blood.”

L- 2:14 AM, “You don’t understand how hard it is to be a step mom”

L- 2:14 AM, “I get judged for everything and he was scared for being ground”

L- 2:15 AM, “So then the next day”

L- 2:15 AM, “This is where i need to talk to you”

B- 2:15 AM, “Ok. Can you come in to talk”

L- 2:15 AM, “Yes. I’m sorry i wasn’t ever hiding anything from you. You don’t understand the pressure i
get put under about not doing enough”

L- 2:17 AM, Could you trust in me and let me meet you in the morning? I am so tired i still haven’t slept”
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L- 2:20 AM, “?”

B- 2:21 AM, We can talk in the morning. Is there anything I should known since we are still looking
tonight?”

L- 2:21 AM, “I did not hurt  I did not put him in harms way.”

B- 2:21 AM, “Is he hurt”

L- 2:23 AM, “I don’t think he is because I am keep faith”

L- 2:23 AM, “Keeping”

L- 2:25 AM, “But I really need your help to make sure everyone knows I would never hurt him. And did
not in any way.”

B- 2:28 AM, “What time can you come in today after you sleep?”

L- 2:31 AM, “I don’t want you upset with me for all your hard work and everyone else’s and I ask that
you please protect our house and us from anyone that may be dangerous to for me giving extra info.”

L- 2:32 AM, “To us *”

L- 2:32 AM, “And as soon as I wake”

B- 2:32 AM, “What information do you have? I can’t protect anyone from anything if I don’t know wha it
is.”

B- 2:34 AM, “Come in at 10 am at the OTS 27 e vermijo ave.”

L- 2:35 AM, “Okay. I will be there”

L- 2:41 AM, “Can you please not get me for not giving all details that i knew to you at first? I know
people do it a lot and it gets frustrating for you. But I’m a victim as well and didn’t want to be forced to to
take a test at some doctors office.”

B- 2:44 AM, “We can talk more about that when you come in.”

L- 2:47 AM, “Do you have to release person info?”

L- 2:47 AM, “Personal”

L- 2:47 AM, “To media and online”

L- 2:47 AM, “Like as in with me”

L- 2:48 AM, “Say for example a friend of mine had an abusive spouse so she had to cover up everything”

L-2:48 AM, “Asking for a friend”

B- 2:49 AM, “I don’t release information”
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L- 2:49 AM, “As in say she is working but is off having quite time”

L- 2:50 AM, “Okay thank you. My husband wouldn’t of ever looked at me the same knowing what
happened to me and I couldn’t tell you in front of him. And i know he would act in a violent manner.
Thank you, see you tomorrow”

L- 2:50 AM, “I mean today”

B- 2:51 AM, “Ok see you soon. We will talk later. Please get some sleep.”

L- 2:54 AM, “And so i don’t forget let me add this on here so i can remember to tell you.  and I
were working together because  always works. So i will explain things that you may have had
concerns about. But we were and had a plan because even though she wasn’t the best. It was more that
what  did because he was working or sleeping and didn’t spend any time with them.”

L- 2:54 AM, “Kk”

The conversation concluded until later that morning. The conversation with Mrs. Stauch later that 
morning prior to her interview will be documented in a separate supplement.  

The investigation which continued for several weeks will continue to be documented in additional 
supplements. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 01/29/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that eleven-year-old  was still missing. 

I learned that Ms. Letecia Stauch (DOB  had not made physical contact with detectives yet. 
However, Ms. Stauch was messaging Detective Bethel the night prior and agreed to meet at 10:00 am at 
the El Paso County Office of The Sheriff (OTS). 

Sex Assault Allegations 

I was talking with Detective Mark Riley (02073) when he received a phone call from  
(02/20/82).  advised Detective Riley that Ms. Stauch was at their residence and claimed that 
her initial report was not accurate. Ms. Stauch told  that she was sexually assaulted by 
someone and that person took   Detective Riley stated we would follow up on this information 
when Ms. Stauch came in for an interview. 

AT&T Search Warrant 

Due to Ms. Stauch’s changing story and evasiveness the night prior I was asked to complete a search 
warrant to AT&T for the Call Detail Records (CDR) associated with her phone number  I 
reviewed a previously written search warrant for this case by Detective Brad Whitehead. From this, I 
learned details provided in interviews with both  and  (DOB ). 

Using the information from the previous warrant and information known to me I completed a search 
warrant. 

I presented the search warrant to Honorable Judge Laura Findorff in Division F for the following: 

AT&T, Attn: Global Legal Demands Center, 11760 US Hwy 1, Ste 300, North Palm Beach, FL 33408. 
Records of . 

Judge Findorff swore me in and signed the warrant without change. The search warrant was submitted 
to the court records office and assigned case number 20-307. 

Shortly after the warrant was signed, I learned that the District Attorney’s office agreed to seal warrants 
associated with this case. Deputy District Attorney Oliver Robinson (42773) signed a Request to Seal for 
my warrant. 

 I returned to Honorable Judge Findorff and presented her with a seal for the AT&T search warrant. 
Judge Findorff signed the seal and I delivered it to the Court Records office. 
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I contacted the AT&T Legal Demands Center and asked what was required for them to process the 
warrant with exigency. I was told that when I fax the warrant, I needed to provide a brief description of 
the situation and they would mark the request as “Urgent.” I thanked them for their time and submitted 
the warrant via fax and provided a brief synopsis of the situation. 

Ms. Stauch Arrived at OTS for Interview 

At approximately 1200 hours, Ms. Stauch arrived at the OTS for an interview two hours late. Ms. Stauch 
had been texting Detective Bethel for the prior three hours stating she was on her way the entire time. 
Ms. Stauch arrived in her black VW Tiguan which was wet and appeared to have just been washed as 
water droplets were covering the car. A search warrant for the vehicle was completed. The Tiguan was 
seized a towed to the El Paso County Evidence Facility for processing at a later date. 

Detective Jessica Bethel (07088) and Detective Kat Huston (12021) began an interview with Ms. Stauch. I 
started to observe the interview but was advised the crime lab would be responding to the Stauch’s 
residence and they needed assistance with the execution of a search warrant. 

Search Warrant of 6627 Mandan 

I responded to 6627 Mandan Drive with multiple detectives and the Metro Crime Lab. Crime Scene 
Investigations (CSI) Technicians photographed the entirety of the house prior to any searching. A search 
was conducted of all areas in the house.   

During this search, I observed a small coin purse located in  room. In the clear sleeve on the front 
of it was  Military ID. I looked inside of the coin purse and observed that  Military Id was 
also in the coin purse. I found it odd that an eight-year-old would be in possession of her and brothers 
Military ID’s. I had the crime lab photograph the purse and its contents but did not collect it. 

I assisted with a search of  Ms. Stauch’s bedroom. Two empty gun cases were found in the 
bedroom.  reported having his 9mm handgun on his person and said he had taken the rest of 
their guns to a friend’s house for safekeeping.  

When the mattress was lifted a single 9 mm bullet was located. The crime lab photographed the bullet 
but did not take it. 

In the basement main room, there was a loose square of carpet covering a cut out where there 
appeared to be a large burn mark in the carpet batting.   

We continued searching the basement of the house and found a large roll of extra carpet in the furnace 
room next to the stairs. I was able to observe a roll of carpet that appeared to be blocked in by 
miscellaneous storage items. The crime lab removed the carpet from the furnace room and unrolled it. 
There appeared to be red staining on the carpet. 

I was advised the Crime Lab was conducting additional testing, but my presence was no longer needed 
at the residence. 

Canvas of Dumpsters in University Shopping Center 

It was learned that during the day on January 27, 2020, Ms. Stauch made two separate trips to Petco 
located in the University Village Shopping Center. These trips were at approximately 11:20 am and 1:20 
pm.  
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Because of this, I was directed to respond to the University Village Shopping Center and canvas the area 
dumpsters with Detective Pete Vigil (10011). Detective Vigil and I canvased the dumpsters and did not 
find anything of evidentiary value. 

Trader Joes Dumpster 

I observed multiple people unloading a box truck at Trader Joes. I started talking to the employees and 
asked if they noticed anything odd in the area or in the dumpsters. The employee explained that they 
hadn’t noticed anything odd, but their store had been having issues the last two days were all of their 
refrigerators went down the day before and a power outage that day. The employee said because of this 
their manager ordered a roll-off Dumpster that had been picked up earlier that evening. 

I asked if they had noticed anything odd while the roll away dumpster was there, and the employee said 
that there had been a woman dumpster diving. The employee went and retrieved another person who 
encountered the female in the dumpster. 

The employee described the female as an elderly woman likely in her 50’s dressed in a suit and was 
there with what they assumed was her adult son. The employee stated the woman removed flowers 
from the dumpster and was told to leave. 

I did not believe this information was related but thanked them for their time and collected the 
information for the roll-off dumpster. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, I, Detective Jennifer Arndt #06095 and Detective Peter Vigil #10011 of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Investigation Division, assisted in conducting follow up on this case. 

Letecia Stauch 

At approximately 8:30 am, I was asked to respond with Detective Mark Riley to contact Letecia Stauch at 
6627 Mandan Drive to offer her a ride to the Office of the Sheriff (OTS) for an interview.  Upon arrival 
at the residence Letecia and her daughter,  could not be located.  Detective Riley call for Letecia 
but there was no response.  After a few times of calling for her Letecia merged up from the basement. 

Letecia told Detective Riley she did not want a ride and would have  bring her down.  Letecia had 
a piece a paper in her pocket she said had information she wanted Detectives to know, but she would 
not allow me to see it and said she would only speak with Detective Bethel.   

Letecia asked Detective Riley and I to stay until she gathered some of her personal stuff to leave the 
residence.  Letecia left the residence with a backpack and a duffle bag. 

Volkswagen Tiguan 

I assisted in attempting to locate a black Volkswagen Tiguan with South Carolina in the parking garage of 
the OTS that belong to Letecia.  I was advised by Detective Ferrell he located the vehicle on the first 
floor of the parking garage near the front entrance.  I noticed the vehicle and water droplets on it as it 
and appeared to have been washed.  The weather outside was warm and sunny and there had been no 
precipitation in several days.  

Search Warrant of 6627 Mandan Drive 

At approximately 1:51 pm, I assisted with a search of the residence after a search warrant was obtained 
along with the Metro Crime Lab.  During the search I located a receipt in a kitchen drawer for Ulta 
located at 3153 cinema Point dated 1/20/20 at 1:45pm.  In addition, I located indicia of an envelope 
with Letecia’s name and address of the residence.  The crime lab took photographs of the indicia and 
Detective Price placed the Ulta receipt into evidence under item #90; in addition, the receipt is attached 
to this report. 

6650 Mandan Drive 

I was asked by  Detective Brklich to speak with the residence at 6650 Mandan Drive and obtain a video 
they have from their ring doorbell a red truck belonging to  family backed in the driveway of 
the residence with its lights on at approximately 4:30 am on Monday January 27, 2020.   

I spoke with Alexandra Pace (DOB: , who emailed me a video of January 27, 2020 at 4:58 am of 
what appeared to be the red truck backed in the driveway of 6627 Mandan Drive with its head lights on. 
Alexandra reported to me she also had spoken to Detective Huston and sent the video to her.  I asked 
Alexandra to email me the video which I later placed on a CD and entered it into evidence under item 
#34. 
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Evidence: 

Item #34 - video from 650 Mandan Drive dated January 27, 2020 at 4:58 am 

At this time, I have nothing further.  

Case status: Active-Investigations 
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On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, at approximately 9:00 am, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, contacted 
Wayne Moore at Mike Maroone Volkswagen, 1570 Auto Mall Loop. He told me Mike Maroone does not 
install GPS devices on vehicles that it leases. The dealership has no mechanism to track leased vehicles. 

At approximately 2:50 pm, I assisted in the execution of Search Warrant #20-309 at 6627 Mandan Drive. 
The scene was processed by CSI’s Robert Zaleski and Brooke Havko of the Metro Crime Lab. A full 
documentation of the scene and search is found under lab report #20MCL267. 

The following items were collected: 

1. Large piece of remnant carpet from north side of furnace room.

2. Rectangular piece of remnant carpet, loose from on top of burn defect in family room floor.

3. Piece of remnant carpet from south end of furnace room.

4. Rectangular piece of remnant carpet with apparent bloodstains from inside carpet roll #1.

5. Pillow with shark patterned pillow case from floor in  bedroom.

6. Shark patterned sheet from floor in  bedroom.

7. Teal throw pillow with unknown stains from downstairs family room floor.

8. Black and white women’s tennis shoes from top of clothes washing machine, laundry room.

9. 3 blankets with melted spots from family room floor in front of love seat.

10. Teal throw pillow from family room couch with stain presumptively tested positive for blood.

11. Area Rug, downstairs family room floor.

12. Carpet sample - cut from around the burn defect, family room floor.

13. Carpet padding sample cut from burn defect, family room floor.

14. Fabric from family room couch with defects/melting.

All the above were collected by the Crime Lab. 

During the search Detective Arndt discovered a receipt from Ulta Salon in a kitchen drawer. I collected 
this receipt, and later secured it in locker #96 at the EPSO Evidence Facility to be entered at a later time. 

I noted there was still an appreciable odor of coconut in the downstairs family room. 

I cleared the scene at approximately 10:30 pm.  

Nothing Further 
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SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 1/29/20 at approximately 0900 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was assigned by Sergeant Abendschan/02020 to assist with EPSO case 20-1382 by 
obtaining video footage of the rental car from Avis Rent A Car at Colorado Springs Airport (7770 Milton E 
Proby Parkway). The rental took place on 1/28/20 at approximately 0850 hours by Letecia Stauch (DOB 

 for a white 2019 Kia Rio sedan bearing Texas plates LWH1205 (VIN  

Colorado Springs Airport - Information from Avis 

At about 0945 hours, I met with Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) officers assigned to the 
airport, who agreed to begin looking at video surveillance for Letecia. 

I also met with Greg Horsley, the Avis Airport Manager, who had access to a separate camera system 
which was comprised of several cameras behind the rental desk in the airport terminal. Avis did not 
operate any cameras outside. Letecia approached the rental counter alone on 1/28/20 at 0951 hours 
according to the Avis camera timestamps, which were approximately one hour and one minute ahead of 
real time. She left the counter, still alone, at 0955 hours. She was wearing a blue jacket, tan shirt, dark 
green pants, white shoes, and had sunglasses on the top of her head. She also carried a small black bag 
with her. 

I took pictures with my work-issued cell phone camera since Greg was unable to release the video 
directly to me, as the export feature for the software was only permitted to the corporate office. 

Greg provided me with a printout of the rental information, or at least as much as the company was 
allowed to give me without a formal warrant. The rental information showed the vehicle was rented to 
Letecia at 0850 hours on 1/28/20 with a starting odometer reading of 34663 and “Fuel Gauge Reading: 
Full”. 

I attached the Avis information to this report digitally. 

While I was speaking to Greg, at approximately 1000 hours, he was notified that the keys to the white 
Kia were, in the last ten minutes or so, returned to a lot attendant. The lot attendant stated the woman 
from the camera footage we were viewing (Letecia) handed her the keys, and got into a white 
Volkswagon Jetta sedan with Colorado plates without saying a word to her. The driver of the Jetta was a 
possibly Hispanic female with dark, curly hair, who did not exit the vehicle. They left the area 
immediately together. 

Colorado Springs Airport - Information from CSPD 

I went back to speak with the CSPD officers, and they found video surveillance of Letecia entering the 
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airport at 0841 hours. She met with a white male who got off a plane at the airport, and went to 
baggage claim with him at about 0842 hours. The white male was wearing a blue and white hat, a gray 
or brown hoodie with a Colorado flag type logo on the front, blue jeans, and black shoes. He had a green 
camouflage backpack on. Letecia went up to the Avis rental counter at (according to surveillance 
timestamps) 0850 hours and left the counter at 0853 hours. Both Letecia and the male exited the airport 
at 0856 hours. 

The only external view of the entrance to the airport was a camera far south at the beginning of the 
arrivals lane facing the entrance. Due to the lack of people at the arrivals entrance to the airport, it was 
possible to infer that Letecia crossed the sidewalk from the short-term parking area to the arrivals 
entrance at about 0841 hours when she entered the airport, and it did not appear anyone dropped her 
off at the sidewalk along the arrivals entrance. 

Locate and Process White Kia 

CSPD Detective Eric Davis assisted me by searching the parking lots of the airport for the white Kia since 
Avis said it was not in their returns area. At about 1130 hours, he located it near parking area E1 in short 
term parking and called me to come process it. 

I called Greg, who contacted another Greg, Greg Little, who was the regional security manager for Avis 
based out of Chicago, who was authorized to give me permission on the part of Avis to search the car. 
Greg Little emailed me written consent to search (non-destructively) the vehicle. 

I attached the written consent to this report digitally. 

I took external photographs of the vehicle, including several areas where there was obvious damage. I 
unlocked the vehicle and opened all the doors and trunk and continued to photo-document the state of 
the vehicle. I observed water on the roof of the vehicle, and a small amount of water on the hood as 
well, but no other surfaces appeared to be wet. It had not rained in the area of the airport or downtown 
Colorado Springs since I was awake at 0515 hours. 

While searching the vehicle, I located a boarding pass under the spare tire in the trunk, which was dated 
9/12/19 for a Felix Enriquez. I observed a bright red stain on the driver seat, which appeared to be very 
dry and stuck to the fabric. Between the driver seat and the driver door on the carpet was a short term 
parking ticket dated 1/28/20 16:41. I had driven through both long term and short term parking, and the 
short term tickets were blue instead of gray, and the timestamp was put on the ticket upon entry to the 
parking lot and appeared to be accurate to real time. The ticket also had “Colorado Springs Airport 
SHORT TERM B” printed on the back. 

I swabbed the following areas for DNA evidence: 
• Internal trunk threshold and carpet

• Steering wheel and shifter

• Driver side internal door latch
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At approximately 1230 hours, I released the car back to James Mooney, the Operations Manager for Avis 
at Colorado Springs Airport. 

Seizure of White Kia 

At approximately 1330 hours I received a call from Sergeant Hubbell/07050 who directed me to 
impound the white Kia for evidence for more a more advanced forensic analysis. I immediately 
contacted Greg Horsley, who told me the vehicle was about to be put through the service line for 
cleaning, but he was able to sideline the vehicle prior to the cleaning. He was unable to determine which 
employee had moved the vehicle to the service line since there had just been a shift change, but James 
later told me it was moved again to the service line since he had last driven it (when I initially released 
it). 

I spoke with Greg Little again, who advised me Avis required a search warrant to seize the vehicle from 
their property, but he would allow the vehicle to be sidelined and for me to stay with it until the search 
warrant was signed with a judge. 

At approximately 1345 hours, I arrived at 7740 Milton E Proby Parkway (Avis Rent A Car Service Center - 
located on the airport property) and stayed with the vehicle until Detective Whitehead/05071 arrived 
with a signed search warrant to seize the vehicle at about 1544 hours. 

Evidence 

Bob’s Towing picked up the vehicle, and I followed the tow truck to the EPSO Evidence Facility (2749 
East Las Vegas Street), where the tow driver placed the vehicle into Bay A, an indoor secure vehicle bay, 
at about 1610 hours. The vehicle was impounded here under impound number I20-44. 

 I attached the impound sheet digitally to this report. 

The vehicle was entered into the evidence system as item 12. 

At about 1800 hours, I entered the following items I collected earlier into evidence, identified as the 
following: 

13: Avis rental information 
14: Short term parking ticket found in white Kia 
15: DNA swabs from white Kia trunk 
16: DNA swabs from white Kia steering wheel and shifter 
17: DNA swabs from white Kia internal driver door latch 
18: Still images from Avis surveillance at airport 
19: Still images from airport surveillance 
20: Photographs from processing white Kia 
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Case status: Active - Investigations. 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/16/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 01/29/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 9:30 a.m., Detective Nick Brklich and I conducted a canvass of the Lorson 
Ranch area for new home build construction dumpsters.   

We discovered several dozen dumpsters in the area which were in various states of use.  
Some were empty while others were overflowing.  We spoke with multiple workers as well as 
supervisors in the area.  We learned a substantial number of dumpsters had recently been 
removed because they were full and replaced with empty ones.  Based on the information 
obtained, it appears the dumpsters are replaced every few days.   

During our canvass, we did not observe anything out of the ordinary in any of the dumpsters we 
found.   

At approximately 8:00 p.m., we responded to 6627 Mandan Drive to assist with the execution 
of a Search Warrant at the house.   

Upon arrival, it was determined, our assistance was not needed to complete the search. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 3 
Tuesday, March 10, 2020 

On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At approximately 10:26 am, Mrs. Stauch began text messaging me. The messages occurred from 10:26 
am until 11:58 am. The messages were photographed and entered into evidence as item #271.  

The following is the text message conversation between Mrs. Stauch and myself. Mrs. Stauch will be 
indicated with the letter L and I will be indicated with the letter B.  

L- 10:26 AM, “I’m on the way”

B- 10:26 AM, “Ok”

L- 10:27 AM, “Here shortly sorry had to handle some things because my family is getting harassed and
threatened and my daughters safety is now in danger”

L- 10:27 AM, “She is getting threatened online and my family”

B- 10:32 AM, “Ok. We need to talk about that. Where is she now?”

B- 10:50 AM, “Are you ok? Just checking to see”

L- 11:00 AM, “Resend address”

L- 11:00 AM, “Please”

L- 11:01 AM, “I found it”

B- 11:02 AM, “Ok. How long until you’re here.”

L- 11:07 AM, “Says 10.8 m miles”

B- 11:07 AM, “Ok great.”

B- 11:26 AM, “Where are you”

B- 11:27 AM, “Would you like coffee or soda?”

L- 11:36 AM, “Died”

L- 11:36 AM, “Diet”
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L- 11:36 AM, “Parking”

L- 11:37 AM, “Thank you”

B- 11:40 AM, “Ok where are you parked? Do we need to make sure a meter gets fed or I do I need to
validate parking.”

L- 11:40 AM, “I’m not sure that’s what I’m trying to figure out where to go”

B- 11:40 AM, “You can park in the garage behind the building and I will validate it for you.”

L- 11:41 AM, “Okay”

L- 11:57 AM, “What’s the name again”

B- 11:58 AM, “Office of the Sheriff”

L- 11:58 AM, “I’m here”

L- 11:58 AM, “They said you would be out shoring”

L- 11:58 AM, “Shortly”

B- 11:58 AM, “I’m sending my partner right now.

Mrs. Stauch was brought up to the Investigations Division by Detective Huston for her interview. The 
interview took place in interview room #4 which is equipped with audio and video recording. The 
recording of the interview was placed into evidence as item #35 and #556 by Detectives Karl Mai and 
Mark Riley (respectively). The interview was transcribed and later reviewed by Detective Katherine 
Huston for accuracy (see Detective Huston’s supplement).  

I initiated a voluntary interview with Mrs. Stauch with the assistance of Detective Huston. Mrs. Stauch 
was provided with soda and something to eat. Prior to any questioning, I presented a Miranda Waiver to 
Mrs. Stauch and explained her rights to her. Mrs. Stauch stated she understood her rights and agreed to 
speak with me. She completed the waiver, indicating she was willing to speak with Detective Huston and 
I. The waiver was entered into evidence as item # 261.

I was present for a small portion of the interview with Mrs. Stauch but had to excuse myself for an 
appointment. I returned to the Investigations Division and saw Detective Huston was taking a break from 
the interview. Lieutenant Mitchell Mihalko requested I go into the interview room to speak with Mrs. 
Stauch. When I entered the room, Mrs. Stauch was requesting to leave. I told her she could and asked if 
she would tell me what happened prior to her leaving. Mrs. Stauch refused and then said she needed a 
break. She mentioned driving herself to the hospital. I asked her if she was ok because I did not know any 
reason she would need to go to the hospital. Mrs. Stauch explained she needed to go to the hospital for 
DNA collection due to a sexual assault. She requested to leave the building again. I asked Mrs. Stauch to 
wait to ensure Detective Huston did not have any other questions. Mrs. Stauch asked if she was being 
held and I told her no. She told me she would like to take a break and to possibly see her child or get 
lunch. I offered to get Mrs. Stauch’s daughter for her and asked Mrs. Stauch to stay so I could follow up 
with her about the sexual assault.  
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Because the Sheriff’s Office is filled with other staff and has areas which maintain sensitive information, 
I was not able to let Mrs. Stauch wander the building alone. I offered to walk with her to get a cup of 
coffee from a coffee shop down the street, but she did not want my company. Mrs. Stauch told me she 
wanted to leave and I could call her. As she was preparing to leave the building Lt. Mihalko approached 
her and tried to calm her. He eventually seized her cellular phone as evidence. This occurred outside of 
the interview room while recording was still going. The door to the room was closed and did not capture 
the conversation which occurred outside the room.  

Mrs. Stauch became upset and wanted her phone returned to her. She demanded Lt. Mihalko identify 
himself on video in the interview room, which he did. Lt. Mihalko informed Mrs. Stauch her phone was 
seized as evidence and we would be applying for a search warrant for the phone. Mrs. Stauch complained 
the seizure of her phone was unconstitutional and asked for a phone to contact an attorney. Mrs. Stauch 
exited the interview room and informed us she needed her phone for directions. Detective Huston offered 
to print directions for Mrs. Stauch but she did not provide an address. The door to the interview room was 
left open and the recording continued.  

As the conversation progressed, Sgt. Hubbell came by the interview room and stated “At this time, we’ve 
got you for false reporting.  At this point, you are going to be held until we can get a search warrant.  
And we’re gonna have a nurse - nurse examiner do an exam, make sure you’re doing okay, so we’re 
gonna (inaudible).  Okay? So I’m gonna hold you here until we get that search warrant.” (See Lt. 
Mihalko and Sgt. Hubbell’s supplements). Mrs. Stauch was asked to sit in the interview room and she 
complied. Mrs. Stauch asked to use the restroom. She was ultimately allowed to use the restroom but was 
asked not to clean herself up because of the concern for disturbing potential evidence left on her body. 
She previously mentioned wanting to shower prior to being examined. 

Mrs. Stauch was asked to sit in the interview room. She was left alone and the door was closed. She 
opened the door and asked me if I needed to ask her anymore questions. I told her I was not going to ask 
her any further questions because she asked for an attorney while we were standing in the hallway. Mrs. 
Stauch was asked to remain in the interview room.  

While waiting in the interview room, Mrs. Stauch shoved tissues down the front of her pants and stated 
she accidently peed a little bit and had wet pants. Detective Huston and I took Mrs. Stauch to the 
restroom. The trip to the restroom was not recorded. Mrs. Stauch was allowed to use the restroom in 
private although Detective Huston and I did ask that she not clean herself or flush the toilet. 

Mrs. Stauch complained of chest pains and an ambulance was called for her. Mrs. Stauch became restless 
while in the interview room and did not want to be left alone. She requested the door remain open and I 
ultimately sat in the room with Mrs. Stauch but did not speak with her concerning the case. I remained in 
the room and had a conversation about Mrs. Stauch’s shoes with her because the pattern was an 
interesting design to me. Mrs. Stauch was able to maintain a conversation with me, provide specific 
details concerning her shoes and answered all questions when the Colorado Springs Fire Department 
arrived at the OTS for her evaluation. While Mrs. Stauch was being evaluated, I was informed Detective 
Marissa Williams was drafting a court order for the collection of non-testimonial evidence from Mrs. 
Stauch. I was informed Mrs. Stauch reported she was raped by a man who took   

At approximately 4:20 pm, Detective Karl Mai and I departed the OTS with Mrs. Stauch and 
accompanied her to Memorial Hospital (1400 E. Boulder St.) via ambulance. While in the ambulance I 
video recorded the ambulance transport but did not point the camera in the direction of Mrs. Stauch. Mrs. 
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Stauch did not answer the medics questions and appeared to be sleeping. Detective Mai informed medics 
Mrs. Stauch was in custody pending the execution of the court order. The recording was placed into 
evidence as item #269. 

Detective Mai and I arrived at Memorial Hospital with Mrs. Stauch at approximately 4:30 pm. She was 
evaluated by medical staff in care unit 4. Care unit 4 is a secured unit which is controlled by security staff 
and has locked doors. Mrs. Stauch was afforded the opportunity to speak with medical staff in private, 
including the Forensic Nurse Examiner (FNE) who conducts Sexual Assault Examinations (SANE). Mrs. 
Stauch made phone calls and used the restroom while she was being evaluated in care unit 4. 

Both Detective Mai and I were ordered by Lt. Mihalko to detain Mrs. Stauch while an order for 
non-testimonial evidence was being sought. Mrs. Stuach did ask to leave the facility and signed herself 
out of the hospital before all her testing was completed at approximately 4:40 pm. Detective Mai and I 
continued to detain Mrs. Stauch after she requested to leave and explained a court order was being 
obtained to collect non-testimonial evidence from her. Mrs. Stauch stated she consulted with an attorney 
during one of her phone calls and was advised to invoke her 5th and 6th amendment rights. Detective Mai 
and I did not attempt to speak with Mrs. Stauch at the hospital other than to explain she was not free to 
leave and Judge Findorff was in the process of reviewing and signing the order for non-testimonial 
evidence. When I advised Mrs. Stauch, she would need to comply with the order, she again mentioned her 
attorney who she did not identify to me. Mrs. Stauch said her attorney told her she did not have to stay to 
complete the order. I advised her the order was a court order and was being reviewed as we spoke. I told 
Mrs. Stauch she would be free to leave the hospital after the order was completed by the FNE. Mrs. 
Stauch was calm and asked me if she could just have a SANE instead. I told Mrs. Stauch she was free to 
have any testing she wished while at the hospital and the SANE was not a requirement of her. I advised 
her she could consult with the FNE and could have the SANE completed after the other evidence had 
been collected. Mrs. Stauch informed the FNE she wished to have a SANE completed.  

At approximately 7:00 pm, Detective Marissa Williams informed Detective Mai and I she had a signed 
order for non- testimonial evidence for Mrs. Stauch. Detective Williams stated the order authorized the 
collection of forensic evidence from Mrs. Stauch’s person, but nothing involving her genital area, or 
breasts or other sensitive areas common with a SANE.  Except for a blood draw, all the evidence we 
were seeking was non-intrusive. 

Mrs. Stauch was compliant and walked to the Forensic Nurse Examiners room located in care unit 2. 

Detective Mai and I witnessed the collection of the non-testimonial evidence. FNE Amanda VanNest 
collected photographs, fingernail scrapings, blood and buccal swabs. FNE VanNest took time to examine 
Mrs. Stauch’s head for any redness or swelling. I did not observe any redness or swelling to Mrs. Stauch’s 
head where she reported she struck her head during the sexual assault. Detective Mai and I collected the 
evidence from Forensic Nurse Examiner VanNest. The items were entered into evidence as follows: The 
collection kit was assigned evidence Item #22.  The photographs FNE VanNest took were provided to 
Detective Mai and I on a CD and it was entered into evidence as Item #23. 

After the completion of the collection of evidence, Mrs. Stauch stated she wished to have a SANE 
completed. FNE VanNest arranged for another FNE to complete the SANE on Mrs. Stauch. Mrs. Stauch 
asked for water and asked if she was free to leave. Detective Mai and I told Mrs. Stauch she was free to 
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leave. FNE VanNest told Mrs. Stauch where she could find water. Mrs. Stauch left the exam room and 
walked through the hospital. Detective Mai followed Mrs. Stauch and told me she left the hospital. 
Detective Mai told me he did not follow Mrs. Stauch out of the hospital or even to the emergency room 
lobby where Mrs. Stauch believed her daughter to be. 

The investigation which continued for several weeks will continue to be documented in additional 
supplements. 

Case Status: CBA 
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2020-00001382 (1) Search warrant application: 

On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, responded to the El Paso County Courthouse, 
located at 270 South Tejon Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80903, to apply for a search warrant. 

At about 11:30 am, I met with the Honorable Judge Laura Findorff, with the 4th Judicial District, 
and presented her with a warrant for the search of 6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 
80911, located in El Paso County, state of Colorado.  I also provided her with a request for 
sealing of the search warrant and an order to seal the search warrant.  

At about 11:35 am, Judge Findorff signed the search warrant.  I responded to the clerk’s office 
to file the search warrant that was assigned Case Number 20-309.  I attached a copy of the 
signed search warrant with the blanket sealing request and order. 

I have nothing further a this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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2020-00001382 -- Search warrant application: 

On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, responded to the El Paso County Courthouse, 
located at 270 South Tejon Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80903, to apply for a search warrant. 

At about 11:30 am, I met with the Honorable Judge Laura Findorff, with the 4th Judicial District, 
and presented her with a warrant for the search of 6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 
80911, located in El Paso County, state of Colorado.  I also provided her with a request for 
sealing of the search warrant and an order to seal the search warrant.  

At about 11:35 am, Judge Findorff signed the search warrant.  I responded to the clerk’s office 
to file the search warrant that was assigned Case Number 20-309.  I attached a copy of the 
signed search warrant with the blanket sealing request and order. 

I have nothing further a this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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On January 29, 2020, at approximately 12:00 PM, I, Detective Kat Huston #12021, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division conducted an interview with Letecia Stauch. The interview 
was begun by Detective J. Bethel who advised Mrs. Stauch of her rights under Miranda. Mrs. Stauch 
waived her rights at approximately 12:00PM.  

At the beginning of the interview Mrs. Stauch related she hadn’t eaten and was hungry. I provided her a 
pepperoni pizza Hot Pocket, a bottle of water, and Coke. 

During her interview Mrs. Stauch related on Sunday, January 26, 2020  was downstairs in their 
basement and had lit a candle. She related he knocked the candle over causing it to spill and catch a 
piece of carpet on fire. She also related  wasn’t feeling well due to pre-existing stomach issues. 
Mrs. Stauch said  stayed home from school on Monday and her plan was to get the carpet fixed. 

Mrs. Stauch said she and  left the house between 10:00 and 10:30 AM. She said they went to the 
area in Lorson Ranch neighborhood where there was construction going on. She said she contacted a 
construction worker “Eguardo” who agreed to bring carpet to her house and replace the burned section. 
Mrs. Stauch said she provided “Eguardo” with her garage access code and then went into town to do 
errands. 

Mrs. Stauch said they returned to the house after 2:00 PM and  entered the house before she 
did. She related he went downstairs and she went and put her headphones on to listen to music and 
work out. She said she thought she heard something downstairs so she went down. Mrs. Stauch said 
when she went downstairs “Eguardo” was down there in the doorway of the storage area which is 
adjacent to  room. She said he had a black handgun and attacked her. Mrs. Stauch said she was 
raped by “Eguardo” and during the incident her head was hit. She said during the incident  
jumped on “Eguardo’s” back and was thrown off. 

Mrs. Stauch said there was a ring doorbell alert and she knew it would be  getting home from 
school on the bus. She said she went upstairs and told  to go get the mail and to ride her bike to 
keep her out of harms way since “Eguardo” was still there. She said she went back downstairs and 
“Eguardo” was holding onto  and pointing the gun at him. She said he asked for a suitcase and a 
box. Mrs. Stauch said she provided him a brown suitcase and a cardboard moving box. She said she 
thought “Eguardo” was going to take their things and load it into the suitcase and box to make it look 
like he was going to the airport.  

Mrs. Stauch said “Eguardo” then attacked her again and tried to sexually assault her again. She said her 
head was hit again and she kind of blacked out. She said when she came to she couldn’t find  
She said she though he might have been hiding in the house somewhere.  

Mrs. Stauch said she cleaned up everything from the assault. When asked to describe the assault Mrs. 
Stauch did not want to and asked if I could just ask her questions and she could say “yes or no”. During 
the interview I asked Mrs. Stauch if she had any injuries from the assault. She showed me a small mark 
on her left arm near her elbow that she said was a burn. She then looked at her arms and hands and said 
her hands had some small scratches on them. At one point she touched the back of her head and said it 
was sore.  

Mrs. Stauch asked to take a bathroom break at approximately 1:26 PM. There was a break taken from 
approximately 1:26 to 1:27 PM.  
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During the interview Mrs. Stauch said she hadn’t taken a shower in two days and said she would have a 
sexual assault nurse exam (SANE) completed. She later said she needed to go take a shower and clean 
up before going to the hospital. She also related she did not want to be escorted to the hospital. At 
approximately 3:06 I told Mrs. Stauch I was going to take a break. She said she wanted to leave. She also 
related she was unwilling to go to the hospital for the SANE without first taking a shower and cleaning 
up. I explained to her that would be destroying potential evidence that could be on her body.  

At approximately 3:13 PM I left the interview room. After I left the room Mrs. Stauch opened the door 
to the interview room. At approximately 3:17 PM LT M. Mihalko began speaking with Mrs. Stauch and 
seized her cell phone. Mrs. Stauch was informed by Det Sgt R. Hubbell she was being detained while 
search warrants were to be authored and sought to have potential DNA evidence collected from her.  

At approximately 3:35 PM Mrs. Stauch was taken to the bathroom for break per her request. She was 
returned to the interview room at approximately 3:37 PM.  

At approximately 3:53 PM Mrs. Stauch began complaining of chest pains and anxiety. Medical personnel 
were summoned and arrived in the interview room at approximately 4:09.  

At approximately 4:18 PM Mrs. Stauch was on the gurney and leaving for the hospital. I seized her 
purse.  

Mrs. Stauch cell phone was given to Detective Bethel who turned it over to me. I turned the phone over 
to Det M. Williams as well as Mrs. Stauch’s purse.  

This is only a brief summary of Mrs. Stauch’s interview. The interview was transcribed by EPSO records 
supervisor Jen Harris. I have checked the transcription for accuracy and attached it to this supplement. 

Nothing futher.  

Case status: SAO 
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This a supplement #2 for case 20-1382 Thursday, January 30, 2020 

Impounded vehicle: 

On 01/29/2020, at approximately 12:10 pm, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division, conducted follow up in reference to this case. 

I was advised a vehicle was parked in the Office of the Sheriff (OTS) parking garage at 27 E. Vermijo Ave., 
that needed to be impounded as possible evidence in the case as a search warrant was in the process of 
being written.  

I located the vehicle parked on the lowest level of the parking garage. The vehicle, a black 2019 
Volkswagen Tiguan, VIN:  has South Carolina license plate CYY283 attached to 
the vehicle. I was advised the plates came back to a different vehicle, but the owner was Letecia Stauch, 
DOB:   

The vehicle appeared to have been washed recently as it was still covered in water drops and it had not 
rained in the area. Detective Marissa Williams responded and photographed the vehicle. I then sealed 
the vehicle using evidence tape.  

While waiting for the tow truck to arrive, the vehicle began to dry, and I observed the top of the vehicle 
appeared to still be covered in light brown dust and dirt. Detective Williams and I also noticed several 
scrapes on the sides of the vehicle. Detective Williams photographed the areas both with and without a 
scale which included on the passenger front fender behind the wheel well, and on the lip of the top part 
of the bumper, left of center, below the rear hatch door.  

Bob’s Towing responded and transported the vehicle to the EPSO Evidence Facility with me following. 
The vehicle was placed into evidence pending a search warrant, impound #20-43, evidence item #11. 

Assisted with search warrant execution: 

At approximately 2:43 pm, I responded to 6627 Mandan Dr. to assist with executing the search warrant. 
After the Metro Crime Lab was done photographing the main level of the residence, I assisted in 
searching the upstairs, but I found no evidence.  

Retrieved video footage: 

At approximately 7:42 pm, I responded to the Alta Beauty Supply, located at 3153 Cinema Pt. to check 
for video footage of a receipt which had been found during the search of the residence. Upon arrival, I 
reviewed the security footage and found the person in question, identified using the video as  

 DOB:  enter the store by herself at 1:37 pm, on 01/27/2020, walk around and 
purchase some items at the register, and then leave by herself at 1:46 pm, on 01/27/2020. I downloaded 
the security footage on a CD and placed it into the EPSO Evidence Facility item #21. 

I have nothing further. 
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Case Status: SAO 
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

1/29/2020 

On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, at approximately 1240 hours, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division arrived at the Office of the Sheriff 
(OTS) located at 27 E. Vermijo Avenue to watch an interview with Letecia STAUCH. The 
interview was being conducted at the time by Detectives J. Bethel and K. Huston.  

OBSERVATION OF LETICIA STAUCH INTERVIEW: 

The interview was already in progress as I entered the monitoring area. I did not watch the 
entirety of the interview as I was conducting supervisory duties and receiving a brief from DET 
SGT R. Hubbell.  

I was aware detectives had been trying to get STAUCH in for an interview to gather further 
information since January 28, 2020. STAUCH had been evasive and it was difficult to get her to 
respond for interview. Ultimately, STAUCH came to the OTS on January 29, 2020. I believed 
the difficulty in getting Leticia STAUCH to come to the OTS seemed to be out of the ordinary 
for a someone attempting to help police find a runaway/missing person. 

During the interview, STAUCH made statements which was directly contradictory to her 
original statement to deputies about what had occurred during the time frame  went 
missing. She in fact stated that  had not left to go to someone’s house, but now indicated 
he had been taken by someone who had sexually assaulted her.  

During the interview, she said she had not bathed in two days. DET Huston explained to 
STAUCH that she may still have potential evidence on her person. DET Huston offered a 
forensic examination to be conducted at the hospital and explained the need to collect potential 
evidence of the assault. STAUCH said at one point that she wanted to clean up prior to the 
examination.  

DET Huston was preparing to conduct further interview and clarify and ask questions based on 
STAUCH’s statement. STAUCH told Huston that she wanted to leave and go visit her daughter. 
She said she would come back to continue to interview at a later time. 

SEIZURE OF CELL PHONE: 

As STAUCH had left the room and made it clear she wished to leave the building, I introduced 
myself and informed her that investigators were simply looking to gather as much information as 
possible to find  She made it clear she did not wish to continue the interview and said 
she would be willing to come back at another time.  
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I knew detectives had a very difficult time getting STAUCH to come to the Office of the Sheriff 
for interview. The previous night, her husband,  attempted to get STAUCH to respond to 
the OTS, but was unsuccessful. Attempts by DET J. Bethel to coax her to meet were 
unsuccessful.  

I knew STAUCH had admitted to false reporting in the fact she told a factually different account 
to responding deputies than what she had told to detectives. I learned STAUCH had been 
communicating with her husband about coming to the office to speak with investigators during 
the time was being interviewed. I reasonably believed the device STAUCH was using to 
communicate with  may be the same cellular device in her possession. I also had 
reasonable belief STAUCH was likely the last person to have had contact with   

I know cellular devices are commonly used to communicate with persons, access the internet, 
provide tracking data, contain map search results, and other sundry tasks that have value in an 
investigation. I knew of the difficulty in getting STAUCH to come in for interview and that 
seizing the cellular device in her possession immediately was necessary to preserve digital 
evidence of her whereabouts and her communication with her husband in connection with this 
case. 

As I spoke with STAUCH, I asked if the cell phone in her hand was her phone. She held the 
phone slightly away from her body and I asked if I could see it. She extended her arm slightly 
and I took hold of the phone. I began to pull the phone away from her and she tightened her grip. 
I continued pulling the phone from her hand and told her I was seizing the device pending the 
application for a search warrant. This statement caused her to question the validity and legality of 
the seizure.  

STAUCH asked if I would put my statement of the seizure on camera. I said I would. I stepped 
back into interview room #4, indicated we were back on camera and explained that I had seized 
the phone.  

I stepped back out into the hallway and provided the STAUCH cellular telephone to DET Bethel. 

DETENTION OF STAUCH: 

At this time, STAUCH was preparing to leave. I observed DET SGT Hubbell come from the 
monitoring room and inform STAUCH she was being detained pending an application for search 
warrant to collect trace evidence from her person.  

DET Marissa Williams completed an application and affidavit for search warrant and it was 
granted by the Honorable Court. During this time, STAUCH was detained and remained in 
interview room #4. At approximately 1554 hours, DET Williams went before the Honorable 
Judge Findorff and was granted the aforementioned search warrant.  

STAUCH began complaining of medical issues and EMTs arrived for evaluation. STAUCH was 
transported to Memorial Hospital.  

At approximately 1640 hours, I was informed by DET Williams that the search warrant which 
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had been signed by the Honorable Judge Findorff was being rescinded. This began a series of 
actions documented by DET Williams in her report.  

During this time, I was updated by detectives in the field on the discussions with Judge Findorff 
and the actions of STAUCH at the hospital. I approved the continued detention of STAUCH at 
the hospital once the search warrant was rescinded, pending the application and subsequent 
approval of an order 41.1.  

Ultimately, at approximately 1854 hours, DET Williams received a signed order 41.1 for 
collection of non-testimonial evidence for STAUCH which was subsequently executed at the 
hospital. 

LIEUTENANT STATEMENT: 

I remained at the OTS to communicate information and oversaw investigative efforts as well as 
allocation of resources.  During this time, I remained in contact with the unit supervisor and 
detectives conducting the investigative efforts.  

Case Status: Active     
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Case: 20-1382 

Title: Missing Person 

Date: 01/29/2020 

This is a supplement to case number 20-1382.  

On January 29, 2020, at approximately 1320 hours, I, Sergeant Kurt Smith, assisted in the 
execution of a search warrant at 6627 Mandan Drive.  Detectives Perry, Vigil, Arndt, and Price 
assisted in the execution. 

During the search I assisted in searching the master bedroom, the laundry area, and the closet 
next to the front door.  I did not locate any items of evidentiary value in those areas. 

I was advised Leticia stated during an interview that was simultaneously being conducted, that 
an assailant brought a roll of carpet into the house and she put it into the basement storage area. 
There was also a section of carpet that was covering a hole in the carpet of the family room in the 
basement.  

The storage room was approximately 200-300 square feet.  The room contained numerous 
luggage, boxes, both empty and containing items.  In the south east corner was a roll of carpet 
and it was behind boxes. 

On the east side towards the north end of the room was several pieces of luggage.  I moved two 
empty pieces of luggage and a box, where I uncovered an orangish brown suitcase.  The suitcase 
was hard sided and had Leticia’s name on the tag.  The top of the suitcase had pieces of carpet 
and carpet dust on the top. I slowly open the suitcase to confirm it was empty and it was. 

Next to the suitcase was a roll of carpet.  The roll was bent in half and a section appeared to 
have recently been cut off.  I notified Technician Brooke Havko of the Colorado Springs Metro 
Crime Lab and exited the room so it could be processed more in depth.    

I then searched the garage and did not find any items of evidentiary value.  I also specifically 
look for items capable of cutting carpet.  I cut not find anything.   

Detective Riley contacted  and asked him to come to the house.  I escorted  
to the garage and asked him if any items were missing.  He stated he did not see anything that 
was missing. 

I left the house at approximately 1900 hours and detectives were still at the house. 

Nothing Further. 

Status: SAO 
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On January 29, 2020 at approximately 1:33 pm, I Commander Andy James received an email from School 
District 20 Executive Director of Security and Transportation Brain Grady.  Attached to this email were 
text messages from Leticia Stauch to Leslie Hicks who is the Assistant Principal and supervisor of Leticia 
Stauch.  The emails were sent from Leticia to Leslie on January 27, 2020 at 3:00 am. The emails state in 
part that she would not be into work because “My stepfather passed away …..someone hit him with a 
car while he was walking”.  These items were placed into evidence by Detective Marissa Williams. 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 2 Thursday February 6, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Wednesday January 29, 2020, at approximately 2:00 pm, I, Detective N. Brklich was asked 
to conduct an interview with the biological mother of , Ms. , DOB: 

  

Investigative Activity 

The interview was conducted in interview room 1, which is audio/video recorded. I began the 
interview with  at approximately 3:11 pm. A copy of the interview was later downloaded 
to compact disc and was placed into evidence at the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence 
Facility. The following is a summary of the interview with  however, it is not intended to 
be a verbatim word for word transcript. 

I began the interview by collecting identifying information from  I asked  what 
has happened since she was last interviewed the night before.  explained Leticia and 

 were at the house when she woke up. She stated they arrived sometime around 1 or 2:00 
am. She stated around mid-morning she and  were called into the bedroom so Leticia could tell 
them the story of  running away.  stated he was seen at the Kum and Go.  
stated Leticia’s story had changed and  had left around 3:30 pm and never made it to his 
friend’s house.  stated he (friend) was never home according to the neighbor. 

 stated  did not see  Monday morning.  stated Leticia told them the 
night before  got burned from a large fire caused by a candle on Sunday.  
described how there was a piece of carpet cut out with another piece of carpet over the top of it. 
She stated there were no signs of flames but there were some marks on the couch where  
was allegedly sleeping.  stated Leticia told them she threw some blankets over the fire but 
added she also took the blankets and clothes  was wearing and got rid of them.  
stated she (Leticia) told them  was burned up and bleeding from the fire. 

 stated her daughter told her there was some blood on the light switch which was wiped 
off. She stated on Monday  never saw  in the morning.  stated  asked 
about “Bubba” (  when she returned from school. She was told  wasn’t feeling 
good and she needed to go check the mail. 

Leticia told them the day they went shopping (Monday) when she arrived back home there was 
an intruder in the house.  stated Leticia started screaming rape and was trying to get to her 
gun but the unknown Hispanic male got to it first.  stated Leticia stated she didn’t know 
how he got in but mentioned jumping the fence.  also stated something about having a car 
but did not see any evidence of that.  stated supposedly during all of this happening 
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 was bleeding and the unknown male took him. 

Leticia stated after all of this instead of calling anyone she panicked. I asked if Leticia mentioned 
the time this happened.  stated she was told 2:30 pm.  added  gets home 
from school at approximately 3:05 pm and a neighbor told them they saw  open the garage 
door, get her bike and go check the mail but  was never there. 

 stated during this time frame she (Leticia) was being raped, couldn’t get to her gun and 
 was gone.  stated she asked Leticia if this was  missing what would she 

do.  stated she just changed the subject.  stated she would call  or 
somebody. She stated Leticia told her  wouldn’t believe her if she called him and she was 
scared.  stated she truly believes Leticia knows where  is. 

 stated Leticia’s story has changed about five times. She stated she asked where Leticia’s 
car was parked. Leticia told them it was at the airport.  stated she believes there is a 
reason why Leticia’s car is not back at the house but she did not know why. 

 stated she knows  did not run away. She stated  does not like to be 
outside and would rather be inside playing video games. She added  and  are 
always together. She stated during her separation with  the two children have become best 
friends and take that bond very close. She stated  knows where ever  goes he is 
going to protect her. She stated the first red flag was when they were not together. 

 stated the first time she heard about  missing was on Monday January 27, 2020, 
at approximately 11:00 pm (EST). I asked if she knew what time  got home from 
Oklahoma.  stated her phone records did not go back far enough but thought it was 11:00 
or 12:00 in the morning.  

 showed me pictures and text messages between her and Leticia. I asked if we could do a 
download of her phone.  agreed to consenting for the download. 

The interview was completed at approximately 3:48 pm. 

A copy of the interview was later downloaded to CD and placed into the EPSO evidence facility 
reference item # 221. The Cellular Telephone Search Waiver was also placed into evidence 
reference item # 223.  

Case Status: Active Investigation
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2020-00001382 (2) Search warrant for Volkswagen Tiguan and Kia Rio: 

On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, responded to the El Paso County Courthouse, 
located at 270 South Tejon Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80903, to apply for a search warrant. 

At about 2:55 pm, I met with the Honorable Judge Samuel Evig with the 4th Judicial District, and 
presented him with warrants for the search of a 2019 Black Volkswagen Tiguan, and a 2019 
White Kia Rio.  Attached to the search warrants were a request for sealing of the search 
warrants and an order to seal the search warrants. 

At about 3:00 pm, Judge Evig signed the search warrant for the Volkswagen and the order to seal 
the search warrant, and at about 3:02 pm, he signed the search warrant for the Kia Rio and the 
order to seal the search warrant.  I responded to the clerk’s office to file the search warrants that 
were assigned Case Numbers 20-322 and 20-321 respectively.  I have attached a copy of both 
warrants to this supplement. 

I have nothing further a this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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2020-00001382 (2) Volkswagen Tiguan and Kia Rio Search warrant applications: 

On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, responded to the El Paso County Courthouse, 
located at 270 South Tejon Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80903, to apply for a search warrant. 

At about 2:55 pm, I met with the Honorable Judge Samuel Evig with the 4th Judicial District, and 
presented him with warrants for the search of a 2019 Black Volkswagen Tiguan, and a 2019 
White Kia Rio.  Attached to the search warrants were a request for sealing of the search 
warrants and an order to seal the search warrants. 

At about 3:00 pm, Judge Evig signed the search warrant for the Volkswagen and the order to seal 
the search warrant, and at about 3:02 pm, he signed the search warrant for the Kia Rio and the 
order to seal the search warrant.  I responded to the clerk’s office to file the search warrants that 
were assigned Case Numbers 20-322 and 20-321 respectively.  I have attached a copy of both 
warrants to this supplement. 

I have nothing further a this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 1/29/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I had been monitoring some activity surrounding the interview of Leticia Stauch.  At 
approximately 1552 hours, Stauch was in Interview Room #4 inside Investigations Division 
workspace.  Stauch was being detained pending a search warrant for her person.  The two 
Detectives who had been interviewing Stauch, Det. K. Huston and Det. J. Bethel, were tending to 
other business so I was standing outside of the interview room making sure Stauch didn’t leave. 

All the events described below, which occurred in or near Interview Room #4, are captured on 
video and audio recording associated with that room.  All the times listed below are taken from 
the recording of the interview room. 

At this time, Stauch came to the door and opened it.  She told me she was having, “really bad 
chest pains.”  She also pointed to her abdominal area, below her rib cage area, saying that was 
where the pain was.  I acknowledged what Stauch told me.  She repeated herself to me and I 
told her sit down and, “We’ll call for help.”  Stauch was saying she needed to get out of the 
room she was in.  She said she felt claustrophobic.  Stauch started saying she could not breath. 
However, she was speaking to me so, I know she was breathing.  She also had a very calm 
demeanor and her color looked healthy.  I have been in law enforcement for over 21 years and I 
have seen hundreds of people in medical emergency situations.  To me, it didn’t look like 
Stauch’s claims were genuine, but I was not going to deny her medical attention.  I notified 
others (Det. Huston & Sgt. R. Hubbell) of what Stauch was telling me. 

At 1553 hours, I was telling Stauch we would call her an ambulance.  She kept insisting the 
door to the interview room remain open.  Because Stauch was being detained, keeping the door 
open would have lessened my ability to control her movements, so I didn’t want to keep the door 
open.  From the second floor, and throughout the Office of the Sheriff (OTS), there is no place I 
know of which a person cannot freely walk out of the building.  This is a fire safety design and 
it’s something we deal with on a regular basis in our investigations area.  I told Stauch she 
wasn’t claustrophobic until things started going badly for her and she argued that point. 

At 1554 hours, Det. Huston came into the interview room and started asking questions of Stauch 
to determine if she was really having a medical emergency.  During that conversation, Stauch 
repeated she was having chest pains.  At 1556 hours, I notified Sgt. Hubbell I was going to call 
for medical to respond to the OTS to evaluate Stauch.  I called EPSO Dispatch and reported the 
medical situation.  EPSO Dispatch made a call to emergency dispatch for the City of Colorado 
Springs and a medical response was initiated.  At 1600 hours, I notified Det. Huston, who was 
still talking to Stauch, that medical was coming and I was going to wait for them in the lobby and 
bring them up to the second floor. 

At 1609 hours, medical personnel with Colorado Springs Fire Department entered the interview 
room to begin evaluating Stauch.  Paramedics with AMR were also present.  During this 
process, medical personnel told me Stauch appeared to be healthy.  Her vital signs and her heart 
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were all within normal ranges.  They asked me what I wanted them to do.  I told medical they 
should treat Stauch accordingly and if she wanted to go to the hospital, they should take her.  I 
also told them if she did end up being transported to the hospital, someone from EPSO would go 
with her, in the ambulance.  At 1616 hours, one of the medics asked Stauch if she wanted to go 
to the hospital and she said she did.  Stauch accepted the medics suggestion of going to 
Memorial Hospital - Central.  Stauch walked out of the interview room under her own power 
and she was placed onto a gurney for the ambulance ride.  I retrieved my jacket and some 
personal effects so I could ride with Stauch to the hospital.  Because I was aware local media 
was in the building, I had the ambulance move to the southwest corner of the building and 
Stauch was taken out a rear exit. 

The rest of the times listed below are estimates from my time at the hospital with Stauch and 
Det. Bethel. 

Det. Bethel and I rode in the ambulance to the hospital with Stauch.  During the trip, Stauch was 
uncooperative with the medic who was trying to treat her.  She would not answer basic 
questions like, “What’s your name?” or “What city are you in?”  If Stauch did give answers they 
were strangely evasive, and I couldn’t tell why she would not cooperate.  Stauch also pretended 
to be very sleepy, almost loopy.  I sat there quietly during the transport.  When the medic asked 
me if Stauch was in custody, I told the medic she was, pending the execution of a search warrant. 

We arrived at Memorial Hospital - Central (1400 E. Boulder St., Colorado Springs, CO) 
approximately 1630 hours.  Hospital staff directed Stauch be taken to Care Unit 4 (CU4) and 
she was placed in Room #4.  CU4, in the emergency room (ER) of this hospital is a secure area. 
It is staffed full time by multiple security guards and the doors are positively controlled by either 
the security staff in that ward, or by hospital staff with the appropriate access badges.  What this 
means is, patients and visitors cannot freely enter or leave CU4.  During my time with Stauch in 
CU4, I did not attempt to ask her questions about her case.  I had heard her when she stated at 
the OTS she wanted to call an attorney.  I considered this an invocation of her rights and so I 
didn’t talk to her about this case.  Stauch did ask several times if she was free to leave and I told 
her she was not.  I had been directed by Lieutenant Mitch Mihalko, of EPSO Investigations, to 
hold Stauch pending the drafting and approval of either a search warrant or a Rule 41.1 court 
order for non-testimonial evidence collection. 

During this time, Stauch requested and she was allowed to use the restroom twice.  She also 
made two telephone calls from the telephone at the security desk within CU4.  I learned from 
either hospital staff, or Det. Bethel, that Stauch had possibly called her mother.  I also briefed 
the head nurse in CU4 about EPSO’s current situation regarding Stauch’s claim of a sexual 
assault and our efforts to obtain a legal order to collect forensic evidence from Stauch.  Stauch 
had stated during her interview, and she repeated to the medics who had treated her, she had 
been recently sexually assaulted.  I’m not completely aware of the timeframe for the assault, but 
I believe she had said it happened Monday afternoon, 1/27/20.  She stated it happened around 
the same time  disappeared.  Because of this and Stauch’s medical claims (severe 
chest pain and anxiety) I was informed the hospital was placing Stauch on an, “Elopement 
Hold.” When I asked what this meant, I was the hospital staff (her doctor, her nurse and hospital 
security) would not allow Stauch to leave CU4 until she was medically cleared.  At this time, it 
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was approximately 1740 hours.  Stauch had been at the hospital for a little more than one hour.  
I know the hospital had drawn her blood for their analysis and she had been spoken to by at least 
one attending physician. 

After one of Stauch’s trips to a restroom, she called me over to her room and I stood at her door 
to speak with her.  Stauch accused me of going through her jacket, without her permission.  She 
had left it in the room when she went to the restroom.  I never entered her room while Stauch 
was in the restroom.  Stauch said someone told her I had searched her jacket.  I don’t think she 
even spoke to anyone between the time she left her room to use the restroom, returned to her 
room and then called my attention.  She also kept looking up and pointing to a security camera 
in her room.  There are security cameras throughout CU4, including inside the patient treatment 
rooms.  I told Stauch I had not done this and there would be no video of me doing such a thing.  
I intend to gather video evidence of Stauch’s time spent in CU4 because there are other events it 
would be helpful to have on record. 

At approximately 1747 hours, Det. M. Williams (EPSO) who was working to obtain the search 
warrant for Stauch’s person advised me to continue to hold Stauch because Judge Findorff (EPC 
Courts) was going to approve a 41.1 court order.  A couple minutes later, a Forensic Nurse 
Examiner (FNE) named Amanda contacted me in CU4.  She stated she wanted to speak with 
Stauch regarding the sexual assault allegations and the possibility of doing a Sexual Assault 
Nurses Exam (SANE).  I told the FNE any SANE exam Stauch submitted to would be voluntary 
and I told Amanda I was still waiting on the approval of a court order for collecting evidence 
from Stauch, which I would need the FNE to perform anyways.  This is standard procedure.  
After our conversation, the FNE went into Stauch’s room, closed the door and had a lengthy 
conversation with her.  At the end of that conversation, Det. Bethel relayed to me that Stauch 
had apparently consented to a SANE with the FNE.  At approximately 1822 hours, the FNE left 
CU4 to go prep her office for the warrant service and a possible SANE for Stauch.  I made it 
clear to Amanda that law enforcement was only going to enforce the 41.1 court order and we 
were not insisting or enforcing the SANE. 

Around this same time, a nurse from another part of the hospital came into CU4 and stated 
Stauch’s daughter had come to the hospital and wanted to see Stauch.  The nurse stated the 
daughter (  could not come into CU4 regardless of any other issues.  I understood it 
was hospital policy not to allow visitors into this secure area.  However, the hospital told Stauch 
this and suddenly Stauch was wanting to leave the hospital.  It was now approximately 1834 
hours.  As far as I knew, the results of Stauch’s bloodwork had not come back and she had 
undergone no further testing.  I made a mental note that suddenly, Stauch seemed to no longer 
be concerned with, nor was she complaining about any medical issues.  She just wanted to 
leave. 

Stauch came out of her room and approached one of the secure exit doors and tried to push 
through the door.  I didn’t get in her way because I knew the door would not open for her.  
When she pushed on the door, an alarm sounded.  Hospital security stepped up, but I waved 
them off because Det. Bethel and I were talking to Stauch.  Det. Bethel was able to get Stauch to 
return to her room using verbal reasoning.  Also at this time, Stauch informed the hospital staff 
she was refusing any further treatment and she wanted to be discharged.  Stauch’s attending 
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physician stated that was fine and started the discharge process.  I told that doctor we were very 
close to having a search warrant signed for 41.1 material, which would need to be collected by 
an FNE.  The doctor said it would be okay for us to remain in CU4 for a few more minutes 
pending the search warrant approval.  This was occurring around 1850 hours.  At this time, Det. 
Williams was telling me the judge was reviewing the search warrant. 

As the minutes passed, Stauch again started saying she wanted to leave.  Det. Bethel and I made 
it very clear to Stauch she was not allowed to leave until we completed our evidence collection.  
Stauch walked out of her room again, but this time, I did not allow her to even approach the exit 
door for CU4.  I stood in her way and she attempted to walk around me.  Stauch kept saying I 
was violating her 5th and 6th amendment rights.  I one point, I did gently grab Stauch’s left upper 
arm and I told her she was not free to leave.  Stauch did not resist me.  When she started 
walking back toward her room, I released her. 

At approximately 1900 hours, Det. Williams advised me by telephone she was on her way to the 
hospital with a 41.1 court order authorizing collection of forensic evidence from Stauch’s person, 
but nothing involving Stauch’s genital area, or breasts or other sensitive areas common with a 
SANE.  Except for a blood draw, all the evidence we were seeking was non-intrusive and 
Stauch didn’t even need to disrobe for the collection.  Please refer to the 41.1 court order Det. 
Williams obtained for further information.  For the collection process, Stauch was moved from 
CU4 to the FNE’s exam room, which is in Room #2 of Care Unit 2.  Stauch followed directions 
and she walked on her own to the exam room.  We left CU4 around 1900 hours. 

Stauch kept asking questions about whether she would be free to go after we obtained our 
evidence.  Both Det. Bethel and I told Stauch several times she would be free to leave after the 
41.1 order was complete.  We also both told her if she wanted to complete a SANE, that was 
completely up to her and we were not forcing her to participate in a SANE.  Either me or Det. 
Bethel was present and observed during the entire collection process.  I was present when FNE 
Amanda also asked Stauch for her permission for perform the collection.  Stauch consented and 
she signed a form to that effect.  When the FNE was examining and photographing Stauch’s 
head, Stauch identified an area near the crown of her skull as possibly having an injury.  She 
had pointed to the same location during her earlier interview.  When the FNE exposed the scalp 
in that area, I saw no redness or any other sign of injury and the FNE verbalized the same to me. 
After that area was photographed, I instructed the FNE to examine the rest of Stauch’s scalp for 
injuries.  As the FNE moved layer after layer of Stauch’s hair for the examination, I watched 
close and I saw no other signs of injury.  At 1947 hours, I advised my chain of command that 
the collection of evidence from Stauch’s person was complete. 

After the collection was completed, Stauch stated she wanted to leave the SANE room and get a 
drink of water.  She asked Det. Bethel and I if she could do this and we allowed her to.  She 
also asked if she was free to leave and we told her she was.  FNE Amanda told Stauch where 
she could find a drinking fountain.  Before she left the room, Stauch made it clear she intended 
to come back for the SANE after she got a drink of water.  Frankly, I didn’t believe her.  I 
followed behind Stauch as she wandered around CU2.  She asked me why I was following her, 
and I told her I could stand anywhere I wanted.  I observed Stauch use a public telephone in the 
waiting area for CU2.  At one point, because Stauch had stated she still wanted to volunteer for 
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the SANE, I suggested to her she return to the SANE room and I volunteered to get her a cup of 
water.  Stauch said she did not want me to. 

Next, Stauch started asking where her daughter was at.  I told Stauch if she was here, she would 
likely be in the ER waiting room.  Stauch asked where that was, and could she go there.  A 
member of the hospital staff overheard Stauch ask the question and she point out the, “Lobby 
Exit,” to Stauch.  I told Stauch she was free to go there.  I did not follow Stauch to the ER 
waiting room.  After a couple of minutes though, I did go to the lobby and Stauch was gone.  I 
looked around all the seating areas and there was no sign of her.  Nor was there teenage girl who 
appeared to be waiting for someone.  The restroom doors were standing wide open, so I knew 
she wasn’t in there either.  It was now approximately 1952 hours. 

During the entire four hours or so I spent with Stauch, she never voiced on concern for  
nor did she ask about the ongoing search for the child. 

After Stauch was gone, I looked at the telephone she used to make a call in the waiting area of 
CU2.  On the view screen, there appeared to be an extension identifier of, “   I observed 
the date and time on the phone were correct.  I was able to access a redial memory on the 
phone’s display screen.  At one point when I was in that menu, I turned the phone on and it 
started calling the last number, which was “0”.  When I did that (at approximately 2010 hours) 
the phone rang to some internal number which I didn’t make note of, but it would likely be a 
hospital operator if the called number was, “0.”  The previous outgoing call was at 1946 hours, 
also to “0.”  That was approximately the time I observed Stauch using this telephone.  Prior to 
that, there were two calls on Sunday (1/26/20) at approximately 2246 and 2247 hours, to, 
“   This was an outside number, but because Stauch didn’t call those numbers I am 
not going to investigate who they belong to.  I took some pictures of the redial data on the 
phone’s view screen.  I later downloaded them to a CD and entered them into EPSO Evidence 
reference EPSO Case No. 20-1382, as Item #37. 

Det. Bethel and I retrieved our evidence from the FNE and transported it to EPSO’s evidence 
facility and entered it into evidence.  The 41.1 collection items were locked into refrigeration 
unit R3 in evidence.  The collection kit was assigned evidence Item #22.  The photographs FNE 
Amanda took were provided to Det. Bethel and I on a CD and it was entered into evidence as 
Item #23. 

I don’t have FNE Amanda’s full name.  However, her name should be on the 41.1 collection 
paperwork and Det. Bethel documented her info. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active 
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Body-worn camera footage is not available regarding his investigation. 

The following is a supplemental report to El Paso County Sheriff's Office Case Number 
2020-1382: 

On 01/29/20 at approximately 2024 hours I, Deputy Younkin, responded to 6627 Mandan 
Drive, County of El Paso, State of Colorado, in reference to the execution of a search 
warrant.  

Upon arrival I assisted with the execution of the search warrant and scene security. During 
the execution of the warrant I located a red liquid substance along a stair leading into the 
attached garage from the interior of the residence. The substance appeared to be dry and 
was located in a small area along the top of the stair. I also located two other small areas 
containing a similar substance along the floor of the garage with close proximity to the 
stairs. The substance was subsequently processed by crime scene laboratory technicians.  

Nothing Further 
Case Status: Same as Original Report 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 9, 2020 

On January 29, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Brklich: 

Color:  Rose Gold Make: Apple IPhone Model: Iphone 11 

IMEI:   Search Authority:  Waiver  

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  The device was connected to a 
Cellebrite 4PC System and an extraction was initiated.  The data extraction completed successfully.  I 
Cellebrite Report was created and placed in the case folder.  Please see the Cellebrite Report the data 
extracted.   

I copied the Cellebrite report to optical media and placed it into evidence under item number 238. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 9, 2020 

On January 29, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Brklich: 

Color:  Rose Gold Make: Apple IPhone Model: Iphone8 

IMEI:   Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  This device was taken to the 
offices of the United States Secret Service Electronics Crime Task Force where an AFU (After First 
Unlock) Extraction was completed using Gray Key hardware.  The data extracted was placed onto a 
Samsung HD083GJ hard drive and placed into evidence under item # 240.   

Later, at the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, the device was connected to a Cellebrite 4PC System and an 
extraction was initiated.  The data extraction completed successfully.  I Cellebrite Report was created 
and placed in the case folder.  Please see the Cellebrite Report the data extracted.   

I copied the Cellebrite report to optical media and placed it into evidence under item # 241. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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2020-1382 
Deputy P. Vigil 
Missing Child  

On January 29, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011of the El Paso County Sheriff’s (EPSO), Investigations 
Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

Search Warrant of 6627 Mandan Drive 

I responded to 6627 Mandan Drive to assist in executing a search warrant for any further evidentiary 
items in this case.  

I assisted with the search however I did not find any further evidentiary items to in this case. 

Attempted to locate the vehicle with South Carolina plates CCY-283 

I was instructed that Letecia Stauch was coming into the Office of the Sheriff (OTS) for an interview with 
other detectives.  I was told to check the parking garage for a black 2019 Volkswagen Tiguan bearing 
South Carolina plate CCY-283.  The vehicle was located in the parking garage.  I went to the vehicle, I 
noticed there were visible water drops on the exterior of the vehicle.  No other vehicles around this 
Volkswagen had any water on them.  Also, the weather for the last 24 hours in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado there was no rain, snow or weather that would cause this vehicle to have water drops on the 
vehicle.  It appeared the vehicle just went through a car wash very recently.   I left the vehicle and 
other detectives impounded the vehicle.  

Search of University Village Colorado (4880-5342 N. Nevada Ave, Colorado Springs, Co 80910) 

I was informed that Letecia or  (Letecia Daughter) were in the area of University Village Colorado 
on Monday January 27, 2020 at Petco.  I went and searched the area.   I checked all the dumpsters 
and areas in the University Village Colorado.  Most of the dumpers were locked or where trash 
compactors that were attached to the building/store.  The unlocked dumpsters I found did not have 
anything in them except a few bags of trash.  

Sunset Creek Apartments (509-515 Sunset Rd, Colorado Springs, Co 80909) 

While searching the University Village Colorado area, I noticed to the north of the University Village 
Colorado that there was an apartment complex that was very “blacked out” and did not have many 
lights luminating the area.  I searched the dumpsters and area.  I did not find anything of evidentiary 
value.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #1 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Background Information   
On Thursday, January 30, 2020, at approximately 7:30 am, I, Detective Courtney 
McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division received 
information from Lead Case Detective Jessica Bethel advising of a missing/endangered 
child case occurring in unincorporated El Paso County, State of Colorado.   

Detective Bethel informed me, the victim Mr.  DOB:  was 
originally reported as a Runaway on Monday, January 28, 2020 by his stepmother, Ms. 
Leticia Stauch, DOB:  Patrol responded to the address and could not locate 

 at that time. 

 Detective Bethel informed me, the investigations team was assigned to the case on 
Wednesday, January 29, 2020 around 3:30 pm.  The team responded to the address of 
6627 Mandan Drive, El Paso County, State of Colorado that evening and began processing 
the scene and gathering information.  At that time detectives became aware Ms. Stauch 
was not going to be cooperative during the investigation. 

Detective Bethel contacted Ms. Stauch via telephone and requested she come to the 
Sheriff’s Office located at 27 E. Vermijo Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO with items belonging 
to  to allow for us to have a sample of  DNA.  The items requested were 
his toothbrush and hairbrush.  Detective Bethel also requested to speak with her and her 
husband (  biological father), Mr.  DOB:  when they 
arrived. 

Ms. Stauch declined to come to the office.  However,  did bring the items and 
conduct an interview with Detective Mark Riley.   has been cooperative during 
the course of the investigation and was not in town when  was reported missing.  

 was on military duty with the US Army when this occurred.  He returned 
home, when he heard the news.   

While speaking with Detective Riley,  received a phone call from Ms. Stauch.  
Ms. Stauch was upset and could be overheard yelling at  for cooperating with the 
investigation.   

Detective Bethel advised she attempted to call Ms. Stauch several times and could not reach 
her.   as well attempted to call her without any luck.    Eventually Detective 
Bethel was able to speak with Ms. Stauch for 30 minutes.  She continued to refuse to come 
to the office for an interview but was willing to briefly speak on the phone.  

 informed detectives he had learned from Ms. Stauch, their youngest daughter, 
Ms.  had seen  before he disappeared on Monday.  Detective Riley 
spoke with  and learned this was incorrect.   stated when she arrived home, 
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Ms. Stauch told her  was sleeping and to go outside to play. 

Detectives were aware of several cars being utilized by the Stauch family to include a 
Nissan Frontier, a Volkswagen Jetta, and a Volkswagen Tiguan belonging specifically to Ms. 
Stauch.   

Ms. Stauch had also rented a Kia Rio recently, but it was undetermined if it was rented on 
January 28 or January 29.  Ms. Stauch’s reasoning for renting the vehicle was to keep the 
millage low on her Tiguan.   

Ms. Stauch’s Tiguan was missing initially during the investigation.  Each time Ms. Stauch 
was asked where the vehicle was, she would provide a different location to include the area 
near French Elementary School and the parking lot of Mesa Ride High School.  Several 
school lots were search and the vehicle was not found.   

The vehicle was later recovered when Ms. Stauch showed up at the Sheriff’s Office for an 
interview on January 29, 2020.  At that time, it was taken to the El Paso County Evidence 
Facility at that time.  

Information Provided Regarding Ms. Stauch’s Rape 
On Wednesday, January 29, 2020, Ms. Stauch had informed  she was rapped on 
January 27, 2020 and the individual who rapped her had taken  with them.   

 immediately reported this to detectives who conducted further follow up. 

Detectives learned through an interview with Ms. Stauch, that she had hired a construction 
worker she identified as “Eduardo” to fix the carpet that  had burned accidently a 
few days prior.  Ms. Stauch stated she had driven around her housing development until 
she located someone who was working on building homes in the area.  Ms. Stauch 
provided the man with her garage code and requested he fix the carpet.   

Ms. Stauch advised when she arrived at her home on Monday afternoon, she deactivated 
the ADT alarm and went downstairs.  It was at that time; she was taken at gun point by 
this male.  The male rapped her in  bedroom located downstairs and took 

 with him as he left the home.  Ms. Stauch stated she did not provide the male her 
ADT passcode.   

Due to this information, Detective Bethel requested I draft a search warrant for the ADT 
system located at the address.  

ADT Warrant: 
I drafted a search warrant for the ADT System located at 6622 Mandan Drive based on the 
information I had learned surrounding the case.  

At approximately 1:40 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Ann Rotolo.  Judge 
Rotolo reviewed the search warrant for information regarding the: 
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 ADT System located at 6622 Mandan Drive, El Paso County, State of Colorado. 

The ADT account belongs to the Stauch family who reside at this residence.   

At approximately 1:46 pm, Judge Rotolo approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 1:50 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The number assigned to the warrant is 20-332.  

Contact with ADT 
At approximately 2:10 pm, I contacted ADT via telephone.  The phone was answered by 
an employee who stated I was in contact with an ADT call center.  I requested to verify 
the fax number I had located online to fax a signed warrant to.  The employee advised she 
was unsure if the fax number worked but provided an address of 1501 W. Yamato Road, 
Boca Raton, Florida 33431 to overnight the warrant to.   

At approximately 2:25 the warrant was faxed to ADT Legal Services at   
The warrant was also sent overnight via UPS to the Boca Raton address.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO.  
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 01/30/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, January 30, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that  was still missing. 

AT&T Search Warrant for Ms. Stauch CDR 

At 8:03 am. I contacted AT&T to learn the status of the warrant I submitted on January 29th for the 
phone number associated with Letecia Stauch (DOB  I was told that the warrant was not marked 
as urgent, so they had not looked at it yet. The woman stated she would mark the search warrant as 
urgent, but it could take 24 hours to complete. 

At 2:54 pm. I contacted AT&T to follow up on the status of the warrant. I was advised the warrant had 
been assigned to someone to complete and the person believed the Call Detail Record would be 
completed in approximately one hour. 

At 4:37 pm. I had not received the Call Detail Records. I contacted AT&T emergent line and asked how 
much longer the records would take.  

I was advised the person who was assigned to complete the warrant had gone home without completing 
it. I explained the exigency of the case and the AT&T representative agreed to take over the search 
warrant and complete it. 

Search Warrant for  Cell Phone and Vehicle 

During the entirety of the investigation,  (DOB  has been uncooperative with law 
enforcement.  

Detectives with the Metro Vice Narcotics and Intelligence (VNI) conducted surveillance on  and 
Ms. Stauch. VNI detectives observed the two’s primary method of transportation was  VW Jetta. 
Her vehicle was located at 10082 Intrepid Way. Ms. Stauch and  were believed to have spent the 
night at the address.  

The vehicle was still located at the address and I was advised to complete a search warrant for the 
house to include the VW Jetta and  Cell Phone. 

A search of the county assessor’s website shows the address belongs to Jonathan and Judith Sanchez. 

At this time the relationship between the homeowners and  and Ms. Stauch is unknown. 

While I was completing this warrant, I was advised the vehicle had left the address and detectives were 
following it. Ms. Stauch and  left in the vehicle with several duffel bags. It was believed that  
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had her phone in the vehicle when it departed. At this time, I began modifying my search warrant to 
only include the vehicle and cell phone. I was asked to present the search warrant to a district judge due 
to the possibility of  and Ms. Stauch attempting to flee. 

I drafted a search warrant and seal for the AT&T records. I presented Deputy District Attorney (DDA) 
Jennifer Viehman (33163) with a Request for Seal on the warrant. The request was signed without issue. 

I presented the warrant and seal to Honorable Judge Linda Billings-Vela in Division 1 for the following. 

-A White VW Jetta with the license plate BUR711. Vin #  registered to 

-An iPhone hosted by AT&T associated with phone number  belonging to 

Honorable Judge Billings-Vela requested that the search of  cell phone be limited to the criminal 
activity and wrote it into the Attachment B, before signing it. Honorable Judge Billings Vila swore me in 
and signed the warrant and seal. The search warrant was submitted to the court records office with the 
seal and assigned case number 20-333. 

After the warrant was signed, I presented a copy to Detective Pete Vigil (10011). Detective Vigil met up 
with other detectives who were following the VW Jetta. The vehicle and cell phone were seized by 
detectives on scene. 

AT&T Search Warrant for  CDR 

I was asked to complete a search warrant for the Call Detail Records associated with  at phone 
number  It is believed the locations stored on her phone would be useful to the 
investigation. 

I drafted a search warrant and seal for the AT&T records. I presented DDA Viehman with a Request for 
Seal on the warrant. The request was signed without issue. 

I presented the warrant and seal to Honorable Judge Laura Findorff in Division F for the following. 

AT&T, Attn: Global Legal Demands Center, 11760 US Hwy 1, Ste 300, North Palm Beach, FL 33408. 
Records of  

Honorable Judge Findorff swore me in and signed the warrant and seal without change. The search 
warrant was submitted to the court records office with the seal and assigned case number 20-341. 

The search warrant was submitted to AT&T via fax. 

At 4:54 pm I contacted the AT&T emergent line to see if they received the second warrant, and if they 
were able to process it with exigency as well. I was advised by the AT&T associate he was unable to see 
incoming search warrants and it would have to be entered into their system before he could view it. I 
asked if he had a status update on Ms. Stauch’s Call Detail Records and he stated he was still working on 
it. 

I was advised by Detective Bethel, that agents with the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) were going 
to assist with the call detail records. Detective Bethel asked me to get a reference number for the two 
Call Detail Records submitted. 
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At 6:13 pm. I contacted AT&T to ask for the reference numbers. I was told that although both search 
warrants had been assigned there was not a reference number. The AT&T associate explained that a 
reference number is only assigned once the record is started. I asked the associate why they had not 
been started when I had been advised they were being actively worked hours previously. The associate 
was unable to answer me and said they process warrants as they receive them even when exigency 
exists. I passed this information on to Detective Bethel 

At approximately 7:15 pm. I was contacted by FBI Agent Kevin Hoyland who had started a conference 
call with AT&T. I was advised that AT&T needed my consent to share the information on the reports 
with Agent Hoyland. I allowed access to Agent Hoyland. Shortly after this, I began receiving emails from 
AT&T containing the Call Detail Records for both phone numbers. 

I forwarded all the information to Agent Hoyland to process.  I also saved a copy of the Call Detail 
Records to the Investigations Drive to be entered into evidence at a later date. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/16/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 01/30/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 9:30 a.m., Detective Nick Brklich and I conducted a canvass of the Lorson 
Ranch area in an attempt to locate any workers identified as “Eduardo” or “Eguardo”.  This 
was based off of information obtained from  step mother, Letecia, who described a 
carpet layer with the names above as being involved in his disappearance. 

During our canvass, we spoke with a large number of workers in the area and asked if they 
knew anyone by the names listed above.   

Most of the individuals we spoke with either did not speak English as a first language or 
appeared not to understand English.  With the help of other workers, we asked if they were 
aware of anyone with the names.  Throughout these interactions, we were unsuccessful in 
finding anyone who provided information about a worker named either “Eduardo” or 
“Eguardo”. 

Later in the afternoon, we responded to 6627 Mandan Drive and briefly spoke with the family 
of   During this contact,   father, told us about finding cigar 
packaging which matched the cigar that his wife, Letecia had told him she found in  
bag. 

The cigar packaging was located in a kitchen drawer next to the refrigerator.  The package did 
not contain any cigars.   opened the drawer and showed the package to me.  He 
told Detective Brklich and I verbally we could photograph and remove the package. 

I took photographs with my work issued cell phone and the photos were later placed into the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under Item #637.  The package was collected and 
later placed into evidence under Item #38. Copies of the evidence invoices are included with 
this report. 

On this date, I was assigned as the Liaison between EPSO and the Stauch family.  This was 
implemented so the family had one individual of contact rather than having multiple law 
enforcement officials communicating with them at one time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Friday, January 31, 
2020  

On Thursday, January 30, 2020, at approximately 1000 hours, I, Detective David Glenn Jr. of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow up in reference to this case.  

I was informed by Detective Sergeant Jacob Abendschan there were detectives who were drafting a 
search warrant for a vehicle associated with this case, a white 2019 Volkswagen Jetta bearing Colorado 
license plate  and a cellular phone owned by  Detective Sergeant Abendschan 
indicated the vehicle and the phone were both located at 10082 Intrepid Way, in the Lorson Ranch 
Subdivision of unincorporated El Paso County, and that  DOB:  and Letecia Stauch, 
DOB:  were also at that address.  

I was tasked with assisting the Colorado Springs Police Department Metro VNI unit with a surveillance 
operation of the Jetta and of Letecia Stauch and  until the search warrant was signed and 
could be executed. 

Shortly after my arrival to the Lorson Ranch neighborhood, Letecia and  were spotted by other 
detectives as they exited the Intrepid Way residence and entered the Jetta while carrying several bags 
that appeared to have been packed for light travel. One of the other detectives stated over the radio 

 was driving the Jetta while Letecia was in the front passenger seat.  drove the Jetta to the 
downtown area where it was parked for several minutes before heading north toward the area of North 
Academy boulevard at East Woodmen Road.  

At approximately 1415 hours, the Jetta parked in the Marshall’s parking lot, located at 1760 East 
Woodmen Road and  and Letecia were seen entering the Marshall’s store. Undercover detectives 
entered the store to maintain visual surveillance on Letecia and  while I waited in the parking lot. 

At that time, I was informed by Detective Sergeant Abendschan the Search Warrant had been signed 
and we needed to seize the Jetta and  cell phone.  

After a few minutes, Letecia exited the store and detectives contacted her to prevent her from entering 
the Jetta. Upon being approached by Sergeant Christopher Ganstine, Letecia threw the Jetta’s keys in 
the air and fled northeast across the parking lot on foot.  

As detectives detained Letecia, I entered the Marshall’s store and noticed  was still completing a 
transaction at a cash register.  was holding her phone in her right hand during the transaction. I 
approached  while wearing a clearly marked over vest indicating I was a peace officer and seized 
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the phone from her hand. I told  a court order had been issued for seizure of her phone.  
strengthened her grip on the phone and told me she wanted to see the warrant. I pulled the phone out 
of  hand and placed her in handcuffs which were checked for tightness and double locked. Based 
on Letecia’s actions, I detained  in the back of my vehicle until Detective Peter Vigil could arrive on 
scene to serve a copy of the Search Warrant to Letecia and  As I escorted  outside the 
Marshall’s store, we walked past Letecia, who yelled out to  instructions, telling her to remember 
what Letecia said about not saying anything and to ask for a lawyer.   

Upon Detective Vigil’s arrival, he served Letecia with the Search Warrant. At that point, I removed 
 handcuffs and released her to Letecia.  

Detective Vigil took possession of  telephone and Detective Ferrell secured and impounded the 
Jetta. 

Case status: SAO 
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This a supplement #3 for case 20-1382 Thursday, January 30, 2020 

Surveillance of vehicle: 

On 01/30/2020, at approximately 10:02 am, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division, conducted follow up in reference to this case. 

I was sent to 10082 Intrepid Way, located in El Paso County, Colorado, to locate a vehicle of interest in 
the case, a white 2019 Volkswagen Jetta, Colorado plate #BUR711, VIN:  I 
located the vehicle parked in the driveway of the residence and parked down the road to watch the 
vehicle. 

Colorado Springs Police Department Metro VNI was sent to assist with surveillance on the vehicle. 
During the day, they followed the vehicle until it finally stopped in the parking lot of 1760 E. Woodmen 
Rd.in front of the Dress Barn business. The vehicle parked in the parking lot and two people identified as 
Letecia Stauch, DOB:  and her daughter  DOB:  exited the vehicle 
and entered the business around approximately 2:15 pm.  

Due to prior knowledge of the case, I knew Letecia’s cell phone had already been seized as evidence in 
the case. Undercover officers entered the store and reported the two parties were shopping and 
observed Letecia and  talking on a cell phone inside of the store. 

I was staged in the parking lot and was advised by Sergeant Jacob Abendschan a search warrant had 
been signed for the Jetta and for the cell phone belonging to  and advised me to seize both items. 
Due to the dangers of attempting to stop a vehicle while it is moving, it was determined to stop both 
parties when they left the store on foot to prevent them from entering the vehicle. 

Letecia was observed exiting the front door of the business alone and started walking to the Jetta in the 
parking lot. Sergeant Christopher Ganstine with VNI exited his vehicle near the Jetta wearing an outer 
vest clearly marked with Sheriff in large white letters on the front to contact Letecia. When she 
observed him, she immediately attempted to run from him on foot north through the parking lot. As I 
was pulling up to the front of the parking lot, I observed them running past my vehicle.  

I exited my vehicle and immediately ran after Letecia on foot to prevent her from escaping. I believed 
she possibly may be in possession of the cell phone listed in the search warrant as she had been 
observed talking on a cell phone inside of the store. I gave several loud, verbal commands for her to stop 
which she did not obey. I was wearing a shirt with the badge clearly visible on the left chest area as well 
as my badge clipped on my belt. 

When she failed to stop, I drew my office issued handgun and again gave loud, verbal commands for her 
to stop. She turned and when she saw my firearm, she stopped and complied with my orders. Sergeant 
Ganstine placed her into handcuffs and I advised her she was not under arrest but was being detained. 
Sergeant Ganstine advised she had thrown keys when she was running and after checking the parking 
lot was able to recover them and I took possession of them. Other officers on scene contacted  
inside of the store and detained her. A white iPhone was secured from her hand while detaining her and 
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was confirmed to be the one listed on the search warrant by calling the phone number of  
The phone was given to Detective Peter Vigil who transported it to the OTS to be placed into evidence 
and processed later. 

Evidence Collected: 
I sealed the Jetta using evidence tape and photographed the exterior of the vehicle and the iPhone. The 
photographs were later downloaded to a CD and placed into evidence item #44. Bob’s Towing 
responded to tow the Jetta and I followed to the EPSO Evidence facility, impound #20-46, for later 
search warrant execution. I placed the keys into evidence item #40. A copy of the impound form is 
included with this supplement.  

 I have nothing further. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On January 30, 2020, at about 11:10 a.m., I, Detective Montville was 
conducting foll s case. I emailed several digital 
photographs of  to the National Center for Missing and 
Exploited Child @ncmec.org. The associated NCMEC case 
number is 1380792.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV  
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 1/30/20 at approximately 1400 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), conducted follow up in reference to EPSO case 20-1382. I was made aware of the 
following email addresses for Letecia Stauch (DOB  

•

I was also made aware of the following email address for  (DOB  

•

Email Preservations 

I directed a letter to Google, Inc. via their law enforcement portal for preservations on the Gmail 
addresses (digitally attached to this report), and received a reference number of 3453240. 

I directed a letter to Oath Holdings, Inc. (operator of Yahoo!) via their law enforcement portal for 
preservations on the Yahoo address (digitally attached to this report), and received a reference number 
of 439405. 

Apple ID Preservation 

At about 2200 hours, I directed a letter to Apple, Inc. via their law enforcement email addresses for 
preservation on an Apple iCloud account I discovered associated to  phone 
(  and later received reference number 20317819. 

I digitally attached all the preservation letters to this report. 

Case status: SAO. 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 1/30/20 at approximately 1630 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was provided  (DOB  phone by Sergeant Hubbell/07050, a white 
iPhone 8 Plus, which was in airplane mode, powered on, and locked with an unknown PIN number. 
Sergeant Hubbell also provided me a search warrant (20-333) for a forensic extraction of the data on the 
phone to be conducted. 

CSPD Gray Key on  Phone 

At about 1630 hours, I took the phone to Detective Bryan Rogers at Colorado Springs Police Department 
(CSPD), who completed the data extraction under their report number 20-4923. Detective Rogers and I 
determined the PIN number to the phone was 5102 with known data from the Gray Key extraction. 

The phone had the following information associated to it: 

Apple ID yahoo.com 
<mailto: yahoo.com> 

Serial number  
MSISDN  
IMSI  
IMEI  
Phone number +

Evidence 

I later took the phone back to the Office of the Sheriff (27 East Vermijo Avenue) and placed it in a locked 
room in the digital forensics unit along with a hard drive containing the Gray Key data. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, January 30, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 22 
Sunday, March 22, 2020 

On Thursday, January 30, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I received an email from Mr. Donald Chagnon. The email is as follows: 

“Jessica, 

This is a link to the two (2) video files I referenced last evening. They are compressed and password 
protected, first name of missing, all lower case. 

As I mentioned last evening, this is most likely any variant of midnight troll, BMV, trash picker, etc. but 
with the timeline, I just wanted to ensure someone was aware of this as well. 

Our block, 7200 Alpine Daisy is a dead-end cul-de-sac and there is no good reason anyone that doesn't 
live there should be on this block at 1:14 AM on a Monday morning, least of which with a flashlight 
looking at homes 

Don Chagnon 16031 
Metro Vice, Narcotics and Intelligence 
719-444-7517 work
719-339-5300 cell

The email Mr. Chagnon sent me was placed onto a disk and entered into evidence as item # 272. 

Detective Karl Mai unzipped the videos and had them reviewed. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements.  

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, February 25, 
2020  

On Thursday, January 30, 2020, I, Detective David Glenn Jr. of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Criminal 
Investigations Division, assisted with this investigation.  

Lieutenant Mitchell Mihalko tasked me with vetting and following up on all tips generated through the 
El Paso County Sheriff's Office Tip Line in reference to this investigation. This task was assigned to me for 
the duration of this investigation.  

Upon review, each tip will be entered onto an Excel spreadsheet to reflect the following information: 

Date/time the tip was received 
Associated case number 
Type of tip 
Brief description of tip 
Tip source 
Tipster’s name and contact info, if provided 
Investigator assigned to tip 
Notes 
Disposition of tip 
Supervisor review 

The spreadsheet will be entered into the case file at the conclusion of this investigation. 

If a tip requires a separate supplement it will be noted in the disposition. 

Case status: SAO 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 1/30/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I downloaded the recording of an interview done with Letecia Stauch (  on 1/29/20, in 
Interview Room #4, within the Investigations workspace at the Office of the Sheriff, 27 E. 
Vermijo Ave., Colorado Springs, CO.  Due to the length of the interview, the high definition 
cameras and microphones and the limitations of the software currently in use to capture these 
recordings, I had to break the recording up into three segments of approximately 1 hour and 25 
minutes.  Also, the Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera was not utilized during this interview.  It 
remained stationary, showing a corner of a piece of artwork in the interview room.  It is also a 
high definition camera and the data from it takes up a lot of space too.  As per our current 
operating policy in Investigations, even though the camera shows nothing of interest, I 
downloaded that footage too. 

The following items were entered into EPSO Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 
2020-00001382: 

- Evidence Item #35; Recording interview with Letecia Stauch (   Three separate
videos, three separate CD’s, one interview.

- Evidence Item #36; 16GB thumb drive with PTZ only video of Letecia Stauch interview
from 1/29/20.  There is no audio for this recording.  It is only the PTZ footage.

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 1/30/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I generated a search warrant for security video from Memorial Hospital - Central which would 
document time spent there by Leticia Stauch, Det. J. Bethel and myself.  The reason for using a 
search warrant is because security staff told me the sensitive patient areas covered by the video I 
was seeking would not be readily released by the hospital’s administration. 

I presented the search warrant application to the Honorable Judge Laura Findorff, in Division F 
of the El Paso County Courts.  Judge Findorff reviewed and approved the search warrant.  I 
filed the search warrant with the Clerk of the Court, and it was assigned search warrant tracking 
number 20-342.  A copy is attached to this report.  I also obtained an order to seal the search 
warrant from the El Paso County District Attorney’s Office and Judge Findorff approved that 
too. 

At approximately 1630 hours, I served the search warrant to Lieutenant Bruce Porter of 
Memorial Hospital’s security staff.  I provided Lt. Porter with my contact information and 
requested a call when the video is ready for pick up. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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On January 30, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, received the following email from Nintendo 
in response to Court Order for Production of Records #20-297: 

“Det. Price 

Re.  

Set forth below is Nintendo of America Inc.’s response to the above-referenced subpoena (copy 
attached for your reference).   

Nintendo AccountID:  
Nickname: Eugene 
Email address:  
DOB:  

Please note that personal identifying information provided by the owner is entirely voluntary 
and not required (i.e. the owner could simply connect their console and not provide any personal 
information).   

There is no transactional information available for 1/26/20 - 1/28/20. 

Lastly, please note that we do not keep records relating to this information.  All information 
that we have is electronic in nature. 

You are welcome to check back with us for future status of this device. 

Best regards, 

Tomoko Booth 
Bilingual Litigation & Product Support Specialist 
Litigation & Compliance 
Nintendo of America Inc.” 

I prepared a Report of Execution of Court Order for Production of Records for #20-297. 

A copy of the email is entered into evidence as item #217. 

NFI / SAO 
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On January 30, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, was contacted by Detective Jessica Bethel. She asked 
that I make a preservation request with Google Inc. to preserve records pertaining to: 

 

I composed a memo making this request on EPSO letterhead, an uploaded it to Google’s law 
enforcement portal. Google case      #3453047 was issued for this request. 

NFI / SAO 
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Case Number 20-1382 

Lieutenant’s Statement 

On January 30th, 2020, I, Lieutenant John Sarkisian 01079, currently assigned as the Special Operations 
Section Lieutenant, was contacted by Chief Brad Shannon in reference to this case. Chief Shannon 
directed me to attend a meeting on January 31st, in reference to the search efforts for   
During the meeting on January 31st, I was designated as the Operations Section Chief for the search 
element.  

I ran search operations on the following dates and in the following areas: January 31, Lorson Ranch 
Area; Feb 1, Lorson Ranch Area; Feb 2, Lorson Ranch Area; Feb 3, Lorson Ranch Area and El Pomar 
Sports Complex; Feb 5, Lorson Ranch Area, Feb 6, Lorson Ranch Area; Feb 12-20, S. Perry Park Road. 
During these operational periods I organized the Incident Command and supervised overall operations. 

Documentation was provided on Activity Logs (ICS 214) forms and identified areas were recorded on 
sartopo maps. This information was then provided to the investigation’s division liaison, Lieutenant 
Manzanilla.  

Recovery of Evidence 

During search efforts on Feb 15, 2020, I left the command area to assess search efforts in the identified 
zones. While in the field, I was directed to an area where search members had a K9 show interest. This 
area was in our identified area Zone 4A, which is located at 15027 S. Perry Park Road, just northwest of 
Sierra Pines Lane.  

At approximately 1100 hours, while in the area, I asked if search members had been checking the barb 
wire fence along S. Perry Park Road for evidence items. I looked at the barb wire fence and moved north 
from the north “S” turn on S. Perry Park Road. As I moved up the fence line, I observed a piece of wood, 
which appeared to be a small piece of particle board. This was a flat board approximately 2 feet wide, 
2.5 feet long and ½ inch thick. The board was approximately 20-30 feet off the edge of the road, just 
north of the “S” curve in a treed area. I observed a stain in the middle of the board and one edge of the 
board still under a small section of snow. This indicated to me no one had moved or closely inspected 
the board. There were multiple footprints and apparent search efforts previously through the area. Due 
to this, I picked up the board with a gloved hand to inspect it closer.  Due to my training and 
experience I recognized the stain as suspected dried blood.  

I placed the board back in its original location and notified the FBI Evidence Recovery Team. The FBI ERT 
did a presumptive field test for blood, which showed a positive result. The FBI ERT collected the board 
and coordinated with EPSO Investigations for processing.  

No further information at this time. 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 01/30/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Thursday January 30, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, followed up on the financial accounts belonging to Letecia Stauch. I also 
attempted to identify the location where she got gas on Monday January 27, per her statement, 
and per her American Express card report. Additionally, I called  to ask 
some follow up questions. 

I also spoke to EPSO Detective Bauman at approximately 0900 hours and he advised he was in 
the process of downloading Letecia’s cell phone at the US Secret Services Denver office. 

Court Orders for Financial Records 

At approximately 1100 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Laura Findorff in Division F of 
the El Paso County Courts four court orders for the following: 

• Capital One Bank, Attn: 12070-7000, 15000 Capital One Dr, Richmond, VA 23238, to
order the production of records relating to Letecia Stauch and her credit card accounts
ending *  and *

• JP Morgan Chase NA, Attention: Chase Bank USA N.A., 7610 W Washington St,
Indianapolis, IN 46231, to order the production of records relating to Letecia Stauch
and her credit card accounts ending *

• American Express/Datamark, Attn: American Express Subpoena Response Unit, 43
Butterfield Circle, El Paso, TX 79906, to order the production of records relating to
Letecia Stauch and her credit card accounts ending *  and *

• USAA Federal Savings Bank, Attn: DataMark Legal, 10750 McDermott Freeway, San
Antonio, TX 78288, to order the production of records relating to Letecia Stauch and
her debit card accounts ending *  as well as any accounts associated with 

Judge Findorff reviewed the court orders and signed them without change. I also presented a 
request and order to seal the court orders, signed by DA Jennifer Viehman. The court orders 
were submitted to the court records office, 20-336, 20-335, 20-337, and 20-334. 

I served the court orders thus: 
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• I faxed the court order to Capital One Bank, fax # , and emailed 
 at 

I called Mr.  at . He responded and returned a spreadsheet for
Letecia’s account via email.

• I called JP Morgan Chase Bank at phone # (888) 563-6586 and emailed
 

advised via phone that the last transaction recorded on Letecia’s account was
Truth.com. Between 12/23 and 1/10 there were several attempts, but no authorizations,
for charges of .51 cents or .41 cents.

• I called American Express representative  at Phone# (800) 528-4800 and
emailed a copy of
the court order. He verbally reported to me the following activity: card *21000 no
activity. Card *  activity:

o 1/27 at 1127 hours PetCo for $34 (rounded up/down)
o 1/27 at 1324 hours PetCo for $21 (rounded up/down)
o 1/27 at 1029 hours ConocoPhillips 80918 for $100 (preauthorization for fuel)
o 1/28 at 1902 hours Co/Sp Airport Parking $200 (preauthorization, not actual

amount)
o 1/28 at 0822 hours Budget Credit Auto Club, unknown amount

• I called USAA Federal Savings Bank, phone #  and , and
faxed a copy of the court order to fax# . I also responded to the USAA
branch located at 1855 Telstar Drive at approximately 1600 hours. I was told by
personnel at the branch and personnel at both phone numbers that USAA could not
comply with my order until it was received and processed by the legal department in San
Antonio, Texas. I mailed the court order to 10750 McDermott Freeway, San Antonio, TX
78288 overnight via UPS, tracking #

Follow Up with  

At approximately 1400 hours, I called  to ask him if he could provide me information 
about his USAA account. He advised his joint account had the following activity: 
Nothing during weekend.  
Items posted 27th: (unknown authorization dates or locations) 

Capital One payment 
Dutch Brothers $3.50 
Chick Fil-A $4.06 
Burger King $8.11 
Dillards $13.41 
Panera Bread $14.81 
Mobile payment $500.00 
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 said he knows  has a USAA account, and believed Letecia had a debit card for 
her account as well. He did not know of any other accounts  might have. 

 mentioned his mom was with him. I ask, “What about your dad?” He said, “I know 
what this is about. I know why you’re asking me this. He is blind, crippled, and never been 
around  I asked if Letecia knows him. He said she knows of him, but she has never met 
him.  was upset, and said, “Now I know why  is saying ‘I don’t feel safe with 
you.’” I did not ask  further questions. 

Follow up with Gas Stations in Zip Code 80918 

I researched Conoco and Phillips 66 gas stations and went to as many as possible to attempt to 
identify where Letecia got fuel on Monday January 27. I identified the following locations: 

• 507 W Garden of the Gods Rd (Phillips 66). I spoke to employee Amanda. She did not
know how to look up video or receipts. I determined zip code is 80907.

• 428 W Garden of the Gods Rd (Conoco). I spoke to employee Tiffany, who also did not
know how to look up video or receipts. I left my business card with her and requested she
pass on my request to the manager Corey  The zip code for this location
is also 80907.

• 4605 Austin Bluffs Pkwy (Phillips 66). I spoke to employees Nicole and Joey. Neither of
them knew how to look up video or receipts but agreed to pass on my business card and
request to the manager Scott in the morning.

• 4805 Beverly St (Conoco). I spoke to employee Trison Glynn, who agreed to pass on
my business card and request to the manager Cindy 

• 6740 N Academy Blvd (Conoco). I was unable to contact anyone at this location.
• 4315 N Academy Blvd (Conoco). I spoke to employee Nate  who stated

he checked all receipts for Monday 1/27 between 1000 and 1100 hours. Did not find a
matching receipt for a card ending *  He stated his manager told him the billing
information that comes up when a purchase is made in the store is tagged “market” but a
gas purchase would come up “ConocoPhillips.”

• 2817 Dublin Blvd (Conoco). I was unable to contact anyone at this location.

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #2 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Friday, January 31, 2020, at approximately 08:00 am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack 
of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in 
this case. 

At approximately 8:30 am, I was informed of various vehicle warrants that needed to be 
updated due to the following new learned information.  

Detectives were previously unsure if Ms. Leticia Stauch had rented the Kia Rio on January 
28, 2020 or January 29, 2020.  It was later confirmed she had rented it on January 28, 
2020.  This information was updated in the warrants.  

 I was also advised warrants needed to be issued for the telematic systems located in the 
Kia Rio and the Volkswagen Tiguan.   

Kia Rio 
At approximately 9:30 am, I began drafting an amended warrant for the Kia Rio and its 
telematics system. 

At approximately 11:00 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Laura Findorff.  
Judge Findorff reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

 A 2019, White Kia Rio, 4 Door, passenger vehicle, bearing Texas Plate LWH1205, VIN 
 registered to PV Holding Corporation, 17307 Pine Cut, Houston TX. 

The vehicle is located at the Colorado Springs Airport, 7770 Milton East Proby Pkwy, on the 
South side of the Avis service center under a gray canopy, and requires a tow to the El Paso 
County Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility, located at 2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80906, to be searched. 

Verizon Telematics, 2002 Summit Blvd., Suite 1800, Atlanta, GA  30319 for all telematics 
and data stored within any compute storage device or processing/storage devices located 
on/in the  2019, White Kia Rio, 4 Door, passenger vehicle, bearing Texas Plate LWH1205, 
VIN  registered to PV Holding Corporation, 17307 Pine Cut, Houston 
TX.  

This vehicle is a rental vehicle that has been utilized by Ms. Stauch recently. 

At approximately 11:19 am, Judge Findorff approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 11:25 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   
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The warrant was assigned number20-346.  

The warrant was provided to Detective Tim Ferrell to allow for it to be served. 

Volkswagen Tiguan 
At approximately 10:00 am, I began drafting an amended warrant for the Volkswagen 
Tiguan and its telematics system. 

At approximately 11:00 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Laura Findorff.  
Judge Findorff reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

 A 2019, Black Volkswagen Tiguan, utility passenger vehicle, bearing South Carolina 
Plate CYY283, VIN #  registered to Letecia Stauch, with an 
associated address of 4697 Farm Lake Drive, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579.  The 
registration showed the vehicle was assigned Colorado Temporary Tag  
This vehicle is located at the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility, 2749 
East Las Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906. 

Verizon Telematics, 2002 Summit Blvd., Suite 1800, Atlanta, GA  30319 for all 
telematics and data stored within any compute storage device or processing/storage 
devices located on/in the  2019, Black Volkswagen Tiguan, utility passenger 
vehicle, bearing South Carolina Plate CYY283, VIN #  
registered to Letecia Stauch  

This vehicle is registered and utilized by Ms. Stauch. 

At approximately 11:21 am, Judge Findorff approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 11:25 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-347.  

The warrant was provided to Detective Tim Ferrell to allow for it to be served. 

Contact with ADT 
At approximately 10:15 am, I received a call from ADT regarding the warrant I served the 
day prior.  The ADT employee advised I was given bad information from the call center 
and the warrant could not be served at the Florida address or via fax.   I was requested 
to overnight the warrant to  7700 E ARAPAHOE RD #220, CENTENNIAL, CO 80112. 

The warrant was mailed overnight to the new address provided. 
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Nissan Frontier Warrant: 
I was made aware a warrant had not been drafted for the Nissan Frontier, belonging to  

 The vehicle was utilized by Ms. Stauch while he was out of town for work.  
I conducted a search of the vehicle’s VIN#  on CCIC/NCIC.  The VIN 
showed it was registered to  with South Carolina license plate #   At 
approximately 12:30 pm, I drafted a warrant for the vehicle.  I was advised,  
was willing to have the vehicle processed as soon as the warrant was signed.   

At approximately 1:20 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samuel Evig. 
Judge Evig reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A 2016 Nissan Frontier registered to  The vehicle bears VIN# 
 and South Carolina License plate BFN927.   The vehicle is 

currenlty in the possesion of  and will be taken to the to the El Paso County 
Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility, 2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, CO 
80906 upon the signing of this warrant..   

The vehicle belongs to  and is utilized by Ms. Stauch.   

At approximately 1:34 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 1:40 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The number assigned to the warrant is 20-349.  

Nissan Frontier Issues 
At approximately 1:50 pm, I sent the warrant to Detective Tim Ferrell.  Detective Ferrell 
was assisting the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) with processing the vehicles 
belonging to the Stauch family.   

Approximately an hour later I received a call from Detective Ferrell advising the vehicle 
arrived to his location and was bearing Alaska license plate #JMZ869.  I conducted a 
secondary search of the vehicle’s VIN#  through CCIC/NCIC.  The 
VIN did not show that it was registered in Alaska.   

I conducted a search of the Alaska plate number provided by Detective Ferrell and learned 
the plate was associated to a different VIN. The VIN associated is #  
I confirmed the VIN on the vehicle with Detective Ferrell and learned the Alaska Plate is 
registered to the wrong VIN.   

Due to the issues with the vehicles VIN and license plate a second warrant was drafted for 
the vehicle explaining the situation. 

At approximately 3:15 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samuel Evig. 
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Judge Evig reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A 2016 Nissan Frontier registered to  The vehicle bears VIN# 
 and Alaska License plate JMZ869.   The vehicle is currenlty 

in the possesion of  and will be taken to the to the El Paso County Sheriff's 
Office Evidence Facility, 2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906 
upon the signing of this warrant. 

The vehicle belongs to  and is utilized by Ms. Stauch.   

At approximately 3:28 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 3:31 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The number assigned to the warrant is 20-356.   

The warrant was provided to Detective Ferrell to allow for it to be severed. 

Officer Statement 
Copies of all warrants are attached to this supplement. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status:  SAO.  
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 01/31/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, January 31, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that   was still missing. 

Corrections of Warrants 

I was advised by Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubble (07050) that there were errors on the two warrants 
submitted on January 30th. In these warrants, I included information I learned about a text conversation 
between  and his stepsister  (DOB  Based on the Cellebrite phone 
extraction it was believed this conversation took place after the time frame  was reported 
missing. It was later learned that the information provided by Cellebrite was not converted to Mountain 
Standard Time. After adjusting the time zone, it was learned the conversation took place earlier in the 
afternoon before  was reported missing. 

This information was included in the search warrant for the Call Detail Records (CDR) associated with 
 as well as the Search warrant for her car and cell phone.   

I amended both of the original warrants with a statement explaining the error and provided the correct 
times. 

Search Warrants Signed 

I presented Deputy District Attorney (DDA) Oliver Robinson, (42773) with a Request for Seal on both 
warrants. The requests were signed without issue. 

I presented the warrants and seals to Honorable Judge Laura Findorff in Division F for the following. 

-AT&T, Attn: Global Legal Demands Center, 11760 US Hwy 1, Ste 300, North Palm Beach, FL 33408.
Records of 

-A White VW Jetta with the license plate  Vin #  registered to 
 An iPhone hosted by AT&T associated with phone number  belonging to

Honorable Judge Findorff swore me in and signed the warrants and seals without change. The search 
warrants were submitted to the court records office with the seals. The search warrant for the CDR was 
assigned case number 20-344. The search warrant for the car and cell phone were assigned case number 
20-345.
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Tracker Warrant for Rental Car 

I was advised by Detective Timothy Ferrell (13001) that Ms. Letecia Stauch had obtained a new rental 
car that  and Ms. Stauch were using for transportation. This rental car was identified as a Silver 
2020 Nissan Altima bearing Colorado fleet license plate OMW400 and VIN  I was 
asked to complete a warrant to install a tracker on this vehicle. 

Ms. Stauch and  have refused to cooperate so far in this investigation and have provided no 
assistance in locating  Their behavior is inconsistent with that of a family member missing a 
stepbrother or stepson.  

I learned from Detective Marissa Williams (12009), that a search of Ms. Stauch’s financial history show 
she just received a large wire transfer for approximately $2600. The payment went from  credit 
card to  PayPal account, and then into  and Ms. Stauch’s joint USAA account. Due to this 
large amount of money being moved into her account and Ms. Stauch’s history of obtaining multiple 
rental cars, It was believed she may try to return to her family in South Carolina. 

I drafted a search warrant for the installment of a tracker on the new rental car. I presented DDA 
Robinson with a Request for Seal on the warrant. The request was signed without issue. 

I presented the warrant and seal to Honorable Judge Sam Evig in Division B for the following. 

Authorization for the installation, removal, repair, and monitoring of an electronic Tracking Device on 
the exterior of a silver 2020 Nissan Altima bearing Colorado fleet license plate OMW400 and a VIN 

 

Judge Evig swore me in and signed the warrant without change. Judge Evig limited the Seal to 90 days 
unless additional time was needed.  

The search warrant was submitted to the court records office with the seal and assigned case number 
20-355.

Detectives with the El Paso County Metro Vice and Narcotics Unit (VNI) installed the tracker on the 
rental car. 

Apple iCloud Preservation 

On this day I was requested by Detective Jessica Bethel (07088), to complete a preservation request for 
the iCloud account associated with the email address  
<mailto:  I learned that this was the iCloud account for  I 
submitted the request under exigent circumstances. I received data back from apple and was advised 
that a warrant must be submitted within 30 days. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 1/31/20 at approximately 0830 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was assigned by Sergeant Hubbell/07050 to canvass the area of the University Village 
shopping center (area of 5262 North Nevada Avenue) to determine when Letecia Stauch (DOB  
was there and with who. 

University Village Shopping Center 

I arrived at Petco (5020 North Nevada Avenue), and management allowed me to view their surveillance. 
The owner, Shawn Drake, later informed me requests for copies of the video would have to go through 
their corporate office, since the surveillance computer would not allow any downloads. 

According to the video from Petco, at 1111 hours, Letecia came into the store and walked back to the 
front doors at 1115 and 1116 hours before departing at 1121 hours after making a purchase. She 
appeared as a white female (looks somewhat Hispanic) with long black hair, wearing a white beanie with 
a short bill, blue jacket, black shirt with light-colored lettering, and dark pants. 

Shawn provided me information for his regional security manager, William MacCaulay. William told me 
if I sent a request for video surveillance, he would make sure it was provided for me. I attached the 
request to William digitally to this report. 

2871 Dublin Boulevard (Conoco) 

At the Conoco located at 2871 Dublin Boulevard, I met with employees who reviewed the video facing 
the gas pumps from the front of the store, and we did not locate the red Nissan Frontier or black 
Volkswagon Tiguan on 1/27/20. 

Area of Lorson Boulevard and Marksheffel Road 

I later responded to the area of Lorson Boulevard and Marksheffel Road and attempted the following 
canvass: 

• 9705 Wando Drive: Joseph Piko stated he had no relevant video.

• 9713 Wando Drive: Todd Marsh stated he had no cameras.

• 9721 Wando Drive: No answer.

• 9712 Wando Drive: Resident stated he had no cameras and refused to identify himself.

• 9575 Rubicon Drive: Jasmine stated she would call back later when she got into her system.
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Area of Mandan Drive 

• 6611 Mandan Drive: Kenneth Mathis provided camera footage for a camera mounted above his
driveway facing somewhat in the direction of Rubicon Drive.

• 6643 Mandan Drive: Needed a computer to download video.

• 6659 Mandan Drive: Resident told District Attorney’s Office (DA) investigations they needed a
computer to download video.

• 6675 Mandan Drive: Resident told DA investigators they would call back at a later time.

Evidence 

I later entered the video surveillance clips from 6611 Mandan Drive into evidence, identified as item 55. 

I later entered the video surveillance clips from 6643 Mandan Drive into evidence, identified as item 56. 

Case status: SAO. 
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On Friday, January 31, 2020, I, Detective Jennifer Arndt #06095 and Detective Peter Vigil #10011 of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Investigation Division, assisted in conducting follow up on this case. 

Telephone #910-374-6568 

At approximately 10:17 am, I, was asked by Detective Jessica Bethel to conduct research on telephone 
# because this was Letecia’s new telephone number.  Through law enforcement 
databases I was able to determine the telephone number has a North Carolina area code and its carrier 
is Verizon. 

Appletree Golf Course 

At approximately 11:15 am, I and Detective Vigil were sent to Appletree golf course located at 10150 
Rolling Ridge Road on a tip that was provided.  The tip stated there was an orange bag that was not 
there the previous day and had recently turned up.  Detective Vigil located a bright orange empty 
garbage bag.  Detective Vigil and I searched and additional two bridges on the golf course and did not 
locate anything of evidentiary value. 

9875 Rubicon Drive 

At approximately 12:24 pm, I and Detective Vigil responded to 9875 Rubicon Drive at the request of 
Detective Bethel to complete a search of the residence.  The residence belong’ s to  friend, 

  We spoke to the homeowner who agreed to allow us to search the residence; 
however, we did not locate    

Taco Bell (405 E. Platte Ave) 

At approximately 12:58 pm, Detective Vigil and I were sent to the Taco Bell located at 405 E. Platte Ave 
of a possible tip a young male was seen at the restaurant alone on January 30, 2020 between 1:00 and 
2:00 pm.  The child was wearing dark clothing and had greenish/grey shoes on.  We reviewed the 
security camera and located the child matching the tip; however, the male did not match  
description.  A manager stated during the time we were looking several kids had entered the 
restaurant due to a sporting event at the local high school.   

Video Canvas 

Detective Vigil and I were asked to obtain video surveillance from four residences to include: 6618 
Mandan Drive, 6626 Mandan Drive, 6634 Mandan Drive and 6642 Mandan Drive.   

I attempted to contact the residence at 6618 Mandan Court; however, there was no answer. 

Detective Vigil attempted to contact the residences at 6634 and 6642 Mandan Drive (See Detective 
Vigil’s supplement) 

Detective Vigil and I contacted the residence at 6626 Mandan Drive.  I attempted to download the 
videos from the residence ring doorbell; however, there was an error in the website.  The homeowner 
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stated he would copy the information to a flash drive we left him and contact Detective Vigil when it 
was ready.  

At this time, I have nothing further. 

Case status: Active-Investigations 
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On 01/31/20, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, responded to Massage Envy, located at 3254 Cinema Point. 

At approximately 10:25 AM, while I was en route, I called Massage Envy. A female who 
verbally identified herself as Janine answered the phone. I asked if  was working 
today. I was told  was not working and she had quit. I asked to speak to the manager. I 
was told the manager was not there. I explained to Janine that I was en route to the business and I 
would contact her when I arrived. 

At approximately 10:34 AM, I arrived at Massage Envy. I contacted Brinli Burchinal who was 
one of the three ladies working the front reception desk. I asked to speak to Janine. I was told she 
was currently assisting a customer and was not available. I asked if there was a manger or 
someone in charge who I could talk to. Elizabeth Morrison, who is the Regional Office Manager 
for Massage Envy was currently in the lobby. 

Elizabeth Morrison: 
I contact Morrison and asked if I could speak to her in private. Ms. Morrison and I went to an 
office. I explained to her why I was there and that I needed to speak to the employees who work 
with  and I also asked if she could provide me with a copy of  timecard from 
Sunday, January 26, 2020 and Thursday, January 30, 2020. Ms. Morrison printed off a copy of it 
which is included. 

The timecard shows  worked on the following dates, which includes time clocked in, time 
clocked out and the amount of time used for breaks during the day. 

Sunday January 26, 2020: Clocked in at 3:15 PM 
  Clocked in at 10:18 PM 

       Total time shown for breaks: 32 minutes 44 seconds 

Monday January 27, 2002: Clocked in at 8:30 AM 
   Clocked in at 4:15 PM 

        Total time shown for breaks: 24 minutes 68 seconds 

Tuesday January 28, 2020:  did not work on this day 

Wednesday, January 29, 2020: Clocked in at 10:21 AM 
         Clocked in at 5:30 PM 

Total time shown for breaks: 30 minutes 40 seconds 

Ms. Morrison said she goes back and forth between three clinics and is not always at the location 
on Cinema Point but would assist with me interviewing  coworkers. 

I asked Ms. Morrison if she knew why  had quit. She said on Thursday, January 30, 2020, 
 was scheduled to work for another employee, but did not show up. Ms. Morrison said 

sometime between 3:00 AM and 4:00 AM,  had sent a text message to another manager, 
identified a Jordyn Goddard (spelling unknown), indicating she was not coming back to work. 
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Ms. Morrison does not know exactly what the was in the text message which Ms. Goddard had 
received. According to Ms. Morrison, Ms. Goddard was not working today. 

Ms. Morrison said  was a sales associate who worked the front desk at Message Envy. 
There are 8 employees to include  who work the front desk reception area. The other 
employees were identified as Beth Dukes (not at work), Brinli Burchinal (working), Cosette 
Ormord (not at work),  (not at work), Janine Sanchez (working), Kaylee Wilson 
(working). Ms. Morrsion said  has only been working there for about 3 to 4 months but 
was not exactly certain how long. 

I asked Ms. Morrison is she could describe  personality to me. Ms. Morrison described 
 as a quiet, reserved, kind, caring, sweet and bubbly girl. She does not interact with  

that much at work and not at all after work. She said on Wednesday,  was sad and not 
bubbly like she normally is.  Ms. Morrison said the front desk personnel are not normally 
allowed to have their cell phones with them while working the front desk, but  was 
allowed to have her cell phone, due to the situation regarding her stepbrother’s disappearance. 

Ms. Morrison mentioned  was/is planning to join the Air Force because of her stepdad. 
She does not know what kind or color of vehicle  drives. This was all the information Ms. 
Morrison could provide. 

I gave Ms. Morrison my business card and asked her to call me if she thought of anything else 
which may be relevant to this investigation. 

Jennifer Martinez: 
While I was talking to Ms. Morrison, another employee who identified herself as Jennifer 
Martinez came into the office. 

I asked Ms. Martinez if she knew  She said she does, but she does not have a lot of 
interaction with  because Ms. Martinez supervises the employees in the therapy area of 
the business which is in the back half of the business. She did say on Wednesday  was not 
her normal bubbly self. She said  was upset because of the situation regarding her 
stepbrother’s disappearance. This is all the information Ms. Martinez could provide. 

I gave Ms. Martinez my business card and asked her to call me if she thought of anything else 
which may be relevant to this investigation. 

Kaylee Wilson: 
I contacted Kaylee Wilson, who is one of the ladies working the front desk reception. I explained 
to Ms. Wilson why I was contacting her. Ms. Wilson is a Front Desk Associate and has been 
working there since December 2019. Mr. Wilson described  as bubbly, talkative, nice, 
sincere, and a caring person. Ms. Wilson said she considers her relationship with  as more 
of an acquaintance. 

I asked Ms. Wilson how  has been acting since Sunday. Ms. Wilson could not remember 
if she worked on Sunday, January 6, 2020, and therefore could not remember if she worked with 
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 on that day. She said she does not recall seeing  Ms. Wilson did not work on 
Monday, January 27, 2020, because of an appointment. The last time Ms. Wilson worked with 

 was on Wednesday, January 29, 2020. She said  was not herself. She was sad, not 
bubbly and she did not really want to talk because of the situation with her missing stepbrother. 
Ms. Wilson said she did not press the issue and left it at that. At an unknown time during their 
work shift, Ms. Wilson believes  got and phone call.  left the front desk area and 
went into an office to take the call. She does not know what it was about.  

I asked Ms. Wilson if  talked about her family at all. Ms. Wilson said  does not talk 
about her family much.  told her she was an only child until her mom remarried and now 

 has a stepbrother and stepsister. 

Ms. Wilson said  talks about her boyfriend; Jace a lot but it is in the context of the typical 
boyfriend and girlfriend stuff. I asked her if she could tell me what she knew about Jace. She said 
she does not know him or anything about him. 

I asked Ms. Wilson if she could tell me what kind of vehicle and color of vehicle  drives. 
Ms. Wilson does not know what kind of vehicle  drives or the color of it. This is all the 
information she could provide at this time. 

I gave Ms. Wilson my business card and asked her to call me if she thought of anything else 
which may be relevant to this investigation. 

Brinli Burchinal: 
I contacted Brinli Burchinal, who is one of the ladies working the front desk reception. I 
explained to Ms. Burchinal why I was contacting her. Ms. Burchinal said she is the Lead Shift 
Manager. She works with  a couple times a week. She considers  a friend and they 
get along well, but they do not hang out together after work. She described  as sweet, 
professional and always smiling. 

I asked Ms. Burchinal how  has been acting since Sunday. Ms. Burchinal said on Tuesday, 
January 28, 2020 at about 10:10 AM, there was a group text which was sent out by  
regarding her missing stepbrother and asking her co-workers to be on the lookout for her 
stepbrother. I asked Ms. Burchinal if I could see the group text message she received. Ms. 
Burchinal got her phone and showed me the group text message which she received. I asked Ms. 
Burchinal if I could take some photos of the text message. She said, “yes.” Using my office 
issued cell phone, I took three photos regarding the group text message and replies. The photos 
will be downloaded at a later time.  

Ms. Burchinal last worked with  on Wednesday, January 29, 2020. She said when  
came into to work, they hugged each other.  seemed to be holding it together. During her 
work shift,  kept checking her phone, go to the office and cry.  was also crying at 
the front desk. Ms. Burchinal said  was upset over something with her mom, flights for 
her grandparents and did not know if they could afford the flights.  was also worried about 
getting her dog at the house. At one point,  mentioned something about a candlelight vigil 
and that she did not think she was going to go to it because of her stepdad.  was sent home 
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early. 

According to Ms. Burchinal,  did not talk about her family. Ms. Burchinal knew  
had siblings, but she never talked about them. Occasionally  would talk about her mon and 
stepdad, because her mom was pushing her to go to school and about her future.  

When I asked Ms. Burchinal if she knew anything about  boyfriend, she said she knew 
 had one, but she did not know his name. I also asked I she knew what kind and color of 

vehicle  drove. Ms. Burchinal said she did not know what kind of vehicle, but she said it 
was a smaller dark color vehicle. This is all the information she could provide at this time. 

I gave Ms. Burchinal my business card and asked her to call me if she thought of anything else 
which may be relevant to this investigation. 

Janine Sanchez: 
I contacted Janine Sanchez, who is one of the ladies working the front desk reception. I 
explained to Ms. Wilson why I was contacting her. Ms. Sanchez said she is a Front Desk Sale 
Associate and Shift Lead. She has been working at Massage Envy since November 2018. I asked 
her how she would consider her relationship with  Ms. Sanchez said she would consider it 
as co-workers. She said she does not hang out with  after work.  has gone to a 
couple of bible studies with Ms. Sanchez in the past but that was about it. 

Ms. Sanchez described  as social, very positive, bubbly, kind and professional. MS. 
Sanchez said  is going into the Air Force and she may start her training in March. I asked 
Ms. Sanchez if she communicates with  via text or anything like that. She said they really 
do not text each other much, but they do share funny videos with each other using the app Tick 
Tock. Ms. Sanchez said while she was at work on Monday night, she received a text from  
asking her to look out for her brother who was missing. 

Ms. Sanchez said the only day she worked with  this week was on Wednesday, January 
29, 2019. This was the last time she worked with  She said  was crying Wednesday 
morning at work. She said  asked her if her and her mother could stay the night at her (Ms. 
Sanchez’s) house, which Ms. Sanchez agreed to. She also said after work, she went with  
to pick up her mom who was at the hospital. Ms. Sanchez said  mom was upset because 
the hospital held her. I asked how  was acting. Ms. Sanchez said  was acting timid 
and overwhelmed. After picking up  mom from the hospital, they went to Ms. Sanchez 
residence located at 10082 Intrepid Way.  and her mother stayed the night at Ms. 
Sanchez’s house because they could not go back to their home due to a search being done. I 
asked Ms. Sanchez if anyone else was at her house. She said her two roommates were at the 
house and she identified them as Alisha Singleton and Rey Vincent Ganoy. 

I asked Ms. Sanchez why  had quit her job. Ms. Sanchez said she did not know why 
 quit. On Thursday, January 30, 2020. Ms. Sanchez said she received a text from  

saying she (Ms. Sanchez) was going to be closing with the other  (Harley Fout). When 
Ms. Sanchez arrived at work at 3:00 PM, she was told  had quit. Ms. Sanchez said she has 
not heard from  since. She said this is not normal, but she said  may be feeling 
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overwhelmed because of the situation with her stepbrother. 

I asked Ms. Sanchez if I could look at the string of text messages she had received from  
Ms. Sanchez said I could. She got her phone opened it up and showed me the string of text 
messages. I asked Ms. Sanchez if I could take some photographs of the text messages. She said, 
“yes” and hand the phone to me. 

Using my office issued cell phone, I took photographs of the text message string starting on 
Monday at 9:29 PM and going through to the messages on Thursday at 11:17 AM. I took 8 
photographs which will be downloaded at a later time. 

I asked Ms. Sanchez if  talked about her family. Ms. Sanchez said she did not even know 
 had a stepbrother or stepsister, until she got the group text from  about her missing 

stepbrother. She said  complains that her parents are strict especially when it comes to 
 going out with her boyfriend; Jace.  Ms. Sanchez did not know much about Jace other 

than  meet him while going to school at Pikes Peak Community College (PPCC) last Fall 
(2019). I asked Ms. Sanchez if she knew what kind of vehicle  drove and the color. She 
said she did not know what kind of car it was other than it was a white sedan. This is all the 
information she could provide. 

I gave Ms. Sanchez my business card and asked her to call me if she thought of anything else 
which may be relevant to this investigation. 

Contact with Ms. Morrison prior to leaving the business: 
I after speaking with the employees who worked closely with  I contacted Ms. Morrison 
again to see when the other employees who work with  would be working. Ms. Morrison 
said the manager Jordyn Goddard was currently out of state. Beth Dukes was scheduled to work 
today at 3:15 PM, but Ms. Morrison did not know if Ms. Dukes would be in, because she had 
gone out of state for a family emergency. Cosette Ormand was scheduled to work at 3:15 PM 
today. I obtained the telephone numbers for Ms. Dukes, Ms. Goodard, Ms. Ormord and Harley 
Fout. 

I asked Ms. Morrison if the video surveillance cameras in the lobby worked and if they were 
recording. Ms. Morrison said the video surveillance camera system has not worked in 6 months 
ever since the company Atticus took over. After speaking with Ms. Morrison, I left and returned 
to the EPSO Investigations Division.  

Returned to Massage Envy and contacted Cosette Ormord: 
At approximately 4:05 PM, I arrived at Massage Envy to interview Cosette Ormord. 

I contacted Ms. Ormord, who was working the front reception desk. Ms. Ormord and I went to 
an office where I explained to her why I was contacting her. Ms. Ormord is a Shift Lead for the 
front desk employees. She said she does not know  very well. She does not do anything 
with  outside of work and she does not communicate with her outside of work. She 
described  as friendly, sweet and professional. She knows  has a boyfriend but does 
not know his name or anything about him. According to  her relationship with Jace is 
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wishy washy. Mr. Ormord does not know what kind of car  drives or the color. 

Ms. Ormord said she worked with  on Sunday January 26, 2020 and on Monday January 
27, 2020. I asked her to describe how  was acting on those two days. She said on Sunday, 

 seemed to be fine and acting normally.  At an unknown time toward the end of the 
evening,  received a text message from her mom, which made  cry. The text 
message was in reference to a fire involving a candle that had been knocked over and burned the 
carpet.  mom said a blanket had been thrown on something, but  was worried that 
her dog had been burned. Ms. Ormord thought  had said her stepbrother was there.  
was not sure if her dog or stepbrother had been burned.  

 left the front desk and went into an office. When she came back, she said everything was 
fine; her dog was fine, her stepbrother was fine, and the house was fine.  was iffy about 
the details but mentioned her mom had come downstairs and discovered the fire. Mr. Ormord 
thinks this may have happened in the basement, but she was not sure what  meant by 
downstairs, since it was never clarified.  said her mother was worried that  
stepdad was going to be upset about the damage. 

Ms. Ormord said  showed her a photo of the burned carpet. She said there was a blanket 
around a burned area. She does not know how big the burn area was, but based on what she saw 
in the photograph, she estimated is was no bigger than 12 inches in circumference. 

As for Monday,  came into work and said everything was ok and seem to be acting 
normally. 

She knew  had quit and did not come into work on Thursday, January 30, 2020. She 
believes this was because of the situation with her missing stepbrother and going off to military 
training. This is all the information she could provide. 

I gave Ms. Ormord my business card and asked her to call me if she thought of anything else 
which may be relevant to this investigation. 

I returned to the Investigations Division. I entered  timecard into evidence as item 
# 46. I downloaded the photographs I took of the text messages onto a CD-R. The CD-R was 
placed into evidence as item #50. A copy of the evidence invoice is included.   

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: Active
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This a supplement #4 for case 20-1382 Monday, February 3, 2020, 2020 

Search warrant execution on Kia Rio: 

On 01/31/2020, at approximately 1:12 pm, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), Investigations Division, conducted follow up in reference to this case. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) Evidence Recovery Team (ERT), executed search warrant 
#20-346, on the white 2019 Kia Rio, Texas plate #LWH1205, VIN:  at the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Evidence Facility, located at 2749 E. Las Vegas Ave. 

The ERT started processing the vehicle at 1:12 pm, on 01/31/2020, including photographs, collecting 
trace evidence, trace evidence filters, swabs from interior of vehicle, engine air filter, cabin air filter, and 
soil samples from the wheel well. ERT packaged and sealed all evidence and turned the evidence over to 
me at 8:15 pm, on 01/31/2020.  

I entered the following evidence into the EPSO Evidence Facility: 
-Item #57, FBI ERT scribe sheet, 1 each
-Item #58, Kia Rio Engine air filter, 1 each
-Item #59, Kia Rio Cabin air filter, 1 each
-Item #60, swab from passenger side rear headrest, 1 each
-Item #61, soil debris from driver’s side rear wheel well, 1 each
-Item #63, swab from interior driver’s side rear door handle, 1 each
-Item #64, swab from interior driver’s side rear door handle, 1 each
-Item #65, swab from interior driver’s side rear seat back, 1 each
-Item #67, swab from interior passenger side rear door handle, 1 each
-Item #68, trace evidence filters
-Item #72, trace evidence quadrant E
-Item #73, trace evidence quadrant D
-Item #74, trace evidence quadrant C
-Item #75, trace evidence quadrant B
-Item #76, trace evidence quadrant A

A copy of the search warrant and the scribe sheet were left in the vehicle. A copy of the scribe sheet is 
attached with this supplement.  

The recorded mileage on the Kia Rio at the time of rental from Avis was 34,663 and the mileage on the 
odometer at execution of the search warrant was 34,734. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On January 31, 2020, at about 2:05 p.m., I, Detective Montville 
prepared and presented a search warrant to the Honorable Judge 
Peacock. The search warrant was addressed to: AT&T, Attn: Global 
Legal Demand Center, 11760 US Highway 1, Suite 300, N ach, 

e records to be searched were listed as  and 
.

Judge Peacock reviewed the search warrant and sealing documents. 
Judge Peacock swore me in and signed the search warrant and sealing 
documents.  

I filed the search warrant and sealing documents with the Clerk of 
Courts. The search warrant was assigned Criminal Proceedings number 
20-350.

A copy of the search warrant is attached to this supplement.

At about 2:45 p.m., I, served the search warrant to AT&T via email 
at GLDC@att.com.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV  
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On Friday, January 31, 2020, at approximately 2:12 pm, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, facilitated the 
FBI’s Evidence Response Team in executing Search Warrants #20-345 and #20-347. The search occurred 
at the EPSO Evidence Facility, 2749 E. Las Vegas Street. Full documentation of these searches can be 
found under FBI case ID #7C-DN-3228727. 

We began by processing the 2019 VW Tiguan which was in Bay B. (#20-347). After entry photos had 
been taken, it was decided that the execution of this warrant should be postponed. The Tiguan was 
locked and we did not possess keys. There was concern that forcing entry into the Tiguan could damage 
the data stored in the vehicle’s on-board computers. 

We, therefore, transitioned to searching the 2019 VW Jetta. (#20-345) The Jetta was moved to the EPSO 
Fleet Services Building, 2727 E. Las Vegas Street. Both vehicle bays were occupied at the Evidence 
Facility, and processing the Jetta required it to be indoors.  

The following items were collected from the Jetta: 

1. Dog outfit purchased from Ross on 1/26/20 with receipt.

2. Documents and identification of 

3. Five USB / Memory Devices

4. Five keys including secondary Jetta FOB

5. Documents and identification of Leticia Stauch (including US Passport and SSN Card)

6. Documents and identification of  (including US Passport and SSN Card)

7. Documents and identification of  (including birth certificate, empty passport holder)

8. Black backpack.

9. Apple laptop computer.

10. Retainer

11. Prescription medication Leticia Stauch

12. Key FOB to VW Tiguan

13. Swabs, trace evidence

14. Engine Air filter.

15. Sonic Receipt

The search was concluded at approximately 10:15 pm. I ensured a copy of the warrant and a list of items 
seized was left in the Jetta. I secured the items seized in locker #A at the Evidence facility to be 
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processed and entered at a later time. 

I prepared a Report of Execution of Search Warrant for 20-345. 

NFI / SAO 
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The following supplements case number 20-1382.  

Electronic surveillance of vehicle driven by Letecia Stauch 

On January 31, 2020, I Sergeant Jake Abendschan (#02020) coordinated with units of the Metro 
Vice Narcotics and Intelligence unit (MVNI) to place a vehicle under electronic surveillance.  
The vehicle was a rented Nissan Altima, operated by Letecia Stauch.  Ms. Stauch is a person of 
interest in the disappearance of her stepson. 

I coordinated delivery of the surveillance equipment to members of MVNI.  At 1530 hours, I 
was notified a search warrant had been approved to initiate surveillance on the vehicle.  The 
equipment was then placed on the vehicle and MVNI detectives left the area.  I confirmed 
throughout the evening that the equipment was working properly.   

Surveillance ended 

On February 1, 2020 the surveillance equipment indicated the vehicle was parked at a rental car 
return lot at Denver International Airport.  Detectives verified the vehicle was no longer being 
operated by Ms. Stauch.  Detective Karl Mai responded to the airport and retrieved the 
surveillance equipment at approximately 1640 hours.  The equipment was then remotely 
powered down.  

Nothing further 

Case Status: Same as Previous 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 11, 2020 

On January 31, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Sirois: 

Color:  White  Make: Apple IPhone Model: Iphone8 + 

IMEI:   Search Authority:  Warrant 

Detective Sirois had taken this device to the Colorado Springs Police Department where a Gray Key AFU 
extraction was completed (CSPD Case # 20-4923).  I received the data from the phone on a hard disk 
drive. The data from the hard drive was copied to the case folder then the drive, a Samsung 80GB Drive, 
was placed into evidence under item #405.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 11, 2020 

On January 31, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division used Axiom Examiner Software to examine that data extracted from Tecai Stauch, 

 and  cell phones.  A portable case was created for all three phones and 
placed into evidence under item number 404 on a Samsung 80 GB hard drive. 

Several items of interest were identified while examining the data.  Additional reports detailing those 
items will be completed.     

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 9, 2020 

On January 31, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division assisted Detective Perry by downloading news footage of Tecia Stauch engaging 
in an interview with KKTV news.  I placed this video footage onto optical media which I placed into 
evidence under item # 243.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, January 31, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 27 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Friday, January 31, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I received a phone call from Detective Timothy Ferrell. He informed me Mrs. Stauch contacted the 
evidence facility and was attempting to get her personal belongings back including her purse.  

I spoke with Detective Sgt. Hubbell and Mr. Oliver Robinson from the District Attorney’s Office. 
Together we agreed Mrs. Stauch would be authorized to collect her purse and its contents (financial 
transaction devices and identification). This information was passed onto evidence technicians at the 
EPSO Evidence Facility.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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On 01/31/20, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, was assigned to assist in this investigation. EPSO Investigations 
Sergeant (Sgt.) Jacob Abendschan assigned me to the response/investigation team. As such I was 
asked to respond to Massage Envy, located at located on 3254 Cinema Point, which is where 

 works.  is  stepsister. I was asked to contact and 
interview  coworkers regarding her behavior, mood and other information which may be 
relevant to this investigation. I was also asked to get a copy of  timecard from Sunday, 
January 26, 2020 and Thursday, January 30, 2020. 

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: Active
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Case #20-1382 Supplement 
Sgt. J. Hess #96055 
BWC: YES 

On 01-31-20, I was assigned duties at the Office of the Sheriff located at 27 E. Vermijo Ave. All 
circumstances described in this report occurred within El Paso County, State of Colorado.  

At the request of EPSO Investigations to assist with follow up investigation at 6627 Mandan Dr., I left the 
OTS and began driving to the address.  I was advised that Leticia Stauch and her daughter  would 
be there removing property and they potentially had smart watches that may contain evidence to assist 
in this investigation, and if so, seizure of the watches was requested.  Additionally, I was advised that 
information had been learned that  possibly wrote a letter in a notebook in reference to the 
candle incident.  I was instructed not to allow any notebooks, journals, binders that contained writings, 
etc, leave the house.   

While driving to the house, I also completed additional follow up in reference to information previously 
told to me by Leticia.  As we had not yet been able to determine why “10315 Declaration Dr” had been 
searched on  phone, and the only explanation that Leticia offered was the possible delivery of 
“Jingle Baskets” in early December 2019, I began calling the residents to ask about the possible delivery 
of a Jingle Basket. 

At about 1102 hours, I contacted Marvin Yanez at .  I explained that I was following up on 
the information about his address being in a search on  cell phone.  I explained that there was 
information that the Stauch family may have dropped off an anonymous gift basket as part of a “Jingle 
baskets” community type event in early December.  I asked if he remembered receiving anything like 
that.  He stated that he did not.  I asked if he could call his wife and ask her if she remembered 
anything similar.  He said he would an he called me back a few minutes later.  Marvin told me that his 
wife told him they did receive a small gift bag left on their porch that contained mints.  When I tried to 
confirm the time in December he said he would have to call her back.  I related that I would call her 
directly so I wasn’t continuing to call him and asking him to call her. 

At about 1142 hours, I arrived at 6627 Mandan Dr.  After I arrived, I observed a white Ford cargo style 
transport van with Colorado license plate BIP-726 parked in front of the residence. It also had “C067” on 
the rear passenger side door. I also saw a silver Nissan Altima with Colorado Fleet plate OMW-400, 
parked on the street east of the residence.  I contacted the driver, who identified herself as Brenda 
(Possibly an Aunt of Leticia) and said she was waiting on Leticia to finish at the house.   along 
with “Dakota” and Debra Locklear (Leticia’s mother) were packing items from the house into the van.  I 
asked that contents already loaded be checked to ensure the notebook or journal of interest was not 
already packed before the vehicle departed.  A check showed it was not. 

I met Leticia inside with several other people that were not identified to me.  A Dell laptop (Service Tag 
#  that was packed in a suitcase was asked to be left at the house in the event it contained 
potential evidence.   

Prior to Leticia leaving we talked in the front yard.  I asked her about the Jingle basket she had 
previously talked to me about.  I asked about the type of basket or bag they left on the porch of the 
house to compare with what Marvin told me was left.  Leticia told me that it was a large basket and 
indicated with her arms a circumference of about 2’ or larger.  She stated that the basket contained 
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two bottles of wine, dog treats, dog toys, candy and other Christmas items.  She also related that she 
knew the people at the house had 2-3 dogs.  The description of the basket she says she left at the 
house they dropped off their Jingle Basket at, is not remotely close to what was described to me by 
Marvin.  She also stated that the person running the Facebook group for the Jingle Baskets was Kelly 
Corsidi (unknown spelling).  No other items of note occurred, however there is BWC footage 
documenting the entire encounter.  At about 1210 hours, Leticia and Brenda departed in the silver 
Nissan and the others left in the white van. 

At about 1230 hours, I called Louisa Yanez at   I asked her about the basket and she 
confirmed that it was only a small gift bag that contained life saver type mints and it was dropped off 
anonymously near the beginning to middle of December.  She related that they had one dog.  I asked 
about bottles of wine or alcohol and she said nothing like that was ever delivered.  I asked if they 
posted a photo of the bag online and she said they did not. 

I then responded to the Widefield District 3 school bus barn.  I met with Ron Kirby the Asst Manager 
for Transportation ( ).  Kirby looked up information for the bus that drives the route that 
picks up and drops of kids at the bus stop on Rubicon Dr. near Mandan Dr.  Kirby supplied the following 
information from his computer records. 

Route A115 is the designated route for that bus stop.  The pick-up time is scheduled for 0659 
hours and drop off at 1506 hours.  The bus averages 45-55 kids that ride that route although 
over 80 are authorized.  Bus #115 was the bus that was operating on January 27, 2019.  GPS 
coordinates and time stamps from the bus data show that bus stopped at the designated stop 
across from 9845 Rubicon Dr. at 1511 hours and departed at 1512 hours.  The bus has one 
camera and it is located inside the bus, up front, facing back.  The camera is not set to capture 
images outside the bus, however when the door is open it does pick up the area right outside 
the door.  The recordings are saved onto a hard drive on the bus.  

Mr. Eric Lance, the Transportation Operations Manager  went to bus 115 and removed 
the hard drive for the purpose of allowing us to review the video and obtain a copy of the recordings for 
the time frame around the drop off on 01-27-19.  The video recorded on the hard drive is only 
accessible through a proprietary software by the manufacturer “REI”.  Lance tried for an extended time 
to retrieve the images from the hard drive but he was unable to get anything.  He related that he did 
not know if the hard drive failed and nothing was recorded or if the software to download was not 
working.  He stated that he would work with the manufacturer and determine what was wrong and 
attempt to supply us with the video recorded to CD or a flash drive for 1508 hours through 1515 hours.  
Deputy Gingrich who is the School Resource Officer for Widefied Dist 3 was with me and agreed to work 
with Lance on these efforts.  Lance agreed to maintain the hard drive and not reinstall it in the bus 
until they were able to determine what the malfunction was. 

I communicated the information learned during these follow up efforts to Det. Bethel and Sgt. Hubbell.   

Nothing further. 

Case Status:  Active 
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     This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Homicide. 
     On 1/31/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding 
this case: 
     I reviewed video evidence collected by Det. T. Ferrell (EPSO) on 1/29/20.  The video 
evidence related to  visiting an Ulta Beauty store, located at 3153 Cinema Pt., in 
Colorado Springs, CO on 1/27/20.  According to Det. Ferrell’s report, she entered the store at 
1337 hours, and she exited the store at 1346 hours.  When I reviewed this video, no matter what 
video playing software I used, there was no timestamp appearing on the video.  Any timestamps 
referred to in this report, or the attached PDF document containing screen shots from the videos, 
will refer to the playing timestamp of the video file.  The time references have nothing to do 
with the store’s security video recording system.  The videos reviewed for this report are held in 
EPSO Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382 as Item #21. 
     The video collected is store security video.  One camera appears to be mounted directly 
above the store’s front doors and looks toward the middle of the store.  Another camera is 
mounted at ceiling level and covers the front doors.  These are the entry and exit camera angles. 
The other two cameras look over the checkout or register area inside the store.  One camera 
angle was titled, “Reg 12.”  Another camera angle was titled, “Reg 345.”  I used a photo of 
Hunt I captured from her Facebook page as a reference for what she looked like. 
     Within a few seconds of beginning both the Entry and Exit videos,  is seen entering 
the store.  Her personal appearance (face, hair, skin tone) looks the same as her Facebook photo. 
When she came into the store, she was wearing a maroon colored sweater that was long, hanging 
well below her waistline, but above her knees and the sweater had long sleeves.  She appeared 
to be wearing a dark blue, or black shirt with a V-neck.  There was a white logo on the upper 
left breast area that I believe to be associated with her job at Massage Envy.   was wearing 
slim fitting, blue or black legging type pants and light gray shoes with white accents.  When she 
entered the store, she was carrying a cell phone in her right hand and a small beige, or light pink 
pocketbook in her left hand. 
     When looking at the, “Entry View,” video  is exiting the store holding a green 
shopping bag she received at checkout, at timestamp 04:01, near the end of the recording.  This 
would indicate she was in the store for only about four minutes.  However, when watching the, 
“Exit View,” video she doesn’t depart the store until timestamp 07:18.  Both videos play 
smoothly and appear to be recorded in real time.  There are no skips in the images indicating 
either camera is only taking images once every few seconds or doing something else commonly 
used to save storage space.  In the Exit view video,  can be scene crossing by the front 
doors again at timestamp 05:00.  She is headed in and looking in the direction of the checkout 
stands.  I have no explanation for the time discrepancy between the two cameras. 
     In the video for, “Reg 12,”  enters the picture at timestamp 02:07 and exits the 
camera’s view at 02:40.  In the video, “Reg 345,”  passes through the upper left corner of 
the image at 06:48.  She reappears at timestamp 07:30 and makes a purchase, receiving the little 
green shopping bag she left the store with.  According to Detective M. Williams, the purchase 
does not appear on any of  financial records in evidence. 
     When I was reviewing these videos, I observed  appeared to be shopping at this 
store by herself. 
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END OF REPORT 
CASE STATUS: CBA 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 1/31/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I traveled to the Grand Mountain School, located at 11060 Fontaine Blvd., in El Paso County, 
CO.  I was there to collect personal items associated with the victim in this case,  

  I arrived at approximately 1705 hours and I met with Assistant Principal Ursula Reese 
). 

Ms. Reese escorted me to  classroom, room 308.  The room was on one of the upper 
floors of the complex and it had a west facing window.  Ms. Reese showed me where all of 

 things were at.  I took overall photos of the room just to document the layout of it and 
the location of the items I was collecting.  I later downloaded the photos I took during this 
process and saved them to a CD which was entered into EPSO Evidence.  The digital camera I 
used assigned file names to each photo.  The file names start with, “DSC_0…” and they are 
numbered from 1 to 42.  In this narrative, I will only refer to the photos by the last few 
characters representing which of the 42 photos I’m speaking to.  For instance, photo #1 is a 
picture of the front of the school, while photo #22 is a picture of a blue, plastic pencil box sitting 
on a table inside the classroom. 

The identifying placard for the room was posted to the right-hand side of the door as I stood 
outside the classroom facing west.  The placard (photo #3) says, “308, Classroom, 5th Grade, 
Ms. Collar.”  At this time of day, school had already been dismissed and most of the chairs in 
the room had been placed on top of the tables where the kids would sit during class.  The 
teacher’s workstation was in the northwest corner of the room.  There was a large dry-erase 
board on the north wall.  Many of the student workstations had pencil boxes and books still in 
their place.  Each student had several storage locations, including a personal mailbox.  Each 
storage location was clearly marked with the student’s first name. 

Along the south wall of the room, there was a set of suspended shelves and cubbies mounted to 
that wall.  I say suspended because the shelves were off the floor and there was clearance 
underneath them.  Beneath the shelves were hooks for the students’ jackets and coats.  Ms. 
Reese pointed to a blue jacket sitting on the carpeted floor near the western end of the shelves.  
Ms. Reese stated the jacket belonged to   The jacket was not hanging from a hook.  It 
was in a clump on the floor.  See photos 14, 17, 18 and 19.  I collected  jacket as 
evidence.  When I did so, I compressed it maintaining the clump it was in.  I didn’t just pick it 
up, let it hang from my hand and fold it up.  I wanted to trap anything that could be inside the 
coat, so that’s why I picked it up that way.  I placed the jacket into a paper evidence sack, 
similar to a paper grocery sack.  Later, when I entered the jacket into evidence, I left it inside the 
paper sack while I manipulated the jacket just enough to read the label.  I didn’t pull the jacket 
out of the sack to accomplish this. 

 pencil box was sitting on a desk very close to the teacher’s workstation.  It was blue, 
opaque plastic and  name was written on the box in black permanent marker.  Inside 
the box was a pair of inner-ear, audio headphones.  These are sometimes called ear buds.  There 
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were also highlighter pens, crayons, scissors, glue and a few other things.  The pencil box was 
sitting on top of a book with a purple cover.  I was told the book was a library book, so I didn’t 
take it.  Looking at photo #8, the teacher’s station is front and center in the photo and  
workstation is just beyond it, almost in a straight line between the teacher’s station and 
classroom door in the far corner.  On the teacher’s desk, there was a salmon colored tin bucket 
full of pencils, pens, scissors, etc.  To the right of that and beyond, on the first desk, is  
blue pencil box.  In photo #9,  blue pencil box sits at the left edge of the photo about 
one-third of the way from the bottom to the top.  Also see photos 20 to 23.  I collected the blue 
pencil box and its contents. 

On the north wall of the classroom, between the dry erase board and the teacher’s workstation, 
was a movable (rolling) cabinet.  It had gray handles and an orange interior (photos 25 & 26). 
There were several shallow trays made of an opaque, white plastic.  The trays were numbered 
too.  In this cabinet, tray number 24 had  name on it.  Ms. Reese said the contents 
were consumable textbooks.  Later, when I thumbed through the books, I observed students 
could write in the books as they proceeded through the lessons.  I took the textbooks and left the 
tray. 

Sitting on top of the teacher’s workstation was  school identification card.  I collected 
the card as evidence.  Please refer to photos 28 & 29. 

 also had a plastic container with some workbooks in it that was sitting in one of the 
cubby-holes for the suspended shelves on the south wall of the room.   tub was red in 
color and his name was written on a label, which was posted on the plastic tub.  Please refer to 
photos 14, 15 and 16.  I collected the contents to  red tub. 

On the east wall of the room, there was a large bank of cabinets.  Some were high and some 
were low and there was a countertop in between.  It was kind of like kitchen cabinets.  In photo 
#20, the cabinets are pictured on the wall, on the far side of the room.  On the countertop were 
several more plastic tubs (photo #30), but they were not student specific.  Ms. Reese said in one 
of the tubs,  could have another workbook.  I started searching through the tubs, starting 
with the shallow brown one on the left-hand side and I located  workbook in there.  
Please refer to photos 32 & 33.  I collected that workbook too. 

Photo #40 shows a bank of mailboxes in a floor standing brown cabinet immediately inside the 
door for the classroom.   had a mailbox in the right most column, five boxes from the 
bottom.  The mailbox had a label with  name (photos 41 & 42).  I collected the 
contents of the mailbox. 

 also had a piece of student artwork posted on a wall immediately outside the classroom. 
I took that item too.  Please refer to photos 2 (student artwork is right center), 38 and 39. 

After collecting these items and photographs, I transported  things to the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility.  I placed the items into a temporary evidence locker 
and put a padlock on the locker.  I also downloaded the photos I took to a CD and entered the 
CD into evidence the same day.  On 2/11/20, I returned to the evidence facility and I entered all 
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of  things into evidence.  I also photocopied some pages from a couple of  
workbooks to capture examples of  handwriting.  The following entries were made in 
evidence reference this investigative step: 

- Evidence Item #47: All photos taken during the collection of  things from his
classroom.

- Evidence Item #287: Workbooks collected from  tray in the gray and orange
cabinet near the teacher’s workstation.

- Evidence Item #288:  blue plastic pencil box.
- Evidence Item #289:  blue jacket.  It was a, “Pro-Player,” brand jacket,

“Pro-Line,” series, size large (boys).  When I entered the jacket into evidence, I did not
search the pockets.

- Evidence Item #290:  notebooks and workbooks from the red basket, south
wall, suspended storage cabinets.  The photocopies I made came from workbooks in this
group of items.

- Evidence Item #291: The contents of  classroom mailbox.
- Evidence Item #292:  workbook from the brown tub on the cabinets connected

to the east wall of the classroom.
- Evidence Item #293:  student identification card.
- Evidence Item #294:  artwork from the wall outside the classroom.

When I first collected these items on 1/31/20, I did take several minutes to go through  
workbooks and notebooks, looking for anything which could be helpful to this case.  I didn’t 
note anything unusual or alarming during this effort.  There were no distress notes, suicide 
notes, disturbing artwork, or anything else peculiar.  There were no clues as to where  
might be found either.   workbooks and notebooks were very clean.  He appeared to 
be quite studious. I never even saw an example of  doodling in his workbooks.  When I 
entered these items into evidence on 2/11/20, I didn’t repeat this review process. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 1/31/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I made telephone contact with Detective Jamie Major ), with the Denver Police 
Department (DPD).  Det. Major is assigned full time the Denver International Airport (DIA).  I 
made a formal request for video evidence related to  departing DIA on 1/26/20 at 0655 
hours.  Attached to this report is an email I sent to DIA regarding that request.  The addressee 
on the message is not Det. Major.  It is a general address used for this type of request. 

When I have received and reviewed this video evidence, I will generate another supplemental 
report.  In the meantime, I did received information from Det. Major indicating she had 
reviewed the video evidence and she observed three males with similar descriptions to  
boarding the flight identified in the attached email.  Det. Major sent me via multi-media text 
message (MMS) some still photos of the security video.  One of the males is dressed exactly 
like  was when he was picked up at the Colorado Springs Airport on the morning of 
1/28/20.  Both males in the photo are wearing a predominantly white hat with a blue accent at 
the base of the cap.  Both males are wearing a gray sweatshirt with a logo image similar to the 
Colorado state flag.  Both men are carrying backpacks with military like colors and pockets on 
the shoulder straps.  Det. Major also stated  boarded the flight alone.  There were no 
indicators in the flight passenger data or in the security videos indicating any of the males 
depicted in the photos Det. Major sent to me had a juvenile passenger with them.  I had asked 
Det. Major to specifically look for  traveling with a juvenile male and she stated he was 
not.  Det. Major stated the security video she reviewed indicated all three of the men she 
identified did get on the plane. 

Attached to this report is the email I sent to DIA requesting the video and the photos I received 
from Det. Major.  I placed the photos on a MS Word document with some commentary.  The 
original photos and the email were saved to a CD which was entered into EPSO Evidence 
reference EPSO Case No. 20-1382 as Item #138. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/16/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 01/31/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

A secondary neighborhood canvass was completed in the area of Mandan Drive.  During this 
canvass, Detective Nick Brklich and I collected Ring Doorbell Video footage from 6650 Mandan 
Drive.   

This address is located on the northwest corner of Mandan Drive and Carriage Meadows Drive. 
It is across Mandan Drive from the Stauch residence and approximately three houses to the 
west. 

The Ring Doorbel Video collected from this address was later placed into the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under Item # 34 for this case. A copy of the evidence invoice is 
included with this report.  

After responding to the Stauch home at 6627 Mandan Drive, it was brought to our attention 
that cleaning brushes inside the dishwasher had what appeared to be carpet fibers in them. 

 signed a search waiver to allow the collection of these items.  The signed waiver 
was later placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under Item #227 for 
this case. 

Photographs were taken using my work issued cellular telephone prior to the collection of the 
items.  These photos were later placed on a CD and entered into the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Evidence Facility under Item #638. 

The items removed from the dishwasher are listed below; 

2 pairs scissors, 1 green handle, 1 pink handle 
1 scrub brush with possible hair and carpet fiber 
1 blue and white scrub brush 
1 pair silver colored tweezers 
1 blue and white scrub brush 
1 Brillo scrub brush 

One additional item was recovered from the kitchen trash can.   told me this 
appeared out of the ordinary for an entire bottle empty in the trash. 
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1 empty Heinz Vinegar bottle 

The items removed from the home were later placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility under the following item numbers; 

#230-Empty Vinegar bottle 
#231-Brillo scrub brush 
#232-Blue and white scrub brush 
#234-Silver colored tweezers 
#235-Blue and white scrub brush 
#236-Scrub brush with possible hair and carpet fiber 
#237-2 pairs scissors, 1 green handle, 1 pink handle 

Copies of the evidence invoices for the photos, waiver and items are included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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2020-1382 
Detective P. Vigil 10011 
Case Title: Missing Child 

Supplement #3 February 1, 2020 

On January 31, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, was assigned to this case (EPSO case#2020-0001382) for follow up. 

Apple Tree Golf Course (10150 Rolling Ridge Rd, Colorado Springs 80925) 

Detective Arndt and I went to the Apple Tree Golf Course to follow up on a tip. The tip said 
there was there was an orange bag under a bridge that was big enough to where someone could 
fit inside the bag. I located the orange bag under a bridge.  The bag was a bright orange, almost 
the color of hunting gear orange.  The bag was empty.  I took a photo of the bag and it was 
confirmed to be the correct bag under the bridge.  Detective Arndt and I also searched the other 
bridges along the creek bed.  We checked three (3) other bridges and did not locate any items of 
evidentiary value.  

Secondary Search at 9875 Rubicon Dr.  

Detective Arndt and I were instructed to go to 9875 Rubicon Drive to conduct a secondary 
search for   This address is where one of  friends lives by the name of 

 We searched the house and there was no sign or further evidence at this home to help 
in locating   We left the address.  

Taco Bell (405 E Platte) 

Detective Arndt and I were given another tip to follow up on.  The tip was that on January 30, 
2020 a child came into the Taco bell alone and ordered food.  The child was wearing dark 
clothing and had greenish/grey shoes on.  We looked at the security camera footage we located a 
child that matched that description in the camera footage.  The child was a younger boy wearing 
all dark clothing.  The camera footage was grainy, and it was hard to see what shoes he was 
wearing.  This young boy did not match look like the missing child,   Furthermore, the 
manager at Taco Bell said that during this time frame there was a game going on at the nearby 
high school and it is not uncommon for many kids to come in and hang out and buy food alone. 
A photo was taken of the boy at the counter and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility with item # 108.  

Neighborhood Canvass (6618 Mandan Dr) 

Detective Arndt and I were instructed to go assist with a neighborhood canvass.  We went to 
6618 Mandan Dr, no one answered the at the residence.  

Neighborhood Canvass (6626 Mandan Dr) 
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Detective Arndt and I were at 6626 Mandan Dr.  I spoke with the homeowner of the address 
identified as Ricardo Price He was able to locate a time frame we were asking 
for.  We got video footage from his Ring camera system from Friday, January 24 to Monday, 
January 27.  We attempted to download the videos on to a thumb drive but could not get the 
videos to load properly.  Ricardo said he would work on it an we could come get the thumb 
drive the next day.     

Neighborhood Canvass (6634 Mandan Dr) 

I went to 6634 Mandan Dr.  We rang the doorbell knocked door several times with no answer.  
The doorbell was a Skyview camera.  At this time, no one had made any contact to this address 
to my knowledge.  

Neighborhood Canvass (6642 Mandan Dr) 

I went to 6642 Mandan Dr.  I contacted the homeowner of the house who has a camera on her 
house.  However, the last recorded video that was capture was on July 18, 2019.  She was 
unaware that her camera had a limited about of storage. She did not have any video footage for 
Friday, January 24 to Monday, January 27, 2020.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO  
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 01/31/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Friday January 31, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, I followed up with USAA. I also followed up on Letecia’s Bank of America 
account. I preserved records for two Google Gmail accounts. I also called Letecia’s employer 
with Academy School District 20, and  school, Grand Mountain, to try to determine 
when and how his absence had been called in. 

Follow Up with USAA 

I talking with the US Secret Service, I learned of an employee at USAA who would be capable 
of providing me the information I was seeking in my court order reference Letecia’s and 

 accounts. I called USAA employee Adam Blaes at 0948 hours. He provided the 
following information verbally:  
USAA had records of a Youth Spending account linked to both  and Letecia.  
There was a transfer of $2675.70 from PayPal to  account on January 30, 2020.  

I then received a follow up email from USAA employee Derick McCorvey with screenshots for 
Letecia’s debit card activity and  debit card activity, showing the following: 

USAA Letecia 
Stauch 

 1/17/20 2:16 McDonald's 
Naranja, FL 

26601 US Hwy 1, Naranja, FL $5.

USAA   1/23/20 16:49 Starbucks Unknown $10 
USAA   1/24/20 2:23 Amazon Online $12
USAA   1/24/20 11:21 Chick Fil-A #01550 

Colorado Springs 
(possibly 7990 N Academy Blvd, Co/Sp) $4.

USAA   1/24/20 13:10 Starbucks Unknown $10 
USAA   1/25/20 15:44 Amazon Online $12
USAA   1/25/20 12:12 Dutch Brothers 

Colorado Springs 
Unknown $7 

USAA   1/25/20 22:28 Apple Cash Unknown $40 
USAA   1/25/20 22:30 Chick Fil-A #01550 

Colorado Springs 
(possibly 7990 N Academy Blvd, Co/Sp) $4.

USAA   1/25/20 22:31 Dutch Brothers 
Colorado Springs 

(possibly 7970 N Academy Blvd, Co/Sp) $7 

USAA   1/26/20 12:21 Apple.com Online $5.
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USAA   1/26/20 15:40 Subway Restaurant 
Colorado Springs 

Unknown $7.

USAA   1/26/20 16:01 Ross Stores #863 Unknown $47
USAA   1/26/20 19:38 Walgreens Store 

#5755 Constitution 
5755 Constitution Ave, Colorado Springs $2.

USAA   1/27/20 4:23 Apple Cash Unknown $40 
USAA   1/27/20 9:15 Starbucks Unknown $10 
USAA   1/27/20 10:08 Subway 00182592 Unknown $7.
USAA   1/27/20 14:15 Apple .com/bill Online $5.
USAA   1/27/20 18:15 DollarTree 6955 

Mesa Ridge 
6955 Mesa Ridge Pkwy, Fountain, CO $2.

USAA   1/27/20 18:22 Sonic #5349 7005 Mesa Ridge Pkwy, Fountain, CO $2.
USAA   1/28/20 10:41 Starbucks Unknown $10
USAA   1/28/20 21:35 Sonic #5349 7005 Mesa Ridge Pkwy, Fountain, CO $2.
USAA   1/29/20 11:08 Epidemic Sound AB Online $15 
USAA   1/29/20 16:41 Alexa Skills Amazon Online $2.
USAA   1/29/20 20:26 Alexa Skills Amazon Online $2.
USAA   1/29/20 22:05 Epidemic Sound AB Online $15 
USAA   1/30/20 14:26 Marshalls 1760 E 

Woodmen 
1760 E Woodmen Rd, Colorado Springs $16

USAA  1/30/20 PayPal Online $2,

Follow up with Bank of America 

I contacted Bank of America by phone and was provided with the following transactions on 
Letecia’s credit card account ending *   

January 18, payment of $35.73 
January 7, payment of $3389.55 
January 6, Amazon charge $35.73 
January 2, Cinemark charge $5.41 
January 2, Cinemark charge $7.22 
January 1, Copperhead Road charge $12.25 

Follow up Reference Letecia’s Text to Academy School District 20 

EPSO Lieutenant Mitch Mihalko forwarded me an email from Brian Grady, Executive Director 
for Security and Transportation (ph#  and , email 

 at Academy School District 20, who 
had emailed him a PDF attachment showing text messages someone received from Letecia 
Stauch Monday January 27 at 0300 hours. Mr. Grady received the texts via email from Holly 
Meacham  who received the 
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texts from Leslie Hicks, assistant principal of Mountain Ridge Middle School (ph#  
or , email  

The text messages had the following content: 
0300 hours “Tecia”: I’m sorry for the time of night message but My stepfather passed 
away….someone hit him with a car while he was walking. I can update you at a later time (sad 
face). 
0437 hours “Tecia”: I’m sorry for the time of night message but My stepfather passed 
away….someone hit him with a car while he was walking. I can update you at a later time (sad 
face). 
0549 hours Leslie Hicks: “Oh my goodness, Tecia! I’m so sorry. Shall we try to find a sub for 
you today? 
0721 hours “Tecia”: ?? It’s a parent. All my family lives on the east coast. I am Trying to find a 
way to get there. 
0721 hours Leslie Hicks: Ok. I am just trying to understand your plans so that we can find 
coverage. Am I understanding that you will not be in today? 
0721 hours “Tecia”: Yes, it’s my parent. I can’t believe that would not be an assumption in a 
time like this. 
0721 hours Leslie Hicks: I am so sorry for your loss and we will support you but I cannot make 
assumptions. I do need some direction from you. We will get a sub today. Please let us know 
what else you need moving forward. 

I then called Leslie Hicks. She advised she received the text messages on her work phone 
) at 0300 hours, and again at 0437 hours.  The texts came from Letecia’s phone 

number . The only prior contact with Letecia was both via text at the same phone 
number or via email at (“Taylor 
Stauch”). The prior conversations were with regard to getting more references and requesting her 
credentials. There were no texts after Ms. Hicks’ final message, ending “Please let us know what 
else you need moving forward.” 

Ms. Hicks said Letecia was interviewed on January 10 for a teacher position. She was asked to 
provide references. Some of the references she provided were suspicious. She provided the 
following: 

 for “Peggy Coleman, a Human Services Supervisor in South Carolina” This
phone number is actually associated to an Yvonne Rodger in Conway, SC per both Accurint and
CellHawk.

 for “Connie Huddle, a retired school principal” This phone number actually
belongs to  Ms. Hicks said this phone number went to a computerized voicemail
message. No one responded. Ms. Hicks asked for another reference, but Letecia provided another
number, supposedly for Connie Huddle. When Ms. Hicks called this number, she
said a female responded and she could hear children in the background. She said the caller ID
then popped up “  At this point, Ms. Hicks asked if she was talking to Letecia,
but she pretended she was Connie and said she needed to go and hung up. This phone number is
actually 
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for “Sylvia Libby, an Administrator in International Services” This number is a
Bandwidth phone number per Accurint and CellHawk.

 for “Elisa Diaz, a teacher at Myrtle Beach Middle School” in South Carolina
(Elisa Diaz DOB resident of Myrtle Beach, SC, per Accurint).

Ms. Hicks mentioned that Letecia told her she would be leaving Thursday January 16 on a 
cruise. Ms. Hicks said she called Letecia on Wednesday January 15 to request some credentials, 
and Letecia told her she had left early and was on a cruise in Cabo.  

Follow up with  School 

I called the principal of Grand Mountain School, where  was a student of the 5th grade, to 
follow up on the excused absence annotated on  school attendance record for Monday 
January 27. The record showed “Excused, sick per dad.” The principal was identified as Brian 
Pohl. He said the person who takes attendance is April Tafoya-Baker. He asked her if she could 
provide any information on how  was called in sick. She said she believed it was a phone 
call or message, because she did not have an email. The note indicated he was “excused as sick 
per dad” was logged on Monday January 27 at 1352 hours. Ms. Tafoya-Baker said she 
remembered logging this information because she saw  and realized  was not in 
school and she needed to make that note. Mr. Pohl confirmed the number that would have been 
called to report  sick would be Detective Jessica Bethel informed me  

 told her he did not call the school to excuse his son Monday. 

Mr. Pohl also advised a teacher at the school, Kaitlyn Collar, had an email conversation with 
 father Monday night. He provided me a copy of the email string. 

At 1615 hours on January 27, Ms. Collar emailed  (  
with a test review attachment. 

At 2012 hours on January 27,  responds, 
“Kaitlyn, I’m so sorry to bother you but I’m in Oklahoma for army training and  

is missing. I don’t know where else to go for info. He had mentioned a friend named  that 
he had wanted to play with is all the info I have. They ride the same bus so he lives close. He has 
never done anything like this so I’m terrified of what is going on. My wife is home trying to find 
him. I don’t want to alarm you but I don’t know where else to turn. My wife’s number is 

 if you know how we maybe can find out where this kid lives.  Sent from my 
iPhone.” 
At 2034 hours on January 27, Ms. Collar responds, 

“Hi, I am so sorry to hear this. I have not heard any information but will contact you 
ASAP if I do. Are you aware that he was absent from school today as well? Did you wife see 
him this morning?” 
At 2045 hours,  returns, 

“Yes he has stomach problems. He had some issues with that today. They still can’t find 
him. Sent from my iPhone.” 
At 2058 hours, Ms. Collar writes, 

“Ok, so this happened this evening? I am working with admin but as of now I have been 
told I cannot disclose  information. They are working together right now to see what 
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they can do. We are able to speak with the police and they can speak with one of our 
administrators. Are they involved yet?” 
At 2104 hours,  writes, 

“They found  house and he’s not there. Sent from my iPhone.” 
At 2118 hours, Ms. Collar writes, 

“Thank you for the update. I am so sorry to hear that. Please keep me updated this 
evening and I am saying my prayers for you all!” 
At 0630 hours on January 28, Ms. Collar writes, 

“Hi, Have there been any updates?” 
At 0636 hours,  responds, 

“Nothing. Sent from my iPhone.” 

Mr. Pohl also indicated that a David McGhee (  
 reported to him that Letecia and her daughter were going 

door-to-door the night before  went missing, asking if anyone had seen him. EPSO 
Detective David Glenn said he had already spoken to Mr. McGhee about this and would follow 
up. 

Mr. Pohl also advised on Tuesday January 28, Letecia told him  had been seen on 
Academy Blvd with some other boys. I confirmed with Detective Glenn that this had been one of 
the tips someone provided to law enforcement independent of Letecia. 

Google Preservation 

EPSO Detective Christina Perry asked me to assist her in preserving a gmail account associated 
with   I had also learned from Detective Bethel that 

 was associated with email  
 I sent a preservation request for both accounts to Google 

via their internal website. I received a confirmation reference number #3412196. 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence: 
Item #48-CD containing documents and emails from Grand Mountain School + the texts Letecia 
sent Academy School District 20 
Item #49-CD containing responses from USAA and Capital One for Letecia Stauch’s accounts 

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #3 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Saturday, February 1, 2020, at approximately 08:00 am, I, Detective Courtney 
McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued 
to assist in this case. 

Detectives became aware through various forensic downloads of electronic devices 
belonging to the Stauch family of email address associated to Google, Yahoo, Facebook, and 
Apple iCloud.  Several accounts were also discussed during interviews and conversations 
with the Stauch family.   

I was requested to begin drafting warrants in regard to these accounts. 

Apple iCloud 
At approximately 9:30 am, I began drafting a warrant for five email addresses believed to 
be associated to Apple iCloud accounts for the Stauch family. 

At approximately 10:40 am, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge, Honorable Judge Meredith 
Patrick Cord via telephone.  Judge Patrick Cord swore me in via the telephone and 
requested I send the warrant via the On-Call Duty Judge email address.  Judge Patrick 
Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Apple Inc., Attention- Privacy and Law Enforcement Compliance, One Apple Park 
Way, MS: 169-5CLP, Cupertino, CA  95014 . 

 
 

 

 

The accounts belong to Ms. Leticia Stauch, Ms.  and   

At approximately 11:16 am, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant. 

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk by Judge Patrick Cord for further processing 
via email.   

The warrant was assigned number20-365.  

The warrant was served to Apple via email address  
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At approximately 4:37pm, Apple responded via email with a partial return of the 
information requested in the warrant.   

This information was placed on to a disk and placed into evidence. 

Yahoo accounts 
At approximately 9:45 am, I began drafting a warrant for two yahoo email addresses 
believed to be associated with Ms. Stauch and Ms.  

At approximately 10:40 am, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge, Honorable Judge Meredith 
Patrick Cord via telephone.  Judge Patrick Cord swore me in via the telephone and 
requested I send the warrant via the On-Call Duty Judge email address.  Judge Patrick 
Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Yahoo, 701 First Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

 

The accounts belong to Ms. Leticia Stauch and Ms.    

At approximately 11:34 am, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant. 

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk by Judge Patrick Cord for further processing 
via email.   

The warrant was assigned number 20-364.  

The warrant was served to Yahoo via their portal and was issued internal case #439568. 

Google accounts 
At approximately 10:00 am, I began drafting a warrant for three Google email addresses 
believed to be associated with the Stauch family. 

At approximately 10:40 am, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge, Honorable Judge Meredith 
Patrick Cord via telephone.  Judge Patrick Cord swore me in via the telephone and 
requested I send the warrant via the On-Call Duty Judge email address.  Judge Patrick 
Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Goolgle LLC,1600 Amphitheatre Parkway,Mounatin View, CA  94043. 
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The accounts belong to Ms. Leticia Stauch, Ms.  and  

At approximately 11:40 am, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant. 

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk by Judge Patrick Cord for further processing 
via email.   

The warrant was assigned number 20-363.  

The warrant was served to Google via email at USLawEnforcement@google.com. 

Facebook Accounts 
At approximately 12:00pm, I began drafting a warrant for multiple Facebook accounts and 
Facebook Group accounts associated to this case. The groups have been utilized throughout 
this investigation by the community to provide false information regarding this 
investigation.  They have also created issues in releasing information that had not yet 
been confirmed or released in this case.   

Ms. Stauch has also been utilizing her sisters and mother’s Facebook accounts to discuss 
case details.  They were identified as Ms. Aimee Lowry (Ms. Stauch’s sister) and Ms. 
Debra Locklear (Ms. Stauch’s mother). Warrants for their accounts were also drafted.   

At approximately 12:30 pm, I contacted the On- Call Duty Judge, Honorable Judge Meredith 
Patrick Cord via telephone.  Judge Patrick Cord swore me in via the telephone and 
requested I send the warrant via the On-Call Duty Judge email address.  Judge Patrick 
Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Facebook INC., 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, CA  94025 . Facebook is not to notify account holder 
due to active investigation: 

The accounts belong to Ms. Leticia Stauch, Ms.  Ms. Aimee Lowry (Ms. Stauch’s 
sister), Ms. Debra Locklear (Ms. Stauch’s mother), the Lorson Ranch Community Page 
(where the Stauch’s reside), and various search groups created for    

At approximately 1:09 pm, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant.  
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The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk by Judge Patrick Cord for further processing 
via email. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-360. 

At approximately 2:00pm, I became aware the Attachment B portion of the warrant had 
incorrect information on the dates requested.  I immediately contacted Judge Patrick 
Cord and a corrected warrant was sent to her. Warrant number 20-360 was not served 
to Facebook. 

At approximately 4:14 pm, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the corrected warrant. 

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk by Judge Patrick Cord for further processing 
via email. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-361. 

The warrant was served to Facebook via their portal.  The warrant was issued internal 
case#4476651. 

Mandan Drive Address 
At approximately 5:30 pm,  I was informed due to photographs located on Ms. Stauch’s 
cellular phone of  sleeping in his bedroom from the day of his disappearance that an 
additional search warrant was needed for the Stauch family residence to collect his bed, 
bedding, pajama’s, and other items possibly associated to his disappearance.  I began 
drafting a search warrant for 6627 Mandan Drive, El Paso County, State of Colorado.   

At approximately 6:00pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge, Honorable Judge Meredith 
Patrick Cord via telephone.  Judge Patrick Cord swore me in via the telephone and 
requested I send the warrant via the On-Call Duty Judge email address.  Judge Patrick 
Cord reviewed the search warrant for: 

6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80911, a single family residence located in 
El Paso County, State of Colorado.  This residence is a single story with an attached 
two car garage, cream color with white trim and brown bricks.  There is a pillar 
located on the west side of the front entry way with the numbers "6627" in black.   
The residence faces north and sits on the south side of the street. 

At approximately 6:24pm, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant. 

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk by Judge Patrick Cord for further processing 
via email.   

The warrant was assigned number20-359. 
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Officer Statement 
At approximately 2:30 pm, I learned from Detective Bethel we had received information 
from Widefield School District #3 that Ms. Stauch was no longer an employee of theirs and 
had not been for a while.  Ms. Stauch was currently employed by Academy School District 
#20.  This is new information to detectives and will be changed on all future warrants 
written in relation to this case.  

Copies of all warrants are attached to this supplement. 

Evidence 
The Apple iCloud partial return was placed into evidence as Item #159. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status:  SAO. 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 02/1/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, February 1, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that  was still missing. 

Facebook Preservation Requests 

During the course of this investigation, there has been a large amount of Community Support specifically 
on Facebook. At this time there are three different Facebook Groups referencing  These groups 
are Find  Where is  and  Search Party. I have joined each 
of these groups utilizing a Facebook account used solely for investigative purposes. I have looked at the 
posts in these groups on several occasions during the investigation.  

On this day I observed a post on the Where is  group, that referenced Letecia Stauch 
(DOB  commenting in the  Search Party group utilizing her mother’s Facebook. 

I looked in the  Search Party Group but was unable to find any such post. 

I returned to the Where is  page and reviewed the comments. Multiple people were 
commenting on the post asking what was posted as they could not find it either. One person shared a 
link that went directly to the original post. I reviewed the comments and it was unclear if it was Ms. 
Stauch or her mother, Debra Locklear (DOB . In the comments, multiple people were asking 
Ms. Locklear’s account, details about what occurred leading up to  disappearance.  

Someone using Ms. Locklears’s account was answering most of the questions presented. The post 
appeared to be deleted but accessible through the link.  

Due to the odd nature of accessing the post, I took screenshots of the post and comment thread to 
ensure the data was collected. 

At this time, I completed a preservation request for the associated link. I also submitted a preservation 
request for Debra Locklear’s account, Ms. Stauch’s sister Aimee Lowry’s account, Find  
Where is  and  Search Party. I received Facebook Case #4475662, and 
#4476345. I passed all of this information to Detective Courtney McCormack (13150) to complete a 
search warrant. 

iCloud Preservation 

On this day I was advised that the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) Agent Kevin Hoyland was 
collecting all data that could contain location information. I forwarded the information I received from 
Apple on  iCloud account to Agent Hoyland. 
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Missing Bedding 

Detective Sergeant Rossario Hubbell (07050) advised me to meet at the Fountain Landfill located at 
10000 Squirrel Creek Rd, Fountain, CO 80817 at 12:00 pm. I was advised that there was bedding missing 
from the home and we were going to conduct a search at the landfill in hopes of finding the bedding or 
anything else of evidentiary value.   

I spoke with Detective Jessica Bethel (07088) and learned that there was a photograph taken of  
on Monday, January 27, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am on Ms. Stauch’s cell phone. In this photograph, 

 is lying in bed and appears to be sleeping. 

The bedding pictured in the photograph has not been located. During the search waiver executed on 
January 28th, there was a different set of sheets in  room. I asked Detective Bethel to provide 
me with pictures of the bedding photographed.  

Detective Bethel sent me three pictures of the bedding. In the photographs, there was a matching sheet 
and pillowcase that were light blue with anchors on them and a southwestern style red and white 
blanket that appeared to have snowflakes on it. It is believed the pillow is also missing. 

Transfer Station Searched 

At approximately 1200 hours I responded to the Fountain Landfill. Multiple members of the El Paso 
County Search and Rescue responded as well as several other detectives. We were advised by Sergeant 
Hubbell that the waste from the Lorson Ranch area was identified by the landfill staff and had been 
located. We were told to search the waste for anything of evidentiary value in the case to include any 
bedding, boys' clothing, or indicia for 6627 Mandan Drive. I showed all the searchers the bedding  
photographs provided to me by Detective Bethel prior to starting the search. 

During the search, multiple pieces of mail were found that had addresses in the Lorson Ranch area to 
include Mandan Drive. Nothing was located with the 6627 Mandan Drive address on it. 

Several pillows were collected by Detective Lisa Montville (01060) and transported to the El Paso County 
Evidence Facility located at 2749 E Las Vegas St. 

Evidence Entered 

I returned to the investigations office and removed the evidence collected on January 28, 2020, during 
the execution of a search waiver. I entered the following items into evidence at this time: 

1. Swabs from a black and white Nike woman’s right shoe. This was found in the laundry room by
the garage by Detective Timothy Ferrell (13001). Item # 109.

2. Swabs from a black and white Nike woman’s left shoe. This was found in the laundry room by
the garage by Detective Ferrell. Item # 110.

3. Swabs of the light switch located in the basement hallway outside of  room. Collected
by Detective Ferrell. Item # 111.

4. Swabs of the light switch located inside  room in the basement of the home. Collected
by Detective Ferrell. Item #112.

5. Swabs of  bed located on the East wall of the room in the basement of the home.
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Collected by Detective Pete Vigil (10011). Item #113. 

6. Additional swabs of  bed located on the East wall of the room in the basement of the
home. Collected by Detective Vigil. Item #114.

7. Swabs of the exterior side of  door in the basement of the home. Collected by
Detective Vigil. Item # 115.

8. Swabs of the interior side of  door in the basement of the home. Collected by
Detective Vigil. Item # 116.

9. A burned carpet square found in a trash can located in the backyard of the house. This was
found by Detective Ferrell. Item #117.

10. A candle that appeared to have carpet fibers, a sock, and other items melted into the wax. This
was found in a different trashcan located in the back of the house by Detective Ferrell. Item #
118.

11. A search waiver signed by  (DOB  for 6627 Mandan Drive. Item #119.

12. Scribe sheet completed during the execution of the search waiver. Item #120.

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/1/20 at approximately 0830 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was assigned by Sergeant Hubbell/07050 to canvass the construction sites near Mandan 
Drive for a person described as a Hispanic male approximately five feet, six inches tall with a 
pock-marked face and handlebar or fu manchu style moustache named Eduardo. 

New Build Area of South of Lorson Boulevard Canvass 

I spoke with approximately two dozen construction workers in the new build area south of Lorson 
Boulevard east of Marksheffel Road, and no one knew an Eduardo matching the description given to me. 
As I approached the lot labeled 6649 Lamine Drive where the framing for a house was being done, the 
three Hispanic males there saw me and started speaking together out of earshot from me. They began 
to back away and then all ran the opposite direction through the unfinished neighborhood. None of 
them appeared to match the description of Eduardo, but I followed them as long as I could, but they all 
split up and eventually got into vehicles and left the area. The following are descriptions of them: 

1. 20s year old Hispanic male wearing a blue hoodie and black jeans

2. 20s year old Hispanic male wearing a black hoodie with light-colored lettering

3. 20s year old Hispanic male wearing jeans and possibly a dark green hoodie

The following vehicles picked up at least suspects one and two and left the area: 

1. A black 2005 Ford F150 pickup bearing Colorado plates AGW632 (VIN 
with a black toolbox in the bed.

2. A newer model white SUV with unknown plates.

I was unable to locate anyone named Eduardo, or anyone who knew an Eduardo from the construction 
area. 

9755 Rubicon Drive Tip 

Detective Glenn/13076 called me and told me David McGhee at 9755 Rubicon Drive may have 
information about Letecia and  (DOB  looking for  I contacted David in 
person, who told me Letecia and  came by his house on 1/26/20 and showed him a picture 
looking for  between 2030 and 2100 hours. David was sure it was Letecia from the news, and 
also confirmed it was her from a picture I showed him of her. Lee said he also remembered it was 
Sunday night for sure because he has a routine for cleaning on Sundays, and he was cleaning that day. 
David said his Ring doorbell camera was dead. He identified himself as David McGhee (DOB  with 
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phone number . 

Detective Whitehead/05071 and I canvassed the area for similar accounts: 

• 9784 Rubicon Drive: Eric Foryah said the battery was dead in his camera doorbell.

• 9774 Rubicon Drive: Lauren Rae said there were no motion events on her camera on 1/26/20
from 2000 to 2100 hours, and she did not recall anyone coming by that night.

• 9745 Rubicon Drive: Raymond Miller said no one came by on Sunday, and he looked through his
video for Sunday and did not see anything.

• 9764 Rubicon Drive: No answer.

• 9754 Rubicon Drive: No answer.

• 9735 Rubicon Drive: Amy Nienhusser said she did not recall anyone coming by on Sunday.

• 9744 Rubicon Drive: Addison Rivers said no one came by on Sunday.

• 9765 Rubicon Drive: No cameras.

• 9775 Rubicon Drive: Brad Wilkerson said no one came by on Sunday, and there were no people
walking on his cameras from 2000 to 2130 hours.

• 9785 Rubicon Drive: April Shores stated no one came by on Sunday.

Search of the Area of Highway 105 and Noe Road (Douglas County) 

At approximately 1330 hours, Detective Whitehead and I drove to the area of Highway 105 and Noe 
Road within Douglas County based on information from a tracker placed on Letecia’s vehicle the night 
before. Based on the tracker data, she drove from El Paso County north along Interstate 25, then the 
stretch of Highway 105 to about the Larkspur area, back south to Noe Road (Douglas County Road 74) to 
the east, and possibly a private road south of Noe Road, also to the east, which is identified by Douglas 
County Assessor as accessing parcel number 2771-200-00-021, 13802 and 13800 South Perry Park Road. 
This road was gated. 

Kim Veitch and several other members of EPSO Search and Rescue arrived shortly later with article 
search dogs, and we searched from Highway 105 along Noe Road eastbound to mile marker two without 
any substantial alerts from the dogs. I obtained verbal permission from Rochelle Leiser to search the 
fields on her ranch (12828 South Perry Park Road), which is the southeast corner of Highway 105 and 
Noe Road. There were several retention ponds, ravines, and discarded items such as a 55 gallon drum 
and air conditioning unit in the field. The search and rescue dogs became interested in the area south of 
the first access road to the ranch off Noe Road (approximately GPS 39.180357, -104.914233), but did not 
really alert on anything specific. Detective Whitehead and I searched about a quarter mile radius of this 
location, including shoveling mounds of dirt in the area, without any results. 
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At about 1600 hours, members of the organization NecroSearch International assisted in the search by 
deploying a drone with both optical and infrared capability. They were unable to locate anything of 
interest in the defined search area, except an outbuilding nearby on the Leiser property, which turned 
out to be just a roofed pavilion. 

Detective Whitehead located a game camera at Noe Road, about one mile in from Highway 105, which 
was an access road for the property 1000 West Noe Road. He later informed me the owner of that game 
camera gave us verbal permission to pull the memory card from the device; however, when I went to 
inspect the device, it was switched to “Off” and there was no memory card in the device. 

Case status: SAO. 
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On Saturday, February 1, 2020, at approximately 9:00 am, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, visited the EPSO 
Evidence Facility, 2749 E. Las Vegas Street. I gained access to locker #A and entered the following items 
which had been collected from the Jetta: 

Item #62:  Retainer from Sea Breeze orthodontics entered as safekeeping 

#66: Prescription medication Leticia Stauch   entered as safekeeping 

#69: Dog outfit purchased from Ross on 1/26/20 with receipt. 

#70: Documents and identification of  

#71: Five USB / Memory Devices 

#77: Five keys including secondary Jetta FOB 

#78: Documents and identification of  (including US Passport and SSN Card) 

#79: Documents and identification of  (including birth certificate, empty passport holder) 

#80: Documents and identification of Leticia Stauch (including US Passport and SSN Card) 

#81: Sonic Receipt dated 1/27/20 

#82: Black Vera Bradley backpack. 

#83:  Apple laptop computer. 

#84: 1 set of control swabs 

#85: 2 swabs from Jetta Quadrant A 

#86: Tyvek suit and brown paper from Jetta processing 

#87: Engine Air filter from Jetta 

#88: 5 trace filters/canisters 

#89: Scribe Sheet 20-245 

I also gained access to locker #96 where I gathered and entered the following into evidence: 

#90: Ulta Salon Receipt collected from 6627 Mandan by Detective Arndt 

#91: Dollar Tree Receipt from 6627 Mandan dated 1/27 

I then facilitated the FBI’s Evidence Response Team as they continued the search of the VW Tiguan 
reference Search Warrant #20-347.  Full documentation of this search can be found under FBI case ID 
#7C-DN-3228727. 
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The Tiguan was still in Bay B during the search. The following items were collected from it: 

1. Trace Hair and Fibers

2. 2 Footwear Impressions

3. 1 Apple Watch

4. 1 Receipt from the Colorado Springs Airport dated 1/28/20

5. 3 Engine / interior air filters

6. Multiple Swabs

7. Vegetation and debris from the undercarriage.

I gave the Apple watch to EPSO Detective Stefan Hare for processing. Detective Hare was present with a 
Volkswagen Technician to download data from the infotainment system. 

The search was concluded at approximately 7:15 pm. I ensured a copy of the warrant and a list of items 
seized was left in the Tiguan. I secured the items seized in locker #A to be processed and entered at a 
later time. 

I prepared a Report of Execution of Search Warrant for 20-347. 

NFI / SAO 
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2020-00001382 (3) Follow up: 

On Saturday, February 1, 2020, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

At about 9:00 am, I, along with Detective Robert Sirois, conducted a neighborhood canvass in 
the new residential construction area of Lorson Boulevard and Old Glory Drive, for a male who 
Leticia identified as Eduardo.  Leticia described Eduardo as a Hispanic male, 5’06”, slender, 
with a mustache and pock marked face, who worked in construction in the area. 

I contacted several workers in the area ranging from painters, concrete workers, carpenters, 
drywall installers and roofers.  Of all the workers I contacted, no one knew anyone by the name 
of Eduardo with the above description.  I also did not locate anyone who fit that description. 

Detective Sirois attempted to contact several carpenters in the 6400 Block of Chaplin Drive, but 
they took off running before he could contact them and we were not able to locate them.   

At about 1:15 pm, Detective Sirois and I responded to the area of Highway 105 and Noe Road, to 
meet with search and rescue.  Information gathered from a tracker placed on one of Leticia’s 
vehicles indicated she was lingering in the area the night before. 

Detective Sirois and I split up with search and rescue with each team having a search dog.  The 
entire length of Noe Road was searched on foot with the dogs, but efforts were met with negative 
results.  I located a game camera facing Noe Road at the entrance to 1000 Noe Road.  A sign 
posted at the entrance had a phone number to contact in case of an emergency  

I passed that information on to detectives working at the office who were able to make contact 
with the owner of the property.  Permission was given by the owner to retrieve the SD Card and 
download the video.  Detective Sirois went to retrieve the card, but the camera was off and there 
was not an SD Card within.   

At about 4:00 pm, members with the NecroSearch arrived with a drone.  They conducted an 
aerial search with the drone, but nothing of interest was located. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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This a supplement #5 for case 20-1382 Monday, February 3, 2020, 2020 

Search warrant execution on Nissan Frontier: 

On 02/01/2020, at approximately 09:13 am, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division, conducted follow up in reference to this case. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) Evidence Recovery Team (ERT), executed search warrant 
#20-3356, on the red 2016 Nissan Frontier, Alaska JMZ869, VIN:  at the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Evidence Facility, located at 2749 E. Las Vegas Ave. 

The ERT started processing the vehicle at 09:13 am on 02/01/2020, including photographs, collecting 
trace evidence, trace evidence filters, swabs from interior of vehicle, engine air filter, and cabin air 
filters. ERT packaged and sealed all evidence and turned the evidence over to me at 5:07 pm, on 
02/01/2020.  

I entered the following evidence into the EPSO Evidence Facility: 
-Item #93, FBI ERT scribe sheet
-Item #94, Nissan Frontier engine air filter
-Item #95, 2 cabin air filters from Nissan Frontier
-Item #96, 4 trace evidence filters
-Item #97, swab from truck bed
-Item #98, swab from truck bed
-Item #99, swab from truck bed
-Item #100, swab from truck bed
-Item #101, swab from truck bed
-Item #102, swab from truck bed
-Item #103, swab from truck bed
-Item #104, swab from passenger side front door cup holder
-Item #105, trace evidence
-Item #106, trace evidence

A copy of the search warrant and the scribe sheet were left in the vehicle. A copy of the scribe sheet is 
attached with this supplement.  

I have nothing further. 

Case Status: SAO 
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On Saturday, February 1, 2020, I, Detective Jennifer Arndt #06095 and Detective Peter Vigil #10011 of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Investigation Division, assisted in conducting follow up on this case. 

6634 Mandan Court 

At approximately 9:55 am, I attempted to contact the residence at 6634 Mandan Court in attempts to 
obtain video surveillance from their doorbell camera; however, there was no answer.    

Neighborhood Canvas for Eduardo 

At approximately 10:09 am, Detective Vigil and I were tasked to complete a neighborhood canvas of the 
construction area in attempts to identify an Eduardo.  We were assigned to the area east of 
Markshuffel Road up to Grand Mountain School District, and North of Fontaine Boulevard towards the 
Colorado Springs Airport.  We located on individual working in a construction zone that Detective Vigil 
spoke with and said he did not know a person by the name of Eduardo (See Detective Vigil’s 
supplement). 

Identify a young boy seen on camera in front of 6915 Mandan Drive 

At approximately 11:00 am, I was asked by Detective Bethel to identify a young male in a blue coat seen 
on camera in front of 6915 Mandan Drive on January 27, 2020 at 3:27pm. 

I first spoke with residence at 6931 Mandan Dr; however, they just set up their ring doorbell on January 
28, 2020 and did not know who the boy was in the vide. 

I spoke with a resident at 6939 Mandan Dr.; however, their video only records at night. 

I spoke with a resident at 6938 Mandan Dr. who stated there were kids playing on Monday at her 
neighbors home at 6946 Mandan Drive.  In addition, she checked her video and there was nothing 
recorded between the hours of 6:19 am and 4:33 pm. 

I went to 6946 Mandan Dr., however there was no answer.  In addition, there was no answer at 6947 
Mandan Dr. and 6954 Mandan Dr.   

I spoke with a resident at 6962 Mandan Dr; however, I was advised the camera only goes to the end of 
the driveway.  He was able to check his cameras and advised me there nothing on it showing the 
location of the young male. 

I went to 6970 Mandan Dr. and the homeowners advised there doorbell only records when someone 
rings it. 

I then spoke with residence at 9505 Rubicon Dr.  The resident had a video and I was able to see the 
young male walking near 6915 Mandan Dr went to play basketball at 6946 Mandan Drive.  The resident 
also stated there were boys playing next door at 6970 Mandan Drive and one of them was wearing a 
blue jacket. 

I went back to 6970 Mandan Drive; however, the boy at the residence was not the same one as in the 
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video; however, he stated the boy in the video was “  who is a second grader. 

I went back to 6946 Mandan Drive and was able to reach the homeowner through their ring camera.  I 
spoke with Shannon Ruiz (DOB: ).  Shannon stated she has seen the video of the boy in the blue 
coat and identified the boy as  who resides at  who was the boy playing basketball 
with her son in a blue Grand Mountain Mavericks hoodie.  Shannon was unsure of last name but 
his mother’s name was  ( . 

I informed Detective Bethel the young boy in the blue jacket was identified as  

At this time, I have nothing further.  

Case status: Active-Investigations 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/19/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On February 1st, 2020 at approximately 1103 hours I met with Stuart Montenegro DOB . The 
purpose of this meeting was to determine if any data could be recovered from a 2019 Volkswagen Jetta. 
I observed this vehicle bearing Colorado license plate BUR711 and noted the VIN of 

 Mr. Montenegro informed me he could perform factory diagnostic information 
related to this vehicle. Mr. Montenegro performed a diagnostic review of the vehicle. I copied the 
results of this review to a forensically prepared USB drive. I copied these files to temporary evidence 
storage.  

At approximately 1543 hours, I met Mr. Montenegro at 2739 East Las Vegas Street in the first evidence 
vehicle evidence bay. Mr. Montenegro completed a similar diagnostic information download for a 2019 
Volkswagen Tiguan bearing South Carolina license plate CYY283 VIN  I copied the 
results to a forensically prepared USB drive. I copied these files to temporary evidence storage.  

I noted an IMSI of  An IMSI is a serial number of a GSM capable device. This 
information as forwarded to Detective McCormack for additional legal process.  

I copied both diagnostic results to optical media, sealed this media inside manila evidence envelopes. I 
placed the diagnostic information from the Volkswagen Jetta into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence facility under item 327. I placed the diagnostic information from the Volkswagen Tiguan into 
evidence under item 407. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement: 

On February 1, 2020, at about 11:47 a.m., I, Detective Montville 
prepared a search warrant addressed to: AT&T, Attn: Global Legal 
Demand Center, 1176 , Ste lm Beach, Florida 
33408. Records of  and .  

I contacted the duty judge, identified as Magistrate Meredith Patrick 
Cord, via telephone. Magistrate Patrick Cord swore me in and I signed 
the search warrant. I submitted the search warrant via email.   

Magistrate Patrick Cord reviewed and signed the search warrant. I 
received a copy of the signed search warrant via email. 

The search warrant was filed electronically with the Clerk of Courts 
by Magistrate Patrick Cord. The Criminal Proceedings number isn't 
known at this time.  

On February 3, 2020, at about 12:09 p.m., I served the search warrant 
to AT&T via email at gldc@att.com.  

A copy of the search warrant is attached to this supplement.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV  
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On February 1, 2020, at about 12:00 p.m., I, Detective Montville was conducting follow-up on 
this case. I went to the Fountain Landfill, located at 10000 Squirrel Creek Road, in Fountain, 
Colorado. 

Upon arrival, I met with Detective Mike Boggs who explained some of the facts and 
circumstances regarding this case and the search of the landfill. Detective Bethel had emailed 
me photographs of suspected missing bedding from 6627 Mandan Drive. I examined the 
photographs and noted the patterns and colors of each item. 

I was assigned to photograph the area and collect any evidence found from El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office Detectives and members of the El Paso County Search and Rescue Team. The 
search area had been identified by Detective Mike Boggs.  

The search began at about 1:10 p.m. I took digital photographs of the area prior to anyone 
searching. The GPS coordinates of the east side of the search area were around 38°40’32” N 
104°38’2” Several pillows were collected during the search by detectives and members of SAR. I 
conducted a visual examination of each pillow for obvious signs of blood or trace evidence.  I 
took digital photographs of each pillow. I later placed the pillows into a temporary evidence 
storage locker at the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility located at 2749 East Las 
Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, Colorado.  

No blankets were found during the search that was consistent to the possible missing bedding 
at 6627 Mandan Drive.  

I took additional digital photographs during and after the search. The search ended at about 
3:40 p.m. The photographs were placed onto a CD. I later entered the CD into the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under item number 136. A copy of the evidence 
voucher is attached to this supplement.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/11/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 02/01/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 1:49 p.m., I received an email from Paul Aragon reference this investigation. 
Mr. Aragon is the Lead Pastor for Restoration Church located at 9355 Peaceful Valley Road in 
Colorado Springs Colorado.  

Mr. Aragon was concerned about the content of the email and did not wish to share this 
information with the family of  

The email to Mr. Aragon is titled “Urgent message from the lord about  

The writer of the email identifies themselves as “Jamie Davis” and indicates “I am a prophetic 
intercessor, as well as a prophetess”.   

The email gives specific instructions to include not calling police and to follow steps as directed 
to find   Throughout the email, it directs Mr. Aragon to call in order to begin the 
process of finding  

A copy of the email is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On February 1, 2020, at about 5:19 p.m., I, Detective Montville received a telephone call from 
Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbell. Sgt. Hubbell stated members of the search team for 

 had located a suspicious dirt mound, consistent with a clandestine grave, near 
the area of Waterville Way and Bonterra Lane, in the unincorporated area of El Paso County, 
Colorado. Sgt. Hubbell requested I respond to the area to assist with the investigation.  

I drove north on Bonterra Lane from Waterville Way. The road came to a dead-end. At the 
dead-end I met with Sgt. Hubbell, Detective Riley and Detective Brklich. I gathered the 
necessary supplies I would need to document the area. I was given a ride on an all-terrain 
vehicle to the middle of a vacant lot located near GPS coordinates: 38°44’2”N 104°40’12”W. 
This undeveloped parcel of land was located east of Powers Blvd and south of Fontaine Blvd. 

I noticed several, random dirt mounds in the surrounding area. The dirt mound I was sent to 
investigate appeared consistent with the surrounding area and landscape. I took several digital 
photographs of the surrounding area and suspicious dirt mound. I noted footwear impressions 
around the dirt mound and on the top layer of dirt. I took digital photographs of the footwear 
with scale. I learned during this investigation that several members of the search party and a 
horse had walked on the suspicious dirt mound.  

I measured the dirt mound using a tape measure. The dirt mound measured approximately 8 
feet and 2 inches from north to south and approximately 5 feet and 9 inches from east to west. 
The dirt mound had vegetation in several spots with roots, consistent with being in place for 
more than a week. I also noted large, dried dirt clumps in the dirt. Sgt. Hubbell brushed off 
several layers of dirt at time. Approximately 6 inches of dirt was brushed off the pile.  
Detective Brklich also probed the dirt pile in several areas with a metal rod. Compacted and 
clumped dirt adhered itself to the rod. Digital photographs were taken after layers of dirt were 
being brushed off and the probing was being done. I found nothing suspicious or consistent 
with a clandestine grave.  

I later placed the photographs onto a CD, and I entered the CD into the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Evidence Facility under item number 139. A copy of the evidence voucher is attached to 
this supplement.  

I left the scene at about 6:30 p.m. 

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV  
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On February 1, 2020, at 6:09 p.m., I, Detective Montville received 
an email from AT&T Global Legal Demand Center. The email contained 
at least one encrypted message which was opened and processed by 
Detective Stefan Hare.  

I received two additional emails at 6:12 p.m. and 6:13 p.m. from 
answerback@att.com. Both emails were opened and processed by 
Detective Stefan Hare.  

Nothing Follows.  

Cast Status: ACT-INV  
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On Saturday, February 1, 2020, I, Detective Jennifer Arndt #06095 and Detective Peter Vigil #10011 of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Investigation Division, assisted in conducting follow up on this case. 

6946 Mandan Court 

I had been tasked to identify a boy in a blue jacket seen on camera at 6915 Mandan Drive on January 27, 
2020 at 3:00 pm.  During my neighborhood canvas I spoke with spoke with  

Identify a young boy seen on camera in front of 6915 Mandan Drive 

At approximately 11:00 am, I was asked by Detective Bethel to identify a young male in a blue coat seen 
on camera in front of 6915 Mandan Drive on January 27, 2020 at 3:27pm.  During my neighborhood 
canvas I spoke with Shannon Ruiz who resides at 6946 Mandan Drive and she identified the boy as  
In addition, she stated when she had reviewed her ring camera she saw on January 27, 2020 at 2:17 am 
she observed a white vehicle driving westbound on Mandan Drive and then doing a U-turn.  Shannon 
stated at approximately 2:29 am another video shows a El Paso County Sheriff’s Office vehicle turning 
east bound on Mandan Drive from Rubicon Drive.   

Shannon emailed me the two videos, which I observed was what Shannon had described.  I 
downloaded the videos onto a CD and placed them into evidence under item #154.   

I informed Detective Bethel of this video. 

Evidence   

Item #154 - two ring videos from 6946 Mandan Drive 

At this time, I have nothing further.  

Case status: Active-Investigations 
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On 02/01/20, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, was contacted by EPSO Investigations Sergeant (Sgt.) Rosario Hubbell. 
I was assigned to assist in the search of the Fountain Landfill located at 10000 Squirrel Creek 
Road Fountain, CO 80817. I was told there was going to be approximately 10 individuals who 
would be conducting the search and the trash collected from the Lorson Ranch area had been 
identified and isolated by Fountain Landfill staff. I was also assigned to transport the tools and 
equipment needed for those assisting in the search, which had previously been set out. Sgt. 
Hubbell asked that I arrive before the search was to begin at 12:00 PM and assess if additional 
personnel would be needed to complete the search. 

Upon arrival, I contacted the Fountain Landfill staff on scene. I was taken to the area where the 
trash had previously isolated. I was shown the trash pile. I was also told the some of the trash 
from the Lorson Ranch area may have gotten mixed in with another pile so both we left for us to 
go through. I contacted Sgt. Hubbell and advised him additional personnel would not be needed. 

Pre-Search Briefing: 
The landfill search team consisted of personnel from the El Paso County Search and Rescue, 
Detective Christina Perry, Detective Lisa Montville and I. Sgt. Hubbell was present as the 
on-scene supervisor. A safety briefing was conducted by the landfill staff. After the safety 
briefing, those involved in the search were told they would be searching the trash for anything 
items of evidentiary value in the case to include any bedding, boys' clothing and indicia for 6627 
Mandan Drive. Detective Montville showed all those involved in the search, photographs of the 
bedding, which she had obtained prior to starting the search. 

Search: 
The search began at about 1:10 p.m. Detective Montville took digital photographs of the area 
prior to anyone searching. Once she was done taking photographs, the search began. 

During the search I did not find any items of evidentiary value. Other personnel found mail for 
addresses on Mandan Drive, but mail was found for 6627 Mandan Drive. For further information 
regarding the search and items found please see Detective Montville and Detective Perry’s 
supplements. 

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: Active
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/28/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Saturday, February 1st I requested exigent records from AT&T for cellular number . I 
copied these records to optical media, sealed this media inside a manila evidence envelope and placed 
them into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility.   Records for number  
were placed under item #520.  

I received records for  received from Detective Montville’s Search warrant. These records 
were placed under item #521. These records only contained data from January 27,2020.  

On February 5th, I requested data from Ring Inc. Ring was able to provide a Dropbox related to the 
account at 10090 Intrepid drive. The homeowner for this residence provided Ring with a written waiver 
in an attempt to access data from his ring account. I copied these files to optical media and placed them 
under item #522. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/21/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Saturday February 1st 2020, I received an Apple Iwatch from Detective Farrell. This item has no 
current support through Cellebrite or Axiom. I placed this item into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
evidence facility under item #92. 

I have nothing further at this time 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/01/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I traveled to the Enterprise car rental business located near Denver International Airport (DIA). 
The Enterprise lot is located at 24530 E 78th Ave, Denver, CO 80249.  Their phone number is 

  At that location, I met with Officer Maria Boren of the Denver Police
Department (DPD), at approximately 1600 hours.  Off. Boren is permanently assigned to DIA.

Off. Boren had been dispatched to the Enterprise lot to locate and secure a silver Nissan Altima, 
bearing Colorado license OMW-400.  I had been informed by Det. Bethel earlier on 2/1/20 this 
license plate did not belong on that car, but it’s the one Enterprise mounted to the vehicle before 
they released it to the person who rented and/or made use of the car.  Off. Boren stated she 
arrived at the Enterprise lot at approximately 1445 hours.  The car had been returned to 
Enterprise by the person who rented it, believed to be Brenda Acquard ).  Off. Boren 
stated Enterprise personnel had already cleaned the car’s interior (vacuuming at least) and they 
had removed all trash from the car.  Off. Boren stated Enterprise had washed the car too, but 
their car wash does not have the ability to spray and clean the car’s undercarriage.  Off. Boren 
and/or Detective Jamie Major (DPD also assigned to DIA) had secured permission from 
Enterprise for law enforcement to search the vehicle.  This is why Off. Boren was staying with 
the car until I arrived. 

I took a few photos of the car.  I observed there was some soil and sand stuck to the plastic 
surfaces inside the car’s wheel wells.  I had previously been told Letecia Stauch may have 
driven this car to the area of Larkspur, CO and she had driven on some back roads in the foothills 
of the mountains.  I scraped some soil samples from the wheel wells on the driver’s side of the 
car.  Soil taken from the rear, driver’s side wheel well, was some clumps of dirt that had fallen 
to the ground below the car.  The location where the car was parked at Enterprise was relatively 
clean and free of debris.  It was obvious these clumps of dirt had come from the Altima.  The 
soil I collected from the left front wheel well was scraped from those surfaces.  I used a stiff 
paper ruler to scrape the soil/sand from the wheel well and I dropped that ruler into the evidence 
bag with the sample.  During this entire collection process, I wore blue latex gloves.  I also 
briefly inspected the car’s interior and I didn’t notice anything important there.  I also inspected 
the car’s engine air filter and I didn’t notice any large debris items there either. 

When I was done with my search of the vehicle, I informed Off. Boren she could let Enterprise 
know that law enforcement no longer had an interest in the vehicle, and they could rent it out 
again. 

After I was done at the Enterprise lot, I returned to Colorado Springs with the soil samples.  I 
placed the two evidence envelopes into a secure temporary locker inside EPSO’s evidence 
facility and I placed a padlock on the locker.  On 2/11/20, I had evidence technicians open that 
locker for me so I could formally enter the soil samples into evidence.  On 2/12/20, I 
downloaded the pictures I took of the car from my duty cell phone, saved them to a CD and I 
entered the CD into evidence as well. 
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The following items were entered into EPSO Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 
2020-00001382 in relation to my interaction with the silver Altima: 

- Evidence Item #295: Soil sample from left rear wheel well of the silver Altima.
- Evidence Item #296: Soil sample from left front wheel well of the silver Altima.
- Evidence Item #298: Photos of silver Altima.

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/1/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I was directed to transport several items of evidence to the campus of Colorado State University, 
in Fort Collins, Colorado.  Specifically, I was to meet with Pam Smith ), a 
Botonist associated with NecroSearch International.  Smith was going to conduct an analysis of 
plant materials collected from various vehicles searched during this investigation to determine 
possible places the vehicles had traveled to.  I took the following evidence items, logged under 
the captioned case number, to Smith on this day: 

- EPSO Evidence Item #58: “Engine Air Filter from White Kia Rio.”
- EPSO Evidence Item #59: “Cabin Air Filter from White Kia Rio.”
- EPSO Evidence Item #61: “Soil debris from driver’s side rear wheel well, white Kia

Rio.”

On 2/1/20, I met with Smith in Building 248C on the CSU campus and I transferred these 
evidence items to her.  She signed the evidence forms I brought with me.  She retained copies 
of the forms for herself too.  I returned to El Paso County and I entered the forms into EPSO 
Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 20-1382 as Item #205.  Copies are attached to this report. 

I will generate another supplemental report regarding information I received from Smith 
regarding her analysis.  It should be noted that within a day or two of my trip to CSU, Det. Price 
also met with Smith to give her additional items for analysis.  His items had come from another 
vehicle involved in this case.  Please refer to his report for more details. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/16/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 02/01/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

I assisted with the execution of a search warrant at 6627 Mandan Drive, in order to collect the 
mattress and bed frame from  room, along with a vacuum cleaner from the home.   

I collected the items, removed them from the home and placed them into the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office Evidence vehicle, which was summoned to assist in the collection of the items. 

The items were placed into evidence under Item numbers; 

#262- Mattress 
#263- Metal bed frame 
#264- Vacuum cleaner 

A copy of the evidence invoice, along with scribe sheet for this search is included with this 
report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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2020-1382 
Detective P. Vigil 10011 
Case Title: Missing Child 

Supplement #3 February 1, 2020 

On February 1, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, was assigned to this case (EPSO case#2020-0001382) for follow up. 

Neighborhood Canvass (6618 Mandan Dr) 

Detective Arndt and I were instructed to go assist with a neighborhood canvass.  We went to 
6618 Mandan Dr, the homeowner stated they have already emailed the video footage they had to 
a detective.  

Neighborhood Canvass (6626 Mandan Dr) 

Detective Arndt and I were at 6626 Mandan Dr.  I spoke with the homeowner of the address 
identified as Ricardo Price .  He was able to locate a time frame we were asking 
for.  We got video footage from his Ring camera system from Friday, January 24 to Monday, 
January 27.  That footage was placed on a thumb drive and later placed into the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office Facility under item #: 107.    

Neighborhood Canvass (New Construction Area) 

Detective Arndt and I were instructed to conduct a canvass of the area where the new homes are 
being built.  We were given the area from Markshuffle Road and Fontane Blvd to the north all 
the way down to the Grand Mountain School.  There was only constructor work working on 
Saturday, February 1, 2020.  He was working at construction site for soon to be address of 6052 
Nash Drive Lot 186.  He was in an excavator digging out a foundation.  His name was Larry.  
Larry said he did not know anyone by the name Eduardo, with a pocked marked face, handlebar 
mustache about 506 with a slim build.  He said that most of the construction work 
Monday-Friday from 7:30 AM - 4:30 PM.  He did not have any further information.  

Neighborhood Canvass (6915 Mandan Dr) 

Detective Arndt and I were instructed to follow up on camera footage that was sent in as tip. The 
video footage was of a boy wearing blue hooding walking down their street then yells at some of 
friends and runs toward the south.  I contacted the homeowner identified as Kyle.  He said he 
was just going through his camera footage and saw this. He thought it would be smart to send it 
in.  He said he did not know who the boy was but said there are a ton of kids that run around this 
area.  He did not have any further information.  

At this time, Detective Arndt and I spilt up.  She continued down Mandan Drive to see if she 
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could locate were the boy was going.  I began a canvass on Clatsop Dr. 

Neighborhood Canvass (9524 Clatsop Dr) 

I contacted the homeowner identified as Baron King.  He checked his Ring camera.  He was 
able to locate the boy walking down the street.  The boy did not have anyone with him but did 
have a blue hoodie on.  He did not have any further information.  

Neighborhood Canvass (9539 Clatsop Dr)  

No one was home.  At this time no one had made any contact with the homeowner 

Neighborhood Canvass (9581 Clatsop Dr) 

No one was home.  At this time no one had made any contact with the homeowner 

Neighborhood Canvass (9580 Clatsop Dr)  

I contacted the homeowner.  He said that his camera system was down from the January 26, 
2020 to January 30, 2020.  He did not have any footage and did not know why his camera 
system did not collect any videos.  He did not have any further information.  

Neighborhood Canvass (9566 Clatsop Dr) 

No one was at the home.  I rang the doorbell and spoke with homeowner through the doorbell.  
He said he would look through the time frame I gave him of January 27, 2020 at approximately 3 
PM - 3:30 PM.  He said that if he finds anything, he would email it to my work email.  

Neighborhood Canvass (9539 Clatsop Dr) 

No one was home.  At this time no one had made any contact with the homeowner 

Neighborhood Canvass (9552 Clatsop Dr) 

No one was home.  At this time no one had made any contact with the homeowner 

Neighborhood Canvass (9567 Clatsop Dr) 

I contacted the homeowners.  She was identified Tiffany Koonte   She has a 
nest camera.  She was able to locate the boy wearing the blue hoodie walk down the street.   

At this time, I received a phone call from Detective Arndt.  She said she was able to locate 
where the boy went, and the boy name was   

Phone call (100 Noe Rd) 
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Detective Whitehead and Detective Sirois were sent to the area of 100 Noe Rd.  They noticed a 
game camera but did not have any service to call the phone number.  I called Alex Walsh 

  Alex gave us permission/consent to pull the SD card and see if there was
anything on the SD Card.

Mattress Firm (7784 N. Academy Blvd) 

I was sent to the Mattress firm located at 7784 N. Academy Blvd to obtain three (3) mattress 
bags.  I was giving the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office investigation purchase card and 
purchases three (3) queen mattress bags. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO  
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/01/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Saturday February 1, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, followed up on several tips that had come into the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office per Detective Glenn. I followed up on the trash services used in the area of Falcon 
(Safeway) and the University Village Shopping Center (surrounding PetCo). I also responded to 
the Enterprise Rent-a-Car location on Chelton Rd in Colorado Springs reference vehicles Letecia 
and her family were currently using. I also attempted to determine which car wash Letecia had 
used to wash the Volkswagen Tiguan on Wednesday January 29 just before arriving at the 
Sheriff’s Office at approximately 1200 hours. 

Tips 

I called Raymond Miller , who stated he is in the army and has used volunteers 
in the army to conduct a search party in the Lorson Ranch neighborhood Tuesday January 28. 
The party consisted of 100-200 members. The only areas of the neighborhood left in question 
were: 1) a pond to the north of the neighborhood which had iced over, but which had several 
places where the ice appeared to have been disturbed, and 2) the Jimmy Camp creek bed north of 
the neighborhood had small footprints leading away from the neighborhood, which were lost at a 
certain point (indicated on the map, will send me a screenshot of place where footprints were last 
seen). Otherwise, Mr. Raymond stated he received an email from someone who said a psychic 
told them she saw a vision that  was in Helen Hunt Falls. A couple volunteers with the 
army went out this morning and checked the area with negative results. 

I called Adam (ph# ), who stated on Thursday January 30 between 1615 and 1630 
hours, he was driving north on Corporate Dr at Mark Dabling in Colorado Springs. He had just 
made a purchase at the hockey store down the street (Pure Hockey, 6255 Corporate Drive) when 
he observed a child he believed could possibly be  He described the child as appearing 
to be approximately 12 years old with dark hair. He had a hood up over his head and was 
wearing a blue jacket. He was by himself and had a backpack and was carrying a hard-shell case 
in one hand. He was on the west side of the street, walking south on the sidewalk. He was 
between the Platinum Group Realty and the Indian Motorcycle dealership buildings at the time 
he saw him. 

I also canvased Grinde Drive between Trapper Ln and Lyckman Dr in Fountain, CO based on a 
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tip Detective David Glenn received. A reporting party stated either Tuesday January 28 or 
Wednesday January 29 between 0500 and 0600 hours, they observed a child similar to the 
description of  walking north on Grinde Dr, coming from the area of Lyckman Dr and 
Lyckman Pl, near the Welte Education Center. The child was picked up by someone in a 
dark-colored truck in front of one of the houses on Grinde Dr. I identified one residence with 
exterior surveillance cameras in the area, 1018 Grinde Dr. The resident, Jacie Olson 
( ) showed me her Ring doorbell footage, which did not pick up any children or 
trucks in the area during the dates and times indicated. 

Trash Services: Falcon and University Village 

Per the request of Lieutenant Mihalko, I followed up on trash services for Falcon Safeway (7655 
McLaughlin Rd, Peyton, CO) and University Village Shopping Center (5262 N Nevada Ave, 
Colorado Springs, CO).  

Falcon Safeway 
Safeway manager Ian advised they use Waste Management (POC Mike ). They 
have an internal access compactor in the back, but also two dumpsters on either side of the store 
that are open. 

University Village Shopping Center 
Trader Joe’s (5342 N Nevada Ave) manager Michael McCarthy advised they use Waste 
Management, but that they leave the dumpster doors open and normally keep the dumpster itself 
locked. 

Costco (5050 N Nevada Ave) advised they use Waste Management, but have a trash compactor 
which is only accessible from inside the building 

Lowe’s (4880 N Nevada Ave) manager Shawn advised they use Waste Management, but have a 
trash compactor which is only accessible from inside the building 

I called Waste Management Transfer Station and spoke to a female employee (who did not 
provide her name), ph I asked to speak to a supervisor about holding garbage 
collected from specific locations. She stated she would give the supervisor my message, but said 
I would probably not get a call back until Monday.  

Enterprise Rent-a-Car 

Per the direction of EPSO Detective Sergeant Jacob Abendschan, at approximately 1340 hours, I 
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responded to Enterprise Rent-a-Car at 421 N Chelton Rd, Colorado Springs, Colorado. I spoke 
with assistant manager Brooke Adamek and employee Chase Bodenhorn. I inquired as to 
whether the following persons had rented or returned any vehicles within the last week: Letecia 
Stauch,  Debra Locklear, and Aimee Lowry. I was told by Mr. Bodenhorn that Ms. 
Lowry was a secondary driver on a cargo van that was returned to this location today. I asked 
specifically about the vehicle bearing Colorado license plate #OMW400. Ms. Adamek advised 
that vehicle had been rented by a Brenda Acquard, the same person who was the primary for 
the cargo van that had been rented at this location. The vehicle bearing Colorado license plate 
#OMW400 was confirmed a gray Nissan Altima. It had been rented from the Denver 
International Airport location (24530 E 78th Ave, Denver, CO) on January 30th and was returned 
to the same location today. Ms. Adamek stated when a vehicle is rented using a debit card, return 
flight information is required. However, when a vehicle is rented under a credit card, that 
information is not compulsory. The Enterprise area manager (for Colorado Springs) contact was 
provided, Shane Ansell (ph# ).  

I later identified Brenda Acquard as Brenda G Acquard (DOB , a resident of 
Lumberton, North Carolina, alleged to be an aunt of Letecia Stauch on her mother’s side. 

Car Wash Search 

Between 1630 and 1800 hours, I went to the following car washes I identified within a 3 mile 
radius of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (27 E Vermijo Ave, Colorado Springs, CO): 

• 525 S Nevada Ave (Water Works Car Wash) - I spoke to the manager Mike and reviewed
the video from 0900 to 1200 hours for Wednesday January 29, 2020. No black
Volkswagen Tiguans were seen in the video. The license plate CYY283 was also not
logged as ever having been serviced.

• 1018 S Nevada Ave (Wash and Roll Laser) - I spoke to employee Robert Grant, who
showed me the video surveillance for the same timeframe. I did not see the Tiguan.

• 395 S 8th St (Speedy Shine Express Car Wash)-I left my business card requesting follow
up from the supervisor. I provided the vehicle description and timeframe I was
requesting.

• Uintah St and 17th St (National Pride Car Wash)-I observed two exterior video
surveillance cameras, one on either side of the business. I could not find an address for
the business, much less a phone number or owner name. Per the Colorado Secretary of
State website, the owner of the trade name is John Zayac with an associated address of
4643 S Ulster St, Ste 1485, Denver, CO 80237. A Google search of the business revealed
extensive history of the owner not being responsive to news media, the Better Business
Bureau, or customers.

• 1392 S 21st St (Wild Water Washes)-I spoke to one of the owners, Nick Lewis
(ph# ). He advised his business partner Kyle would be able to review the
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video for me (ph# . I provided him my business card. He stated he would 
have Kyle call me tomorrow. 

• 699 S 8th St (Shell gas station)-I provided my business card to an employee who stated
she did not know how to review the cameras, but the manager, Dana Munguia, would be
able to assist me.

The following car washes were identified as within the same radius of the Sheriff’s Office, but I 
was unable to contact an employee: 

• 2510 E Boulder St (7th Wave Car Wash)
• 309 Bonfoy Ave (Power Wash)
• 86 N Academy Blvd (Wild Blue)
• 2280 S Circle Dr (Car Wash at the Broadmoor)

I later forwarded these businesses to the 4th Judicial District Attorney’s Office Investigator Kim 
Martinez for follow up. 

I later learned from EPSO Detective Stefan Hare that the path associated with Letecia’s cell 
phone just prior to arriving at the Sheriff’s Office was along the E Platte Ave route, heading from 
the east into downtown. Therefore, based on this information I will not follow up with the 
businesses on 8th St and 21st St. 

Case Status: SAO 
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On Sunday February 2, 2020 at approximately 10:00 am, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, visited the EPSO 
Evidence Facility. I acquired the following items: 

1. Air Filters from VW Tiguan (FBI item #9)

2. Swabs of undercarriage of VW Tiguan (FBI item #21)

3. Vegetation and debris from undercarriage of VW Tiguan (FBI item #22)

These items were not yet entered in the EPSO evidence system, but were still secured in locker #A. 

I transported these items to Colorado State University in Ft. Collins, Colorado. I delivered them to 
botanist Pamela Smith for analysis.  

See attached evidence receipt. 

NFI / SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/21/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On February 2nd, 2020 at approximately 1030 hours I was instructed by Sergeant Rosario Hubbell to 
coordinate video retrieval at 6643 Mandan Drive.  1103 hours I met with Roderick Drayton the 
homeowner of 6643 Mandan Drive. Mr. Drayton informed me that he had viewed two videos which he 
believed showed relevant video footage. I copied several hours of footage. These files were hosted on a 
cloud service account I noted the account as “Rod_Drayton”. I copied the available files. Mr. Drayton 
provided verbal consent to access his account and I learned these videos had been previously collected 
during a neighborhood canvas before my arrival. Mr. Drayton provided verbal consent for EPSO to 
navigate through other videos. His account information was logged into from the Office of the Sheriff.  

Detective Whitehead and I reviewed this video in conjunction with the neighboring ring doorbell at 6626 
Mandan Drive. Preliminary time frames were noted and a search warrant was authored for the Xfinity 
account. This data is only available in 3 minute intervals and the data connection would intermittently 
reset proving to enhance the difficulty of downloading relevant video. To ensure data integrity I 
submitted a preservation order to Xfinity for the account Rod_Drayton. At the time of this report search 
warrant results are still pending for this account.  

I copied the files obtained to optical media, sealed this media inside a manila evidence envelope and 
placed this item into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office under item #443. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Title: Missing Person 

Date: 02/2/2020 

This is a supplement to case number 20-1382.  

On February 2, 2020, at approximately 1030 hours, I, Sergeant Kurt Smith, responded to 
38.752131, -104.648921, which is a pond on the Banning Lewis property east of Marksheffell 
and north of Cedar Mill Pl.  

Search and Rescue located a pink colored substance in the pond.  I took a sample of the 
substance and tested it with a presumptive test.  I obtained a positive reaction.  I later conducted 
three presumptive tests and they were all negative.   

The pond was later searched by the Colorado Springs Fire Department Dive team and nothing 
was located. 

Nothing Further. 

Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Sunday, February 2, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 28 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Sunday, February 2, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

Detective Stefan Hare contacted me via telephone and informed me he completed a search warrant for 
 cell phone information including tower locations. Detective Hare told me there was a 

possibility  and Mrs. Stauch could have been on Fort Carson on Monday, January 27, 2020 based 
on information gleaned from the search warrant.  

I attempted to contact physical security on Fort Carson to request a download of all gate videos and CAT 
card readers to see if Mrs. Stauch came on post. I was not able to reach anyone. I contacted Lt. Mihalko, 
who was able to contact command staff on post and submit the request for video, license plate readers and 
CAT card scans. Detective Robert Sirois was tasked with collecting the content and ensuring it was 
reviewed.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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INTRODUCTION: 

I, Detective Vincent Sapp 08035, am a Metro VNI Detective from the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO) and have been employed by EPSO since 2008.  I am currently assigned to the 
FBI Southern Colorado Safe Streets Task Force (SCSSTF) as a Task Force Officer (TFO).  I 
have been in my current position as a TFO since September, 2015. 

DETECTIVE STATEMENT: 

On February 2, 2020 I learned that an Amazon Echo Dot device may be in the residence.  
Through training, and experience I learned that the Echo Dot device records a user’s voice when 
it receives commands.  Through research I learned of law enforcement cases in which data was 
recovered from the Amazon “Alexa” account.  In some of those cases recordings were captured 
when the device was waiting for the “wake” word or phrase even though the device was not 
directly engaged.  I contacted an Amazon Law Enforcement liaison and learned that the “wake” 
word or phrase could be changed to anything the user chose but that it was “Alexa” by default.  
I also learned that search queries and recordings would potentially be stored in the account and 
the device as long as they weren’t deleted.   I was made aware that even if there was a file 
deleted there was potential for it to remain in the custody of Amazon.  

SEARCH WARRANT: 

On February 5, 2020 I prepared a search warrant for the Amazon Echo Dot device found in the 
room belonging to  with associated number DSN . The 
Honorable Judge Ann Rotolo granted and signed the warrants at 8:22AM.  The warrant was 
served electronically and a copy was sent by certified mail to Amazon. 

On February 12, 2020 I received an electronic return of results from Amazon Law Enforcement 
Response Specialist Kristi Irwin.  These results were downloaded to a disc and will be placed 
into evidence.
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 5 Sunday February 9, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Monday February 3, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective N. Brklich was asked to 
assist with a search in the area of 2212 Executive Circle, Colorado Springs, CO, 80906 (El 
Pomar Sports Park). Reports had been received of a possible clandestine grave site in this area. 
Due to this area being in the jurisdiction of Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD), 
members of their homicide unit were also there to observe. 

Investigative Activity 

At approximately 8:00 am, I met with Sgt. K. Smith and was briefed on what actions we would 
be taking. At approximately 11:30 am, I along with Sgt. Smith and Metro Crime Lab CSI 
proceeded to the reported site to begin processing the area. After initial photographs of the area 
were taken by CSI, I began a probe of the site. Upon meeting with negative results of possible 
foreign objects approximately one inch of soil was removed from the area. This method was 
repeated until we were able to reach an area of solid ground with rock and vegetative growth. No 
remains were discovered in this area. 

Additional Investigative Activity 

At approximately 3:00 pm, I contacted several trash transfer stations in the area requesting 
information on persons using the facility for dumping their trash. I was informed there is not a 
record kept of who dumps trash at the transfer stations. An identification card is only held in the 
cases where individuals need to use a safety vest provided by the company. I was informed the 
card is only held but not recorded. 

Search Warrant Execution 

At approximately 6:00 pm, I was directed to proceed to 6627 Mandan Dr, Colorado Springs, CO 
80925, to assist the Metro Crime Lab CSI’s with additional processing of the residence. Upon 
arrival I met with Detective Sgt. Rosario Hubbell, Detectives Mark Riley, Tim Ferrell and 
members of the Metro Crime Lab CSI’s. CSI’s began the processing by photographing the 
residence. I was later informed the main purpose of this search was to attempt to locate any 
possible blood residue which may have been cleaned up or missing while attempting to clean. 

During the processing of the residence it was determined several areas of the house showed a 
positive reaction to the Bluestar blood reagent being used, indicating the presence of possible 
blood. Several attempts were made to capture this reaction with digital photographs, many of 
which met with negative results. The following are areas I observed the Bluestar reagent reacting 
in a positive result: 
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Main level: several spots reacted on the carpet leading from the stairs to the laundry room area. 
The laundry room area also leads to the garage. 

Stairs: The stairs leading to the basement consist of approximately six steps leading to a small 
landing. From the landing the stairs turn to the right with approximately six additional steps 
leading to the basement area. I was able to observe a positive reaction in the following areas of 
the stairs: multiple spots on three of the steps leading to the landing. One step appeared to be 
spread out as if it was scrubbed or wiped up. Multiple spots on the landing to include spots on 
the baseboard and wall, multiple spots on the stairs leading to the basement.  

Basement: I observed a large area react positively at the basement landing of the stairs. This area 
also appeared to have been scrubbed or wiped up. I also observed spots next to the computer 
table, spots leading into and within the storage room and spots leading into the bedroom of 

 

 bedroom: I observed multiple areas on the carpet and on the inside door handle of the 
bedroom door. While standing in the doorway and identifying the wall straight ahead as the north 
wall, I observed a large area of positive reaction on both the east and north wall. This is the 
corner of the room where  bed was located. Upon pulling the carpet away from the 
wall, I was able to see what appeared to be blood soaked through the carpet, the underlying pad 
and staining the cement floor below. This carpet and padding was cut out and taken as evidence 
for additional analysis at a later time. 

Items recovered during the search of the residence consisted of multiple swabs of possible visible 
blood stains and swabs of positive Bluestar reactions, photographs, carpet and padding from 
basement bedroom and a Smith and Wesson M&P 9C 9mm pistol. 

Case Status: Active Investigation
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #4 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Monday, February 3, 2020, at approximately 08:00 am, I, Detective Courtney 
McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued 
to assist in this case. 

Facebook Returns 
At approximately 8:00am, I was notified by Facebook, that the account information I had 
requested had been processed.  The information was in regard to Facebook links:  

The information provided by Facebook was burned onto disks and placed into evidence. 
It will be reviewed at a later time.  

Follow up-Google Contact 
At approximately 9:00 am, I again contacted Google due to not receiving any returns from 
them from a previous warrant that was issued on 02/01/2020 and served to Google legal 
on that date.  I left a message with case information on the Google Exigency telephone 
line and did not receive a call back.   

Yahoo Contact 
At approximately 9:15am, I received a call from Alyssa Anderson with Yahoo regarding the 
warrant they received on 02/01/2020.  Alyssa advised due to protocol with Verizon (who 
Yahoo is owned and operated by) they are only able to provide information up to the date 
the warrant is served and nothing further.   

An additional warrant was requested for any information requested after 02/01/2020. 
Due to  receiving several messages from Ms. Leticia Stauch over the 
weekend from her Yahoo and Google email accounts regarding information on  

 disappearance it was determined an additional warrant would be written.  

Alyssa was able to provide partial Yahoo Returns for the accounts that were placed into 
evidence.  

Yahoo Additional Warrant 
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At approximately 1:50 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Meredith Patrick 
Cord.  Judge Patrick Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Yahoo, 701 First Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

 

The accounts belong to Ms. Leticia Stauch and    

At approximately 2:05 pm, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant. 

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing.   

The warrant was assigned number 20-371.  

The warrant was served to Yahoo via their portal and was issued internal case #439708. A 
copy of the warrant was provided to Alyssa with Yahoo.  

Ms. Stauch Dell Laptop 
At approximately 12:00 pm, I was notified of a Black Dell Laptop belonging to Ms. Stauch 
that was provided to detectives by   It was determined a search warrant would 
need to be written for the device to ensure it did not contain any information relevant to 
this case. 

At approximately 1:50 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Meredith Patrick 
Cord.  Judge Patrick Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A black Dell laptop computer bearing serial#  belonging to Leticia Stauch. 
The laptop is currently stored at the El Paso County Sheriff's Office digital forensic 
lab.   

The device belongs to Ms. Leticia Stauch.   

At approximately 2:02 pm, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant. 

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing.   

The warrant was assigned number 20-370.  

Evidence 
The Facebook account information provided was burned to disk and placed into evidence 
as Item #156- 158 and Item# 160-164. The Yahoo account partial returns were placed into 
evidence at Item#165.  
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 02/3/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, February 3, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that  was still missing. 

Background Information on  Boyfriend 

On this day I was asked to gather background information on  (DOB  boyfriend. 

 boyfriend was identified as Jace Morin (DOB ). I conducted a search of multiple law 
enforcement databases I have access to. 

10645 Delaney Lane came back as an address associated with Jace. A search of the county assessor’s 
website showed the owners of this house to be Lanelle Morin (DOB  and Pete Morin (DOB 

). I conducted a search of Mr. and Ms. Morin through multiple databases and found the 
following associated phone numbers. Ms. Morin showed an associated phone number of  
and Mr. Morin showed an associated phone number of . 

Through my searches, I did not find anything of note for Mr. and Ms. Morin. I was able to locate a 
Facebook and Instagram account associated with Jace Morin. On his Facebook profile is a picture of a 
red Jeep Cherokee with Colorado license plate number CBE-306. 

I conducted a query of this license plate in NCIC/CCIC and it came back to a Jace Morin at 10645 Delaney 
Lane. 

Identifying Phone Numbers 

Detective Jessica Bethel (07088) notified me of four unidentified phone numbers that were in contact 
with Letecia Stauch (DOB  during the time frame that  went missing. 

I searched multiple Law Enforcement Databases and found the following: 

 is associated with Christen Dickerson (DOB  located in Arlington Washington.
I checked Ms. Stauch’s Facebook contacts for Ms. Dickerson and saw the two were not connected as
friends. I did, however, observe a Karla Dickerson that was a mutual friend of Ms. Stauch and Ms.
Dickerson. On Ms. Stauch’s Facebook return, it appears that Ms. Stauch searched for Karla Dickerson’s
profile on January 10, 2020.

 is associated with Angelica Castillo (DOB  located in Goldendale Washington. I
was unable to develop a connection to Ms. Stauch.

did not have any associated current matches. There appeared to a previous associated
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match that had the number up until several months ago. The number appears to be hosted by T-Mobile 
but no further information is known at this time. 

 is associated with Samantha Marcott ( ). Ms. Stauch and Ms. Marcott are not
associated as friends on Facebook. However, Ms. Marcott is listed as a teacher in Horry County South
Carolina on her Facebook page. Ms. Stauch currently has family in Myrtle Beach which is located within
Horry County. Ms. Stauch was also a teacher while she was living in South Carolina.

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Title: Missing Person 

Date: 02/3/2020 

This is a supplement to case number 20-1382.  

On February 3, 2020, at approximately 0800 hours, I, Sergeant Kurt Smith, assisted in the 
execution of a search warrant at 3819 Janitell Road. 

Nothing of evidentiary value was located at this address. 

Nothing Further. 

Status: SAO 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On February 3, 2020, at about 9:45 a.m., I, Detective Montville 
prepared two search warrants for this case. 

The first search warrant I prepared was for 6627 Mandan Drive. The 
second search warrant I prepared was for 3819 Janitell Road. I 
presented each warrant to the Honorable Judge Rotolo. Judge Rotolo 
swore me in. Judge Rotolo reviewed and signed each search warrant 
along with a court order to seal each search warrant.  

I filed the search warrant for 6627 Mandan Drive wtih the Clerk of 
Courts. It was assigned Criminal Proceedings Number 20-366. I also 
filed the search warrant for 3819 Janitell Road with the Clerk of 
Courts. It was assigned Criminal Proceedings Number 20-367.  

A copy of the search warrant and sealing orders are attached to this 
supplement.  

At about 10:00 a.m., I provided Detective Mark Riley with a copy of 
the search warrant for 6627 Mandan Drive. At about 10:20 a.m., I 
provided Detective Nick Brklich with a copy of the search warrant 
for 3819 Janitell Road.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV  
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On Monday February 3, 2020 at approximately 11:00 am, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, assisted in the 
execution of Search Warrant #20-366. This was a search of the garage of 6627 Mandan Drive which was 
conducted by CSI’s Christian Liewer and Robert Zaleski. The full documentation of the search can be 
found in Metro Crime Lab Report #20MCL267. 

The following items were collected: 

1. Trace Evidence

2. Photographs

3. Wood Sample

4. Rectangular piece of carpet remnant with stains.

The crime lab took custody of these items. I ensured a copy of the Search Warrant and a list of items 
taken was left at the residence.  

I went to the EPSO Evidence Facility where I accessed the items secured in locker #A which had been 
recovered during the search of the Tiguan. I entered the following into evidence: 

#122: Five trace evidence filters. 

#123: Gel lift of footwear impression from driver seat. 

#124: Gel lift of footwear impression from back driver side seat. 

#125: Possible hair and fibers from the trunk. 

#126: Possible hair and fibers from the trunk. 

#127: Receipt from COS Airport dated 1/28/20 from passenger seat. 

#128: Control swabs 

#129: Swab of bumper and seal lip 

#130: Swab of outside of driver seat. 

#131: Swab of driver’s door armrest. 

#132: Swab of door side of glovebox. 

#133: Swab of front passenger seat. 

#134: Swab of interior of front passenger door. 

#135: Swab of rear passenger seat. 
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Nothing Further 

Status SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/16/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 02/03/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 11:00 a.m., I assisted in the execution of a Search Warrant at the Stauch 
home located at 6627 Mandan Drive. 

The search began in the garage area of the home by the Colorado Springs Police Department 
Metro Crime Lab.  Crime Scene Investigator’s Christian Lewer and Robert Zaleski processed 
the garage.  During this initial search, BlueStar was used.  It is described as a forensic blood 
reagent used to reveal blood that is not always visible to the naked eye.   

The following items were seized during the garage portion of the search; 

1. Trace evidence
2. Photographs
3. Wood samples
4. Rug

A scribe sheet documenting the items seized was completed and a copy is included with this 
report. 

Later in the evening, the search was continued in the remainder of the house.  This portion of 
the search was delayed due to the need for darkness to complete processing with the use of 
Bluestar.  The closed garage was sufficient to allow the use of Bluestar during that portion of 
the search. 

During the search of the remainder of the home, Bluestar revealed blood from  room 
downstairs, into the family room downstairs, up the stairway and out to the garage. 

Due to camera malfunction, the Bluestar reaction was not captured in photographs. 

In the southeast corner of  room, a suspected blood stain was found in the carpet, 
carpet pad and on the concrete below.  These were all documented in photographs. 

At the completion of this search, the following items were taken; 

1. Multiple swabs (possible blood and Blue Star positions)
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2. Photographs
3. Electrical socket cover
4. Carpet and pad from basement bedroom
5. Smith and Wesson M+P 9C 9mm handgun

The Crime Lab took possession of the items seized.  A scribe sheet was completed for the 
items taken.   

A copy of the scribe sheet is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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2020-00001382 (4) 6626 Mandan Drive video: 

On Monday, February 3, 2020, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, conducted follow up in reference to this case. 

At about 2:00 pm, I began reviewing Ring Doorbell camera footage from the residence located at 
6626 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80925.  Log in information was provided by the 
resident granting us permission to search video directly from their account.  Below is a list of 
video containing items of footage that is noteworthy: 

Jan 27 2020 at 1420 - Nissan is backed into the driveway and the garage door opens. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1429 -  appears to be seen in the threshold of the garage. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1501 - An adult male in a brown jacket and blue jeans walking north of the 
residence. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1502 - Same adult male walking in the street north of the residence; appears to be 
worker associate with the Xfinity vehicle. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1514 - Child leaning against garage door; appears to be  
Jan 27 2020 at 1530 - Open garage. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1539 - Open garage. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1541 - Open garage. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1549 - Open garage. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1551 - Open garage. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1555 - Open garage. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1632 - Garage door closes. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1637 -  gets home. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1732 - Jetta arrives at residence. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1735 - Light in front room briefly comes on and then goes off. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1834 - Garage lights come on; someone moves bike in driveway. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1846 - Two people get into the Nissan. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1849 - Nissan is gone and appears to be parked to the north of the residence. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1853 - Nissan is driving south. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1901 - Nissan is parked on the north side of the driveway with lights on. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1904 - Nissan lights are on, no movement. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1912 - Reverse or brake lights come on; someone walking north to south. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1921 - Jetta arrives and parks on south side of driveway; Nissan bed light  
comes on. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1923 - Nissan and Jetta still parked on driveway and no movement. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1950 - Garage door is closed, Nissan is off and Jetta leaves. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1953 - Jetta returns to the residence. 
Jan 27 2020 at 1955 - Jetta lights are on and then go off. 
Jan 27 2020 at 2008 - Silver SUV parks in front of house and an unknown person goes to 
residence. 
Jan 27 2020 at 2022 - Silver SUV leaves. 
Jan 27 2020 at 2050 - Silver SUV returns and two doors can be heard closing. 
Jan 27 2020 at 2101 - Silver SUV is gone. 
Jan 27 2020 at 2147 - Front room light comes on briefly and goes off. 
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Jan 28 2020 at 0617 - Nissan is moved curbside from the driveway. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0618 - Someone gets out of Nissan, goes back to Nissan and moves it a short 
distance. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0619 - Someone gets into the Tiguan. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0622 - Tiguan leaves the house. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0632 - Tiguan returns to the house. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0634 - Garage door opens. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0636 - Tiguan backs into the garage and there is movement inside the garage. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0830 - Silver SUV arrives with soldiers. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0835 - Silver SUV leaves. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0851 - Jetta backs out of the driveway and attempt to park in the garage and one 
person gets out. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0852 - Jetta backs out of the driveway and then parks in the garage. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0907 - Silver SUV returns to the residence, but no one gets out. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0915 - Soldiers get out of the SUV and Leticia and  pull into the driveway in 
the Kia Rio.  Nissan is parked curbside. 
Jan 28 2020 at 1000 - Soldiers leave in Silver SUV, moments later Nissan returns home and 
parks curbside. 

The Ring camera located at this address did not pick up on every movement.  The Nissan can be 
seen parked curbside at the residence, will be gone in the next video, and then can be seen 
parking curbside at the residence in the next video.  Some videos are not available.  In some 
videos, the camera freezes, but sound can be heard.   

There are four videos of significance from 6626 Mandan Drive: 

Jan 28 2020 at 0622 - Tiguan leaves the house. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0632 - Tiguan returns to the house and appears to sit in the driveway for at least 
two minutes. 
Jan 28 2020 at 0634 - Garage door opens and someone can be seen moving from left to right 
inside the garage and appears to be dragging something.  That part of the video is only about 
one to two seconds.   
Jan 28 2020 at 0636 - Tiguan backs into the garage and there is movement near the front of the 
garage by the headlights right before the video stops. 

Video from 6643 Mandan Drive, shows the Tiguan pulling out of the garage and 8:13 am.  A 
parking voucher found in the Tiguan shows an entry time of 8:30 am on 01/28/20, and an exit 
time of 7:02 pm on 01/28/20 with a duration of 10 hours and 32 minutes. 

I downloaded the aforementioned videos from 6626 Mandan drive to a DVD and placed it into 
Evidence Locker #INV1 as Item # 150. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active  
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This a supplement #6 for case 20-1382 Monday, February 3, 2020, 2020 

Search warrant execution at 6627 Mandan Dr.: 

On 02/03/2020, at approximately 06:00 pm, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division, assisted in executing a search warrant at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. 

The Colorado Springs Police Department Metro Crime Lab (MCL) had already started processing the 
residence earlier in the day with other detectives. Upon arrival back at the residence, they again 
photographed the residence to show the state it was in at the start of the search. 

MCL resumed processing the scene in the hallway directly inside of the laundry room. Upon using Blue 
Star, several areas in the hallway leading from the laundry room to the stairs to the basement exhibited 
a reaction. MCL attempted to photograph the reactions but were having issues with the camera 
capturing the Blue Star reaction. I observed MCL swab several of the areas where the reaction occurred. 

MCL then followed the Blue Star reactions to the stairs leading to the basement. I observed a reaction 
on a piece of trim at the top of the stairs on the garage side of the stairs. There were numerous Blue Star 
reactions on the stairs leading down to the basement. Multiple stairs appeared to have been scrubbed 
based on the wide swath of the reaction visible. MCL also located two visible spots they believed was 
possibly blood. One was on the trim on the first lading halfway down the stairs and the second was on 
the wall on the side of the staircase facing the front of the house. I observed MCL attempt to 
photograph the reactions but again had issues with the camera capturing the reactions. I also observed 
MCL swab multiple areas of the reactions on the stairs and they also swabbed both visible spots. 

MCL then checked the area of the basement directly at the bottom of the staircase. A large area 
approximately 4 feet by 6 feet was observed to have a reaction to the Blue Star. I observed MCL attempt 
to photograph the reaction and they swabbed the area of the reaction. 

MCL then continued with Blue Star and found areas which reacted leading into the utility room in the 
basement and into a bedroom located near the utility room. MCL photographed and swabbed the areas 
in the utility room and the hallway leading to the bedroom. 

MCL used Blue Star in the bedroom and I observed several areas react leading to the back-right portion 
of the room which had contained a bed previously taken as evidence. Blue star reactions were also 
observed on the wall in the back-right corner of the room. I took two photographs of the Blue Star 
reactions on the wall using a cell phone due to MCL having continuing issues with their camera. I later 
downloaded the two photographs onto a CD and placed it into evidence at the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office item #137. MCL was able to photograph the reactions using their camera and swabbed the areas. 

After MCL completed the photographs, Sergeant Rosario Hubbell was looking at the carpet in the corner 
of the room and when he touched the edge, stated it felt like something was in the carpet fibers. MCL 
pulled back the edge of the carpet and located a large brown/red stain on the bottom of the carpet 
consistent with possibly being blood. It was found to have soaked through the carpet and padding 
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underneath and had stained the concrete. MCL photographed the stain and removed the carpet and 
padding for later processing and swabbed the stain. I also observed the inside door handle to the room 
appeared to be covered in a brown substance. MCL checked the door handle with Blue Star and 
observed a reaction. A swab was taken from the door handle. 

A handgun was also located in the residence in the master bedroom and was taken for further 
processing. The handgun was a Smith & Wesson 9mm, unknown serial number due to it being covered 
by the grip.  

MCL collected all evidence for further processing in their lab. I completed a scribe sheet for the items 
collected while I was on scene and a copy was left with the search warrant on the kitchen counter. I 
provided Detective Mark Riley with the original scribe sheet. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 9, 2020 

On February 3, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division assisted Detective Williams by downloading DVR footage from a Click It DVR 
system located at the 7 Eleven at 7725 Fountain Mesa Road, Fountain, CO.  The time stamp on the DVR 
system was confirmed as being correct at the time I downloaded the video.   The video was placed onto 
external media.  I placed copies of the DVR footage into the case folder and onto optical media, which I 
placed into evidence under item # 242.  Please see Detective Williams supplemental report for additional 
information.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/23/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On February 3rd, 2020 I began an analysis of a Cellebrite download performed by Detective Bauman. The 
below listed extraction summary details the data gathered from this device. I noted a verified device 
hash signature during each review of this device. I noted the trace window of the Cellebrite Reader 
7.24.0.209 did not display any errors.  The Cellebrite Reader report was adjusted to reflect Mountain 
Standard Time (-7 UTC). 

Advertising Id (IDFA) AEA7E19E-B86B-4953-B97D-76D2C6741E17 
AirDrop ID f206af65ef58 
Apple ID tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
iCloud account present TRUE 
Last Cloud Backup Date 
Owner Name TStauch 
Serial  
Time Zone (UTC-07:00)  Denver  (America) 
Unique ID af589e5220790ed94a732a0f24feb6bacbf52f16 
ICCID '89014104278888605880 
ICCID '89014103276579781532 
IMEI '356766082660834 
IMSI '310410657978153 
Last user ICCID '89014103276579781532 
Last used MSISDN 18436557460 
MSISDN '8436557460 
MSISDN '18436557460 
Bluetooth device 
address 

6C:4D:73:B2:C0:2A 

Bluetooth device 
address 

6E:4D:73:B2:C0:2A 

MAC address 6E:4D:73:B2:C0:2B 
MAC address 6E:4D:73:B2:C0:D4 
MAC address 78:04:73:36:F7:6D 
MAC address 0E:C1:FF:A8:D9:B4 
MAC address BE:64:D6:43:4C:06 
MAC address F2:96:3D:59:B8:96 
MAC address 0E:21:25:EF:00:0A 
Wi-Fi MAC address 6C:4D:73:B2:C0:29 
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Phone Data 
Applications Usage 
Log 

16301 
(104) 

Bluetooth Devices 1857 (237) 
Calendar 515 (24) 
Call Log 418 (17) 
Chats 753 (419) 
Contacts 2174 (17) 
Cookies 4759 (89) 
Device Events 18281 (0) 
Device Locations 112451 

(113) 
Device Notifications 1 (0) 
Installed 
Applications 

956 (0) 

Log Entries 18213 (0) 
MMS Messages 1498 (0) 
Mobile Cards 17 (1) 
Notes 77 (20) 
Passwords 9 (0) 
Recordings 10 (1) 
Searched Items 1460 (607) 
SMS Messages 153 (0) 
User Accounts 31 (0) 
User Dictionary 12100 (0) 
Voicemails 362 (0) 
Web Bookmarks 3 (0) 
Web History 6460 

(4450) 
Wireless Networks 1300 (0) 
Data Files 
Applications 35 (0) 
Archives 1887 (0) 
Audio 11232 (0) 
Configurations 444166 (0) 
Databases 3798 (0) 
Documents 1160 (75) 
Images 121721 (3) 
Shortcuts 3 (0) 
Text 22063 (0) 
Videos 3541 (0) 

Definitions: 
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File System- is a method of organizing and retrieving files from a storage medium. This system controls 
how data is stored and retrieved. 

Cellebrite Reader- forensic software application used to parse file system data 

IOS- an operating system used for mobile devices manufactured by Apple Inc 

The follow review is meant to provide a timeline analysis for the time period of January 26th 2020 until 
January 29th 2020. This timeframe is based upon corresponding events located on this device during this 
investigation.  

A chronological review of this Cellebrite Reader repot was conducted using the Cellebrite Timeline, and 
device events.  

Apps Info: 

Application Usage Log- 5701 items were observed in this category during the described timeframe from 
1/26/2020 to 1/29/2020. I narrowed this timeframe to 1/27/2020 from 1445 to 1626 hours. 62 Results 
were found.  

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

Applications Usage Log  (62)

# Identifier Time Sub Module Additional info Source Deleted 
1 com.apple.m

obilephone 
Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:52 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:57 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

2 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:50 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:51 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

3 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:50 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:51 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.systemgesture 

KnowledgeC  

4 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  
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End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

5 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:42 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

6 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:40 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:44 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

7 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:39 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:26:41 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

8 com.apple.m
obilephone 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:30 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:30 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

9 com.apple.In
CallService 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:29 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:30 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.prox 

KnowledgeC  

10 com.apple.In
CallService 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:15 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:18 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

11 com.apple.In
CallService 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:14 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:15 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.prox 

KnowledgeC  

12 com.apple.In
CallService 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:11 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.prox 

KnowledgeC  
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4:21:13 
PM(UTC-7) 

13 com.apple.In
CallService 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:09 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:11 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.prox 

KnowledgeC  

14 com.apple.In
CallService 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:05 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:08 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

15 com.apple.m
obilephone 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:57 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:21:05 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

16 com.apple.m
obilesafari 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:54 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:56 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

17 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:50 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:51 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

18 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:49 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:51 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

19 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:45 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:48 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

20 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:45 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:46 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  
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21 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:44 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:48 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

22 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:41 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:43 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

23 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:38 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:20:41 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.systemgesture 

KnowledgeC  

24 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:11:52 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:12:02 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.idleTim
er 

KnowledgeC  

25 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
4:11:21 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
4:11:52 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

26 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:50 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:44:34 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.notification 

KnowledgeC  

27 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:45 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:50 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

28 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:45 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.liftToW
ake 

KnowledgeC  

29 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 

Activity 
Type: 

KnowledgeC  
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3:43:40 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:43 
PM(UTC-7) 

com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

30 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:35 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.idleTim
er 

KnowledgeC  

31 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:15 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:35 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

32 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:10 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:15 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

33 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:10 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:43:12 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

34 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:42:20 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:42:35 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

35 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:42:16 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:42:20 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

36 com.apple.P
references 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:42:15 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:42:16 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.systemgesture 

KnowledgeC  

37 com.apple.P
references 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:37:19 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.idleTim
er 

KnowledgeC  
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End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:37:29 
PM(UTC-7) 

38 com.apple.P
references 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:36:33 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:37:19 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.externalrequest 

KnowledgeC  

39 com.apple.M
usic 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:36:14 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:36:30 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

40 com.apple.M
usic 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:59 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:36:14 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

41 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:55 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:58 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

42 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:55 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:58 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

43 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:54 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:58 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

44 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:51 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:53 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

45 com.apple.In
CallService 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:50 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.prox 

KnowledgeC  
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3:35:51 
PM(UTC-7) 

46 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:05 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:35:08 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

47 com.apple.In
CallService 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:32:13 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:32:15 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

48 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:32:09 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:32:13 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

49 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:32:02 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:32:09 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

50 com.apple.In
CallService 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
3:31:18 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
3:31:37 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.backlight.transitionReason.fullScr
eenAlert 

KnowledgeC  

51 com.apple.m
obilephone 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:24 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:28 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.externalrequest 

KnowledgeC  

52 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:24 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:24 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

53 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:20 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:20 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  
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54 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:20 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:20 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

55 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:20 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:20 
PM(UTC-7) 

Activity 
Type: 
com.apple.m
ail.mailbox 

KnowledgeC  

56 com.apple.m
obilemail 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:55 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:22 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

57 com.apple.m
obilesafari 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:45 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:47 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

58 com.apple.m
obilesafari 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:31 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:54 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

59 com.apple.m
obilesafari 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:30 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:31 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  

60 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:28 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:29 
PM(UTC-7) 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.systemgesture 

KnowledgeC  

61 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:19 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:26 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

62 com.apple.M
obileSMS 

Start time: 
1/27/2020 

Launch reason: 
com.apple.SpringBoard.transitionReason.homescreen 

KnowledgeC  
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2:45:12 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:19 
PM(UTC-7) 

Chats: 753 chats were observed. 

419 chats were deleted, and not all content is available. Text message correspondence and a timeline of 
events known during this investigation will be completed at a later date once all information is gathered. 
All chats gathered from this device are currently secured in the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office evidence. 
A chat gathered from number  was extracted and attached to this report. This telephone 
number is the office issued number of Detective J. Bethel. 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

Participants

  Maybe:   (owner) 

 

Conversation - Instant Messages  (84) 
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Device Events: 1/27/2020 0950 hours until 1446 hours 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

Device Events  (12)

# Time Event type Value Additional info Source Deleted 
1 Start time: 

1/27/2020 
9:56:03 
AM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
9:56:22 
AM(UTC-7) 

Device Lock 
Status 

Unlocked KnowledgeC  

2 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
9:56:20 
AM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
9:56:24 
AM(UTC-7) 

Display 
On/Off 

Display on KnowledgeC  

3 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
10:38:40 
AM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
10:39:08 
AM(UTC-7) 

Display 
On/Off 

Display on KnowledgeC  

4 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
10:48:56 

Display 
On/Off 

Display on KnowledgeC  
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AM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
10:49:12 
AM(UTC-7) 

5 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
11:06:20 
AM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
11:06:48 
AM(UTC-7) 

Display 
On/Off 

Display on KnowledgeC  

6 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
12:01:08 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
12:01:40 
PM(UTC-7) 

Display 
On/Off 

Display on KnowledgeC  

7 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
12:33:32 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
12:34:04 
PM(UTC-7) 

Display 
On/Off 

Display on KnowledgeC  

8 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
1:15:36 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
1:16:08 
PM(UTC-7) 

Display 
On/Off 

Display on KnowledgeC  

9 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
1:16:00 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:24:38 
PM(UTC-7) 

Audio 
Output 
Route 

Speaker KnowledgeC  

10 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:24:38 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:25:00 
PM(UTC-7) 

Audio 
Output 
Route 

VW BT 2227  KnowledgeC  

11 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:25:00 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 
1/27/2020 
2:46:25 
PM(UTC-7) 

Audio 
Output 
Route 

Speaker KnowledgeC  

12 Start time: 
1/27/2020 
2:45:08 
PM(UTC-7) 
End time: 

Display 
On/Off 

Display on KnowledgeC  
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1/27/2020 
2:46:28 
PM(UTC-7) 

Device Locations 1/26/2020 until 1/29/2020 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

GPS 

Locations  (27) <C:\Users\dellf\Documents\gps\locations.kml> Open in Google Earth
<file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\gps\locations.kml> 
_ 

<C:\Users\dellf\Documents\gps\locations.html> Open in Google Maps
<file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\gps\locations.html> 

# Origin Position Info Confidence Category Deleted 
1 (38.828221, -104.824111)  Description: 

com.life360.safetymap Time: 
1/29/2020 11:52:57 AM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Reminder 
Locations 

Yes 

2 (38.828221, -104.824111)  Description: 
com.life360.safetymap Time: 
1/29/2020 11:52:57 AM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Reminder 
Locations 

Yes 

3 (38.829965, -104.825631)  Description: com.ring Time: 
1/29/2020 11:46:14 AM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Reminder 
Locations 

Yes 

4 (38.837476, -104.792813)  Description: 
com.life360.safetymap Time: 
1/29/2020 11:33:33 AM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Reminder 
Locations 

Yes 

5 (38.837476, -104.792813)  Description: 
com.life360.safetymap Time: 
1/29/2020 11:33:33 AM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Reminder 
Locations 

Yes 

6 (33.730116, -78.933952)  Description: 
com.life360.safetymap Time: 
1/29/2020 11:03:24 AM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Reminder 
Locations 

7 (33.730116, -78.933952)  Description: 
com.life360.safetymap Time: 
1/29/2020 11:03:24 AM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Reminder 
Locations 

8 (38.734621, -104.646831)  Description: 
com.life360.safetymap Time: 
1/29/2020 11:03:24 AM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Reminder 
Locations 
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9 (38.734621, -104.646831)  Description: 
com.life360.safetymap Time: 
1/29/2020 11:03:24 AM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Reminder 
Locations 

10 Description: BSSID: 
00:19:92:34:2E:69 SSID: 
First&Main-1 Type: Wireless 
Network  Name: First&Main-1 
Time: 1/29/2020 10:57:04 
AM(UTC-7)   Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

11 Description: BSSID: 
C8:52:61:EB:41:91 SSID: 
PantherNation Type: Wireless 
Network  Name: PantherNation 
Time: 1/29/2020 8:34:16 
AM(UTC-7)   Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

12 Description: BSSID: 
0:11:74:9c:94:d1 SSID: KFC 
FREE WIFI Type: Wireless 
Network  Name: KFC FREE 
WIFI Time: 1/29/2020 1:04:57 
AM(UTC-7)   Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

13 Description: BSSID: 
a:8d:cb:dc:73:99 SSID: 
IHGConnect Type: Wireless 
Network Last Connection Name: 
IHGConnect Time: 1/28/2020 
11:46:56 PM(UTC-7)   Source: 

Wireless 
Networks 

14 Description: SSID: xfinitywifi 
Type: Wireless Network  Name: 
xfinitywifi Time: 1/28/2020 
11:43:57 PM(UTC-7)   Source: 

Wireless 
Networks 

15 Description: BSSID: 
24:de:c6:5b:5d:60 SSID: 
Starbucks WiFi Type: Wireless 
Network Last Connection Name: 
Starbucks WiFi Time: 1/28/2020 
9:54:09 PM(UTC-7)   Source:   

Wireless 
Networks 

16 Description: BSSID: 
c:f4:d5:2d:97:88 SSID: Hilton 
Honors Type: Wireless Network 
Last Connection Name: Hilton 
Honors Time: 1/28/2020 9:51:06 
PM(UTC-7)   Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

17 Description: BSSID: 
60:D0:2C:71:DD:88 SSID: 
PlanetFitness Type: Wireless 
Network  Name: PlanetFitness 
Time: 1/28/2020 5:37:24 
PM(UTC-7)   Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

18 Description: BSSID: 
60:D0:2C:71:DD:8C SSID: 
PlanetFitness Type: Wireless 
Network  Name: PlanetFitness 
Time: 1/28/2020 5:37:09 
PM(UTC-7)   Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

19 Description: BSSID: 
60:D0:2C:51:0E:4C SSID: 
PlanetFitness Type: Wireless 
Network  Name: PlanetFitness 
Time: 1/28/2020 5:36:51 
PM(UTC-7)   Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

20 Description: SSID: 
PlanetFitness Type: Wireless 
Network  Name: PlanetFitness 
Time: 1/28/2020 5:18:13 

Wireless 
Networks 
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PM(UTC-7)   Source: 
21 Description: BSSID: 

C8:B5:AD:5A:2B:D0 SSID: 
McDonalds Free WiFi Type: 
Wireless Network  Name: 
McDonalds Free WiFi Time: 
1/28/2020 5:08:25 PM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

22 Description: BSSID: 
C8:B5:AD:B5:ED:B0 SSID: 
McDonalds Free WiFi Type: 
Wireless Network  Name: 
McDonalds Free WiFi Time: 
1/28/2020 5:08:11 PM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

23 Description: BSSID: 
20:A6:CD:F5:05:B0 SSID: 
McDonalds Free WiFi Type: 
Wireless Network  Name: 
McDonalds Free WiFi Time: 
1/28/2020 5:05:28 PM(UTC-7)  
Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

24 Description: SSID: McDonalds 
Free WiFi Type: Wireless 
Network  Name: McDonalds 
Free WiFi Time: 1/28/2020 
4:59:43 PM(UTC-7)   Source: 

Wireless 
Networks 

25 Description: BSSID: 
C8:52:61:EB:41:90 SSID: 
PantherNation Type: Wireless 
Network  Name: PantherNation 
Time: 1/28/2020 8:12:57 
AM(UTC-7)   Source:    

Wireless 
Networks 

26 (34.044500, -118.266000)  Name: 
239584B37A627EC3F4BC8850A
2F6653D7C8A5B38-blob Time: 
1/26/2020 4:19:55 PM  
Source:    

Media 
Locations 

27 (38.874725, -104.880814)  Name: IMG_6114.JPG Time: 
1/26/2020 3:39:25 PM  
Source:    

Media 
Locations 

Log Entries 1/26/2020 until 1/29/2020 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

Log Entries  (458)

# Identifier Application Severity Body Timestamp IDs Source Info Deleted 
1 itunescloudd/c

om.apple.data
usage.itunes
media 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesmedia 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:0 Wan 
Out:144  

1/29/2020 
7:46:22 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

2 apsd/com.app
le.datausage.
applepushser

com.apple.dataus
age.applepushser
vice 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:44928 Wan 
Out:31933  

1/29/2020 
7:46:21 
PM(UTC-7)  

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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vice End time:  eUID: 0  
3 CommCenter

MobileHelper/
com.apple.dat
ausage.softw
areupdate 

com.apple.dataus
age.softwareupdat
e 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:0 Wan 
Out:112  

1/29/2020 
7:46:21 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

4 newsd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:192685 Wan 
Out:28200  

1/29/2020 
7:34:43 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

5 IMRemoteUR
LConne/com.
apple.datausa
ge.messages 

com.apple.dataus
age.messages 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16770 Wan 
Out:2592  

1/29/2020 
7:10:27 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

6 parsecd/com.
apple.datausa
ge.siri 

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:27675 Wan 
Out:5187  

1/29/2020 
5:33:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

7 cloudd/com.a
pple.Fitness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16177 Wan 
Out:10518  

1/29/2020 
5:16:50 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

8 itunescloudd/c
om.apple.data
usage.itunes
media 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesmedia 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:195518 Wan 
Out:53979  

1/29/2020 
4:13:44 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

9 trustd/com.ap
ple.datausage
.security 

com.apple.dataus
age.security 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:3685 Wan 
Out:1054  

1/29/2020 
2:42:28 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

10 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Fitness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:7396 Wan 
Out:2020  

1/29/2020 
2:42:21 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

11 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
2:39:52 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

12 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
2:38:01 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

13 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 

1/29/2020 
2:29:26 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

14 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.Fit
ness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:104590 Wan 
Out:88304  

1/29/2020 
2:13:26 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

15 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
2:11:15 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

16 locationd/com
.apple.dataus
age.location 

com.apple.dataus
age.location 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:51546 Wan 
Out:31249  

1/29/2020 
1:49:08 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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17 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
1:39:07 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

18 SafetyMap/co
m.life360.safe
tymap

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:178611 Wan 
Out:126734  

1/29/2020 
1:38:49 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

19 mDNSRespon
der/com.life36
0.safetymap 

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:17150 Wan 
Out:7274  

1/29/2020 
1:38:45 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

20 mobileactivati
on/com.apple.
datausage.se
curity 

com.apple.dataus
age.security 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:46273 Wan 
Out:9816  

1/29/2020 
1:35:43 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

21 swcd/com.app
le.datausage.
safari 

com.apple.dataus
age.safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4932 Wan 
Out:3586  

1/29/2020 
1:29:18 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

22 identityservice
s/com.apple.d
atausage.appl
eid 

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1704 Wan 
Out:26912  

1/29/2020 
1:29:15 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

23 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
1:29:02 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

24 syncdefaultsd/
com.apple.dat
ausage.docsa
ndsync 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:56068 Wan 
Out:28984  

1/29/2020 
1:27:24 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

25 UsaaMobile/c
om.usaa.Usa
aMobile 

com.usaa.UsaaM
obile 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:28465 Wan 
Out:71141  

1/29/2020 
12:52:47 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

26 mDNSRespon
der/com.usaa.
UsaaMobile 

com.usaa.UsaaM
obile 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2458 Wan 
Out:5892  

1/29/2020 
12:52:43 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

27 geod/com.app
le.datausage.
maps 

com.apple.dataus
age.maps 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:183202 Wan 
Out:160008  

1/29/2020 
12:47:34 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

28 apsd/com.app
le.datausage.
applepushser
vice 

com.apple.dataus
age.applepushser
vice 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:324524 Wan 
Out:429847  

1/29/2020 
12:43:30 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

29 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.datausage.dn
s 

com.apple.dataus
age.dns 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:15475 Wan 
Out:78059  

1/29/2020 
12:39:49 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

30 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
12:27:06 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

31 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobileslidesh
ow 

com.apple.mobile
slideshow 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:620 Wan 
Out:360  

1/29/2020 
11:53:21 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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32 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.mo
bileslideshow 

com.apple.mobile
slideshow 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:24699 Wan 
Out:15475  

1/29/2020 
11:53:21 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

33 dataaccessd/c
om.apple.mob
ilenotes 

com.apple.mobile
notes 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:7087 Wan 
Out:2875  

1/29/2020 
11:52:53 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

34 dataaccessd/c
om.apple.mob
ilecal 

com.apple.mobile
cal 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:62465 Wan 
Out:39538  

1/29/2020 
11:48:04 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

35 dataaccessd/c
om.apple.Mob
ileAddressBo
ok 

com.apple.Mobile
AddressBook 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:104121 Wan 
Out:55841  

1/29/2020 
11:48:04 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

36 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilecal 

com.apple.mobile
cal 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:722 Wan 
Out:333  

1/29/2020 
11:48:02 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

37 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilenotes 

com.apple.mobile
notes 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:180 Wan 
Out:120  

1/29/2020 
11:48:02 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

38 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.MobileAddres
sBook 

com.apple.Mobile
AddressBook 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1488 Wan 
Out:973  

1/29/2020 
11:48:02 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

39 healthappd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:23608 Wan 
Out:8089  

1/29/2020 
11:40:11 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

40 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
11:38:44 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

41 maild/com.ap
ple.mobilemail 

com.apple.mobile
mail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:61525 Wan 
Out:45853  

1/29/2020 
11:36:26 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

42 remindd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11290 Wan 
Out:2781  

1/29/2020 
11:20:45 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

43 IMTransferAg
ent/com.apple
.datausage.m
essages 

com.apple.dataus
age.messages 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:631793 Wan 
Out:67810  

1/29/2020 
11:18:32 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

44 searchpartyd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:88207 Wan 
Out:80944  

1/29/2020 
11:18:23 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

45 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
11:17:29 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

46 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.mo
bilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:6699 Wan 
Out:3822  

1/29/2020 
11:08:03 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

47 SafariBookma com.apple.SafariB  Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 1/29/2020 PID: 0   Source: 
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rksSyncAgent
/com.apple.Sa
fariBookmarks
SyncAgent 

ookmarksSyncAg
ent 

Wan In:17088 Wan 
Out:10480  

11:07:59 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

TID: 0   
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

48 callhistory.syn
c-helper/com.
apple.callhisto
ry.sync-helper

com.apple.callhist
ory.sync-helper 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:23537 Wan 
Out:14645  

1/29/2020 
11:03:54 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

49 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+
+

1/29/2020 
11:03:37 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0 

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

50 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.Ma
ps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:34337 Wan 
Out:13865  

1/29/2020 
11:03:04 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

51 cloudd/com.a
pple.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:15672 Wan 
Out:21569  

1/29/2020 
11:03:04 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

52 ndoagent Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16948 Wan 
Out:6015  

1/29/2020 
11:03:04 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

53 CommCenter
Mobile/com.a
pple.datausag
e.softwareupd
ate

com.apple.dataus
age.softwareupdat
e 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:378113 Wan 
Out:35922  

1/29/2020 
11:03:03 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

54 IntentsObjcEx
ten/com.uberc
ab.UberClient 

com.ubercab.Uber
Client 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11324 Wan 
Out:5573  

1/29/2020 
11:02:17 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

55 mDNSRespon
der/com.uberc
ab.UberClient 

com.ubercab.Uber
Client 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:667 Wan 
Out:637  

1/29/2020 
11:02:11 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

56 geod/com.app
le.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2626125 
Wan Out:1110856 

1/29/2020 
11:02:00 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

57 Maps/com.ap
ple.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:144817 Wan 
Out:57769  

1/29/2020 
11:01:53 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

58 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:31244 Wan 
Out:15459  

1/29/2020 
11:01:53 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

59 itunesstored/c
om.apple.Mus
ic 

com.apple.Music Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:91509 Wan 
Out:19435  

1/29/2020 
11:00:45 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

60 Music/com.ap
ple.Music 

com.apple.Music Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:840 Wan 
Out:4247  

1/29/2020 
11:00:45 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

61 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Music 

com.apple.Music Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1434 Wan 
Out:702  

1/29/2020 
11:00:42 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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62 geod/com.fac
ebook.Facebo
ok 

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:7786 Wan 
Out:5001  

1/29/2020 
10:59:16 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

63 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilemail 

com.apple.mobile
mail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:540 Wan 
Out:480  

1/29/2020 
10:58:17 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

64 ring/com.ring com.ring Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1163873 
Wan Out:510195  

1/29/2020 
10:57:08 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

65 mDNSRespon
der/com.ring 

com.ring Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11988 Wan 
Out:5112  

1/29/2020 
10:57:08 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

66 CommCenter/
com.apple.dat
ausage.teleph
ony 

com.apple.dataus
age.telephony 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5641 Wan 
Out:2961  

1/29/2020 
10:57:06 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

67 timed/com.ap
ple.datausage
.location 

com.apple.dataus
age.location 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:10643 Wan 
Out:8196  

1/29/2020 
10:57:06 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

68 languageasse
td/com.apple.
datausage.ge
neral 

com.apple.dataus
age.general 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11909 Wan 
Out:4246  

1/29/2020 
10:26:41 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

69 fmfd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:12404 Wan 
Out:7986  

1/29/2020 
10:26:30 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

70 assetsd/com.
apple.datausa
ge.docsandsy
nc 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:9784 Wan 
Out:3679  

1/29/2020 
10:26:27 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

71 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
10:26:27 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

72 mobileassetd/
com.apple.dat
ausage.softw
areupdate 

com.apple.dataus
age.softwareupdat
e 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:12564 Wan 
Out:4554  

1/29/2020 
10:26:25 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

73 watchlistd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:25422 Wan 
Out:5105  

1/29/2020 
10:25:51 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

74 assistantd/co
m.apple.datau
sage.siri

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:374104 Wan 
Out:39554  

1/29/2020 
10:25:51 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

75 sharingd/com.
apple.datausa
ge.security 

com.apple.dataus
age.security 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:14911 Wan 
Out:4406  

1/29/2020 
10:25:51 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

76 geod/com.app
le.datausage.
maps 

com.apple.dataus
age.maps 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:6999 Wan 
Out:3858  

1/29/2020 
10:25:35 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

77 timed/com.ap
ple.datausage

com.apple.dataus
age.location 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:228 Wan 

1/29/2020 
10:25:34 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
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.location Out:228 AM(UTC-7)  
End time:  

Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Usage  

78 system.diagn
ostics/com.ap
ple.datausage
.diagnostics 

com.apple.dataus
age.diagnostics 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:668 Wan 
Out:390  

1/29/2020 
10:25:32 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

79 vmd/com.appl
e.datausage.v
oicemail

com.apple.dataus
age.voicemail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:198159 Wan 
Out:13108  

1/29/2020 
8:17:55 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

80 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 

+

1/29/2020 
8:16:48 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

81 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
7:42:01 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

82 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
7:14:02 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

83 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
7:04:48 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

84 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
3:19:27 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

85 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
1:42:55 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

86 FileProvider/c
om.getdropbo
x.Dropbox 

com.getdropbox.D
ropbox 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:12631 Wan 
Out:20704  

1/29/2020 
1:34:44 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

87 atc/com.apple
.datausage.itu
nesmedia 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesmedia 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:80954 Wan 
Out:13089  

1/29/2020 
1:34:41 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

88 identityservice
sd/com.apple.
datausage.ap
pleid 

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:17016 Wan 
Out:37198  

1/29/2020 
1:34:41 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

89 securityd/com
.apple.dataus
age.security 

com.apple.dataus
age.security 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11016 Wan 
Out:6278  

1/29/2020 
1:34:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

90 icloud.search
partyd/com.ap
ple.icloud.sea
rchpartyd 

com.apple.icloud.s
earchpartyd 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8668 Wan 
Out:5822  

1/29/2020 
1:34:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

91 cloudd/com.a
pple.datausag
e.docsandsyn

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:112629 Wan 
Out:73294  

1/29/2020 
1:34:40 
AM(UTC-7)  

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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c End time:  eUID: 0  
92 coreduetd/co

m.apple.cored
uetd

com.apple.coredu
etd 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:7963 Wan 
Out:5763  

1/29/2020 
1:34:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

93 appstored Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:147626 Wan 
Out:134099  

1/29/2020 
1:34:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

94 adprivacyd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:66888 Wan 
Out:31761  

1/29/2020 
1:34:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

95 passd/com.ap
ple.datausage
.appleid 

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:46678 Wan 
Out:19887  

1/29/2020 
1:34:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

96 amsaccounts
d 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:25423 Wan 
Out:7345  

1/29/2020 
1:34:39 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

97 mDNSRespon
der/com.getdr
opbox.Dropbo
x 

com.getdropbox.D
ropbox 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:445 Wan 
Out:191  

1/29/2020 
1:34:39 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

98 willowd/com.a
pple.willowd 

com.apple.willowd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16120 Wan 
Out:10215  

1/29/2020 
1:34:39 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

99 assistant.assi
stantd/com.ap
ple.assistant.a
ssistantd 

com.apple.assista
nt.assistantd 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:162554 Wan 
Out:235611  

1/29/2020 
1:34:37 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

100 system.diagn
ostics/com.ap
ple.datausage
.diagnostics 

com.apple.dataus
age.diagnostics 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:152355 Wan 
Out:23505  

1/29/2020 
1:34:08 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

101 trustd/com.ap
ple.datausage
.security 

com.apple.dataus
age.security 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2824 Wan 
Out:977  

1/29/2020 
1:33:56 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

102 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.AppStore 

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:548 Wan 
Out:204  

1/29/2020 
1:33:55 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

103 CommCenter/
com.apple.dat
ausage.teleph
ony 

com.apple.dataus
age.telephony 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:21437 Wan 
Out:11407  

1/29/2020 
1:33:55 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

104 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.datausage.dn
s 

com.apple.dataus
age.dns 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8931 Wan 
Out:3594  

1/29/2020 
1:33:54 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

105 com.apple.We
bKit/com.face
book.Faceboo
k 

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4477560 
Wan Out:850761  

1/29/2020 
1:16:01 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

106 trustd/com.fac
ebook.Facebo
ok 

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5370 Wan 
Out:4172  

1/29/2020 
1:16:00 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

107 Messenger/co com.facebook.Me Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 1/29/2020 PID: 0   Source: 
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m.facebook.M
essenger

ssenger Wan In:447953 Wan 
Out:224299  

1:15:24 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

TID: 0   
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

108 mDNSRespon
der/com.faceb
ook.Messeng
er 

com.facebook.Me
ssenger 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5092 Wan 
Out:3708  

1/29/2020 
1:15:22 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

109 parsec-fbf Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:15716 Wan 
Out:47290  

1/29/2020 
1:15:20 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

110 assistant_serv
ic/com.apple.
datausage.siri 

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:41649 Wan 
Out:7394  

1/29/2020 
1:14:54 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

111 akd/com.appl
e.datausage.a
ppleid

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:71341 Wan 
Out:36632  

1/29/2020 
1:14:09 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

112 OTACrashCo
pier/com.appl
e.datausage.d
iagnostics

com.apple.dataus
age.diagnostics 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:19751 Wan 
Out:5049  

1/29/2020 
1:05:28 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

113 Instagram/co
m.burbn.insta
gram

com.burbn.instagr
am 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:12699279 
Wan Out:1103443 

1/29/2020 
1:03:58 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

114 mDNSRespon
der/com.burb
n.instagram 

com.burbn.instagr
am 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8287 Wan 
Out:5648  

1/29/2020 
1:03:56 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

115 Facebook/co
m.facebook.F
acebook

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11534445 
Wan Out:1117618 

1/29/2020 
1:03:07 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

116 networkservic
epr 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5950 Wan 
Out:3019  

1/29/2020 
1:03:00 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

117 mDNSRespon
der/com.faceb
ook.Facebook 

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:77377 Wan 
Out:40917  

1/29/2020 
1:02:57 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

118 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.video 

Facetime video Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
12:52:43 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

119 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.audio 

Facetime audio Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/29/2020 
12:28:20 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

120 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.video 

Facetime video Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
11:52:37 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

121 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.audio 

Facetime audio Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 

1/28/2020 
9:54:54 
PM(UTC-7)  

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  
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following apple-ids: 
+

End time:  eUID: 0  

122 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.audio 

Facetime audio Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
8:11:49 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

123 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.video 

Facetime video Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
7:32:09 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

124 bird/com.appl
e.datausage.d
ocsandsync

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:12571 Wan 
Out:3046  

1/28/2020 
7:25:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

125 CategoriesSer
vic 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:87766 Wan 
Out:22542  

1/28/2020 
7:24:30 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

126 newsd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1588134 
Wan Out:316865  

1/28/2020 
7:24:20 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

127 com.apple.We
bKit 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:12549 Wan 
Out:7199  

1/28/2020 
7:17:22 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

128 fmflocatord Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:33203 Wan 
Out:17473  

1/28/2020 
7:14:27 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

129 findmydeviced
/com.apple.da
tausage.findm
yiphone 

com.apple.dataus
age.findmyiphone 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:30314 Wan 
Out:38118  

1/28/2020 
7:14:27 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

130 itunesstored/c
om.apple.Pref
erences 

com.apple.Prefere
nces 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:83457 Wan 
Out:15079  

1/28/2020 
7:14:22 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

131 Preferences/c
om.apple.Pref
erences 

com.apple.Prefere
nces 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:10165 Wan 
Out:2985  

1/28/2020 
7:13:46 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

132 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Preferences 

com.apple.Prefere
nces 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:828 Wan 
Out:359  

1/28/2020 
7:13:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

133 Spotlight/com.
apple.Spotligh
t 

com.apple.Spotlig
ht 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:37398 Wan 
Out:10202  

1/28/2020 
7:13:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

134 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Spotlight 

com.apple.Spotlig
ht 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1087 Wan 
Out:528  

1/28/2020 
7:13:40 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

135 appstored/co
m.life360.safe
tymap

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11559 Wan 
Out:4115  

1/28/2020 
7:13:38 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

136 geod/com.life
360.safetyma
p 

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:51848 Wan 
Out:69865  

1/28/2020 
7:13:37 
PM(UTC-7)  

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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End time:  eUID: 0  
137 OpenMaps/co

m.contextopti
onal.OpenTab
le

com.contextoption
al.OpenTable 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:10038 Wan 
Out:2515  

1/28/2020 
7:00:46 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

138 mDNSRespon
der/com.conte
xtoptional.Op
enTable 

com.contextoption
al.OpenTable 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:599 Wan 
Out:276  

1/28/2020 
7:00:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

139 com.apple.We
bKit/com.appl
e.mobilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4954963 
Wan Out:1056829 

1/28/2020 
6:38:18 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

140 MobileSafari/c
om.apple.mob
ilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16326 Wan 
Out:7594  

1/28/2020 
6:38:16 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

141 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:42192 Wan 
Out:19271  

1/28/2020 
6:38:13 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

142 destinationd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:98275 Wan 
Out:54719  

1/28/2020 
5:55:25 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

143 identityservice
s/com.apple.f
acetime 

com.apple.facetim
e 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4820380 
Wan Out:1671233 

1/28/2020 
5:52:39 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

144 mediaserverd/
com.apple.fac
etime 

com.apple.facetim
e 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:44 Wan 
Out:44  

1/28/2020 
5:52:37 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

145 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
5:51:30 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

146 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 

1/28/2020 
5:51:30 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

147 kbd/com.appl
e.datausage.d
ocsandsync

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2684 Wan 
Out:1062  

1/28/2020 
5:38:40 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

148 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.multi 

Facetime audio Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
5:02:58 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

149 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.audio 

Facetime audio Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 

1/28/2020 
5:00:58 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

150 cloudd/com.a
pple.reminder
s 

com.apple.remind
ers 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:34006 Wan 
Out:24042  

1/28/2020 
4:52:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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151 cloudpaird/co
m.apple.cloud
paird

com.apple.cloudp
aird 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:127950 Wan 
Out:81333  

1/28/2020 
4:52:33 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

152 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.dat
ausage.gener
al 

com.apple.dataus
age.general 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:111918 Wan 
Out:112222  

1/28/2020 
4:51:46 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

153 itunesstored/c
om.apple.data
usage.itunesa
ccount 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesaccount 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1084347 
Wan Out:507297  

1/28/2020 
4:26:48 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

154 parsecd/com.
apple.datausa
ge.siri 

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:627330 Wan 
Out:178572  

1/28/2020 
4:26:46 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

155 IMRemoteUR
LConne/com.
apple.datausa
ge.messages 

com.apple.dataus
age.messages 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:354050 Wan 
Out:243254  

1/28/2020 
4:24:27 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

156 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
4:17:25 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

157 siriknowledge
d/com.apple.d
atausage.siri 

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8718 Wan 
Out:5722  

1/28/2020 
2:46:44 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

158 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Fitness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5224 Wan 
Out:3580  

1/28/2020 
2:21:25 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

159 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
2:16:26 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

160 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 

1/28/2020 
2:16:19 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

161 itunescloudd/c
om.apple.data
usage.itunes
media 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesmedia 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:691728 Wan 
Out:179939  

1/28/2020 
2:13:45 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

162 trustd/com.AD
T.ADTDistribu
tion

com.ADT.ADTDist
ribution 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2032 Wan 
Out:1736  

1/28/2020 
1:58:44 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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163 Pulse APP 
STORE/com.
ADT.ADTDistr
ibution 

com.ADT.ADTDist
ribution 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1088712 
Wan Out:474406  

1/28/2020 
1:58:44 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

164 mDNSRespon
der/com.ADT.
ADTDistributi
on 

com.ADT.ADTDist
ribution 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11607 Wan 
Out:6060  

1/28/2020 
1:58:44 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

165 imtransferage
nt/com.apple.i
mtransferage
nt 

com.apple.imtrans
feragent 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1717647 
Wan Out:103027  

1/28/2020 
1:56:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

166 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.Fit
ness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:114154 Wan 
Out:93472  

1/28/2020 
1:51:44 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

167 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
prvs=42969fc04b=

1/28/2020 
1:40:59 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

168 mediaserverd/
com.apple.dat
ausage.media 

com.apple.dataus
age.media 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:9575 Wan 
Out:2842  

1/28/2020 
1:33:48 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

169 mDNSRespon
der/com.life36
0.safetymap 

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:115639 Wan 
Out:80746  

1/28/2020 
1:27:46 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

170 SafariViewSer
vic/com.apple.
SafariViewSer
vice 

com.apple.SafariV
iewService 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:9081 Wan 
Out:2995  

1/28/2020 
1:27:33 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

171 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.SafariViewSe
rvice 

com.apple.SafariV
iewService 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:554 Wan 
Out:138  

1/28/2020 
1:27:30 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

172 swcd/com.app
le.datausage.
safari 

com.apple.dataus
age.safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5644863 
Wan Out:1031629 

1/28/2020 
1:27:17 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

173 remindd/com.
apple.reminde
rs 

com.apple.remind
ers 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8927 Wan 
Out:4083  

1/28/2020 
1:27:15 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

174 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.reminders 

com.apple.remind
ers 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2288 Wan 
Out:623  

1/28/2020 
1:27:11 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

175 Car-Net/com.
vw.car-net.rel
ease 

com.vw.car-net.rel
ease 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:142475 Wan 
Out:76489  

1/28/2020 
1:27:10 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

176 mDNSRespon
der/com.vw.c
ar-net.release 

com.vw.car-net.rel
ease 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:3138 Wan 
Out:1502  

1/28/2020 
1:27:10 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

177 identityservice
s/com.apple.d
atausage.appl
eid 

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2760 Wan 
Out:89000  

1/28/2020 
1:27:01 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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178 SafetyMap/co
m.life360.safe
tymap

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2909698 
Wan Out:2127631 

1/28/2020 
1:27:01 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

179 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.Ap
pStore 

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:478571626 
Wan Out:14411436  

1/28/2020 
1:26:59 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

180 appstored/co
m.apple.AppS
tore

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:90067 Wan 
Out:49152  

1/28/2020 
1:26:55 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

181 geod/com.app
le.AppStore 

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:7667 Wan 
Out:5920  

1/28/2020 
1:26:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

182 AppStore/com
.apple.AppSto
re 

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:419807 Wan 
Out:78621  

1/28/2020 
1:26:35 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

183 Car-Net/com.
verizontelema
tics.VWCar-N
et 

com.verizontelem
atics.VWCar-Net 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:39626 Wan 
Out:19474  

1/28/2020 
1:26:32 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

184 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.AppStore 

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8855 Wan 
Out:3246  

1/28/2020 
1:26:31 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

185 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.springboard 

com.apple.springb
oard 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4320 Wan 
Out:1229  

1/28/2020 
1:26:30 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

186 mDNSRespon
der/com.veriz
ontelematics.
VWCar-Net 

com.verizontelem
atics.VWCar-Net 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1035 Wan 
Out:686  

1/28/2020 
1:26:26 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

187 trustd/com.ap
ple.datausage
.security 

com.apple.dataus
age.security 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:36696 Wan 
Out:15360  

1/28/2020 
1:25:37 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

188 locationd/com
.apple.dataus
age.location 

com.apple.dataus
age.location 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:3568459 
Wan Out:991900  

1/28/2020 
1:24:51 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

189 syncdefaultsd/
com.apple.dat
ausage.docsa
ndsync 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:428073 Wan 
Out:195016  

1/28/2020 
1:17:16 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0 

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

190 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
1:08:17 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

191 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.datausage.dn
s 

com.apple.dataus
age.dns 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:70858 Wan 
Out:76576  

1/28/2020 
12:34:26 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

192 geod/com.app
le.datausage.
maps 

com.apple.dataus
age.maps 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1975275 
Wan Out:1602467 

1/28/2020 
12:33:35 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

193 apsd/com.app
le.datausage.

com.apple.dataus
age.applepushser

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:833132 Wan 

1/28/2020 
12:32:49 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
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applepushser
vice 

vice Out:1163438 PM(UTC-7)  
End time:  

Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Usage  

194 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
12:31:56 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

195 cloudphotod Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:22058 Wan 
Out:6011  

1/28/2020 
11:53:12 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

196 CommCenter
MobileHelper/
com.apple.dat
ausage.softw
areupdate 

com.apple.dataus
age.softwareupdat
e 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:378512 Wan 
Out:25442  

1/28/2020 
11:33:56 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

197 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
11:30:39 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

198 maild/com.ap
ple.mobilemail 

com.apple.mobile
mail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1631571 
Wan Out:1225446 

1/28/2020 
11:26:24 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

199 mapspushd/c
om.apple.Map
s 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:56974 Wan 
Out:8162  

1/28/2020 
11:16:58 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

200 NotificationSe
rv/com.ring.ne
ighborhoods 

com.ring.neighbor
hoods 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:281638 Wan 
Out:13448  

1/28/2020 
11:04:35 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

201 mDNSRespon
der/com.ring.n
eighborhoods 

com.ring.neighbor
hoods 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:410 Wan 
Out:188  

1/28/2020 
11:04:34 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

202 com.apple.We
bKit/com.appl
e.mobilemail 

com.apple.mobile
mail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1711134 
Wan Out:173578  

1/28/2020 
10:57:38 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

203 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilemail 

com.apple.mobile
mail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:10128 Wan 
Out:5082  

1/28/2020 
10:57:36 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

204 SafariBookma
rksSyncAgent
/com.apple.Sa
fariBookmarks
SyncAgent 

com.apple.SafariB
ookmarksSyncAg
ent 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8197 Wan 
Out:5546  

1/28/2020 
10:54:53 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

205 Zoom/us.zoo
m.videomeeti
ngs

us.zoom.videome
etings 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:46605 Wan 
Out:21031  

1/28/2020 
10:54:10 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

206 mDNSRespon
der/us.zoom.v
ideomeetings 

us.zoom.videome
etings 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1589 Wan 
Out:891  

1/28/2020 
10:54:09 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

207 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
10:03:31 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  
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208 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
9:50:39 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

209 dataaccessd/c
om.apple.Mob
ileAddressBo
ok 

com.apple.Mobile
AddressBook 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:878889 Wan 
Out:550393  

1/28/2020 
9:09:04 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

210 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.MobileAddres
sBook 

com.apple.Mobile
AddressBook 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16490 Wan 
Out:7015  

1/28/2020 
9:09:03 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

211 nsurlsessiond/
com.groupon.
grouponapp 

com.groupon.grou
ponapp 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16018 Wan 
Out:11059  

1/28/2020 
9:06:57 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

212 Groupon/com.
groupon.grou
ponapp 

com.groupon.grou
ponapp 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:317708 Wan 
Out:50601  

1/28/2020 
8:59:05 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

213 mDNSRespon
der/com.grou
pon.groupona
pp 

com.groupon.grou
ponapp 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:3234 Wan 
Out:1611  

1/28/2020 
8:59:05 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

214 watchlistd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:62311 Wan 
Out:23085  

1/28/2020 
8:44:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

215 itunesstored/c
om.apple.ios.
StoreKitUISer
vice 

com.apple.ios.Stor
eKitUIService 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:40841 Wan 
Out:7060  

1/28/2020 
8:38:03 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

216 StoreKitUISer
vic/com.apple.
ios.StoreKitUI
Service 

com.apple.ios.Stor
eKitUIService 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:47307 Wan 
Out:10429  

1/28/2020 
8:37:47 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

217 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.ios.StoreKitUI
Service 

com.apple.ios.Stor
eKitUIService 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:298 Wan 
Out:142  

1/28/2020 
8:37:45 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

218 ring/com.ring com.ring Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:14834922 
Wan Out:5759867 

1/28/2020 
8:32:06 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

219 mDNSRespon
der/com.ring 

com.ring Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:63793 Wan 
Out:28356  

1/28/2020 
8:32:05 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

220 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.mo
bileslideshow 

com.apple.mobile
slideshow 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:733203 Wan 
Out:1058419  

1/28/2020 
8:25:18 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

221 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobileslidesh
ow 

com.apple.mobile
slideshow 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8490 Wan 
Out:2667  

1/28/2020 
8:25:14 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

222 geod/com.pric
eline.negotiat
or 

com.priceline.neg
otiator 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:25839 Wan 
Out:20311  

1/28/2020 
8:17:59 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

223 negotiator/co
m.priceline.ne

com.priceline.neg
otiator 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:996049 Wan 

1/28/2020 
8:17:58 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
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gotiator Out:472877 AM(UTC-7)  
End time:  

Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Usage  

224 mDNSRespon
der/com.pricel
ine.negotiator 

com.priceline.neg
otiator 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:15684 Wan 
Out:7276  

1/28/2020 
8:17:57 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

225 vmd/com.appl
e.datausage.v
oicemail

com.apple.dataus
age.voicemail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:893411 Wan 
Out:41083  

1/28/2020 
8:16:55 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

226 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
8:11:27 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

227 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
7:40:27 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

228 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.multi 

Facetime audio Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
7:36:15 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

229 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
6:43:07 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

230 com.apple.We
bKit/com.unite
d.UnitedCusto
merFacingIPh
one

com.united.United
CustomerFacingIP
hone 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16334 Wan 
Out:14028  

1/28/2020 
6:29:03 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

231 UnitedCustom
erFa/com.unit
ed.UnitedCust
omerFacingIP
hone 

com.united.United
CustomerFacingIP
hone 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:391135 Wan 
Out:784543  

1/28/2020 
6:28:56 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

232 mDNSRespon
der/com.unite
d.UnitedCusto
merFacingIPh
one

com.united.United
CustomerFacingIP
hone 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4871 Wan 
Out:3974  

1/28/2020 
6:28:55 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

233 assistantd/co
m.apple.datau
sage.siri

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:167904 Wan 
Out:178877  

1/28/2020 
6:23:55 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

234 callhistory.syn
c-helper/com.
apple.callhisto
ry.sync-helper

com.apple.callhist
ory.sync-helper 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16676 Wan 
Out:10944  

1/28/2020 
6:23:44 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

235 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/28/2020 
4:56:35 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

236 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.Ma
ps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:114683 Wan 
Out:51335  

1/28/2020 
1:01:51 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

237 cloudd/com.a
pple.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:67706 Wan 

1/28/2020 
1:01:51 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
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Out:109035 AM(UTC-7)  
End time:  

Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Usage  

238 icloud.search
partyd/com.ap
ple.icloud.sea
rchpartyd 

com.apple.icloud.s
earchpartyd 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:20374 Wan 
Out:13957  

1/28/2020 
12:23:08 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

239 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.DocumentMa
nagerUICore.
Service 

com.apple.Docum
entManagerUICor
e.Service 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:213 Wan 
Out:110  

1/28/2020 
12:05:01 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

240 geod/com.app
le.mobileslide
show 

com.apple.mobile
slideshow 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:72755 Wan 
Out:9009  

1/27/2020 
11:55:07 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

241 cloudd/com.a
pple.Fitness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:46327 Wan 
Out:29989  

1/27/2020 
11:51:41 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

242 assistant_serv
ic/com.apple.
datausage.siri 

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:67574 Wan 
Out:17997  

1/27/2020 
11:33:34 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

243 OTACrashCo
pier/com.appl
e.datausage.d
iagnostics

com.apple.dataus
age.diagnostics 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:13912 Wan 
Out:3856  

1/27/2020 
11:32:20 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

244 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/27/2020 
10:29:23 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

245 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 

1/27/2020 
10:29:16 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

246 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.mo
bilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:41518 Wan 
Out:16921  

1/27/2020 
10:27:02 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

247 cloudd/com.a
pple.iBooks 

com.apple.iBooks Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11540 Wan 
Out:9400  

1/27/2020 
10:18:01 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

248 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.iBo
oks 

com.apple.iBooks Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:24841 Wan 
Out:16528  

1/27/2020 
10:17:26 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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249 itunesstored/c
om.apple.itun
esu 

com.apple.itunesu Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:53017 Wan 
Out:13864  

1/27/2020 
10:15:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

250 itunesstored/c
om.apple.iBoo
ks 

com.apple.iBooks Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:216062 Wan 
Out:86940  

1/27/2020 
10:15:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

251 FileProvider/c
om.getdropbo
x.Dropbox 

com.getdropbox.D
ropbox 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11486 Wan 
Out:24534  

1/27/2020 
10:15:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

252 mDNSRespon
der/com.getdr
opbox.Dropbo
x 

com.getdropbox.D
ropbox 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:890 Wan 
Out:382  

1/27/2020 
10:15:34 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

253 Books/com.ap
ple.iBooks 

com.apple.iBooks Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1164846 
Wan Out:259667  

1/27/2020 
10:15:32 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

254 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.iBooks 

com.apple.iBooks Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11036 Wan 
Out:5381  

1/27/2020 
10:15:30 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

255 iTunesU/com.
apple.itunesu 

com.apple.itunesu Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:62978 Wan 
Out:19207  

1/27/2020 
10:15:26 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

256 bookassetd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:39433 Wan 
Out:13080  

1/27/2020 
10:15:22 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

257 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.itunesu 

com.apple.itunesu Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1770 Wan 
Out:548  

1/27/2020 
10:15:21 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

258 cloudd/com.a
pple.mobilesli
deshow 

com.apple.mobile
slideshow 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:55304119 
Wan Out:2360259 

1/27/2020 
10:01:20 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

259 mDNSRespon
der/com.faceb
ook.Messeng
er 

com.facebook.Me
ssenger 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:13490 Wan 
Out:10509  

1/27/2020 
9:44:17 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

260 ind Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:9788 Wan 
Out:4438  

1/27/2020 
9:26:55 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

261 coreduetd/co
m.apple.cored
uetd

com.apple.coredu
etd 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:9091 Wan 
Out:6158  

1/27/2020 
9:04:07 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

262 terminusd/co
m.apple.AppS
tore

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:403869 Wan 
Out:26032  

1/27/2020 
9:00:35 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

263 Instagram/co
m.burbn.insta
gram

com.burbn.instagr
am 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:49415266 
Wan Out:3230893 

1/27/2020 
8:43:54 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

264 mDNSRespon
der/com.burb

com.burbn.instagr
am 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:24546 Wan 

1/27/2020 
8:43:53 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
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n.instagram Out:15761 PM(UTC-7)  
End time:  

Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Usage  

265 searchd/com.
apple.datausa
ge.docsandsy
nc 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:12185 Wan 
Out:3222  

1/27/2020 
8:40:02 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

266 networkservic
epr 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4991 Wan 
Out:2685  

1/27/2020 
8:39:50 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

267 dataaccessd/c
om.apple.mob
ilenotes 

com.apple.mobile
notes 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:35472 Wan 
Out:17714  

1/27/2020 
8:33:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

268 dataaccessd/c
om.apple.mob
ilecal 

com.apple.mobile
cal 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:323883 Wan 
Out:184656  

1/27/2020 
8:28:21 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

269 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilecal 

com.apple.mobile
cal 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4451 Wan 
Out:2222  

1/27/2020 
8:28:19 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

270 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilenotes 

com.apple.mobile
notes 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:540 Wan 
Out:360  

1/27/2020 
8:28:19 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

271 securityd/com
.apple.dataus
age.security 

com.apple.dataus
age.security 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:50202 Wan 
Out:32192  

1/27/2020 
8:22:56 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

272 mDNSRespon
der/com.faceb
ook.Facebook 

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:81909 Wan 
Out:60912  

1/27/2020 
8:13:16 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

273 Messenger/co
m.facebook.M
essenger

com.facebook.Me
ssenger 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:7176528 
Wan Out:1007366 

1/27/2020 
8:09:13 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

274 identityservice
sd/com.apple.
datausage.ap
pleid 

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:78406 Wan 
Out:104830  

1/27/2020 
8:05:07 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

275 searchpartyd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:59966 Wan 
Out:49036  

1/27/2020 
8:04:00 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

276 Facebook/co
m.facebook.F
acebook

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:72328978 
Wan Out:11222678  

1/27/2020 
8:03:33 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

277 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/27/2020 
8:02:08 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

278 appstored Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:216106 Wan 
Out:97752  

1/27/2020 
8:01:14 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

279 healthappd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:60310 Wan 
Out:22182  

1/27/2020 
8:00:10 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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280 passd/com.ap
ple.datausage
.appleid 

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:57161 Wan 
Out:20312  

1/27/2020 
7:58:55 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

281 Maps/com.ap
ple.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:520124 Wan 
Out:176806  

1/27/2020 
7:53:37 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

282 IntentsObjcEx
ten/com.uberc
ab.UberClient 

com.ubercab.Uber
Client 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:35605 Wan 
Out:17436  

1/27/2020 
7:53:37 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

283 mDNSRespon
der/com.uberc
ab.UberClient 

com.ubercab.Uber
Client 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2263 Wan 
Out:1049  

1/27/2020 
7:53:37 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

284 geod/com.app
le.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2975622 
Wan Out:1628606 

1/27/2020 
7:53:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

285 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:20938 Wan 
Out:9046  

1/27/2020 
7:53:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

286 parsec-fbf Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:337585 Wan 
Out:590977  

1/27/2020 
7:37:32 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

287 adprivacyd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:79504 Wan 
Out:44452  

1/27/2020 
7:18:38 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

288 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 

1/27/2020 
7:10:05 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

289 accountsd/co
m.apple.datau
sage.itunesac
count

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesaccount 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:22746 Wan 
Out:11858  

1/27/2020 
7:06:09 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

290 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Music 

com.apple.Music Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2967 Wan 
Out:1234  

1/27/2020 
6:35:53 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

291 Music/com.ap
ple.Music 

com.apple.Music Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:296177 Wan 
Out:53735  

1/27/2020 
6:35:53 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

292 OpenMaps/co
m.contextopti
onal.OpenTab
le

com.contextoption
al.OpenTable 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:13031 Wan 
Out:2459  

1/27/2020 
6:20:35 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

293 mDNSRespon
der/com.conte
xtoptional.Op
enTable 

com.contextoption
al.OpenTable 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:599 Wan 
Out:276  

1/27/2020 
6:20:32 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

294 com.apple.pri
vate.alloy.face
time.multi 

Facetime audio Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 

1/27/2020 
6:04:59 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  
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+
295 destinationd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 

Wan In:23736 Wan 
Out:13010  

1/27/2020 
5:14:26 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

296 mDNSRespon
der/com.weat
her.TWC 

com.weather.TWC  Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:486 Wan 
Out:315  

1/27/2020 
5:08:50 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

297 remindd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:34830 Wan 
Out:9352  

1/27/2020 
5:07:57 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

298 newsd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1472784 
Wan Out:233870  

1/27/2020 
5:07:55 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

299 ids.idsremote
urlconnection
agent/com.ap
ple.ids.idsrem
oteurlconnecti
onagent 

com.apple.ids.idsr
emoteurlconnectio
nagent 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:50974 Wan 
Out:10022  

1/27/2020 
5:07:24 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

300 kbd/com.appl
e.datausage.d
ocsandsync

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:27790 Wan 
Out:12084  

1/27/2020 
4:51:08 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

301 mediaserverd/
com.apple.fac
etime 

com.apple.facetim
e 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:220 Wan 
Out:220  

1/27/2020 
4:50:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

302 identityservice
s/com.apple.f
acetime 

com.apple.facetim
e 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:9524640 
Wan Out:8953565 

1/27/2020 
4:50:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

303 appstored/co
m.apple.appst
ored

com.apple.appstor
ed 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:28932 Wan 
Out:8415  

1/27/2020 
4:45:47 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

304 assistant.assi
stantd/com.ap
ple.assistant.a
ssistantd 

com.apple.assista
nt.assistantd 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:134517 Wan 
Out:251976  

1/27/2020 
4:01:03 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

305 cloudd/com.a
pple.datausag
e.docsandsyn
c 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:111171 Wan 
Out:81039  

1/27/2020 
3:50:16 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

306 system.diagn
ostics/com.ap
ple.datausage
.diagnostics 

com.apple.dataus
age.diagnostics 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:75353 Wan 
Out:13173  

1/27/2020 
3:47:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

307 IMTransferAg
ent/com.apple
.datausage.m
essages 

com.apple.dataus
age.messages 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:14160475 
Wan Out:6166699 

1/27/2020 
3:45:04 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

308 AssistantServi
ces/com.appl
e.AssistantSe
rvices

com.apple.Assista
ntServices 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:97878 Wan 
Out:121284  

1/27/2020 
3:39:49 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

309 itunesstored/c
om.apple.Pref
erences 

com.apple.Prefere
nces 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:41716 Wan 
Out:7598  

1/27/2020 
3:37:15 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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310 Preferences/c
om.apple.Pref
erences 

com.apple.Prefere
nces 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8018 Wan 
Out:2745  

1/27/2020 
3:36:37 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

311 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Preferences 

com.apple.Prefere
nces 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:530 Wan 
Out:217  

1/27/2020 
3:36:34 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

312 mobileassetd/
com.apple.dat
ausage.softw
areupdate 

com.apple.dataus
age.softwareupdat
e 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5483350 
Wan Out:208165  

1/27/2020 
3:36:18 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

313 itunesstored/c
om.apple.Mus
ic 

com.apple.Music Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:93113 Wan 
Out:18220  

1/27/2020 
3:36:03 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

314 itunesstored/c
om.apple.data
usage.itunesa
ccount 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesaccount 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2079504 
Wan Out:1031182 

1/27/2020 
3:36:00 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

315 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.dat
ausage.gener
al 

com.apple.dataus
age.general 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:158941 Wan 
Out:128217  

1/27/2020 
3:31:47 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

316 CommCenter/
com.apple.dat
ausage.teleph
ony 

com.apple.dataus
age.telephony 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:260551 Wan 
Out:1597766  

1/27/2020 
3:08:48 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

317 findmydeviced
/com.apple.da
tausage.findm
yiphone 

com.apple.dataus
age.findmyiphone 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:10802 Wan 
Out:7959  

1/27/2020 
2:45:45 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

318 parsecd/com.
apple.datausa
ge.siri 

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:878171 Wan 
Out:409470  

1/27/2020 
2:45:37 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

319 com.apple.We
bKit/com.appl
e.mobilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:82949808 
Wan Out:6979808 

1/27/2020 
2:45:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

320 com.apple.We
bKit 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11935 Wan 
Out:7266  

1/27/2020 
2:45:36 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

321 CategoriesSer
vic 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:160179 Wan 
Out:48806  

1/27/2020 
2:45:33 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

322 MobileSafari/c
om.apple.mob
ilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:375860 Wan 
Out:171540  

1/27/2020 
2:45:32 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

323 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:179870 Wan 
Out:93136  

1/27/2020 
2:45:32 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

324 IMRemoteUR
LConne/com.
apple.datausa
ge.messages 

com.apple.dataus
age.messages 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:385246 Wan 
Out:174016  

1/27/2020 
2:45:24 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

325 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 

1/27/2020 
2:45:24 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  
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performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

Effectiv
eUID: 0  

326 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Fitness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:15164 Wan 
Out:3916  

1/27/2020 
2:19:53 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

327 swcd/com.app
le.datausage.
safari 

com.apple.dataus
age.safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:241724 Wan 
Out:87260  

1/27/2020 
1:27:16 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

328 SafetyMap/co
m.life360.safe
tymap

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2304396 
Wan Out:1651332 

1/27/2020 
1:26:55 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

329 mDNSRespon
der/com.life36
0.safetymap 

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:126484 Wan 
Out:48716  

1/27/2020 
1:26:51 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

330 locationd/com
.apple.dataus
age.location 

com.apple.dataus
age.location 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2639030 
Wan Out:1671375 

1/27/2020 
1:24:43 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

331 syncdefaultsd/
com.apple.dat
ausage.docsa
ndsync 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:647542 Wan 
Out:296220  

1/27/2020 
1:15:20 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

332 itunescloudd/c
om.apple.data
usage.itunes
media 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesmedia 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1649683 
Wan Out:515704  

1/27/2020 
1:15:19 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

333 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.Fit
ness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:261715 Wan 
Out:189284  

1/27/2020 
12:51:50 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

334 ActivityMonito
rApp/com.app
le.ActivityMoni
torApp 

com.apple.Activity
MonitorApp 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:255162 Wan 
Out:182465  

1/27/2020 
12:48:49 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

335 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.datausage.dn
s 

com.apple.dataus
age.dns 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8160 Wan 
Out:117420  

1/27/2020 
12:32:10 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

336 apsd/com.app
le.datausage.
applepushser
vice 

com.apple.dataus
age.applepushser
vice 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1862996 
Wan Out:1578803 

1/27/2020 
12:32:10 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

337 geod/com.app
le.datausage.
maps 

com.apple.dataus
age.maps 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1603892 
Wan Out:1156277 

1/27/2020 
12:32:07 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

338 NotificationSe
rv/com.weath
er.TWC 

com.weather.TWC  Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:113059 Wan 
Out:11594  

1/27/2020 
9:38:58 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

339 mobileslidesh
ow/com.apple
.mobileslidesh
ow 

com.apple.mobile
slideshow 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:10567 Wan 
Out:4305  

1/27/2020 
9:12:19 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

340 willowd/com.a
pple.willowd 

com.apple.willowd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8607 Wan 
Out:5727  

1/27/2020 
9:06:35 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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eUID: 0  
341 assetsd/com.

apple.datausa
ge.docsandsy
nc 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:31799 Wan 
Out:11889  

1/27/2020 
9:05:02 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

342 Pulse APP 
STORE/com.
ADT.ADTDistr
ibution 

com.ADT.ADTDist
ribution 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:444651 Wan 
Out:237971  

1/27/2020 
8:57:47 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

343 mDNSRespon
der/com.ADT.
ADTDistributi
on 

com.ADT.ADTDist
ribution 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:9179 Wan 
Out:5360  

1/27/2020 
8:57:46 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

344 com.apple.We
bKit/com.appl
e.mobilemail 

com.apple.mobile
mail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1587833 
Wan Out:133109  

1/27/2020 
8:46:59 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

345 mediaserverd/
com.apple.dat
ausage.media 

com.apple.dataus
age.media 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:19168 Wan 
Out:6122  

1/27/2020 
8:40:08 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

346 SafariBookma
rksSyncAgent
/com.apple.Sa
fariBookmarks
SyncAgent 

com.apple.SafariB
ookmarksSyncAg
ent 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:17201 Wan 
Out:11118  

1/27/2020 
8:30:37 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

347 appstored/co
m.apple.AppS
tore

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:20306 Wan 
Out:12643  

1/27/2020 
8:21:21 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

348 fmfd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11136 Wan 
Out:4389  

1/27/2020 
8:18:04 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

349 akd/com.appl
e.datausage.a
ppleid

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:56717 Wan 
Out:31577  

1/27/2020 
8:18:02 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

350 mapspushd/c
om.apple.Map
s 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:14690 Wan 
Out:4746  

1/27/2020 
8:17:35 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

351 imtransferage
nt/com.apple.i
mtransferage
nt 

com.apple.imtrans
feragent 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4906159 
Wan Out:132636  

1/27/2020 
8:08:19 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

352 vmd/com.appl
e.datausage.v
oicemail

com.apple.dataus
age.voicemail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:192306 Wan 
Out:22365  

1/27/2020 
8:08:16 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

353 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.Ap
pStore 

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:62232297 
Wan Out:1949112 

1/27/2020 
8:08:16 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

354 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.AppStore 

com.apple.AppSto
re 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2562 Wan 
Out:828  

1/27/2020 
8:08:13 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

355 dataaccessd/c
om.apple.Mob
ileAddressBo
ok 

com.apple.Mobile
AddressBook 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:769488 Wan 
Out:482399  

1/27/2020 
7:32:07 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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356 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.MobileAddres
sBook 

com.apple.Mobile
AddressBook 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16908 Wan 
Out:6336  

1/27/2020 
7:32:03 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

357 siriknowledge
d/com.apple.d
atausage.siri 

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:24400 Wan 
Out:16655  

1/27/2020 
7:21:21 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

358 identityservice
s/com.apple.d
atausage.appl
eid 

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:63855 Wan 
Out:93283  

1/27/2020 
7:20:13 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

359 callhistory.syn
c-helper/com.
apple.callhisto
ry.sync-helper

com.apple.callhist
ory.sync-helper 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:73981 Wan 
Out:48500  

1/27/2020 
6:20:43 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

360 atc/com.apple
.datausage.itu
nesmedia 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesmedia 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:982085 Wan 
Out:356743  

1/27/2020 
6:05:59 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

361 UsaaMobile/c
om.usaa.Usa
aMobile 

com.usaa.UsaaM
obile 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:617501 Wan 
Out:586691  

1/27/2020 
6:05:45 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

362 mDNSRespon
der/com.usaa.
UsaaMobile 

com.usaa.UsaaM
obile 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4896 Wan 
Out:2322  

1/27/2020 
6:05:45 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

363 assistantd/co
m.apple.datau
sage.siri

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:56678 Wan 
Out:99086  

1/27/2020 
6:05:44 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

364 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.reminders 

com.apple.remind
ers 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1160 Wan 
Out:280  

1/27/2020 
6:05:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

365 CommCenter
MobileHelper/
com.apple.dat
ausage.softw
areupdate 

com.apple.dataus
age.softwareupdat
e 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:385593 Wan 
Out:26947  

1/27/2020 
5:13:16 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

366 cloudphotod Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:33918 Wan 
Out:9320  

1/27/2020 
5:03:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

367 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.mo
bileslideshow 

com.apple.mobile
slideshow 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:748789 Wan 
Out:16889128  

1/27/2020 
5:03:40 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

368 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobileslidesh
ow 

com.apple.mobile
slideshow 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5161 Wan 
Out:1973  

1/27/2020 
5:03:36 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

369 Spotlight/com.
apple.Spotligh
t 

com.apple.Spotlig
ht 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:50626 Wan 
Out:14147  

1/27/2020 
5:03:36 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

370 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Spotlight 

com.apple.Spotlig
ht 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1261 Wan 
Out:735  

1/27/2020 
5:03:34 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

371 trustd/com.ap
ple.datausage

com.apple.dataus
age.security 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:32866 Wan 

1/27/2020 
5:01:01 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
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.security Out:10050 AM(UTC-7)  
End time:  

Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Usage  

372 NPKCompani
onAgen 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:25920 Wan 
Out:9486  

1/27/2020 
5:00:29 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

373 Mercari/com.
mercariapp.io
s.mercari 

com.mercariapp.io
s.mercari 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1048683 
Wan Out:185125  

1/27/2020 
4:55:51 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

374 mDNSRespon
der/com.merc
ariapp.ios.mer
cari 

com.mercariapp.io
s.mercari 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5138 Wan 
Out:2828  

1/27/2020 
4:55:50 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

375 xFi/com.xfinity
.digitalhome 

com.xfinity.digitalh
ome 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:171545 Wan 
Out:67655  

1/27/2020 
4:47:41 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

376 maild/com.ap
ple.mobilemail 

com.apple.mobile
mail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1544709 
Wan Out:1092798 

1/27/2020 
4:46:59 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

377 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilemail 

com.apple.mobile
mail 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11402 Wan 
Out:6022  

1/27/2020 
4:46:46 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

378 com.apple.We
bKit/com.face
book.Faceboo
k 

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4614243 
Wan Out:668833  

1/27/2020 
4:41:45 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

379 mDNSRespon
der/com.xfinit
y.digitalhome 

com.xfinity.digitalh
ome 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2327 Wan 
Out:1635  

1/27/2020 
4:40:33 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

380 cloudpaird/co
m.apple.cloud
paird

com.apple.cloudp
aird 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:78971 Wan 
Out:46312  

1/27/2020 
4:40:33 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

381 timed/com.ap
ple.datausage
.location 

com.apple.dataus
age.location 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:18397 Wan 
Out:13068  

1/27/2020 
2:41:22 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

382 com.apple.ma
drid 

iMessage Apple authentication 
process has been 
performed for the 
following apple-ids: 
+

1/27/2020 
1:45:42 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: Identity 
Lookup Service  

383 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.mo
bilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:28974 Wan 
Out:10569  

1/26/2020 
5:11:35 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

384 networkservic
epr 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:12971 Wan 
Out:6402  

1/26/2020 
5:10:47 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

385 parsec-fbf Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:287965 Wan 
Out:   

1/26/2020 
5:09:15 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

386 Music/com.ap
ple.Music 

com.apple.Music Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:836833 Wan 
Out:179569  

1/26/2020 
5:08:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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387 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Music 

com.apple.Music Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:6790 Wan 
Out:2249  

1/26/2020 
5:08:41 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

388 newsd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:668281 Wan 
Out:110584  

1/26/2020 
4:39:25 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

389 healthappd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:47558 Wan 
Out:16716  

1/26/2020 
4:32:01 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

390 kbd/com.appl
e.datausage.d
ocsandsync

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:22787 Wan 
Out:9902  

1/26/2020 
4:29:44 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

391 searchd/com.
apple.datausa
ge.docsandsy
nc 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11996 Wan 
Out:3026  

1/26/2020 
4:24:22 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

392 appstored/co
m.apple.appst
ored

com.apple.appstor
ed 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:28144 Wan 
Out:8010  

1/26/2020 
4:24:09 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

393 passd/com.ap
ple.datausage
.appleid 

com.apple.dataus
age.appleid 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:8018 Wan 
Out:4521  

1/26/2020 
4:18:26 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

394 system.diagn
ostics/com.ap
ple.datausage
.diagnostics 

com.apple.dataus
age.diagnostics 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:85997 Wan 
Out:11769  

1/26/2020 
3:44:21 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

395 cloudd/com.a
pple.reminder
s 

com.apple.remind
ers 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:32884 Wan 
Out:23682  

1/26/2020 
3:35:12 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

396 securityd/com
.apple.dataus
age.security 

com.apple.dataus
age.security 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:160023 Wan 
Out:123270  

1/26/2020 
3:18:31 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

397 IMTransferAg
ent/com.apple
.datausage.m
essages 

com.apple.dataus
age.messages 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:9917457 
Wan Out:15483769  

1/26/2020 
2:59:29 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

398 ids.idsremote
urlconnection
agent/com.ap
ple.ids.idsrem
oteurlconnecti
onagent 

com.apple.ids.idsr
emoteurlconnectio
nagent 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:108628 Wan 
Out:24603  

1/26/2020 
2:59:29 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

399 cloudd/com.a
pple.datausag
e.docsandsyn
c 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:58987 Wan 
Out:38430  

1/26/2020 
2:58:54 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

400 searchpartyd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:54023 Wan 
Out:48976  

1/26/2020 
2:44:55 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

401 mobileassetd/
com.apple.dat
ausage.softw
areupdate 

com.apple.dataus
age.softwareupdat
e 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:32229 Wan 
Out:12991  

1/26/2020 
2:24:21 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

402 CategoriesSer  Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 1/26/2020 PID: 0   Source: 
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vic Wan In:71570 Wan 
Out:23806  

2:16:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

TID: 0   
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

403 com.apple.We
bKit/com.espn
.ScoreCenter 

com.espn.ScoreC
enter 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2027796 
Wan Out:441733  

1/26/2020 
2:11:55 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

404 appstored/co
m.espn.Score
Center

com.espn.ScoreC
enter 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:15281 Wan 
Out:4776  

1/26/2020 
2:11:53 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

405 itunesstored/c
om.apple.VSV
iewService 

com.apple.VSVie
wService 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:41521 Wan 
Out:7905  

1/26/2020 
2:11:53 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

406 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.VSViewServi
ce 

com.apple.VSVie
wService 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:208 Wan 
Out:134  

1/26/2020 
2:11:53 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

407 adprivacyd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:13678 Wan 
Out:8222  

1/26/2020 
2:11:51 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

408 ESPN/com.es
pn.ScoreCent
er 

com.espn.ScoreC
enter 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:15639265 
Wan Out:3223035 

1/26/2020 
2:11:49 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

409 mDNSRespon
der/com.espn.
ScoreCenter 

com.espn.ScoreC
enter 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:34199 Wan 
Out:14336  

1/26/2020 
2:11:49 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

410 IMRemoteUR
LConne/com.
apple.datausa
ge.messages 

com.apple.dataus
age.messages 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:162842 Wan 
Out:59280  

1/26/2020 
2:11:48 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

411 cloudd/com.a
pple.Fitness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:133100 Wan 
Out:79931  

1/26/2020 
2:11:37 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

412 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Fitness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:12732 Wan 
Out:3668  

1/26/2020 
2:11:28 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

413 NanoMaps/co
m.apple.Nano
Maps

com.apple.NanoM
aps 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:206225 Wan 
Out:108947  

1/26/2020 
2:09:08 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

414 appstored/co
m.weather.T
WC

com.weather.TWC  Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11276 Wan 
Out:4208  

1/26/2020 
2:09:01 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

415 com.apple.We
bKit/com.weat
her.TWC 

com.weather.TWC  Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:134301 Wan 
Out:34533  

1/26/2020 
2:09:01 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

416 geod/com.we
ather.TWC 

com.weather.TWC  Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:5666 Wan 
Out:3201  

1/26/2020 
2:08:58 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

417 appstored Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:140337 Wan 
Out:59760  

1/26/2020 
2:08:53 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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eUID: 0  
418 TheWeather/c

om.weather.T
WC 

com.weather.TWC  Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1348956 
Wan Out:362490  

1/26/2020 
2:08:53 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

419 mDNSRespon
der/com.weat
her.TWC 

com.weather.TWC  Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:15278 Wan 
Out:7007  

1/26/2020 
2:08:52 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

420 IntentsObjcEx
ten/com.uberc
ab.UberClient 

com.ubercab.Uber
Client 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:11289 Wan 
Out:6312  

1/26/2020 
2:08:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

421 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.Ma
ps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:302523 Wan 
Out:73100  

1/26/2020 
2:08:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

422 cloudd/com.a
pple.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:55645 Wan 
Out:102010  

1/26/2020 
2:08:42 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

423 Maps/com.ap
ple.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:338810 Wan 
Out:144017  

1/26/2020 
2:08:39 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

424 mDNSRespon
der/com.uberc
ab.UberClient 

com.ubercab.Uber
Client 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:798 Wan 
Out:698  

1/26/2020 
2:08:39 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

425 geod/com.app
le.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4282872 
Wan Out:2105207 

1/26/2020 
2:08:39 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

426 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.Maps 

com.apple.Maps Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:28018 Wan 
Out:20527  

1/26/2020 
2:08:38 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

427 destinationd Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:87994 Wan 
Out:43007  

1/26/2020 
2:08:23 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

428 mediaserverd/
com.apple.fac
etime 

com.apple.facetim
e 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:44 Wan 
Out:44  

1/26/2020 
2:05:25 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

429 com.apple.We
bKit/com.appl
e.mobilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:255326502 
Wan Out:11622325  

1/26/2020 
2:04:20 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

430 MobileSafari/c
om.apple.mob
ilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:452037 Wan 
Out:196789  

1/26/2020 
2:04:15 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

431 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.mobilesafari 

com.apple.mobile
safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:336609 Wan 
Out:167545  

1/26/2020 
2:04:11 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

432 Instagram/co
m.burbn.insta
gram

com.burbn.instagr
am 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:68540849 
Wan Out:5661620 

1/26/2020 
2:01:49 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

433 mDNSResponcom.burbn.instagr Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 1/26/2020 PID: 0   Source: 
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der/com.burb
n.instagram 

am Wan In:39035 Wan 
Out:33245  

2:01:49 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

TID: 0   
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

434 com.apple.We
bKit 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:29666 Wan 
Out:20595  

1/26/2020 
2:00:03 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

435 trustd/com.fac
ebook.Facebo
ok 

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2903 Wan 
Out:2198  

1/26/2020 
2:00:01 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

436 ring/com.ring com.ring Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:300268 Wan 
Out:226894  

1/26/2020 
1:59:09 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

437 mDNSRespon
der/com.ring 

com.ring Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:4976 Wan 
Out:2076  

1/26/2020 
1:59:09 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

438 parsecd/com.
apple.datausa
ge.siri 

com.apple.dataus
age.siri 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:548890 Wan 
Out:315229  

1/26/2020 
1:58:21 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

439 itunesstored/c
om.apple.data
usage.itunesa
ccount 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesaccount 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1562122 
Wan Out:797209  

1/26/2020 
1:58:10 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

440 Facebook/co
m.facebook.F
acebook

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:176367121 
Wan Out:8558636  

1/26/2020 
1:57:39 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

441 mDNSRespon
der/com.faceb
ook.Facebook 

com.facebook.Fac
ebook 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:139970 Wan 
Out:102862  

1/26/2020 
1:57:39 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

442 identityservice
s/com.apple.f
acetime 

com.apple.facetim
e 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:388943 Wan 
Out:517291  

1/26/2020 
1:55:45 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

443 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.Fit
ness 

com.apple.Fitness Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:168783 Wan 
Out:128186  

1/26/2020 
12:42:27 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

444 ActivityMonito
rApp/com.app
le.ActivityMoni
torApp 

com.apple.Activity
MonitorApp 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:315074 Wan 
Out:230583  

1/26/2020 
12:41:35 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

445 nsurlsessiond/
com.apple.dat
ausage.gener
al 

com.apple.dataus
age.general 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:87659 Wan 
Out:54583  

1/26/2020 
12:41:18 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

446 syncdefaultsd/
com.apple.dat
ausage.docsa
ndsync 

com.apple.dataus
age.docsandsync 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:580030 Wan 
Out:280997  

1/26/2020 
12:35:25 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

447 swcd/com.app
le.datausage.
safari 

com.apple.dataus
age.safari 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:291742 Wan 
Out:100667  

1/26/2020 
12:32:16 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

448 NanoMusic/co
m.apple.Nano
Music

com.apple.NanoM
usic 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:16811 Wan 
Out:5402  

1/26/2020 
12:31:21 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   
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eUID: 0  
449 AssistantServi

ces/com.appl
e.AssistantSe
rvices

com.apple.Assista
ntServices 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:42557 Wan 
Out:54128  

1/26/2020 
12:31:18 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

450 geod/com.app
le.datausage.
maps 

com.apple.dataus
age.maps 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1724424 
Wan Out:1330365 

1/26/2020 
12:29:58 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

451 SafetyMap/co
m.life360.safe
tymap

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1110448 
Wan Out:743008  

1/26/2020 
12:29:56 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

452 mDNSRespon
der/com.life36
0.safetymap 

com.life360.safety
map 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:90620 Wan 
Out:42486  

1/26/2020 
12:29:54 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

453 locationd/com
.apple.dataus
age.location 

com.apple.dataus
age.location 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:2292220 
Wan Out:968272  

1/26/2020 
12:29:41 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

454 apsd/com.app
le.datausage.
applepushser
vice 

com.apple.dataus
age.applepushser
vice 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:1731801 
Wan Out:1807978 

1/26/2020 
12:28:58 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

455 mDNSRespon
der/com.apple
.datausage.dn
s 

com.apple.dataus
age.dns 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:19321 Wan 
Out:46918  

1/26/2020 
12:28:57 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

456 itunescloudd/c
om.apple.data
usage.itunes
media 

com.apple.dataus
age.itunesmedia 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:828268 Wan 
Out:209295  

1/26/2020 
12:28:57 
PM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

457 assistant.assi
stantd/com.ap
ple.assistant.a
ssistantd 

com.apple.assista
nt.assistantd 

Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:530783 Wan 
Out:26313  

1/26/2020 
11:27:23 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

458 BofA/com.ban
kofamerica.Bo
fA 

com.bankofameric
a.BofA 

 Wifi In:0 Wifi Out:0 
Wan In:515 Wan 
Out:404  

1/26/2020 
8:57:34 
AM(UTC-7)  
End time: 

PID: 0   
TID: 0  
Effectiv
eUID: 0  

Source: 
iPhoneNetworkData
Usage   

MMS Messages 1/26/2020 to 1/29/2020 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

MMS Messages  (24)

# Parties Content Other Deleted 
1 Timestamp:  1/29/2020 

2:56:28 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing   

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: Status: Unknown  
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FullSizeRender.jpg  (Empty File) 
2 Timestamp:  1/28/2020  2:16:26 PM(UTC-7) To:    Direction:  Outgoing Subject: 

No subject   Body:       Attachments: <C:\Users\dellf\Documents\mms\IMG_6133.jpg> 
IMG_6133.jpg <file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\mms\IMG_6133.jpg> 

 Status: Sent  

3 Timestamp:  1/28/2020  10:06:47 AM(UTC-7) From:     * Direction: 

Incoming Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 
<C:\Users\dellf\Documents\mms\imagejpeg_0.jpg> 

imagejpeg_0.jpg <file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\mms\imagejpeg_0.jpg> 
 Status: Read  

4 Timestamp:  1/28/2020 
8:52:13 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

Audio Message.caf  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

5 Timestamp:  1/28/2020  8:25:16 AM(UTC-7) To:  +     Direction: 

Outgoing Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 
<C:\Users\dellf\Documents\mms\IMG_6136.HEIC> 

IMG_6136.HEIC <file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\mms\IMG_6136.HEIC> 
 Status: Sent  

6 Timestamp:  1/28/2020 
1:18:15 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

FullSizeRender.jpg  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

7 Timestamp:  1/28/2020 
1:18:02 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6134.PNG  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

8 Timestamp:  1/28/2020 
1:06:46 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6134.PNG  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

9 Timestamp:  1/28/2020 
1:04:53 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

FullSizeRender.jpg  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

10 Timestamp:  1/28/2020 
12:05:30 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

FullSizeRender.jpg  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

11 Timestamp:  1/28/2020 Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: Status: Unknown  
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12:05:23 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing 

FullSizeRender.jpg  (Empty File) 
12 Timestamp:  1/27/2020  10:29:22 PM(UTC-7) To:  +   Direction:  Outgoing Subject: 

No subject   Body:       Attachments: <C:\Users\dellf\Documents\mms\IMG_1154.jpeg> 
IMG_1154.jpeg <file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\mms\IMG_1154.jpeg> 

 Status: Sent  

13 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
10:27:23 PM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_1154.jpeg  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

14 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
7:01:58 PM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

Anything.png  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

15 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
6:47:58 PM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

Audio Message.caf  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

16 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
9:30:41 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6125.PNG  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

17 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
9:30:38 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6124.PNG  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

18 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
9:30:20 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6116.HEIC  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

19 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
9:28:55 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6125.PNG  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

20 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
9:28:54 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6124.PNG  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

21 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
9:28:52 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6123.JPG  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

22 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 
8:17:47 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing   

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: Status: Unknown  
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IMG_6121.HEIC  (Empty File) 
23 Timestamp:  1/27/2020 

5:04:00 AM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6116.HEIC  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

24 Timestamp:  1/26/2020 
10:24:28 PM(UTC-7)  
Direction:  Outgoing  

Subject: No subject   Body: Attachments: 

IMG_6117.HEIC  (Empty File) 

Status: Unknown  

Notes: 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

Notes  (1) 

# Time Note Deleted 
1 Title: Read This Note   Summary: Prior to our relationship, I was involved 

in so many activities for me. I was able to go to the gym everyday, dance 
classes, vacations, etc. Now, I’m attending softball practice, preparing 
dinner, and helping with homework. I willingly chose this life, and  
Source: Notes       Body: Read This Note    Prior to our relationship, 
I was involved in so many activities for me. I was able to go to the gym 
everyday, dance classes, vacations, etc. Now, I’m attending softball 
practice, preparing dinner, and helping with homework. I willingly chose this 
life, and I don’t want you to feel guilty. But I am asking that you be aware of 
what I have given up and supportive of those times when I choose to pursue 
my passions.  You may not see it, but there’s a double standard put on 
stepmoms. We are held to an extremely high standard, and the second we 
screw up, someone is on our cases. The world looks for flaws in us more 
than they do biological parents.  But if I could be in this same place with a 
husband that understands my perspective a little better, my quality of life 
and peace of mind would be exponentially better.  There are many things I 
do around the house to keep our home running smoothly, and honestly, you 
probably don’t even notice half of them. Understand that I may make it look 
easy, but I could always use your help. We both work really hard, and I 
understand when you’re home, you want to relax. But I enjoy relaxation too  

 

SMS Messages from 1/26/2020 to 1/29/2020 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)
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SMS Messages  (91)

* These details are cross-referenced from this device's contacts

# Folder Party All timestamps Status Source Message Deleted 
1 Inbox To From 

55721 
Direction: 
Incoming 

Time 
1/29/2020 
4:55:39 
PM(UTC-7) 

Unread DIFF: VIP Text Exclusive! Take $25 
off your next order using code VIP at 
checkout. Offer ends in 48 hours so 
Shop Now: 
https://diffeyewear.attn.tv/l/I2Q/Aa8B
X    

 

2 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/29/2020 
2:40:13 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/29/2020 
2:42:34 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read Call me so I know you are ok 

3 Inbox To From 
+

 *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/29/2020 
12:47:39 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/29/2020 
1:27:24 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read hey lady i hope your holding up i 
been praying non stop hoping hes 
found soon im here if you need to 
talk to someone i cant imagine what 
you all are going though  

4 Inbox To From 
99538 
Direction: 
Incoming 

Time 
1/29/2020 
11:05:45 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/29/2020 
11:05:48 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read SC Connections Academy: Hello 
SCCA Alum! Join our Alumni 
Network and get info on 
scholarships, jobs, mentors, and 
engage with fellow Alums! 
https://sccaconnect.  

5 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/29/2020 
5:16:26 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/29/2020 
7:04:52 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Tecia please call me 

6 Drafts From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/29/2020 
3:20:26 
AM(UTC-7) 

Unsent No just upset because they keep 
freaking out on me and everyone in 
his family acts like i know where he 
is and won't tell.   

7 Drafts From To 
+   
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
11:50:04 
PM(UTC-7) 

Unsent I tired to call 

8 Drafts From To 
+   
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
11:42:20 
PM(UTC-7) 

Unsent My life is being ruined. Am I able to 
go to my home? I have no where to 
sleep. You said you asked me 
questions already    

9 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
7:26:22 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 

Read Any news?? 
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7:26:27 
PM(UTC-7) 

10 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:56:30 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:56:33 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read Just checking on u 

11 Sent From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:55:22 
PM(UTC-7) 

Sent Yes what's wrong 

12 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:55:11 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:55:13 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read Are u ok 

13 Sent From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:53:53 
PM(UTC-7) 

Sent Hey 

14 Inbox To From 
+

 Sitter *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:53:46 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:55:59 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read any new leads to his disappearance 

15 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:53:45 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:53:48 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read Tecia please call me or text 

16 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:49:28 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:49:32 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read My Heart Hurts that I Can't Be there 
for You when you need Me 😭😭😭😭 I 
Just Want you to know I Have a 🙏🙏 
Group going in my Family for You 
All. Please Call Me When You Can. 
I've Cried for you All Day Bc I Know 
Ur Torn. I ❤ You, Sis.  Faith Over
Fear🙏🙏❤🙌🙌

17 Inbox To From 
+   
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
4:17:25 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
4:17:28 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read Hello, this is  mom. Just 
checking in.☺ I pray all is well. 

 misses you so much.  

18 Inbox To From 
+

  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
4:07:25 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 

Read Any updates 
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1/28/2020 
4:09:22 
PM(UTC-7) 

19 Sent From      To  
prvs

  
Direction: 
Outgoing  

Time 
1/28/2020 
2:56:17 
PM(UTC-7) 

Sent No 

20 Inbox To      From  
prvs=42969fc04b=

m  
Direction: 
Incoming  

Time 
1/28/2020 
1:40:58 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
2:56:12 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read Do u think he ran away     

A BLESSED DAY

   CONFIDENTIALITY
NOTICE: The contents of this email
message and any attachments are
intended solely for the addressee(s)
and may contain confidential and/or
privileged information and may be
legally protected from disclosure. If
you are not the intended recipient of
this message or their agent, or if this
message has been addressed to
you in error, please immediately
alert the sender by reply email and
then delete this message and any
attachments. If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any use, dissemination,
copying, or storage of this message
or its attachments is strictly
prohibited.

21 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
12:42:46 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
12:42:54 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read Ok then she is rule out 

22 Sent From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
12:41:43 
PM(UTC-7) 

Sent Mom is on her way here with her 
family   

23 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
12:33:07 
PM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
12:40:51 
PM(UTC-7) 

Read Has the police checked out the mom 
and stepdad   

24 Sent From To 
+  

*
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
10:41:51 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent No not yet 

25 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
10:37:50 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 

Read Did you find him? 
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1/28/2020 
10:41:47 
AM(UTC-7) 

26 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
10:37:40 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
10:41:47 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Did you find him? 

27 Sent From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
10:30:06 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Thank you 💚💚 

28 Sent From To 
+  

Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
10:29:48 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Thank you so much 

29 Sent From To 
+  

Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
10:29:45 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent I'm sorry I've been slammed 

30 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
10:20:11 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
10:29:57 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read  I know you are super busy....just 
keep me posted 

31 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
9:02:33 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
9:14:28 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Hey Tecia I just wanted to let you 
know that I'm hoping y'all will find 
him and that I'm praying  y'all will. I 
love you sis  

32 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
9:02:23 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
9:14:28 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Hey Tecia I just wanted to let you 
know that I'm hoping y'all will find 
him and that I'm praying  y'all will. I 
love you sis  

33 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
9:00:19 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
9:13:05 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Tecia have u found out anything just 
worried about him   

34 Sent From To 
+

*  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
8:25:28 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Almost there 

35 Inbox To From 
+

 *  

Time 
1/28/2020 
8:21:44 

Read are they saying hes a run away what 
did they find on his phone  
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Direction: 
Incoming 

AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
8:21:52 
AM(UTC-7) 

36 Sent From To 
+

*  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
8:15:11 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Calls 

37 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
8:15:10 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent K about to leave sorry had so many. 
Alls   

38 Inbox To From 
+  

*
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
8:11:27 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
8:11:34 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Any news 

39 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
7:40:36 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
7:48:10 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Good morning. I just heard about 
if you need anything left 

me know.   

40 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
7:40:27 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
7:48:10 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Good morning. I just heard about 
if you need anything left 

me know.   

41 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
7:35:07 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
8:04:43 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Hey Sis....any news yet?? 

42 Inbox To From 
+

 *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
7:13:33 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
7:15:40 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read That is by me I'll look around today 

43 Inbox To From 
+

  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
7:12:19 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
7:15:40 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Okay 

44 Sent From To 

  

Time 
1/28/2020 
7:11:52 

Sent No we are still looking he was seen 
on academy last night   
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Direction: 
Outgoing 

AM(UTC-7) 

45 Inbox To From 

  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
6:43:07 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
6:43:49 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Sorry it's early  wanted to 
know if you found him yet   

46 Inbox To From 
+

 *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
6:27:49 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
6:28:16 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read wow thats crazy 

47 Sent From To 
+

 *  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
6:21:23 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Yes Oklahoma and you can't do an 
amber alert unless you know that 
someone took them and have to 
have that person name and tags  

48 Inbox To From 

  *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
6:19:22 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
6:20:36 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read is  home someone was saying he 
was in Oklahoma  

49 Inbox To From 
+

 
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
6:19:04 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
6:20:36 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read is there an amber alert out yet 

50 Inbox To From 
+

 
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
6:18:55 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
6:20:36 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read is there an amber alert out yet 

51 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:56:38 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent No she is in SC and losing her mind 

52 Inbox To From 

 *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:42:19 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:56:19 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read im devastated 

53 Inbox To From 
+

 
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:41:10 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 

Read did his mom pick him up by chance 
my sister did that and had my mom 
pick her up   
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5:56:19 
AM(UTC-7) 

54 Inbox To From 
+

 
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:18:58 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:18:58 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read ill definitely be praying for him this is 
scary  

55 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:18:18 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Yea he never didn't come home 

56 Inbox To From 
+

 
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:16:59 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:18:04 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read was this the first time 

57 Inbox To From 
+

 *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:16:50 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:18:04 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read i really hope he is found 

58 Inbox To From 
+

 *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:16:29 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:16:31 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read i also let mine wali too 

59 Sent From To 
+

*  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:16:26 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent I never did that with  so i don't 
have any of their number.  had 
them   

60 Inbox To From 
+

 *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:16:07 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:16:07 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read i wish i was there to help im so sorry 

61 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:15:58 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent  lets them walk around the 
neighborhood   

62 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:15:47 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Honestly I don't keep up with friends 

63 Inbox To From 
+

 
Direction:

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:15:20 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read where did he say he was at 
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Incoming Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:15:21 
AM(UTC-7) 

64 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:15:20 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent But he was here in the afternoon 

65 Sent From To 
+

*  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:15:06 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent He had to go to doctor for his 
stomach   

66 Inbox To From 
+

*  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:14:44 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:14:48 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read someone posted he wasn't at school 
either  

67 Sent From To 
+

 *  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:14:40 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent We talked to him then and told him 
to be home by 6   

68 Sent From To 

 *  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:14:21 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent This happened at after 3:30 

69 Inbox To From 
+

 *  
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:13:44 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:13:56 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read wow did he not go to school with 
  

70 Sent From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:13:24 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Not yet 

71 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:13:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent No 

72 Inbox To From 
+

 
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
5:11:42 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
5:13:12 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read have yall found  

73 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
4:59:01 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent No i keep checking the door every 
few minutes. Last we heard was he 
was at a store getting food.   

74 Sent From To 
+

 

Time 
1/28/2020 
4:58:34 

Sent I’m sorry that you felt the need to 
ignore me checking in. Especially 
my husband getting on a flight with 
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Direction: 
Outgoing 

AM(UTC-7) the tragedies that happened with the 
helicopter this week. I know you are 
worried but it doesn’t mean to ignore 
me and not be kind.    

75 Inbox To From 
+

 
Direction:
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
4:56:34 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
4:58:38 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Any new information 

76 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
4:50:37 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
4:50:39 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Have u found him please let me 
know been praying and still praying 

77 Sent From To 
+

*  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
4:50:32 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent No they aren’t going through? Did 
you ignore all my messages? Why? 

78 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
4:49:53 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent You could at least tell me 

79 Sent From To 
+

 
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
4:49:46 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent  did you fall asleep 

80 Sent From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
3:03:49 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent My eyes hurt to type 

81 Sent From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
3:03:42 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Call me 

82 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
2:49:56 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
2:50:55 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read How are all of y'all holding up???? 

83 Sent From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
2:44:08 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent  and  went outside around 
3:15ish and she was riding her bike 
and he was going to his friends 
house.   

84 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
2:43:12 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
2:43:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Tecia.....My heart goes out to yall! 
When did he get missing??? I feel 
sbsolutely helpless that I can not do 
too much from where I am, but I can 
pray and will be praying for his safe 
return and for yall as well. How is 
everyone else,    
AND You????  
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85 Sent From To 
+  

Direction: 
Outgoing

Time 
1/28/2020 
2:36:21 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent Yes still not home 

86 Inbox To From 
+  

Direction: 
Incoming

Time 
1/28/2020 
2:35:52 
AM(UTC-7) 
Read: 
1/28/2020 
2:36:08 
AM(UTC-7) 

Read Tecia is this true about  
being missing. If so I Pray he is 
found soon and returns unharmed 
and that you nor  lose your 
santity in the meantime!!! I'm sure 
this is gut wrenching.... Please keep 
me posted!!!!!!! 

87 Drafts From To 
+   
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/27/2020 
7:21:52 
AM(UTC-7) 

Unsent ?? It's a parent. All my family lives 
on the east coast. I am Trying to find 
a way to get there.   

88 Drafts From To 
+

  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/27/2020 
7:21:12 
AM(UTC-7) 

Unsent You there 

89 Drafts From To 
+  

Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/27/2020 
7:20:29 
AM(UTC-7) 

Unsent Yes 

90 Sent From To 
+   
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/27/2020 
4:37:11 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent I’m sorry for the time of night 
message  but My stepfather passed 
away....someone hit him with a car 
while he was walking. I can update 
you at a later time 😢😢  

91 Sent From To 
+

  
Direction:
Outgoing

Time 
1/27/2020 
4:37:05 
AM(UTC-7) 

Sent I’m just going to give them an 
excuse at work and stay with him. I 
don’t think he should be here alone. 
We haven’t really slept. And we 
haven’t heard from you by call since 
you left Sat night.  

User accounts 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

User Accounts  (31)

# User Account Entries Addresses Notes Deleted 
1 Creation time  3/18/2014  

8:10:40 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
8551BE28-B2BD-4B5E-A75
7-4618B67CA833

2 Creation time  3/20/2014  
5:52:23 AM(UTC-6)  
Username: tecia.hardin 

Unknown:  Account 
Description Facebook 
Legacy  
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Service Type: 
62A112FA-80C6-403D-BDB
6-5CE6083C2652

3 Creation time  3/20/2014  
11:15:26 AM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@gmail.com 
Service Type: 
08FD8E5E-EE8D-4539-A58
6-FA5AF4A5C2EC

Unknown:  Account 
Description Gmail  

4 Creation time  9/22/2014  
7:36:41 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
651350F4-A92C-4243-9144-
6219735A66DE    

Unknown:  Account 
Description Find My Friends 

5 Creation time  9/22/2014  
7:36:56 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
9F6BAC1D-5EF4-4BBE-887
1-7978CD64FF65

Unknown:  Account 
Description CloudKit  

6 Creation time  9/22/2014  
7:37:55 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
0231DA2F-4321-4A47-A469
-732A52D3A0EA

Unknown:  Account 
Description Apple ID  

7 Creation time  11/21/2015 
5:03:54 AM(UTC-7)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
5CFEECC2-4BDF-486D-B4
F3-2A1D9B801383    

Unknown:  Account 
Description IDMS  

8 Creation time  8/27/2016  
3:53:23 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 

@gmail.com 
Service Type: 
3C69ABCC-A2C3-44CD-A5
55-C9F6B4957E5D

Unknown:  Account 
Description Gmail  

9 Creation time  10/1/2017  
8:53:01 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 

@gmail.com 
Service Type: 
201801DA-4BDB-4931-9F2
F-9BCA380FD4CC

Unknown:  Account 
Description iTunes Store 

10 Creation time  10/1/2017  
8:53:01 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 

yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
520EF29C-0AAE-4553-8981
-04976A3A09B3

Unknown:  Account 
Description iTunes Store 

11 Creation time  9/23/2018  
9:30:38 AM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
70FEECE6-BFEA-4D34-AE
56-9F1E11BDAFDD

Unknown:  Account 
Description Game Center 
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12 Creation time  8/7/2019  
7:42:43 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
stauchletecia@wsd3.org 
Service Type: 
A90DB2B1-F6AA-4CC7-892
A-49D91B21C709

Unknown:  Account 
Description Gmail  

13 Creation time  3/18/2014  
7:51:37 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
11647EA6-467A-44F3-8C18
-63898AA8D323

Unknown:  Account 
Description iTunes Store 

14 Creation time  3/18/2014  
7:51:39 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
CD7F09F1-7B26-4031-BF45
-6CEB6116ECC7

Unknown:  Account 
Description Messages 

15 Creation time  3/18/2014  
8:10:40 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
EADD57BF-62BD-4CF8-967
C-2F92A3FD057C

Unknown:  Account 
Description Device Locator 

16 Creation time  3/18/2014  
8:10:40 PM(UTC-6)  
Username: 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Service Type: 
2FFD2766-D85F-4F5D-9C1
2-F67AE8933A5A

Unknown:  Account 
Description iCloud  

17 Creation time Source: Google Docs Photos: photo1.jpg 
<file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\useraccounts\17\photo1.jpg> 

18 Creation time Source: Google Drive Photos: photo1.jpg 
<file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\useraccounts\18\photo1.jpg> 

19 Creation time  1/22/2020  3:59:46 AM Source: Google Maps Photos: photo1.jpg 
<file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\useraccounts\19\photo1.jpg> 

User ID:  
115591366980031252294 

20 Creation time  1/22/2020  3:59:46 AM Source: Google Maps Photos: photo1.jpg 
<file:///C:\Users\dellf\Documents\useraccounts\20\photo1.jpg> 

User ID:  
105803231104429654183 

21 Creation time    
Username: dr.stauch 
Source: Instagram  

Phone:  Phone 
Email:  

Facebook Email 
blackhole-10001323136476
8-1492983961@devnull.face
book.com User ID:  User ID 
243747051

22 Creation time 
Username: 

.stauch Account 
Name: AlandTecia Stauch 
Source: Facebook 

User ID:  Facebook Id 
100013231364768 Profile 
Picture:  Profile Picture 
size 80 
https://scontent.xx.fbcdn.net/
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Messenger  v/t1.0-1/p80x80/39154864_5
09098296207878_17213717
13406500864_n.jpg.webp?_
nc_cat=108&_nc_ad=z-m&_
nc_cid=0&_nc_zor=9&_nc_h
t=scontent.xx&oh=206a504c
ae304c431f02060dd60e443
d&oe=5D3D9B1C Profile 
Picture size 160 
https://scontent.xx.fbcdn.net/
v/t1.0-1/p160x160/39154864
_509098296207878_172137
1713406500864_n.jpg.webp
?_nc_cat=108&_nc_ad=z-m
&_nc_cid=0&_nc_zor=9&_n
c_ht=scontent.xx&oh=d18ae
467fbf9792cad895c1ca0ed9
991&oe=5D022088 Phone:  
Phone   

23 Creation time    
Username: 39 
Account Name:  

 Source: Facebook  

User ID:  Facebook Id 
100001318260877 Profile 
Picture:  Profile Picture 
size 160.0 
https://scontent.fapa1-1.fna.f
bcdn.net/v/t1.0-1/p160x160/
55517498_21421826425023
24_1081144565206876160_
n.jpg?_nc_cat=110&_nc_rm
d=160&_nc_ohc=n_IVNgtC
mDcAQlDnXF1UVdthaoygZ
NC1K7xHdYyxYY8uNcJeVw
DvtcCMQ&_nc_ad=z-m&_nc
_cid=0&_nc_zor=9&_nc_ht=
scontent.fapa1-1.fna&oh=d1
d2e5a6d5f4207d723a86c98
95ad4a9&oe=5EB08933 
Profile Picture size 80.0
https://scontent.fapa1-1.fna.f
bcdn.net/v/t1.0-1/p80x80/55
517498_2142182642502324
_1081144565206876160_n.j
pg?_nc_cat=110&_nc_rmd=
160&_nc_ohc=n_IVNgtCmD
cAQlDnXF1UVdthaoygZNC1
K7xHdYyxYY8uNcJeVwDvtc
CMQ&_nc_ad=z-m&_nc_cid
=0&_nc_zor=9&_nc_ht=sco
ntent.fapa1-1.fna&oh=35cf8
c3ae37ff97eedb4e6108a5ba
ef4&oe=5EA799F0

24 Creation time    
Username: 39 
Account Name:  

 Source: Facebook 
Messenger   

User ID:  Facebook Id 
100001318260877 Profile 
Picture:  Profile Picture 
size 80 
https://scontent.xx.fbcdn.net/
v/t1.0-1/p80x80/55517498_2
142182642502324_1081144
565206876160_n.jpg.webp?
_nc_cat=110&_nc_ad=z-m&
_nc_cid=0&_nc_zor=9&_nc_
ht=scontent.xx&oh=415dc6f
2f5d3d3ebc13d0678290267f
2&oe=5D3D4A34 Profile 
Picture size 160 
https://scontent.xx.fbcdn.net/
v/t1.0-1/p160x160/55517498
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_2142182642502324_10811
44565206876160_n.jpg.web
p?_nc_cat=110&_nc_ad=z-
m&_nc_cid=0&_nc_zor=9&_
nc_ht=scontent.xx&oh=9c58
6935d6fe14c01d442c77320
2ea58&oe=5D3BEAF1  

25 Creation time    
Username: 

 Account 
Name: Kasey Chilinitine 
Password: Snickers15 
Source: Text Free Ultra    

Phone:  Text Free Ultra 
Phone Email:  
Email 

@gmail.co
m  

26 Creation time    
Account Name: Letecia 
Stauch Source: Uber  

User ID:  UUID 
8079b7b7-9234-49fa-a541-3
2583a9369d0 Email:  Email 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 
Phone:  Phone 
8436557460  

27 Creation time    
Username: teciataylor 
Account Name: Tecia 
Stauch Source: Snapchat  

User ID:  User ID 
fc0446ec-31d0-4336-aac1-fd
012e44a050 Email:  Email 
Address 
tecialynn2006@gmail.com 
Phone:  Mobile Phone 
Number   

28 Creation time    
Username: 
tecia-stauch-74456986 
Account Name: Tecia 
Stauch Source: LinkedIn  

Email:  Email 
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 

Occupation: Higher Education 

29 Creation time    
Username: 
70e42d84-97b6-4b19-a5e8-
627683339c92 Account 
Name: Tecia Stauch 
Source: Life360   

User ID:  Id 
70e42d84-97b6-4b19-a5e8-
627683339c92 Avatar 
https://www.life360.com/img/
user_images/70e42d84-97b
6-4b19-a5e8-627683339c92
/115debd3-0eef-4740-b744-
08d4d5564031.jpg?fd=2
Phone:  Phone

 Email:
Email
tecialynn2006@yahoo.com

30 Creation time 
Username: 
alandtecia.stauch Account 
Name: Tee Stauch Source: 
Facebook   

User ID:  Facebook Id 
100013231364768 Profile 
Picture:  Profile Picture 
size 160.0 
https://scontent.fapa1-1.fna.f
bcdn.net/v/t1.0-1/p160x160/
39154864_50909829620787
8_1721371713406500864_n
.jpg?_nc_cat=108&_nc_rmd
=160&_nc_ohc=eTTnIEaYn
VwAQlqRULRuGgutfLMdqS
6hNMfkJroeckMKm7WDrs3y
YtPyA&_nc_ad=z-m&_nc_ci
d=0&_nc_zor=9&_nc_ht=sc
ontent.fapa1-1.fna&oh=4cbe
acc372e23165284943f5fe86
7234&oe=5E67505D Profile 
Picture size 80.0 
https://scontent.fapa1-1.fna.f
bcdn.net/v/t1.0-1/p80x80/39
154864_509098296207878_
1721371713406500864_n.jp
g?_nc_cat=108&_nc_rmd=1
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60&_nc_ohc=eTTnIEaYnVw
AQlqRULRuGgutfLMdqS6h
NMfkJroeckMKm7WDrs3yYt
PyA&_nc_ad=z-m&_nc_cid=
0&_nc_zor=9&_nc_ht=scont
ent.fapa1-1.fna&oh=dd08b0
7dea5d59022414b46095503
485&oe=5E9E7771  

31 Creation time    
Username: usa_x3d0f959 
Account Name: 
usa_x3d0f959 Source: 
Waze   

Phone:  Phone 
 User ID:

acuid 1|global|557863093 

Web History 1/26/2020 through 1/29/2020 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

Web History  (224)

# Title URL Last Visited Visits Source Info Deleted 
1 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1/

messages/AKYefPYqN40YXjHIDQt
p4L4vIuM?.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/29/2020 
11:08:45 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

2 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/29/2020 
11:08:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

3 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/29/2020 
3:20:50 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

4 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/29/2020 
3:20:40 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

5 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1/
messages/ADG3IaxPuEVbXjCw-wr
JuAOWPuk?.src=ym&reason=mobil
e 

1/29/2020 
2:56:00 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

6 greghillassociates.com https://www.google.com/amp/s/ww
w.greghillassociates.com/amp/be-c
areful-about-being-granted-immunit
y-and-not-testifying.html 

1/29/2020 
2:34:45 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

7 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/29/2020 
2:27:50 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

8 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/29/2020 
2:26:10 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

9 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/29/2020 
2:24:20 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

10 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/29/2020 
2:04:30 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

11 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/29/2020 
1:15:40 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  
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12 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/29/2020 
1:13:45 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

13 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/29/2020 
1:13:25 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

14 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/29/2020 
12:49:00 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

15 Google https://www.google.com/?client=saf
ari 

1/28/2020 
11:49:25 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

16 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
11:49:10 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

17 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/28/2020 
11:47:40 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

18 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
11:39:55 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

19 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
10:19:30 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

20 Active AMBER Alerts | AMBER 
Alert 

https://amberalert.ojp.gov/news/acti
ve-AMBER-alerts 

1/28/2020 
10:19:15 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

21 colorado active amber alerts - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
colorado+active+amber+alerts&ie=
UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client
=safari 

1/28/2020 
10:19:10 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

22 Alerts | Colorado Bureau of 
Investigation 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cbi
/alerts-1 

1/28/2020 
10:03:00 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

23 AMBER Alert | Colorado Bureau of 
Investigation 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cbi
/amber-alert 

1/28/2020 
10:02:50 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

24 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
10:02:15 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

25 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1/
messages/ADG3IaxPuEVbXjCw-wr
JuAOWPuk?.src=ym&reason=mobil
e 

1/28/2020 
7:17:30 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

26 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/28/2020 
6:38:20 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

27 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
5:00:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

28 they are asking for our sons tooth 
brush but said nothing is wrong - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=t
hey+are+asking+for+our+sons+toot
h+brush+but+said+nothing+is+wron
g&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&
client=safari 

1/28/2020 
4:19:40 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

29 car net volkswagon - Google 
Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
car+net+volkswagon&ie=UTF-8&oe
=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=safari 

1/28/2020 
4:18:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

30  
 | Zillow 

https://www.zillow.com/homedetails/

pid/ 

1/28/2020 
4:18:40 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

31  
 | Zillow 

https://www.zillow.com/homedetails/1/28/2020 
1:55:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

32  zillow - https://www.google.com/search?q= 1/28/2020 Source: 
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Google Search 

t=safari 

1:55:35 
PM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

33 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/28/2020 
1:33:55 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

34 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/28/2020 
1:25:05 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

35 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
1:24:30 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

36 login - car-net https://carnet.vw.com/login 1/28/2020 
1:23:50 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

37 academy and fountain colorado 
springs - Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
academy+and+fountain+colorado+s
prings&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en
-us&client=safari 

1/28/2020 
1:09:00 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

38 When Your Child Is Missing: A 
Family Survival Guide 

https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyc
kuh176/files/pubs/childismissing/ch
1.html 

1/28/2020 
1:08:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

39 can nintendo find my switch - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
can+nintendo+find+my+switch&ie=
UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client
=safari 

1/28/2020 
12:57:10 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

40 Colorado Springs Police 
Department - Home | Facebook 

https://m.facebook.com/cspdpio/ 1/28/2020 
12:17:25 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

41 Security Check https://m.facebook.com/cspdpio/ 1/28/2020 
12:17:05 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

42 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1/
messages/ADd7jIN8TKBjXjBybg8D
wGgyrQs?.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
12:15:15 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

43 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/1/edit/085
1730413 

1/28/2020 
10:55:00 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

44 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1/
messages/AB1djPQcDAGWXjBRv
Qw80FQ5Vwg?.src=ym&reason=m
obile 

1/28/2020 
10:32:40 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

45 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
8:38:10 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

46 Free Driving Directions, Traffic 
Reports & GPS Navigation App by 
Waze 

https://www.waze.com/livemap/dire
ctions/united-states/colorado/colora
do-springs/airport-employee-parkin
g?place=w.167313796.1673137960
.4091829 

1/28/2020 
8:26:35 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

47 employee parking at cos - Google 
Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
employee+parking+at+cos&ie=UTF
-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=saf
ari

1/28/2020 
8:26:25 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

48 $37/day - Compact Car https://www.priceline.com/drive/che
ckout/r/retail/COST001~COST001~
RD~~~16fecba924b~~refCode-4-46
76e8ad-1200-417c-8bf6-a3278584f
b78~20200128T09:00~20200129T0
9:00~BU~CCAR~USD~51.61~~~~*
*FA0355469F785CAE98E2277F4E
150C57408E232E179DAC6F?id=C
CAR-RD-BU-COS-BU-COS&totalPr
ice=51.61

1/28/2020 
8:26:10 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

49 $37/day - Compact Car https://www.priceline.com/drive/che 1/28/2020 Source: 
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ckout/r/retail/COST001~COST001~
RD~~~16fecba924b~~refCode-4-46
76e8ad-1200-417c-8bf6-a3278584f
b78~20200128T09:00~20200129T0
9:00~BU~CCAR~USD~51.61~~~~*
*FA0355469F785CAE98E2277F4E
150C57408E232E179DAC6F?id=C
CAR-RD-BU-COS-BU-COS&totalPr
ice=51.61

8:17:45 
AM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

50 Find cheap rental car deals in 
Colorado Springs | Priceline 

https://www.priceline.com/drive/sear
ch/r/COS/COS/20200128-08:00/20
200130-08:00/list 

1/28/2020 
7:19:40 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

51 Find cheap rental car deals | 
Priceline 

https://www.priceline.com/rentalcars
/ 

1/28/2020 
7:19:05 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

52 Find cheap rental car deals in 
Colorado Springs | Priceline 

https://www.priceline.com/drive/sear
ch/r/COS/COS/20200128-09:00/20
200130-09:00/list 

1/28/2020 
7:18:20 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

53 Find cheap rental car deals | 
Priceline 

https://www.priceline.com/rentalcars
/ 

1/28/2020 
7:17:50 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

54 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/28/2020 
6:56:55 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

55 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
6:29:25 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

56 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/28/2020 
6:06:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

57 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
6:00:25 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

58 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/28/2020 
5:14:50 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

59 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
5:13:55 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

60 Flights https://www.google.com/flights?hl=e
n-us&prmd=tmniv&lite=0#flt=OKC.C
OS.2020-01-28*COS.OKC.2020-02
-01;c:USD;e:1;sd:1;t:f 

1/28/2020 
4:36:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

61 todays.flight okc to cos - Google 
Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=t
odays.flight+okc+to+cos&ie=UTF-8
&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=safari 

1/28/2020 
4:36:05 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

62 When Your Child Is Missing: A 
Family Survival Guide 

https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyc
kuh176/files/pubs/childismissing/ch
1.html 

1/28/2020 
4:22:05 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

63 When Your Child Is Missing: A 
Family Survival Guide 

https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyc
kuh176/files/pubs/childismissing/intr
ock.html 

1/28/2020 
4:18:45 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

64 What to Do if Your Child Goes 
Missing - Child Find of America 

http://childfindofamerica.org/my-chil
d-is-missing/ 

1/28/2020 
4:16:35 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

65 police steps for.our missing child. - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
police+steps+for.our+missing+child.
&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&cl
ient=safari 

1/28/2020 
4:16:30 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

66 police steps for our runaway - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
police+steps+for+our+runaway&ie=
UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client
=safari 

1/28/2020 
4:16:05 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

67 what is the process for.our 
runaway child. - Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
what+is+the+process+for.our+runa

1/28/2020 
4:15:40 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  
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way+child.&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&h
l=en-us&client=safari 

AM(UTC-7) 

68 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/6?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/28/2020 
4:07:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

69 Flights: Find Cheap Flights & 
Airfares | Priceline 

https://www.priceline.com/m/flights/
?error=11#/ 

1/28/2020 
4:06:35 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

70 Flights: Find Cheap Flights & 
Airfares | Priceline 

https://www.priceline.com/m/flights/
?error=11#/select/location/0/ 

1/28/2020 
4:06:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

71 Flights: Find Cheap Flights & 
Airfares | Priceline 

https://www.priceline.com/m/flights/
?&date1=20200128&airport1=OKC
&airport2=COS&cabin-class=ECO&
no-date-search=false&search-type=
11&num-adults=1&refclickid=https
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176 Google https://www.google.com/?client=saf
ari#sbfbu=1&pi= 

1/26/2020 
6:26:10 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

177 shaq twitter - Google Search https://www.google.com/search?q=
shaq+twitter&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
&hl=en-us&client=safari 

1/26/2020 
5:11:35 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

178 shaq twitter - Google Search https://www.google.com/search?q=
shaq+twitter&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

1/26/2020 
4:40:30 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  
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&hl=en-us&client=safari PM(UTC-7) 
179 lebrons age - Google Search https://www.google.com/search?q=l

ebrons+age&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&
hl=en-us&client=safari 

1/26/2020 
4:35:40 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

180 why did kobe grow up initaly - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
why+did+kobe+grow+up+initaly&ie
=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&clien
t=safari 

1/26/2020 
4:34:50 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

181 Sources - Kobe Bryant, daughter 
Gianna die in helicopter crash 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/ww
w.espn.com/nba/story/_/id/2856943
8/sources-kobe-bryant-daughter-gia
nna-die-helicopter-crash%3fplatfor
m=amp

1/26/2020 
3:42:40 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

182 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/26/2020 
2:34:35 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

183 Gianna Maria-Onore Bryant - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?clie
nt=safari&hl=en-us&q=Gianna+Mari
a-Onore+Bryant&stick=H4sIAAAAA
AAAAONgFuLUz9U3MMzOTTFR4
gIxTQzizQvLtaSyk630C1LzC3JSgV
RRcX6eVXJGZk5KUWreI8ZNjNwC
L3_cE5ZawThpzclrjAsZufCoF1LjYn
PNK8ksqRSS4eKVQliowSDFzYVkf
7iR465L086xWQvObDBZ7GMU5iD
FKZi08279-zfv7ZUUOdef2Tf_RtN7
e8HHPAwNc6pCHSRYFBg0GAwD
3f_XLxf3ddBi4mAI4gCZV1mSXtK0
b8UhNhYORgEGKyYNJp5FrJLum
Yl5eYkKvolFmYm6_nn5RakKTkWV
iXklAMws5joHAQAA&sa=X&ved=2
ahUKEwib3pyrlaLnAhUBT6wKHZrV
AhsQri4wNHoECA8QHg

1/26/2020 
2:09:25 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

184 Gianna Maria-Onore Bryant - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?clie
nt=safari&hl=en-us&q=Gianna+Mari
a-Onore+Bryant&stick=H4sIAAAAA
AAAAONgFuLUz9U3MMzOTTFR4
gIxTQzizQvLtaSyk630C1LzC3JSgV
RRcX6eVXJGZk5KUWreI8ZNjNwC
L3_cE5ZawThpzclrjAsZufCoF1LjYn
PNK8ksqRSS4eKVQliowSDFzYVkf
7iR465L086xWQvObDBZ7GMU5iD
FKZi08279-zfv7ZUUOdef2Tf_RtN7
e8HHPAwNc6pCHSRYFBg0GAwD
3f_XLxf3ddBi4mAI4gCZV1mSXtK0
b8UhNhYORgEGKyYNJp5FrJLum
Yl5eYkKvolFmYm6_nn5RakKTkWV
iXklAMws5joHAQAA&sa=X&ved=2
ahUKEwib3pyrlaLnAhUBT6wKHZrV
AhsQri4wNHoECA8QHg

1/26/2020 
2:06:15 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

185 Gianna Bryant | Nbafamily Wiki | 
Fandom 

https://nbafamily.fandom.com/wiki/
Gianna_Bryant 

1/26/2020 
2:05:05 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

186 Gianna Maria-Onore Bryant - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?clie
nt=safari&hl=en-us&q=Gianna+Mari
a-Onore+Bryant&stick=H4sIAAAAA
AAAAONgFuLUz9U3MMzOTTFR4
gIxTQzizQvLtaSyk630C1LzC3JSgV
RRcX6eVXJGZk5KUWreI8ZNjNwC
L3_cE5ZawThpzclrjAsZufCoF1LjYn
PNK8ksqRSS4eKVQliowSDFzYVkf
7iR465L086xWQvObDBZ7GMU5iD
FKZi08279-zfv7ZUUOdef2Tf_RtN7
e8HHPAwNc6pCHSRYFBg0GAwD
3f_XLxf3ddBi4mAI4gCZV1mSXtK0
b8UhNhYORgEGKyYNJp5FrJLum

1/26/2020 
2:04:25 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  
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Yl5eYkKvolFmYm6_nn5RakKTkWV
iXklAMws5joHAQAA&sa=X&ved=2
ahUKEwib3pyrlaLnAhUBT6wKHZrV
AhsQri4wNHoECA8QHg 

187 LA County Sheriffs on Twitter: 
"#Update Downed aircraft is a 
helicopter. Flames extinguished. 
#Malibu deputies at crash site 
looking for survivors, 4200 blk Las 
Virgenes Rd #Calabasas #LASD 
https://t.co/eixLhGhLyE" / Twitter 

https://mobile.twitter.com/LASDHQ/
status/1221501617255505920?ref_
src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Et
weetembed%7Ctwterm%5E122150
1617255505920&ref_url=https%3A
%2F%2Fsports.yahoo.com%2Frep
orts-kobe-bryant-killed-in-helicopter-
crash-in-calabasas-194537553.html 

1/26/2020 
1:45:50 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

188 LA County Sheriffs on Twitter: 
"#Update Downed aircraft is a 
helicopter. Flames extinguished. 
#Malibu deputies at crash site 
looking for survivors, 4200 blk Las 
Virgenes Rd #Calabasas #LASD 
https://t.co/eixLhGhLyE" / Twitter 

https://mobile.twitter.com/LASDHQ/
status/1221501617255505920?ref_
src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Et
weetembed%7Ctwterm%5E122150
1617255505920&ref_url=https%3A
%2F%2Fsports.yahoo.com%2Frep
orts-kobe-bryant-killed-in-helicopter-
crash-in-calabasas-194537553.html 

1/26/2020 
1:40:10 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

189 Kobe Bryant killed in helicopter 
crash in Calabasas 

https://www.yahoo.com/sports/repor
ts-kobe-bryant-killed-in-helicopter-cr
ash-in-calabasas-194537553.html 

1/26/2020 
1:39:55 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

190 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/26/2020 
1:39:25 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

191 Los Angeles Times on Twitter: 
"#BREAKING: Kobe Bryant, the 
NBA and MVP who spanned a 
20-year career with the L.A.
Lakers, died in a helicopter crash
in Calabasas. He was 41." / Twitter 

https://mobile.twitter.com/latimes/st
atus/1221522393086038017 

1/26/2020 
1:38:25 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

192 twitter kobe bryant - Google 
Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=t
witter+kobe+bryant&ie=UTF-8&oe=
UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=safari 

1/26/2020 
1:37:55 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

193 Twitter. It’s what’s happening / 
Twitter 

https://mobile.twitter.com/ 1/26/2020 
1:37:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

194 Twitter. It’s what’s happening / 
Twitter 

https://mobile.twitter.com/ 1/26/2020 
1:37:40 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

195 ric fox - Google Search https://www.google.com/search?q=r
ic+fox&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en
-us&client=safari 

1/26/2020 
1:31:10 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

196 ABC News - Breaking News, 
Latest News, Headlines & Videos 

https://abcnews.go.com/ 1/26/2020 
1:28:50 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

197 anc news - Google Search https://www.google.com/search?q=
anc+news&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl
=en-us&client=safari 

1/26/2020 
1:28:30 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

198 kobe bryant kids - Google Search https://www.google.com/search?q=
kobe+bryant+kids&ie=UTF-8&oe=U
TF-8&hl=en-us&client=safari 

1/26/2020 
1:23:50 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

199 did.kobes kids die in ceash - 
Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
did.kobes+kids+die+in+ceash&ie=U
TF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=s
afari 

1/26/2020 
1:13:15 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

200 did.kobes kids die - Google Search https://www.google.com/search?q=
did.kobes+kids+die&ie=UTF-8&oe=
UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=safari 

1/26/2020 
1:13:00 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

201 kobe bryant dead eapn - Google 
Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
kobe+bryant+dead+eapn&ie=UTF-8
&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=safari 

1/26/2020 
12:53:25 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

202 kobe bryant dead - Google Search https://www.google.com/search?q=
kobe+bryant+dead&ie=UTF-8&oe=

1/26/2020 
12:51:15 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  
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UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=safari PM(UTC-7) 
203 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?

.src=ym&reason=mobile 
1/26/2020 
12:51:00 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

204 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/26/2020 
12:50:30 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

205 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/6?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/26/2020 
12:11:45 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

206 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/26/2020 
11:48:25 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

207 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/26/2020 
11:25:50 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

208 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/26/2020 
10:13:00 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

209 parents are those who put thwir 
kids before their nails - Google 
Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
parents+are+those+who+put+thwir
+kids+before+their+nails&source=l
mns&bih=553&biw=375&client=safa
ri&prmd=isnv&hl=en-US&ved=2ahU
KEwjto_2o16HnAhXFdM0KHXC9C
k8Q_AUoAHoECAAQAw

1/26/2020 
9:27:05 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

210 parents are those who put thwir 
kids before their nails - Google 
Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=
parents+are+those+who+put+thwir
+kids+before+their+nails+&tbm=isc
h&ved=2ahUKEwig0bH-1qHnAhVK
Uc0KHW6eBSEQ2-cCegQIABAC&
oq=parents+are+those+who+put+th
wir+kids+before+their+nails+&gs_l=
mobile-gws-wiz-img.3..33i10i299l2.
71486.87533..87959...6.0..0.270.44
83.59j1j2......0....1.......82..41j41i67j
41i10j41i299j0j0i67j0i131i67j0i13j33
i299j30i10.h5DTwjqh1Gc&ei=b70tX
uDdFcqitQbuvJaIAg&bih=553&biw=
375&client=safari&prmd=isnv&hl=e
n-us

1/26/2020 
9:26:55 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

211 its crappy some parents dont care 
for their kids or buy them presents 
- Google Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=i
ts+crappy+some+parents+dont+car
e+for+their+kids+or+buy+them+pre
sents&client=safari&hl=en-us&prmd
=isnv&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=
X&ved=2ahUKEwiC-br81qHnAhVJ
Zc0KHYXEA4MQ_AUoAXoECA0Q
AQ&biw=375&bih=553 

1/26/2020 
9:25:25 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

212 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/26/2020 
9:21:25 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

213 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/26/2020 
9:17:00 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

214 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/26/2020 
9:16:50 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

215 barre co - Google Search https://www.google.com/search?q=
barre+co&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl
=en-us&client=safari 

1/26/2020 
9:15:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

216 Tom Brady and Gisele Bündchen: 
Becoming the Ultimate Power 
Couple Against All Odds 

https://www.90min.com/posts/6296
514-greatest-stories?noads&art-id=
4lNXHXOTEx7ZQVE7sHqTWc

1/26/2020 
8:57:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

217 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/26/2020 Source: 
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8:56:30 
AM(UTC-7) 

KnowledgeC  

218 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/26/2020 
8:37:35 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

219 Ronda Rousey Reveals the Real 
Reason She Wants to Step Out of 
the Ring 

https://www.90min.com/posts/6296
514-greatest-stories?noads&art-id=
NXIFwe57R37kFmbO7vEq3

1/26/2020 
8:27:05 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

220 Lumineers Snap On Smile Veneers 
- Clearalign 

https://clearalignbeauty.com/produc
ts/veneers-top-bottom?utm_mediu
m=cpc&utm_source=google&utm_c
ampaign=Google%20Shopping&gcli
d=EAIaIQobChMI4qGxsKeg5wIVSr
3ACh3C6gbnEAQYBCABEgJBsfD_
BwE 

1/26/2020 
8:26:55 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

221 Yahoo https://www.yahoo.com/ 1/26/2020 
8:26:30 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

222 Lumineers Snap On Smile Veneers 
- Clearalign 

https://clearalignbeauty.com/produc
ts/veneers-top-bottom?utm_mediu
m=cpc&utm_source=google&utm_c
ampaign=Google%20Shopping&gcli
d=EAIaIQobChMI4qGxsKeg5wIVSr
3ACh3C6gbnEAQYBCABEgJBsfD_
BwE 

1/26/2020 
5:19:55 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

223 Sean Combs blasts Recording 
Academy at Clive Davis gala: 
‘Black music has never been 
respected by the Grammys’ 

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainme
nt/sean-combs-clive-davis-gala-spe
ech-black-music-has-never-been-re
spected-by-the-grammys-10541554
3.html 

1/26/2020 
5:19:35 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

224 Yahoo Mail https://mail.yahoo.com/m/folders/1?
.src=ym&reason=mobile 

1/26/2020 
5:19:15 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
KnowledgeC  

Wireless Network Connections 1/26/2020 through 1/29/2020 

Extraction Report  Apple iCloud (Backup)

Wireless Networks  (13) 

# BSSID SSID Security Mode Road Position Timestamp Package Source Info Deleted 
1 00:19:92:34:

2E:69 
First&Main-1 1/29/2020 

10:57:04 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

2 C8:52:61:EB
:41:90 

PantherNatio
n 

 1/28/2020 
8:12:57 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

3 C8:52:61:EB
:41:91 

PantherNatio
n 

 1/29/2020 
8:34:16 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

4 0:11:74:9c:9
4:d1 

KFC FREE 
WIFI 

1/29/2020 
1:04:57 
AM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

5 xfinitywifi 1/28/2020 
11:43:57 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 
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6 60:D0:2C:51
:0E:4C 

PlanetFitnes
s 

1/28/2020 
5:36:51 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

7 60:D0:2C:71
:DD:8C 

PlanetFitnes
s 

1/28/2020 
5:37:09 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

8 60:D0:2C:71
:DD:88 

PlanetFitnes
s 

1/28/2020 
5:37:24 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

9 PlanetFitnes
s 

1/28/2020 
5:18:13 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

10 20:A6:CD:F5
:05:B0 

McDonalds 
Free WiFi 

1/28/2020 
5:05:28 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

11 C8:B5:AD:B
5:ED:B0 

McDonalds 
Free WiFi 

1/28/2020 
5:08:11 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

12 C8:B5:AD:5
A:2B:D0 

McDonalds 
Free WiFi 

1/28/2020 
5:08:25 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

13 McDonalds 
Free WiFi 

1/28/2020 
4:59:43 
PM(UTC-7) 

Source: 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell EID 07050 
Supplement to case 2020-00001382 
Missing Person  

On Monday, February 03, 2020,I, Detective Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell of the El Paso County Sheriff's 
Investigations Division Major Crimes Unit, conducted follow up on case 2020-00001382. 

Initial Brief 
I was the supervisor on scene for an additional search of 6627 Mandan Drive. This search was specific to 
locating potential blood evidence not visible to the naked eye. This would be accomplished with the 
Colorado Metro Crime lab Crime Scene Technicians using Blue Star. Blue Star is a reagent used to do a 
presumptive test for blood. I directed the Crime scene technicians to start in the garage and follow any 
positive hits until they stopped.  The following is summary of Blue Star processing for details on 
items swabbed and collected please refer to the CST’s (Crime Scene Technician’s) report. 

Assignments 
Detective Brklich - Scene 
Detective Price - Scene  
Detective Mark Riley - Scene 
CST (Crime Scene Technician) Christina Liewer - Scene 
CST Robert Zaleski -Scene 

Scene 
The scene was located at 6627 Mandan Drive in unincorporated Colorado Springs, El Paso 
County, State of Colorado. The location is a single-family ranch style home with a finished 
basement. The house generally faces north. 

The Blue Star processing started in the garage, my presence was to provide assistance to the 
Crime Scene Technicians, Detectives and observe the Blue Star process. Blue Star is a liquid that 
is sprayed on surfaces and illuminates potential blood not visible to the human eye. This 
process is done in low light so the illumination can be seen. I assisted with this process by 
helping to turn lights on and off when needed between spraying and photographing. 

The process started at the stairs for the entry/exit door into the garage. The overhead garage 
door was closed, and the entry door was closed to eliminate outside light. The Blue Star showed 
positive results on the stairs and the rug at the foot of stairs.  

The Blue Star was used moving to the east in the garage and did hit showing a possible blood 
trail from the stairs to a set of four boards laid on the garage floor. The trail then ended at the 
lumber. 

Christian and Robert then moved back to the stairs and started at the threshold of door into the 
house. This door opens in the laundry room then moves into the house. The laundry room did 
have some positive reaction to the Blue Star. On the floor next to the threshold for the doorway 
in the living area of home was a positive reaction to the Blue Star. This indicated the potential 
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of additional positive hits into the hallway and living room area. Christian and Robert continued 
in this direction and did find some positive hits from the Blue Star in this area. Christian began 
to have issues with photographing the positive hits. Due to the technical difficulties with the 
camera I completed a sketch. The Sketch is not to scale and only a summary of my observation  

to provide a general overview of what was seen and is not an exact duplication. 

The Blue Star continued to show positive hits as the team continued to move down the stairs to 
the basement level. During the process of getting positive hits sample swabs were taken from 
several the areas having positive hits. At the base of the stairs there appeared to be a very large 
are that was consistent with cleaning. The Blue Star did not show an immediate hit but began 
to illuminate a large area slowly. This would be consistent with the Blue Star reacting to 
potential cleaning agents showing a large area of cleaning. There were still technical difficulties 
with the photographs, and I completed another sketch of basement area. 

There were some small hits of Blue Star that lead from the stairs to the hallway leading to 
 room and into  room. While setting up in  room I saw an area next 

to wall near the south east corner of the room. There area next to the wall below the electrical 
socket had a stain on the carpet that appeared to be blood. I knelt down next to the stain and 
brushed my hand across the surface. I realized I had just removed my gloves and had not yet 
placed a new pair of gloves on. I immediately notified CST Christian that I had found a potential 
blood stain and I touched prior to replacing my gloves. Christian said he would note that in his 
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report. 

I then requested the carpet be pulled back to see if the stain had saturated the carpet. The 
carpet was pulled back and revealed the stain had saturated the carped and was visible on the 
backside of the carpet. The stain saturated the padding and was visible on the concrete 
underneath the padding. The carpet and padding were cut and collected. 

The blue star was used on the east and south walls near the south east corner of the room and 
positive hits were observed. Photographs of the positive hits were taken.  

After conferring about the positive hits from the Blue Star it appeared the positive hits were 
consistent with showing a movement from  room to the hallway, the storage room 
next to  room the basement area near the stairs, up the stairs and from the stairway 
toward  the laundry room and into the garage. All these positive hits revealed themselves 
without an initial visual clue that blood was present. This would be consistent with the blood 
being cleaned up. 

Copies of the sketches are attached to this report and were entered into evidence under item 
number 709.  

The property invoice is attached to this report. 

Nothing Further. 
Case status - Same as original. 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/3 and 2/2, 2020, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation 
regarding this case: 

I received some emails and reports from Pam Smith , a Botonist associated with 
Necro Search International and working at Colorado State University.  The reports related to 
some analysis Smith did on some plant material recovered from vehicles associated with this 
case.  I have attached her messages and reports to this supplemental report.  Instead of my 
trying to interpret or explain Smith conclusions, I would refer the reader to her reports and 
emails for all the details.  I can say the reason Smith was contacted was to utilize her expertise 
to determine where the searched vehicles the plant materials came from had traveled. 

Attached to this report are the following documents: 

1. Email from Pam Smith dated 2/2/20 at 0751 hours.
2. Email from Crystal Strouse, an associate of Pam Smith, dated 2/2/20 at 0855 hours.
3. Email from Pam Smith dated 2/3/20 at 0753 hours.
4. A PDF document received from Pam Smith in connection with Item #1 above.
5. A MS Word document received from Pam Smith in connection with Item #3 above.

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/03/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Monday February 3, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, called Jim Gillen with the National Insurance Crime Bureau. I also identified 
the location where Letecia got fuel on Monday January 27, and I issued several court orders for 
financial records and a search warrant for the records from the gas station. 

Insurance Inquiry 

I called Senior Special Agent Jim Gillen with the National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) to 
request any records of open policies or claims relating to Letecia Stauch,   

  ( ), ,  and  
 with emphasis on records relating to  Mr. Gillen advised he could research 

claims, but would have to refer me to the International Claims Association (ICA) to research 
open policies. I emailed the ICA at   

to request records of open life insurance policies for  
   and Letecia Stauch. 

Follow Up with USAA 
20 
EPSO Detective Mark Riley advised me  had given the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office permission to access his USAA account online using his username and password. 
Detective Riley called him and  double-authenticated the access via text code. I then 
took screenshots of recent activity and associated insurance policies and credit card accounts. 
The following transactions were recorded for  and Letecia’s joint account, checking 

 

Account 
Name 

Account 
Number 

Authorizing 
Party 

Debit 
Card, 
last 4 

Authorization 
Date 

Payee/Source Location 

USAA    1/24/20 Burger King #3636 7808 N Academy Blv
Springs, CO 

USAA    1/27/20 AAFES SILL 3985 Sheridan Rd, F
USAA    1/25/20 Dillards 504 Citadel 

Mall 
760 Citadel Dr E, Co
Springs, CO 

USAA    1/25/20 Panera Bread #202434 2130 New Center Po
Colorado Springs, CO

USAA  Letecia Stauch  1/26/20 Starbucks Unknown 
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USAA    1/26/20 Fort Sill Exchange Fort Sill, OK 
USAA    1/24/20 Peloton Interactive Unknown 
USAA    1/27/20 DirectTV Unknown 
USAA  Letecia Hunt 1/27/20 Capital One Mobile 

Payment 
Online 

USAA    1/27/20 Starbucks Fort Sill, OK 
USAA    1/28/20 Safeway Fuel 1875 

Fountain 
6949 Mesa Ridge Pk
Fountain, CO 

USAA    1/28/20 CS Parking Meter Unknown 
USAA    1/29/20 CS Parking Meter Unknown 
USAA    1/30/20 Maverik #4942477 

Peterson 
2477 Peterson Rd, C
Springs, CO 

USAA    1/30/20 Chick Fil-A #03267 7925 Fountain Mesa
Fountain, CO 

USAA    1/30/20 Shell Service Station, 
Co/Sp 

Unknown 

USAA  Unknown 2/3/20 ADT Security *4028403 Automated 
USAA  Letecia Stauch 2 2/3/20 Hot Wash car washes 4365 Venetucci Blvd

CO 
USAA  Unknown 2/3/20 Zelle: Wd3 Deductions 

2404090751 
Unknown 

USAA  Unknown 2/3/20 Intuit QuickBooks Unknown 

There were no recent transactions for their other checking account # . The last 
recorded activity was a transfer of $100 from checking *  to checking *  on January 13. 
The $100 was then transferred from *  back to *  on January 14.  

See the attachment for all USAA account screenshots. 

Car Wash Follow Up 

Based on the charge observed on the USAA account at Hot Wash, at 1115 hours I responded to 
Hot Wash car wash located at 4365 Venetucci Blvd and spoke to assistant manager Brigeta 
Holston, employee Taylor, and owner Jared Maddox (ph# ).  I reviewed the video 
surveillance for Wednesday January 29 and did not observe Letecia or the Volkswagen Tiguan 
come through the wash between 1000 and 1200 hours. When Ms. Holston checked the account, 
the it showed the charge on the USAA account was for a monthly Deluxe Club membership, 
charged to a card ending in *  The account was opened May 1, 2019. The last visit was 
January 8, 2020 at 1127 hours. The associated vehicle license plate was “  South 
Carolina.  

I determined Letecia did not wash the Tiguan at this location on Wednesday before coming to 
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the Sheriff’s Office. 

Gas Station Follow Up 

I spoke to Detective Stefan Hare, who had reviewed the ping reports from AT&T relating to 
 cell phone. He advised that  cell phone pinged along Mesa Ridge Pkwy with 

a radius that overlapped Fountain Mesa Rd and Mesa Ridge Pkwy. On Monday January 27 at 
1037 hours,   cell phone sent a message to  his step-sister, advising 
that he was with his step-mother Letecia, and that she had left her cell phone at home, so if 

 needed to get a hold of Letecia to contact him [  The cell phone belonging to 
 showed a history of being in the area of Mesa Ridge Pkwy and Fountain Mesa 

Rd on January 27 at 1018 hours. The next location showed  phone in the area of 
Fontaine Blvd and Kokomo St with a radius of 2500 meters, which overlaps a Conoco along 
Mesa Ridge Pkwy at Fountain Mesa Rd with the address of 7725 Fountain Mesa Rd in Fountain, 
Colorado. There is a secondary location recorded at the same time (1035 hours), showing 

 phone within 2500 meters of Fort Carson, near Mesa Ridge Pkwy and I-25. The large 
radius of 2500 meters is indicative of movement, but tends to show the route of movement along 
the corridor of Mesa Ridge Pkwy, heading toward I-25. The subsequent location at 1047 hours 
then places the vehicle within 1500 to 2500 meters of I-25 and S Circle Drive, heading north 
along I-25. 

Ring doorbell cameras and Xfinity security cameras of neighbors across from and west of 6627 
Mandan Drive show Letecia leave the residence with   in their 2016 red Nissan 
Frontier at 1013 hours.  

A Google maps search indicates the time it would take to get to the Conoco gas station at 7725 
Fountain Mesa Rd from 6627 Mandan Dr is between 10 and 12 minutes by car. This average 
driving speed measurement would put Letecia and  at the Conoco at approximately 1025 
hours, just before the requested authorization to pump gas occurs at 1029 hours on Letecia’s 
American Express card. 

On Monday February 3, 2020 at 1200 hours, I went to the Conoco located at 7725 Fountain 
Mesa Rd and spoke to the owner of the store, identified as Alan Du (DOB ). I explained 
the circumstances to Mr. Du and asked him to review the video footage and receipts for the gas 
purchase, but he refused to do so, stating that it was a waste of his time. He walked away from 
me and went out the door. I left my business card with employee Letecia Crosby at 1220 hours 
and advised her I would return with a search warrant and that Mr. Du can contact me in case he 
changes his mind and decides to talk to me. 

Grand Mountain School Phone Records 
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I followed up on the phone number associated to Grand Mountain School,  by 
checking it in CellHawk to determine the service provider. CellHawk reported the provider as 
iLoka dba Microtech-Tel, aka NewCloud (ph  fax# ). I called the 
business and spoke to Amy at 0900 hours. She advised the business address is 160 Inverness Dr 
W #100, Englewood, CO 80112. She stated she would have someone call me back regarding the 
account confirmation. I later received a call from Jim Byrns, who confirmed the customer 
account. He advised to email the court order to Jim Byrns at fax # . 

Waste Management Follow Up 

I attempted to follow up with Waste Management. I had received a voicemail from Frank 
Ingraldi (ph  around 0800 hours. I called him back at approximately 0930 hours 
and got his voicemail. I left a message. I also called the Waste Management Transfer Station 
again and requested follow up from a supervisor. 

Court Orders and Search Warrant Signed 

At approximately 1530 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Laura Findorff in Division F of 
the El Paso County Courts three court orders and one search warrant for the following: 

• Capital One Bank, Attn: 12070-7000, 15000 Capital One Dr, Richmond, VA 23238, to
order the production of records relating to 

• Bank of America, N.A., Attn: Legal Order Processing/ Christina IV, 800
Samoset Drive, Newark, DE 19713, to order the production of records relating to
Letecia Stauch.

• NewCloud Network, Attention Jim Byrns, 160 Inverness Drive W, Ste 100,
Englewood, CO 80112, to order the production of records relating to phone number

 to include all related numbers on the same account.

• The gas station/convenience store (7-Eleven/Conoco), located at 7725 Fountain Mesa Rd
in Fountain, El Paso County, Colorado, which has a tan-colored stucco exterior and the
emblem "7-Eleven" as well as the numerals "7725" displayed above the front entrance,
which faces west toward Fountain Mesa Rd, and any electronic devices therein capable
of storing video surveillance or transaction information, to search for and seize
electronic devices, video recordings, and receipts for January 27, 2020.

Judge Findorff reviewed the court orders and search warrant and signed them without change. I 
also presented a request and order to seal the court orders and search warrant, signed by DA 
Oliver Robinson. The court orders and search warrant were submitted to the court records office, 
20-375, 20-374, 20-376, and 20-377 respectively.
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I served the Capital One court order to the bank by emailing it directly to Jeremy Bloxson.  
I served the order to Bank of America by fax at  I also mailed the court order 
overnight via UPS. 
I served the court order to NewCloud by faxing it directly to Jim Byrns at . 

Bank of America 

I called and spoke to a representative of Bank of America. I was advised there was no activity on 
Letecia Stauch’s account except on January 31, Letecia called in and changed address to a PO 
Box in Myrtle Beach, SC. The last transaction on the account occurred January 4. The 
representative advised he would be able to follow up with documentation once Bank of America 
received the court order.  

Execution of Search Warrant: Conoco 

At 1700 hours I went with Detective Michael Bauman to the Conoco (7-Eleven store #33043) at 
7725 Fountain Mesa Rd to execute the search warrant. I called ahead and spoke to employee 
Scott. I advised him I would be serving a search warrant and asked him to contact the owner, 
Alan Du to have him meet us there. When I arrived, Scott told me Alan had refused to meet me. I 
provided Scott a copy of the search warrant and he showed me the back room where the video 
surveillance equipment was set up. The computer monitoring the video was not locked or 
password protected, so Detective Bauman was able to rewind the video to Monday January 27 
and we reviewed the footage between 1000 and 1100 hours.  

At approximately 1028 hours, the red 2016 Nissan Frontier is seen driving into pump #8 in front 
of the store. The driver, who is wearing black clothing and a white hat (which is consistent with 
images of Letecia exiting 6627 Mandan Dr just prior to this time and with videos of her at PetCo 
shortly after) pumps gas and then gets back into the truck and leaves the parking lot at the far end 
at approximately 1033 hours. No one else exits the vehicle and Letecia does not walk away from 
the pump. Detective Bauman downloaded the video onto a jump drive. We confirmed the 
timestamp on the video was accurate to the actual time by observing the live cameras and 
reviewing the time of our arrival on camera. 

During the time we were there downloading video, the owner of the store, Alan Du, called Scott 
and asked to speak to me. He stated he would be willing to look up the receipt for me 
immediately. He stated he would get it done tonight or early tomorrow morning and promised to 
get it to me by 1100 hours. I wrote all of the information relevant to the receipt (date, time, pump 
#, last 4 on card, vehicle description) on my business card and left it with a copy of the search 
warrant beside the video surveillance computer. 
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Case Status: SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 02/4/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, February 4, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that  was still missing. 

Background Information on Intrepid House 

Detective Stefan Hare (11014) advised me that he had been reviewing surveillance footage for Tuesday, 
January 28, 2020. This footage was collected from a residence two houses up from 6627 Mandan Drive. 
At approximately 6:30 am the VW Tiguan belonging to Letecia Stauch (DOB  is seen leaving the 
residence and returns 10 minutes later. It is unknown where the vehicle was taken in the 10-minute 
window.   

A review of the surrounding neighborhood was conducted to see what was accessible in a five-minute 
radius. The 10082 Intrepid Way address, where Ms. Stauch and  (DOB  spent the 
night appeared to be within that radius. 

The residence at this address had not yet been contacted and interviewed. Detective Nick Brklich 
(05007) and I responded to the address to conduct an interview. 

Due to my previous research conducted on this residence, I knew the listed owners to be Jonathan and 
Judith Sanchez. 

10082 Intrepid Way 

Detective Brklich and I started our canvas by going to 10082 Intrepid Way. We contacted an Alicia 
Cutcher (DOB 1 ) at the address who explained that she was a roommate in the home and 
explained that Janine Sanchez (DOB 0 ) was the one that was “in charge.” I asked if the home 
belonged to Janine’s parents and she stated it did, but Ms. Cutcher, Janine, and one other roommate 
rented it.   

Ms. Cutcher stated she did not know Ms. Stauch.  She did however go to bible study with  and 
knew  worked at Massage Envy with Ms. Sanchez. She said the only time she knew of that they 
came over was on January 29th.  

I asked if we could look inside of the garage, but the roommate said she did not feel comfortable giving 
us permission and would rather we ask Ms. Sanchez. The roommate was unsure when Ms. Sanchez 
would be home and did not know her current location. 

Detective Brklich asked if they owned any type of carpet or steam cleaner and they stated that they did. 
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Detective Brklich reached out to Detective Mike Boggs (88028) who interviewed all of the Massage Envy 
employees.  

Detective Boggs was able to provide contact information for Ms. Sanchez. 

10090 Intrepid Way 

While standing at 10082 Intrepid Way I observed a camera pointed directly at the driveway coming from 
10090 Intrepid Way. Detective Brklich and I approached the house to speak with the residents. The 
homeowner identified himself as Mr. Jonathan Haynsworth, (DOB .  Mr. Haynsworth gave 
Detective Brklich his contact information and stated he would be happy to provide us with the video 
footage from his Ring cameras.   

I contacted Detective Hare and asked him to follow up with John to collect the video footage. 

Detective Hare contacted John and was allowed access to his Ring account. The recording was only 
available for the previous seven days. This meant there was no coverage on the time frame we were 
looking for on January 28th. I was advised by Detective Hare he would contact Ring to see if they held 
the footage past seven days anywhere. 

10166 Declaration Drive 

Detective Brklich and I spoke with a resident at 10166 Declaration Drive which is the corner across the 
street from 10082 Intrepid way. The female at this residence stated she would be happy to share her 
footage, but she wasn’t sure how to do so. I learned that Detective Rob Sirois (13025) was in the area 
collecting video footage from residence. I contacted Detective Sirois and asked if he could assist in the 
video collection at this address. Detective Sirois agreed. 

Janine Sanchez 

Ms. Sanchez was called by both Detective Brklich and I but both times it went straight to voicemail. 

Detective Brklich and I thought Janine might be at work since it appeared to be off. Detective Brklich and 
I responded to Massage Envy and asked if Janine was working. We learned that she was not working but 
were provided with contact information for her.  

The phone number was the same number provided by Detective Boggs and continued to go straight to 
voicemail. 

Detective Brklich and I decided to return to the home and while we were on the way I received a phone 
call from Ms. Sanchez. I asked if she was at her home and available to talk to us. Ms. Sanchez stated she 
was at home and she was willing to talk to us. 

Ms. Sanchez was completely cooperative with the interview and explained that she spoke with 
Detective Boggs earlier in the week. Ms. Sanchez stated she had never met Ms. Stauch before the night 
she stayed over.  

Ms. Sanchez said she knew  and they sometimes carpooled to bible study, but  had never 
been inside the home.  

Ms. Sanchez explained that  contacted her about spending the night and she agreed.  and 
Ms. Sanchez then went to the hospital to pick up Ms. Stauch. While all three of them were in the car, 
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 texted Ms. Sanchez asking if her mother could stay as well. Ms. Sanchez found this odd that she 
didn’t ask aloud but agreed and they both stayed in the main level living area. 

Ms. Sanchez let us look in the garage and common areas and we did not see anything of note. Ms. 
Sanchez and her roommates retrieved their carpet cleaner and stated they use it frequently and did not 
believe  or Ms. Stauch borrowed it. I asked if anyone gave Ms. Stauch or  a key or if they 
had any spare keys. Ms. Sanchez stated they were never given a key.  

I concluded our interview and Detective Brklich and I left the house. 

Approximately 10 minutes after we left the house, I received a phone call from Ms. Sanchez. One of the 
roommates informed Ms. Sanchez that there had been a spare key in a bowl located near the 
entranceway. When they went to check and make sure it was still there, they noticed it was missing.   

Detective Brklich and I returned to the address. Ms. Sanchez stated that nobody in the house 
remembered seeing the key in the last week.  

Ms. Sanchez and her roommates stated they were “freaked out” by their basement because the key was 
missing, and no one ever went down there. Ms. Sanchez asked if we would be willing to check it for 
them. We agreed but did not find anything of note in the basement. 

As we were leaving, we asked if they would allow us to take the carpet cleaner for possible testing in the 
lab. Ms. Sanchez agreed and produced a second handheld carpet cleaner for us to take as well.    

Evidence 

Both cleaners were taken to the El Paso County Evidence Facility located at 2749 E Las Vegas Street. 
The cleaners were secured in a locker for processing at a later date. 

Video Footage review 

When I returned to the office, I was asked to Assist Detective Hare with reviewing video footage. I began 
reviewing Xfinity video footage from 6643 Mandan Drive which is just west of the Stauch’s residence. I 
was advised that Detective Hare watched the video up until approximately 6:30 am. on Tuesday, January 
28th. I began watching the video footage from where he left off. The following was observed: 

8:13 a.m. Tiguan leaves the house. 

8:32 a.m. Silver SUV arrives at the house. 

8:36 a.m. Silver SUV leaves. 

8:51 a.m. Jetta pulls out of the driveway and back in. 

8:53 a.m. Jetta pulls out of the driveway again and back in. 

9:08 a.m. Silver SUV returns. 

9:16 a.m. White KIA arrives, and occupants join occupants from Silver SUV. 

Due to the nature of the video, I am unable to fast forward the video and can only watch it in real-time. 
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I concluded my video review for today and noted where I stopped. 

 I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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On 02/04/20, at approximately 8:30 AM, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County 
Sheriff's Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, was assigned to assist in conducting a 
neighborhood canvas for additional video surveillance footage. EPSO Detective Robert Sirois 
and Detective Pete Vigil were also assigned to this and assigned different residences in the area. 
I was assigned to contact five residences on Galpin Drive. The residences were the first five 
located on the north side of Galpin Drive and on the east end of the street which intersects with 
Rubicon Drive. I was told there was a residence at 6642 Galpin Drive, which had a video 
surveillance camera mounted on the rear of the residence and may have a view of the back yard 
of 6627 Mandan Drive. I was asked to contact the resident at 6642 Galpin Drive and obtain the 
video surveillance footage. 

I left the Investigations Division and responded to Galpin Drive. I arrived in the area at 
approximately 11:15 AM. Upon arrival I noticed a vehicle running in the driveway of 6632 
Galpin Drive. I went to that address before the resident left. 

6632 Galpin Drive: 
I noticed the front video doorbell was a Skybell. I contacted Kevin Brown and his wife Tatiana 
Etsitty. I identified myself and explained to them why I was contacting them. I asked Mr. Brown 
if he had a video surveillance camera mounted on the back of his residence. He said he did not. 
Mr. Brown said his video surveillance system has not recorded since Halloween of 2019.  

I asked Mr. Brown and Ms. Etsitty if they had seen anyone jumping backyard fences since 
Sunday, January 26, 2020. Both said no. I asked if the have seen anyone they are not accustomed 
to seeing or anyone suspicious in the neighborhood since Sunday. The both said no. I asked them 
if they had seen any strange or suspicious vehicles in the neighborhood. Again, both said no. 

I asked them if they had dogs. Mr. Brown said they have three dogs; 2 Chihuahuas and a 
Dachshund mix. I asked how the dogs would react if someone was to go over the 6 foot wood 
privacy fence and into their back yard. Mr. Brown said the dogs would go nuts by barking. The 
dogs would bark even if they heard a strange noise in the back yard. Since Sunday the dogs have 
not barked at anything or anyone in the back yard. 

I asked if then if they are aware of the missing boy   They said they are aware of 
him and have not seen him lately. Mr. Brown and Ms. Etsitty said they keep to themselves, but 
Mr. Brown has seen  playing with a dog in the back yard of his residence in the past, but 
Mr. Brown has not seen him recently. This is all the information they could provide at this time.  

I gave Mr. Brown and Ms. Etsitty my business card and asked them to call me if they thought of 
anything which may be relevant to this investigation. 

6622 Galpin Drive: 
Upon arrival at approximately 11:35 AM, I noticed the front video doorbell was a Skybell. I 
contacted Rachel Mensah and Haruna Mohammed. I identified myself and explained to them 
why I was contacting them. I asked them if they had a video surveillance camera mounted on the 
back of his residence. They said they do not. Mr. Mohammed said the video doorbell has not 
worked since 2018 and the company has not repaired it since it stopped working. 
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I asked if they had a dog. Ms. Mensah said no. I asked them if they are aware of the missing boy 
 They said they have never seen  

I asked Mr. Mohammed and Ms. Mensah if they had seen anyone jumping backyard fences since 
Sunday, January 26, 2020. Both said no. I asked if they had seen anyone unusual or suspicious in 
the neighborhood since Sunday, January 26, 2020. The both said no. I asked them if they had 
seen any strange or suspicious vehicles in the neighborhood. Again, both said no. This is all the 
information they could provide at this time. 

I gave Mr. Mohammed and Ms. Mensah my business card and asked them to call me if they 
thought of anything which may be relevant to this investigation. 

6612 Galpin Drive: 
Upon arrival at approximately 11:53 AM, I noticed the front video doorbell was a Skybell. I 
contacted Larry Sweeney, his wife Vanessa Sweeney and their daughter . I 
identified myself and explained to them why I was contacting them. I asked them if they had a 
video surveillance camera mounted on the back of his residence. Mr. Sweeney said they do not 
have a video surveillance camera mounted on the back of their residence. 

I asked Mr. Sweeney if he had a dog. He said they a 3-year-old German Shepard. I asked how 
the dog would react if someone was to go over the 6 foot wooden privacy fence and into their 
back yard. Mr. Sweeney said the dog would start barking. Their dog barks when people just walk 
by the front of the residence. 

I asked the Sweeney’s if they had seen anyone jumping backyard fences since Sunday, January 
26, 2020. All of them said no. I asked if they had seen anyone unusual or suspicious in the 
neighborhood since Sunday. Mr. Sweeney, Ms. Sweeney and  said no. I asked them if 
they had seen any strange or suspicious vehicles in the neighborhood. Again, they said no. 

I asked them if they had seen the missing boy  Mr. Sweeney said his daughter 
 goes to school with   attends Grand Mountain School. I asked  

if she has seen  recently. She said she has not. She said she did not see  at the bus 
stop on Friday, January 24, 2020 and he was not in school on Monday, January 27, 2020. 

This was all the information they could provide at this time. I gave Mr. Sweeney my business 
card and asked them to call me if they thought of anything which may be relevant to this 
investigation. 

6642 Galpin Drive: 
Upon arrival at approximately 12:13 PM, I noticed the front video doorbell was a Vivint. I 
contacted Giovanni Barba. I identified myself and explained why I was contacting him. I asked 
Mr. Barba if he had a video surveillance camera mounted on the back of his residence. Mr. Barba 
said he does. I asked him if the videos surveillance system is working and recording. He said it 
was. Mr. Barba showed me the view and the camera angel does capture the back yard/fence area 
of 6627 Mandan Drive, which is just to the northeast. 
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I contacted Detective Sirois and requested he respond to my location to download the footage. 
Deputy Sirois did respond and downloaded the video surveillance footage. Please see his 
supplement for further information. 

Mr. Barba does have a dog, but it is an 8 week old German Shepard puppy. 

I asked Mr. Babra if he had seen anyone jumping backyard fences since Sunday, January 26, 
2020. He said no. I asked Mr. Barba if he had seen anyone unusual or suspicious in the 
neighborhood since Sunday. Mr. Barba said no. I asked him if he had seen any strange or 
suspicious vehicles in the neighborhood. Again, he said no. 

I asked him if he had seen the missing boy  Mr. Barba said no. He does not know 
him or the family. 

This was all the information they could provide at this time. I gave Mr. Barba my business card 
and asked him to call me if he thought of anything which may be relevant to this investigation. 

6652 Galpin Drive: 
Upon arrival at approximately 12:41 PM, I noticed the front video doorbell was a Ring. I 
contacted Jennifer Hopper-Weir. I identified myself and explained why I was contacting her. I 
asked Ms. Hopper-Weir if she had a video surveillance camera mounted on the back of her 
residence. Ms. Hopper-Weir said she does not. 

I asked Ms. Hopper-Weir if she had a dog. She said she has one dog. I asked how the dog would 
react if someone was to go over the 6 foot wooden privacy fence and into her backyard. Ms. 
Hopper-Weir said her dog would bark one time if someone was around. Since Sunday January 
26, 2020 her dog has not barked alerting her to someone being in her backyard. 

I asked Ms. Hopper-Weir if she had seen anyone jumping backyard fences since Sunday, January 
26, 2020. She said no. I asked her if he had seen anyone unusual or suspicious in the 
neighborhood since Sunday. She said no. I asked her if she had seen any strange or suspicious 
vehicles in the neighborhood. Again, she said no. 

I asked her if he had seen the missing boy  Ms. Hopper-Weir said no. She does 
not know him or the family. 

This was all the information she could provide at this time. I gave Ms. Hopper-Weir my business 
card and asked her to call me if she thought of anything which may be relevant to this 
investigation. 

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: Active
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/4/20 at approximately 0830 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was assigned by Sergeant Abendschan/02020 to continue the canvass of Mandan Drive 
and ensure as much of the neighborhood video evidence as possible was collected. 

Canvass 

Several EPSO detectives and myself continued to canvass Mandan Drive and the area immediately 
surrounding 6627 Mandan Drive, and I assisted in gathering video for other detectives who did not have 
the equipment to gather video. 

Detective Vigil/10011 provided me login information from Nicole Marx at 9875 Rubicon Drive for her 
Vivint account, and I downloaded all the available clips from 1/26/20 at 0000 hours to 1/28/20 at 0800 
hours. 

Detective Vigil also gave me login information for Cambra Peterson’s Vivint account at 9885 Rubicon 
Drive; however, there appeared to be a technical problem with the system and there was no video 
available. I call Cambra at  and she told me she would contact Vivint and see if the issue 
could be resolved and call me back. 

I met with Detective Boggs/88028 at 6642 Galpin Drive and assisted him in downloading Vivint motion 
events for the backyard camera from 0000 hours on 1/26/20 to 0800 hours on 1/28/20. 

At 6635 Mandan Drive, I spoke with Claire Mendy, who had originally told District Attorney’s Office 
investigators she thought her camera was not working. When I double checked her system to see if 
there were any clips available, I was able to download three clips from 1/28/20. 

At 6651 Mandan Drive, I spoke with Sonja Cross, who told me her surveillance system was not turned 
on. 

At 6659 Mandan Drive, I spoke with Kaylin Medellin, who provided me footage from an ADT Pulse 
camera mounted above her garage facing her driveway and the street, as well as video events from her 
Ring doorbell mounted to her front door from 0000 hours on 1/26/20 to 0800 hours on 1/28/20. 

At 9835 Rubicon Drive, I spoke with Toni Rigby who told me their camera system was not recording. 

Evidence 

I entered the home surveillance from 9875 Rubicon Drive into evidence, identified as item 144. 

I entered the home surveillance from 6642 Galpin Drive into evidence, identified as item 145. 
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I entered the home surveillance from 6635 Mandan Drive into evidence, identified as item 146. 

I entered the home surveillance from 6659 Mandan Drive into evidence, identified as item 147. 

I entered the home surveillance from 10166 Declaration Drive into evidence, identified as item 148. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 4 Sunday February 9, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Tuesday February 4, 2020, at approximately 9:00 am, I, Detective N. Brklich was asked to 
recover an additional three weapons belonging to  These weapons were recovered 
from Ms. Nicole Marx, DOB:  at 9875 Rubicon Dr, Colorado Springs, CO 80925.  

Investigative Activity 

At approximately 11:15 am, I recovered the following items: 

1 Mossberg 12 gauge shotgun, Model 88, S/N:  

1 Bennelli 20 gauge shotgun, Model Nova, S/N:  

1 Bennelli 20 Gauge shotgun barrel, S/N:  

1 black carrying case 

1 Aero Precision rifle, Model X15, S/N:  

1 Pro Mag 5.56 x 45, containing 10 rounds 223 ammunition 

1 green military style ammo can containing: 

20 gauge ammo, 50 shells 

Remington PMC 223 ammo, 81 cartridges 

Remington Aguila 223 ammo, 50 cartridges 

Luger 9mm ammo, 108 cartridges 

All of the items were placed into the EPSO temporary storage lockers for later processing into 
the evidence facility. A copy of the scribe sheets were given to  

Case Status: Active Investigation
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 6 Monday February 10, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Tuesday February 4, 2020, at approximately 9:15 am, I, Detective N. Brklich along with 
Detective Christina Perry were asked to contact the occupants of 10082 Intrepid Way, Colorado 
Springs, CO, 80925. This residence was identified as a place where Ms. Leticia Stauch and her 
daughter  spent the night on Wednesday January 29, 2020. 

Investigative Activity 

At approximately 10:00 am, I made contact with Ms. , DOB: . Ms. 
Cutcher stated she is only a roommate in the house and when asked about  and Leticia she 
stated her roommate, identified as Ms. Janine Sanchez, DOB:  did let them spend the 
night at the house. Alicia stated Janine was not at home and believed she was out running 
errands. I asked if we would be able to look in their garage for anything the two may have left 
behind. Alicia stated it was not her house and she did not feel comfortable letting us in. I 
provided a business card to her and requested she have Janine call when she came home. 

At approximately 11:15 am, I received a phone call from Janine stating she was now at home. 
Upon returning to the residence we spoke to Janine about  and Leticia. Janine stated she 
did let them spend the night on Tuesday January 29, 2020. Janine stated  was already 
going to spend the night but called beforehand asking if her mom could also stay. Janine stated 
she told them Leticia could also spend the night. Janine stated she had never met Leticia before 
this time. She also added  had never been inside her house before this night. Janine stated 
she and  are co-workers and also go to the same bible study group. Janine stated  
had been over to the house before but only to pick her up to carpool to the study group. Janine 
stated  had never come inside the house, just parked in front and waited for Janine to come 
out. 

Janine was asked if she would allow us to look around the house and in the garage. She stated we 
could and invited us into the house. Janine stated when  and Leticia spent the night they 
both slept in the living room on the main level of the house. Janine stated she never gave  
or Leticia a key to the residence and did not believe they had any spare keys. A check of the 
house and garage met with negative results. We asked if they had a steam cleaner. She stated 
they did and provided it for us to look at. Janine stated no one but her and her roommates have 
used the cleaner. She stated neither  or Leticia asked to use the cleaner. 

We thanked Janine and her roommate for their time and departed the address. 

Approximately 10 minutes after leaving the residence, I received a call from Janine. She stated 
they may have had a spare key in a bowl which was kept on the table just inside the front door. 
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We returned to the house to confirm the key was missing. Janine stated they were not sure about 
the key but felt it may have been missing for the last week or two. While talking about this she 
and her roommates mentioned they have never been to the basement area of the house and asked 
if we could check this area for them. A check of the basement was conducted which also met 
with negative results. After checking the basement Janine was asked if she would be willing to 
turn over the steam cleaner for possible testing in the lab. Janine stated she would and also 
produced a second handheld cleaner, allowing us to take both. 

Video Canvass 

At approximately 12:30 pm, prior to leaving the area, Detective Perry and I observed home 
security cameras at the next door neighbor’s house, 10090 Intrepid Way. Contact was made with 
the owner of the house, Mr. Jonathan Haynsworth, DOB:  Mr. Haynsworth stated he 
would be happy to provide any camera footage he could. He also provided us with his username 
and password for his account to access the saved footage directly.  

At approximately 12:45 pm, contact was made with the resident at 10166 Declaration Dr, Ms. 
Samantha Orand, DOB: Ms. Orand had a video doorbell on her home and stated she 
would be willing to provide us with any possible footage they may have. 

This information was passed along to other detectives working on the collection of home security 
videos. 

Both steam cleaners were placed into temporary storage lockers at the EPSO evidence facility. 

DNA Collection 

At approximately 4:42 pm, while at the Office of The Sheriff (OTS), I was asked to collect 
buccal swabs from and  This had previously been arranged 
with them and they had arrived to the OTS for this purpose. They were both escorted to a 
recorded interview room. At approximately 4:43 pm, two buccal swabs were collected from both 

 and  

The swabs were then placed back into the original wrapper, with the wrappers being placed into 
separate envelopes. The envelopes were then given to Detective L. Montville to be processed 
into the EPSO evidence facility.    

Case Status: Active Investigation
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2020-00001382 (5) Search warrant for Ring at 6626 Mandan Drive: 

On Tuesday, February 4, 2020, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, responded to the El Paso County Courthouse, located at 
270 South Tejon Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80903, to apply for a search warrant. 

At about 12:00 pm, I met with the Honorable Judge Ann Rotolo, with the 4th Judicial District, 
and presented her with a warrant for the search of Ring LLC. 1523 26th Street, Santa Monica, CA 
90404, for the Ring account associated to 6626 Mandan Drive, El Paso County, State of 
Colorado. 

At about 12:07 pm, Judge Rotolo signed the search warrant.  I responded to the clerk’s office to 
file the search warrant that was assigned Case Number 20-379.  I attached a copy of the signed 
search warrant with the blanket sealing request and order. 

I have nothing further a this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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2020-00001382 (6) Search warrant sent to Ring for 6626 Mandan Drive: 

On Tuesday, February 4, 2020, at about 12:25 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, emailed the search warrant for the 
Ring account at 6626 Mandan Drive. 

I emailed the search warrant to   I have 
attached a copy of the attachment emailed to them to this supplement. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 19, 2020 

On February 4, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division reviewed data collected from  IPhone.   

A pdf file was created detailing possible screenshots that were stored in the phone.  Of particular interest 
was a screenshot of a conversation with “mom”.  In this screenshot, which was dated January 29, 2020 
at 0843 hours,  the conversation depicted is as follows: 

Mom: 

Yes omg 

Can you read 

He must have knocked it over while asleep 

Unless he was awake and lied 

But he acted sorry for sure 

 

Aww 

Mom: 

My arm is burnt jumping on him 

  

Omg 

 The fire was on  

Mom: 

No 

The cover was 

That he was wrapped in 

I jumped on him though cause he had the cover around him 
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This pdf was placed in the case file with a copy submitted to evidence under item # 413.  Please see this 
file for additional details. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 19, 2020 

On February 4, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division reviewed data collected from  IPhone.   

A pdf file was created detailing activity on the phone from 1743 hours on September 25, 2019 to 1037 
hours on January 30, 2020.  During this conversation with “  ( ”, beginning on 
January 27, 2020 at 1902 hours,  and  appear to discuss  and her family members 
removing personal items from the house.   states her mother would not harm  and 
accuses  of trying to manipulate and control her.   

This pdf was placed in the case file with a copy submitted to evidence under item # 412.  Please see this 
file for additional details. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 19, 2020 

On February 4, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division reviewed data collected from Tecia Stauch’s IPhone.   

A pdf file was created detailing internet search activity on the phone from January 26, 2020 to January 29, 
2020.  Numerous searches were conducted in reference to the death of Kobe Bryant.  In addition, there 
were searches relating to parenting, Colorado law regarding allowing a child to stay home, and how to 
repair burned carpet.   

This pdf file is attached to this report.  Please see this file for additional details. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 19, 2020 

On February 4, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division reviewed data collected from  IPhone.   

A pdf file was created detailing activity on the phone from 1206 hours on December 28, 2017 to 2337 
hours on January 29, 2020.  Of note in this conversation is:   

• January 29, 2020 at 2215 hours:  Aimee Lowry states: “tell your mom to be mindful whom she
talks to....someone is posting her private conversations on social media” 

• 2216 hours:  Aimee Lowry states:  “and I dont want nothing to be misconstrued and used
against her” and “She needs to consult with an attorney first thing in the morning”

• 2217 hours:   states:  “omg” then “mom doesn’t have her phone” then “she’s not
contacting anyone” then “if anyone reaches out to you” then “if anyone reaches out to you”
and “say that”.

• 2218 hour:  Aimee Lowry states:  “Definitely BUT she needs to contact an attorney in the
morning!!!!”

This pdf file is attached to this report.  Please see this file for additional details. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 11, 2020 

On February 4, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division reviewed data collected from  IPhone.   

A pdf file was created detailing activity on the phone from 1206 hour to 1343 hours on January 27, 2020. 
Of note in this file is a Google Search from 1343 hours for the term: can my parent find my cell phone.if its off - 

Google Search.  This pdf file is attached to this report.  Please see this file for additional details. 

An additional pdf file was created containing a message string on the phone with “Dad桐� ♂ ⚾ 🇺🇺🇺🇺🇺🇺 
♂ ( )”.  This file appears to contain conversations between  phone and his
father’s phone.  Of note in this conversation is a string beginning on January 27, 2020 at 0827 hours in
which the user of  phone describes dropping a candle and burning part of the floor and
complains that his “tummy hurts.”  At 0833 hours, he asks if the family has “bath salts” adding that a
friend said they could play if he had some.  At 0912 hours, he indicates his friend’s brother has a car for
a sleepover on Friday.  At 0915 hours, he states, “We are going to breakfast”.  At 1321 hours, he asks
to play Zelda. At 1535 hours, “Dad” says, “Hey, buddy,” but there is no response.  At 1853 hours, “Dad”
asks, “Where are you”.   This pdf file is attached to this report.  Please see this file for additional
details.

Finally, a PDF of a message string with “  Sister 🏖🏖😘😘😘😘_ ( ” from December 6,
2019 at 1800 hours to January 27, 2020 at 1324 hours.  Of note in this conversation is a string starting 
at January 27, 2020 at 1037 hours in which the user of  phone states, “Tecia left phone at 
home if you need her text me”.  At 1327 hours, the user of  phone states, “You okay miss 
you”.  At 1324 hours, the user of “  Sister 🏖🏖😘😘😘😘_ ( ” replies, “yes miss you too”.
This pdf file is attached to this report.  Please see this file for additional details. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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2020-1382 
Detective P. Vigil 10011 
Case Title: Missing Child 

Supplement #5 February 4, 2020 

On February 4, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, was assigned to this case (EPSO case#2020-0001382) for follow up. 

Neighborhood Canvas (6658 Mandan Dr) 

I went to 6658 Mandan Dr.  I contacted the homeowner who had a Vivint doorbell camera.  She 
stated Kim from the District Attorney’s Office had already been to her house and collected her 
video footage.  

Neighborhood Canvas (6674 Mandan Dr) 

I went to 6674 Mandan Dr.  I contacted the homeowner Desire Rodriguez.  She said her 
Skybell doorbell camera has not been working since November 21, 2019.  She did not have any 
recordings after that date.   

Neighborhood Canvas (6682 Mandan Dr) 

I went to 6682 Mandan Dr.  This residence had a Vivint doorbell camera.  The homeowners 
said they just moved in and the camera is not active and does not record.   

Neighborhood Canvas (6690 Mandan Dr) 

I went to 6690 Mandan Dr.  There was no doorbell, or any security cameras on the exterior of 
the house.  There was no answer at the door.  

Neighborhood Canvas (6634 Mandan Dr) 

I went to 6634 Mandan Dr.  I contacted the homeowner Kellie Gasper DOB: .  She 
said her Skyview doorbell camera has not worked properly since they have moved into the home 
in July 2018.  The camera does not connect properly and as of six (6) months ago the camera 
does not work at all.   

She said every time she leaves her house, she “checks out” the neighborhood. She said on 
January 27,  2020 at approximately 1530 hours she noticed 6627 Mandan Dr garage was open, 
there was a boy’s bike in the driveway with a red truck in the driveway.  She returned home at 
approximately 1630 hours, she noticed the boy’s bike was moved and the garage was closed, and 
the red truck was gone.   

She also wanted me to know at about 1530 there was a Mountain View Electric truck outside of 
6627 Mandan Dr with a big basket on top with two males inside the truck.  She described the 
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first male at an older white male with white hair.  The second male was described as Hispanic, 
short, stocky with a round belly he could not remember if any of the males had any facial hair.  
She did not see the males get out of the vehicle.   

I told Detective Arndt about the electric truck.  It was confirmed the lead detectives were aware 
of this electric truck.  

Neighborhood Canvas (9885 Rubicon Dr) 

I went to 9885 Rubicon Dr.  I contacted the homeowner identified as Cambra Peterson 
  She had a Vivint camera system on her home.  She did not know how to

download or use the software.  She said the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office has full permission
to use her account and look at all videos.  She provided with her username and password.
(Username: 
Password:  This information was forward to Detective Sirois who was put in charge
of all video footage.

Neighborhood Canvas (9875 Rubicon Dr) 

I went to 9875 Rubicon Dr.  I contacted the homeowner identified as Nicole Marx 
.  She had a Vivint camera system.  She did not know how to look at the footage

on a laptop for the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office to be able to pull the video footage.  She
gave the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office full permission to use her account to look at all videos.
She provided me with her username and password.  (Username: 

Password: .  This information was forward to
Detective Sirois who was put in charge of all video footage.

Neighborhood Canvas (9865 Rubicon Dr) 

I went to 9865 Rubicon Dr.  I contacted the homeowner through his Ring Doorbell camera.  He 
said he was not home and was headed to work.  I gave him the time frame of January 24, 2020 
to January 27, 2020.  He said he would look at his camera and would give the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office a phone call when he gets home from work at approximately 1730 hours.  

Neighborhood Canvas (9855 Rubicon Dr) 

I went to 9855 Rubicon Dr.  There was no one home and there was no camera on this residence. 

Neighborhood Canvas (9845 Rubicon Dr) 

I went to 9845 Rubicon Dr.  There was no one home and there were no cameras on this 
residence. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO  
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/04/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Tuesday February 4, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, got three court orders issued for financial accounts owned by Letecia and 

 I attempted to contact the area manager for Waste Management again. I also followed 
entered updated returns from USAA, Chase, Capital One, and NewCloud into evidence. 

Court Orders Signed 

Prior to authoring court orders for PayPal, EPSO Detective Perry advised me she reviewed part 
of  Facebook profile and observed that Facebook reported payment history using: 

PayPal, VISA *  and MC *  
EPSO Detective Vincent Sapp also advised me that Letecia’s Apple account was paid for using 
PayPal  

Additionally, I noticed a $500 mobile payment posted on January 27 to a Capital One account on 
Al and Letecia’s joint account that did not show up on Capital One account(s) I had records for. 

At approximately 1530 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Ann Rotolo in Division G of 
the El Paso County Courts three court orders for the following: 

• Capital One Bank, Attn: 12070-7000, 15000 Capital One Dr, Richmond, VA 23238, to
order the production of records relating to any accounts for Letecia Stauch.

• PayPal, Inc., Attn: Global Investigations Team, 2211 North First Street, San
Jose, CA 95131, to order the production of records relating to Letecia Stauch and

 and their associated email addresses of 

• Synchrony Financial Bank, Attn: SIT Team OH3-1030, P.O. Box 8726, Dayton,
OH 45482, to order the production of records relating to Letecia Stauch.

Judge Rotolo reviewed the court orders and signed them without change. I also presented a 
request and order to seal the court orders, signed by DA Oliver Robinson. The court orders were 
submitted to the court records office, 20-384, 20-385, 20-381. 

I served the court order to PayPal via  
< and their internet portal. I spoke to Patty O’Connor, who 
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advised she would be getting someone assigned to the case immediately. 
I served the court order to Synchrony via email fraud.subpoena@syf.com 
<mailto:fraud.subpoena@syf.com> and fax  
I served the Capital One court order via email to Mr. Bloxson again. 

Follow Up with Waste Management 

I attempted to contact the area manager of Waste Management again. I called the company’s 
general contact number 800-482-6406. The calltaker advised he would send an email to the area 
manager for Colorado Springs, requesting immediate follow up with me. I also called phone 
number  for Frank Ingraldi, the area manager. He had left a voicemail for me 
Monday. I called him back and it did not go to voicemail. On this date I left a voicemail 
explaining the reason for contact and requesting a response as soon as possible. 

Response from JP Morgan Chase Bank 

I had emailed JP Morgan Chase Bank representative Stephanie Nicholls asking for 
documentation for Letecia’s account. She responded via email and provided a spreadsheet with 
the following information: 

Card number:  
AOC: IHG 
Name: Letecia Stauch 
Address: PO Box 50991 Myrtle Beach, SC 29579-0017 
Phone:  
Email:  
Current Balance: $0.95 
Credit Limit: $2500 
Fraud Status: MP 
Fraud Closure Date: 12/26/19 
Authorizations: (As previously noted, there were many small and large charges for 
“Calltruth.com” between 12/23/19 and 1/30/20) 
On 2/1/20 at 2048 and 2049 hours, there were two attempts to charge the account at Candlewood 
Suites in Amarillo, TX 79109 for $91.78 each. 

Of note, there were two recent occasions where charges were made on this account outside of 
Colorado or internet-based shopping: On November 7, there were charges for Castaway Cove 
Park, Holiday Inn Express, and Calypso Cap Pool and Bar in Kissimmee, FL. On December 3 
and 4, there were charges for Allure Resort Hotel, Rosen Centre Reds Deli and 7-Eleven in 
Orlando, FL. 

Response from Capital One Bank 
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I received an email from Capital One Bank representative Jeremy Bloxson with an Excel 
spreadsheet attachment for the same account Mr. Bloxson had previously sent me in the name of 
Letecia Stauch. However,  Mr. Bloxson included a tab on the account showing authorized users. 
The authorized users for the Capital One accounts included Letecia Stauch (beginning 2014 to 
current),  (beginning 10/2018 to 2/13/19, then 2/14 to 2/24/19),   
(beginning 12/13/17 to 1/6/18), and  (1/7/18 to current).   is  

 ex-wife. 

Response from NewCloud 

Jim Byrns emailed me a response to my request for records relating to Grand Mountain School’s 
phone number . He attached an Excel spreadsheet for incoming calls and one for 
outgoing calls.  

In the outgoing call record, the calls begin at 0651 hours on January 27, 2020. The calls go 
through 1841 hours on January 28, 2020. There is one outgoing call to Letecia at 0728 hours on 
Tuesday January 28, duration 2.75 minutes.   

The incoming call record provided begins at 1359 hours on Monday January 27, through 1656 
hours on Tuesday January 28. There is no record of any of the Stauch’s phone numbers calling in 
during this timeframe. 

I emailed Mr. Byrns back and called him to ask for records going through Sunday January 26 for 
both incoming and outgoing calls. I did not get a response on this date. 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence: 
Item #142-Photos of HotWash account and search warrant execution at Conoco (from 2-3-20) 
Item #143-CD containing USAA screenshots for Al & Letecia’s joint account, Excel spreadsheet 
from Chase Bank, Excel spreadsheet from Capital One, and NewCloud records. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 02/5/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, February 5, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that  was still missing. 

Video Footage Early Morning Review 

Based on Cell Phone data gathered by Detective Stephan Hare (11014), I was asked to look at the video 
footage from 6643 Mandan Drive for January 28, 2020, around 1:20 am. Due to snow it is difficult to 
make out specific details, but the following was observed: 

1:23 a.m. A vehicle stops in front of the house with flashers on. 

1:24 a.m. Flashers are turned off, but brake lights are still on. 

1:25 a.m. Vehicle lights turn off unable to see further. 

Review for Carpet Van 

I was advised that Ms. Letecia Stauch (DOB  has told several different stories regarding 
 and a man named Eguardo. During her interview, Ms. Stauch told detectives that she contacted 

a guy by the name of Eguardo, who was a construction worker nearby. Eguardo allegedly brought carpet 
into the home, sexually assaulted Ms. Stauch, and took  Later, a Facebook account associated 
with Ms. Stauch’s mother,  (DOB posted that Eguardo actually worked for a 
carpet company that came out to the house. 

I was asked to review video footage for Monday, January 27th to see if there was ever any carpet van or 
maintenance type vehicle. I did not observe anything that appeared to match the description of a carpet 
company or a man bringing carpet into the home. I did, however, notice utility workers out in front of 
the house that appeared to be working on the transformer several times during the day.   

I observed the following times that the utility workers were at the home. 

1:17 pm. A utility truck arrives. 

1:25 pm. A utility truck departs. 

1:35 pm. A utility truck arrives. 

1:48 pm. A utility truck departs. 

2:50 pm. A utility truck arrives. 
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3:15 pm. A utility truck departs. 

3:20 pm. The utility worker walks back up to the house without the truck. 

3:21 pm. A young girl that appears to be  is seen talking to utility the worker. 

3:25 pm. A utility worker leaves walking eastbound on Mandan. 

Utilities 

Based on my knowledge of what had been completed thus far in the case I did not believe the utility 
workers had been contacted or interviewed. Due to the time when this information was discovered I 
was unable to contact the utility company because of business hours. 

I will follow up with the utility workers on February 6, 2020. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/5/20 at approximately 0830 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was assigned by Sergeant Abendschan/02020 to canvass the area of Main Street in 
unincorporated county from Highway 85/87 to Bradley road based on call detail record data from 
Letecia Stauch’s (DOB  phone number. 

University Village Additional Canvass 

At about 1200 hours, I arrived at 5623 Pulpit Peak View (UCHealth Grandview Hospital), and spoke with 
security staff there, who allowed me to view their camera system, which had a very small view of traffic 
on Nevada Avenue. On 1/27/20 at 11:40:12 (surveillance timestamp), a vehicle travelled northbound on 
Nevada Avenue closely matching the description of the Nissan pickup truck Letecia was driving; 
however, it was too distant to tell for sure. I attempted contacting the security (Allied) supervisory staff, 
but no one answered the phone or returned any calls in order to download the footage. The timestamp 
on the hospital footage was ten minutes and 47 seconds ahead of real time. 

At 392 East Garden of the Gods Road (Maaco), the camera system was not functioning. 

At 4325 North Nevada Avenue (Enterprise Rent-A-Car), Nevada Avenue was outside the view of the 
cameras. 

At 4585 North Nevada Avenue (Ent Credit Union), there were no external cameras. 

Circle Drive at Interstate 25 Area 

At 2880 South Circle Drive (Phillips 66), the camera facing Circle Drive were directly in the sunlight, and 
the view was too washed to observe detail, and the other external camera was not working. 

At 2883 South Circle Drive (Pikes Peak BOCES), there were no cameras facing Circle Drive. 

Main Street Canvass 

At 510 Security Boulevard (7-11 Store) I obtained footage showing a partial view of the intersection of 
Main Street and Security Boulevard on 1/28/20 from 1130 to 1200 hours. 

At 280 Main Street (Walgreens), there were no cameras facing Main Street. 

At 331 Main Street (Iglesia Ni Cristo), there was at least one camera which faced Main Street, and I left a 
voicemail at the number for the church, which was closed. 

At 1801 Main Street (Circle K), there were no cameras facing Main Street. 
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At 1810 Main Street (7-11 Store), there were no cameras facing Main Street. 

At 1822 Main Street (Mister Car Wash), there were no cameras facing Main Street. I reviewed footage 
on 1/29/20 for the morning through noon and did not observe the black Tiguan Letecia drove go 
through the car wash. License plates were clearly visible in the footage. 

At 1845 Main Street (R&R Liquor), there were two views of Main Street, but the camera system was not 
functioning properly, and I was unable to export any video. I reviewed the video, but did not observe the 
rented white Kia from 1130 to 1200 on 1/28/20. 

Evidence 

I later entered the video from 510 Security Boulevard (7-11) into evidence, identified as item 195. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On February 5, 2020, at about 09:00 a.m., I, Detective Montville was 
conducting follow-up on this case. I prepared and submitted a 
laboratory request to the Metro Crime Laboratory via the LIMS system. 
I emailed a cover letter with the details of the submission to 
Laboratory Manager Shelley Weber.  

A copy of the evidence list and a copy of the cover letter are attached 
to this supplement.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV  
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #6 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Wednesday, February 5, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Google Exigency 
At approximately 9:30 am, I brought a motion for non-disclosure to the Office of Honorable 
Judge Ann Rotolo.  Judge Rotolo reviewed the motion for:  

Google Incorporated, Attn: Custodian of Records 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway 
Mountain View, CA 94043 for account information related to: 

  

These are Ms. Leticia Stauch, Ms.  and  accounts. 

At approximately 9:32 am, Judge Rotolo signed the order.   

At approximately 9:37 am, the order was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The order is attached to warrant number20-363.  

The warrant was provided to Google via email. 

Tiguan Warrant 
At approximately 10:00 am, I was informed  Tiguan needed further processing 
due to several areas of blood being located through a bluestar reagent within the vehicle during a 
previous search warrant. Previously the compartment area where a spare tire typically is kept 
was not checked and did not have the reagent used on it.  There was now concern this area may 
contain blood or biological samples related to this case and needed to be processed.  Due to this 
a warrant was authored for the vehicle.   

At approximately 2:45pm, I appeared in the office of, Honorable Judge Samuel Evig. 
Judge Evig reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A 2019, Black Volkswagen Tiguan, utility passenger vehicle, bearing South Carolina Plate 
CYY283, VIN #  registered to Letecia Stauch, with an associated 
address of 4697 Farm Lake Drive, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579.  The registration showed the 
vehicle was assigned Colorado Temporary Tag   This vehicle is located at the El 
Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility, 2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80906. 

At approximately 3:06 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant. 
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At approximately 3:10 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-400. 

Mandan Drive Address Warrant 
At approximately 1:30 pm, I was informed blood was located in  bedroom during 
a walkthrough of the residence.  The blood appeared to have been cleaned up with 
exception of small droplets that were located on the wall surrounding the area of the bed. 
During a previous search warrant blood had been located under  bed.  Due to 
this information it was decided the house needed to be further processed by the Metro 
Crime Lab.  

At approximately 2:45pm, I appeared in the office of, Honorable Judge Samuel Evig. 
Judge Evig reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80911, a single family residence located in El 
Paso County, State of Colorado.  This residence is a single story with an attached two car 
garage, cream color with white trim and brown bricks.  There is a pillar located on the 
west side of the front entry way with the numbers "6627" in black.   The residence faces 
north and sits on the south side of the street.6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 
80911, a single family residence located in El Paso County, State of Colorado.  This 
residence is a single story with an attached two car garage, cream color with white trim 
and brown bricks.  There is a pillar located on the west side of the front entry way with 
the numbers "6627" in black.   The residence faces north and sits on the south side of the 
street. 

This is the Stauch family residence. 

At approximately 3:04 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 3:10 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-401. 

6627 Mandan Drive 
At approximately 4:00 pm, I responded to 6627 Mandan Drive, El Paso County, State of 
Colorado with the signed warrant for this address mentioned above (20-401).   

At approximately 4:50 pm, I arrived at the address where I met Detective Sergeant Kurt 
Smith, Detective Mark Riley, Detective Jon Price, and the Metro Crime Lab Crime Scene 
Investigators (CSI). 

The address was photographed and processed by CSI Alyssa Berriesford and CSI Christian 
Liewer.  
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A blue star reagent was used in the are of the stairs leading from the basement to the 
upstairs living room.  The reagent shows a glowing reaction when it comes in contact 
with presumptive blood.  For the reaction to be viewed, the area being processed has to 
have dark lighting.   A possible presumptive positive result occurred in the area of the 
stairs.  The results from the Bluestar reagent were photographed by the crime lab. 

The reagent was used on several rooms located in the basement of the home to include, 
 bedroom,  bedroom, the basement storage room, the hallway areas 

leading between the rooms, and the bathroom located in the basement.  

 Bedroom Processing 
The reagent showed a possible presumptive positive reaction in  room in an area 
located around where his bed was previously located.  The bed was removed from the 
home during a previous search warrant.   

In this same location, several small blood droplets were identified on the wall’s 
surrounding where the bed once was.  A blue star reagent was used on the walls showing a 
possible presumptive positive test for what appeared to be blood spatter surrounding where the 
bed was originally located.   

The area was documented by the crime lab to allow for them to photograph it 
appropriately.  A sample from the blood was collected for further testing by the crime lab. 

There is a visible large red stain on the concrete directly below where the bed originally 
was.  The carpet was previously removed from that location during the same search 
warrant where the bed was removed.  The Bluestar reagent was used on the stain and 
again showed a possible presumptive positive result. 

All Bluestar reagent’s reactions was photographed by the crime lab. 

Storage Room Located in the Basement Processing 
The storage room located within the basement was tested with the Blue Star reagent 
showing a possible presumptive positive reaction on the concrete floor.  The reagents 
reaction was photographed by the crime lab.   

The hallway located between this room and  room was also processed using the 
Blue Star reagent. A possible presumptive positive reaction occurred on the carpet area 
between the rooms.   

The Bluestar reagent’s reaction was photographed by the crime lab. 

 bedroom  
The bedroom belonging to Ms.  was processed using the Blue Star reagent.  
No presumptive positive reactions occurred in the main area of the bedroom.  A mattress 
pad was located on the bed in the room.  The mattress pad appeared to have a small 
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reddish colored stain located on it.  Due to this stain this item was collected by the crime 
lab for further testing. 

Within the closet of the bedroom a laundry basket with a bedding sheet was located inside 
it was found.  This sheet did show a possible presumptive positive reaction to the blue 
star reagent when tested.  This sheet was collected by the metro crime lab for further 
testing.  

Living Room Area 
While in the home, it was noticed a single fitness weight was located on a Peloton Cycling 
Training Machine.  This machine had two slots for the weights, however, one appeared to 
be missing.  A search for the weight was conducted within the home, it was not located.  
It is unknown where the weight may have gone or if it is related to this case.  

The weight was collected by the metro crime lab due to odd circumstances of the item. 

Scribe Sheet 
While on scene I conducted a scribe sheet to document the items removed from the home. 
All items were collected by the Metro Crime Lab and placed into evidence by them. The 
following items were collected: 

1. Carpet from the basement family room.
2. Mattress Cover found in  bedroom.
3. Comforter found in  bedroom.
4. Peloton weight found in downstairs family room.
5. Swabs from downstairs.
6. Photos from throughout the home address.
7. Cleaning supplies from the kitchen and laundry area.
8. Sheet found in  bedroom laundry basket.

At approximately 9:00 pm the search warrant was completed.  A copy of the Scribe sheet 
was left at the address.   

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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2020-00001382 (7) Email from Ring: 

On Wednesday, February 5, 2020, at about 9:58 am, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, received an email from Ring 
Subpoenas. 

The email indicated they received my request and it was assigned Internal Case Number: (IR 
2020000339.) 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

2/5/2020 

On Wednesday, February 5, 2020, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Investigations Division continued investigative and administrative efforts in this case. 

WALK THROUGH OF 6627 MANADAN DRIVE: 

At approximately 1315 hours, I participated in a walk-through of the STAUCH residence at 6627 
Mandan Drive. The purpose of the walk through was view the area in which detectives had 
collected items of evidence.  

DET SGT K. Smith documented personnel who were present during this event. 

During the walk-through, I observed what could be potential blood spatter on walls of the 
downstairs bedroom which had been identified as  bedroom. I believed this area had 
been processed during a previous search warrant. I am not an expert in blood stain pattern 
analysis or crime scene processing.  

I did not conduct any search or process any part of the residence. I consulted with SGT Smith 
who later ordered the preparation and subsequently supervised the execution a search warrant on 
the property for further evidence collection.  

Case Status: Active     
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2020-00001382 (8) Review of video from 6635 Mandan Drive: 

On Wednesday, February 5, 2020, at about 1:25 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, began reviewing video from the 
residence at 6635 Mandan Drive. 

There are three videos from January 28, 2020, the first one appears to be during early morning, 
or late evening, and the other two appear to be at night.  I did not see any movement at 

 residence. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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2020-00001382 (9) Review of video from 6642 Galpin Drive: 

On Wednesday, February 5, 2020, at about 2:30 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, began reviewing video from the 
residence at 6642 Galpin Drive. 

I reviewed a total of twenty five videos from January 26, 2020, through January 28, 2020.  All 
videos were from the same camera that captured the backyard of 6642 Galpin Drive.  Portions 
of the backyards of surrounding yards can be seen, but no other movement can be seen, other 
than that of the homeowner playing with his dog. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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On February 5, 2020, at approximately 2:50 pm I, Detective Jon Price #02034, assisted in the execution 
of Search Warrant #20-401 at 6627 Mandan Drive. I discovered the following items which I pointed out 
to CSI Christian Liewer for collection: 

1. Bottle of white vinegar on top of the clothes dryer, laundry room.

2. Bottle of smoke and odor eliminator under kitchen sink.

3. Box of Arm and Hammer baking soda under kitchen sink.

This was the extent of my investigative involvement. 

Nothing Further 

Status: SAO 
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2020-00001382 (10) Review of video from 6659 Mandan Drive: 

On Wednesday, February 5, 2020, at about 3:00 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, began reviewing video obtained 
from the residence located at 6659 Mandan Drive.  This residence is located several houses to 
the south, and is on the same side of the street as  residence. 

I reviewed 27 videos from the Ring doorbell camera that faces directly across the street from the 
residence.  The videos are time stamped starting on 01/27/2020 at 0657, and the last one on 
01/28/2020 at 1539.  I did not see any movement in the videos that would provide any 
evidentiary or informative value to this case. 

I then reviewed 159 videos from the ADT Pulse Driveway Camera that faces a southern 
direction overlooking the driveway.  These videos were not time stamped, but had an associated 
number I was not able to decipher.  I did not see any movement in the videos that would provide 
any evidentiary or informative value to this case. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/16/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 02/05/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 4:50 p.m., I assisted in the execution of a Search Warrant at the Stauch home 
located at 6627 Mandan Drive.  This was to further document the blood found previously on 
02/03/20. 

The home was processed by Colorado Springs Police Department Crime Scene Investigators 
(CSI) Christian Liewer and Alyssa Berriesford.  CSI Berriesford also completed a bloodstain 
analysis on a large number of blood spatter located on the east and south wall corner area of 

 room.   

During the processing, Bluestar Forensic blood reagent was utilized.  The reactions obtained 
throughout the house were documented by photographs.  The suspected blood found in 

 room on the carpet and on the concrete underneath during the prior search warrant 
reacted in the positive to the Bluestar.   

Other areas of the home which resulted in a positive reaction to Bluestar include the stairs 
leading from the basement to the living room upstairs, the storage room in the basement and a 
protion of the small hallway leading from  room. 

During the search of the home, a mattress pad was found in the second basement bedroom. 
This had suspected blood on it and was collected.  A sheet found in the second basement 
bedroom laundry basket was collected. 

A Peloton exercise bicycle located in the family room in the basement appeared to be missing a 
small dumbell weight.  One weight was located on the bicycle in a holder, while the other 
holder was empty.  The remaining weight was collected.   

Cleaning supplies from the kitchen and laundry room were collected. 

The following are the items seized during the search; 

1. Carpet from basement family room.
2. Mattress cover from second basement bedroom
3. Comforter from second basement bedroom
4. Peloton weight found in basement family room
5. Swabs from downstairs
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6. Photographs throughout the address
7. Cleaning supplies from the kitchen and laundry room
8. Sheet found in laundry basket in second basement bedroom.

The Crime Lab took possession of the items seized.  A scribe sheet was completed for the 
items taken.   

A copy of the scribe sheet is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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On 02/05/20, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, was assigned to conduct video surveillance camera footage follow up. I 
was assigned to check the rear of the houses on Mandan Drive, which face and back up to the 
east side of S. Marksheffel Road between Fontaine Boulevard on the north and Lorsen 
Boulevard on the south. If a house was found to have a video surveillance camera mounted on 
the rear of the house, I was asked to contact the residents and obtain the video surveillance 
footage for the time periods of 12:00 AM on Sunday January 26, 2020 through 8:00 AM on 
Tuesday, January 28, 2020. 

I responded to the area and at approximately 1:29 PM, I located a house which had a video 
surveillance camera mounted on the rear of the house and the camera faced west toward S. 
Marksheffel Road. The house was identified as 6938 Mandan Drive. 

I responded to the residence and contacted the homeowner John Wilson. I identified myself to 
him and explained to him why I was contacting him. Mr. Wilson confirmed he had a Ring Video 
Surveillance System and there was a camera mounted on the rear of his residence. I asked Mr. 
Wilson about the sensitivity settings. He said he has the rear camera sensitivity set to only pickup 
motion in his back yard. Most of the time the motion sensor is set off by his 8 month old 
Labrador puppy. When the motion sensor is activated by motion in his backyard, the camera will 
begin recording. While the camera is recording, vehicles travelling north and south on S. 
Marksheffel Road will be seen in the recording. 

Mr. Wilson located 9 files during the time frame I requested, which he downloaded. All of files 
were dated 01/27/20. The files were downloaded onto a black and red SanDisk thumb drive, 
which he turned over to me. 

While talking with Mr. Wilson, he told me about a man who lives further south on S. 
Marksheffel Road, who has a lot of surveillance cameras on poles. He said the house is near S. 
Marksheffel Road before it turns into C&S Road. After leaving the Wilson residence, I drove 
south on S. Marksheffel Road.  

At approximately 2:48 PM, I located the residence Mr. Wilson was talking about. It was 8475 
Furlong Circle. As Mr. Wilson had said, there were several poles erected on the property with 
numerous video surveillance cameras mounted on the poles. I went to the driveway of the 
property, which was gated. There were numerous Private Property, No Trespassing, Beware of 
Dog signs posted around the entrance. The gate was locked and there was nothing posted 
indicating a way to contact the residents. I waited at the entrance for a while hoping someone 
inside the residence would see me at the entrance and come out to the gate. When this did not 
occur, I contacted the EPSO Communications Center (dispatch) to see if they had any calls for 
service at the address and if so, was there a contact telephone number available. I was told they 
would research it and get back to me. There was a vehicle on the property with Colorado license 
plate 822-ZBG, which I also provided to dispatch. 

In the meantime, there was a sign on the property near the intersection of Furlong Circle and S. 
Marksheffel Road which had a telephone number on it and a website. The telephone number on 
the sign was . I called the telephone number. I received a recording saying the 
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number I was calling was not reachable. The website below the telephone number was 
“HandmanProCo.com”. I looked up the website and the telephone number for the business was 
the same as the one I called earlier. 

I went back to the driveway gate and waited again. No one from the residence came out and I did 
not get any information from dispatch. I put one of my business cards in the mailbox by the 
entrance and requested a telephone call. I left the area. 

At approximately 3:27 PM, I received a telephone call from dispatch, who provided me with a 
possible telephone number. 

I called the telephone number and spoke to a male who identified himself as Vadim Segal. Mr. 
Segal said he was home, and if had I waited another two minutes he would have come out and 
talked to me. He said he saw me put something in his mailbox. He went out to see what it was 
and found my business card. I explained to Mr. Segal why I was trying to contact him and 
inquired about his video surveillance system. He said it was working and it was recording. I 
asked him if he had any video surveillance footage from 12:00 AM on Sunday, January 26, 2020 
through 8:00 AM on Tuesday, January 28, 2020. Mr. Segal said he did not have any video 
surveillance footage from that time and he had already been contacted about the video 
surveillance footage earlier in the week. He went on to say if he had been contacted much earlier 
in the investigation then he may have been able to provide video surveillance footage. I thanked 
him for his time and ended the phone conversation. 

Upon return to the EPSO Investigations Division, I placed the black and red SanDisk thumb 
drive I obtained from Mr. Wilson, into evidence as item #151. A copy of the evidence invoice is 
included. 

I listened to a telephone messages I had received one from Kaylee Wilson (not associated to John 
Wilson), which she left on 01/31/20 at 6:17 PM.  Kaylee Wilson had some additional 
information which she wanted to let me know about. I called Kaylee Wilson, but she did not 
answer the phone, so I left a message to call me. 

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: Active 
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This report is a supplement to case 20-1382. 

On 2/5/20, I, Detective Sergeant Chris Ganstine, 04050, initated this 
supplement to document the invlovement of the Colorado Springs Metro 
Vice, Narcotics, and Intelligence Division of the Colorado Springs 
Police Department. 

The CSPD case number that documents the invlovement of Metro VNI is 
20-4892. Please see this CSPD case number for further information.

Nothing Further

//
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/5/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

While in the area of 6946 Mandan Dr., in El Paso County, Colorado, I was flagged down by the 
residents and this address.  Shannon Ruiz ( ) told me she had a Ring video camera 
mounted above her garage which had a good view of the street in front of her house and the area 
where Mandan Dr. intersects with Rubicon Dr.  Mrs. Ruiz said she could share the videos with 
me via email.  I instructed Mrs. Ruiz to forward me videos dated between the morning hours of 
January 26th and January 29th around noon. 

Over the course of the remainder of the day on 2/5/20 and again on 2/6/20, Mrs. Ruiz ended up 
sharing with me 248 videos from the device mounted above her garage.  When I downloaded 
the videos from the Ring website, it was clear to me the camera was motion activated, but it 
captured all activity on the street and sidewalk in front of her house and in her driveway.  The 
video clips shared were generally a little over a minute long and the video was high quality, even 
during hours of darkness. 

I saved 5.26 Gigabytes worth of video clips to a CD and entered it into EPSO Evidence reference 
EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382 as Item #181.  During a neighbor canvass, Det. Jennifer Arndt 
(EPSO) had recovered two of these video clips herself.  She had entered them into evidence as 
Item #154.  Mrs. Ruiz told me Det. Arndt had determined that a small boy, wearing a blue 
jacket over black pants, who was playing basketball in front of 6946 Mandan Dr. on 1/27/20 at 
approximately 1527 hours was not   It was another boy who lives elsewhere in 
the neighborhood.  Please refer to Det. Arndt’s reporting for further details. 

I did not review all the videos I downloaded.  That task was assigned to Deputy R. McClellan 
(EPSO).  Please refer to her report for details regarding her review. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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2020-1382 
Detective P. Vigil 10011 
Case Title: Missing Child 

Supplement #6 February 5, 2020 

On February 5, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, was assigned to this case (EPSO case#2020-0001382) for follow up. 

Consent Search Form 

On February 5, 2020, I was instructed to go to Norwood Development group and have “Ty” sign 
a consent search form for a area that needed to be searched in this case.  I went to Norwood 
Development group I contact Russell Tutt known as “Ty”.  He filled out and signed the consent 
search form.  The consent form was filled out and allowed EPSO and Colorado Springs Fire 
Department to search land parcels south of Bradley road and east of Markshuffle Raod owned by 
BLH No. 2, LLC.  

The form was placed into evidence under item #: 155.  A copy is also attached to this 
supplement.  

Tip Hotline 

On February 5, 2020 , a tip came in from the tip hotline on further leads in this case.  The tip 
stated, there was a grey storage tote in the area near South Gate of Peterson Airforce Base.  I 
went to the area.  I located a grey storage tote approximately 100-150 south of the gate of 
Peterson Airforce Base.  The storage tote was grey, did not have a lid on it.  The storage tote 
had dirty that had blown inside of it from the weather and the grey plastic on the tote was lighter 
as if the sun had damaged the original color.  

Tip Hotline 

On February 5, 2020, a tip came in from the tip hotline on further leads in this case.  The tip 
stated, in the area of Lorson Ranch near Markshuffle Road there were two pallets with clothes 
near them.  I drove the area several times and got out of my vehicle to walk the side of the road. 
The pallets were not located.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO  
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/05/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday February 5, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, attempted to follow up with the owner of the Conoco/7-Eleven on Fountain 
Mesa Rd reference my request for Letecia’s purchase receipt on Monday January 27. I also 
attempted to follow up with Waste Management again. I received records from PayPal, and 
USAA. I also served an updated court order to USAA. 

Follow Up with Conoco/7-Eleven 

I called the 7-Eleven owner, Alan Du, at 0930 hours. He did not answer so I left a voicemail. Mr. 
Du called me back at 1130 hours and claimed he did not see the information I had left regarding 
my request for the receipt, but he stated he saw the warrant. I provided the requested information 
to him over the phone and he agreed to get the receipt records for me immediately. He offered to 
drop the records off at my office. Around 1400 hours, Mr. Du came to the Office of the Sheriff 
(27 E Vermijo Ave) and dropped off paper receipts. 

The receipt showed a fuel purchase on January 27, 2020 at 1031 hours for $33.00, for 12.227 
gallons of gas at $2.699/gallon. The card used ended in *  I entered the receipts into 
evidence. 

Follow Up with Waste Management 

I called corporate at Waste Management again, who sent an email to district manager. I called 
the Colorado Springs transfer station again and requested contact with the area manager. I also 
received a return call from Mike Mesick  the Waste Management representative 
for the Falcon Safeway service. He advised the area director is Dave Bernal. He asked me to 
email him, so that he could forward the request to Dave. 

Follow up with Capital One 

Jeremy Bloxson responded to my third court order request, advising that there had been a $500 
payment on the same account he had already provided records for in the name of Letecia Stauch 
and  He provided an updated Excel spreadsheet to reflect payments on the account. 
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Response from PayPal 

I received PayPal records via email. The response included accounts for PayPal and Venmo. 
There were 19 individual accounts identified: 

 

 

 

 

 

RECORDED
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, 
 

Accounts with transactions identified were *  *  and *  
Transactions for account *  include: 

Purchases using USAA card *  for $7.00 and $3.50 to  
 unknown dates and times 

Transactions for account *  include: 
Payment of $2600 received from Letecia Stauch (mobile payment) 1/29/20 at 
2230 hours via  
Payment of $130 received from Aimee Lowry (credit card) 2/2/20 at 2017 hours 
via  
Payment of $1500 received from Letecia Stauch (credit card) 2/3/20 at 0632 hours 
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via  
Payment of $50 received from Aimee Lowry (credit card) 2/420 at 1221 hours via 

 
Withdrawal of $2600 on 1/29/20 at 2233 hours to bank account USAA 
#  
Withdrawal of $1630 on 2/3/20 at 0637 hours to bank account USAA 
#  

Transactions for account *  include: 
1/22/20 at 2327 hours, a payment to Hulu for $6.53 

 
1/29/20 at 2230 hours, a payment to  $2600 minus fee of $75.70 

(phone number used  VISA card *  
2/2/20 at 0858 hours, a payment to iTunes/Apple for $0.99 

(  
2/3/20 at 0632 hours, a payment to  for $1500 minus fee of $43.80 

(phone number used  VISA card *  

I forwarded the email address information to Detective Courtney McCormack for follow up 
requesting records. 

Court Order Issued for USAA 

At approximately 1600 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Ann Rotolo in Division G of 
the El Paso County Courts a court order for the following: 

• USAA Federal Savings Bank, Attn: DataMark Legal, 10750 McDermott
Freeway, San Antonio, TX 78288, to order the production of records relating to any
accounts for Letecia Stauch,   and USAA account

 The order also requested activity monitoring for 30 days from the date
signed.

Judge Rotolo reviewed the court order and signed it without change. I also presented a request 
and order to seal the court order, signed by DA Oliver Robinson. The court order was submitted 
to the court records office, 20-403. 

Follow Up with USAA 

I called USAA Federal Savings Bank fraud department and spoke to employee Julia Pugh. She 
advised she could monitor accounts activity. She also advised the joint account for which Al and 
Letecia were authorized users had been emptied out. She provided an updated spreadsheet for 
activity on  account, but could not find an account for Aimee Lowry. I provided Ms. 
Pugh a copy of the court order via email. I also had the order sent to USAA’s corporate address 
via UPS. 
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I later got a couple calls and emails from Adam Blaes (at 1926 hours) and Cynthia Brauer (at 
2120 hours, phone number  to advise of debit card use. Ms. Brauer had called into 
EPSO Dispatch, who created a call for service. The call for service was emailed to me, but in the 
call screen it indicated Lieutenant Mihalko had been contacted and that he would be calling the 
reporting party back. 

The activity annotated included: 
1) A purchase at Zaxby’s in Jacksonville, FL on 02/05/20 at 2003 hours, using card *

in the name of 
2) A purchase at Raceway #983 in Kingsland, GA on 02/05/20 at 2125 hours
3) Another purchase at Raceway #983 in Kingsland, GA on 02/05/20 at 2128 hours
4) A purchase at Flash Foods #141 in Kingsland, GA on 02/05/20 at 2139 hours

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence on this date: 
Item #152-CD containing updated USAA account records, Capital One records, and PayPal 
records  for Letecia and  
Item #153-Receipts, copies of Conoco receipts for Letecia’s fuel purchase on 01/27/20 at 1031 
hours 

*All PayPal records will be uploaded directly to LERMS.

Case Status: SAO
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #7 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Thursday, February 6, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Google Warrant Information  
At approximately 8:00 am, I was made aware by Detective Stefan Hare the Google return 
information provided by Google LLC did not have adequate location information for the 
accounts.  The night prior (February 5, 2020) I had received return information from 
Search Warrant 20-363.  I provided these returns to Detective Hare who processed them 
to be reviewed at a later time.  

Previously, detectives were made aware Ms. Leticia Stauch was continuing to use email to 
communicate to  over the weekend.  Detectives were unsure what 
email account she was using or where her current location was.   

Due to this information, it was decided location data was needed for the accounts.  An 
additional warrant was drafted for this information.  

Google Warrant (20-411) 
At approximately 1:30 pm, I appeared in the office of Honorable Judge Samuel Evig. 
Judge Evig reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Google, Inc., Attention Custodian of Records, 1600 Amphitheater Parkway, Mountain View, 
California, 94043 

 
    

At approximately 1:45 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 1:50 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-411. 

Verizon Warrant (20-417) 
Earlier in the week detectives learned Ms. Stauch and her biological daughter, Ms.  

 had left the state of Colorado and were possibly in South Carolina region.  Ms. 
Stauch had made a Facebook post regarding going back to her home.  It is known Ms. 
Stauch is originally from the South Carolina area.   

It was unknown where Ms. Stauch was exactly or if she was in fact in South Carolina.  Ms. 
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Stauch had also purchased a new phone and was using a different phone number.  This 
phone number was identified as  Due to Ms. Stauch being involved in an 
active investigation and being one of the last individuals to see  it was 
determined information regarding her new phone number was needed.  A warrant was 
drafted for this information.  

At approximately 4:20 pm, I appeared in the office of Honorable Judge Ann Rotolo.  Judge 
Rotolo reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Verizon; Attn: VSAT, 180 Washington Valley Road Bedminster, NJ  07921 
Records of  

This warrant is for Ms. Leticia Stauch’s new cellular phone number.  

At approximately 4:33 pm, Judge Rotolo approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 4:40 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-417. 

The warrant was provided to Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubble to serve the next day. 

Tiguan Warrant (20-418) 
A previous search warrant was served on  Ms. Stauch’s Volkswagon Tiguan.  During that time 
several areas of blood  were located through a bluestar reagent inside the vehicle. A slip from 
the Colorado Springs Airport was also found in the vehicle from January 28, 2020 showing the 
vehicle was kept in a lot at this location.  The slip showed the vehicle left the lot between the 
hours of 7-8 pm that same day.   

Ms. Stauch had previously advised detectives this vehicle was left in the area of French 
Elementary or  Mesa Ridge High School during that time, not at the airport.   

Ms. Stauch is also known to be heavily dependent on electronic devices and map programs to 
allow for her to find her way around town.  It was learned, Ms. Stauch’s Tiguan may possess 
information on Ms. Stauch’s routes taken the days of  disappearnce.  Due to this 
information it was determined a warrant needed to be written to allow for the telematics system 
in the vehicle to be forensically processed.    

At approximately 4:20 pm, I appeared in the office of Honorable Judge Ann Rotolo.  Judge 
Rotolo reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A 2019, Black Volkswagen Tiguan, utility passenger vehicle, bearing South Carolina Plate 
CYY283, VIN #  registered to Letecia Stauch, with an associated 
address of 4697 Farm Lake Drive, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579.  The registration showed the 
vehicle was assigned Colorado Temporary Tag 893377.  This vehicle is located at the El 
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Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility, 2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80906. 

This is Ms. Leticia Stauch vehicle.  

At approximately 4:33 pm, Judge Rotolo approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 4:40 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-418. 

The warrant was provided to Detective Jon Price to allow for it to be served. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 02/6/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, February 6, 2020, at approximately 8:00 a.m., I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that  was still missing. 

Utilities Follow up 

I was advised that Detective Jennifer Arndt (06095) would conduct follow up with the utility workers. 

Video Footage Review 

I resumed watching the video footage from 6643 Mandan Drive starting on January 28, 2020, at 9:16 
am. I observed the following: 

9:40 a.m.  (DOB  &   ( ) appear to get in red Frontier and leave 
the area. 

10:01 a.m. Several occupants return to the silver SUV and leave. 

10:02 a.m.  and  return in the red Frontier. 

10:36 a.m. A white car parks and person walks up to the house. 

10:49 a.m. Three people exit the house one goes to the white car, and two go to red Frontier. 

10:50 a.m. The white vehicle leaves and appears to be going West 

10:52 a.m. The red Nissan leaves and appears to be going East. 

11:57 a.m. Fed-ex delivers a package at a neighbor’s house. 

12:06 p.m. Black SUV type vehicle drives East past house quickly. 

12:07 p.m. White car drives East past house quickly. 

12:49 p.m. A silver vehicle pulls up followed by red Frontier. Frontier parks and the silver vehicle pulls up 
beside the red Frontier to talk with the driver. 

12:54 p.m. Silver vehicle parks in front of red Frontier, both drivers get out and talk. 

12:56 p.m. Both Drivers return to vehicles. 

12:57 p.m. Red Frontier leaves. 

12:58 p.m. Silver vehicle leaves. 
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1:01 p.m. Silver SUV arrives, two people, get out and appear to be unloading trunk, take stuff up to the 
house. 

1:04 p.m. Two people return to the silver SUV. 

1:05 p.m. Silver SUV leaves the residence. 

1:17 p.m. Red Frontier returns to the house, Driver, and passenger get out and go into the house. 

1:21 p.m. Driver and passenger return to Red Frontier and leave. 

2:46 p.m. Red Frontier and Silver SUV pull up to house at least one person exits frontier passenger side 
and movement on drivers’ side. One person exits the silver vehicle. 

2:54 p.m. A child walks out to the red Frontier from the house and removes something from the 
passenger back seat. 

2:58 p.m. White SUV pulls up to the house. 

2:59 p.m. One person exits the white SUV. 

3:05 p.m. Black car pulls up, and one person goes inside. 

3:06 p.m. Truck parks across the street, one person goes into the house. 

3:06 p.m. Silver car parks, one person exits the vehicle and approaches the house. 

3:07 p.m. Person returns to white SUV and leaves. 

3:08 p.m. Someone goes to the black car, pulls an item out of the trunk, and goes back inside. 

3:11 p.m. Person returns to the black car, pulls forward slightly, then goes back inside. 

3:14 p.m. Neighbors gathered and talking on the sidewalk near the house. 

3:15 p.m. Silver vehicle pulls up to house multiple people get out. 

3:16 p.m. Neighbors approach SUV occupants and talk with them. 

3:18 p.m. Neighbors go back to their houses. 

3:33 p.m. White SUV pulls up (possibly a Sheriff’s Office unit) two people come outside and are standing 
by the red Frontier. 

3:34 p.m. Three total people standing by red Frontier, one near the front area. 

3:40 p.m. Occupants of vehicles meet back up. 

3:40 p.m. White SUV leaves. 

3:41 p.m. Multiple people outside by red Frontier. 

3:43 p.m. Someone gets in Silver SUV and leaves. 

3:44 p.m. Black vehicle and white SUV start to leave. 

3:45 p.m. Person in street talking to black vehicle. 
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3:45 White SUV stops in front of the house. 

3:49 Black vehicle leaves, and the person walks away. 

I reviewed video footage until January 28, 2020, at 4:00 pm. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/6/20 at approximately 0830 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was assigned by Lieutenant Mihalko/03026 to canvass the area defined by Fontaine 
Boulevard to the south, Powers Boulevard to the west, Bradley Road to the north, and Marksheffel Road 
to the east. The timeline for this area was for suspect vehicles in the area on 1/28/20 from 
approximately 0615 hours to 0645 hours. 

I was also directed to collect a substantial amount of video footage from Fort Carson entry point security 
cameras. 

Fort Carson 

At approximately 0930 hours, I met with Fort Carson’s Access Control Supervisor Micah Howell, who 
allowed me access to the DVR system at Gate 20 (Mesa Ridge Parkway) and Gate 19 (Charter Oak Ranch 
Road). Micah explained to me that there were nine relevant cameras on Gate 20, each of which would 
take approximately four hours to download via the software. I searched the file system of the software 
and found that all 16 channels were being recorded to proprietary files (which would require the 
software to view), although the file sizes were significantly smaller. I began a download of 1/27/20 and 
1/28/20 as well as the file Micah already exported and a copy of the software. Micah locked the room 
again (which could only be accessed at the lieutenant level or above) and told me he would notify me 
when the download was complete. 

Gate 19 appeared to be recording in a similar fashion, although I did not have another drive large 
enough for the data with me at the time to begin a download. 

Geographically Defined Canvass Area 

At about 1400 hours, I began driving the area defined by Fontaine Boulevard to the south, Powers 
Boulevard to the west, Bradley Road to the north, and Marksheffel Road to the east. I spoke with 
security staff at the L3 Harris building (4619 Foreign Trade Zone Boulevard), so provided me a clip of 
footage with Bradley Road in the distance background for the time frame 1/28/20 0615-0645. There 
appears to be traffic lights at 0631 hours closer to Powers Boulevard which stop for a while, but I was 
unable to locate any law enforcement information for activity there from EPSO Dispatch (which includes 
Fountain PD) and Colorado State Patrol. 

I attempted gaining video from the following residences on Meadowbank Lane, many of which had 
cameras mounted to the rear of their homes facing Marksheffel Road: 

• 6014: No view of the road.
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• 6022: No answer.

• 6030: No answer.

• 6038: Kayla Mari provided me clips which had Marksheffel in the view from the camera above
her rear sliding glass door from 0615-0645 on 1/28/20, although the camera was
motion-activated and did not provide continuous data. Kayla also told me that on 1/26/20, she
and her husband noticed a truck with loud exhaust out in the field near a semi trailer sometime
after 2200 hours, which drove around in the field for about ten minutes.

• 6046: No answer.

• 6054: No answer.

• 6062: No answer.

• 6070: No answer.

• 6078: No answer.

• 6086: No answer.

• 6094: I left a business card since there was a sign that said the babies were sleeping.

• 6102: No answer.

• 6110: Leishla Rodriguez provided me several clips from her camera mounted above her rear
sliding glass door which had a view of Marksheffel Road from 0615-0645 hours on 1/28/20.

• 6118: No events for the time period.

• 6126: No answer.

• 6134: No answer.

• 6142: No answer.

• 6150: No answer.

• 6158: No answer.

• 6166 and further were new builds adjacent new construction, and did not appear to be
occupied and had no external cameras.

None of the houses on the opposite side (west side) of Marksheffel Road (Summer Meadows Drive) had 
external cameras facing Marksheffel. 

I spoke with Lucas Hale at Widefield Water and Sanitation District (8495 Fontaine Boulevard), who 
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provided me video from 0615-0645 hours on 1/28/20. The camera angle was from the parking lot, which 
was lower than Fontaine Boulevard, but did have a partial view of traffic. 

Received Original Video Footage from Petco 

At about 1700 hours, I reviewed an email from  
 which contained footage from the Petco located at 5020 North 

Nevada Avenue in Colorado Springs for two time frames I requested: 1/27/20 1100-1130 hours and 
1/27/2020 1300-1330 hours. 
Evidence 

I later entered the video from 4619 Fontaine Boulevard (L3 Harris) into evidence, identified as item 196. 

I later entered the video from 6038 Meadowbank Lane into evidence, identified as item 197. 

I later entered the video from 6110 Meadowbank Lane into evidence, identified as item 198. 

I later entered the video from 8495 Fontaine Boulevard (Widefield Water and Sanitation District) into 
evidence, identified as item 199. 

I later entered the video from Petco into evidence, identified as item 200. 

Case status: SAO. 
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On February 6, 2020, at approximately 9:00 AM, I, Detective Katherin Huston #12012, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division participated in a conference call with the Federal 
Bureau of Investigations Behavioral Analysis Unit (BAU) team 3 along with Detective J. Bethel, Detective 
M. Riley, Det. Sgt J. Abendschan, FBI Agent Amber Cronan, and FBI Agent Phil Niedringhaus. Detectives
Bethel, Riley and I provided a brief of the facts and investigative steps taken of this case to the FBI
Agents and BAU team 3. BAU Team 3 made some recommendations regarding further investigative
steps.

At the conclusion of the call I was tasked with gathering information to forward to the BAU. I placed all 
information onto a thumb drive and a discs and provided it to Agent Cronan to forward to the BAU.  

Nothing further. 

Case status: SAO 
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This a supplement #7 for case 20-1382 Thursday, February 6, 2020 

Search warrant execution on Volkswagen Tiguan: 

On 02/06/2020, at approximately 10:00 am, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division, assisted in executing search warrant #20-400 on the 2019 
Volkswagen Tiguan, South Carolina plate # CYY283, VIN:  

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Evidence Recovery Team (ERT) conducted the search of the 
vehicle which was in a vehicle bay at the EPSO Evidence Facility located at 2749 E. Las Vegas St. in El 
Paso County, Colorado. The search was started at 10:00 am on 02/06/2020. 

The ERT photographed the vehicle and then processed the inside of the rear hatch as well as the spare 
tire compartment located under the rear hatch floorboard. Trace evidence was collected into a trace 
evidence filter. ERT utilized Luminal on both areas. No reaction occurred on the rear hatch and no 
reaction was observed in the spare tire compartment. A possible reaction was noted on the lower 
central portion of the rubber seal to the rear hatch. The bottom section of the rubber seal was removed 
and collected from the vehicle.  

While looking inside of the vehicle, I observed a SD card plugged into a SD card slot located in the glove 
box on the front passenger side of the vehicle. ERT collected the SD card for further processing. 

I took possession of the collected evidence and placed the following items into the EPSO Evidence 
Facility: 

- one FBI ERT scribe sheet, item #175
- one Volkswagen SD card, unknown S/N, item #177
- one trace filter, item #178
- one rubber seal, item #180

A copy of the search warrant and the scribe sheet was left inside of the vehicle. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status: SAO 
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On February 6, 2020 at approximately 10:36 am, I Commander Andy James received an email from 
Executive Director of Security and Transportation Brain Grady.  Attached to this the email was an email 
string between Academy School District 20 Assistant Principal Leslie Hicks and Leticia Stauch.  In part 
the email consisted of a job offer from Leslie Hicks to Leticia Stauch as a 7th grade Special Education 
teacher. The emails are dated January 15, 16, 17, 2020. These items were placed onto evidence by 
detective Marissa Williams. 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 3 Sunday February 9, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Thursday February 6, 2020, at approximately 1:50 pm, I, Detective N. Brklich was asked to 
contact Ms. LeeAnne Troutman, DOB:  in reference to her son possibly having 
contacted  via text.  

Investigative Activity 

At approximately 2:05 pm, I contacted Ms. Troutman at 2603 Conosa Dr., Colorado Springs, CO 
80910. I spoke to her about her son’s cellphone and requested permission to conduct a voluntary 
download of the phone. Ms. Troutman stated it would not be a problem. Ms. Troutman was 
advised this was a voluntary download and she had the right to refuse. She stated she understood 
this and completed a Cellular Telephone Search Waiver. 

Ms. Troutman provided me with the cellphone, a black LG K 30, , passcode  
I departed her residence and returned to the Office of The Sheriff, giving the phone to Detective 
M. Baughman to perform the download.

At approximately 5:15 pm, Detective Baughman returned the phone to me stating the download 
was complete. At approximately 5:30 pm, I returned the phone to Ms. Troutman. While speaking 
with Ms. Troutman I asked if she would be willing to bring her son in to Safe Passage for a 
forensic interview on Friday February 7, 2020, at 10:30 am. She stated he had other 
appointments that morning but would be available at 1:30 pm. The interview was scheduled for 
that time. 

A copy of the search waiver was attached to this supplement with the original being placed into 
the EPSO evidence facility reference item # 228. 

Case Status: Active Investigation
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On 02/06/20, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted additional follow up regarding this case. 

At approximately 3:39 PM, I called the Ms. Sanchez, who answered the phone. I identified 
myself and explained to her I was calling her back regarding the telephone message she had left 
me on 01/31/20, indicating she had additional information. 

Ms. Sanchez said she had spoken to two other detectives, but she wanted to let me know about 
some odd things that occurred while she was with  and after they picked up  
mother at the hospital. Ms. Sanchez this was on Wednesday (01/29/20) and the same night 

 and her mother spent the night at Ms. Sanchez’s house. 

Ms. Sanchez said when they left the hospital, She was in the front passenger seat,  was 
driving, and  mother was in the rear passenger area of the vehicle. Ms. Sanchez said 

 was quieter than she normally is.  mother apologized for them having to stay at 
 house. Ms. Sanchez said  mother was acting weird.  mother made the 

comment, “I hope you do not think we are a bunch of murderers.”  

While they were driving to Ms. Sanchez’s residence,  mother asked  for her cell 
phone.  gave the cell phone to her mother.  mother was sending texts to  
stepdad and posing as  When I asked what the text messages consisted of, Ms. Sanchez 
said she did not know. I asked how she knew  mother was sending out text messages and 
posing as  Again Ms. Sanchez said  was driving and Ms. Sanchez was sitting next 
to her, when Ms. Sanchez received a text message from  cell phone. Ms. Sanchez said 
the text message was asking her if they could spend the night. Ms. Sanchez said she did not see 

 use her cell phone. Ms. Sanchez said this odd and could not understand why  
would have to send a text message when all she (  had to do was ask since they were 
sitting next to each other in the car. Ms. Sanchez said  mother said she was turning off 
the location services on  cell phone, because she had to.  mother then passed the 
cell phone back to  

While at the hospital,  mother had mentioned evidence had been found at the house. Ms. 
Sanchez also remembered  mentioning the fire had gone through the carpet and she 
(  could see cement underneath.  also said her mother had cut out the carpet and 
replaced it so  stepfather would not find out. 

This is all the information Ms. Sanchez said she had at this time. 

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: Active
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On February 6, 2020 at approximately 10:58 PM, I, Detective Katherin Huston #12021, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division received an email from 

 with a ring doorbell video 
attached reference this case. I forwarded the email to  
per the request of Detective Glenn who was assigned the task of vetting received tips.  
Nothing further.  
Case status: SAO 
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On Thursday, February 6, 2020, I, Detective Jennifer Arndt #06095 and Detective Peter Vigil #10011 of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Investigation Division, assisted in conducting follow up on this case. 

Mountain View Electric 

I was tasked by Sgt. Rosario Hubbell to locate and identify utility workers seen in the area of 6627 
Mandan Drive on January 27, 2020.   The utility truck seen in a video belonged to Mountain View 
Electric. 

I contacted Mountain view Electric and was advised the two individuals working on Mandan Drive on 
January 27, 2020 were Terry May (DOB: ) and his work cell phone is and Levi 
Saurez (DOB:  with his cell phone number as . 

I recorded the following conversations on my handheld audio recorder, which was later downloaded 
onto a CD and placed into evidence under item # 

I contacted Terry via telephone who stated he was working on a transformer on an unknown date in 
front of 6627 Mandan Drive and his partner Levi was in a bucket down the street.  Terry did not 
remember when they arrived or left the area for the job they were doing.  Terry stated her remembers 
talking to a little girl in front of the house and telling her he was fixing the light and the end of her street 
and said, “she was all happy.”  Terry stated he did not see anyone else or around, did not observer 
anything suspicious nor did he know of anyone by the name of Eguardo.   

I then spoke with Levi who was with Terry at the time. Levi stated he remember a whole bunch of 
kids walking in the street and a litle girl asking him about fixing the carpet because there was a fire in 
their basement.  Levi stated he does not know anybody by the name of Eguardo   

I again contacted Terry and Levi to ask if they had seen a construction or carpet vehicle in the are; 
however, both said they had not.  This part of the conversation was not recorded.  

Evidence  

Item #171 - CD with telephone conversation with Terry May and Levi Suarez 

At this time, I have nothing further.  

Case status: Active-Investigations 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 9, 2020 

On February 6, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Brklich: 

Color:  Black Make: LG Model: LM-X410TK K30 

IMEI:   Search Authority:  Waiver    

At the time of examination, I observed the device had a cracked screen.  The device was connected to a 
Cellebrite 4PC System and an extraction was initiated.  The data extraction completed successfully.  I 
Cellebrite Report was created and placed in the case folder.  Please see the Cellebrite Report the data 
extracted.   

I copied the Cellebrite report to optical media and placed it into evidence under item number 222. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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On 02/06/20, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, was assigned to assist in reviewing video surveillance footage. I was 
assigned to review the video surveillance footage obtained from 6611 Manden Drive. Manden 
Drive and Rubicon intersect at two locations within the residential subdivision. They intersect on 
the northeast and on the southwest. The residence of 6611 Manden Drive is located on the 
northeast end of Manden Drive and on south side of the road, two houses east of 6627 Manden 
Drive (Stauch residence). It is the southwest corner house at the intersection of Manden Drive 
and Rubicon Drive. 

EPSO Investigations Sergeant (Sgt.) Rosario Hubbell told me that he wanted me to look for 
 walking toward  house.  resides at 9875 Rubicon 

Drive, which is located on the east side of Rubicon Drive at the intersection of Manden Drive 
and Rubicon Drive.  

There are approximately 85 video files/segments. There are 17 files/segments with a date stamp 
of 01/26/20, there are 33 files/segments with a date stamp of 01/27/20, there are 34 
files/segments with a date stamp of 01/28/20 and there is one file/segment with a date stamp of 
01/29/20. 

The first video file is identified as, “Vivint-Driveway-2020-Jan-26-070935”. In reviewing this 
file, I noticed it is dark out. With the time stamp on the file indicating 070935 (24 hour clock 
configuration), this should be showing activity at 7:09:35 AM, and it should be daylight outside; 
not dark. I do not know exactly how far off the time stamp is and if it is fast or slow. 

It should also be noted the video surveillance camera appears to be mounted near the northwest 
corner of 6611 Manden Drive. The camera view is generally to the north and to northeast with a 
view of the intersection of Manden Drive and Rubicon Drive. 

I compared the video surveillance footage from 6611 Manden Drive to the video surveillance 
footage collected from 6629 Manden Drive, which are generally located across the street from 
each other, to determine an approximate time stamp, but I was unsuccessful. 

I noticed there were considerable time gaps where the video surveillance system from 6611 
Manden Drive, did not capture any video. In the video surveillance footage from 6629 Manden 
Drive I saw people walking in front of 6611 Manden Drive and well as a school bus going in 
front of it, but for an unknown reason this was not captured by the video surveillance system at 
6611 Manden Drive. 

After going through all the video files/segments for the video surveillance footage obtained from 
6611 Manden Drive, I did not see anyone matching the description of  walking in 
front of the residence. 

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: Active
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/28/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Thursday, February 6th, I extracted the system diagnosis log from evidence item #26. I placed this 
device in a Ramsey shielded enclosure #1836. I instructed this device to perform a system diagnosis 
collection. This process completed successfully. I copied the results of this process to optical media, 
sealed this media inside a manila evidence envelope. I placed this item into the El Paso Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility under item #510.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/25/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Thursday, February 6th, I received an XLS copy of the tracker data (tracker device number 
357766099466687) from 1/31/2020 from Sergeant Abendschan. I copied this report to optical media, 
sealed this media inside a manila evidence envelope and placed this item into the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under item #474. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/25/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Thursday, February 6th, I received an SD card from Detective T. Ferrell. I was informed this device was 
recovered from inside a 2019 VW Tiguan.  I instructed the Cellebrite UFED touch to perform a physical 
extraction of this device. This process completed Successfully. I generated A Cellebrite extraction report. 
I copied this report to optical media, sealed this media inside a manila evidence envelope and placed 
this item into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under item #473. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/6/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I received a FedEx mailing from the Technical Services Office at the Denver International 
Airport (DIA).  The mailing contained one computer CD with DIA security video associated 
with  departure on from that airport on 1/26/20, at 0655 hours, on American Airlines 
Flight 2153 from DIA to Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas.  The video covers passenger embarkment 
activity at Gate A53 from 0610 to 0652 hours. 

I reviewed the video and observed Stauch going past the passenger final check-in location (the 
last location where the passenger’s boarding pass is scanned immediately prior to getting on the 
plane) at 06:20:25 am.  He is wearing the exact same outfit he was wearing when he was picked 
up at the Colorado Springs Airport on the morning of 1/28/20 by Letecia Stauch.  He was 
wearing a white and blue ball cap, a Colorado Avalanche gray hooded sweatshirt and blue jeans. 

 was also carrying a military style backpack, just like when he was picked up by Letecia.  
This passenger’s appearance matched all the examples of images I have access to for   
The video confirms  boarded the flight. 

There are two separate time stamps on the video from DIA.  I don’t know the reason for this, 
and I don’t know which timestamp is more accurate.  There is 19-minute difference between the 
two references.  However, the date and general time frame is still 1/26/20 around 0630 hours. 

I entered the CD containing this video into EPSO Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 
2020-00001382 as Item #172.  I am attaching a document to this report with some screenshots 
of the information being discussed in this narrative. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active 
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There is no audio and visual recording of this incident on a body worn camera. 

I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 7, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

On February 6 and 7, 2020 I reviewed video footage from neighbors’ residential cameras related to a 
missing person case originally taken at 6627 Mandan Drive on 1/27/2020 located in unincorporated El 
Paso County, Colorado. The footage reviewed was previously collected for evidence and placed into the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as item #181. 

I reviewed video footage from a Ring doorbell system belonging to 6946 Mandan Drive. This address is 
located approximately 0.4 miles from the original address of occurrence. The Ring camera from this 
residence appeared to be mounted to an area above the garage. The camera looks over the driveway, 
facing East and has views of surrounding residences. This residence is closest to the intersection of 
Mandan Drive and Rubicon Drive. The Ring camera system is not a non-stop recording system, the 
camera is activated off a motion sensor.  

The following was observed while reviewing Ring camera footage. 

On January 26, 2020 video footage was observed from 0447 hours until 1950 hours. Each video clip 
through the day has a date and time stamp associated. 

- At 1420 hours, a white juvenile male wearing jeans and a blue hoody is seen riding a scooter
down the street. The juvenile is seen towards the south, towards Rubicon Drive. The
associated file to this incident is referenced to; 6786364536099583302_stamp.

- At 1707 hours until 1713 hours, there are what appear to be three juveniles riding dirt bikes
back and forth on Mandan Drive. They stay mostly in view of the camera footage to a
nearby address. All of them were wearing helmets and covered with other gear, so their
faces were not able to be seen. The associated files to this incident is referenced to;
6786407511542347078_stamp, 6786407868024632646_stamp,
6786408237391820102_stamp, 6786408568104301894_stamp, and
6786408877341947206_stamp.

- At 1746 hours until 1820 hours, juveniles and adults are seen outside of this residence
playing basketball. The male juvenile from the 1420 hours, footage arrives to play
basketball. The associated files to this incident is referenced to;
6786417746449413446_stamp, 6786423226827683142_stamp,
6786425752268453190_stamp, and 6786426289139365190_stamp.

The juveniles seen in video footage from today were identified by EPSO Detectives when they were 
previously conducting a canvass in the neighborhood. None of the juveniles were identified as the 
missing child,  

On January 27, 2020 video footage was observed from 0217 hours until 2328 hours. 

- At 1522 hours until 1620 hours, juveniles get dropped off at home by the school bus. Several
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juveniles and adults are seen outside playing basketball again in front of this residence. 
These were the same individuals seen from the day before outside playing. The associated 
files to this incident is referenced to;  6786751542717723974_stamp, 
6786752479020594502_stamp, 6786752749603534150_stamp, 
6786753033071375686_stamp, 6786754600734438726_stamp, 
6786754892792214854_stamp, 6786755914994431302_stamp, 
6786756314426389830_stamp, 6786756941491615046_stamp, 
6786757242139325766_stamp, 6786758264341542214_stamp, 
6786761919358711110_stamp, 6786762293020865862_stamp, and 
6786766347469993286_stamp. 

On January 28, 2020 video footage was observed from 0013 hours until 2216 hours. 

- At 1242 hours, a red Nissan truck is seen driving south on Mandan Drive towards Rubicon
Drive. The truck circles around and appears to pop back out on Clatsop Drive, heading back
north on Mandan Drive. This vehicle in the video is a Nissan truck, with a light on the grille
and black grille guard. The truck is a red four door with what appears to be only one
attached license plate. The truck has running boards and black tires with black and silver
rims. The bed of the truck appears to have a folded cover or a black object in the bed. While
reviewing a map of the neighborhood it shows that on the far northeast corner on the video
a red vehicle appears, this street is identified as Clatsop Drive. It is unknown how many
people were in the vehicle. This vehicle is similar to the associated Nissan in this case that I
previously reviewed photographs of. The associated file to this incident is referenced to;
6787081494990304582_stamp.

On January 29, 2020 video footage was observed from 0158 hours until 1215 hours. There was nothing 
to note from this video footage associated to the case. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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On February 6, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, received a package via FedEx. The package contained 
disks of photos taken by the FBI’s Evidence Response Team during the searches of the four vehicles on 
January 31st and February 1st. I entered the following into evidence: 

Item #173: Photos of search of Tiguan on February 1st. 1 disk with photos in JPG format & 2 disks with 
photos in RAW format. 

Item #174: Photos of opening search of Tiguan and complete search of the Jetta on January 31st. 6 disks. 

Item #176: Photos of search of Kia Rio on January 31st. 1 disk with photos in JPG format & 2 disks with 
photos in RAW format. 

Item #179: Photos of search of Nissan Frontier on February 1st. 1 disk with photos in JPG format & 1 disk 
with photos in RAW format. 

Nothing Further 

Status: SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/06/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Thursday February 6, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, collected video evidence from the Colorado Springs Airport. I followed up with 
Waste Management. I also went to the area of  workplace (Massage Envy on Cinema Pt 
in Colorado Springs), to search for video/receipts related to purchases she made on January 27, 
as well as to check the nearby car wash. 

Follow Up with Waste Management 

I called Waste Management Transfer Station again and asked for Dave Bernal at 0850 hours. 
Dave Bernal called me back around 1400 hours, ph  and  He 
advised I would need to talk to the district manager for the area landfills, Travis Apodaca. He 
provided me his phone number . Mr. Apodaca called me at approximately 1430 
hours. He stated he was able to locate the area where the Falcon area commercial trash had been 
dumped between Monday January 27 and Wednesday January 29. I requested he hold that area 
and not dump on top of it. He agreed to hold the area for the next two weeks or until I advise him 
otherwise. 

Airport Video 

Per EPSO Detective Karl Mai’s request, I responded to airport and met with Colorado Springs 
Police Officer Kevin Gatewood (ph ) and Sergeant Matt Harrell. Officer 
Gatewood provided me video on a USB jump drive for Tuesday January 28 during the time 
Letecia picks up  at the airport and rents a car. Officer Gatewood advised they only have 
surveillance inside. A private company monitors the parking lot. Sgt. Harrell informed me of the 
activity for the license plates requested, which information he had obtained from the private 
company. There was no indication any of the license plates were present on the airport property 
during the month of January. However, the license plate reader only captures the vehicles present 
on the property at approximately 2330 hours each day. Sgt. Harrell emailed the information to 
Detective Mai.  

I later reviewed the video provided. 

Letecia Stauch enters the airport at the ground floor atrium on Tuesday January 28, 2020 at 0841 
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hours. She is wearing a pair of sunglasses on her head, a blue jacket with what appears to be a 
round, yellow emblem on her left breast, a light brown/tan colored T-shirt with white lettering on 
the front, a pair of green sweatpants, and white and gray tennis shoes with black laces and some 
red/pink along the front and edges. Letecia is carrying a blue and white plastic bag in her right 
hand. She also has her black purse on the back of her shoulder. 

At 0842 hours, Letecia is seen with  in the East Baggage Claim. Both  and Letecia 
are on their cell phones consistently while waiting to pick up  luggage. They leave this area 
at approximately 0847 hours. 

At 0847 hours, Letecia goes up the escalator alone to the rental car area. She exits the frame at 
approximately 0848 hours. 

Around 0850 hours, Letecia is seen at the rental car counter. 

At 0856 hours, Letecia and  exit the airport at the ground floor atrium together. 

I later placed the USB storage device in evidence. 

Follow Up Near Massage Envy 

Checked the area of Massage Envy (3254 Cinema Pt, Colorado Springs) for the following 
purchases that occurred on  USAA debit card ending *  on Monday January 
27, 2020. Her timecard for Massage Envy showed she clocked in at 0830 hours and out at 1615 
hours. She had a total of 24.68 minutes break time. 

The following times appear to be in Central Standard Time, based on comparison with other 
purchases at known locations: 

9:15 Starbucks $10 
10:08 Subway 

00182592 
$7.57 

I went to the following Subway addresses: 
2878 N Powers Blvd - At 1040 hours I spoke to manager Megan. There were no purchases 
matching the date, time, and amount and last 4. This location is near Starbucks inside Safeway in 
same shopping strip.  
6042 Stetson Hills Blvd - At 1100 hours I spoke to employee Samantha, who checked the date, 
time, amount and last 4 and did not find a match. This location is near a freestanding Starbucks 
and Starbucks inside King Soopers in same shopping strip. 
5754 Palmer Park Blvd - At 1830 hours I spoke to employee Tony. He confirmed there were no 
purchases for $7.57 on Monday Jan 27. I asked Tony to pass on my request to the district 
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manager Brigette and provided him business card, so that I might be able to determine the 
location of the purchase. 

EPSO Detective Mike Boggs advised me there was no available video for Massage Envy per the 
manager. The manager told him the company operating their video surveillance was Atticus, and 
that this company took over approximately 6 months ago. Since then, the manager told Detective 
Boggs the video surveillance system has not worked at all. Detective Boggs said another 
employee at Massage Envy stated she saw  at work Sunday and Monday.  

I also went to the Big Wave Car Wash at 2873 New Center Pt at approximately 1110 hours. I 
washed my car and drove directly to the Office of the Sheriff via E Platte Ave. The trip took 18 
minutes to drive from the car wash to the parking garage. My car had a similar moisture amount 
to the Tiguan when Letecia drove in on Wednesday January 29. The weather on this date was a 
similar temperature (low 40s), overcast and dry. The time of day was also similar to that during 
which Letecia drove into the Office. The District Attorney Investigator Martinez advised me she 
is still waiting on video from Big Wave. 

Follow Up with USAA 

I received a call from Cynthia Brauer with USAA around 1530 hours. She advised the Holiday 
Inn charge on the card appears to have been reversed (referring to a charge for $315.70 for 
Holiday Inn Resort in Orlando, FL, dated 02/04/20). There was no new activity.  

I provided all financial information to FBI Special Agent KC Hughes. 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence:  
Item #194-a USB storage device containing video from Colorado Springs Airport for January 28, 
2020 

Case Status: SAO
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Forensic interview of   and  

On Friday, February 7, 2020, at approximately 8:30 am, I, Detective Jennifer Arndt #06095 and Detective 
Peter Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Investigation Division, assisted in conducting 
follow up on this case.  We was tasked to watch the forensic interviews of  and  

. 

The content of the both Forensic Interviews were documented by Detective Vigil (See Detective Vigil’s 
supplement. 

Time corrections from ) 

At the end of the forensic interviews I was advised by ,  mother, she was 
attempted to get a hold of the FBI agent who came out and spoke with her because she provided wrong 
times on her communication with the Stauch family on the day  was reported missing.   
stated On Monday, Janaury 27, 2020 she first received a text message from  at 7:35 pm asking 
if she know where  was.   had previously reported 6:30 pm; however, she stated that 
was a telephone call with her mother.   stated at 7:48 pm she received a telephone call from 
Letecia telling her  was missing.   stated she then arrived at the Stauch residence 
approximately 5 minutes after the call from Letecia.   

The original contact with  was documented under FBI Case # 7C-DN-3228727, dated 2/6/20 by 
FBI agent John W. Smith. 

At this time, I have nothing further. 

Case status: Active-Investigations 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/7/20 at approximately 0830 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was assigned by Lieutenant Mihalko/03026 to continue downloading video from Fort 
Carson access points. 

Fort Carson 

At approximately 0930 hours, I met with Fort Carson guards, who had been directed to allow me access 
to gate security camera systems. I collected the drive from Gate 20, which finished downloading the 
footage through 1/31/20. I attached a new drive to the Gate 19 system and left it in the locked room to 
download. 

Search of Rented White Van 

At about 1400 hours, I arrived at 421 North Chelton Road (Enterprise Rent-A-Car), and contacted Caleb 
Mills, a Risk Supervisor with Enterprise. He allowed me access to process a vehicle of interest in this 
case, which was returned to that location. The vehicle was a white 2019 Ford Transit van bearing 
Colorado plates BIP726 (VIN  

I took overall pictures of the van, inside and outside. I located several items in the van: 

• A brown button in a small plastic baggy at the back on the floor by the rear doors.

• A pair of dike-style pliers in the upper front ceiling compartment

• A receipt under the parking brake lever from Wendy’s (222 North Wahsatch Avenue) on 1/29/20
at 1439 hours for $20.70 card ending in 2041.

The items in the glove box all appeared to belong to the rental vehicle. 

I swabbed four different locations for DNA: the steering wheel and shifter, the floor by the side sliding 
door, the floor in the middle of the cargo area, and the floor at the threshold of the rear doors. 

Evidence 

I later entered photographs from the rented white van into evidence, identified as item 207. 

I later entered the Wendy’s receipt from the rented white van into evidence, identified as item 208. 
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I later entered the button in plastic bag from the rented white van into evidence, identified as item 209. 

I later entered the blue-handled dike style pliers from the rented white van into evidence, identified as 
item 210. 

I later entered the DNA swabs for the steering wheel and shifter from the rented white van into 
evidence, identified as item 211. 

I later entered the DNA swabs for the floor area near at the threshold for the passenger side sliding door 
from the rented white van into evidence, identified as item 212. 

I later entered the DNA swabs for the middle floor area from the rented white van into evidence, 
identified as item 213. 

I later entered the DNA swabs for the threshold of the floor area of the rear double doors from the 
rented white van into evidence, identified as item 214. 

I was unable to enter the Gate 20 footage due to the file size, but kept the video locked on the 
temporary drive until a more permanent solution could be found. 

Case status: SAO. 
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2020-00001382 (11) SW sent to Verizon for  

On Friday, February 7, 2020, at about 9:30 am, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, conducted follow up in reference to 
this case. 

Sergeant Hubbell asked me to fax the search warrant to Verizon in reference to pinging the 
phone with the associated phone number of   At about 9:33 am, I faxed the 
required documents to .   

At about 9:37 am, I received a fax confirmation indicating the fax was successfully sent.  I have 
attached a copy of the documents sent and the confirmation. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Friday, February 7, 
2020  

On Friday, February 07, 2020, I, Detective D. Glenn Jr. of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted in conducting follow up for this case. Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbell 
tasked me with contacting the West Chester, Ohio, Police Department and the Butler County, Ohio, 
Coroner’s office to obtain any reports related to the 2014 death of Letecia Stauch’s former husband, 
Chance McArthur-Hunt, DOB:     

At approximately 1100 hours, I spoke with Norma Sechrist, of the Butler County, Ohio, Coroner’s Office 
who emailed me copies of the Coroner’s reports in reference to Chance’s death.  

During my conversation with Norma, she provided me an email address for Lieutenant Tivin of the West 
Chester Police Department and said I could contact him to obtain the police report detailing Chance’s 
death.   

At approximately 1130 hours, I emailed a records request to Lt. Tivin asking for a copy of the police 
report. 

The copies of the Coroner’s reports are included with this supplement. 

Case status: SAO 
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2020-00001382 (12) Search warrant return from Ring for 6626 Mandan Drive: 

On Friday, February 7, 2020, at about 12:12 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, received an email from Ring 
Subpoenas. 

The email indicated there were no videos found for the date and time range I specified in my 
warrant.  I was provided with an invite to a shared Drop Box folder that contained an attachment 
with account owner information.  I have included that attachment to this supplement.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 2/7/20, I, Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for this case. FBI 
TFO Greg Young/02071, met with the Widefield School District 3 Executive Director Kirk 
Vsetecka, and obtained Leticia Stauch’s personnel file.  

At approximately 2:26PM, TFO Young responded to the Office of the Sheriff (27 E 
Vermijo Avenue) 2nd floor and handed me the personnel file (66 pages). Subsequently, 
Detective Karl Mai/98039 entered the document into the EPSO evidence system and I 
placed the physical copy into evidence: 

• Evidence item# 206 - Documents from Widefield School District 3 - Leticia
Stauch employee file

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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2020-00001382 (13) Follow-up with Verizon regarding ping: 

On Friday, February 7, 2020, at about 3:16 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, followed up with Verizon; in reference 
to a search warrant, I sent them earlier in the day. 

I made contact with a call taker who told me the request was fulfilled and the records were sent. 
I told her the search warrant was not for records, but it was for a pen trap and trace of a cellular 
telephone.  After I was on hold for several moments, she advised me someone was starting the 
pen trap and trace.   

I asked her if she had the point of contact information I provided on the fax coversheet and she 
said she did.  I asked her if she could do the updates hourly and she said the updates would be 
done every 15 minutes.  She reviewed the warrant and then told me they would not execute the 
warrant because an end time for the pen trap and trace was not listed.   

I edited the warrant stating the pen trap and trace was to start immediately and remain in effect 
for the next 30 days. 

At about 4:30 pm, I responded to the El Paso County Courthouse, located at 270 South Tejon 
Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80903, with the revised search warrant. 

I met with the Honorable Judge William Bain with the 4th Judicial District, and presented him 
with a warrant for the search of Verizon; Attn:  VSAT, 180 Washington Valley Road, 
Bedminister, NJ 07921 (Records of:  

At about 4:38 pm, Judge Bain signed the search warrant.  I responded to the clerk’s office to file 
the search warrant that was assigned Case Number 20-428.  I attached a copy of the signed 
search warrant with the blanket sealing request and order to this supplement. 

At about 4:57 pm, I faxed the updated search warrant and cover sheet to ; and 
received a confirmation the fax was sent at 5:00 pm. 

At about 5:30 pm, I contacted the Verizon Subpoena and Search Warrants section to see if they 
received the warrant.  I spoke with David Silva who stated they did not receive anything, and 
provided me with his email address  

  I emailed him the search warrant and requested he 
reply indicating he received it and that it met their criteria. 

I did not get a confirmation email from David; however, I began receiving emails with updated 
ping information. 

I attached a copy of the signed search warrant, the search warrant faxed to Verizon, and the 
confirmation the fax was successfully submitted. 

I have nothing further at this time. 
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Case Status:  Active 
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On February 7, 2020, I, Detective Katherin Huston #12012, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigation Division prepared a search warrant to seize the residence of 6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado 
Springs, El Paso County, Colorado. At approximately 4:45 PM, I presented the warrant to the Honorable 
Judge William Bain. After reviewing the warrant Judge Bain administered an oath swearing me to the 
factual details contained in it. At approximately 4:53 PM, Judge Bain approved and signed the warrant as 
well as the sealing order.  

The warrant was filed with the clerk of the courts. 

At approximately 7:45 PM Detective Sergeant R. Hubbell and I responded to 6627 Mandan Drive and 
met Frank Slimski DOB  with EZ Lock to have the front door re-keyed. Mr. Slimski related he 
was unable to re-key the lock that was on the door and would need to replace the deadbolt. However, 
Mr. Slimski was unable to get the key to work for the one deadbolt he had.  

At approximately 8:15 PM, I responded to Lowe’s and purchased a deadbolt. I then returned to the 
residence and installed it on the front door.  

Sergeant Hubbell unplugged the garage door opener and locked the garage door. The door going into 
the house from the garage was also secured.  

The back door, a sliding glass door,  was locked and a small board was placed into the track in an 
attempt to prevent it from being manipulated open.  

The front door was locked on the way out and I maintained control of the keys and the garage door 
opener which were turned over the Lieutenant Mihalko on February 8, 2020 at approximately 8:30 AM. 

Nothing further. 

Case status: SAO 
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2020-00001382 (14) RoE turned into the Clerk’s Office: 

On Friday, February 7, 2020, at about 4:45 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, responded to the El Paso County 
Courthouse Clerk’s Office located at 270 South Tejon.  I turned a Report of Execution regarding 
Clerk Office Case Number 20-379.  I have attached the report of execution to this supplement. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, February 7, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 18 
Sunday, March 22, 2020 

On Friday, February 7, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

With the assistance of FBI Agent Andrew Cohen, I prepared a Title III warrant for a cell phone Mrs. 
Letectia Stauch was known to be using. The warrant was reviewed and signed by Chief Judge William 
Bain and District Attorney Daniel May.  

The contents of the warrant are under seal at the El Paso County Courthouse per the sealing order of 
Judge Bain and are not available for upload.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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On Friday, February 7, 2020, I, Crime Analyst Nicolette DuBois #19029, with the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office, Detention Bureau, Investigations Division, performed a review of camera footage collected from 
10166 Declaration Dr., Evidence Item #148.  Due to the direction of the camera as well as the quality of 
the footage, I was unable to identify any vehicles or individuals related to the case.  This ended my 
review of the video footage. 
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Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell EID 07050 
Supplement to case 2020-00001382 
Missing Person  

On Friday, February 07, 2020,I, Detective Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell of the El Paso County Sheriff's 
Investigations Division Major Crimes Unit, conducted follow up on case 2020-00001382. 

Initial Brief 
I was told by Lt. Mihalko that we would be seizing the residence 6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, State of Colorado. I requested Kat Huston complete the warrant and assigned her the 
responsibility of responding to the address to have the residence re-keyed.  

At approximately 7:00 pm I contacted EZ In Locksmith Services and spoke with Brad. I asked if it would 
be possible to just re-key the front door lock of the residence. I was told the lock could be re-keyed and 
that he could dispatch his technician Frank, later identified as Frank Slimski. I requested he send his 
technician to the residence and I would meet him there. 

Scene 
The scene was located at 6627 Mandan Drive in unincorporated Colorado Springs, El Paso County, State 
of Colorado. The location is a single-family ranch style home with a finished basement. The house 
generally faces north. 

I arrived at approximately 7:38 pm, Detective Huston and I awaited the arrival of EZ In Locksmith 
Services technician Frank.  

At approximately 7:45pm, Frank arrived. He proceeded to examine the lock on the Front Door of the 
residence. After looking at the lock Frank explained the type of lock on the front door needed the 
original key to be able to complete any type of re-keying of the lock. The original key was not available, 
Frank provided a second option of replacing the Deadbolt. I told Frank to go ahead and replace the 
deadbolt. Frank attempted to replace the deadbolt, but the lock would not function and he could not 
get a key to work.  

At approximately 8:15pm, Detective Huston went to Home Depot and purchased a new deadbolt. The 
new Deadbolt was installed, and the original deadbolt was set aside so it could be re-installed once the 
house is released. 

I then went to the garage and unplugged the garage door opener so the house could not be accessed by 
remote. A 2x4 was then used to help secure the sliding glass door. Once the house was secured 
Detective Huston and I departed. 

Nothing Further. 
Case status - Same as original. 
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On February 7, 2020, I, Detective Katherin Huston #12021 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
investigations Division executed a warrant to seize the residence located at 6627 Mandan Dr, Colorado 
Springs, El Paso County, Colorado. A report of Execution of Search Warrant was filed with the Clerk of 
the Courts on February 11, 2020.  

Nothing further. 

Case status: SAO 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/07/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I met with Mr. Donald Kane , Security Manager at Memorial Hospital - Central 
and he provided me with thee computer CD’s containing hospital security video pursuant to a 
search warrant I had previously served upon the hospital.  I took the CD’s back to my office and 
verified the video content would play.  I then entered the videos into EPSO Evidence reference 
EPSO Case No. 2020-0001382, as Item #202. 

On 2/11/20, I prepared a report of execution (ROE) for the search warrant.  The associated El 
Paso County Court search warrant tracking number was 20-342.  The ROE was filed with the 
court.  A copy is attached to this report. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/7/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I coordinated with sworn members of the Metro Vice Narcotics & Intelligence unit (VNI) to 
conduct further neighborhood canvass operations in the Lorsen Ranch area surrounding 6627 
Mandan Dr., the address of occurrence for this case.  I met with Sergeant Roger Vargason (VNI) 
and provided him with maps and questionnaires.  Sgt. Vargason then deployed his team to 
conduct the canvass.  At the end of the day, I received all the documents I had given to Sgt. 
Vargason, including any and all completed questionnaires. 

On 2/8/20, I scanned those documents for uploading into EPSO computerized reporting systems 
known as LERMS.  The questionnaires are attached to this report.  I entered the original forms 
into EPSO Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, as Item #218.  The following is 
a list of addresses I collected questionnaires for.  I’m also including the name of the officer or 
deputy who completed the questionnaire.  If there are any significant details on the 
questionnaires, I will comment on those too.  Otherwise, the reader should refer to either the 
scanned copies, or the original questionnaires held in evidence for the complete details of this 
portion of the neighborhood canvass. 

The questionnaires used by VNI while conducting the neighborhood canvass sourced from the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).  They are commonly used questionnaires for missing 
child cases like this one.  The last question on the form was changed from having the 
investigator ask consent to search the neighbor’s house, vehicles and storage areas to, “Has 
anyone from the family come to your house looking for the missing child.”  The FBI agent who 
provided the forms to me, Special Agent Amber Cronan, suggested I make this change.  As I 
understood it, there were a couple of reasons for doing this.  The first was, at this point in the 
investigation, EPSO had little hope  (the missing child) was hiding out in one of 
the neighbor’s houses.  The second reason was, Letecia Stauch had claimed during a previous 
interview that when  went missing, she went door to door looking for him and EPSO was 
interested in verifying that claim.  I also added to the form the EPSO case number and a 
date/time reference the investigators should focus on when questioning the neighbors.  That 
date/time reference was assigned by the lead investigator in this case, Detective J. Bethel 
(EPSO). 

At the end of the day, Sgt. Vargason gave me a synopsis of what his team learned.  He stated 
very few if any of the neighbors knew  before this incident occurred.  Most of, if not all 
the neighbors, were aware of the case and had been following social media and the news for 
updates.  Sgt. Vargason did get one lead to speak with the owners of a barber shop located in the 
city of Fountain, Colorado.  I know Sgt. Vargason was able to do that and he will be generating 
a report about that follow-up.  Beyond these basic details, if there is anything of note on an 
individual questionnaire, I will comment on it below. 

A total of 40 questionnaires were completed by Sgt. Vargason’s team on 2/7/2020. 
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Questionnaires completed on Mandan Drive: 

1. 6698 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  Residents Shaune ( ) & Jennifer ) Collins
interviewed.

2. 6706 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  Resident Georgia Weboah ( ) interviewed.

3. 6722 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  Resident Jerron R. Brokaw ( ) interviewed.

4. 6739 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
VNI.  Resident Sara McKinnen (Unk. Tele. #) interviewed.

5. 6746 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  Resident Yarguba Syfulail ( ) interviewed.  For question
No. 12 regarding vehicles in the area at the time of the incident, the investigator wrote, “2
Days ago, say 8-9 YO girl talking to a black van stopped in the middle of the street.
Powers/Mesa Ridge.

6. 6747 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
VNI.  Daniel Claybrook (Unk. Tele. #) interviewed.  Claybrook stated he has an ADT
security system, but he has not attempted to review any video.

7. 6754 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  At this address, Investigators spoke with Mayra Martinez

.  In response to the last question about anyone from the family coming
around to ask about  Martinez stated on 1/28, she observed a girl, possibly 
with an adult female, “looking behind the house.”

8. 6755 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
VNI.  Clarissa Willims interviewed.

9. 6762 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  At this address, Investigators spoke with Sasha and Matthew Cordova

).  In response to question number 20 regarding who they might usually
see  with, they stated, “  usually plays with  who live closer
to 

10. 6770 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  At this residence, Investigators spoke to Louis Delgado ( ).
In response to question number 12 about vehicles in the area on the day of the incident,
Delgado said, “Black truck parked near RP’s house for 2 days, beginning Sunday before

 went missing.”
11. 6771 Mandan Dr. - The names of the investigators are not written on this form, but the

handwriting looks similar to those completed by , both with
VNI.  Haley & Zach Williams ) interviewed.

12. 6778 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  Claude Bowen ) interviewed.

13. 6779 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
VNI.  Cassius Reynolds ) interviewed.

14. 6786 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  Resident Aida Anderson ) interviewed.

15. 6787 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
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VNI.  John Quintal ) interviewed. 
16. 6810 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by 

both with VNI.  Chelene Hawk ( ) interviewed.  In regard to vehicles in
the area at the time of the incident, Hawk said she had seen a strange Honda Accord,
black in color.  She associated a late 20’s or early 30’s white male with the car and he
wears a beanie.  The car was in the area Tuesday (1/28/20) and again on Thursday
(1/30/20).  Hawk also said her brother, Dayguan Hunt ( ) has stated the
Stauch family, “has a lot of parties.”

17. 6818 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by ),
both with VNI.  Colin ( ) & Alyshia ( ) Clark interviewed.

18. 6819 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
VNI.  Michael Cordova interviewed.

19. 6826 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
VNI.  “Lawi Lalang,” (  interviewed.

20. 6834 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
VNI.  Phil Rotar (  interviewed.  Mr. Rotar told Sgt. Vargason so speak
with the employees at Song’s Barber Shop, located at 8029 Fountain Mesa Rd., about

  On the form, Sgt. Vargason noted, “  got hair cut on 26th, 1230 to
1330.”  I know from speaking to Sgt. Vargason after he contacted the barber shop, this
date was updated to the 27th, between 1230 and 1400 hours.

21. 6842 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
VNI.  Edelmira Sedillo ( ) interviewed.

22. 6850 Mandan Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , both with
VNI.  William Prather ) interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Rubicon Dr.: 

1. 9644 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Amy Adams
( ) interviewed.

2. 9654 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Willie
Sherrill ( ) interviewed.   noted on the form that Mr. Sherrill has
a Nest brand doorbell camera of good quality and Mr. Sherrill was going to review his
captured images (unknow if it is motion trip, or continuous recording).

3. 9664 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Brian Harrell
) interviewed.

4. 9674 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  
incorrectly labeled the address on his form for this residence as, “9654 Rubicon Dr.”
Because these addresses were duplicated, I researched the name of the person 
spoke to, Kansas Casteel ( ) and learned their correct address was at 9674.
The original form was not altered when I entered it into evidence.  I merely noted the
correct address on a sticky note and placed it on the front of the form with my initials and
telephone number.  On the scanned version of the form, I used Adobe software to
annotate the correct address and highlight that information.  Nothing else was changed
on the form.   didn’t note anything interesting on his form for this interview.

5. 9675 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Pamela
Allred ) interviewed.
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6. 9684 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Alyssa Court
( 5) interviewed.  During the timeframe in question, Court told 
there had been a Safelite Auto Glass repair vehicle in the neighborhood.  Court said
around the time of the incident, she heard a white truck speeding down the street
between, “10-3 pm.”  She described the vehicle as, “beat up.”

7. 9685 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  David Deese
( ) interviewed.

8. 9694 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Jason Patrick
( ) interviewed.

9. 9695 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Malarice
Coleman ( ) interviewed.  Coleman also reported a white truck with front
end damage in the neighbor during the time in question.

10. 9704 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Annie Marais
( ) interviewed.

11. 9705 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by s, with VNI.  Sharon
Hutchinson ) interviewed.

12. 9714 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Dakota
Hunkle ) interviewed.

13. 9715 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Kalupa
Fagavalu ) interviewed.

14. 9725 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by 
both with VNI.  Shawan Cunningham ( 7) interviewed.

15. 9734 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Carlos
Sotomayor Sr. ( ) interviewed.

16. 9795 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Christopher
Colbert ( ) interviewed.

17. 9815 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Pamela
Pullen ( ) interviewed.

18. 9825 Rubicon Dr. - Questionnaire completed by , with VNI.  Libby Collins
( interviewed.

This completes the summary of the questionnaires completed by VNI on 2/7/2020.  Regarding 
the altered question at the end of the form, no one reported any member of the family coming to 
their house looking for  

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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On February 7, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, facilitated the execution of Search Warrant 
#20-418. This Warrant was executed on the 2019 VW Tiguan, which was in Bay A of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility, 2749 E. Las Vegas Street. The search began at 1:30 pm, 
and concluded at 2:06 pm. 

The warrant was executed by FBI Special Agent David Donati and members of the FBI’s Strategic 
Vehicle Technical Unit. (SVTU) 

The following were collected from the Tiguan: 

1. Information Electronics Control Module.
2. Infotainment System Display.
3. Emergency call module.

SA Donati maintained custody of these items to forward to the FBI for analysis. 

I completed a scribe sheet, a copy of  which was left in the Tiguan along with a copy of the 
Search Warrant. I later entered the Scribe Sheet into evidence as item #215. 

I composed a Report of Execution of Search Warrant for 20-418. 

NFI / SAO 
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2020-1382 
Detective P. Vigil 10011 
Case Title: Missing Child 

Supplement #7 February 7, 2020 

On February 7, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011 and Detective J. Arndt #06095 of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office, Investigation Division, was assigned to this case (EPSO 
case#2020-0001382) for follow up.  We were asked to observe forensic interview on  
Stauch and Konner Taylor.  The interviews were conducted at Safe Passage located at 423 
South Cascade Avenue.  Both interviews were audio and video recorded.    

Safe Passage Interview with  Bio Parents 

Prior to the interview, I, along with Detective Arndt and FBI Forensic Interviewer (FI) Karen 
Blackwell met with  and   to obtain information that may 
assist in the Forensic Interview.  During the conversation,  and  said they have 
been keeping  away from the media as much as they can.   said  did see the 
video that was put on news because he was watching it and she looked over his shoulder.  The 
video on the news is a home camera system where it is assumed that Letecia and  get in a 
red truck in the driveway. Both parents said that  is seeking a lot more attention lately. 
They said that  is starting to put somethings together from when  went missing.  
They said  has realized that some of the thing’s stepmother Letecia Stach had  do was 
a just “a lie”.   has been calling Letecia “a liar.”   and  said they are trying to 
not let  hear “adult conversations” about    said  is in counseling and 
has completed a session so far. During the counseling session, the counselor stated she just 
watched  and did not ask many questions.   

Safe Passage Interview   

When it was time for the forensic interview to begin with  she didn’t want to go into the 
interview room.   Karen along with   and staff from Safe Passage attempted to get 

 in the interview room for a while; however,  did not want to go in the room.  At first 
 didn’t want to leave the playroom and then she would run around the building into 

different rooms and hide underneath a table in a conference room.  While she was running 
around the hallways, she was laughing and saying she did not want to be in there.  Due to 
attempting to get  into an interview room there were two CD’s made with recordings.  The 
first CD consisted of attempting to get  into a room and the second CD consisted of the 
interview with    

After approximately 30 minutes, at approximately 9:52 am,  went into the interview room 
with Karen and the interview began. The following is a synopsis of the interview with  and 
should not be considered a verbatim transcription.  The interview was audio and video recorded 
which was later placed on a CD and entered into El Paso County evidence facility under item 
#203 along with the notes and a drawing  completed. 
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Karen started the interview by attempting to build rapport with   Karen told  that 
during this interview, she is not in trouble and they just want to talk about stuff that is true and 
real.   nodded her head yes; she would talk to Karen; however, during the interview  
struggled to remain still and on at least two occasions she ran out of the interview room.  Due to 

 unable to focus, a full interview could not be completed; however, the following 
information was obtained.     

 said they went hiking on Sunday (January 26, 2020).  She began to explain the hike.  She 
said at the end of the hike, “  used the bathroom in his pants.”  says later that night, 
there was a fire.   forgot to put his candle out and the candle got knocked over, Tesha 
(Latecia) saved “bubbas” (Bubba is a nick name that  uses for   Tesha put 
blankets over  to put out the fire.   had a little bit of fire on his shirt.  When 

 was describing where the fire was on  she pointed to her left side lower abdomen.  
It is unsure if  shirt was on fire.   

 said when the fire happened, she was in her bedroom on her bed.   heard the fire 
alarm going off.  Tesha said “load up in the car with the puppies.”   was freaking out 
saying, “I’m sorry, I’m really sorry.”  Tesha kept saying its, “okay, its okay.”  They drove 
around in the car.  When they got back home, Tesha told  to go into Tesha’s room because 
she did not want  to go into her own bedroom.   said Tesha did not want  in her 
own room because “people can look through her window.”   was in Tesha’s room and was 
watching the puppies.   Tesha was downstairs with   could hear  crying.  
Karen said what happened next.   said then it was the next day.  

Karen began asked  how  shirt caught on fire and how she knew that.  said 
the shirt did catch on fire and she knew this because Tesha told her.  Tesha showed  her 
burn mark.  When  was describing where Tesha got burned she pulled her sleeve up on her 
left arm and pointed to the bottom of her forearm.   burns were also on his arm, but 

 did not know what arm it was on.  Karen ask how she knew this,  said “cause Tesha 
told me.”   

 said Tesha was freaking out and described this as Tesha in her room taking several very 
deep breathes and then said she feel asleep in her bed.  When Tesha was freaking out,  
was in  bed because there was smoke downstairs.  Tesha and  put  in 

 bed.   was crying but not anymore when he went into  bed.   did 
not say anything when he was crying.   

 said when it was time for her to go to bed.   was taken to his room by Tesha and 
 so  could sleep in her bed.   said when Tesha moved  to his room; 

 was “asleep.”   

 came home from work at message envy.  She came home and began loving her dog 
“Chance”.   Tesha and  told  what happened referencing the candle.   asked 
if  was okay.  Tesha told  you have to go to sleep go in your bedroom.   went 
to her room and went to sleep.   said when she went to bed, Tesha and  were 
watching TV in the living room.  
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When  was in  bed.   was in “daddy room” in the bed with dogs.   said 
daddy was on an airplane.   

 said the following day she had school because it was Monday (January 27,2020).   
could not go to school because of his tummy.   said “Tesha made this up and it was just a 
lie.”   talked about Tesha putting  in the car, went somewhere, dropped him off, 
and then went back home.  Karen asked how  knew about that.  She said she saw it on 
someone else’s camera.  He lives two houses down and his cameras can see all the way to “his” 
house.  This was also the video that was on the news that  saw.  When  went to 
school she said  was in his room sleeping.  She knew he was asleep because she helped 
put him in his bed.  When she helped put him in his bed, Karen asked what  looked like.  

 demonstrated straightening her body out on the couch to act as if she was sleeping and she 
closed her eyes.  She said Tesha had to bend  legs because he was too sleepy to walk.  
Tesha and  helped  go downstairs.  They took him to his bedroom, then  saw 
the “fire spot”, she described a big cut out on the carpet near the couch.  She said there was also 
some candle wax on the couch.   

 said when she was getting ready for school,  was at work.   asked Karen she 
could use the restroom. When Karen and  came back into the room, Karen continued the 
conversation discussing what occurred when she came home from school.   stated Tesha 
was the only one home and she just got done working out.   asked Tesha where  
was and she replied he was downstairs sleeping,  asked if she could go check on him and 
Tesha said “no.”   described Tesha “cleaning stuff;”  Tesha was cleaning her room and 
the kitchen.  She got the supplies to clean from under the sink.  While Tesha was cleaning, 

 went outside to ride  bike because something was wrong with her bike.  When 
 was done riding her bike.  Tesha was the only one at the house and she was still cleaning. 

She was cleaning her room and the kitchen.     

 said when Tesha went to pick up  from the airport she stayed at the babysitters. 

When asked what occurred next,  said “it was Tuesday.”   did not go to school 
because  was missing.   

 said that Tesha acted good with her and then left the room.  Karen was able to get  
back to the room to continue the interview. 

Karen was able to only get one question of what  had to eat,  replied popcorn, soup, 
beef jerky for a snack, and had cereal for dinner.   then walked out of the room concluding 
the interview.   

Safe Passage Interview with  

Prior to the forensic interview, I, along with forensic interviewer Karen R. Blackwell, met with 
, mother  DOB:  to obtain information that would 

assist with the interview.  
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 said that  had a ).  When  was about 4 
years old he fell out of a tree onto his head and had to relearn everything.  He has some memory 
issues with dates and times; however, he can recall stuff and his struggles with memory related 
more to education and not to events.   

Karen is keeping  away from all social media, news and anything else that pertains to 
 however,  is having a really hard time since  has been missing.   

Safe Passage Interview ) 

At approximately 11:27 am,  went into the interview room with Karen and the interview 
began. The following is a synopsis of the interview with  and should not be considered a 
verbatim transcription.  The interview was audio and video recorded which was later placed on 
a CD and entered into El Paso County evidence facility under item #204 along with a drawing he 
completed during the interview. 

Karen spent time building report with  and discussed the rules of the interview. 

 stated he knows  from when they were both students at Webster elementary.  
 said him and  played together at school and outside of school hours.  In addition, 

they exchanged phone numbers and would “chat” and have sleep overs.  During sleepovers at 
 house they would they would hang out in the large basement living room.  They 

would play games and video games.  They had a lot of sleep overs together.  Karen asked how 
many sleep overs you did have over at  house.   said “he lost count;” they 
would alternate almost every weekend.   would sleep in  room because he had 
two beds.  The rules for the sleepovers where they could not use electronics when in bed.  They 
would have to ask for a snack or a drink and were only allowed to eat/drink in the in the kitchen.  

 said,  was closest with either his father or   He described,  and 
 relationship as close, but they would fight just like any kid does and would make up 

quickly.  said that if  would get in trouble he would be sent to his room and would 
not get any electronics.   calls Letecia “Tee”.   

 said  always has his phone with him so if the other family members/friend would 
contact him.   would normally always answer his phone.   

 described his friendship with  as, “like family.”   said  talked to 
him about going to Grand Mountain School.   did not want to go to the school because 
he thought he would not know anybody but learned his friend  was also a student at the 
school.   

 was asked what he knew about  missing.   said he knew he was missing 
from “the 23rd” when he finished texting him.   said he got a text from  saying, 
“see you soonish”.   said this was “Spooky”.  It was spooky because he did not know 
what it meant, and this was not how  normally talked.  Later,  texted  
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saying “dude what’s up?” but  did not reply.   Father  called  
and asked if they saw    said no, told  to get a flashlight and get ready 
because they were going to look for      

 said he went to  house with his mother and saw Tesha,  and   
While at the house,  learned  phone was there, so “they” checked the history on 

 phone.   said he was told by his mother that Tesha found some stuff in 
 backpack he was told were “some drugs” which  referred as “soap suds.”  

When asked to describe the “soap suds,”  shrugged his shoulders.  He was asked if he 
saw the “soap suds;” however, he did not see them, but his mom did.  described  
backpack having “sonic” on it.    said  never talked about using drugs nor did he 
ever see him with drugs.   

Tesha told  before  went missing,  was on his electronics and without 
knowing it he knocked over a candle.  The smoke alarm began going off, Tesha went downstairs 
and saw all the smoke, she grabbed  and went to the car.   started crying and  
saying I’m sorry, I’m Sorry.  Then  went missing after that.  When asked how he knew 
about all of this, he said Tesha told him.   

 said after Tesha told him about this, Tesha seemed stressed.  Tesha voice inflection 
seemed to  as if she was scared or stressed.   was on the couch crying with the 
dogs.   

During this conversation, Tesha,    and  were all upstairs because 
they couldn’t go downstairs because the carpet was all messed up.   said the dogs kept 
trying to go downstairs; however,  would not let them go down.   

 went with  and  going door to door to look for    said 
Tesha told him  was supposed to be with   They located  and learned he 
did not have an older brother.   called Tesha and said we found  but he does not 
have an older brother and all three of them returned to  home.  When they arrived and 
again told Tesha  did not have an older brother she responded with, “we are back at 
square one.” 

 said him and his mom then returned home. 

The interview was concluded.  

Both interviews in their entirety will be submitted to the El Paso County Records Department for 
transcription.  Once they are completed they will be attached to a supplement.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: Active-Investigation. 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/8/20 at approximately 1243 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), emailed > to escalate their reference 
number 20317024 for Apple ID search warrant for  

. 
I received a response that the data was already overnighted to EPSO, but we were working to decrypt it, 
still. I asked for additional information for the request since the original was sent, and I received an Excel 
file containing usage data and logs for the account. 
I later entered the data into evidence, identified as item 384. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, February 25, 
2020  

On Saturday, February 8, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Detective David Glenn Jr., of the El 
Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) Criminal Investigations Division conducted follow-up on this 
case.  

I accompanied Detective Robert Sirois to the area of Song's Barber Shop, located at 8029 
Fountain Mesa Road, in Fountain, Colorado, for a video canvass of the surrounding businesses. 
Detective Sirois and I attempted to get video surveillance footage of the parking lot in front of 
Song’s Barbershop from the following locations: 

Rookies Taphouse, at 8017 Fountain Mesa Road 
Champ’s Chicken, at 8007 Fountain Mesa Road 
Culver’s, at 8065 Fountain Mesa Road 
Vapor Source, at 8027 Fountain Mesa Road 

Deputy Sirois and I were unable to obtain any video footage from any of the above locations at 
that time.  

Case status: SAO 
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Jace Morin’s Cell phone 

On Saturday, February 8, 2020, , I, Detective Jennifer Arndt #06095 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, assisted in conducting follow up on this case.  I met with Jace Morin (  

 boyfriend) at his place of employment, O’Riley’s Auto parts located at 6730 Camden Boulevard, 
to obtain his cell phone. 

I met with Jace Morin who voluntarily signed a cellular search waiver for his black iPhone 8 and provided 
his passcode, .  I took control of Jace’s cell phone and brought It to the Office of the Sheriff to 
have a IT forensic Detective complete a digital data extraction on the cell phone.  A copy of the search 
waiver is attached to this report and the original was placed into evidence under item #216.   

At approximately 12:35 pm, I returned to Jace’s cellphone to him back at his place of employment. 

At this time, I have nothing further.  

Case status: Active-Investigations 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/28/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Saturday, February 8th, I applied for and received a search warrant for AT&T phone number 
. This warrant was digitally signed by Judge Brady. A copy of this warrant is attached to

this report. AT&T was contacted regarding returning this data. An encrypted email service was never
delivered for this account. An additional warrant wwas submitted for this same mobile device number
with a larger time frame by Detective Mccormack and records were produced.

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/19/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On February 8th, 2020 I received an Apple IPhone with a written consent waiver from Detective J. Arndt. 
I was informed the phone belonged to  boyfriend Jayce. I placed the device into airplane 
mode, and connected this device to the Cellebrite 4PC. I instructed the Cellebrite to perform a logical 
extraction of this device. This process completed successfully. I instructed the Cellebrite Physical 
Analyzer to generate a Cellebrite Reader report of this device.  

I copied the Cellebrite reader report to optical media, sealed this media inside manilla evidence 
envelope. I placed this item into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence facility under item 311. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status : SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 02/9/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, February 9, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that  was still missing. 

Ms. Stauch posting on Facebook 

During the course of this investigation, I have joined three different Facebook Groups using a Facebook 
account created solely for investigative purposes. These Facebook groups include Where is  

 Find  and  Search Party. 

On occasion, I have checked these pages and observed posts being made by various family members of 
  

On this day I observed a post on the Where is  Facebook group. This post referenced 
Ms. Letecia Stauch (DOB  posting on her personal account, Tee Stauch. Several people took 
screenshots of Ms. Stauch’s post and copied them in the comments of the group. 

I saved a copy of the screenshots and observed additional information in the comments. The original 
post was three pictures worth of text from Ms. Stauch. This post was removed approximately three 
minutes after it was posted, and a new post was put up with multiple pictures of  Screenshots 
had also been taken of this post before it was also deleted after a short amount of time. 

 Ms. Stauch engaged in conversations in the comments of her post. During these conversations, Ms. 
Stauch was using obscenities towards other people commenting. Screenshots were also taken of these 
comments and I saved copies.   

An additional post was made by Ms. Stauch on the Lorson Ranch Residents group. I do not have access 
to this group however screenshots were taken by others and posted in the Where is  
group.  

Copies of these screenshots were saved to the Investigations Drive to be entered into evidence at a later 
date. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO EPC SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
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2020-00001382 (16) Review of video from 9875 Rubicon Drive: 

On Sunday, February 9, 2020, at about 9:45 am, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, began reviewing video obtained from a 
Vivint Doorbell Camera at 9875 Rubicon Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80925.   

This residence faces west and captures the entryway to the residence and down Galpin Drive. 
This residence is located around the corner to  residence.  The first video is time 
stamped “Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-26-191000” and the last one 
“Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-28-221306” and there are 46 videos associated to the residence. 

2020-Jan-28-014842:   runs up to the door and appears to be frantic.  She rings the 
doorbell, looks in the window, looks back out to the street and then places her hand over the 
camera.   

2020-Jan-28-014921:   pulls her hand away from the camera and looks out to the street 
where a vehicle is parked.  The porch light comes on, the front door opens and  walks 
away from the house. 

2020-Jan-28-015029:  A truck drives to the west down Rubicon Drive. 

2020-Jan-28-021230:  The resident exits the residence and walks out towards the street. 

2020-Jan-28-042137:  A truck is driving south on Galpin Drive and turns west onto Rubicon 
Drive.  This truck closely resembles the Nissan.   

2020-Jan-28-050233:  Vehicle stopped in the intersection of Rubicon Drive and Galpin Drive. 
The resident exits the residence and starts to walk out to the street. 

In the following videos, various vehicles are driving through the area to include patrol cars and 
the resident returns home.  The aforementioned videos are the only ones obtained that show 
anything of interest.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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2020-00001382 (17) Review of video from 6658 Mandan Drive: 

On Sunday, February 9, 2020, at about 10:40 am, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, began reviewing video obtained from 
the residence located at 6658 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80925. 

This residence is located to the west and on the opposite side of the street from  
residence.  The camera overlooks the driveway and faces across the street and slightly to the 
west.  Video was saved under the following folders: 

Saturday 12am to 1159pm, and contained 89 videos. 
Sunday 12am to 1159pm, and contained 12 videos. 
Monday 12am to 1159pm, and contained 75 videos. 

I reviewed all of the aforementioned videos and I did not see anything that would provide any 
information to aid in the investigation. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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2020-00001382 (18) Review of video from 6938 Mandan Drive: 

On Sunday, February 9, 2020, at about 1:20 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, began reviewing video from the 
residence located at 6938 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80925.   

This residence is south of  residence and is on the opposite side of the street.  The 
camera is located in the backyard and faces west.  There were a total of 9 videos from 
01/27/2020 at 12:35 am, through 01/27/2020 at 4:51 pm.  I viewed all the videos and none of 
them contained any footage that would aid in the investigation. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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2020-00001382 (19) Review of video from 6038 Meadowbank Lane: 

On Sunday, February 9, 2020, at about 1:20 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, began reviewing video from the 
residence located at 6038 Meadowbank Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80925.   

This residence is located north of Fontaine Boulevard in a different neighborhood.  The camera 
is located on the backside of the residence and faces west.  I watched all four videos that 
captured north and southbound traffic on Marksheffel Boulevard.  I did not see anything out of 
the ordinary in the videos. 

The videos are not timestamped and there is no indication of when the videos were taken. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382. 

I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 11, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. Today I conducted 
the following follow up regarding this case: 

On 2/9/2020 EPSO Deputies assigned as School Resource Officers and to the Rural Enforcement 
Outreach Unit conducted a neighborhood canvass in the Lorson Ranch area surrounding 6627 Mandan 
Drive, the original address of occurrence for this case. Deputies Steven Paddack (04078) and Michelle 
Reed (11020) were provided maps and questionnaires to conduct the canvass and collected at the end 
of the day. 

On 2/11/2020, I scanned those documents for uploading into EPSO computerized reporting systems 
known as LERMS. The questionnaires are attached to this report. I entered the original forms into EPSO 
Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, as Item #283. The following is a list of addresses I 
collected questionnaires for. I’m also including the name of the Deputy who completed the 
questionnaire. Any specific statements made in interviews are notated below. 

The questionnaires used by the SRO’s and REO while conducting the neighborhood canvass sourced 
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).  They are commonly used questionnaires for missing 
child cases like this one. 

A total of 20 questionnaires were completed by the SRO and REO units on 2/9/2020. 

Questionnaires completed on Mandan Drive: 

1. 6642 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Reed (11020). Resident Timothy
O’Kelly  was interviewed.

2. 6843 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Reed (11020). Resident Katrina Beard
 was interviewed.

3. 6922 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Michae
Washington was interviewed.

4. 6923 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Daniel
Nuhn  was interviewed.

5. 6947 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Reed (11020). Resident Christopher
Cero was interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Rubicon Drive: 

6. 9605 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Michael
Stansburry  was interviewed.

7. 9615 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Tory
Squire was interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Wando Drive: 

8. 9729 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Reed (11020). Resident Bobby
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McKenzie  was interviewed. 
9. 9737 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Reed (11020). Resident Joshua

Goodwin was interviewed. Joshua has a 9.5-year-old child who resides with him,

While answering #18, What do you know about  and his family? Joshua said he knows
 is shy, he and  ride the bus together and have been to each other’s house for a

playdate.
While answering #19, What have you heard about this family? Joshua said he had met the family
though the military. Stepmom, “T” had posted through social media for help watching the kids
when  was working nights last year.
While answering #27, Is there anything else you would like to tell us about this incident? Joshua
said on 1/27/2020 his wife, Amanda  received a text message from 

 at 1953 hours. The message stated, “Hey how’s it going. Does your son know a
Jimmy that rides their bus? We think  went there to play and hasn’t come home yet”.

10. 9745 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Reed (11020). Resident Gregory
Strauch (  was interviewed.

11. 9752 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Gerald
Quick ( was interviewed.

12. 9753 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Reed (11020). Resident Kenneth Pickel
(  was interviewed.

13. 9760 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Ronald
Moreland  was interviewed.

14. 9761 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Reed (11020). Resident Dorian Kenyon
was interviewed.

15. 9768 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Joseph
Everett  was interviewed.

16. 9769 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident David Mayo
 was interviewed.

17. 9776 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Brooke
Clark  was interviewed.

18. 9808 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Scott
Haines was interviewed.

19. 9816 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Terri
Dragon  was interviewed.

20. 9832 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Paddack (04078). Resident Anthony
Phillips was interviewed.

This completes the summary of the questionnaires completed on 2/9/2020. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #8 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Sunday, February 9, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Officer Statement 
I received information from Detective Jessica Bethel regarding  Stauch.  I was 
informed  is  full sister and is not Ms. Letica Stauch’s biological 
daughter.  This is new learned information and will be updated in future warrants. 

AT&T Information 
At approximately 2:00 pm, I was made aware by Detective Stefan Hare and FBI Agent 
Andrew Cohen that Ms. Stauch had again gotten a new phone number over the weekend. 

Previously, on Thursday, February 6, 2020, I was informed that Ms. Stauch was using 
phone number   This is a Verizon pre-paid phone.   

From February 6, 2020 to February 8, 2020, Ms. Stauch contacted Apple multiple times in 
attempt to have this phone number linked to a new iPhone Ms. Stauch had purchased.  

Apple was unable to do so, unless her old number was temporarily activated on the new 
iPhone.  The phone was temporarily activated under her old phone number 

The new iPhone was then transferred to a new unknown phone number.  Apple was  
unable to provide the phone number but was able to provide the associated email to the 
Apple iCloud account as: .  Apple also provided an 
IEMI#  

AT&T Warrant 
At approximately 2:30 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge, Honorable Judge Jill Brady 
via telephone.  Judge Brady swore me in via the telephone and requested I send the 
warrant via the On-Call Duty Judge email address.  Judge Brady reviewed the search 
warrant for information regarding: 

AT&T, Attn: Global Legal Depands Center, 11760 US Hwy 1, Ste 300, North Palm 
Beach, FL 33408. Records for IEMI #  and iCloud account 
registered to Tecialynn2006@yahoo.com 

At approximately 3:04 pm, Judge Brady approved and signed the warrant. 

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk by Judge Brady for further processing via 
email.   
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The warrant was assigned number 20-434.  

The warrant was faxed to AT&T at (888)938-4715 to be processed immediately.  The 
warrant was also emailed to them per the AT&T support technician to process the request. 

Evidence 
Throughout this investigation several items sought through warrants have been returned 
and placed securely on the Investigations Server.  The following items were burned on to 
a disk and placed into evidence as follows: 

Item #156-Facebook Returns Leticia Stauch (Warrant 20-361). 
Item #157-Aimee Lowery Facebook Returns(Warrant 20-361). 
Item # 158-  Facebook Returns(Warrant 20-361). 
Item #159- Apple Email Returns - (Partial Return) 
Item #160- Lorson Ranch Facebook Returns (Warrant 20-361). 
Item #161- Where is  Facebook Group Returns (Warrant 20-361). 
Item # 162-  Search Party  Facebook Group Returns(Warrant 20-361). 
Item #163- Find  Facebook Group Returns (Warrant 20-361). 
Item #164-  Facebook Returns (Warrant 20-361).  
Item #165- Yahoo (Partial Returns)  

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/09/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Sunday February 9, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, received evidence via email from Capital One and USAA. 

Capital One Evidence 

I received an email from Capital One’s internal document sharing, which contained a link to the 
following five documents: 

1) An affidavit (PDF) for records relating to 
2) Copy of court order (PDF) 20-375 signed on February 3, 2020 reference records for

3) A letter (PDF) advising there was no IP activity, authorization activity, or payment
activity for the requested time frame

4) Account statements (PDF) beginning November 19, 2019 through January 18, 2020. The
first statement reflected payments on the account via mobile device. There were
purchases at Starbucks, Belk, PayPal, Budget.com, Gametime Tickets, Intuit/Pet City.
The second statement reflected payments via mobile device. There were purchases at
Panera Bread, PayPal, Lyft, Eyewear, Sonic in Fountain, Frontier (tickets for Deborah
Pearce and Letecia Stauch), Waffle House, VCA Briargate, Rover.com Pet Care, Spirit
Airlines for Deborah Pearce, Budget.com, Paradise, FL, Phillips 66, JV Rental in Key
West, FL, Red Robin in Castle Rock, Sandal Factory in Marathon, FL, McDonald’s,
Sunset Nails in Marathon, FL, Dante’s Prime in Key West, FL, Enterprise Rent-a-Car in
Miami, FL, Speedway in Lake Park, FL. The last purchase shown was dated January 17,
2020. All purchases and payments were made under the name Letecia Stauch.

5) Account information sheet (word document) explaining that  (DOB
 is an authorized user on the account, social security , phone

number  address PO Box 50991, Myrtle Beach, SC, added 01/16/18.

USAA Evidence 

I received multiple emails between Friday and Saturday (February 7 & 8). As I received the 
emails on my mobile device (while at home), I forwarded the information to FBI Special Agent 
Jon Cronnin.  
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The information I received will be attached in a word document titled “USAA Update 2-9-20.” 
In summary, the information showed purchases in Myrtle Beach, SC for food, AT&T, VISANet 
PO Box, Amazon Music, and Mod Pizza.  

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence:  
Item #233-a CD containing the USAA updates to Letecia’s and  shared account, and 
Capital One’s response to the request for  account records. 

Case Status: SAO
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #9 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information    
On Monday, February 10, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

AT&T Follow UP Information 
At approximately 6:30 am, I again contacted AT&T in reference to warrant 20-434.  They 
advised they were working on the warrant and I would receive the information regarding the 
account  associated to and IEMI#  

At approximately 11:21 am, I received the return information from AT&T.  The information 
provided by AT&T showed on 02/08/2020, Ms. Leticia Stauch’s previous phone number 

 and Ms.  previous phone number  were approved to
be moved to a separate account.  Ms. Stauch’s phone number was reactivated to the
previously mentioned IEMI number.

Detective Stefan Hare assisted in reviewing this information provided.  As he was doing so, he 
realized the dates provided by AT&T were incomplete.  Detective Hare assisted me in 
contacting them to require he correct information. This was provided to him to allow for him to 
process and enter it. 

6627 Mandan Drive Warrant (20-444) 
At approximately 3:05 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Laura Findorff.  Judge 
Findorff reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80911, a single family residence located in El Paso 
County, State of Colorado.  This residence is a single story with an attached two car garage, 
cream color with white trim and brown bricks.  There is a pillar located on the west side of 
the front entry way with the numbers "6627" in black.   The residence faces north and sits 
on the south side of the street. 

This warrant was in regard to the Wi-Fi Router located at this address. This address is the 
Stauch family residence.   

At approximately 3:19 pm, Judge Findorff approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 3:25 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-444.  

The warrant was provided to Detective Nick Brklich, whom executed it.   A Report of 
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Execution was later conducted for the warrant by Detective Brklich.  

ISMI Warrant (20-449) 
At approximately 5:05 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge, Honorable Judge William 
Trujillo.  Judge Trujillo was provided a copy of my search warrant via email and swore me in 
over the phone.  Judge Trujillo reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

AT&T, Attn: Global Legal Depands Center, 11760 US Hwy 1, Ste 300, North Palm Beach, FL 
33408. Records of IMSI   

This is for data and information stored by Ms. Stauch’s Tiguan.  The Tiguan has the ability to 
capture a subscriber's GPS data in connection with the vehicle’s IMSI which may allow 
detectives to know the vehicles path of travel.  

At approximately 5:35 pm, Judge Trujillo approved and signed the warrant. 

The warrant was sent to the Court Clerk for further processing via email.   

The warrant was assigned number20-449.  

The warrant was provided to AT&T by Detective Hare.  

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

Spartan Nash Warrant (20-448) 
At approximately 5:05 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge, Honorable Judge William 
Trujillo.  Judge Trujillo was provided a copy of my search warrant via email and swore me in 
over the phone.  Judge Trujillo reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Spartan Nash, 850 76th St SW, Byron Center, MI 49315 
For accounts asociated to Debra Locklear or  

This is Ms. Debra Locklear’s email address.  The email address was used to communicate with 
Ms. Stauch regarding  disappearance.   

At approximately 5:47pm, Judge Trujillo approved and signed the warrant.   

The warrant was sent to the Court Clerk for further processing via email.   

The warrant was assigned number20-448.  

The warrant was served to Kathleen Mahoney with Spartan Nash, via email, fax, and mail.   

As of the writing of this warrant, Spartan Nash has been contacted multiple times and have not 
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provided any return information. 

Report of Execution (ROE) 
Report of Executions were completed and turned in for the following warrants: 

20-434
20-444
20-449

Copies of the ROE’s are also attached to this supplement. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 02/10/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, February 10, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am., I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that  was still missing. 

Warrant Return of Executions 

On this day I completed Returns of Execution (ROE) for the six warrants I completed on this case to 
include: 

• A White VW, Plate: BUR711, VIN#  and a cell phone, 
belonging to  Criminal Action number 20-333.

• Call Detail Records for  AT&T cell phone number  Criminal Action
number 20-341.

• An amended version of the warrant for a White VW, Plate:  VIN#
 and a cell phone,  belonging to  Criminal

Action number 20-345.

• An amended version of the warrant for Call Detail Records for  AT&T phone number
 Criminal Action number 20-344.

• Call Detail Records for Letecia Stauch’s AT&T cell phone,  Criminal Action
number 20-307.

• Authorization for the installment of a tracker on a 2020 Nissan Altima Vin 
Criminal Action number 20-355.

I presented all of these to the El Paso County Court Records Office. 

Video Footage Review 

I began reviewing video footage collected at 10090 Intrepid way. This was the house next to the address 
where Ms. Stauch and  stayed on the night of January 29, 2020. Due to the formatting of the 
footage, I was unable to tell any time or date stamps.   

I reviewed all video clips associated with this address. I observed what appeared to be normal behavior 
of the 10082 Intrepid Way residence coming and going in their vehicles. In one series of videos that 
appeared to be the length of one night, a white car is seen parked in the driveway. This was consistent 
with  VW Jetta, and the knowledge that she and Ms. Stauch spent one night at the house. 
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I did not observe the vehicle at the house on any other occasion. I did not observe anything else in the 
footage of note. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/10/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Monday February 10, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, attempted to follow up with Subway regarding  purchases, got several 
court orders issued for financial or account records, and received further updates from USAA 
Federal Savings Bank. 

At approximately 0900 hours, I also took part in a meeting with several members of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO). I received 
direction from Special Agent Jon Cronnin to follow up several financial-related accounts, to 
include GoFundMe, AirBnB, Craigslist, CashApp, and Apple Pay. I was advised Letecia had 
been using the name “Kylie Brit” to make her reservation with AirBnB and to post an 
advertisement on Craigslist within the last week, and may also be using that same email address 
to access her digital wallets/cash apps. I was also advised Letecia’s new phone number was  

 It was unknown whether she had changed her phone number on Saturday February 8
when she went to the AT&T store in Myrtle Beach, SC. I was instructed to follow up with
Robert Bos, Special Agent with the FBI, regarding all financial information. I provided him all
information I had currently obtained, to include copies of court orders, warrants, receipts, and all
documentation provided by the financial businesses.

Follow Up with Subway 

I called several of the Subway restaurants in the Colorado Springs area to try to follow up with 
an area manager, to include the Subway on N Academy Blvd and the Subway on N Powers Blvd. 
I did not receive an answer. 

Follow Up with USAA 

I received emails throughout the day from USAA employee David Gamez. He provided the 
following transaction information: 

USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 9:32 Target.com, keyed (possibly onl
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 13:13 Marshalls 150 Sayebroo Myrtle Beach 150 Sayerbro
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 12:59 PetCo 1564 Myrtle Beach 29588 160 Sayerbro
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 14:54 Panera Bread #204963, Myrtle Beach 

63127 
1370 S Comm
SC 
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USAA 211298409   2/10/20 15:47 Prime Video Online 
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 15:47 Prime Video Online 
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 16:32 Glamour Nails Myrtle Beach, SC 2000 Coastal 

Beach, SC 
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 9:32 Target.com, keyed 
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 13:13 Marshalls 150 Sayebroo Myrtle Beach 
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 12:59 PetCo 1564 Myrtle Beach 29588 
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 14:54 Panera Bread #204963, Myrtle Beach 63127 
USAA 211298409   2/10/20 15:47 Prime Video 
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 15:47 Prime Video 
USAA 211298409 Letecia Stauch  2/10/20 16:32 Glamour Nails Myrtle Beach, SC 

There were no amounts associated with the authorizations provided. See attachment titled 
“USAA Update 2-10-20” for screenshots of the transaction information provided via email. 

Follow Up with GoFundMe 

At approximately 1220 hours, I visited the website “GoFundMe.com” and searched “Letecia 
Stauch.” This search provided the result of “Fountain, CO, Help bring  home, Raising 
money in hopes of bringing  home healthy and whole. T…” $0 of $150,000. I was unable 
to visit the link, as it appeared the campaign had already been removed from the website.  

When I searched “  a campaign in Conway, SC titled “Finding Cannon” popped 
up. The campaign had been created 3 hours ago, and did not have any information on who the 
money was going to. The content of the campaign appeared to be similar to a Facebook 
fundraising page belonging to  Hiott’s uncle, intended to raise money for  to be 
able to stay in Colorado to help search for her son. $0 of $1500 had been raised. See attachment 
“GoFundMe Screenshots.” 

Court Orders Issued 

I determined by researching the apps that Green Dot Bank is the operator of Apple Pay accounts. 
I also determined that Square, Inc. operates CashApp. I also attempted to call Wells Fargo to 
determine if Letecia has an active account with this bank but was unable to get an answer from 
anyone. 

At approximately 1500 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Douglass Miles in Division K 
of the El Paso County Courts five court orders for the following: 

• Green Dot Bank, Attn: Law Enforcement Subpoena Requests (Legal Documents),
P.O. Box 5100, Pasadena, CA 91117, to order the production of records relating to any
accounts for Letecia Stauch,  their associated phone numbers and email
addresses.
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• Counsel Investigations Square, Inc., 1455 Market Street, Floor 6, San Francisco, CA
94103, to order the production of records relating to any accounts for Letecia Stauch,

 their associated phone numbers and email addresses.
• Craigslist, Attention: Custodian of Records, 222 Sutter St, 9th Floor, San Francisco,

CA 94108, to order the production of records relating to any accounts for Letecia Stauch,
 their associated phone numbers and email addresses.

• AirBnB, Inc. Attn: Law Enforcement Investigations Manager, 888 Brannan Street,
4th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103, to order the production of records relating to any
accounts for Letecia Stauch,  their associated phone numbers and email
addresses.

• Wells Fargo Bank, N.A, to order the production of records relating to any accounts for
Letecia Stauch.

Judge Miles reviewed the court orders and signed them without change. I also presented a 
request and order to seal the court orders, signed by DA Martha McKinney. The court orders 
were submitted to the court records office, 20-442, 20-441, 20-443, 20-439, and 20-440. 

I served the court orders thus: 
I submitted the court order to Square, Inc. via their internet portal. 
I submitted the court order to AirBnB via email to  

 
I submitted the court order to Green Dot Bank via email to  

 and via fax at  
I submitted the court order to Craigslist via email to  

. 
I submitted the court order to Wells Fargo via fax at , via email to 

 and in person at 410 S Cascade Ave, 
Colorado Springs, CO 80903 to Branch Manager Lorrie Thorson.  

Response from AirBnB 

I immediately received a response from AirBnB employee Alana  She called 
me at 1615 hours and advised she had already pulled the information, because the information 
had previously been looked up in reference to a request for this case. She said she had not yet 
received a court order for the information nor provided the documentation to anyone. She 
advised she would email a link to the internet portal to receive the documents.  

I downloaded 10 PDF documents.  
Document 1-user/guest: user ID 333514146, Kylie Brit, DOB , email 

 IP address 174.235.137.74. phone 
number  
Document 2-host/property owner: user ID  Arjun and Rachel Kansara, DOB  
email  IP address 184.4.223.167, phone 
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Document 3-ID back: Photograph of the back of  military ID card, DOB 
DOD ID #1505700070.
Document 4-ID front: Photograph of the front of  Nevaeh Hunt’s military ID card, Air
Force, rank Airman.
Document 5-Reservation: start date 2/4/20, for 6 nights, 1 guest, at 2665 Reagan Ln, Kissimmee,
FL 34744.
Document 6-User activity log: User #  created the account and verified phone number
on 2/4/20 at 2246 hours. There were many messages sent between 2/4 and 2/5, but no content
shown.
Document 7-Payment log: User #  paid using a VISA for USAA Federal Savings
Bank ending in *  billing zip code 80925. (This matches the payment on  USAA
account and known debit card information.)
Document 8-User accounts:  (

 DOB  phone . Taylor Stauch
 DOB  phone

.  ( DOB
 Kylie Brit  DOB

, phone .
Document 9-Reservations (history): For account “Taylor Stauch”  7 guests, 2 nights.
For account “Kylie Brit” 2/4/20, 1 guest, 6 nights.
Document 10-Payment: Repeat of information in Document 7.

Follow Up with NewCloud 

Around 0830 hours, I called Jim Byrns with NewCloud to request the complete records for the 
Grand Mountain School phone account I had requested. He advised he was out of town but 
would have Robert Albo call me and follow up with the request. 

I later received a call from Mr. Albo, who advised he would look up the records. Over the phone 
he told me the account had not received any incoming or made any outgoing calls on Sunday 
January 26. I also had Mr. Albo run all of the known phone numbers associated to the Stauchs to 
see if those numbers had called into the Grand Mountain School phone account at all Sunday or 
Monday (January 26 or 27). He was unable to find any record of the Stauchs’ phone numbers 
calling in. I later received an updated spreadsheet for all incoming calls to the Grand Mountain 
School for Monday January 27. (See attachment “Incoming Calls NewCloud Updated”) 

I analyzed the records he provided me. There were 64 incoming calls on Monday January 27. 
None of the numbers were associated to the Stauchs or anyone listed as a responsible party for 

 43 of the incoming calls were received prior to 1352 hours, which is when  was 
logged as “sick per dad.” (See attachment “Incoming Calls NewCloud Analyzed” for all names 
and addresses identified as associated with the phone numbers. The method used to identify the 
callers was Accurint and CellHawk.)  

I sent an email to the Principal of Grand Mountain School, Mr. Brian Pohl, asking if there was 
any other means by which a child could be reported absent/excused, beside email or phone call. I 
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will follow up with him at a later time. 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence: 
Item #256-CD containing updated USAA records and updated Grand Mountain School phone 
records. 
Item #257-CD containing AirBnB response. 

*I provided all updated financial information to Special Agent Bos at 1730 hours via email.

Case Status: SAO 
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2020-00001382 (22) Review of video from 510 Security Blvd: 

On Monday, February, 10, 2020, at about 3:00 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, attempted to review video obtained 
from 510 Security Boulevard.  The media player was available, but there were not any video 
files contained in the file 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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Case Number: 20-1382  

Date: February 18, 2020 

On February 10, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was directed to respond to the Big Wave Car Wash at 2873 New Center Point, 
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Upon arriving at the scene, I contacted the owner, Kevin Bradford and was 
permitted to obtain video from the DVR system for the business.  DVR footage from the exterior 
cameras at the business were collected for January 29, 2020 from 0900 to 1200 hours.  This time frame 
was specified to me by Sergeant Hubbell.  The download of this video took several hours and was 
allowed to run overnight.  I collected the downloaded video, which I placed into evidence under item # 
393.  

A review of the video revealed a vehicle matching the description of the VW Tiguan in this case passing 
the business southbound on Tutt Boulevard then proceeding westbound on Constitution at 1132 hours. 
The vehicle did not appear to stop at the carwash.  Stills from this portion of the video were saved and 
submitted with the video footage.    

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, February 10, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 19 
Sunday, March 22, 2020 

On Monday, February 10, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

With the assistance of FBI Agent Andrew Cohen, I prepared a Title III warrant for a cell phone Mrs. 
Letectia Stauch was known to be using. The warrant was reviewed and signed by Chief Judge William 
Bain.  

The contents of the warrant are under seal at the El Paso County Courthouse per the sealing order of 
Judge Bain and are not available for upload.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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This a supplement #8 for case 20-1382 Monday, February 10, 2020 

Report of Execution for Search Warrants: 

On 02/10/2020, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
Investigations Division, completed the Report of Execution of Search Warrant (ROE) and submitted the 
reports to the Fourth Judicial District Courthouse for the following warrants: 
20-346
20-356
20-400

A copy of the ROE’s are included with this supplement 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status:  

SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Vincent Sapp # 08035 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 February 10, 2020 

INTRODUCTION: 

I, Detective Vincent Sapp 08035, am a Metro VNI Detective from the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO) and have been employed by EPSO since 2008.  I am currently assigned to the 
FBI Southern Colorado Safe Streets Task Force (SCSSTF) as a Task Force Officer (TFO).  I 
have been in my current position as a TFO since September, 2015. 

DETECTIVE STATEMENT: 

On February 10, 2020 I prepared a search warrant for Facebook and Instagram for the accounts: 
, 39,  debra.s.locklear, and a private group 

with associated number   The warrant requested all data associated to the 
accounts as well as a pen register   The Honorable Magistrate William Trujillo granted and 
signed the warrants at 6:13 PM.  The warrant was served electronically through the Facebook 
online portal. 

WARRANT RETURNS: 

By February 27, 2020 I received the last of the Facebook returns. These returns were 
downloaded and will be placed in evidence. 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/11/20 at approximately 0830 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was assigned by Lieutenant Mihalko/03026 to continue gathering video from previously 
established leads. 

Fort Carson 

At approximately 1000 hours, I met with Fort Carson guards, who had been directed to allow me access 
to gate security camera systems. I collected the drive from Gate 19, which finished downloading the 
footage from 1/26/20 through 1/31/20. 

University Village 

At about 1200 hours, I arrived at 5262 North Nevada Avenue and met with Jeff Houlton, who had access 
to cameras attached to the building housing 5230-5320 North Nevada Avenue. Only one camera faced 
the roadway, which was from northeast to southwest at the intersection of Eagle Rock Road and the 
first cross street for the shopping center when entering the area westbound from Nevada Avenue. It 
was not possible to see which direction of travel any of the vehicles went on Nevada, since it was out of 
view of the camera. I collected video from the intersection from 1130 to 1150 hours, and 1320 to 1340 
hours, both on 1/27/20. 

Vapor Source and The Snack Shack 

At about 1300 hours, I arrived at 8027 Fountain Mesa Road (Vapor Source) in Fountain and collected 
video from the manager, Kayla. The video was previously requested by Metro VNI detectives, and 
appeared to cover the range of 1230 to 1400 hours on 1/27/20. The video was of the parking lot in front 
of the store front, but one of the cameras was from inside the store and material on the glass storefront 
severely obfuscated the view. 

I also spoke with staff at 8005 Fountain Mesa Road (The Snack Shack), and began a download of video 
from their system, which included an external camera facing north from the building, which covered the 
parking lot in front of Vapor Source and Song’s Barber Shop. 

Evidence 

I later entered video from University Village into evidence, identified as item 299. 

I later entered video from Vapor Source into evidence, identified as item 300. 
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I was unable to enter the Gate 19 footage due to the file size, but kept the video locked on the 
temporary drive until a more permanent solution could be found. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 7 Tuesday February 11, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Tuesday February 11, 2020, at approximately 10:20 am, I, Detective N. Brklich received a 
call from FBI Agent Brian Turner requesting I meet him at 6627 Mandan Dr. I had been briefed 
earlier by Detective Sgt. Rosario Hubbell I would need to escort Mr. Turner into the house to 
execute a search warrant for the collection of a WI-FI router. Sgt. Hubbell also provided me with 
the key for the deadbolt lock on the front door. 

Investigative Activity 

At approximately 10:45 am, I met Mr. Turner outside the residence. I escorted Mr. Turner to the 
location of the router, located in the upstairs bedroom associated to  . Mr. Turner 
determined he would be able to retrieve the stored data from the router without removing it from 
the house. 

Mr. Turner was able to connect to the router with his laptop, apparently retrieving the data 
associated with the router. 

At approximately 11:01 am, Mr. Turner and I departed the residence and I re-secured the front 
door deadbolt lock. 

Evidence Processing 

At approximately 2:20 pm, I began processing evidence, which had been stored in the temporary 
lockers of the evidence facility, into the EPSO evidence facility. These items consisted of 
firearms, ammunition and clothing. The items processed were assigned item #’s 275, 277, 278, 
279, 282, 284 and 285. 

Case Status: Active Investigation
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #10 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information    
On Tuesday, February 11, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

AT&T CDR Warrant (20-456) 
At approximately 11:15 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Shannon Gerhart. 
Judge Gerhart reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

AT&T, Attn: Global Legal Demands Center, 11760 US Hwy 1, Ste 300, North Palm 
Beach, FL 33408. Records of : 

These phone numbers belong to Mr.  Ms. Leticia Stauch,  Ms. 
 and two watches belonging to Ms. Stauch and . 

At approximately 11:22 am, Judge Gerhart approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 11:30 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-456.  

The warrant was provided to AT&T.  

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

6627 Mandan Drive Warrant (20-457) 
At approximately 11:15 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Shannon Gerhart. 
Judge Gerhart reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80911, a single family residence located in El Paso 
County, State of Colorado.  This residence is a single story with an attached two car garage, 
cream color with white trim and brown bricks.  There is a pillar located on the west side of 
the front entry way with the numbers "6627" in black.   The residence faces north and sits 
on the south side of the street. 

This address is the Stauch family residence.   

At approximately 11:26 am, Judge Gerhart approved and signed the warrant. 
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At approximately 11:30 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-457.  

The warrant was provided to Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubble to later be executed.    

Report of Execution (ROE) 
Report of Executions (ROE) were completed and turned in for the following previously served 
warrants: 

20-321- White Kia Rio
20-322- Volkswagen Tiguan
20-332- ADT System
20- 342- Memorial Hospital (ROE turned in for Detective Karl Mai)
20-433- AT&T
20-456- AT&T (Above mentioned Warrant)
20-349- Nissan Frontier
20-359- 6627 Mandan Drive
20-365- Apple INC.
20-360- Facebook
20-361- Facebook
20-363- Google
20-364- Yahoo
20-366- 6627 Mandan Drive
20-370- Black Dell Laptop
20-371- Yahoo
20- 401- 6627 Mandan Drive
20-411- Google
20-417- Verizon records 

Copies of the ROE’s are also attached to this supplement. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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On February 11, 2020, at approximately 1118 AM, I, Detective Kat Huston #12021, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division was informed there was a man in the lobby who had 
information regarding the whereabout of   

I conducted an interview in Interview room 4 with the male, Gerald Ochs DOB  Gerald said he 
was a remote viewer and that he “saw”  in New Orleans. He said he believed  had been 
human trafficked.  

I took Gerald’s information and statement and escorted him out of the OTS. 

Gerald’s tip does not appear to be credible at this time.  

The interview was downloaded and placed into evidence as item number 273. Geralds notes were 
entered in as item number 274. 

Nothing further. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382
Wednesday, February 19, 2020  

On Tuesday, February 11, 2020, at approximately 1145 hours, I, Detective D. Glenn Jr. of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, received a telephone call from Lieutenant Dave 
Tivin of the West Chester, Ohio, Police Department.    

Lt. Tivin explained I would be receiving an email from the West Chester Police Department Public 
Records Section with the police reports referencing Chance Hunt’s death attached. 

At approximately 1215 Hours, I received the email from the West Chester Police Department Public 
Records Section with two PDF attachments for their case #14-03439. 

The copies of the West Chester Police reports are included with this supplement. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On February 11, 2020, at about 12:40 p.m.,I, Detective Montville was 
conducting follow-up on this case. I filed three Reports of Execution 
for Criminal Proceedings Numbers: 20-458, 20-367 and 20-350 with the 
Clerk of Courts.  

Copies of the reports are attached to this supplement.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV  
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/27/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On 2/11/20 at approximately 1400 hours, I, Detective Hare #1104 of El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO), along with Detective Siriois #13025 searched the culverts, bridges, and pull-offs along South 
Spruce Mountain Road in Douglas County from County Line Road in El Paso County to Douglas County 
Road 74. A large green dumpser was found near GPS coordinates 39.149236, -104.885623 and a service 
road accessing Spruce Mountain from Highway 105 to appropriate search and rescue personnell. During 
the time of this search, there was at least one foot of snow covering most areas near the roadway and 
visibility was extremely limited. We attempted to find any game cameras or DVR systems from nearby 
houses  with relevant footage with negative success. No items of evidentiary value were recovered 
during these efforts.  

Case status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/11/20 at approximately 1400 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO)Investigations Division, along with Detective Hare/11014 searched the culverts, bridges, 
and pull-offs along South Spruce Mountain Road in Douglas County from County Line Road in El Paso 
County to Douglas County Road 74. We passed on some information we gained about a dumpster at 
approximately 39.149236, -104.885623 and a service road accessing Spruce Mountain from Highway 
105 to the search teams. We also searched a section of Carpenter Creek where it cross under Spruce 
Mountain Road, but not the ponds in the that area since they were across fence lines on private 
property. There was also a significant amount of snow which made searching difficult. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 8 Tuesday February 11, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Tuesday February 11, 2020, at approximately 3:58 pm, I, Detective N. Brklich filed a Return 
of Execution (ROE) for search warrant 20-1382, Court # 20-444, with the records section of the 
county courthouse. 

Case Status: Active Investigation
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The following supplements case number 20-1382.  

Report Generation 

On February 11, 2020, I Sergeant Jake Abendschan conducted follow up on the above case. 

At the request of Lt. Mitch Mihalko, I generated an address report for the electronic surveillance 
of a vehicle driven by Ms. Letecia Stauch.  Ms. Stauch is a person of interest in the 
disappearance of her stepson.   

I created the report through web-based software associated with the surveillance equipment 
utilized.  The report was exported into an excel format.  A copy of this report is attached.  A 
working copy was delivered to the digital forensics unit and placed in an electronic folder.  I 
notified Detective Hare of the report information.  

Nothing further 

Case Status: Same as Previous 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, February 11, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 20 
Sunday, March 22, 2020 

On Tuesday, February 11, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I received a phone call from  teacher, Mrs. Kaitlyn Collar. The phone call was recorded and 
entered into evidence as item # 356. The recording was sent to EPSO records for transcription. During the 
transcription process, it was learned the entire call did not download properly. The call was redownloaded 
and entered into evidence as item # 420. The transcription was updated to reflect the entire phone call.  

I reviewed the transcription for accuracy and have uploaded it to this supplement. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements.  

Case Status: CBA  
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/11/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I received a telephone call from Shannon Ruiz ( ), who lives at 6946 Mandan 
Drive, in El Paso County, Colorado.  This address is down the street from the primary address 
of occurrence for this case, 6627 Mandan Drive.  The call came into my work desk number at 
1657 hours. 

Mrs. Ruiz wanted to tell me she has a son named .   knows the victim 
in this case,  because they ride the same school bus together.  Mrs. Ruiz said 
when her son returned home from school today (2/11/20) he reported having a conversation with 

  younger sister, who has apparently been back at school for a couple of days by 
now.   and  were talking at recess, which was held indoors because of very low 
temperatures on this day.  Other kids were present, but  and  were having their 
own conversation.   reported to his mother  asking him if he knew her brother 

   told  he did.   then said something to the affect of, “I know my 
step-mom left  at a hotel.” 

Mrs. Ruiz had no other information to give.  I asked her if anything else was said and she said 
that was all her son reported.  I asked Mrs. Ruiz to ask her son if  said anything about a 
location.  Mrs. Ruiz did this while I was still on the telephone with her.   didn’t say 
anything to  about the location of any hotel. 

I also provided this information to Det. D. Glenn, who is tracking tips for this case. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/11/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

While conducting an audit of video evidence related to this case, I observed some videos which 
had been shared for this case via the EPSO Investigations server, had not been downloaded to a 
CD and entered into evidence.  So, I downloaded the videos and entered them myself.  This 
applies to the following evidence items held under EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382: 

- Evidence Item #276.  This CD contains video evidence originally collected by Det. J.
Bethel.  She had been provided access to a cloud type account which contained video
shared from an address in the 7200 Block of Alpine Daisy Dr.  Det. Bethel informed me
she had reviewed the video, but she hadn’t been able to download it.  I was able to
download the videos, save them on a CD and enter it into evidence.

- Evidence Item #280.  This CD contains video evidence originally collected by Det. S.
Hare.  He had collected it from, or had it shared with him by a homeowner living at
10090 Intrepid Way.  I saved the data to a CD and entered it into evidence.

I have attached an evidence invoice to this report.  I did not review any of the video evidence 
myself. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382. 

I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 11, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. Today I conducted 
the following follow up regarding this case: 

On 2/11/2020 EPSO Deputies assigned as Patrol and Special Operations unit conducted a neighborhood 
canvass in the Lorson Ranch area surrounding 6627 Mandan Drive, the original address of occurrence for 
this case. Deputies Dominic Rios (13137) and Jeff Schulz (03034) were provided maps and 
questionnaires to conduct the canvass and collected at the end of the day. 

On 2/11/2020, I scanned those documents for uploading into EPSO computerized reporting systems 
known as LERMS. The questionnaires are attached to this report. I entered the original forms into EPSO 
Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, as Item #286. The following is a list of addresses I 
collected questionnaires for. I’m also including the name of the Deputy who completed the 
questionnaire. Any specific statements made in interviews are notated below. 

The questionnaires used by Patrol and Spec Ops while conducting the neighborhood canvass sourced 
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).  They are commonly used questionnaires for missing 
child cases like this one. 

A total of 14 questionnaires were completed by Patrol and Spec Ops on 2/11/2020. 

Questionnaires completed on Galpin Drive: 

1. 6692 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Schulz (03034). Resident Ricardo
Ramos-Torres  was interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Mandan Drive: 

2. 6802 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Rios (13137). Resident Vivian
Simmons was interviewed.

3. 6866 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Rios (13137). Resident Lorena Claros
) was interviewed.

4. 6931 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Rios (13137). Resident Anthony
Martinez ) was interviewed.

5. 6954 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Rios (13137). Resident Ranisha Dingle
was interviewed. 

6. 6962 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Rios (13137). Resident Richard Norton
( ) was interviewed.

7. 6970 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Rios (13137). Resident Jeremy Parker
) was interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Rubicon Drive: 

8. 9515 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Schulz (03034). Resident Jessa Weise
was interviewed. 
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9. 9525 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Schulz (03034). Resident Holly
Mitchell was interviewed.

10. 9545 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Schulz (03034). Resident Doris Black
) was interviewed.

11. 9555 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Schulz (03034). Resident Anthony
Gutica ) was interviewed.

12. 9565 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Schulz (03034). Resident Phillip
Farmer was interviewed.

13. 9585 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Schulz (03034). Resident Delores
Evans ) was interviewed.

14. 9595 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Schulz (03034). Resident Katie Perry
) was interviewed.

This completes the summary of the questionnaires completed on 2/11/2020. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382. 

I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 11, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. Today I conducted 
the following follow up regarding this case: 

On 2/8/2020 EPSO Deputies assigned as School Resource Officers conducted a neighborhood canvass in 
the Lorson Ranch area surrounding 6627 Mandan Drive, the original address of occurrence for this case. 
Deputies Matthew McGough (07063), Amanda Torres (12020), Adam Brown (14095), and Corey 
Adkisson (14036) were provided maps and questionnaires to conduct the canvass and collected at the 
end of the day. 

On 2/11/2020, I scanned those documents for uploading into EPSO computerized reporting systems 
known as LERMS. The questionnaires are attached to this report. I entered the original forms into EPSO 
Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, as Item #281. The following is a list of addresses I 
collected questionnaires for. I’m also including the name of the Deputy who completed the 
questionnaire. Any specific statements made in interviews are notated below. 

The questionnaires used by the SRO’s while conducting the neighborhood canvass sourced from the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).  They are commonly used questionnaires for missing child cases 
like this one. 

A total of 41 questionnaires were completed by the SRO’s on 2/8/2020. 

Questionnaires completed on Galpin Drive: 

1. 6613 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Residents Anna
) and Albert Baliczek were interviewed.

2. 6633 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Antoinette
Johnson  was interviewed.

3. 6653 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Julio Picazo
) was interviewed.

4. 6673 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Alfredo Garcia
( ) was interviewed.

5. 6682 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Residents Andrea
) and David Viscaro were interviewed.

6. 6683 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Resident Ann
Faciane ) was interviewed. Ann had video footage but was not clear video;
questionnaire stating, “bad video”.

7. 6702 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Residents Kimberly
Crawford, Tyler Crawford, and Francis Hawey ( ) were interviewed.

8. 6713 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Residents Michael
) and Alyssa Keeton ( ) were interviewed.

9. 6722 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Resident Lesly
Gallegos ( ) was interviewed.

10. 6733 Galpin Drive- Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Megan Chavira
( ) was interviewed. While answering #19, What have you heard about the family?
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Megan heard from an unidentified male neighbor on Mandan Drive about the family, he is close 
to the Stauch family. This male stated information about  his stepmom and his parents; 
that they weren’t all getting along.  

11. 6742 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Residents Josh
Murphy ( ) and Bailey Carlson were interviewed.

12. 6752 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Residents Lauren
Jackson ) and Kyle Barry ( ) were interviewed. Lauren and Kyle have
video footage but was not clear video; questionnaire stating, “bad video”.

13. 6763 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Taylor Inniss
( ) was interviewed.

14. 6772 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Jena Noble
) was interviewed. Jena has Meridian Fire Security camera footage she can

provide, not in view of original address of occurrence.
15. 6773 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Adkisson (14036). Resident Christin

Castro ( ) was interviewed.
16. 6782 Galpin Drive- Questionnaire completed by Deputy Brown (14095). Resident Abbigale

Pairier ) was interviewed.
17. 6783 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Adkisson (14036). Resident Dawnnia

Daley ) was interviewed.
18. 6793 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Adkisson (14036). Resident Jasmine

Snyder was interviewed.
19. 6802 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Brown (14095). Resident Jordan Klutsen

Baker ( ) was interviewed.
20. 6812 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Brown (14095). Resident Kassy Brown

) was interviewed. While answering #18, What do you know about  and
his family? Kassy stated from personal knowledge she knew the dad was military and the
stepsister was super nice. The stepmom was not home a lot, she and the dad had separated
around March 2019 and he had the kids during that time.

21. 6813 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Adkisson (14036). Resident Sehui Stigler
( ) was interviewed.

22. 6822 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Adkisson (14036). Residents Jared
Moan ( ) and Taylor Glover ( ) were interviewed. There is Ring camera
footage available and a consent form was signed.

23. 6832 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Brown (14095). Resident Kimberly
Drown ) was interviewed.

24. 6852 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Brown (14095). Resident Carmen Garcia
( ) was interviewed.

25. 6862 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Adkisson (14036). Resident Arthur
McIntosh ( ) was interviewed.

26. 6872 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Brown (14095). Resident Frank Young III
( ) was interviewed.

27. 6882 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Adkisson (14036). Resident Larry
Wright ( ) was interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Mandan Drive: 

28. 6707 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Bryan Pratt
) was interviewed. While answering #12, What vehicles did you see in the area
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near the time of the incident? Bryan stated he had taken a photo of a silver sedan (432SKT) on 
1/30/2020 that was parked in front of his house. 

29. 6803 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Rachel
Matlaga ( ) was interviewed.

30. 6835 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Residents Chris
( ), Jaylea ), and Zack Vtera ( ) were interviewed.

31. 6858 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Brian
Lashley ( ) was interviewed.

32. 6882 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Residents,
Brandon ( ), Katie Grav ( ), and  (13 yoa) were
interviewed.

33. 6890 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Troy Warne
( ) was interviewed.

34. 6898 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Maurice
McMullen ( ) was interviewed.

35. 6930 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy McGough (07063). Residents Michael
), Leslie ( ), and James Batts were interviewed.

36. 6938 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Jessica
Wilson  was interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Rubicon Drive: 

37. 9625 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Adkisson (14036). Resident Sebastian
Rodriguez ( ) was interviewed.

38. 9635 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Adkisson (14036). Resident Austin
Terrell ) was interviewed.

39. 9645 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Brown (14095). Resident Catherine
Walls ( ) was interviewed.

40. 9665 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Brown (14095). Resident Dustin Pellot
( ) was interviewed.

41. 9805 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Kimberly
Merelman ( ) was interviewed.

This completes the summary of the questionnaires completed on 2/8/2020. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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On February 11, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, received account records 
 from Google Inc. produced in response to Court Order for 

Production of Records #20-296. 

I saved the records to a CD, and entered  into evidence as item #265. 

I prepared a Report of Execution of Court Order for Production of Records for #20-296. 

NFI / SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/11/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Tuesday February 11, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, again attempted to follow up with Subway. I also had several new court orders 
issued for Letecia and  financial accounts, requesting more historical information per the 
request of the FBI. I also followed up with the Grand Mountain School Principal Mr. Pohl and 
received responses from Craigslist and Green Dot Bank reference my court orders sent out 
yesterday.  

Follow Up with Subway 

I called the Subway restaurant located at N Powers Blvd and the manager, Megan, answered. I 
asked her if she could have her regional manager get in touch with me to run the credit card 
number, to determine when and where the purchase was made. Megan said she had just spoken 
to the regional manager, so she would pass my contact information on to her right away. She also 
mentioned the FBI had come by asking about the same purchase. I called FBI Special Agent Bos 
and asked him if he was aware of anyone with the FBI canvassing Subways. He later confirmed 
on of their agents had been out there, but that the purchases for 1/27/20 for the dollar amount 
$7.57 did not match the debit card number for  USAA account. 

Follow Up with USAA 

I received one email from USAA employee David Gamez. He provided the following 
transaction information: 

USAA  Letecia Stauch  2/11/20 15:05 Dollar Tree 1110 Seaboard, Myrtle 
Beach 

1110 Sea

USAA  Letecia Stauch  2/11/20 15:23 Lowe's Food #1240 215 Fres

There were no amounts associated with the authorizations provided. See attachment titled 
“USAA Update 2-11-20” for screenshots of the transaction information provided via email. 

Follow Up with Grand Mountain School 

I emailed Grand Mountain School Principal Brian Pohl on February 10. He responded around 
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0713 hours. He advised the “parents in our district receive a mass text at 10am from the district if 
their child is absent, but they cannot reply back. April cannot recall how it came in [  
excused absence]. No email of record. She has racked her brain trying to recall how this 
occurred, but can not remember unfortunately.”  

I asked for a list of phone numbers for any person listed as responsible for  Mr. Pohl 
provided me the following information: 
Letecia/step-mom  

  
Family member  

Heather Davis/Non-Household relationship  

I checked the call records I received from NewCloud and did not observe an incoming call from 
any of the names or numbers listed as responsible parties for  In fact, most of the 
numbers I was able to identify as belonging to a different person/address from the Lorson Ranch 
neighborhood area. I asked Mr. Pohl if there is a possibility April logged it because  told 
her  was home sick. He responded that April said it is possible that happened. (See 
attachments: Email from Principal Pohl ref. attendance 1-3). 

Mr. Pohl also supplied a PDF attachment, which included an email from  teacher, 
Kaitlyn Collar. The email confirms the absent excused change was recorded by April 
Tafoya-Baker at 1352 hours on January 27, 2020. She conjectures that the dad may have called 
in from Oklahoma, where he was training. The attachment also showed a detail record for when 
Ms. Collar showed him absent at 0743 hours that morning. There was no other activity on 

 account between the absent annotation by Ms. Collar and the excused annotation by 
Ms. Tafoya-Baker. (See attachment “Grand Mountain School Attendance Detail”) 

Court Orders Issued 

Per the request of the FBI for more historical financial information, I sought updated court orders 
for the financial accounts I had previously served: Capital One, American Express, JP Morgan 
Chase Bank, Bank of America and USAA Federal Savings Bank.  

At approximately 1600 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Shannon Gerhart in Division H 
of the El Paso County Courts five court orders for the following: 

• Bank of America, N.A., Attn: Legal Order Processing/ Christina IV, 800 Samoset
Drive, Newark, DE 19713, to order the production of records relating to any accounts
for Letecia Stauch from 1 December 2018 to current date.

• JP Morgan Chase NA, Attention: Chase Bank USA N.A., 7610 W Washington St,
Indianapolis, IN 46231, to order the production of records relating to any accounts for
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Letecia Stauch from 1 December 2018 to current date. 
• Capital One Bank, Attn: 12070-7000, 15000 Capital One Dr, Richmond, VA 23238.,

to order the production of records relating to any accounts for Letecia Stauch and 
 from 1 December 2018 to current date.

• American Express/Datamark, Attn: American Express Subpoena Response Unit, 43
Butterfield Circle, El Paso, TX 79906, to order the production of records relating to any
accounts for Letecia Stauch from 1 December 2018 to current date.

• USAA Federal Savings Bank, Attn: DataMark Legal, 10750 McDermott Freeway,
San Antonio, TX 78288, to order the production of records relating to any accounts for
Letecia Stauch and  from 1 December 2018 to current date.

Judge Gerhart reviewed the court orders and signed them without change. I also presented a 
request and order to seal the court orders, signed by DA Oliver Robinson. The court orders were 
submitted to the court records office, 20-466 to 20-470 (respectively). 

I served the court orders thus: 
I submitted the court order to Bank of America via fax at  and via mail. 
I submitted the court order to JP Morgan Chase Bank via fax at , and email to 

. 
I submitted the court order to Capital One Bank via email to  
and via fax at . 
I submitted the court order to American Express via email to  and 
via mail. 
I submitted the court order to USAA via email to  and by mail.  

Each of the court orders also requested account activity monitoring for 30 days. In serving each 
new court order, I advised to consider the previously submitted court orders fulfilled, and to 
fulfill the new request in its place. 

Response from Craigslist 

Craigslist responded overnight via email and provided three PDF documents: 
Document 1-copy of my court order 
Document 2-Listings for associated email addresses. 
Document 3-Communication regarding posts. 

Email  
One post, dated February 5, 2020 at 2030 hours (Pacific Time), for the area of 

Orlando, FL. IP address 174.235.137.74. Phone number  Category of 
“Rooms & Shares.” Posting Title “Responsible Roommate.” Posting body, “I am looking 
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for a room for myself and my 17 year old. Both are responsible, working professionals, 
and we have two small puppies. Looking for a nicer place, amenities are a plus. Need 
immediately.”  

Communication included: 02/05/20 16:06 (UTC)  
 

02/05/20 16:04 (UTC)  
 

and vice-versa at 18:29 (UTC) 
Email 2- yahoo.com 

Multiple posts for the area of Huntsville, AL, selling vehicles, etc. Associated 
phone number . This profile does not appear to be related.  

See attachments “Craigslist 1-4” 

Response from Green Dot Bank 

I received a response via email from Green Dot Bank representative Michael Menz. He advised 
he could not find any information responsive to my court order request. I verified the type of 
information necessary to locate an account and Mr. Menz stated he can locate an account with a 
social security number, a name and address, email addresses, an invoice number, an account 
number, or a WAVE case number. He advised the Apple Pay service is separate from Apple 
Wallet. He also advised in order to locate an account number or invoice number(s), one may 
have to open the Apple Pay app on the phone itself to get the number.  

I asked Computer Crimes Detective Michael Bauman, who had analyzed Letecia and  
cell phones, if he had been able to get any more information from the Apple Pay app on either 
phone. He advised he believed only  cell phone had Apple Pay on it, but he would have 
to double check for an invoice number or account number. He also advised there were 
approximately 400 apps downloaded on Letecia’s phone, so he would double check that as well. 

See attachment Green Dot Bank Response. 

*I provided all updated financial information to Special Agent Bos at 1730 hours via email.

Evidence 

I later entered the following items into evidence: 
Item #302-CD copies of email communication with Grand Mountain School 
Item #303-CD copies of Craigslist and Green Dot Bank responses 
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Case Status: SAO
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 9 Sunday February 16, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Wednesday February 12, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective N. Brklich was asked 
to respond to 6627 Mandan Dr., to contact Mr.  and   to escort them 
into the residence to retrieve personal clothing items and food. 

Investigative Activity 

At approximately 9:00 am, I met with  and  I escorted them into the residence and 
observed as they decided what items they needed to take. Prior to packing up the items, 
photographs were taken of the items. During the course of this event  called me over to 
him to tell me he was receiving a phone call from who he believed was Leticia.  

Additional Activity 

 began talking to her as I opened a voice recorded application on my office issued 
cellphone. Prior to starting the recording I directed  attention to my phone and indicated I 
wanted to record the conversation.  moved his head in an up and down motion indicating 
he agreed to the recording. 

 talked about  emailing him asking for help but would not tell him where they were. 
Leticia stated they are at an extended stay on the north end of town.  told Leticia if she is 
in danger he would come to her with law enforcement to make sure she is safe. Leticia asked if 
they would be coming back with him.  told her they would decide. Leticia refused to give 
an exact location for her. Leticia continually told  they wanted help and started talking 
about money he was receiving but not helping her at all.  told her he has offered to help 
her from day 1 but she refuses. 

Leticia stated  would come back from a friend’s house and later stated the friend was from 
Massage Envy.  asked if  has her IPhone. Leticia stated she did not.  asked 
what  is using to email him since the messages are stamped with “sent from IPhone”. 
Leticia stated she has her IPad. When asked what IPad, Leticia stated her friends gave her an 
IPad or IPhone and  logged into her ICloud.  

During the conversation Leticia told  was talking to her in front of a meeting and asked 
who was yelling in the background. There was no yelling in the background. 

Leticia continued to accuse  of leaving them.  told her she moved out on her own 
and even admitted to that during her interview.  asked again where she was so he could 
make sure she was safe. Leticia stated she wanted to know where  was so they could go 
and be safe. 
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The conversation was ended by  at this time. This conversation was approximately 8 
minutes 26 seconds in length.  

A copy of the photos and the recorded conversation were later downloaded to separate CD’s and 
placed into the EPSO evidence facility reference item # 378. 

Case Status: Active Investigation
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 02/12/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday, February 12, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

I learned that  was still missing. 

Wood Pile in Field 

I was advised that Analysts with the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) were reviewing information 
stored on Letecia Stauch’s (DOB  cell phone. Ms. Stauch had an app on her phone called 
Life360. This is an application that is used for family members to share their locations with each other. It 
appeared Ms. Stauch turned off her phone, went to a field near her house, and returned home. When 
she returned home and turned the cell phone back on the application collected data from the location 
she went to. This field is west of the intersection of Marksheffel and Lorson Boulevard. 

I learned that this location was searched early on in the investigation by Search and Rescue. 

However, there was a large woodpile located in the area that appeared to be undisturbed. I responded 
to the woodpile with several other detectives, District Attorney’s Office investigators, and an Agent with 
the FBI.  

When I arrived on scene, I observed the woodpile. The pile appeared to be a large tree that had been 
uprooted and fallen over. There were multiple branches and pieces of the tree in the pile. The stack of 
wood appeared to be approximately 10 feet in diameter and up to 4 feet tall.   

The area in and around the woodpile was searched but nothing of note was found. The immediate area 
was searched, and I observed a manhole cover with a smaller water access next to it. I lifted the water 
access and was able to see the bottom of the access and did not observe anything inside of it. I 
attempted to lift the manhole cover but was unable to do so. 

The search of the area was concluded at this time. 

Tee Stauch Support Group 

Upon returning to the office I observed a new Facebook group called Tee Stauch Support Group. I 
requested to join the group using a Facebook account used solely for investigative purposes. My request 
was accepted, and I began reviewing the page. One person posted that  (DOB  was 
unable to attend her drill weekend because of the situation. The person said that  only receives 
$200.00 when she attends drill and was most likely struggling for money. The person suggested 
donating to  and posted her Paypal, Venmo, and CashApp accounts. 

I knew Detective Marissa Williams (12009) was monitoring all of Ms. Stauch and  financial 
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transactions. I saved each of the pictures for the accounts and notified Detective Williams. 

Evidence 

On this day I burned all of the Facebook screenshots I had saved so far in the investigation, to a CD. 

I placed this CD into evidence locker number INV1 under item # 309. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #11 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information    
On Wednesday, February 12, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Medical Waiver-  
At approximately 9:00 am,  signed a medical release waiver for  

 to allow for medical and dental records to be obtained by detectives.  The waivers 
were for:  

- Fountain Dental located at 8085 Fountain Mesa Road, Fountain, CO 80817
- Iron Horse Family Medicine located at Evan Hospital, 1650 Cochrane Cir #2300, Fort

Carson, CO 80913
- Evan Hospital, 1650 Cochrane Cir #2300, Fort Carson, CO 80913
- Dr. Brtek at Evan Hospital, 1650 Cochrane Cir #2300, Fort Carson, CO 80913

All waivers were served via fax. 

Fountain Dental immediately provided medical documentation that was placed into evidence 
under Item #464. 

 signed medical wavier was placed into evidence under Item #471. 

Avis Warrant (20-490) 
At approximately 2:30pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen.  Judge 
Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Avis Budget Group, O’Hare International Airport 10,000 Bessie Coleman Drive, Chicago, 
Illinois 60666, Attn: Greg Little, Regional Security Manager 
for any and all video records and digital rental information for rental agreement 
#148225372 dated 1/28/20 for Leticia Stauch of “Budget Car Num” 91528220 from the Avis 
rental location at Colorado Springs Airport (7770 Milton E Proby Parkway, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado 80916). 

At approximately 2:45pm, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 3:00 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-490.  

The warrant was provided to Avis.   
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A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant. 

Facebook Warrant (20-489) 
At approximately 2:30pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen.  Judge 
Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Facebook INC., 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, CA  94025 . Facebook is not to notify 
account holder due to active investigation: 

   
 

This is for Ms. Julie Lowry (Ms. Stauch’s sister) Facebook account and the Support Leticia Stauch 
Facebook group page.  

At approximately 2:47pm, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 3:00 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-489.  

The warrant was provided to Facebook via their online portal.   

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

Yahoo Warrant (20-488) 
At approximately 2:30pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen.  Judge 
Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Yahoo, 701 First Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

 
 

This is for Ms. Stauch and Ms.  email accounts.  

At approximately 2:48pm, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 3:00 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing.  

The warrant was assigned number 20-488.  

The warrant was provided to Yahoo via their online portal and was issue Internal Case #440789. 

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  
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Google Warrant (20-487) 
At approximately 2:30pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen.  Judge 
Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Google, Inc., Attention Custodian of Records, 1600 Amphitheater Parkway, Mountain View, 
California, 94043: 

 
  

  

At approximately 2:50pm, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 3:00 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-487.  

The warrant was provided to Google.   

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Wednesday, February 
19, 2020 

On Tuesday, February 12, 2020, at approximately 1100 hours, I, Detective D. Glenn Jr. of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. I assisted Special 
Agent Kyle Pressel, of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with a search of a pile of downed trees inside 
an open field directly west of the intersection of Marksheffel Road and Lorson Boulevard in El Paso 
County, Colorado.  

The trees appeared to have been pushed into a pile by large machinery while the area was being graded 
to build a residential subdivision. I did not find anything of evidentiary value in reference to this case 
inside the pile. 

At approximately 1600 hours, I arrived at 15375 South Perry Park Road in Douglas County, Colorado, to 
assist with a search of the area. While on scene, Lieutenant Mitch Mihalko asked me to obtain Search 
Waivers from the residents of 15375 South Perry Park Road and 15255 Sierra Pine Lane. Lieutenenat 
Mihalko told me to make sure the Waivers covered a search for the next day. I wrote the search dates of 
2/12/10-2/14/20 on the side of both waivers as I obtained them from the resident of 15375 South Perry 
Park Road, Richard Murray, DOB: , and the resident of 15255 Sierra Pine Lane, Justin Ballard, 
DOB:   

While I spoke with Justin, he indicated he was willing to provide EPSO with any assistance necessary to 
accommodate the search efforts on his property. Justin was very cooperative and even provided the 
gate code to his property, stating we could access the property at any time if we needed to.  

Richard also indicated he was willing to provide EPSO with any assistance necessary to accommodate 
the search efforts on his property and was not concerned with the amount of time we might need to 
conduct a thorough search. 

Due to the time of day, the search was suspended until daylight the following day, February 13, 2020. 

I placed the waivers in evidence as Item 428. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Thursday, February 20, 
2020  

On Tuesday, February 12, 2020, at approximately 1100 hours, I, Detective D. Glenn Jr. of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. I obtained 
signed search waivers from the following individuals: 

Mike Zarkovacki, DOB: , at 15365 Sierra Pine Lane 
Bill Beckwith, DOB: , at 15450 South Perry Park Road 
Deanne Chapman, DOB: , at 15388 South Perry Park Road 

As I spoke with Deanne, she told me her father is Richard Murray, who lives across South Perry Park 
Road at 15375. Deanne said there was a gate along South Perry Park Road just south of Richard’s 
driveway that led to a utility easement and that she always tied the gate closed with a horse lead 
utilizing a very specific knot. Deanne remembered noticing within the past week the gate had been tied 
differently as if it was tampered with. Deanne was unsure exactly when she noticed the change in the 
way the gate was tied and said she looks at it while driving through the area almost daily and would 
notice a change in the way it was tied. Deanne said she did not believe Richard would have messed with 
the gate due to his age and the fact there was knee-deep snow in the area.  

By the time Deanne told me about the gate, El Paso County Search and Rescue searched the area and 
had already opened the gate to access Richard’s property.  

I informed Special Agent David Donati with the Federal Bureau of Investigation about Deanne’s 
statement.  

I placed the waivers in evidence as Item 428. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On February 12, 2020, at about 11:00 a.m., I, Detective Montville 
was conducting follow-up on this case. On this date, I filed three 
requests to seal search warrant numbers: 20-458,20-366 and 20-367 
with the Clerk Of Courts. The requests were digitally signed by Deputy 
District Attorney Oliver Robinson.  

Copies of the documents are attached to this supplement.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV  
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On February 12, 2020, at about 1:30 p.m., I, Detective Montville was 
conducting follow-up on this case. On this date, I processed and 
packaged the pillows collected from 10000 Squirrel Creek Road on 
Saturday, February 1, 2020.  

The pillows were entered into evidence under the following item 
numbers:  

Item #305-2 light colored pillows 

Item #306- 1 "Cannon" pillow, 1 "firm" pillow, 1 green/light colored 
stripe pillow 

Item #307- 2 white colored pillows and one white T-shirt with black 
design found between pillows 

Item #308- 2 white colored pillows  

A copy of the evidence voucher is attached to this supplement.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV 
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2020-00001382 (23) SW Application for Ring at 6627 Mandan Drive: 

On Wednesday, February 12, 2020, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, responded to the El Paso County Courthouse, 
located at 270 South Tejon Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80903, to apply for a search warrant. 

At about 2:40 pm, I met with the Honorable Judge Karla Hansen, with the 4th Judicial District, 
and presented her with a warrant for the search of:  Ring LLC. 1523 26th Street, Santa Monica, 
CA 90404.  Attention Ring Legal Department - Custodian of Records.  For Ring account 
associated to 6627 Mandan Drive, El Paso County, State of Colorado. 

At about 2:44 pm, Judge Hansen signed the search warrant.  I responded to the clerk’s office to 
file the search warrant that was assigned Case Number 20-486.  I attached a copy of the signed 
search warrant with the blanket sealing request and order. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/14/20 and 2/15/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation 
regarding this case: 

I met with Sergeant Dave Beyer ) of the Douglas County (CO) Sheriff’s Office 
(DCSO) to conduct several searches relating to finding the missing child in this case,  

  Sgt. Beyer had a scent hound specially trained to follow the scent of an article of 
clothing associated with   The night before, during a warrant search of  
residence (6627 Mandan Dr., EPC), Detective N. Brklich (EPSO) recovered a pair of  
shoes which were intended for use as a scent article during Sgt. Beyer’s.  Det. Brklich also had a 
pair of shoes associated with Letecia Stauch, the last person known to be with  before he 
disappeared. 

During our search, Sgt. Beyer and I were joined by Detective M. Boggs (EPSO), Patrol Deputy 
B. Morse (EPSO, 2/14) and Reserve Patrol Deputy John Zachmann (EPSO, 2/15).  The owner
of Sgt. Beyer’s search hound, “Pat,” was also present but she didn’t participate in the search.
She’s an elderly person.

Sgt. Beyer is going to provide a report to EPSO regarding the search for   I am 
attaching to this report a call screen related to our search on 2/14/20 because it names all the 
intersections we crossed and when we were there.  In the middle of the call screen, there is some 
data unrelated to this investigation which was erroneously placed there by EPSO Dispatch.  I 
have marked the section so it is obvious what information should be disregarded.  The only 
summarizing statements I can lend to the investigation are these.  On 2/14/20, we didn’t find 

  However, we were able to verify, using the tracking dog, a route driven by Letecia 
Stauch on the evening of 1/28/20 which led her up to the area of Colorado Highway 105 and the 
El Paso/Douglas county line. 

On 2/15/20, Sgt. Beyer and I joined the search efforts for  in the area of the 14000 block 
of South Perry Park Rd. in Douglas County.  Again, we did not find   I do not have a 
call screen for that day.  I didn’t build a call for service with EPSO Dispatch and Sgt. Beyer and 
I were not regularly reporting our movements to the Mobile Command Center overseeing the 
physical search for  and/or evidence related to the case.  I can report several addresses 
we went to and a summary of our results.  Again, refer to Sgt. Beyer’s report for additional 
details. 

The following is a list of properties Sgt. Beyer and I entered during our search on 2/15/20.  We 
did not extensively search the entire property when we were there.  We merely followed the dog 
as it tracked  scent in an effort to vector in and narrow the area to be searched by larger, 
human search and rescue crews. 

- 14115 S. Perry Park Rd.
- 14121 S. Perry Park Rd.
- 14538 S. Perry Park Rd.
- 14549 S. Perry Park Rd.
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- 14717 S. Perry Park Rd.
- Just south of 14717 S. Perry Park Rd. was a locked gate accessing a property on the west

side of the road.  According to the owners at 14549 S. Perry Park Rd., the gate can be
accessed by several people who own property west of Perry Park Rd. but situated behind
other properties immediately next to the main roadway.  The owner of 14549 S. Perry
Park Rd. gave us a key to access the gate and we checked a small area of land just past
the gate at this location.

Prior to beginning our search in this Palmer Divide area, where the EPSO Command Post was 
set up, I had been given information that a 2019 Volkswagen Tiguan associated with Letecia 
Stauch had traveled to this area and had gone no further north than approximately one-half mile 
past an S-curve, located where S. Perry Park Rd. and Sierra Pines Ln. meet.  Sgt. Beyer’s 
tracking hound seemed to verify this as it did not want to track further north than 14121 S. Perry 
Park Rd., approximately one mile north of that intersection.  When the dog was at that address, 
the dog wanted to go southward too.  During our search, we also spent a lot of time on S. Perry 
Park Rd.  The dog generally wanted to stay on the road, but it also wanted to track down the 
driveway for 14115 and 14121 S. Perry Park Rd.  The same lengthy driveway accesses both 
properties.  At the west end of the driveway, the dog wanted to track southwest, leading into the 
foothill mountains west of S. Perry Park Rd.  We didn’t have the equipment necessary to 
continue our track into this harsh terrain. 

Towards the end of the day on 2/15/20, Sgt. Perry and I were getting indicators from his dog that 
one area to be searched could lie in the foothills, west of Perry Park Rd., north of 14717 and 
south of 14121 S. Perry Park Rd. 

I have passed all this information on to the person in charge of the search for  

Regarding the clothing articles taken from the house, here is the chain of custody info.. 

1. On the morning of 2/14/20, I accepted the two pairs of shoes from Sgt. R. Hubbell
(EPSO), who had taken them from Det. Brklich the night before.

2. The items remained in my possession, secured in the trunk of my assigned EPSO vehicle
until the afternoon of 2/15/20.  With Sgt. Hubbell’s knowledge and permission, I did
take the items home with me the night of 2/14/20 so I could make use of them again on
2/15/20.  The items were obtained specifically to aid in the search for  and we
were not done with them.

3. At approximately 1630 hours on 2/15/20, I passed the items off to Sgt. Beyer.  He was
planning to continue searching with some other EPSO Detectives on 2/16/20 while I took
a day off.

4. At the end of the day on 2/16/20, the items once again ended up in Det. Brklich’s
possession.

As of the writing of this report on 2/19/20, Det. Brklich still has those items.  Based on the 
likelihood we will be continuing to search for  with Sgt. Beyer’s help, I instructed Det. 
Brklich to place the items into a temporary evidence locker at EPSO Evidence, rather than 
officially enter them under the associated case number.  When I need them, I will retrieve them 
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from the temporary locker. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 14, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from Dollar Tree, 6955 Mesa Ridge Parkway. The footage reviewed was 
previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as 
item #253 

Dollar tree is located approximately 4.5 miles from the original address of occurrence. During original 
interviews with family members to the case it was noted on 1/28/2020 at approximately 1700 hours, 

  and  were at the local Dollar Tree. There are several cameras inside of this 
business which are mounted from the ceiling facing various directions. This business is located in a 
shopping center near Mesa Ridge Parkway and Fountain Mesa Road in Fountain, Colorado. The camera 
system in Dollar tree appears to be a nonstop recording system and records 24 hours a day.  

The video footage collected was requested for 1/28/2020 from approximately 1700 hours until 1720 
hours. The time stamps on the video were not visible. The time stamps will be documented by the time 
frame of each video. The following was observed while reviewing video footage.  

Video camera footage titled CD_DVD_LocalHost_ch01[Clip 1]_Part1[800x600x10fps], is 26:25 minutes 
long. This camera is mounted from the ceiling facing towards the west, the front door and main 
entrance of the business. 

- At 55 seconds into this video  and  are seen walking into the store.  has a
blue sweater, black pants and white shoes on.  is seen wearing jeans, shoes, and a
jacket. It was unknown what vehicle they were in on this day; camera footage did not show
the parking lot where they came in from.

-  and  go out of view of this camera and at 5:10 minutes  is seen walking
back up to the front, waving to someone and grabbing a handheld basket.

- At 15:26 minutes  and  are seen leaving the store.

Video camera footage titled CD_DVD_LocalHost_ch02[Clip 1]_Part1[800x600x10fps], is 26:44 minutes 
long. This camera is mounted with a view of the middle of the store from the ceiling facing east, from 
the front door facing the registers and aisles. 

- At 5:03 minutes  comes into view of the camera and grabs a handheld basket.
- At 12:50 minutes  and  are seen getting into line at register “1”, furthest south of

the aisles and later move to register “3”.
- At 15:35 minutes  and  check out and leave the store.

Video camera footage titled CD_DVD_LocalHost_ch03[Clip 1]_Part1[800x600x10fps], is 26:47 minutes 
long. This camera is mounted with a view of the middle and north side of the store from the ceiling 
facing east, from the front door facing the registers and aisles. 

- At 5:26  and  are seen walking down the aisles.
- At 13:35  and  are seen walking up to register 3, checking out and leaving the

store at 15:30 minutes.
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Video camera footage titled CD_DVD_LocalHost_ch04[Clip 1]_Part1[800x600x10fps], is 21:24 minutes 
long. This camera is mounted from the ceiling mostly facing the managers office, in the northwest 
corner of the business. This camera also has views of some registers on the north side of the building. 

- At 11:40 minutes,  and  are seen walking to the register and leaving the store.

Video camera footage titled CD_DVD_LocalHost_ch05[Clip 1]_Part1[800x600x10fps], is 24:43 minutes 
long. This camera is mounted with a view of the middle and south side of the store from the ceiling 
facing east, from the front door facing the aisles. 

- At 5:29 minutes  and  come into view and are seen walking the aisles of the
store.

Video camera footage titled CD_DVD_LocalHost_ch06[Clip 1]_Part1[800x600x10fps], is 5:53 minutes 
long. This camera is mounted from the ceiling was a view of the storage room on the east side of the 
business. 

- There was nothing to note from view of this camera.

Time stamps were not visible on the video footage for what was reviewed. Based off what was observed 
on footage that was collected for 1/28/2020,  and  were in Dollar during the evening around 
1700 hours. They were the only two observed walking around,  or other family members were 
not seen. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382. 

I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 14, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. Today I conducted 
the following follow up regarding this case: 

Today I reviewed body worn camera footage and photographs from the residence of 6627 Mandan 
Drive, the original address of occurrence for this case. I was specifically looking for any photographs or 
video from the outside of the residence. 

On the west side of the residence is the side gate that enters the backyard. This gate and fencing are 
lined right against the residence. Looking at the gate from the front the handle and latch is located 
behind a gutter and cannot be clearly seen of looked at from the middle of the driveway. 

On 1/29/2020 Metro Crime Lab took photographs of the residence; CSI Zaleski #6883. Photographs of 
the front of the residence do not clearly show the latch, due to it being behind the gutter. Photographs 
were taken of the backyard on the west side of the property. These photos were more directed at the 
trashcan but also showed the back view of the side gate. 

Photographs labeled as Set 1 - RAZ_0492, Set 1 - RAZ_0493, Set 1 - RAZ_0494, Set 1 - RAZ_0495 by 
Metro Crime Lab show photographs of the back of the residence. These photographs show the back of 
the gate does not have any type of lock attached to it. 

A lock was later found to be on the gate from the front from a later search. The photos observed from 
the backyard show that a silver lock may be on the gate during this search by Crime Lab, but is not very 
clear. The photos do show there was no lock on the inside of the gate from the backyard. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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2020-1382 
Detective P. Vigil 10011 
Case Title: Missing Child 

Supplement #8 

On February 14, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, were assigned to this case (EPSO case#2020-0001382). 

I was tasked with going to 13802 Perry Park Road, Larkspur, Colorado 80118 to pick up some 
evidence that was found during a search.  The items were a long piece of black hair and several 
search waivers.  The hair was placed into evidence under item #: 368.  The search waivers were 
also placed into evidence under the following evidence numbers.  

-Evidence #: 363; 15533 S. Perry Park Road, Larkspur, Colorado 80118
-Evidence #: 364; 14538 S. Perry Park Road, Larkspur, Colorado 80118
-Evidence #: 365; 15021 S. Perry Park Road, Larkspur, Colorado 80118
-Evidence #: 366; 15027 S. Perry Park Road, Larkspur, Colorado 80118
-Evidence #: 367; 15367 S. Perry Park Road, Larkspur, Colorado 80118

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: Active-Investigation. 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/15/20 at approximately 0830 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was assigned by Lieutenant Mihalko/03026 to continue the canvass of the Mandan Drive 
area and have residents answer questions from pre-built questionnaires and obtain additional video, if 
available. 

I conducted a canvass of the following residences: 

• At 6730 Mandan Drive, I spoke with Bill Eller ( ), who lived with his son,  (12
years old), and roommate, Chris Foster. Bill stated he lived in the residence approximately 1.5
years, and did not have anything suspicious to report. He said children in the neighborhood
typically played in the street or in a field behind the houses to the east. He did not have a
surveillance system.

• At 6763 Mandan Drive, I spoke with Patrick Sharshel (DOB ), who lived with his wife,
Emily, and children,  (three years old), and  (four years old). He said everyone
was home on the night of the 1/27/20, although they had been running errands throughout the
day. They lived there for approximately one year. Patrick said he remembered waking up at
about 0200 hours in the morning, and again at 0400 hours in the morning because of his child
moving around a lot in the bed at night, and between those two times, there were footsteps
that appeared in the frost in his driveway, but didn’t come all the way up to his door. He figured
they were just from people searching for  which he learned of the next morning. Patrick
said children often played out in the street, or at the basketball hoop someone had set up to the
west on the street. His Ring doorbell was not recording because he did not have internet for a
few months.

• At 6632 Galpin Drive, I spoke with Victor Cortez (DOB ), who lived with his wife, Monica,
and children:  (ten years old),  (nine years old), and  (17 years old). He said he
lived at that address for approximately one year. He believed the family was at school and work
on 1/27/20. He said his boys knew  from the bus, but didn’t hang out with him outside
of that or go to the same classes or anything. He said he did not have anything suspicious to
report, and everything he heard was from the news. He said children in the area just played in
the street in front of his house. Victor did not have a camera system.

• At 6672 Galpin Drive, I spoke with Johnathan Mendoza (DOB ) and his wife, Marilyn
Mendoza. Johnathan’s brother in law, Orlando Trujillo also lived with them. They lived in the
house for about 1.5 years. He believed they were all at home watching television on 1/27/20,
and did not have anything suspicious to report. He said children often played at the dead of
Rubicon Drive by Mandan Drive. Johnathan allowed me to view his Ring doorbell footage from
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1/28/20 0620-0632 hours, and there were no vehicles of interest which drove by. He said he 
previously checked his ADT Pulse camera over the driveway for  and didn’t see him or 
anyone that looked like him. 

• At 6807 Simcoe Drive, I spoke with Earny Wilson (DOB ), who only lived with his wife,
Magdalina. He said he lived there for about seven months, and did not have anything to report
as he mostly kept to himself. He allowed me to download footage from his Vivint system from
0000 hours on 1/26/20 to 0800 hours on 1/28/20, although the clips were event-based and not
continuous.

• At 6821 Simcoe Drive, I spoke with John Yoo (DOB  who lived with his wife, Trisha, and
parents-in-law, Terry and Betty Jordan. He lived at that address for approximately nine months.
On 1/27/20, everyone was home except himself, and Trisha got home at about 1730 hours. They
did not have anything suspicious to report. John believed someone moved in recently on Wando
Drive near the intersection. He said children often played on bicycles on the other side of Lorson
Boulevard. John did not have a camera system.

• At 6835 Simcoe Drive, I spoke with Tristan Sher (DOB ), who lived with his step-father,
Gerald Brown, mother, Andrea Colbert, and younger brother,  (13 years old). They lived at
that address for about one year. Tristan said everyone in the family followed a similar schedule,
arriving back home between 1600 and 1700 hours. He said there was nothing suspicious to
report. He said someone moved in recently on Wando Drive in a blue house near the mailboxes.
He said children often played in a field to the east. He said the family had previously reviewed
their Ring doorbell, and did not locate anyone like  on it.

• At 6849 Simcoe Drive, I spoke with Joshua and Sarah Hayduk, who lived there for about ten
months. Joshua said he did not believe he was home on 1/27/20, and Sarah was out running
errands, but was otherwise home. Sarah said sometime within the past month, but before

 went missing, there were some religious people that came by, and a concrete company,
but she did not remember anything about them. She told me children in the area often played in
the dry creek bed or in the cul-de-sac. They did not have a camera system.

I assisted Deputy Torres/12020 in gathering video from 9505 Rubicon Drive, which was Vivint footage 
from 0000 on 1/26/20 to 0800 hours on 1/28/20. The footage was event-based, and not continuous. 

Evidence 

I entered the video from 6807 Sincore Drive into evidence, identified as item 371. 

I entered the video from 9505 Rubicon Drive into evidence, identified as item 372. 

Case status: SAO. 
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On 02/15/20, at approximately 9:00 AM, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County 
Sheriff's Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, met with EPSO Detective Karl Mai and 
Douglas County Sheriff’s Office (DCSO) Sergeant (Sgt.) Dave Beyer, at the EPSO Mobile 
Command Post located, at 13802 S. Perry Park Road, which is in Douglas County. 
 Prior to beginning the search for the day, EPSO Reserve Deputy John Zachman was assigned to 
assist with traffic control. 

The following times are based on the factory installed digital clock mounted in my assigned 
unmarked vehicle. 

9:55 AM: Arrived on scene at 15947 S. Perry Park Road (also known as Colorado 
 Highway 105). The temperature was 33° and it was windy. 

9:59 AM: Search hound on the ground. The search hound went north on S. Perry Park 
 Road. 

10:03 AM: Search hound stopped. It was decided to move to the next drop search 
   location which was just before what is referred to as the “S Curve”. Vehicles 
   retrieved. 

10:08 AM: Arrived at 15388 S. Perry Park Road which is at the “S Curve”. 
10:10 AM Search hound on the ground. Search hound went west through the “S Curve” 

  and then north for approximately 75 yards.  
10:15 AM: Search hound stopped. Vehicles retrieved and it was decided to go to the next 

  drop search location. 
10:24 AM: Arrived at next drop search location, which was just north of a 14302 S. Perry 

   Park Road. 
10:27 AM: Search hound on the ground. Search hound went north on S. Perry Park Road 

  for a very short distance then turned west onto a long dirt driveway on the 
  west side of S. Perry Park Road, which allowed access to multiple residential 
  properties. The known addresses were 14115, 14117, 14119, and 14121 S. 
  Perry Park Road. Search hound began going west toward the driveway of 
  14115 S. Perry Park Road. The search hound went past the driveway to the 
  next the next residence which was located 14119 S. Perry Park Road. On the 
  south side of the log dirt driveway and across from 14119 S. Perry Park Road 
  was the paved driveway for 14121 S. Perry Park Road. The search hound was 
  not taken to the residence at 14121 S. Perry Park Road because of a loose dog, 
  which was barking and coming toward our location. 

10:35 AM: Search stopped and went back to the vehicle. 
10:40 AM: Back at the vehicles on S. Perry Park Road. 
10:42 AM: Search hound on the ground at vehicles. Search hound began going south on 

S. Perry Park Road. Another search team on horses was encountered and
track stopped.

10:43 AM: Search hound loaded up due to cold temperature. Moved to 14717 S. Perry 
   Park Road 

10:45 AM: Arrived 14717 S. Perry Park Road. Search hound on the ground. Search 
   hound went north on S. Perry Park Road to 14538 S. Perry Park Road. 
   Checked residence and barn.  

11:06 AM: Track stopped search hound loaded up. 
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11:12 AM: Search stopped due to temps and returned to the EPSO Mobile Command. 
11:18 AM: Arrived on scene at EPSO Mobile Command. 

During this time. Detective Mai and I were directed to respond to the area of the “S Curve” to 
pick up a piece of particle board the FBI ERT had located. Detective Mai and I responded and 
upon arrival several FBI ERT agents were in the process of packaging up the evidence and 
getting GPS coordinates. Once the item was package and sealed, Agent Charles DeFrance turned 
it over to me. I signed the United States Department of Justice (USDOJ) Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI)Receipt for Property form; FBI case #7C-DN-3228727 and was provided a 
copy. 

Detective Mai and I returned to the EPSO Mobile Command. While there, EPSO Detective Jon 
Price arrived and took custody of the particle board and he also took the Receipt for Property 
form. See Detective Price’s supplement for further information. 

During this time EPSO Reserve Deputy John Zachman had responded to 14549 S. Perry Park 
Road and contacted the property owner and obtained a written search waiver for the property. 
The signed search waiver was turned over to me. A copy is included. See Deputy Zachman’s 
supplement for further information. 

Deputy Zachman had also be reassigned to other duties and could only offer limited help with 
traffic control.  

12:53 PM: Arrived at the gated driveway for Fountainhead Farm, 14549 S. Perry Park 
  Road. Driveway gate opened. 

12:58 PM: Search hound on the ground and began going west up the driveway. Search 
  hound spent some time in the woods southwest of the barn and main 
  residence.  

1:19 PM: Track stopped, and search hound loaded up. Sgt Beyer and Detective Mai 
 spoke to the property owners and obtained additional information about the 
 area and obtained a gate key for the gate at the Preserve at Hawk Ridge 

1:47 PM: Arrived at the Preserve at Hawk Ridge (exact address unknown). Driveway is 
gated and locked. After the gate was opened, the search hound was put on the 
ground and went west into the gated driveway approximately 20’ to 30’ then 
came back out and went north to the driveway of 14717 S. Perry Park Road. 
Track stopped due to safety reasons (heavy traffic). Search hound loaded up. 

2:03 PM: Arrived at 14121 S. Perry Park Road. 
2:23 PM: Search hound on the ground. Search hound went north on the dirt 

driveway/road for about 175 yards then turned west along the creek and into 
the trees. I lost sight of Sgt. Beyer, Detective Mai and the search hound. 

2:41 PM: Sgt. Beyer, Detective Mai and the search hound returned. Sgt. Beyer and 
Detective Mai contacted the resident at 14121 S. Perry Park Road and obtained 
verbal permission to search the property with the search hound. 

2:49 PM: Sgt. Beyer and I took the search hound up to the residence. Due to the amount 
of snow encountered earlier and not knowing the terrain west of the property, 
no track done. 
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3:12 PM: Search hound taken back to vehicle and loaded up. 
3:34 PM: Arrived at 14717 S. Perry Park Road. I was told there was no search waiver for 

this property. I went to the residence and contacted Kyle Fields. I identified 
myself and explained to him why I was contacting him. Mr. Fields gave 
permission for a search to be done. Deputy Zachman arrived and obtained a 
signed Search Waiver for the property. A copy is included. 

3:42 PM: Search hound on the ground. Went around west side of the residence, then back 
south to the driveway and then east to S. Perry Park Road. Search hound went 
north on S. Perry Park Road to Yarnell Road. Track stopped. 

4:05 PM: Search terminated for the day. Returned to the EPSO Mobile Command. 

Upon return to the EPSO Mobile Command, I was contacted by FBI ERT agent DeFrance again. 
I was told additional items had been found and collected as evidence. There was a Douglas 
County Sheriff’s Office (DCSO) deputy’s business card which was wet and in two pieces, some 
hair and some purple fibers. At this time, he turned over three sealed evidence envelopes 
associated to FBI case #7C-DN-3228727. I signed the United States Department of Justice 
(USDOJ) Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)Receipt for Property form; FBI case 
#7C-DN-3228727 and was provided a copy. The evidence envelopes are as follows: 

#4. Douglas County Patrol business card. Collected by C. DeFrance 
      Location Found: N 39° 08.503 

        W 104° 54.875 
#5. Hair. Collected by S. Rosenbaum 
      Location Found: N 39° 08.512 

        W 104° 54.892 
#6. Purple Fibers. Collected by C. DeFrance 
      Location Found: N 39° 08.524 

        W 104° 54.884 

I was told the envelope containing the wet business card would have to be opened and the DCSO 
business air dried before it was entered into evidence. 

I responded to the EPSO Evidence Facility. Upon arrival I entered the two property search 
waivers Deputy Zachman had obtained, into evidence as items #375 and #376.  

I cut open the bottom of the clear plastic evidence envelope containing item #3; the Douglas 
County Patrol business card. While wearing latex gloves, I removed the wet business card which 
was in two pieces from the evidence envelope. I placed the business card on the brown bag so it 
could dry. All the items I received from FBI ERT Agent DeFrance were secured in an evidence 
locker until the Douglas County Patrol business card is dry. Once it is dry all items will be 
entered into evidence. 

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: Active
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 11 Monday February 24, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Saturday February 15, 2020, at approximately 8:00 pm, I, Detective N. Brklich received a 
message from Lieutenant Mitch Mihalko directing me to respond to 13802 S. Perry Park Road, 
located in the unincorporated area of Douglas County, CO, on Sunday February 16, 2020, at 8:00 
am, for a briefing on the day’s activities. I was informed I would be assisting Douglas County 
Sheriff’s Office K9 (DCSO) team with a search of the area along Highway 105. 

Investigative Activity 

On Sunday February 16, 2020, at approximately 8:05 am, I attended a meeting detailing the 
search area, personnel being used in the search and the operations plans for the day. I was 
informed upon the arrival of the of the DCSO K9, I would assist them with a scent search. 

Just prior to the meeting I met with Detective Marissa (EPSO) and Sergeant Dave Beyer (DCSO, 
K9 handler). Sergeant Beyer informed us the K9, Nora, a blue tick hound and her handler were 
enroute to our location but was held up in traffic. 

At approximately 8:50 am, Nora and her owner arrived on scene. For safety reasons, EPSO 
Reserve Deputy John Zachman was responsible for slowing or stopping traffic on the roadway, 
as needed. My duties during the scent search consisted of keeping notes for the handler. 

At approximately 9:01 am, Sgt. Beyer began the scent search with Nora. The search began at the 
corner of S. Perry Park Road (Highway 105) and Sierra Pines Lane. After being presented with 
an article of clothing from  (shoe), Nora began a search of the area with her nose to the 
ground. Sgt. Beyer explained she was sniffing the vehicles and surrounding area attempting to 
locate the scent from  Nora placed her nose to the ground and began tracking a short 
distance up an adjoining driveway. She proceeded up the drive for a short period of time before 
lifting her head for an air scent. Nora then traveled back east to the roadway. Nora continued to 
perform both air sniffs and ground sniffs. Upon returning to the roadway, Nora proceeded across 
the highway to a driveway headed east for approximately 20 feet. She eventually turned back to 
the road. During this entire time Sgt. Beyer held a very loose leash, so not to direct Nora, and 
gave limited commands to the effect of “go to work” or “find him”. 

Once Nora returned to the roadway, she began to drool slightly and headed north on S. Perry 
Park Road with her nose to the ground. Sgt. Beyer explained the drool was an indication of Nora 
having a positive scent for  While traveling north Nora was moving in a zigzag pattern 
down the road for approximately 200 yards. At this point Sgt. Beyer stopped Nora and loaded 
her into the vehicle. 

At approximately 10:00 am, Sgt. Beyer and Nora began a scent search at an address known as 
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Fountainhead Farm (14549 S. Perry Park Road). Sgt. Beyer stated Nora did not show any interest 
of tracking any further north of this farm. Sgt. Beyer stated Nora had shown interest in moving 
south and west from this location. She did not give any indication of tracking east. 

At approximately 10:10 am, Sgt. Beyer, Detective Williams and I began walking up the 
driveway of an area named “The Preserve at Hawk Ridge”. Nora was not utilized in this area as 
she did not show interest. The purpose of this search was to attempt to locate an possible hiding 
areas and to see how far a person might be able to quickly drive or walk up the driveway. 
Approximately 100 yards up the driveway I observed a structure to the right (north) of the 
driveway. I could not tell if the structure was occupied by people but did observe a canine 
watching us. No evidence of any kind was located in this area. 

At approximately 10:30 am, the search was called off and we returned to the mobile command 
post. 

Case Status: Active Investigation 
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On February 15, 2020 at approximately 10:58 PM, I, Detective Katherin Huston #12021, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division assisted with pretext phone calls between  

 and Letecia Stauch along with FBI agents Amber Cronan and KC Hughes. These pretext calls were 
transcribed by EPSO records supervisor Jen Harris. I have reviewed the transcriptions for accuracy and 
attached them to this report.  

Nothing further. 

Case status: SAO 
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On February 15, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, had a conversation with EPSO Evidence Technician 
Christina Cervantez at the EPSO Evidence Facility. 

She told me she spoke with Letecia Stauch  on 1/31/20 at 8:03 am. Mrs.  Stauch asked if she could get 
her property back.  Tech Cervantez asked what items she was inquiring about and she stated that we 
had her, "Passport, her daughter’s book bag and Macbook along with her purse and ID."  She advised 
that we had her whole life in her car and her daughters car.  Tech Cervantez advised the only thing she 
was authorized to release was her purse and money found in black backpack. Mrs. Stauch later obtained 
these items from the Evidence Facility. 

On 2/7/20 EPSO Evidence Supervisor Janet King received a call from a female claiming to be  
She wanted to know if her personal items were available for release.  She stated she needed her book 
bag which contained her Macbook, passport and credit cards.  Supervisor King advised this is an 
ongoing investigation, and those items are not currently available for release.  

On 2/12/20 Tech Cervantez received a call from a female claiming to be  Tech Cervantez did 
not believe this was  but recognized the voice was Letecia’s. The female requested to get her 
property back - her bookbag, passport, Macbook, and birth certificate.  She stated she is a flight 
attendant and needs it for travel. Tech Cervantez was suspicious that a 17 year old is already employed 
as a flight attendant. She advised she could not release the items.   

Tech Cervantez had no additional information, but agreed to update me should the Evidence Facility 
receive additional phone calls.  

NFI / SAO 
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On February 15, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034 had Analyst Donna Manogue take two photographs 
of item #6074 0001 with my office issued cell phone. I texted one of these photos to Detective 
Lieutenant Mitchell Mihalko.  

On February 18th, I printed these two photos and entered them into evidence as item #385. 

NFI / SAO 
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On Saturday, February 15, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, was contacted by Detective Lieutenant 
Mitchell Mihalko. He directed me to respond to the area of the mobile command post which was on 
Highway 105 just north of the El Paso / Douglas County line. I was to pick up a piece of particle board 
with an apparent blood stain which was discovered during the search. 

I arrived at the command post at approximately 12:15 pm. I contacted Detective Karl Mai, who had the 
board in the trunk of his vehicle. The board was already packaged in standard brown paper. There was a 
label affixed which indicated the item had been collected by Agent Stephen DeFrance of the FBI’s 
Evidence Response Team. This recovery is documented under FBI case ID # 7C-DN-3228727.  

Detective Mai gave me a FBI Evidence Receipt Form which had been signed by Agent DeFrance and 
EPSO Detective Michael Boggs.  

At approximately 2:45 pm, I delivered the item to the Metro Crime Laboratory where I delivered it to 
Analyst Donna Manogue. It was entered into evidence under MCL case #20MCL267 item #6074 0001. 
Ms. Manogue provided a receipt for the item.  

I returned to the Office of the Sheriff where I entered the chain of custody documents into EPSO 
Evidence as item #373. 

NFI / SAO 
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2020-1382 
Detective P. Vigil 10011 
Case Title: Missing Child 

Supplement #9 

On February 15, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, were assigned to this case (EPSO case#2020-0001382). 

I was tasked with going with assisting with a neighborhood canvas.  I canvassed the following 
houses.  At each house, I filled out the FBI form or the form had already been filled out by 
another deputy/detective or FBI agent.  The form was given to Detective Sirois.  He scanned in 
all the forms and placed them into evidence.  

-9889 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9881 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9873 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9865 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9857 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9849 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9841 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9833 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9825 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9817 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9809 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9801 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9793 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9791 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9785 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9777 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9736 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9744 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925
-9756 Wando Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925

-6877 Simco Dr, Colorado Springs, Co 80925

After I was completed with the canvas, I was tasked with going to 3305 Cinema Point, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado 80922 to collect evidence.  I arrived on scene and spoke with the security on 
site.  They gave me a District Attorney external hard drive that belonged to District Attorney 
Stephanie Courtney.  I took the external hard drive to the FBI office so they could download the 
data. I then brought the hard drive back to the OTS and placed the data that was on the hard drive 
on to a CD and also placed the hard drive into evidence.   

-Evidence item# 386 : CD
-Evidence item# 387 : CD
-Evidence item #388 : External Hard Drive
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I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: Active-Investigation. 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On February 16, 2020, at about 4:00 p.m., I, Detective Montville 
received a laboratory report prepared by DNA Analyst Donna Manogue 
with the Colorado Springs Metro Crime Lab. The report was dated 
February 15, 2020 and contained the results and conclusions of some 
DNA testing conducted in this case.  

A significant conclusion was listed under number 6074 0001.01. The 
report stated the male DNA profile from the suspected blood stain 
from the d recovered from Route 105 near Larkspur 
matches   

A copy of the full report is attached to this supplement.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: ACT-INV   
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 12 Monday February 24, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Sunday February 16, 2020, at approximately 5:25 pm, I, Detective N. Brklich received a 
message from Lieutenant Mitch Mihalko directing me to respond to 13802 S. Perry Park Road, 
located in the unincorporated area of Douglas County, CO, on Monday February 17, 2020, at 
7:15 am, for a briefing on the day’s activities. I was informed I would be the lead liaison between 
EPSO and the FBI Evidence Response Team (ERT). 

Investigative Activity 

On Monday February 17, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I attended a meeting detailing the 
search area, personnel being used in the search and the operations plans for the day. I was 
informed I would assist the FBI’s ERT with identifying any possible evidence or points of 
interest located by search teams. 

Between the hours of 9:09 am and 1:53 pm, Search Waivers were collected for the following 
addresses: 

1141 Noe Rd, 1069 Noe Rd, 717 Noe Rd, 12529 Greenland Acres Road, 12476 Greenland Acres 
Road, 1000 Noe Road, 525 Noe Road and 12828 S Perry Park Road. 

The purpose of these Search Waivers was to allow Search and Rescue teams access to properties 
adjoining the area of Noe Road and S. Perry Park Road. 

During the searches being conducted, the following items were collected as possible evidence: 

Plastic bag, piece of plastic, black tape, label, red thread, blue/gray glove and black plastic. 

All of these items were collected by the FBI’s ERT, packaged and documented. These items 
were later signed over to myself. 

All items were transported to the EPSO evidence facility and placed into temporary storage 
lockers for safekeeping until they could be processed into the EPSO evidence facility. 

The Search Waivers and Receipt for Property were later placed into the EPSO evidence facility 
reference item # 451 and 452. 

Case Status: Active Investigation 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #13 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information    
On Sunday, February 16, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Interview with Jace Moran 
I was informed by Detective Vince Sapp, he needed assistance with a voluntary interview with 
Mr. Jace Moran.  Mr. Moran is Ms.  boyfriend.  

 Mr. Moran was interviewed by Detective Sapp at the FBI building in downtown Colorado 
Springs.  I was present during this interview.   

Mr. Moran told Detective Sapp he was unsure where Ms.  currently was but believed she 
was in North Carolina due to a photo of a sunset he received from her.  Mr. Moran said he has 
not asked her where she was and is trying to avoid being involved in the case.   

Mr. Moran did not know about what happened to  or where he may be.  He 
also believed Ms.  did not know anything regarding the case.  Ms.  believed they had 
to leave Colorado due to people threating them on social media.  

During the interview, Mr. Moran handed Detective Sapp his cellular phone and allowed for him 
to look thorough it. 

Detective Sapp will complete a more detailed supplement regarding his interview with Mr. 
Moran.  He will also place a copy of the recorded interview into evidence.  

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/16/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Sunday February 16, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, responded to the area of the 13800 block of S Perry Park Rd in Douglas County, 
Colorado to assist searching the area. I received follow up information from USAA regarding 
Letecia and  shared account. Additionally, I received information from Lieutenant David 
Manzanilla that one of the El Paso County Dispatchers had information to pass along, which 
needed to be followed up on. I entered several items into evidence, to include copies of calls 
Letecia made to strangers, copies of email correspondence between Letecia and Leslie Hicks 
with School District 20, and copies of the USAA account updates. 

Canine Search off Hwy 105/S Perry Park Rd (Douglas County) 

At approximately 0715 hours, I responded to 13802 S Perry Park Rd per the direction of 
Lieutenant Mitchell Mihalko, to meet with the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office canine handler 
and Detective Nicholas Brklich.  The canine handler Sergeant Dave Beyer and Detective 
Brklich arrived prior to 0800 hours. However, the canine, a bluetick hound by the name of Nora, 
did not arrive until approximately 0900 hours. EPSO Reserve Deputy John Zachman was present 
to stop traffic on the roadway while the dog tracked the scent of  I remained in 
the area until approximately 1045 hours. During this time, no new leads were developed.  

The canine was brought to the corner of Sierra Pines Ln/S Perry Park Rd, on the west side of the 
roadway. I presented the scent article to Nora (the inside of  tennis shoe). The handler, 
Sgt. Beyer gave Nora the command to “go to work.” Nora went nose down to the ground and 
trailed north. She went to a short driveway north of Sierra Pines Ln on the west side of S Perry 
Park Rd, which had a green wooden gate blocking it. On either side of the gate were low barbed 
wire fences. The dog went under the gate. Sgt. Beyer went around the gate, over the barbed wire, 
but commanded the dog to “find him,” at which point the dog put her nose to the ground and 
went west down the driveway a short ways (about 20 feet). The dog then lifted her nose in the air 
and then trailed back east toward S Perry Park Rd. She walked north up S Perry Park Rd in a 
zig-zag pattern approximately 200 yards. At this point Sgt. Beyer had Nora loaded back up into 
the car she came in.  

Sgt. Beyer indicated Nora was not interested in tracking anything south of Sierra Pines Ln, and 
that she was not interest in tracking anything north of Fountainhead Farm (14549 S Perry Park 
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Rd). He also indicated the dog was strongly interested in the west side of S Perry Park Rd as 
opposed to the east side. The distance in which Nora showed interest (between Sierra Pines Ln 
and Fountainhead Farm) represents a linear distance of 0.9 miles. There were three other 
driveways on the west side of the road between this distance. One of the driveways was a long, 
winding dirt road that had been intended as a neighborhood subdivision street. This driveway 
had a gate in front of it that, according to Deputy Zachman, was ordinarily locked. Deputy 
Zachman had spoken to the owner of the property, identified as Steve, resident of Fountainhead 
Farm. 

Sgt. Beyer, Detective Brklich and I unlocked the gate to this subdivision driveway and walked 
about 200 feet back onto the property to gauge how far a person might be able to quickly drive 
on and leave something if the gate were unlocked, and to try to identify anything that appeared 
out of place. There was nothing that stood out on the property and very little in the way of hiding 
places except the horse stable (which was occupied by at least three well-cared-for horses). 

School District 20 Evidence 

Around 1200 hours, when I returned to the office, I met with EPSO Commander Andrew James 
who provided me a copy of some emails he received from School District 20. The emails were 
correspondence between Leslie Hicks and Letecia Stauch during the course of her being vetted 
as a new-hire in January 2020.  I placed these emails in evidence. 

On January 17, Letecia signs her letter “Dr. Stauch sent from Grand Bahama.” On January 16, 
Letecia signs “sent from Ensenada.” On January 15, she signs “sent from Mexico City.”  

USAA Follow Up 

On this date, I received emails from USAA. The emails contained a partial production of records 
for the youth spending account (ending *  shared by Letecia and  as well as updated 
transactions for the past weekend. There were no records for the account shared by Letecia and 

  

The production included the following information: 
An invoice for $78.50, reference court order 20-334.  
A PDF document of 62 pages. The records were for joint youth spending account #  
opened on August 22, 2016 for  (DOB  SSN ) and Letecia 
Stauch (DOB  SSN ).  

The address listed for the account was PO Box 50991, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579 and 4697 Farm 
Lake Dr, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579. The associated phone number was .  
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The records provided reflected transactions between 11/08/19 and 2/7/20.  

There were five debit cards linked to the account, three in  name (last four *  
*  and *  and two in Letecia’s name (last four *  and *

The following ACH credits occurred:  
12/6/19 SSA TREAS 310 $599.00 (social security benefits) 
12/12/19 Atticus Franchise $371.36 (Massage Envy) 
12/12/19 DFAS-in IND in $163.86 (Defense Finance and Accounting Service/DOD) 
12/23/19 Poshmark Inc $21.60 (online clothing sales) 
12/26/19 Atticus Franchise $578.59 
1/3/20 SSA TREAS 310 $608.00 
1/7/20 Mercari Inc. $283.01 (a sales app) 
1/9/20 Atticus Franchise $524.03 
1/16/20 DFAS-in IND in $168.77 
1/23/20 Atticus Franchise $616.61 
1/30/20 PayPal $2600.00 
2/3/20 PayPal $1630.00 
2/6/20 Atticus Franchise $479.57 
2/7/20 SSA TREAS 310 $608.00 

The following ACH debits occurred: 
12/4/19 Chase Credit Card $100 
12/5/19 AmEx ePayment $160 
12/9/19 AmEx ePayment $50 
12/11/19 Synchrony Bank $115 
12/11/19 Capital One $150 
12/11/19 AmEx ePayment $100 
12/16/19 PayPal $31.36 
12/17/19 VW Credit Tel $500 
12/18/19 AmEx ePayment $100 
12/27/19 Capital One $100 
12/27/19 AmEx ePayment $150 
12/30/19 AmEx ePayment $100 
1/10/20 AmEx ePayment $100 
1/24/20 AmEx ePayment $500 

The following inter-bank transfers occurred: 
12/16/19 from  to *  $200 
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12/26/19 from  to *  $67 (  and Letecia’s joint checking) 
1/6/20 from 0176764836 to *  $40 (  and Letecia’s joint savings) 
1/13/20 from  to *  $20 
1/16/20 from  to *  $100 
1/22/20 from  to *  $100 
2/3/20 from  to *  $400 
12/9/19 to  from *  $25 
12/12/19 to  from *  $10 
1/14/20 to  from *  $370 

The last item listed on the statements provided was dated 01/09/20 for King Soopers at 7925 
Constitution Ave in Colorado Springs, CO. On the same date there was a Starbucks purchase of 
$10.00. The average balance in the account appears to be about $200.  

The statement included a list of IP addresses used to access the account, but only provided dates 
and not times. 

(See USAA Statements Nov-Jan Letecia and  attachment) 

The recent transaction updates for Letecia and  USAA account included food purchases 
in the area of Myrtle Beach, SC. (See attachments USAA updates 2-12-20 and 2-13-20) 

Follow Up with Square/CashApp 

I received an email containing links to four documents from Square, Inc., the owner of CashApp. 
The first document contained instructions on reading the data. The second document was a 
certification of records, and the third was a cover letter. The fourth contained account records. 
Three accounts were located, associated with the phone numbers I provided in connection with 
Letecia and   
Account 1) Letecia Stauch, phone number  

Cashtag:  
Payment history: USAA cards *  *  and *  USAA account number  

 (Letecia and  savings account). 
Transfers: 01/23/20 “Happy Graduation,” to “debbie” paid $25.00 to target account 

 
Account 2)  phone number  

Cashtag:  
Payment history: Axos Bank (prepaid VISA card)  (uploaded  
1/29/18 and unlinked the same day), USAA card *  (uploaded 7/04/20, still linked), 
and Chase Bank card  (uploaded 07/12/20, locked by risk, unlinked 
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the same day) 
Transfer history: 07/04/19 paid “charlotte jones” $15.00 for “dress” 

Account 3) Magaly L Caillaux DOB phone  address 335 Magnolia 
Ave, Apt 1112, Orlando, FL 32801, last four of social *  Last activity in September, 2018. 
(Does not appear to be related.)  

Letecia Calls Strangers 

Lt. Manzanilla asked me to call Leah Stevens in Dispatch for a lead. Leah received some videos 
via Facebook from Jamie Ducworth (ph# ) of a Michelle Fox (ph ) 
talking to Letecia around 1155 hours this morning.  

The video recording was broken into three 3-minute videos, for a total of 9 minutes. Jamie told 
me she had recorded Michelle at her request, and that Michelle knew Jamie was forwarding the 
information to the Sheriff’s Office. The content of the conversation Michelle had with Letecia 
was thus: Letecia states she wanted to reach out to (website) admins. She denies being a 
“horrible person.” Letecia states, “this is not true,” and “I did not do any of this,” but it is not 
clear to what she is referring. Letecia mentions she thinks someone was else “did this on 
purpose,” and mentions motives of getting back at  or getting the kids back or being owed 
money. Michelle asks where Letecia thinks  is. Letecia says she does not have  
Letecia mentions she was talking to  yesterday and that they had “five people in our 
family, two dogs, and big jobs.” Letecia claims she has tried to help. Letecia claims if the police 
took the information she gave seriously, “we could be further along in this search.” Letecia 
claims she is still in Colorado Springs. She claims she is hotel-hopping and being followed. 
Letecia claims  is losing weight. Letecia also claims  is leaving for the air force 
recruiting station in two weeks. She mentions  got home (Monday the 27th) around 
4:30-5:00, and that  is trying to remember things. 

Dispatcher Leah Stevens also mentioned she got a call from Cory Gower (ph# ), 
who stated he had been given a recording by a friend, Kayli Coffin (ph# ), who 
spoke with Letecia on the phone this morning for approximately 40 minutes. He also talked to 
and shared the conversation with Amanda Gammill (ph# ). I spoke to all parties 
and received a copy of the audio recording for Kayli and Letecia’s conversation, which Kayli 
had emailed to the tip line. A large portion of the audio was digitized and muffled. A large 
portion was also Kayli talking rather than Letecia. The following is a summary of the content 
and does not represent the entirety or a verbatim transcript: 

(unknown)…Letecia:.And this is not about me, but I did feel like I was left out. I felt attacked 
there, left out, because she didn’t help me, and it was hard. And it was hard when I didn’t have 
anybody to find out something, or, you know, know how to fix something, or something that she 
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had all these years’ experience-you know what I mean? And so I took anger to that, because, you 
know, I had helped so much, and did so much, and then I didn’t have her there. [unknown to 
whom she is referring, but likely  (unintelligible, second speaker talking/overlapping) 
Leteica continues: He’s just not that person now. He’s just not going to let someone hurt us. 
(unintelligible, second speaker talking/overlapping, digital sounds-skipping) 
Kayli: ...I get it, that has to be hard, but I don’t know. I don’t get how her getting all of 
the-‘cause she’s like, his mom, that everybody automatically flocks to her, of course. But, 
why-what-was it just that? For lack of a better word, jealousy? Do you really honestly think she 
could do that do him? 

Letecia: What is going on? Hold on, one second (unintelligible). Bye, thank you so much. What 
did you say the question was again? 
Kayli: I mean, honestly, did you say that out of spite, out of jealousy-or did you honestly think 
she could have done something to him, or… 

Letecia claims  was always threatening things that “could involve harm” toward the 
children. “So, yes, I did think that, not because I thought she would have hurt him, by no means, 
that is completely not what I would have thought, but because I would have thought to make it 
look unfit, or like we did something wrong, so that she could have them back, because when 
moms are desperate they do a lot of things because they want their children.” Letecia then states 
the guardian ad litem took the kids from  

In another part of the conversation, Letecia states, “If my GPS pinged on something-they’re 
going to search it.” She adds that she went to Douglas County area to buy a bike for her husband 
for Valentine’s Day. 

Kayli asks her about going to PetCo twice. Letecia does not answer. Letecia mentions she was at 
PetCo because she was “Going to go talk to someone about play it again sports and about a 
bike.” She also states she “didn’t even have phone on me at PetCo.” Letecia later says, she has 
“Already gotten over who had done this and why,” and is, “Thinking about who I can punish.” 

Letecia claims she and  earned $180,000 a year together, and that they had five people and 
two dogs at their home.  

Kayli asks, “Do you think he is ok?” Letecia answers, “At this point  I want to keep all my faith 
and know that he is ok…But I also know  I know if he was hanging out with someone he 
would have said something to someone.” 

Letecia later says, “I just want you to think for a minute. Take that out of your brain for a minute. 
Just please pray in your mind, heart soul. That person who done this-the person who picked him 
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up, took him-that they’ll just decide that it’s time to come out. It’s time to come let us know. 
…Pretty confident of people knowing of some idea of who it coulda been. Or things like that. 
I’m confident of that. And I can’t give those details.” 

Kayli asks, “You mean you’re confident in you know who did it?” 

Letecia says, “No, I’m not going to say that. I’m just going to say I’m confident the person who 
did-" 
Kayli, “--will have a conscience-" 
Letecia, “--and they’re gonna break down. They’re gonna give in. That’s why I’m so adamant 
about us trying to show the love and quit-and the hate’s been put on me so much. Think about it. 
If a person was out there (unintelligible), don’t you see they would have already been probably 
out of Colorado by now. Like, they would have already been gone somewhere and said, like, 
‘Wow, no one’s even focusing on me. No one’s even focusing on this.’ Look at it. That’s a 
criminal mentality, though.” 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence under this case: 
Item #377-Emails between Leslie Hicks and Letecia Stauch, D20 School Employement 
Item #380-CD of USAA updates and partial court order response + Square’s court order 
response 
Item #381-Letecia’s communication with Kayli (audio) + screenshots/video 

Case Status: SAO
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2020-00001382 (24) Ring return for 6627 Mandan Drive: 

On Monday, February 17, 2020, at about 8:00 am, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, conducted follow-up on this case. 

On Friday, February 14, 2020, at about 4:14 pm, I received an email from Ring Subpoenas, with 
a link to a shared folder on Drop Box.  I followed the link and opened an attachment titled 
“2020000424 Account Information.”  The attachment contained the account information for a 
search warrant I did of 6626 Mandan Drive, and not for 6627 Mandan Drive. 

At about 8:09 am, I replied to the Ring Subpoena email and notified them of the error.  I 
received an automated response and information regarding a formal response from them. 

At about 2:18 pm, I received an email from Ring that said the production materials have been 
supplemented pursuant to the search warrant they received. 

On Wednesday, February 19, 2020, at about 3:47 pm, I still have not heard back from Ring, so I 
replied to the email and attached a copy of the search warrant that specifies 6627 Mandan Drive. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active. 
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2020-00001382 (25) Items from Dollar Tree: 

On Monday, February 17, 2020, at about 8:30 am, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, conducted follow up in this case. 
Lt. Mihalko asked me to respond to the Dollar Tree, located at 6955 Mesa Ridge Parkway, 
Fountain, CO 80817, and make the same purchases  did based off a receipt. 

At about 9:15 am, with the assistance from a manager, I purchased the following items using a 
purchase card given to me by Lt. Mihalko.  The description in parenthesis is what the item is 
further described as on the packaging. 

AD BLK RND SALON QUAL ELASTICS 
(Elastics Salon Quality, Clasp-Free, hair ties 15 count) 

A&H EXTRA STRENGTH DEO 16.3 Z 
(Arm & Hammer Extra Strength carpet odor eliminator with Oxi Clean 16.3 oz.) 

BAKING SODA FRESH & NATURAL 12 Z 
(Arm & Hammer Fresh-N-Natural household odor eliminator 12 oz.) 

BABY OIL 6.5 Z  
(Baby Love baby oil pure & gentle 6.5 fl oz.) 

ANGEL OF MINE BABY LOTION 15 Z 
(Angel of Mine baby lotion 15 fl oz.) 

DUBBLE BUBBLE 3 FLAVOR TWST 4 Z 
(America’s Original Dubble Bubble, Bubble gum.  Watermelon, grape and apple 4 oz.) 

TRASH BAGS FLAP TIE 30 GL 7 CT 
(Good Sense Flap-Ties large trash bags 7 count) 

ASSURED COTTON ROUNDS 80 CT 
(Assured 100% pure cotton, cotton rounds, 80 count) 

I later compared a description of the items I bought on the receipt to the description of the items 
bought on  receipt and the descriptions were identical.  The only difference is that I 
bought (1) A&H EXTRA STRENGTH DEO 16.2 Z, and  bought (2). 

I took a digital photograph of each item separately, and then I opened the trash bags and place 
one bag on a counter and took a digital picture of the plastic bag.  I made a copy of the receipt 
and then downloaded all images to include the receipt onto a CD.  I placed the CD into 
Evidence Locker #INV1 as Item #382. 

The actual items bought will not be placed into evidence as they were purchased for comparison 
only. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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Supplement 
Case No. 20-1382 
Case Title:  Missing Person 

On 02-17-2020, at about 1:30 pm, I, Detective Montville, was conducting follow-up on this case. 
I had previously placed digital photographs collected during a search warrant executed at 6627 
Mandan Drive, onto a flash drive.  The digital photographs were previously collected during the 
execution of a search warrant on 02-05-2020.  The digital photographs included markings, 
measurements, and processing of  bedroom.  I entered the digital photographs 
into the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility, under item #383. 

I prepared a Colorado Bureau of Investigation Request for Laboratory Examination form.  I also 
prepared a cover letter addressed to the Colorado Bureau of Investigation giving some of the 
facts and circumstances about this case.  I requested item #383, one flash drive containing 
digital photographs of 6627 Mandan Drive, during the execution of the search warrant, be 
analyzed for blood stain patterns to determine the events that had occurred inside of  
bedroom. 

I emailed the CBI Request, along with the lab cover letter, to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Evidence Technicians for processing. A copy of the documents are attached to this supplement. 
A copy of the evidence voucher for item # 383 is also attached to this supplement.  

Nothing follows. 

Case Status:  Active. 

(typed from digital narrative/NT:cs) 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #14 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information    
On Monday, February 17, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

AT&T Warrant (20-537) 
At approximately 4:40 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge Honorable Judge Vincent 
Rahaman.   I advised Judge Rahaman I had seven search warrants to review. Judge Rahaman 
requested I send the search warrants for his review.   

Judge Rahaman reviewed the following search warrant for information regarding: 

AT&T, Attn: Global Legal Demands Center, 11760 US Hwy 1, Ste 300, North Palm 
Beach, FL 33408. Records of :  or any accounts belonging to Deborah 
Locklear  

This is Ms. Debra Locklear’s phone number. 

At approximately 4:45pm, Judge Rahaman swore me in via telephone and signed the warrant. 
Judge Rahaman then advised he had also approved the other warrants sent.  Judge Rahaman 
stated, it would take some time however before he could sign the other warrants.    

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing via email by Judge Rahaman. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-537.  

The warrant was provided to AT&T via fax.   

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

Enterprise Warrant (20-538) 
At approximately 4:40 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge Honorable Judge Vincent 
Rahaman who swore me in via telephone. A digital copy of the search warrant was sent to 
Judge Rahaman via email.   Judge Rahaman reviewed the search warrant for information 
regarding: 

Enterprise Holdings, Inc, 600 Corporate Park Drive, Clayton, MO 63105 
For any and all video records and digital rental information for rental agreement 
from 1/31/2020 for Leticia Stauch, a White Ford Van bearing Colorado License Plate 
#BIP726, and a Silver Nissan Altima bearing Colorado License Plate #OMW400  
rented from the Enterprise Rental location at 421 North Chelton Road, Colorado 
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Springs, Colorado.  

The warrant was requested retrieved video footage from this address.  

At approximately 7:50 pm, Judge Rahaman signed the warrant.   

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing via email by Judge Rahaman. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-538.  

The warrant was provided to Enterprise via fax.   

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

Verizon Warrant (20-539) 
At approximately 4:40 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge Honorable Judge Vincent 
Rahaman who swore me in via telephone. A digital copy of the search warrant was sent to 
Judge Rahaman via email.   Judge Rahaman reviewed the search warrant for information 
regarding: 

Verizon; ATTN: VSAT, 180 Washington Valley Road, Bedminster, NJ 07921.  Records of: 
or any accounts belonging to Deborah Locklear.

This is Mr. Dakota Lowry’s cellular phone.  Mr. Lowry is Ms. Leticia Stauch’s brother.  

At approximately 8:00 pm, Judge Rahaman signed the warrant.   

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing via email by Judge Rahaman. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-539.  

The warrant was provided to Verizon via fax.   

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

Extended Stay Warrant (20-540) 
At approximately 4:40 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge Honorable Judge Vincent 
Rahaman who swore me in via telephone. A digital copy of the search warrant was sent to 
Judge Rahaman via email.   Judge Rahaman reviewed the search warrant for information 
regarding: 

Extended Stay Hotel located at 5855 Corporate Drive, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 
which has a tan colored exterior.  The emblem "extended STAY AMERICA"  and 
the numerals "5855" are displayed on a sign in front of the entrance.  To include 
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any electronic devices therein capable of storing video surveillance.  

The warrant was requested retrieved video footage from this address.  

At approximately 8:00 pm, Judge Rahaman signed the warrant.   

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing via email by Judge Rahaman. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-540.  

The warrant was provided to Extended Stay via their corporate email.   

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

T-Mobile Warrant (20-541)
At approximately 4:40 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge Honorable Judge Vincent 
Rahaman who swore me in via telephone. A digital copy of the search warrant was sent to 
Judge Rahaman via email.   Judge Rahaman reviewed the search warrant for information 
regarding: 

T-Mobile, 4 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, NJ 07921.  Records of: .

This is the phone number for “  Ms.  best friend.  

At approximately 8:00 pm, Judge Rahaman signed the warrant.   

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing via email by Judge Rahaman. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-541.  

The warrant was provided to T-Mobile via email.   

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

Xfinity Warrant (20-542) 
At approximately 4:40 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge Honorable Judge Vincent 
Rahaman who swore me in via telephone. A digital copy of the search warrant was sent to 
Judge Rahaman via email.   Judge Rahaman reviewed the search warrant for information 
regarding: 

XFINITY, 650 Centerton Road Moorestown, NJ 08057. Attn: Custodian of Records.  
For all records relating to Xfinity account “rod_drayton”  or 6643 Mandan Drive , El 
Paso County, State of Colorado, 80925  
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This account belongs to a neighbor near the Stauch family residence.  The account did collect 
video footage of the family, coming and going from the address.  

At approximately 8:00 pm, Judge Rahaman signed the warrant.   

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing via email by Judge Rahaman. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-542.  

The warrant was provided Detective Stephan Hare to execute.   

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

Yahoo Warrant (20-543) 
At approximately 4:40 pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge Honorable Judge Vincent 
Rahaman who swore me in via telephone. A digital copy of the search warrant was sent to 
Judge Rahaman via email.   Judge Rahaman reviewed the search warrant for information 
regarding: 

Yahoo, 701 First Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
   

This is Ms. Stauch’s email account.   

At approximately 8:00 pm, Judge Rahaman signed the warrant.   

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing via email by Judge Rahaman. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-543.  

The warrant was provided to Yahoo via their law enforcement portal.   

A Report of Execution was later conducted for the warrant.  

Report of Execution 
The following Reports of Execution are attached to this supplement: 

- 20-537- AT&T
- 20-538- Enterprise
- 20-539- Verizon
- 20-540- Extended Stay
- 20-541- T-Mobile
- 20-542-Xfinity
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- 20-543- Yahoo

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/11/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 02/17/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 5:30 p.m., I received a phone call from Victoria Yanguba at telephone number 
.  Ms. Yanguba resides at 6746 Mandan Drive.  She indicated she had a text

message conversation with Letecia Stauch, and the content concerned her.  I asked that she
forward the conversation to me via email.

At approximately 6:17 pm on this date, I received the first email from Ms. Yanguba.  I received 
a total of six emails from Ms. Yanguba ranging from 2/17/20-02/25/20.  These emails 
contained the conversation Ms. Yanguba had with Ms. Stauch. 

A copy of the email is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #15 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information    
On Tuesday, February 18, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Enterprise Warrant Return (20-538) 
At approximately 9:00 am, I was contacted by Enterprise Holdings manager Sean Tully.  Mr. 
Tully advised he received my warrant and all items had been processed.   

Mr. Tully emailed me two separate emails with the return information from warrant 20-538.  
Mr. Tully stated the physical video footage would have to be picked up from the Denver 
Enterprise location due to it being to large of files to be placed into email.  This lead was 
passed on to Detective David Gleen.    

The return information was placed into evidence as Item #456. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Evidence 

On 2/18/20 at approximately 1030 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), entered the data from Fort Carson access control video surveillance into evidence. Gate 
19 was entered as item 390 and Gate 20 as item 392. The items are hard drives, and Gate 20 was split 
onto two separate hard drives due to file size. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 29 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Tuesday, February 18, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At approximately 11:00 am, FBI victim’s advocate, Alicia notified me the Family Advocacy Program 
(FAP) with Fort Carson was conducting an investigation into  case. I was told Mrs. Gigi Harris 
was the point of contact for the case and her phone number was . I attempted to contact 
Mrs. Harris but was unable to reach her. I left a voicemail for her to call me back.  

On Thursday, February 20, 2020 at approximately 10:00 am, I contacted Mrs. Harris. She referred me to 
Mrs. Danielle Maaks ( ). Mrs. Maaks is assigned to investigate the case through FAP. I 
informed Mrs. Maaks the EPSO was conducting the investigation and asked her to refrain from contacting 
family members and friends. She agreed.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Thursday, February 20, 
2020  

On Tuesday, February 18, 2020, at approximately 1430 hours, I, Detective D. Glenn Jr. of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, was approached by Commander Andy James, who 
was holding an opened envelope with a gloved hand that was sent through the US Postal Service to the 
Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 East Vermijo Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO.  

I put gloves on and took the envelope from Commander James to inspect it. The envelope appeared to 
have a small piece of paper taped to the front with the following typed on the paper: 

Sheriff Bill Elder 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
27 East Vermijo Avenue 
Colorado Springs, CO 80903 

The postal mark at the top of the envelope indicated the letter passed through Weschester, New York 
on February 10, 2020. 

Inside the envelope was a single sheet of paper with a map that appeared to show the area of Highway 
115 at Little Turkey Creek Road in El Paso County with two concentric circles around the intersection 
indicating that area should be a starting point for a search for  Along the top of the map 
were several questions about the circumstances of the case that were answered with a yes or no. There 
was a short message at the bottom of the letter indicating the map was from an anonymous member of 
the community.  

Commander James said he was notified by the Criminal Investigations Division Administrative Assistant, 
Leanne Mitchell, after she opened the letter and realized it was in reference to this case.  

I placed the letter and the envelope in evidence as Item 429. 

A digital scan of the letter and of the envelope is included with this supplement. 

Case status: SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/18/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Tuesday February 18, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, I issued an updated court order to PayPal for financial information relating to 
Letecia and  I also followed up with JP Morgan Chase Bank and Wells Fargo bank. 
Additionally, I received an update for Letecia and  USAA account. 

PayPal Follow Up 

At approximately 1515 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Monica Gomez in Division C 
of the El Paso County Courts a court order for the following: 

• PayPal, Inc., Attn: Global Investigations Team, 2211 North First Street, San Jose,
CA 95131, to order the production of records relating to any accounts for Letecia Stauch
and  including known email addresses and account identifiers, from 1
December 2019 to current date.

Judge Gomez reviewed the court order and signed it without change. I also presented a request 
and order to seal the court order, signed by DA Oliver Robinson. The court order was submitted 
to the court records office, 20-559. 

I served the court order to PayPal by emailing it directly to Calum Morgan via 
 She confirmed receipt and advised 

she would be able to produce the records tomorrow. 

Chase Bank Follow up 

I spoke to an unidentified employee with Chase Bank (ph# ), who requested a 
production date of March 18. I advised as long as I can get any updates from February 1 forward 
right away, that production date should be fine. The employee provided internal reference 
#SB1112300 and advised there were no known updates to the Letecia Stauch’s account(s). 

USAA Follow Up 

On this date, I received an email from Julia Pugh with USAA Federal Savings Bank, containing 
a spreadsheet for updates to the shared account of Letecia and  ending *  The 
spreadsheet contained transaction history from February 10 through February 16. The 
transactions showed the usage of three separate debit cards, *  (Latecia’s), *  (  
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and *  (  new card). Ms. Pugh advised that  reported fraud on her debit card 
and was issued the new debit card February 12. All charges to the account appeared to reflect 
local purchases in Myrtle Beach, SC or online purchases at Apple.com, Amazon Prime, Target, 
or mobile wallet verification. See attachment “USAA Update 2-18-20.”   

Wells Fargo Follow Up 

On this date, I received an email from Wells Fargo, containing a link to a secure internal 
document sharing website. The link contained a zip folder for the production relating to my 
request for records from July 1, 2019 to current date for Letecia Stauch (plus aliases). The 
production consisted of 7 files. Some of the files contained redacted information past the date of 
February 10 (the date the court order was signed). I called Wells Fargo employee Will in 
subpoena processing and advised him the information needs to be provided for the dates 
redacted, and that the account needs to be monitored for activity for thirty days from the date the 
court order was signed. Will stated he understood and would resubmit the request to the legal 
order processing department. 

The following 7 files were provided: 
File 1-A word document containing raw data for each transaction on the Wells Fargo account 
between the dates specified. 
File 2-A PDF “Business Records Declaration,” for internal case #  identifying the 
items provided were (3) signature cards, (26) statements, and (1) check/debit, for a total of (30) 
pages of electronic documents. 
File 3-A copy of the court order I served. 
File 4-A 3-page PDF document containing the signature card for Wells Fargo personal checking 
account #  opened on 05/10/2017 by Letecia H Stauch, sole owner, DOB  
social  phone number  address 4697 Farm Lake Dr, Myrtle Beach, 
SC 29579, with signature attached 2x: 

File 5-An word document listing an index of the files provided. 
File 6-A 26-page PDF containing statements for the account identified between 6/12/19 and 
2/11/20: 

Statement 1, from 6/12 to 7/10, ending balance was -$14.00. One check for $405.33 was 
written out of the account on June 21 (Unknown further). 

Statement 2, from 7/11 to 8/9, ending balance was -$14.00. There were no transactions. 
The following information was reflected on the following statements from August 10, 2019 to 
February 11, 2020.  
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Account 
Number

Authorizing 
Party

Authoriz
ation 
Date

Payee/Source Amount Item(s) Purchased

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/20/19
Widefield School 
District 3 Payroll $4,119.63

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/20/19 $3,014.70
Check #1011, payable to  deposited 
into USAA on 08/20/19

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/20/19 Zelle withdrawal $1,000.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06Q2Tgs8
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/22/2019 USAA account *8409 $15.00 transfer to USAA account
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/28/2019 Zelle withdrawal $100.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06R75Pzr
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/6/2019 Zelle deposit $300.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA082997D31
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/9/2019 Zelle withdrawal $100.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06Ss5Zy9
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/16/2019 Zelle withdrawal $200.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06Txm2Bz
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/19/2019 Zelle deposit $625.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch #USA083A878C1
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/30/2019 Zelle withdrawal $131.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06Wthhc9
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/3/2019 Zelle withdrawal $500.00 transfer to  Ref #Rp06Xl72Sw
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/8/2019 Zelle deposit $499.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA085587E5D
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/17/2019 Zelle deposit $435.60 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA0861Aa6Eb
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/24/2019 Zelle withdrawal $375.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp072K6S8D
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/28/2019 Zelle withdrawal $560.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp072Xwvv9

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/30/2019 Zelle deposit $600.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #Bac1039D39D3613
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 11/5/2019 Zelle withdrawal $600.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp074Lmhfk
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 11/19/2019 Zelle deposit $502.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA088E72453
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 12/4/2019 Zelle withdrawal $450.00 transfer to  Ref #Rp078VP6H3
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 12/10/2019 Monthly service fee $15.00
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 12/19/2019 Zelle deposit $503.16 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA08B8f5CA3

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 12/20/2019

Capital One Mobile 
Payment, Letecia 
Hunt $500.00

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 1/2/2020 Zelle withdrawal $40.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp07F4Jgwl
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 1/8/2020 Zelle deposit $885.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA08D458859
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 1/10/2020 Monthly service fee $15.00
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 1/21/2020 Zelle withdrawal $800.00 transfer to  Ref #Rp07J2Yg5Q
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 2/3/2020 Zelle deposit $478.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA08F4B7F49
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 2/3/2020 Zelle deposit $478.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA08F4B837F

There were two transactions redacted after February 10, 2020.  
File 7-Checks/Debits for the identified account. A copy of the check #1011 written to  

 on August 20, 2019 for $3014.10 was provided, showing it was deposited into a USAA 
Bank account on the same date it was issued.  
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Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence on this date:  
Item #400-A CD containing the updated USAA records and the Wells Fargo production 
documents. 

I provided all financial updates to FBI Special Agent Cally Evanoff  
 

Case Status: SAO
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 9 
Saturday, March 14, 2020 

On Tuesday, February 18, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I received information with agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigations concerning a phone call 
Letecia Stauch made to a fake polygraph company. Two of Mrs. Stauch’s phone lines were being 
monitored through a title III warrant. I was told Mrs. Stauch contacted a company called 
“fakepolygraph.com” and enquired about getting a polygraph drafted concerning the disappearance of 

 This coincides with Mrs. Stauch offering to take a polygraph when she spoke with Mr. 
Stauch. Mrs. Stauch requested Mr. Stauch pick a polygraph company for her to complete the polygraph 
with. Mr. Stauch offered law enforcement sources with the FBI and EPSO for Mrs. Stauch to take the 
polygraph. Mrs. Stauch refused to complete a polygraph with law enforcement and informed Mr. Stauch 
she did not trust law enforcement.  

I researched the company through an open source and found the website 
<https://www.fakepolygraph.com/>. The associated contact phone number for the website is 

At approximately 11:21 am, I called the fakepolygraph company to preserve records as there was no 
listed law enforcement guide for preservation. I Spoke with “John” who was apprehensive to preserve the 
records.  

At approximately12:00 pm, John called back and identified himself as Luke Devlin, DOB:  Mr. 
Devlin told me he would preserve the records and send them to Agent Andrew Cohen with the FBI. 
Agent Cohen did not receive the records. 

The fakepolygraph company is based in UK and no court service is able to be issued. The second call was 
recorded and Mr. Devlin provided the questions Mrs. Stauch asked, her date of birth, an email address 
associated to the reply of the fake polygraph and the email address associated to the paypal account used.  

The return call from Mr. Devlin at 12:00 pm was partially recorded. The recording was not initiated at the 
time of the phone call because I was not near a recorder. Detective Mark Riley met with me and was able 
to record the phone call with his office issued telephone. I was not able to use my telephone to record the 
call because I was using it to speak with Mr. Devlin.  

The Fakepolygraph recording was entered into evidence as item #422 and again as item #470 . The 
recording was sent to EPSO records for transcription.  

I received the transcription and reviewed it for accuracy. It is attached to this report.  

I will continue to document further investigative measures for this case in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA 
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On 02/18/20, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, responded to the EPSO Evidence Facility located at 2749 E. Las Vegas 
Street to see if the wet Douglas County Sheriff’s Office (DCSO) Patrol Deputy business card 
was dry. 

Upon arrival, I contacted the evidence technician on duty and requested the lockers containing 
the items I had received from FBI ERT Agent Charles DeFrance on 02/15/20, be opened. The 
lockers were opened. 

The DCSO business card was completely dry along with the interior of the clear plastic FBI 
evidence bag. I removed the business card and photographed it. I placed it back into the original 
FBI evidence bag. I sealed the bag with red evidence tape. I placed my initials, IBM, EPSO case 
number and date on the seal.  

I photographed the front and back of the evidence envelopes and bag. I entered the all items to 
include the FBI Receipt for Property invoice into evidence. A copy of the FBI Receipt for 
Property is included. 

The photographs were taken using the following camera. 

Camera:         Nikon 
Model #:        D3200 
Serial #:         3644440 
Description:  24.2 Mega Pixel Digital Camera 

I took a total of 12 photographs. The photographs were downloaded onto a CD-R and entered 
into evidence as item #402. A copy of the evidence invoice is included. 

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: Active
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/21/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Tuesday February 18, 2020 a search warrant  was faxed to Xfinity Inc. at 650 Centerton Road 
Moorestown New Jersey 08057 at fax number . This warrant was related to records 
maintained by Xfinity Inc for the account belonging to Roderick Drayton. On February 4th, 2020 I 
submitted a preservation of records to Xfinity regarding this account. A copy of this preservation is 
attached to this report.  

On Friday February 21, 2020 search warrant 20-576 was faxed to Xfinity Inc. at 650 Centerton Road 
Moorestown New Jersey 08057 at fax number  This search warrant was related to mac 
addresses gathered from an Xfinity router.  

I have nothing further at this time 
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On February 18, 2020, I, Detective Katherin Huston #12021, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division was made aware there were issues with the recordings of at least one interview 
and a day of pretext phone calls between  and Letecia Stauch by Jen Harris who was assigned 
to transcribe the recordings.  

A check of the recordings showed the following had not downloaded correctly from Detective Bethel’s 
digital recorder: 

Interview with  on 2/11/2020, evidence item number 356 

Pretexts between  and Letecia Stauch on 2/14/2020, evidence item number 362 

Pretexts between  and Letecia Stauch on 2/17/2020, evidence item number 391 

Additionally, when I spoke with Detective Bethel and Detecive Riley regarding these recordings, I was 
made aware there was another pretext phone call made on 2/16/2020 which was not downloaded. 
Detective Riley related the recording was too large and he had provided it to Det Hare to download onto 
the investigations server.  

Detective Bethel related she would re-download the pretext calls and interviews as they were still on 
her digital recorder.  

On February 20, 2020, I downloaded the complete recordings which were placed on the sercver and 
entered them into evidence.  

Pretexts between  and Letecia Stauch on 2/14/2020 new evidence item number 418. 

Pretext between  and Letecia Stauch on 2/17/2020 new evidence item number 419. 

Interview with  on 2/11/2020, new evidence item number 420. 

Pretext call between  and Letecia Stauch on 2/16/2020, evidence item number 421. 

Detective Bethel also asked me to download and enter a conversation she recorded between herself 
and polygraph company. This was placed into evidence under item number 422. 

The original evidence items, numbers 356, 362, and 391, were not removed from evidence or altered in 
any way by me.  

Nothing further. 

Case status: SAO 
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On February 18, 2020, I, Detective Katherin Huston #12021, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division was asked by Detective Jessica Bethel to download and place into evidence 
pretext phone calls between  and Letecia Stauch from 2/16/2020 and 2/17/2020.  

These were downloaded onto discs and placed into evidence.  

Pretext phone calls from 2/16/2020 evidence item number 389. 

Pretext phone calls from 2/17/2020 evidence item number 391. 

Nothing further.  

Case status: SAO 
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On February 18, 2020, I, Detective Katherin Huston #12021, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division was asked by Detective Mark Riley to download and place into evidence some 
video he placed on the server. Detective Riley said this was video from the Constitution  Car Wash.  

I compressed the files and placed them onto eleven (11) discs. These discs were entered into evidence 
under item number 399. 

Nothing further. 

Case status: SAO 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Kidnapping. 

On 2/18/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I received two envelopes from Detective K. Huston (EPSO) containing video evidence related to 
this case.  The video was originally collected by Investigator Stephanie Courtney, of the El Paso 
County District Attorney’s Office and by Special Agent David Tsang of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation.  It was transferred to EPSO by the FBI during one of the regular meetings 
regarding this case, which takes place nearly every morning.  The video evidence relates to the 
King Soopers store located at 3570 Hartsel Dr., in Colorado Springs, CO. 

Based on telephone calls and information I have received about this evidence, I believe Inv. 
Courtney had requested video evidence related to the grocery store and SA Tsang had requested 
video related to the King Soopers owned fuel station on the same property.  When all the video 
was ready for pick-up, SA Tsang took control of it and I directed him to transfer it to EPSO 
during the next meeting, which was on 2/14/20.  I also noticed each of the envelopes, one for the 
store and one for the fuel station, had two CD’s in it (four CD’s in all).  I briefly reviewed the 
contents of the CD’s to verify they were working and determine what their area of coverage was 
and what timeframe they covered.  When I did this, I observed King Soopers had provided two 
identical CD’s for each area of concern.  Usually this is done so law enforcement has a working 
copy of the CD for review.  At this time, I did not review the full videos provided for evidence 
pertaining to this case. 

Because the CD from both areas pertain to the same day and timeframe, I entered all the CD’s 
into evidence as one item.  They were entered into EPSO Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 
2020-00001382 as Item #401.  Markings on the CD’s indicated the videos were downloaded by 
King Soopers employee Brian Thornton ). 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 20-1382. 

I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 18, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. Today I conducted 
the following follow up regarding this case: 

On 2/15/2020 EPSO Deputies assigned to Investigations and School Resource Officers conducted a 
neighborhood canvass in the Lorson Ranch area surrounding 6627 Mandan Drive, the original address of 
occurrence for this case. Deputies Teresa Murphy (07001), Robert Sirois (13025), Peter Vigil (10011), and 
Amanda Torres (12020) were provided maps and questionnaires to conduct the canvass and collected at 
the end of the day. 

On 2/18/2020, I scanned those documents for uploading into EPSO computerized reporting systems 
known as LERMS. The questionnaires are attached to this report. I entered the original forms into EPSO 
Evidence reference EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, as Item #398. The following is a list of addresses I 
collected questionnaires for. I’m also including the name of the Deputy who completed the 
questionnaire. Any specific statements made in interviews are notated below. Deputy Sirois completed a 
separate supplement on his questionnaire’s.  

The questionnaires used by Investigations and School Resource Officers while conducting the 
neighborhood canvass sourced from the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).  They are commonly 
used questionnaires for missing child cases like this one. 

A total of 35 questionnaires were completed by Investigations and SRO’s on 2/15/2020. 

Questionnaires completed on Galpin Drive: 

1. 6643 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Nikkole
Marquez  was interviewed.

2. 6672 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Sirois (13025).
3. 6732 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Sirois (13025).
4. 6753 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Savanah

Hockaday ) was interviewed.
5. 6823 Galpin Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Roqueit

Jackson ( ) was interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Mandan Drive: 

6. 6730 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Sirois (13025).
7. 6763 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Sirois (13025).
8. 6939 Mandan Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Sherri

Tucker (  was interviewed.
Questionnaires completed on Simcoe Drive: 

9. 6806 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Karissa
Jensen ( ) was interviewed.

10. 6807 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Sirois (13025).
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11. 6820 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Lauren
Spencer ( ) was interviewed.

12. 6821 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Sirois (13025).
13. 6834 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Joe Pauley

( ) was interviewed.
14. 6835 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Sirois (13025).
15. 6848 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Hailey

Parrish ( ) was interviewed. There is an 8 year old who resides with Hailey,
Savanna.  had told  they (  and  hates Leticia, she was rude to

16. 6849 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Sirois (13025).
17. 6862 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Lee

Roundtree ( ) was interviewed.
18. 6863 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Helen Polley

( ) was interviewed.
19. 6876 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Vigil (10011). Resident Jontori Norman

) was interviewed.
20. 6877 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Vigil (10011). Resident Luis Colon

) was interviewed.
21. 6890 Simcoe Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Rafaela

Sandoval ( ) was interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Rubicon Drive: 

22. 9505 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Laura
Leforge ( ) was interviewed.

23. 9544 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Louis
Mendoza ) was interviewed.  would come over to this residence on occasion
to play with the kids. Stating  was unsupervised and someone would have to take her
home.

24. 9564 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Ashley
Hamill ( ) was interviewed.

25. 9655 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Ken Rabas
( ) was interviewed.

26. 9724 Rubicon Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Murphy (07001). Resident Andrea
Baumert ( ) was interviewed.

Questionnaires completed on Wando Drive: 

27. 9705 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Serra Piko
( ) was interviewed.

28. 9728 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Kayla Jaussi
( ) was interviewed.

29. 9744 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Vigil (10011). Resident Alex Gallardo
( ) was interviewed.

30. 9824 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Torres (12020). Resident Robert
Williamson ( ) was interviewed.

31. 9825 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Vigil (10011). Resident Robert
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Mahoney ( ) was interviewed. 
32. 9833 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Vigil (10011). Resident Shane Bennett

) was interviewed.
33. 9849 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Vigil (10011). Resident Krista MaChetta

( ) was interviewed.
34. 9857 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Vigil (10011). Resident Matthew

Adams  was interviewed.
35. 9873 Wando Drive - Questionnaire completed by Deputy Vigil (10011). Resident Martha Aquirre

( ) was interviewed.

This completes the summary of the questionnaires completed on 2/15/2020. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 18, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from Chick- Fil- A, 7925 Fountain Mesa Road. The footage reviewed was 
previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as 
item #255 

Chick-Fil-A is located approximately 4.5 miles from the original address of occurrence. During original 
interviews with family members to the case it was noted on 1/28/2020 at approximately 1345 hours 

 was at the local Chick-Fil-A. There was video footage provided from one camera angle 
outside of the business. This business is located in a shopping center near Mesa Ridge Parkway and 
Fountain Mesa Road in Fountain, Colorado. The camera system outside of Chick-Fil-A appears to be a 
nonstop recording system and records 24 hours a day.  

The video footage collected was requested for 1/28/2020 from approximately 1345 hours until 1446 
hours. The following was observed while reviewing video footage.  

Video camera footage titled, (360 Camera 1) Tue Jan 28 2020 13h 45m 00s (GMT-07_00) is an outdoor 
camera looking over the drive thru. The view of this camera has views of vehicles driving by on the main 
road of Fountain Mesa Rd, a nearby business, and the vehicles in the drive thru. The camera has a 
“fisheye view”, a 360 degree footage of the surroundings. The camera is mounted on the side of the 
building near the southwest corner of the building. The camera looks down onto the top of vehicle 
coming from ordering their food to the pick up window. This video footage starts on 1/28/20 at 
approximately 1345 hours and is 30:20 minutes long. While reviewing this video I observed a vehicle 
that was similar to  white Jetta at 6:17 minutes until 8:45 minutes into the video. A license plate 
was not visible and thee is no view into the vehicle to see who it was occupied by. 

I reviewed video footage from, (360 Camera 1) Tue Jan 28 2020 14h 14m 23s (GMT-07_00). This footage 
has the same view as the first one and a continuance of the recording. This camera footage starts at 
1414 hours and is a 32:06 minute video. There was nothing located in this video to note any surveillance 
of  or her vehicle. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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On February 18, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, prepared a request for laboratory examination in 
memo form for several items of evidence. These include: 

1 - EPSO item #22 Barcode 1153743 

2 - EPSO item #63 Barcode 1153882 

3 - EPSO item #64 barcode 1153883 

4 - EPSO item #109 Barcode 1153929 

5 - EPSO item #110 Barcode 1153930 

6 - EPSO item #130 Barcode 1153999 

7 - EPSO item #284 Barcode 1154333 

8 - EPSO item #182 Barcode 1154157 MCL item #4269 S-01 

9 - EPSO item #188 Barcode 1154163 MCL item #4269 S-07 

10 - EPSO item #314 Barcode 1154395 MCL item # 6839 SW1-02 

11 - EPSO item #315 Barcode 1154396 MCL item # 6839 SW1-03 

12 - EPSO item #324 Barcode 1154405 MCL item # 6839 SW2-06 

13 - EPSO item #325 Barcode 1154406 MCL item #6839 SW2-07 

14 - EPSO item #328 Barcode 1154418 MCL item #6839 SW2-09 

15 - EPSO item #335 Barcode 1154425 MCL item #6839 SW3-06 

The request is for DNA profiles to be developed from these items, and compared with the DNA profile of 
 I also requested serology testing be conducted on items related to suspected blood. 

The request was reviewed and approved by EPSO Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbell, Metro Crime Lab 
Manager Shelley Weber, and Deputy DA Oliver Robinson.  

I went to the EPSO Evidence Facility where I signed out the above items from Evidence Custodian 
Christina Cervantez. I transported the items to the Metro Crime Lab where I transferred custody of them 
over to Analyst Donna Manogue.  

I entered the items and their related requests into the Laboratory Information Management System 
(LIMS).  

The request memo and chain of custody documents are entered into evidence as item #403. 

See attached. 
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NFI / SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 – Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/18/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Tuesday February 18, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, I issued an updated court order to PayPal for financial information relating to 
Letecia and  I also followed up with JP Morgan Chase Bank and Wells Fargo bank. 
Additionally, I received an update for Letecia and  USAA account. 

PayPal Follow Up 

At approximately 1515 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge Monica Gomez in Division C 
of the El Paso County Courts a court order for the following: 

• PayPal, Inc., Attn: Global Investigations Team, 2211 North First Street, San Jose,
CA 95131, to order the production of records relating to any accounts for Letecia Stauch
and  including known email addresses and account identifiers, from 1
December 2019 to current date.

Judge Gomez reviewed the court order and signed it without change. I also presented a request 
and order to seal the court order, signed by DA Oliver Robinson. The court order was submitted 
to the court records office, 20-559. 

I served the court order to PayPal by emailing it directly to Calum Morgan via 
. She confirmed receipt and advised she would be able to produce the 

records tomorrow.  

Chase Bank Follow up 

I spoke to an unidentified employee with Chase Bank (ph ), who requested a 
production date of March 18. I advised as long as I can get any updates from February 1 forward 
right away, that production date should be fine. The employee provided internal reference 
#SB1112300 and advised there were no known updates to the Letecia Stauch’s account(s). 

USAA Follow Up 

On this date, I received an email from Julia Pugh with USAA Federal Savings Bank, containing 
a spreadsheet for updates to the shared account of Letecia and  ending *  The 
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spreadsheet contained transaction history from February 10 through February 16. The 
transactions showed the usage of three separate debit cards, *  (Latecia’s), *  (  
and *  (  new card). Ms. Pugh advised that  reported fraud on her debit card 
and was issued the new debit card February 12. All charges to the account appeared to reflect 
local purchases in Myrtle Beach, SC or online purchases at Apple.com, Amazon Prime, Target, 
or mobile wallet verification. See attachment “USAA Update 2-18-20.”   

Wells Fargo Follow Up 

On this date, I received an email from Wells Fargo, containing a link to a secure internal 
document sharing website. The link contained a zip folder for the production relating to my 
request for records from July 1, 2019 to current date for Letecia Stauch (plus aliases). The 
production consisted of 7 files. Some of the files contained redacted information past the date of 
February 10 (the date the court order was signed). I called Wells Fargo employee Will in 
subpoena processing and advised him the information needs to be provided for the dates 
redacted, and that the account needs to be monitored for activity for thirty days from the date the 
court order was signed. Will stated he understood and would resubmit the request to the legal 
order processing department. 

The following 7 files were provided: 
File 1—A word document containing raw data for each transaction on the Wells Fargo account 
between the dates specified. 
File 2—A PDF “Business Records Declaration,” for internal case #  identifying the 
items provided were (3) signature cards, (26) statements, and (1) check/debit, for a total of (30) 
pages of electronic documents. 
File 3—A copy of the court order I served. 
File 4—A 3-page PDF document containing the signature card for Wells Fargo personal 
checking account #  opened on 05/10/2017 by Letecia H Stauch, sole owner, DOB 

 social , phone number  address 4697 Farm Lake Dr, 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579, with signature attached 2x: 

File 5—An word document listing an index of the files provided. 
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File 6—A 26-page PDF containing statements for the account identified between 6/12/19 and 
2/11/20: 

Statement 1, from 6/12 to 7/10, ending balance was -$14.00. One check for $405.33 was 
written out of the account on June 21 (Unknown further). 

Statement 2, from 7/11 to 8/9, ending balance was -$14.00. There were no transactions. 
The following information was reflected on the following statements from August 10, 2019 to 
February 11, 2020.  

There were two transactions redacted after February 10, 2020.  
File 7—Checks/Debits for the identified account. A copy of the check #1011 written to  

 on August 20, 2019 for $3014.10 was provided, showing it was deposited into a USAA 
Bank account on the same date it was issued.  

Account 
Number

Authorizing 
Party

Authoriz
ation 
Date

Payee/Source Amount Item(s) Purchased

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/20/19
Widefield School 
District 3 Payroll $4,119.63

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/20/19 $3,014.70
Check #1011, payable to  deposited 
into USAA on 08/20/19

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/20/19 Zelle withdrawal $1,000.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06Q2Tgs8
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/22/2019 USAA account *8409 $15.00 transfer to USAA account
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 8/28/2019 Zelle withdrawal $100.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06R75Pzr
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/6/2019 Zelle deposit $300.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA082997D31
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/9/2019 Zelle withdrawal $100.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06Ss5Zy9
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/16/2019 Zelle withdrawal $200.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06Txm2Bz
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/19/2019 Zelle deposit $625.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch #USA083A878C1
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 9/30/2019 Zelle withdrawal $131.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp06Wthhc9
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/3/2019 Zelle withdrawal $500.00 transfer to  Ref #Rp06Xl72Sw
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/8/2019 Zelle deposit $499.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA085587E5D
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/17/2019 Zelle deposit $435.60 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA0861Aa6Eb
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/24/2019 Zelle withdrawal $375.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp072K6S8D
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/28/2019 Zelle withdrawal $560.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp072Xwvv9

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 10/30/2019 Zelle deposit $600.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #Bac1039D39D3613
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 11/5/2019 Zelle withdrawal $600.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp074Lmhfk
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 11/19/2019 Zelle deposit $502.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA088E72453
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 12/4/2019 Zelle withdrawal $450.00 transfer to  Ref #Rp078VP6H3
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 12/10/2019 Monthly service fee $15.00
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 12/19/2019 Zelle deposit $503.16 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA08B8f5CA3

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 12/20/2019

Capital One Mobile 
Payment, Letecia 
Hunt $500.00

8949532397 Letecia Stauch 1/2/2020 Zelle withdrawal $40.00 transfer to Tecia Stauch Ref #Rp07F4Jgwl
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 1/8/2020 Zelle deposit $885.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA08D458859
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 1/10/2020 Monthly service fee $15.00
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 1/21/2020 Zelle withdrawal $800.00 transfer to  Ref #Rp07J2Yg5Q
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 2/3/2020 Zelle deposit $478.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA08F4B7F49
8949532397 Letecia Stauch 2/3/2020 Zelle deposit $478.00 transfer from Letecia Stauch Ref #USA08F4B837F
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Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence on this date:  
Item #400—A CD containing the updated USAA records and the Wells Fargo production 
documents. 

I provided all financial updates to FBI Special Agent Cally Evanoff  

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #16 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information    
On Wednesday, February 19, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Amazon Warrant 
At approximately 9:15 am, I was informed by Detective Vincent Sapp that he had received 
information regarding his warrant provided to Amazon from the beginning of February.  
Detective Sapp was advised, the Amazon Echo Dot device located in  bedroom 
appeared to no longer have data stored on it from January 27, 2020 to current.  

Amazon advised two other Echo Dot devices were attached to the account shared by  
Echo Dot under Ms. Leticia Stauch’s email address   

No other Echo Dot’s have been located in the home. 

Amazon Echo Dot devices use “Alexa” which is a virtual assistant installed in the Echo Dot 
device.  It allows for the user to ask questions and receive answers from the device.  

Due to these devices not being found and my knowledge of Ms. Stauch’s reliance on 
electronics it was determined another warrant was needed for Amazon for the other devices. 

At approximately 11:20 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Meredith Patrick Cord. 
Judge Patrick Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Amazon.com, INC: Corporation Service Company; 300 Deschutes Way SW, Suite 304 
Tumwater, WA 98501; Attn: Legal Department- Legal Process  
Accounts associated to   

This is Ms. Stauch’s Amazon account linked to Ms.   and her Echo Dots.   

At approximately 11:35 am, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 11:45 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number20-577. 

The warrant was mailed to Amazon at their request.   

Yahoo Warrant and FakePolygraph.com 
I was briefed by Detective Jessica Bethel, that Ms. Stauch attempted to buy a fake polygraph 
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from outside of the United States.  She attempted to do this through “FakePolygraph” at 
www.fakepolygraph.com .  

Detective Bethel contacted the company and was provided with the email address Ms. 
Stauch attempted to have the results sent to.  The company did not provide Ms. Stauch 
with results.  The email address Ms. Stauch provided to “FakePolygraph” was: 

 . With this information I drafted a warrant for the yahoo email 
address provided. 

At approximately 11:20 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Meredith Patrick Cord. 
Judge Patrick Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

 
 

At approximately 11:35 am, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 11:45 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number20-574. 

The warrant was provided to Yahoo via their law enforcement portal. 

At approximately 1:41 pm, Yahoo responded with an email stating: 

“The user account specified in your request,  , is not a valid Yahoo 
email address or Yahoo ID.” 

Key Bank Warrant 
I was advised a warrant was requested from Key Bank located at 3605 Hartsel Drive, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado to provide video footage of a possible route Ms. Stauch took on January 28, 
2020.  A warrant was drafted.   

At approximately 11:20 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Meredith Patrick Cord. 
Judge Patrick Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Key Bank located at 3605 Hartsel Drive, Colorado Springs, Colorado, which has a brick exterior. 
The emblem "Key Bank" and "3605" is displayed on the building. To include any electronic 
devices therin capable of storing video surveillance.   

At approximately 11:40 am, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 11:45 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 
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The warrant was assigned number20-575. 

The warrant was provided to Detective Sapp to allow for it to be served. 

Xfinity Warrant 
I was also advised of several “MAC ID’s” that were discovered on  cellular phones 
forensic download.  I was advised  phone was continuing to link to various Xfinity 
internet routers despite the phone’s location services being turned off.  It also continued to 
link to routers the day after his disappearance.  The following routers were connected to by 

 phone from 1/27/2020 to 1/28/2020 (after  was reported missing):  
4E:7A:8A:9B:FC:B2,  92:AD:43:18:9C:88,  82:F2:9E:9C:2C:28,  7C:9A:54:E9:2D:5D, 
84:17:EF:8C:BA:4C, 54:A6:5C:99:DF:99, 28:7A:EE:B9:44:BB. 

A warrant was authrored in realtion to this informaiton in attempt to determing a route of 
travel for  on January 27, 2020.   

At approximately 11:20 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Meredith Patrick Cord. 
Judge Patrick Cord reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

XFINITY, 650 Centerton Road Moorestown, NJ 08057. Attn: Custodian of Records.  For all 
records relating to Xfinity MAC ID’s:  
4E:7A:8A:9B:FC:B2,  92:AD:43:18:9C:88,  82:F2:9E:9C:2C:28,  7C:9A:54:E9:2D:5D, 
84:17:EF:8C:BA:4C,  54:A6:5C:99:DF:99,  28:7A:EE:B9:44:BB 

At approximately 11:23 am, Judge Patrick Cord approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 11:45 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number20-576. 

The warrant was provided to Detective Stefan Hare to allow for it to be served.  

I have nothing further.  

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, February 25, 
2020  

On Wednesday, February 19, 2020, at approximately 1213 hours, I, Detective David Glenn, Jr., 
of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow-up on 
this case.   

I contacted Detective Jamie Major of the Denver Police Department and arranged for her to 
pick up video evidence from Enterprise Rental Car at the Denver International Airport.  
Detective Major stated that she would retrieve the evidence and then send it to me via FedEx 
overnight shipping 

Detective Major said she would document her actions under Denver Police Department Case # 
20-8005639.

Case status: SAO 
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2020-00001382 (26) Contact with Balazs with Ring: 

On Wednesday, February 19, 2020, at about 4:00 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, 
of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, was in communication with 
Balazs Hubai via email, who was the Law Enforcement Specialist with Ring. 

I again emailed Balazs and advised him I was sent information I already received through a 
previous search warrant for 6626 Mandan Drive, and the current search warrant was for 6627 
Mandan Drive.  Balazs replied and asked if we could talk via telephone, so I provided him with 
my number. 

Moments later Balazs called me and told me he was aware of the error.  Balazs said he placed 
the account information for 6627 Mandan Drive in a shared Drop Box folder.  Balazs said he 
failed to communicate that with me in the email.  I thanked him for clearing that up with me and 
asked him for video for 6627 Mandan Drive.  He stated there was no video available for the 
dates I requested.   

I downloaded the account information from Drop Box and attached the document to this 
supplement. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active. 
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I, Deputy Draper, Jeremy, 18124 was assigned duties at the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Investigations 
Unit located at 27 East Vermejo Avenue Colorado Springs, CO 80903 in the County of El Paso. 

From February 19, 2020 through April 20, 2020 I was assigned to collect television news media videos 
for the murder investigation of  using Tveyes, Inc. 

Tveyes is a Media Monitoring Suite. Tveyes makes TV and radio broadcasts searchable by keyword, 
phrase or topic - just as you would use a search engine for text. Tveyes Media Monitoring Suite is a 
subscription-based product used by PR professionals, Fortune 500 companies, Political Campaigns, 
Government Agencies, and anyone who needs to know what is being broadcast on TV and radio in 
real-time. Tveyes does not cover all news broadcast one example is Fox News, a Nationwide cable news 
channel owned by Fox Corporation. 

Using the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office subscription searched by placing the following text into the 
power search menu “  Leticia Stauch”. The function then allows to pick a starting date 
and time and an ending date and time. The media then brings up clip sections of the Newscast, the user 
then picks a video start and end time. The selected video file is then downloaded to a media center 
folder on the websites user profile. The files are compressed into a Zip format including the video and 
transcript from the news outlet. There is also a limited time the News Video Media can be collected. 
There is News Video Media that was not available due to this limitation. 

Files were then downloaded to a PNY 64GB USB 3.0 Flash Drive and for backup purposes, A total of 10.5 
Gigabytes of media file were stored. The files are labeled with the Stations Call letters, date and time of 
broadcast. The files are then separated into city and state. 

The PNY Flash Drive contains 3370 media files from 458 Television Stations in 48 States, Washington DC 
and National Cable Television Channels. There is one file containing 70 hyperlink files gathered by El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office Public Information Officer Jacqueline Kirby. These files are links to media on 
the internet. 

PNY Flash Drive was placed into evidence. Item# 761 and Barcode 1157496. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status - Same as original 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Homicide. 

On 2/19/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I received an email from Pam Smith at Colorado State University (CSU).  The email contained 
an attached document related to her investigative efforts for this case.  It was a final report of 
her findings.  A copy of the email and the report is attached to this message.  I printed the 
report in a PDF format so it could not be altered.  Both the original version of the report and the 
PDF version are attached.  Smith’s email message is also attached to this report in PDF format. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 19, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from Safeway, 6925 Mesa Ridge Parkway. The footage reviewed was 
previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as 
item #258. 

Safeway is located approximately 4.5 miles from the original address of occurrence. During original 
interviews and phone logs it was noted on 1/28/2020 at approximately 1345 hours Leticia Stauch was 
possibly in the area of Safeway and the shopping center. There was video footage provided from 
Safeway from various angles. This business is located in a shopping center near Mesa Ridge Parkway and 
Fountain Mesa Road in Fountain, Colorado. The camera system outside of Safeway appears to be a 
nonstop recording system and records 24 hours a day.  

The video footage collected was requested for 1/28/2020 from approximately 1345 hours until 1445 
hours. The following was observed while reviewing video footage. 

Safeway provided video footage from four angles. Three of the cameras were on the north side of the 
business, showing the front of the store and parking lot. One camera was on the south side of the store, 
facing the back door and view of Cross Creek Rd. 

The camera on the back side of the business facing Cross Creek Rd was grainy and did not provide a clear 
view of people or cars passing by. 

On the front of the business the camera labeled “PL East” was blurry and did not show a clear view of 
people or cars. 

The two other cameras “PL West” and “PL Center” were clear and showed vehicles and people passing 
by Safeway or walking into. 

I watched video through the view of the two clear cameras, which show the front of the business and 
part of the parking lot. I did not locate any vehicle associated to Leticia or any of the family walking 
around this area. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 19, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I reviewed video footage from neighbors’ residential cameras related to a missing person case 
originally taken at 6627 Mandan Drive on 1/27/2020 located in unincorporated El Paso County, 
Colorado. The footage reviewed was previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as item #259. 

I reviewed video footage from a Vivint doorbell camera system belonging to 6618 Mandan Drive. This 
address is located across the street and approximately two houses to the west of the original address of 
occurrence. The Vivint camera from this residence appears to be attached to the westside of the 
residence, mounted as the doorbell. The camera looks towards the driveway, facing East and has views 
of surrounding residences including 6627 Mandan Drive. This residence is closest to the intersection of 
Mandan Drive and Carriage Meadows Drive. The Vivint camera system is activated off a motion sensor 
and each video clip are approximately 30 seconds long. 

The following was observed while reviewing Vivint camera footage. The recordings have dates on then 
associated to the file copied but time stamps are not visible. 

On January 27, 2020, 11 video clips of footage were provided. 

- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-27-135823, appears to be in the morning with
kids going to school. In view of this clip is the Stauch residence. A black SUV and white sedan
are parked in the driveway and the red truck is parked on the street in front of the
residence.

- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-27-152007, shows the white sedan no longer in
the driveway at the Stauch residence.

- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-27-191433, shows the red truck no longer parked
out on the street and out of the area.

On January 28, 2020, 31 video clips of footage were provided. All these videos are at night, the Stauch 
residence is not easily seen with porch lights off through the night. 

- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-28-014615, shows the outside lights on at the
Stauch residence and the red truck in the driveway. It appears the lights are on and the
vehicle is running at this time.

- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-28-014808, shows the red truck leaving the
residence going west out of the neighborhood. It is unknown who was in the vehicle.

- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-28-015419, shows the red truck coming back to
the residence.

- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-28-035036, shows a silver SUV pull up to the
Stauch residence. Nobody is seen getting out of the vehicle.

- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-28-050810, shows two vehicles stopped in front
of the Stauch residence with their vehicle lights on. One of these vehicles appears to be a
marked patrol unit.

- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-28-053130, shows an unknown color SUV drives
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by slow turning their hazard lights on. 
- Video clip titled, Vivint-Doorbell-2020-Jan-28-061238, shows two vehicles stopped in front

of the Stauch residence and a couple other vehicle driving around the neighborhood. It
appears one of these vehicles is a marked patrol unit.

It is unknown at this time if the time stamps to the videos are what are associated to the clip name or 
not. No other movement is seen from the Stauch residence during the time of when video footage was 
provided through the Vivint footage. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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On February 19, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, received a package from Pamela Smith of Colorado 
State University via FedEx.  

The package contained the following: 

- Item #58: Engine Air filter from Kia Rio

- Item #59: Cabin air filter recovered from Kia Rio

- Item #61: Soil debris from wheel well of Kia Rio

Also in the package were: 

- Engine air filter from the Tiguan which had not been entered into EPSO evidence. I entered it as item
#407.

- Swab of undercarriage of the Tiguan which had not been entered into EPSO evidence . I entered them
as item #408.

- Vegetation and debris from undercarriage of the Tiguan which had not been entered into EPSO
evidence . I entered them as item #409.

- Insect fragments collected from the Engine air filter of the Kia Rio (Item #58) during processing by CSU .
I entered this as item #410.

Attached to each item was a Chain of Custody form. I combined the forms into one item, and entered 
them into evidence as item #411.  

I submitted all the above to the Evidence Custodian. 

NFI / SAO 
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On February 19, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034 received an email from Pamela Smith of CSU. 
Attached to the email was the eight page final report of NecroSearch case #NS20-0001, the analysis 
which was conducted in support of this investigation.  

I printed the report, and entered it into evidence as item #416 

See attached. 

NFI / SAO 
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On February 19, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, prepared a request for laboratory 
examination in memo form for the following items: 

EPSO item #345 Barcode 1154452: Hair sample collected from fence 

EPSO item #368 barcode 1154487: 1 strand black hair 

EPSO item #395 barcode 1154576: Unknown hair 

The request is to examine each to determine if it is animal or human in origin. Further, if any 
item is human, I requested the lab recommend if the sample is appropriate for nuclear and/or 
mitochondrial DNA testing. I entered the items and their related requests into the Laboratory 
Information Management System (LIMS).  

I went to the EPSO Evidence Facility where I signed out items #368 and #395 from Evidence 
Technician Christina Cervantez. She told me item #345 was not checked into the evidence 
facility. 

I transported the items to the Metro Crime Lab where I transferred the custody of them to 
Analyst Beck Strub. Analyst Strub confirmed the Metro Crime Lab has possession of item #345, 
and has already performed analysis of it. It was delivered directly to the lab by Detective Sirois. 
It was not packaged and did not have a barcode label attached as the request for examination 
was urgent. Analyst Strub provided a copy of the receipt signed by Detective Sirois and Analyst 
Manogue on 2/14/20. She also provided a receipt for the two items I delivered.  

The request memo and chain of custody documents are entered into evidence as item #417. 

See attached. 

NFI / SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/19/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday February 19, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, followed up with several financial institutions, including Synchrony Bank, Bank 
of America, USAA, and PayPal. I received further communication from Michelle Fox, who had 
again spoken with Letecia by phone. I also attempted to collect video from the KFC in Falcon, 
per the request of Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) Detective Chris Mace, but was 
unsuccessful. Additionally, I tried to follow up with Subway again regarding the purchases on 

 debit card for January 27.  

Synchrony Bank Follow Up 

I called Synchrony Financial Bank employee Sandra Roberson, to inquire about the status of 
my court order request. Ms. Roberson said she had responded to my request back on February 6th 
and was surprised that I had not received the email she sent. She confirmed my email address, 
which was correct. She stated she would resend the response immediately. I received the 
response from her by email at 1025 hours. The email contained a link to a secure 
document-sharing internal website. The production included 5 files. 

File 1-A copy of the court order I had emailed and faxed.  
File 2-A cover letter identifying the Synchrony case #12798860. 
File 3-A PDF document containing data for the account identified: 

Account: Rooms to Go credit line 
Account #:  
Account name: Letecia Stauch 
Address: PO Box 50991, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579/4697 Farm Lake Dr, Myrtle Beach, 

SC 29579/6627 Mandan Dr, Colorado Springs, CO 80925 
Phone number:  
Email:  
Social security #:  
DOB:  
Credit Limit: $3500 
Current Balance: (as of 2/6/20) $0 
Account open date: 06/29/16 
Last login: 01/07/20 (paid bill $1281.49) 
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File 4-Statements for the account identified: 
PDF file is 4 pages. The records show account ending *  statement closing 12/18/19. 

File 5-Repeat of the same statement.  

Bank of America Follow Up 

On this date at approximately 1000 hours, I called Bank of America and spoke to employee 
Mark. He advised Bank of America had not received either COPR I had mailed on February 4 or 
February 11. I asked him if I could fax it or email it. He provided fax number , to 
which I refaxed the most recent COPR signed on February 11 at 1006 hours. The fax went 
through. I called Bank of America again at 1430 hours to confirm the fax had been received. I 
spoke to a female employee who stated it had not yet been uploaded. I asked for a fax number I 
could send it directly to her, or an email. She provided fax . I sent the fax to that 
number at 1502 hours and the fax went through. I called again at 1645 hours to confirm the fax 
had been received and learned it had. Bank of America refused to provide any information over 
the phone or by email, and advised I would have to wait for the legal order processing team to 
provide documents to me. 

USAA Follow Up 

On this date I received an email from USAA Federal Savings Bank employee Julia Pugh 
containing a spreadsheet update for transactions that occurred February 17 and 18. The 
spreadsheet identifies purchases using cards *  (Letecia) and *  (  All purchases 
appear to be local (Myrtle Beach, SC), including Zaxby’s, Glamour Nails, Wal-Mart, Starbucks, 
Panera Bread, Chick-Fil-A, Smartstyle, Target, Ollies Bargain Outlet, Kroger, and Dollar Tree. 
The only exception is a $60 transfer from PayPal. See attachment “USAA Update 2-19-20.”  

PayPal Follow Up 

I received an email from Calum Morgan with PayPal containing a secure link to the records 
production reference my most recent court order request. The documents contained in the 
internal document sharing website were 26 documents (activity and transaction logs, as well as 
account information records and Venmo account records). The records contained the following 
information:  

• Account # -no transactions
• Account # -Associated with 

o Received Rakuten payment of $78.23 on 2/11/20
o Sent 5 payments to 

<mailto:  between 2/2/20 and 2/9/20, totaling
$300.00 

• Account # -no transactions
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• Account # -no transactions
• Account # -no transactions
• Account # -no transactions
• Account # -Associated with 

(
o Received 12 payments between 1/29/20 and 2/15/20, totaling $4790.

 Payments were received from Letecia Stauch, Aimee Lowry, Teela
Oxendine, Christina Lowery, Chastity Arriola, Nola Cummings,
and Sarah Ellett.

o Made 3 withdrawals between 1/29/20 and 2/11/20, totaling $4450.
 All money was sent to USAA account #  (the shared

account between Letecia and 
• Account # -Associated with 

(
o Received 1 payment on 2/13/20 from Facebook, totaling $30.00, note

“from Courtney Martinez.”
o Made 23 payments between 12/2/19 and 2/17/20.

 3 payments were to ViaSat, Inc. ($31.00 total)
 7 payments were to iTunes ($34,93 total)
 1 payment was to Mercari ($31.36 total)
 1 payment was to Kate Spade LLC ($68.90 total)
 1 payment was to 1&1 IONOS Inc. ($2.00 total)
 1 payment was to Melissa Wright ($25.00 total)
 2 payments were to Hulu ($13.03 total)
 1 payment was to Groupon Inc. ($95.00 total)
 1 payment was to FBFUNDRAISER ($25.00 total)
 1 payment was to Oxford Industries ($132.07 total)
 1 payment was to Brittany Lyle ($50.00 total)
 2 payments were to  ($4100 total)

o There were at least four financial accounts linked to the payments sent,
including USAA accounts *  and *  VISA debit card *  and
MasterCard *

• Venmo accounts:
o @   (

<mailto:  phone number 
*verified), started 2/11/20, with one remembered device in South Carolina
via fingerprint ID
 Received payment from @Mariam-Sprong $50 on 2/12/20
 Received payment from @Seasle1 $20 on 2/12/20
 No linked financial accounts
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o @ 1 (
<mailto:  phone number ), started
1/29/18, with one remembered device in Myrtle Beach, SC via fingerprint
ID

o 
*All files for this production will be uploaded directly to LERMS.

Follow up with Michelle Fox 

I received an email from Michelle Fox reference her conversation with Letecia Stauch. She had 
continued to talk with her via Facebook since Sunday the 16th. She forwarded 21 screenshots of 
text conversation and provided two videos of recorded audio conversation (approximately 6 
minutes total, the conversation is broken in between the videos).  

The audio conversation does not provide any important information. Letecia talks about not 
“owing anyone an explanation” and “helping find  Leteccia also claims her account 
was hacked, and that she has been harassed on social media by “the community.” Michelle 
mentions trying to come up with reward money. Letecia suggests $10-15,000 for a reward 
amount. 

In the text message content, on the 16th Letecia pretends her account got hacked and claims 
someone with the phone company learned  was taken to Mexico. She refers to herself as 
“Tee,” and “evil bitch.” On the 19th Letecia says she just took a polygraph but would not provide 
the “agency” she took the polygraph with. (See attachment “Screenshots 2-19-20”) 

Video at Falcon KFC 

At 0900 hours I took part in a joint-agency meeting, during which I met with CSPD Detective 
Chris Mace. He requested assistance collecting video from the KFC in Falcon, Colorado, 
because Leteica’s cell phone connected to the wifi at that location on January 28, 2020 between 
1927 and 1956 hours. Detective Mace advised he had previously met with the supervisor there, 
who told him they had a Lorex surveillance system, but she did not know how to view or 
download the video. Detective Mace also advised he had called Lorex and was told by the 
company they would be able to remotely preserve or provide available video. He provided 
reference number #01158029.  

I called Lorex and was told they needed to know the DRV model and serial number to assist. I 
responded to the KFC (7384 McLaughlin Rd, Falcon, CO). I met with the manager Vanessa. She 
allowed me to access the camera system. I called Lorex and provided them the model and serial 
number of the unit. While viewing the camera system, I could see there were supposed to be 
approximately 8 cameras hooked up. All of the cords were plugged in correctly, but the cameras 
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were not recording anything and only provided a black screen and only intermittent recordings. 
There were no recordings on January 28, 2020, other than short, 30-second to 60-second black 
screen/no-audio recordings. The timestamp on the camera system appeared to be correct. The 
video recordings for the 28th were marked as having occurred between 0030 and 0100 hours, and 
then again around 1100-1200 hours. There was an error message on the settings for the system 
which indicated the network was not connected and “video disconnected error.” The cords to the 
cameras themselves ran through the ceiling, so I was unable to verify the connection to the 
cameras or the network. Lorex was not helpful in troubleshooting the issue and could not provide 
any information. 

Subway Follow Up 

I went to Subway at 2878 N Powers Blvd in Colorado Springs again to try to speak with the 
manager, Megan. She was not available so I left my business card with employee Macey, who 
said she would provide it to manager Megan.  

Evidence 

On this date I entered the following items into evidence: 
Item #414-CD of USAA Bank update, PayPal production, and Synchrony production 
Item #415-CD of emails/video/photos from Michelle Fox of conversation with Letecia Stauch 

Case Status: SAO
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 15 Tuesday March 10, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Thursday February 20, 2020, at approximately 8:57 am, I, Detective N. Brklich was notified 
of the following discrepancy involving scribe sheets completed by myself. 

During the collection of various weapons and ammunition belonging to Mr.  the 
wrong case number was utilized on the form. The case number written on the scribe sheet reads 
20-544, when in-fact, it should read 20-1382.

Case Status: Active Investigation
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, February 25, 
2020  

On Thursday February 20, 2020, at approximately 1330 hours I, Detective David Glenn Jr., of 
theEl Paso County Sheriff's Office Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this 
case.  I assisted the El Paso County Search and Rescue Team with a search of 1068 Noe Road 
in Douglas County, Colorado. 

The Search and Rescue Team deployed two dogs to track the area for any scent related to this 
investigation with negative results. 

At approximately 1435 hours, Bruce Thomas, DOB: , arrived on scene to allow access 
to the interior of the residence and its’ two outbuildings. The residence and outbuildings 
appeared to be secure with no signs of forced entry and there was nothing inside any of the 
structures on the property. 

Case status: SAO 
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 20, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from Snack Shack, 8005 Fountain Mesa Road. The footage reviewed was 
previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as 
item #301. 

Snack Shack is located approximately 4.8 to 5 miles from the original address of occurrence. During 
original interviews and canvasses with businesses it was notated that on 1/27/2020 at any time around 
1230 hours to 1400 hours Leticia Stauch was with  at Song’s Barbershop to trim up his 
recent haircut. Video footage was collected from nearby businesses in the shopping center near 
Fountain Mesa Road and Cross Creek Rd. The camera system at Snack Shack appears to be motion 
activated.  

The video footage collected was requested for 1/27/2020 from approximately 1230 hours until 1400 
hours. The following was observed while reviewing video footage. 

Snack Shack provided video clips from outside of their business. The camera is mounted to the wall on 
the exterior of the business on the north side. The camera has views to the northwest, including the 
parking lot shared with Song’s Barbershop. There were 82 video clips provided, ranging from 2 second 
videos to 2-minute videos each. There were some video clips that were missing around 30 seconds to a 
minute of footage due to the motion sensor. I did not observe Leticia,  or any of their associated 
vehicles pull into the parking lot during this time. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 20, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today, I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from Vapor Source, 8027 Fountain Mesa Road. The footage reviewed was 
previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as 
item #300. 

Vapor Source is located approximately 4.8 to 5 miles from the original address of occurrence. During 
original interviews and canvasses with businesses it was notated that on 1/27/2020 at any time around 
1230 hours to 1400 hours Leticia Stauch was with  at Song’s Barbershop to trim up his 
recent haircut. Video footage was collected from nearby businesses in the shopping center near 
Fountain Mesa Road and Cross Creek Rd. The camera system at Vapor Source appears to be a nonstop 
recording system and records 24 hours a day.  

The video footage collected was requested for 1/27/2020 from approximately 1230 hours until 1400 
hours. The following was observed while reviewing video footage. 

Vapor Source provided 1 one-hour video recording from inside of the business and 1 one-hour video 
recording from outside of the business. Neither video had a time stamp on the time frame of the video 
provided. 

The first video provided titled, Fountain-Cam01_20200127_123000_20200127_143000_ID_0000_0001, 
was one hour long and a view from outside of the business. This camera is mounted to the wall of the 
business and has a view of the parking lot and front entrance to the southwest. Song’s Barbershop is 
one business to the north of Vapor Source, there are approximately four business in the row in the one 
building. Each business has its own address clearly labled at the door. The video is grainy and does not 
show a clear view of license plates, but vehicles can be seen. After reviewing nearby businesses video, it 
appeared the timestamp from this video was from approximately 1217 hours until 1317 hours. I did not 
observe Leticia,  or any of their associated vehicles in the view of this video. 

The second video provided titled, Fountain-Cam03_20200127_123000_20200127_143000_ID_0000, 
was one hour long and a view from inside of the business. This camera appears to be mounted to the 
ceiling inside of the business and has a view to the west and part of the parking lot. This view is visible 
right up to the shared wall with Song’s Barbershop. The view from this camera is grainy, the business 
has window decals and bars on the windows making it hard to see the movement outside. The hour 
video from inside of the business did not appear to match up with what was recorded outside. It is 
unknown what time this recording was done at. I did not observe Leticia,  or any of their 
associated vehicles in the view of this video. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #17 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Thursday, February 20, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

I was informed the seizure warrant for 6627 Mandan Drive, El Paso County, Colorado was 
nearing its seizure time and needed to be reissued.  This is due to new evidence being 
discovered each day during our investigation.   

A separate warrant needed to be obtained to allow for further items of relevance in this 
case to be searched for and if found removed from the home. These items included  

 eco dot, any camel backs located in the home, Epson salts, medications, and wood 
matching the piece found previously with  blood in the Larkspur area.  

Mandan Drive Seizure Warrant (20-596) 
At approximately 2:45 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Laura Findorff. 
Judge Findorff reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80911, a single family residence located in 
El Paso County, State of Colorado.  This residence is a single story with an attached 
two car garage, cream color with white trim and brown bricks.  There is a pillar 
located on the west side of the front entry way with the numbers "6627" in black.   
The residence faces north and sits on the south side of the street. 

This is for seizure of the Stauch family residence.  

At approximately 2:59 pm, Judge Findorff approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 3:15 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-596.  

The warrant was provided to Detective Jon Price to execute.  

Mandan Drive Warrant for Items (20-595) 
At approximately 2:45 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Laura Findorff. 
Judge Findorff reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80911, a single family residence located in 
El Paso County, State of Colorado.  This residence is a single story with an attached 
two car garage, cream color with white trim and brown bricks.  There is a pillar 
located on the west side of the front entry way with the numbers "6627" in black.   
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The residence faces north and sits on the south side of the street. 

This is for further processing of the Stauch family residence.  

At approximately 3:03 pm, Judge Findorff approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 3:15 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-595.  

The warrant was provided to Detective Jon Price to execute. 

Officer Note 
It was later noticed the warrants from this date were signed by the judge with the incorrect 
date but are stamped with the correct date.  

AT&T Return information  
During the day I received an email from AT&T advising search warrant #20-537 had been 
processes.  AT&T provided records for , this is Ms. Deborah Locklear’s 
cellular phone.  The records were missing location data that was provided later by AT&T. 

The data was placed onto the Investigations secure server for further processing. 

Verizon Return information  
During the day I received an email from Verizon advising search warrant #20-539 had 
been processes.  Verizon provided records for , this is Mr. Dakota Lowry’s 
cellular phone. 

The data was placed onto the Investigations secure server for further processing. 

Report of Execution 
The following Report of Executions are attached to this supplement. 

- 20-575- Related to Video footage at Key Bank located on Hartsel Drive
- 20-574- Related to Yahoo for account 
- 20-576 - Related to Xfinity MAC ID’s

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, February 25, 
2020  

On Friday February 21, 2020, at approximately 0800 hours I, Detective David Glenn Jr., of the El 
Paso County Sheriff's Office Criminal Investigations Division, spoke with Detective Sergeant 
Rosario Hubbell, who told me someone contacted Detective Nickolas Brklich about information 
she left on the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office tip line during the previous day. Detective 
Sergeant Hubbell indicated the person, later identified as Nicole Mobley, DOB: , had 
been in recent contact with Letecia Stauch and had information she believed was important to 
this investigation.  

At approximately 1000 hours, I spoke with Nicole on the telephone and she explained she lived 
in the same neighborhood as Letecia and joined a www.Facebook.com group supporting her 
after  went missing. Nicole stated Letecia recently asked her to download a 
smartphone app called, textPlus, so that they could communicate in private.  

Nicole indicated she downloaded the textPlus app and continued to correspond with Letecia. 
After Nicole and Letecia began communicating over the textPlus app Letecia asked if Nicole was 
willing to make a false report to law enforcement stating she saw  walking through the 
Lorson Ranch Neighborhood with an adult male carrying a suitcase on the night of his 
disappearance. 

I asked Nicole if she was available to come to the Office of the Sheriff OTS, located at 27 East 
Vermijo Avenue in Colorado Springs, Colorado, for an interview later that day. Nicole said she 
was on her way to an appointment in Denver, Colorado, but she would be available sometime 
in the afternoon and would contact me when she returned to Colorado Springs.  

I ended my telephone call with Nicole and arranged for Federal Bureau of Investigation Special 
Agent Jon Beutelschies to assist me with the interview. 

At approximately 1400 hours, Nicole arrived at the OTS. 

At approximately 1415 hours, Special Agent Beutelschies and I interviewed Nicole in Interview Room 
#4 which was equipped with audio and video recording equipment.  

During the interview Nicole signed a waiver allowing Detective Stefan Hare to download the contents of 
her cellular phone. I gave the waiver to Detective Hare, along with Nicole’s phone. See his supplement 
for more information.  
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A copy of the interview in its entirety will be transcribed and attached in a separate supplement. 

A digital copy of the recording was transferred to a compact disc and entered into evidence as Item 
#475.  

Case status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/21/20 at approximately 1100 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was tasked by Sergeant Hubbell/07050 to seize a silver 2020 Nissan Altima sedan bearing 
Colorado plates OMW400 (VIN  from Enterprise Rent-A-Car located at 24530 East 
78th Avenue in Denver, Colorado 80249. The vehicle was possibly previously driven by Letecia Stauch, 
and there was a likelihood it contained evidence. 

Search Warrant 20-603 

I prepared a search warrant for seizing the vehicle from that location, where it was being returned to 
later in the day. Deputy District Attorney Jennifer Viehman signed a request for sealing the warrant. At 
about 1200 hours, I arrived at 270 South Tejon Street (El Paso County Combined Courts), and presented 
the warrant to Judge Frances Johnson (Division 24), and she reviewed it and swore me to the facts of it 
before signing it at approximately 1205 hours. 

I took the warrant to court records staff, who assigned it number 20-603. The signed warrant is attached 
digitally to this report. 

Seizing of Altima 

At approximately 1330 hours, Walker Sears, a risk manager with Enterprise, contacted me and told me 
the vehicle had arrived from the previous renter, and he placed it at the exit gates for the facility. I 
arrived at about 1440 hours and provided Walker with a copy of the search warrant. He gave me keys to 
the vehicle. 

I took overall pictures of the external of the vehicle, but did not process the inside at all. 

Bob’s Towing arrived on scene at about 1600 hours, and I followed the tow truck back to EPSO’s 
Evidence Facility where I locked the vehicle in the front vehicle lot at about 1900 hours. The impound 
was done under I-62. 

Evidence 

I entered the vehicle into evidence, identified as item 445. 

I entered the photographs of the external of the vehicle into evidence, identified as item 446. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, February 21, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 30 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Friday, February 21, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At approximately 1:00 pm, I conducted a walk through of 6627 Mandan Dr. with  The 
purpose of the walk through was for me to take notes of any missing items. I noted what was missing 
from each room as  reported it to me. The following is what was noted: 

 Room 

• TV has been moved from  room to  room. This was done before  left
for training.

• A green and white comforter that was in the corner of the room is not normally kept in 
room and belongs in the master bedroom.

• A white, collapsible hamper with a lid is missing from the room.

• The Broncos trashcan from the upstairs bathroom closest to  room was in her room.

• The table in the corner to the right side of the TV stand (as you face it) was normally on the other
side of the TV stand.

Upstairs Bathroom closest to  room 

• Nothing missing other than the trash can that is in  room

Closet by the upstairs bathroom closest to  room 

• Nothing abnormal

Front closet closest to front door 

• Nothing missing. Primary closet for  clothing

• 1 Blue and 1 pink Camel Bac located still contained liquid. Blue identified as  pink
identified as Mrs. Stauch’s or 

Shelf in entry hallway next to kitchen 

•  reported Mrs. Stauch removed all of his photos from the shelf and put them in the
master bedroom closet.
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Kitchen 

• Multi-colored wooden cutting board, handcrafted by  missing. Is square and
approximately 10 inches by 10 inches

• Black handled steak knife from knife block missing.

• Scissors belonging to knife set missing

• No pedipops were located. Mrs. Stauch reported she provided  with pedipops for his
constipation.

• Mrs. Stauch’s medications were gone from the medicine cabinet. (she had previously collected
her and  items from the home)

Livingroom 

• iPad in white case (initially thought to be missing, but was later located by Sgt. Hubbell)

• black tablet (initially thought to be missing but was later located by Sgt. Hubbell)

Pantry 

• White and grey colored broom was not in the pantry. Was later located in the garage.

Master Bedroom 

•  noted Mrs. Stauch’s belongings were collected from the room and connected
bathroom. He added new bedding was purchased for him by a friend.

Laundry Room 

• Nothing missing

Garage 

• A green footlocker type storage tote was moved from its normal position next to a shelf with
military gear.

• A blue tub was moved to the middle of the garage

•  thought it was possible a long, wooden handled round tipped shovel was missing. He
mentioned the handle was weathered wood and he could not recall if he left the shovel in Alaska.

•  noted his hand saws were not in the appropriate place. They were left lying on the
work bench in the garage as opposed to being hung up like they normally are.

• A black bag, which belongs to the wet/dry vacuum in the garage was on top of the table in the
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garage as opposed to on the vacuum. 

• The wet/ dry vacuum was used and the cord was not put away like it normally is stored. It was
missing several attachments and an extra hose. All attachments and the hose were black.

• A can of fast drying polyurethane was on the rack with military gear and not next to the other
wood sealant  uses.

•  noted a silver handled utility knife was missing from his work bench area.

Downstairs Livingroom 

• A “Duke” blanket was missing

• Two black 3-5 lb weights which belong to the Peleton bicycle were missing (EPSO collected one
weight. According to  the other has been missing for approximately 2 weeks prior to
2/21/2020.)

• Watermelon blanket is missing

 Room 

•  room cleaned out.

Utility Room 

• Bass brand, brown coat missing from garment box in utility room.

• Large green suitcase missing from utility room.  reported he was not sure if the
suitcase was thrown away or not during previous cleanings of the house.

Storage room under stairs 

•  did not recall the totes being under the stairs

 Room 

•  could not tell what was missing or not missing. The room had been searched by the
crime lab and items had been removed for evidence including portions of the wall and carpet
along with  bed and mattress.

I passed the information I learned onto Sgt. Hubbell. Sgt. Hubbell and a team of detectives conducted a 
search of the house for additional evidence after my walk through with  was not 
present for the search or the briefing after the walk through. The list of missing items was compiled and 
given to Lt. Manzanilla and Lt. Mihalko to assist them with physical searches.   

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 
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Case Status: CBA 
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On Friday, February 21, 2020, at approximately 1:07 pm, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, assisted with the 
execution of Search Warrants #20-595 and #20-596 at 6627 Mandan Drive. Detective Sergeant Rosario 
Hubbell was present as were CSI’s Brooke Havko and Robert Zaleski. The full documentation of the 
search can be found in Metro Crime Lab Report #20MCL267. 

I searched the garage for the corner of the particle board broken off of the piece recovered from Hwy 
105. I was unable to locate it. I found three hand planes and one powered planer tool which I pointed
out to CSI’s Havko and Zaleski to examine.

I removed and searched boxes, bags and items from the storage/furnace room. I did not locate any 
items of evidential value. I observed as CSI’s Havko and Zaleski processed the empty storage/furnace 
room with BlueStar. There were multiple positive reactions for blood on the concrete floor. These 
reactions formed a path from the door to the corner of the room where the sump pump is located. The 
terminus of the path is where the large piece of cut carpet was located when room was searched with 
items in their original positions. 

I removed and searched the boxes and items in the storage closet underneath the staircase. I did not 
discover any items of evidential value. CSI’s Havko and Zaleski processed this area with BlueStar, but did 
not obtain any positive reactions for blood.  

I composed the scribe sheet for the search. The following items were collected: 

1. The residence

2. Echo Dot from  room

3. Prescription medications

4. Biological samples

5. Photographs

6. Baby shoe with stain

7. Plastic storage box with stains

8. 2 iPhone boxes

9. 2 Camelback bags

10. Wallet from top of  chest of drawers

11. 2 hand saws with stains

12. Black android tablet IMEI 

13. iPad serial # 
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I left a copy of both Search Warrants and the scribe sheet on the kitchen island. I cleared the scene at 
approximately 5:30 pm. 

I later prepared Reports of Execution of Search Warrants for 20-595 & 20-596. The scribe sheet was 
entered into evidence as item #480. 

NFI / SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, February 21, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 13 
Saturday, March 14, 2020 

On Friday, February 21, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At approximately 8:45 pm, I began receiving text messages from Mrs. Landen Hoitt. Photos were taken 
of the messages and entered into evidence as item #468. The following is a synopsis of the texts.  

At approximately 8:45 pm, Mrs. Hoitt stated “Tecia said mike was dead? Prob another lie but I have not 
been able to reach him nor his sister”. The information Mrs. Hoitt received about Mike (Michael Hoitt, 
Landen’s husband) being deceased supposedly came from a reporter that Mrs. Letecia Stauch contacted. 

I conversed with Mrs. Hoitt and attempted to gather information about Mr. Hoitt’s last known location 
and contact information. She stated Mr. Hoitt was seen around her home the Friday before  went 
missing and is never in that area. Mrs. Hoitt told me Mr. Hoitt would never hurt  but would hurt 
her to get at her. Mr. Hoitt was not in jail and Mrs. Hoitt was not able to get in touch with him. I told her 
EPSO would look into the matter. 

I passed the information I learned onto Sgt. Rosario Hubbell. He informed me he would speak with FBI 
agents in South Carolina and file a missing persons case with local authorities in South Carolina if he was 
not able to locate Mr. Hoitt. (See Sgt. Hubbell’s supplement). 

I will continue to document investigative efforts completed on this case in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, February 21, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 31 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Friday, February 21, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I was in contact with  for a pretext phone call and to conduct a walk-through of his home. 
During my time in contact with  I showed him two photos which were provided to me by 
Detective Sgt. Rosario Hubbell. Sgt. Hubbell requested I show  a photo of a home that 
detectives believed was the “castle house” Mrs. Stauch had previously referred to during a pretext 
conversation as an explanation of why she and  were in the area of Highway 105 in Colorado.  

 did not recognize the home. The second photo was of a blanket that searchers found in an area 
unknown to me.  did not recognize the blanket as belonging to him.  

The two photos shown to  were placed onto a disk and entered into evidence as item # 467. 

I notified Sgt. Hubbell of  responses to the photos.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements.  

Case Status: CBA  
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/28/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Friday, February 21th, I retrieved a hard drive from Deputy Perkins at approximately 1130 hours. I 
secured this item in a temporary evidence location. I informed Detective Bauman this item would need 
follow up extraction to determine if relevant video footage could be obtained.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/25/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Friday February 21, 2020, I received a 2TB western digital purple hard drive bearing serial number: 
 This drive was retrieved from a Samsung DVR recorder at 7434 Rangewood Drive 

Colorado Springs Colorado 80920. I attempted to view the data on this drive using the DME DVR 
Examiner software. DVR Examiner did not support this video file type. I instructed the DVR examiner 
software to create a forensic image of this drive. I copied this image to a 2TB Seagate portable drive. I 
placed this drive into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under item #472. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Title: Missing Person 

Date: 02/22/2020 

This is a supplement to case number 20-1382.  

On February 22, 2020, at approximately 1554 hours, I, Sergeant Kurt Smith, contacted Tom 
Griffin of Bevel and Gardner.   

Mr. Griffin was contracted to conduct blood spatter analysis of the south east room in the 
basement of 6627 Mandan Dr.  The room was identified as belonging to  and the 
Colorado Springs Metro Crime Lab located blood spatter on the south east walls. 

Mr. Griffin agreed to conduct the work and a contract was being drafter.  The contract was later 
provided to Lt. Mitch Mihalko. 

I copied Metro Lab photos from February 5 and photos from January 29 of the bed in the room 
before it was taken as evidence.  The photos and metro crime lab report from Alyssa Berriesford 
dated February 20, 2020 were copied to a flash drive and mailed to Mr. Griffin. 

Nothing Further. 

Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, March 3, 
2020  

On Saturday, February 22, 2020, I, Detective Glenn, of the El Paso county Sheriff’s Office 
Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

I contacted Nicole Mobley via text message to find out if she was able to schedule a time to 
conduct a pretext telephone call with Letecia Stauch. Nicole indicated Letecia told her she was 
pregnant, and that Nicole was the only person who she trusted to keep that information. Nicole 
stated Letecia wanted to wait a few days to make sure Nicole did not leak the details of 
Letecia’s pregnancy on social media, which would prove her trustworthiness and allow them to 
move forward with developing a plan for creating a false police report.  

Nicole said she would update me with any new developments. 

I relayed the information to Agent Beutelschies. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, March 3, 
2020  

On Sunday, February 23, 2020, I, Detective Glenn, of the El Paso county Sheriff’s Office Criminal 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

I contacted Nicole Mobley via text message to find out if she was able to schedule a time to 
speak with Letecia. Nicole stated she had been sick all day long and did not get out of bed for 
most of the day. Nicole indicated her communication with Letecia throughout the day was 
minimal and there were no significant developments.  

I relayed the information to Agent Beutelschies and he told me he would take over the 
responsibility of keeping in contact with Nicole.   

Case status: SAO 
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On February 24, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, participated in the following investigative activities: 

At approximately 7:30 am I visited the EPSO Evidence Facility. I accessed the 2020 Nissan Altima bearing 
Colorado license plate OMW400 / VIN  which was seized under Search Warrant 
#20-603. I arranged for the Altima to be towed by Bob’s Towing to the Enterprise Rent a Car’s 
refurbishment facility at the Colorado Springs Airport,  7770 Milton E. Proby Parkway. 

FBI Special Agent Stephen DeFrance administered a “scent line-up” which was conducted by three 
separate cadaver dog teams. The dogs performed a sniff search of the Altima and four other similar 
vehicles. The identity of the target vehicle was not revealed to the dog handlers. No dog made a trained 
final indication on the target Altima. This search was conducted under the scope of Search Warrant 
20-603.

After the line-up was complete, I made arrangements for Bob’s Towing to return the Altima to the 
Evidence Facility where I secured it in the south yard. 

During the afternoon, the same three dogs performed sniff searches of the Tiguan, Jetta, Frontier, and 
Kia Rio which were at the Evidence Facility. The results were inconclusive.  

Please reference FBI case ID #7C-DN-3228727 for complete details and results of the scent line-up. 

The search of these four vehicles was done under the scope of the four following Search Warrants: 

20-614 Jetta

20-615 Kia

20-616 Frontier

20-617 Tiguan

I ensured a copy of each Search Warrant was left inside each respective vehicle. Members of the FBI’s 
Evidence Response Team collected a soil sample from the undercarriage of the Kia. I listed “soil sample” 
as an item collected on the copy of this warrant.  

I prepared Reports of Execution of Search Warrant for 20-614, 20-615, 60-616, & 20-617. 

NFI / SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 2/24/20, I, Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for this case. At 
approximately 9:53AM, Emergency Services Support Specialist, Michelle Moeller 
EID/16002 sent me the following documents via email: 

• Search Event Summary Report PDF file (beginning 1/31/20)

• Search People Activity Report PDF file

I entered the documents into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility. 

Nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #18 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Monday, February 24, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

I was informed new warrants were needed for vehicles utilized by the Stauch family to 
allow for a cadaver dog search of the vehicles to occur.  The warrants were authored. 

Volkswagen Jetta 
At approximately 11:15 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen. 
Judge Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A White VW Jetta with the license plate BUR711. Vin #  
registered to  The vehicle is located at the El Paso County 
Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility, located at 2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80906 and any cell phone or other electronic devices found therein . 

This vehicle is utilized by the Stauch family.  

At approximately 11:25 am, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 11:45 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-614. 

Kia Rio 
At approximately 11:15 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen. 
Judge Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A 2019, White Kia Rio, 4 Door, passenger vehicle, bearing Texas Plate LWH1205, VIN 
 registered to PV Holding Corporation, 17307 Pine Cut, 

Houston TX.  The vehicle is located at the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence 
Facility, located at 2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906 and any 
cell phone or other electronic devices found therein . 

 This vehicle is a rental vehicle that has been utilized by Ms. Stauch recently. 

At approximately 11:26 am, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 11:45 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   
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The warrant was assigned number20-615. 

Nissan Frontier 
At approximately 11:15 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen. 
Judge Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A 2016 Nissan Frontier registered to Mr.  The vehicle bears VIN# 
 and Alaska License plate JMZ869.  The vehicle is located at 

the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility, located at 2749 East Las Vegas 
Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906 and any cell phone or other electronic devices 
found therein. 

This vehicle is utilized by the Stauch family.  

At approximately 11:28 am, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant.  

At approximately 11:45 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-616. 

Volkswagen Tiguan 
At approximately 11:15 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen. 
Judge Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A 2019, Black Volkswagen Tiguan, utility passenger vehicle, bearing South Carolina 
Plate CYY283, VIN #  registered to Letecia Stauch, with an 
associated address of 4697 Farm Lake Drive, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579.  The 
registration showed the vehicle was assigned Colorado Temporary Tag 893377.  
The vehicle is located at the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility, located 
at 2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906 and any cell phone or 
other electronic devices found therein . 

This vehicle is registered and utilized by Ms. Stauch. 

At approximately 11:30 am, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 11:45 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-617.  

All vehicle warrants were provided to Detective Jon Price to serve. 

Starbucks Coffee Search Warrant 
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I was informed of possible video footage of Ms. Stauch’s route of travel on January 28, 2020 
located at the Starbucks Coffee at 3560 East Woodmen Road, Colorado Springs, CO.  The 
store requested we provide them with a warrant to obtain the footage. 

At approximately 11:15 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen. 
Judge Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Starbucks located at 3560 East Woodmen Road, Colorado Springs, Colorado, which 
has a red exterior. The emblem "Starbucks Coffee" and "3560" is displayed on the 
building. To include any electronic devices therin capable of storing video 
surveillance.   

At approximately 11:23 am, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 11:45 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-613.  

The warrant was served to Starbuck via their online law enforcement portal. 

Evidence 
Throughout this investigation several items sought through warrants have been returned 
and placed securely on the Investigations Server.  The following items were burned on to 
a disk and placed into evidence as follows: 

Item #453- Yahoo Returns associated to Search Warrant #20-543. 
Item #454- CDR Records for Dakota Lowry associated to Search Warrant #20-539. 
Item #455- Life360 Returns associated to Search Warrant #20-514. 
Item #456- Enterprise Returns associated to Search Warrant #20-538. 
Item #457- CDR Records for Deborah Locklear associated to Search Warrant #20-537. 
Item #458- Google Returns associated to Search Warrant #20-487. 
Item #459- Miscellaneous Google Returns. 
Item #460- Google Returns associated to Search Warrant #20-411. 
Item #461- Google Returns associated to Search Warrant #20-363. 
Item #462- Facebook Returns for the Leticia Stauch Support Group Page associated to 
Search Warrant #20-489. 
Item #463- Facebook Returns for Julie Lowry associated to Search Warrant #20-489. 
Item #464-  Dental Records obtained via waiver. 
Item #465- Avis Returns associated to Search Warrant #20-490. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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2020-00001382 (27) RoE turned in for 20-486: 

On Tuesday, February 25, 2020, at about 9:10 am, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, responded to the Clerk’s Office at 
the El Paso County Courthouse and turned in the report of execution in reference to 20-486.  I 
have attached a copy of the report to this supplement. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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On February 25, 2020, at approximately 10:05 am, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, received a phone call 
from a Jeanette Dietrich DOB of Scottsbluff, Nebraska. She called to report seeing  

 at an Arby's restaurant in Scottsbluff, NE on February 8, 2020. 

The Arby’s is at 601 W. 27th Street in Scottsbluff. Mrs. Dietrich was dining there between 1:30 and 2:00 
pm. She observed a male child who looked very similar to  This child was accompanied 
by two adults, and was causing a disturbance. He was yelling something to the effect, “Please help, they 
are going to hurt me.” The three involved persons left in a white jeep which was bearing Nebraska 
license plate 21-K173.  

The Scottsbluff Police Department was called due to the disturbance, and contacted the Jeep 
approximately one block from the restaurant. The disposition of their activities are unknown. 

Mrs. Dietrich described the female as being in her mid-thirties, unknown race. She had long, dark hair. 
Mrs. Dietrich was unable to describe the adult male accompanying the child. She could only describe the 
child as wearing blue jeans and as being similar in appearance to   

There is a manager at the Arby’s name Tara who also witnessed the incident. 

Mrs. Dietrich had no additional information. 

NFI / SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #19 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Tuesday, February 25, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Text Plus Warrant (20-642) 
At approximately 10:15 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Karla Hansen. 
Judge Hansen reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

Textplus.com, 13160 Mindanao Way Suite 217, Marina Del Ray, CA 90292 for 
accounts associated to: 

   

This account belongs to Ms. Stauch and has been used to contact individuals regarding this 
case.  

At approximately 10:22 am, Judge Hansen approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 10:28 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-642. 

As of the date of writing this supplement (3/12/2020) Textplus has not provided any 
return information. They have also been contacted several times regarding this information 
and has not returned emails or phone calls. 

Mandan Drive Warrant for Items (20-658) 
At approximately 6:00pm, I contacted the On-Call Duty Judge, Judge Robin Chittum. 
Judge Chittum reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80911, a single family residence located in 
El Paso County, State of Colorado.  This residence is a single story with an attached 
two car garage, cream color with white trim and brown bricks.  There is a pillar 
located on the west side of the front entry way with the numbers "6627" in black.   
The residence faces north and sits on the south side of the street. 

This is for further processing of the Stauch family residence.  

At approximately 6:45 pm, Judge Findorff approved and signed the warrant. 

The warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing via email by Judge 
Chittum. 
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The warrant was assigned number20-658.  

The warrant was provided to Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubble to be executed. 

Report of Execution 
The following Report of Executions are attached to this supplement for previous served 
warrants. 

- 20-613- Starbucks on Woodmen Road

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, March 10, 
2020  

On Wednesday, February 25, 2020, I, Detective David Glenn Jr., of the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO) Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case.  

At approximately 1034 hours, Amarita Yanez emailed the EPSO Tip Line indicating she had been 
in contact with Letecia Stauch and that Leteicia recently asked her to post information on social 
media in reference to this case alleging  was not  biological father. 

I contacted Amarita by telephone and scheduled an interview with her for 1100 hours on 
2/26/20 at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E Vermijo Ave, Colorado Springs, Colorado. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, February 25, 
2020  

On Tuesday, February 25, 2020, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Detective David Glenn, Jr., of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigations Division, received a FedEx overnight 
package from Detective Jamie Major of the Denver Police Department.  The package included 
two thumb drives and paperwork provided to her from Enterprise Holdings at the Denver 
International Airport.   

One thumb drive, which was blue, was tagged with Colorado Springs, indicating that it was a 
thumb drive including video surveillance evidence from the Colorado Springs Airport.  The 
other thumb drive, which was black, contained video evidence from the Denver International 
Airport.   

I entered the blue thumb drive into Evidence as Item 476; I entered the black thumb drive into 
Evidence as Item 477; I entered the paperwork into Evidence as Item 483. 

A digital scan of the paperwork is also included with this supplement. 

Deputy Rena McClelland has been tasked with reviewing the video footage from both thumb 
drives.  See her supplement for more information.   

Case status: SAO 
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Deputy Sean Donahoue 18049, El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
February 25, 2020 

In my initial case report I mentioned th mananger and the 
store manager of the Kum and Go where  was alleged to 
have been seen shortly after disappear rrative I mixed 
the two names. The correct names are, 

Store Manager - Brandee O'Neal 
Assistant Manager - Stephanie Smith 

No change to case status. 

Nothing else follows.  
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/28/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On 02/25/2020 I received a cellular search waiver signed by Nicole Mobley. I took photographs of this 
device and specifically photographs of the Text plus application. I attempted to perform a logical 
extraction of this device but was informed her phone would be needed for an interview. I stopped the 
logical extraction, and copied the files obtained to optical media. I placed these files into the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under item #478. I placed the signed waiver under item #479. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status: SAO 
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 25, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from UC Health Emergency Room, 7890 Fountain Mesa Road. The footage 
reviewed was previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility as item #342. 

UC Health is located approximately 4.2 miles from the original address of occurrence. During original 
interviews and review into the case Leticia would have been passing through this area on 1/28/2020 
around 1400 hours. The video footage collected was requested for 1/28/2020 from approximately 1345 
hours until 1445 hours. The following was observed while reviewing video footage. 

UC Health provided video footage from four cameras on the property; 
- Video titled, 13-45-00_amb, faces towards the east with a partial view of traffic passing by

on Fountain Mesa Road. The footage focuses more on the ambulance parked in the bay.

- Video titled, 13-45-00_front 1, is mounted on the north side of the building. The camera
covers view of the north side of the parking lot and a view east of some traffic on Fountain
Mesa Road.

- Video titled, 13-45-00_side 2, is mounted on the north side of the building. The camera has
a view of some traffic passing through nearby businesses and Mesa Ridge Parkway.

- Video titled, 13-45-00_side 3, is mounted on the south side of the building. The camera has
a view to the southwest. Some of the traffic passing through Walgreens is visible.

Each camera has video approximately one hour long. 

I was not able to locate any of the vehicles associated to this case passing by the area. Footage out to 
the main roadways was not clear enough to identify vehicles. I did not see any of the associated vehicles 
pass by the area of UC Health or Walgreens. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 25, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from University Village Shopping Center, 5262 N Nevada Ave. The footage 
reviewed was previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility as item #299. 

University Village is located approximately 23 miles from the original address of occurrence. During 
original interviews it was noted on 1/27/2020 at approximately 1110 hours and 1315 hours, Leticia 
Stauch was in the area of this shopping center. The video footage reviewed shows a 4- way stop inside 
of the shopping center, west of Nevada Ave and Eagle Rock Rd. Video surveillance from this area 
appears to be non-stop recording and records 24 hours a day.   

The video footage collected was requested for 1/27/2020 from approximately 1130 hours to 1340 
hours. The time stamps and dates were visible on the footage provided. The following was observed 
while reviewing video footage. 

Video one titled, 11295804, showed surveillance from 1130 hours to 1150 hours. I was not able to 
locate any people or vehicles associated to this case. 

Video two titled, 13201404, showed surveillance from 1320 hours to 1340 hours. According to the time 
stamp; at 13:27:38 hours to 13:27:52 hours, the red Nissan is seen driving through the intersection. The 
Nissan is driving east towards Nevada Ave. It is unknown who was in the vehicle.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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On February 25, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, was contacted by Detective Sergeant Rosario 
Hubbell. Reference the two CamelBack bags recovered from the hall closet at 6627 Mandan Drive, he 
directed me to have the liquid contents of each tested. He stated there is a possibility  was 
poisoned by Epsom salt and/or prescription medications dissolved in the liquid. 

I contacted the laboratories of both the Colorado Bureau of Investigation (CBI) and the Metro Crime 
Laboratory (MCL). I learned neither has the capability to test for Epsom Salt (Magnesium Sulfate). Such 
testing would require the use of a private laboratory. 

Both labs are, however, able to test for the presence of drugs. The Metro Crime Lab was able to 
complete this testing in a more timely manner than CBI, and I selected MCL to conduct the testing. I 
spoke with MCL Chemist Daniel Gammie via telephone. We discussed the purpose and reasoning behind 
this request. 

I contacted CSI Robert Zaleski via telephone. He told me the CamelBack bags have been labeled as MCL 
Evidence item #4269 SW 6-07. 

I spoke with CSI Brooke Havko, who still had custody/control of these items. She agreed to deliver them 
directly to Chemist Daniel Gammie.  

I entered a request for processing into the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS). 

NFI / SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/25/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Tuesday February 25, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, received updated information from USAA and Wells Fargo. I also got a call 
from Bank of America reference my request. I also sent a court order to Zelle (aka Early 
Warning Services).  

USAA Follow Up 

On this date I received several emails from USAA Federal Savings Bank employee Julia Pugh 
containing spreadsheet updates for transactions that occurred February 19 through 24. The 
spreadsheets identify purchases using cards *  (Letecia) and *  (  All purchases 
appear to be local (Myrtle Beach, SC), including Zaxby’s, Kroger, Panera Bread, Circle K, and 
Logan’s Roadhouse, with the exception of two purchases: one at “bigbigwig” in London, and 
one at Robeson County, NC Register of Deed Vitals. The last purchase indicates Letecia likely 
ordered two certified copies of either birth, death, or marriage records. See attachment “USAA 
Update 2-21-20,” “USAA Update 2-24-20” and “USAA Update 2-25-20.”  

Wells Fargo Follow Up 

I received updated records from Wells Fargo via email. The updated records unredacted the 
statement previously provided. The transactions that had been redacted were: 
2/11 Interest payment of 0.01 
2/11 Monthly Service Fee of $15.00 

Ending balance $1011.30 

Court Order to Zelle 

Based on the activity observed in the Wells Fargo Bank account, which I could not find mirrored 
in any other known financial accounts, I issued a court order to Zelle, which is operated by Early 
Warning Services. 

At approximately 1435 hours, I presented to the Honorable Karla Hansen in Division D of the El 
Paso County Courts a court order for the following: 

• Early Warning Services, LLC, Attn: Subpoena Processing, 16552 N 90th St,
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Scottsdale, AZ 85260, to order the production of records relating to any accounts for 
Letecia Stauch,   and all Zelle reference numbers provided 
by Wells Fargo, from 1 June 2019 to current date. 

Judge Hansen reviewed the court order and signed it without change. I also presented a request 
and order to seal the court order, signed by DA Oliver Robinson. The court order was submitted 
to the court records office, 20-650. 

Bank of America Follow Up 

I got a call from Bank of America (ph ), advising they will try to produce the 
records I requested by Friday, February 28. 

Evidence 

On this date I entered the following items into evidence: 
Item #481-CD containing USAA updates and Wells Fargo updates 

I forwarded all information to FBI Special Agent Cally Evanoff via email. 

Case Status: SAO
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Additional operational period documents. supplement below.... 

Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 2/26/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for 
this case. At approximately 10:00 AM, Emergency Services Support Specialist, Michelle 
Moeller EID/16002, responded to my office at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E 
Vermijo Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and hand-delivered the following 
documents to me: 

• Search Operation Period packets

o Operation Period 1, 1/31/20 - 49 pages (Evidence item# 493)

o Operation Period 2, 2/1/20 - 48 pages (Evidence item# 494)

o Operation Period 3, 2/2/20 - 26 pages (Evidence item# 495)

o Operation Period 4, 2/3/20 - 14 pages (Evidence item# 496)

o Operation Period 5, 2/6/20 - 38 pages (Evidence item# 497)

o Operation Period 6, 2/12/20 - 39 pages (Evidence item# 498)

o Operation Period 7, 2/13/20 - 40 pages (Evidence item# 499)

o Operation Period 8, 2/14/20 - 28 pages (Evidence item# 500)

o Operation Period 9, 2/15/20 - 27 pages (Evidence item# 501

o Operation Period 10, 2/16/20 - 24 pages (Evidence item# 502)

o Operation Period 11, 2/17/20 - 29 pages (Evidence item# 503)

On 2/27/20, Deputy R. McClellan/11022, entered the items into the EPSO evidence 
system and I placed the items into the evidence facility.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 14 
Saturday, March 14, 2020 

On Wednesday, February 26, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At approximately 11:00 am,  contacted me via telephone. She stated Letecia Stauch 
contacted her via telephone and had a 12 minute conversation with her.  told me the conversation 
was recorded (although the recording had no audio).  said during the conversation Letecia told her 
she (Letecia) needed her passport and the “bad people” had  but the “bad people” were not into 
drugs or human trafficking. Letecia said the bad people wanted her in exchange for  but would not 
provide any further details.  

 sent me six video files of the phone call. There was no audio captured of the calls. The video files 
were entered into evidence as item #513.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts completed on this case in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, March 10, 
2020  

On Thursday, February 26, 2020, I, Detective David Glenn Jr., of the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO) Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case.  

Amatrita Yanez Interview 

At approximately 1100 hours, I interviewed Amarita Yanez at the Office of the Sheriff, located 
at 27 E Vermijo Avenue in Colorado Springs, Colorado. The interview was conducted in 
Interview Room #4 which was equipped with audio and video recording equipment.  

During the interview, Amarita explained she joined a Facebook group titled, Tee Stauch Support 
Group, that was created in support of Letecia Stauch. After joining the group, Amarita began 
communicating with Letecia and maintained daily interactions with her via Facebook and 
Instagram.  

On February 25, 2020, Letecia asked Amarita to post information on Facebook indicating  
 was not  biological father and that there was a possibility  biological 

father was in the Lorson Ranch area during the time of  disappearance. Amarita said 
she was uncomfortable with following through with Letecia’s request and decided not to post 
the information.  

Amarita said she noticed a new user named Victoria Michelle who joined the Tee Stauch 
Support Group and posted the same information Letecia asked Amarita to post. Amarita later 
confirmed with the administrator of the Tee Stauch Support Group Latecia was using the 
Victoria Michelle username to interact with other users in the group.  

Amarita indicated the user, Victoria Michelle, hosted a question and answer session with other 
users while stating she was an investigator who had intimate knowledge of the investigation of 

 disappearance during the evening of February 25, 2020.  

Amarita emailed me digital screenshots of the question and answer session. I transferred the 
screenshots to a compact disc and entered them into evidence as Item #485.    

The interview in its entirety has been transcribed my the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Records 
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Section and has not been reviewed for accuracy. The transcription is attached with this 
supplement.   

I entered a compact disc containing a digital recording of my interview with Amarita into 
evidence as Item #486. 

Social Media Information 

Amarita signed a Search Waiver to allow a download of the following Facebook and Instagram 
social media accounts: 

 

I entered the original Search Waiver into evidence as Item #484. A digital copy of the waiver is 
also included with this supplement.  

Amarita consented to a digital download of her Instagram account and provided me with the 
login credentials to allow me to download the contents of that account. I transferred the digital 
contents of the download to a compact disc and entered it into evidence as Item #641.   

Amarita also provided information for the following social media accounts as they relate to the 
Tee Stauch Support Group: 

  
  

  
  

 
 

I completed two requests for preservation for the following Facebook pages: 

  

Detective Courtney McCormack completed preservation orders for the rest of the above listed 
accounts and obtained a Search Warrant for all the above listed accounts. See her supplement 
for more information. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 11 
Saturday, March 14, 2020 

On Wednesday, February 26, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At 11:29 am, I received a text message on my office issued telephone from the phone number 
 The message between myself and who I suspect to be Mrs. Stauch is below.

MS: “Are you still working  Case?” 
JB: “Who is this” 
MS: “I want to help. I did not do anything wrong and don’t want to be treated like a criminal anymore 
because no negligence has happened on my part. I also need my passport/bag to help. I know passport 
sounds crazy but trust me I could another one but why spend money when I have one in my bag that 
ElPaso has. Think on it and let me know.” 

The text message was entered into evidence as item # 514. 

I will continue to document investigative measures that were conducted concerning this case in additional 
supplements.  

Case Status: CBA 
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Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 2/26/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for 
this case. At approximately 2:30 PM, Reserve Deputy John Zachman/P1702, 
responded to my office at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E Vermijo Avenue, 
Colorado Springs, Colorado, and hand-delivered the following documents to me: 

• Search Waivers for the following addresses:

o 18510 Peaceful Pines

o 18590 Peaceful Pines

o 18620 Peaceful Pines

o 18595 Peaceful Pines

o 18670 Peaceful Pines

o 18750 Peaceful Pines

o 1705 Trumpeters Court

o 18065 Saddlewood Road

All addresses are in unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado. For additional 
information, refer to Reserve Deputy Zachman.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: March 9, 2020 

On February 26, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division received a Radio Engineering Industries (REI) school bus dvr hard drive which 
had been provided by Eric Lance, Operations Manager at Widefield School District 3.  Mr. Lance 
advised he had been unable to obtain the data requested from the device.   

I attempted, unsuccessfully, to obtain the data requested from the device using Magnet Axiom Software, 
DME Forensics DVR Examiner Software, FTK Imager Software, and software provided by the 
manufacturer, indicating the drive could possibly be corrupted or configured incorrectly.  A forensic 
image of the drive was placed into evidence under item #608 and the drive was returned to Widefield 
School District 3.     

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/27/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On Thursday, February 26th, I submitted preservations requests to AT&T, Verizon, Sprint, and T-mobile. 
Copies of these preservations are attached to this report. Requests were submitted via fax on 2/26/2020 
for a period of 90 days.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status :SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 2/26/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for 
this case. At approximately 10:00 AM, Emergency Services Support Specialist, Michelle 
Moeller EID/16002, responded to my office at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E 
Vermijo Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and hand-delivered the following item to 
me: 

• Lexar brand thumb drive, containing photos of Multi Mission Aircraft
footage (conducted on 2/1/20) - Evidence item# 516

I placed the item into the EPSO evidence facility. 

Nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: SAO 
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Additional operational period packets..See previous supplements: 

Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 2/26/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for 
this case. At approximately 10:00 AM, Emergency Services Support Specialist, Michelle 
Moeller EID/16002, responded to my office at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E 
Vermijo Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and hand-delivered the following 
documents to me: 

• Search Operation Period packets

o Operation Period 1, 1/31/20 - 49 pages (Evidence item# 493)

o Operation Period 2, 2/1/20 - 48 pages (Evidence item# 494)

o Operation Period 3, 2/2/20 - 26 pages (Evidence item# 495)

o Operation Period 4, 2/3/20 - 14 pages (Evidence item# 496)

o Operation Period 5, 2/6/20 - 38 pages (Evidence item# 497)

o Operation Period 6, 2/12/20 - 39 pages (Evidence item# 498)

o Operation Period 7, 2/13/20 - 40 pages (Evidence item# 499)

o Operation Period 8, 2/14/20 - 28 pages (Evidence item# 500)

o Operation Period 9, 2/15/20 - 27 pages (Evidence item# 501

o Operation Period 10, 2/16/20 - 24 pages (Evidence item# 502)

o Operation Period 11, 2/17/20 - 29 pages (Evidence item# 503)

On 2/27/20, Deputy R. McClellan/11022, entered the items into the EPSO evidence 
system and I placed the items into the evidence facility.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Additional operational period packets..See previous supplements: 

Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 2/26/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for 
this case. At approximately 10:00 AM, Emergency Services Support Specialist, Michelle 
Moeller EID/16002, responded to my office at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E 
Vermijo Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and hand-delivered the following 
documents to me: 

• Search Operation Period packets

o Operation Period 1, 1/31/20 - 49 pages (Evidence item# 493)

o Operation Period 2, 2/1/20 - 48 pages (Evidence item# 494)

o Operation Period 3, 2/2/20 - 26 pages (Evidence item# 495)

o Operation Period 4, 2/3/20 - 14 pages (Evidence item# 496)

o Operation Period 5, 2/6/20 - 38 pages (Evidence item# 497)

o Operation Period 6, 2/12/20 - 39 pages (Evidence item# 498)

o Operation Period 7, 2/13/20 - 40 pages (Evidence item# 499)

o Operation Period 8, 2/14/20 - 28 pages (Evidence item# 500)

o Operation Period 9, 2/15/20 - 27 pages (Evidence item# 501

o Operation Period 10, 2/16/20 - 24 pages (Evidence item# 502)

o Operation Period 11, 2/17/20 - 29 pages (Evidence item# 503)

On 2/27/20, Deputy R. McClellan/11022, entered the items into the EPSO evidence 
system and I placed the items into the evidence facility.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 2/26/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for 
this case. At approximately 10:00 AM, Emergency Services Support Specialist, Michelle 
Moeller EID/16002, responded to my office at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E 
Vermijo Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and hand-delivered the following 
documents to me: 

• Search Operation Period packets

o Operation Period 1, 1/31/20 - 49 pages (Evidence item# 493)

o Operation Period 2, 2/1/20 - 48 pages (Evidence item# 494)

o Operation Period 3, 2/2/20 - 26 pages (Evidence item# 495)

o Operation Period 4, 2/3/20 - 14 pages (Evidence item# 496)

o Operation Period 5, 2/6/20 - 38 pages (Evidence item# 497)

o Operation Period 6, 2/12/20 - 39 pages (Evidence item# 498)

o Operation Period 7, 2/13/20 - 40 pages (Evidence item# 499)

o Operation Period 8, 2/14/20 - 28 pages (Evidence item# 500)

o Operation Period 9, 2/15/20 - 27 pages (Evidence item# 501

o Operation Period 10, 2/16/20 - 24 pages (Evidence item# 502)

o Operation Period 11, 2/17/20 - 29 pages (Evidence item# 503)

On 2/27/20, Deputy R. McClellan/11022, entered the items into the EPSO evidence 
system and I placed the items into the evidence facility.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Additional operational period packets..See previous supplements: 

Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 2/26/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for 
this case. At approximately 10:00 AM, Emergency Services Support Specialist, Michelle 
Moeller EID/16002, responded to my office at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E 
Vermijo Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and hand-delivered the following 
documents to me: 

• Search Operation Period packets

o Operation Period 1, 1/31/20 - 49 pages (Evidence item# 493)

o Operation Period 2, 2/1/20 - 48 pages (Evidence item# 494)

o Operation Period 3, 2/2/20 - 26 pages (Evidence item# 495)

o Operation Period 4, 2/3/20 - 14 pages (Evidence item# 496)

o Operation Period 5, 2/6/20 - 38 pages (Evidence item# 497)

o Operation Period 6, 2/12/20 - 39 pages (Evidence item# 498)

o Operation Period 7, 2/13/20 - 40 pages (Evidence item# 499)

o Operation Period 8, 2/14/20 - 28 pages (Evidence item# 500)

o Operation Period 9, 2/15/20 - 27 pages (Evidence item# 501

o Operation Period 10, 2/16/20 - 24 pages (Evidence item# 502)

o Operation Period 11, 2/17/20 - 29 pages (Evidence item# 503)

On 2/27/20, Deputy R. McClellan/11022, entered the items into the EPSO evidence 
system and I placed the items into the evidence facility.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 26, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I reviewed video footage from Enterprise Rent A Car related to a missing person case originally 
taken at 6627 Mandan Drive on 1/27/2020 located in unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado. The 
footage reviewed was previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Evidence Facility as item #476 and #477. 

I reviewed video footage from Enterprise; 421 N Chelton Road Colorado Springs 80909. Enterprise, 
24530 E 78th Ave Denver 80249. These Enterprise locations are associated to and located by Colorado 
Springs intersection Platte Ave and Chelton Rd and Denver International Airport. 

The following was seen while reviewing footage from Denver Enterprise; 

Video was provided on 1/30/2020 per the timestamps at approximately 10:55:55 through 
11:11:30 for the entry line. This video shows several people waiting in line and at the counter renting 
vehicles. At approximately 10:56:16 hours, family members of Leticia Stauch are seen getting into line. 
Her mother and brother were identified as renting the vehicle. Her mother was seen wearing a black 
jacket, grey and black shirt, a scarf and glasses. Her brother was seen wearing a black Columbia hat, 
black shirt, and tan jacket. 

At 11:05:13 hours, one of the females is seen walking up to the desk to rent the vehicle, Leticia’s 
brother is in the background on the phone, and a third female wearing a grey jacket, jeans with black 
hair sits by the brother. 

At 11:11:16 hours, all three of them are seen walking outside. 

At approximately 11:18:40 hours, the vehicle that was rented is seen leaving the exit booth of 
the Enterprise. A silver Nissan sedan displaying Colorado plate OMW400, exits the parking lot. The 
vehicle was occupied by three people. 

On 2/1/2020 at approximately 13:09:30 hours, the Nissan is seen being returned to Denver 
International Airport. The vehicle was occupied by Leticia’s brother, her mother and another female. 
After dropping off the vehicle all three of them are seen walking towards the bus and getting on the bus 
around 13:17 hours. The following items and luggage’s were seen coming out of the vehicle and going 
onto the bus; one white purse, one red roller suitcase, one roller pink suitcase, one white and gray 
purse, and one small brown roller luggage. All of these items appeared to be the same as the luggage 
that flew with the individuals into DIA. 

The following was seen while reviewing footage from Colorado Springs Enterprise. Video footage 
provided from this location did not have associated time stamps; 

At an unknown time, the Nissan rented in Denver is seen pulling into the parking lot of 
Enterprise. The family members from DIA, Leticia Stauch, and  are seen getting out of the 
Nissan. 

At an unknown time, all of the family members are seen walking into the lobby of Enterprise in 
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different groups. 

At an unknown time, some of the family members are seen leaving in the Nissan and others 
remain behind renting a white sprinter van. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 26, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from 6691 Mandan Drive. The footage reviewed was previously collected for 
evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as item #346. 

6691 Mandan Drive is located approximately 6 houses to the west, on the same side of the street as the 
original address of occurrence. This residence has a camera mounted above the garage and a doorbell 
camera through Vivint. Five video clips were provided from this residence. The cameras to this residence 
are motion sensored and do not record all the time. 

- Video one titled, Driveway Camera 20200127 1515, is mounted above the garage and has
views of addresses to the east and across the street. This video was 5 minutes long and dig
not provided any new information or movement from the original address of occurrence.

- The remaining four videos were approximately 30 second video clips from the doorbell. The
view from this camera shows the front door and a couple houses across the street. Nothing
was located in any of these clips with information in reference to the original address.

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/26/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday February 26, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, met with several other detectives currently assigned follow up tasks with this 
case. I learned that information relating to Letecia’s use of  phone was important to the 
case. I had previously spoken to Leslie Hicks with Academy School District 20, who had 
unwittingly told me she called  phone number , because Letecia had 
given it to her as an employment reference, allegedly for a Connie Huddle. However, when Ms. 
Hicks called the number, she saw the caller ID come up as “  and heard children 
in the background. She asked if she was speaking to Letecia and the female speaking to her 
pretended to be “Connie” and quickly made an excuse to hang up. I did further research into this 
contact. 

Research into  Phone Records 

I reviewed  Cellebrite report and noted that there were no incoming or outgoing calls 
captured after 12/16/2019. This is likely indicative of information having been manually deleted. 

I then checked the records received from AT&T reference search warrant 20-456, which 
requested records relating to phone numbers: 

     and

I searched the documents provided for voice calls relating to  phone number, ending 
. I found the following calls from Leslie Hicks  recorded for

 phone number:
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Page 3232 of ReportAU_2910622.pdf, showing voice calls for  

There were six total calls between the two numbers, between January 13 and 15, with no other 
inbound or outbound calls in between. The only call that appears to have connected was on 
January 14 at 2022 hours. The call duration lasted 69 seconds and happened at GPS coordinates 
38.7361, -104.6803, which is in the area of Mandan Drive. 

I forwarded this information to Colorado Springs Police Department Detective Kevin Clark via 
email. 

Case Status: SAO
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 02/20/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Thursday February 20, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, received updates from USAA and American Express. I forwarded this 
information to the FBI. I also noticed the video Michelle Fox sent me on February 16 did not 
download properly onto the disc I placed in evidence, so I re-entered the videos. 

USAA Follow Up 

On this date I received an email from USAA Federal Savings Bank employee Julia Pugh 
containing a spreadsheet update for transactions that occurred February 18 and 19. The 
spreadsheet identifies purchases using cards *  (Letecia) and *  (  All purchases 
appear to be local (Myrtle Beach, SC), including Zaxby’s, Home Depot, and Circle K. See 
attachment “USAA Update 2-20-20.”  

American Express Follow Up 

I received call from Jason Reynolds with American Express. He asked if I had received follow 
up regarding my court order request yet. I told him I had not, and, in fact, did not have anything 
in writing from American Express yet. I asked if he could email me a spreadsheet for the 
authorizations he had explained over the phone (1/26 onward). I told him I had mailed my most 
recent court order (signed February 11) to the subpoena processing company Datamark, and that 
he also told me he had forwarded it internally when I emailed it to him the same day.  

I later received an email from Mr. Reynolds with authorizations from January 26 through the 
current date. The email contained the following data: 
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AMERICAN EXPRESS CHARGE SUMMARY {CARDMEMBER) 
CM: 379one 327five 962 oneOOO SE NUMBER: 
DATE TIME SE NAME LOCATION MODE AMOUNT RESOLUTION 

- 02/07 07:35 BUDGET TRUCK RENT VA KEYED 190 d DECLINED 
- 02/02 18:38 CANDLEWOOD SUITES TX CHPSIG 25 * APPROVED
- 02/02 17:30 WALMART SUPERCENT TX CHPSIG 4 * APPROVED
- 02/02 17:26 WALMART SU PERCENT TX CHPSIG 309 * APPROVEtj
- 02/01 19:30 GRUBHUB/SEAMLESS IL KEYED 25 * APPROVED 
- 02/01 18:49 CANDLEWOOD SUITES TX KEYED 91 * APPROVED
- 02/01 08:17 BUDGET TRUCK RENT VA SWIPED 679 * APPROVED 
- 01/31 17:43 STARBUCKS CO CHPSIG 5 * APPROVED 
- 01/15 18:32 NATIONAL CAR RENT CO KEYED 70 * APPROVED 
- 01/15 14:49 DELTA AIR LINES GA KEYED 5 * APPROVED 
- 01/06 21:20 SAFEWAY CO CHPSIG 30 * APPROVED 
- 12/11 14:03 MIKE MAROONE VW N CO KEYED 56 * APPROVED
- 12/04 17:19 DEL TA AIR LINES GA KEYED 9 * APPROVED 
- 12/04 15:13 GORDON BIERSCH BR GA SWIPED 46 * APPROVED 
- 12/04 11:46 GOGOAIR.COM IN FL CO KEYED 16 * APPROVED 
- 12/03 11:13 RICOH RMS ROSEN FL CHPSIG 5 * APPROVED 
- 12/03 10:43 ROSEN CENTRE HOTE FL CHPSIG 7 * APPROVED 

CM: 379 two7one4 0664 two009 SE NUMBER: 
DATE TIME SE NAME LOCATION AMOUNT RESOLUTION 

- 02/13 01:36 PLATEPASS/VIOLOGI AZ KEYED 27 d DECLINED 
- 02/13 01:36 ATS CAR RENTAL TO AZ KEYED 27 d DECLINED 
- 02/09 15:15 DOLLAR GENERAL 12 SC CHPSIG 30 * APPROVED 
- 02/08 17:53 PANE RA BREAD SC KEYED 9 * APPROVED 
- 02/08 17:48 MOD PIZZA SC KEYED 9 * APPROVED 
- 02/08 12:39 AT&T DJ55 SC CHPSIG 249 * APPROVED 
- 02/08 10:37 CHICK-FIL-A SC SWIPED 9 * APPROVED 
- 02/07 15:20 HIBACHI 88 SC CHPSIG 19 * APPROVED 
- 02/07 07:36 BUDGET TRUCK RENT VA KEYED 190 * APPROVED 
- 02/06 07:10 BP PRODUCTS NA SC SWIPED 12 * APPROVED 
- 02/03 23:22 CANDLEWOOD SUITES FL CHPSIG 106 * APPROVED 
- 02/01 08:17 BUDGET TRUCK RENT VAM SWIPED 679 d DECLINED 
- 01/31 18:16 PETCO co CHPSIG 32 * APPROVED EPC SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
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The transactions indicated recent payments for AT&T phone service, stays at the Candlewood 
Suites in both Florida and Texas, and vehicle rentals with Budget and ATS Car Rental. There 
was also a large purchase at Wal-Mart in Texas (over $300).  

Evidence 

On this date I entered the following items into evidence: 
Item #441-CD containing USAA update and American Express authorizations email 
Item #442-CD containing video of Michelle Fox talking with Letecia Stauch on 2-16-20 

I forwarded the updated financial data to FBI Special Agent Cally Evanoff via email. 

Case Status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/27/20 at approximately 1230 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), spoke with Detective Bethel/07088, who provided a waiver for a white iPhone belonging 
to  

Cellebrite of  iPhone 

The iPhone 8 (S/N  was in a black wallet-style case, and there was no damage to the 
screen. 

Detective Bethel provided an unlock PIN code of  which successfully unlocked the device. I 
connected the device to a Cellebrite Touch 2, and initiated a partial logical filesystem extraction, which 
completed successfully. 

Since the emails did not appear to copy over from the device, I completed a manual extraction of the 
Mail application inbox, as well as any emails between  and Letecia Stauch while keeping the device 
offline. 

Evidence 

I later provided a working copy of the Cellebrite data to Detective Bethel, and entered another copy into 
evidence, identified as item 585, which also included photographs of the device and emails. 

I later entered the original waiver into evidence, identified as item 586. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, February 27, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 32 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Thursday, February 27, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

Sgt. Hubbell contacted Detective Mark Riley and I and informed us EPSO would be releasing the house 
and its contents to  The home was previously seized by EPSO and the locks were changed on 
the house. Sgt. Hubbell retained the keys to the home.  

Sgt. Hubbell provided Detective Riley and I with the keys to the home and requested we change the lock 
on the front door to the home back to the lock that was previously there.  

Detective Riley and I responded to the home at approximately 12:00 pm. We changed the lock on the 
front door and replaced it with the lock  had a key to. While we were in the home Detective 
Riley and I photographed the upstairs and kitchen area and I collected a steak knife from the knife block 
in the kitchen that was missing a knife from it.  

The photos were placed into evidence as item # 511 and the knife was entered into evidence as item # 
491. A scribe sheet was completed for the collection of these items (executed under search warrant
20-596). The scribe sheet was entered into evidence as item # 512.

 was contacted and informed he could return to his home.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On February 27, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, 
Colorado. Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I reviewed video footage from neighbors’ residential cameras related to a missing person case 
originally taken at 6627 Mandan Drive on 1/27/2020 located in unincorporated El Paso County, 
Colorado. The footage reviewed was previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as item #372. 

I reviewed video footage from a Vivint camera system belonging to 9505 Rubicon Drive. This address is 
located approximately 0.4 miles from the original address of occurrence. The Vivint camera from this 
residence appeared to be mounted to an area above the garage. The camera looks over the driveway, 
facing north and has views of surrounding residences. This residence is closest to the intersection of 
Mandan Drive and Rubicon Drive. The camera system is not a non-stop recording system, the camera is 
activated off a motion sensor.  

The video clips do not have associated dates and time stamps. There were 41 video clips provided from 
this residence. Each video clip was approximately 15 seconds to 1 minute each. The sensor to this 
camera covers motion to the residence and driveway only. There were no suspicious people or vehicles 
identified thought any of these video clips. Vehicles associated to  or  were not 
seen. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 04/09/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 02/27/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

Detective Bethel and I responded to 6627 Mandan Drive to change the locks on the home back 
to the original locks and collect a kitchen knife. 

In my initial supplemental report, I mistakenly documented this was done under a Search 
waiver by    

I was incorrect that the knife was taken under a waiver, as it was seized under search warrant 
20-596.

Case Status: SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/17/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 02/27/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

Detective Bethel and I responded to 6627 Mandan Drive to change the locks on the home back 
to the original locks and collect a kitchen knife via waiver from  

A copy of the waiver is included with this report. 

Photographs were taken of the knife prior to collection.  The photos were later placed into the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under Item #636.  The knife was placed under 
Item #491. 

Copies of the evidence invoices are included with this report. 

The house was returned to the custody of  after the collection of the knife and the 
changing of the locks. 

At approximately 5:15 p.m., I received a telephone call from   I was told his 
daughter  had found  phone.   

Arrangements were made for Detective J. Price to retrieve the phone from  

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, March 3, 
2020  

On Friday, February 28, 2020, at approximately 1100 hours, I, Detective Glenn, of the El Paso 
county Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

I accompanied FBI Special Agent Beutelschies to meet Nicole Mobley at Starbuck’s Coffee, 
located at 6845 Mesa Ridge Parkway, in Fountain, Colorado, to pick up her cell phone so it 
could be downloaded by the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Digital Forensics Unit.  

Nicole said she had been in regular contact with Letecia Stauch through her textPlus app but 
the conversations were very brief and Letecia did not bring up anything about creating a false 
police report again.  

Nicole signed another Search Waiver for her phone. 

I gave the Search Waiver and the phone to Detective Robert Sirois, who completed the digital 
download of the telephone.  

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Friday, March 13, 2020 

On Friday, February 28, 2020, I, Detective David Glenn, Jr., with the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Criminal Investigations Division conducted follow up on this case. Detective Sergeant 
Rosario Hubbell directed Detective Jon Price and I to 6627 Mandan Drive to search for any large 
bathroom towels that may be bloodstained. Specifically, we were to search for a white or 
light-colored towel that may be bloodstained. Additionally, we were directed to determine if 
there was a presence of human blood on the exterior of a Tide liquid laundry detergent bottle 
in the laundry room. 

At approximately 1309 ours, we picked up  at Jackson’s Auto, located at 411 Royalty 
Place in Fountain, Colorado.  

At approximately 1325 hours, we arrived at 6627 Mandan Drive with  Upon arrival, Detective 
Price obtained a signed Search Waiver for the residence from  I asked  where the bathroom 
towels were kept inside the house and he stated they were always folded and placed under the 
sink inside each bathroom cabinet throughout the house.  indicated there were three 
bathrooms throughout the house, two upstairs and another bathroom downstairs in the 
basement.  

At approximately 1331 hours, I began photographing the house, including the laundry room, 
Tide bottle, and interiors of all bathroom cabinets in the house. I searched all the bathroom 
cabinets throughout the house and found one folded white towel in a stack of multicolored 
folded towels in the master bathroom. I inspected the towel but did not see any bloodstains. I 
laid the towel across the bathroom floor and photographed both sides of the towel. There were 
no other white or light-colored towels inside the residence.  

At approximately 1353 hours, Detective Price indicated he completed the Blue Star 
presumptive kits and determined there was no presence of blood on the exterior of the Tide 
bottle.  Both kits showed a negative result for blood. I photographed the test results. 

At approximately 1356 hours, we left the house. 

At approximately 1410 hours, we dropped  off at the Colorado Springs Airport. 

I transferred the digital photographs to a compact disc and entered them into evidence as Item 
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#531. 

I entered the original Search Waiver into evidence as Item #533. I attached a digital scan of the 
Search Waiver to this supplement.  

Case status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 2/28/20 at approximately 1530 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), spoke with Detective Glenn/13076, who provided a waiver for a black Samsung Galaxy 
S10 belonging to Nicole Mobley. 

Cellebrite of Nicole Mobley’s iPhone 

The Samsung Galaxy S10 (Apple ID  was in a black case, and there was no damage to 
the screen. 

The device was not locked by any type of security. I connected the device to a Cellebrite Touch 2, and 
initiated an advanced logical filesystem extraction, which completed successfully. 

Since no TextPlus applications data appeared to be parsed by Cellebrite, I completed a manual 
extraction of the TextPlus message thread with “Barbie Girl”. 

Evidence 

I later provided a working copy of the Cellebrite data to Detective Glenn, and entered another copy into 
evidence, identified as item 587, which also included photographs of the device and emails. 

I later entered the original waiver into evidence, identified as item 588. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, February 28, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 24 
Sunday, March 22, 2020 

On Friday, February 28, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

At approximately 4:57 pm, I spoke with Courtnee’ Devine, DOB:  via telephone. Mrs. Devine is 
 school counselor. The phone call was recorded and placed into evidence as item # 515. The 

following is a summary of the phone call and should not be considered a verbatim transcription. 

Mrs. Devine reported she wanted to let me know about a conversation she had with   on 
Thursday, February 27, 2020. Mrs. Devine said  told her how she moved into a new apartment with 
her dad but not her stepmom. Mrs. Devine said when  mentioned her stepmom she put two thumbs 
down.  told Mrs. Devine her stepmom made  disappear.  said her stepmom said she 
took him out with the carpet. Mrs. Devine said she did not know what that meant and changed the subject. 
Mrs. Devine felt this statement from  was odd. Mrs. Devine did mention she believed  has 
overheard her parents talking.  

 The conversation concluded.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, February 28, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 33 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Friday, February 28, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I prepared an arrest warrant for Mrs. Letecia Stauch, DOB:  with the assistance of Special Agent 
Andrew Cohen of the FBI. Many detectives, FBI agents and other specialists were involved in the 
investigation and the collection of factual evidence which in turn supported the violation of the following 
Colorado Revised Statutes: 

18-3-102 (1) (f) Murder in the First Degree- Child Under Twelve- Position of Trust

18-6-401 (1) (a), (7) (A) (I) Child Abuse Resulting in Death

18-8-610.5 Tampering with a Deceased Human Body

18-8-610 (1) (a) Tampering with Physical Evidence

At approximately 1:26 pm, the Honorable Judge Ann Rotolo administered the Oath of Affirmation to me 
and signed the arrest warrant after she reviewed it. The warrant was sealed by DDA Michael Allen.  

I retained the original warrant and provided it to Sgt. Hubbell to be entered into NCIC/CCIC and filed 
with the El Paso County Court House on Monday, March 2, 2020, the date planned for Mrs. Stauch’s 
arrest in Myrtle Beach, SC.   

The sealed arrest warrant is attached to this supplement. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case: 20-1382 

Date 02/28/2020 

Detective S. Hare #11014 

On 02/28/2020 I received a cellular search waiver signed by  for a white Iphone belonging to 
 A search warrant of this device will be conducted at a later date. I placed the waiver 

into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under item # 523. 

I secured the device in a temporary storage location and ensured the phone had a factory issued 
charging cable attached.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case status: SAO 
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Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell EID 07050 
Supplement to case 2020-00001382 
Missing Person  

On Friday, February 28, 2020,I, Detective Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell of the El Paso County Sheriff's 
Investigations Division Major Crimes Unit, conducted follow up on case 2020-00001382. 

Initial Brief 
At approximately 12:30PM, I received a phone call from dispatch. They wanted to know if they could 
transfer a  who was identifying himself as  Grandfather. I told them to transfer 

 and I would speak with him. 

 
 wanted me to know that two days ago he was contacted by an anonymous male. The male 

party asked, “Is this   replied, “Who’s asking?” The male party then told  
he could find his grandson at 39 Calumet “P”, “L”,  said he believed the “P”, “L” meant 
“Place”.   said he believed it was a crank call but then the male party told him that  
was aware of this information.  said he tried to get a hold of someone at the Sherrif’s office 
earlier, but no one returned his call. 

Investigative steps 
A google search provided the following locations where 39 Calumet Place exists. 

Buffalo, NY;  
San Antonio , TX;  
Mississauga, ON (Canada); 
Greensboro, NC and  
Beavercreek, OH.   

I found no matching address for 39 Calumet Place in Colorado Springs, or El Paso County.  
I then conducted a search on Geographic.org/streetview and listed all the street names for Colorado 
Springs. I did not locate a Calumet on the list of Street names for Colorado Springs.  Below are the 
listed street names for Colorado Springs that begin with the letter “C”. 

• C Cir

• Cabana Cir

• Cabin Creek Dr

• Cabin Hill Ln

• Cabin Ridge Drive

• Cabrillo Circle

• Cabriolet Dr

• Cache Drive
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• Cactus Dr

• Cactus Hill Lane

• Cactus Hill Ln

• Caddie Ct

• Caddy Point

• Cade Ct

• Cadillac Ave

• Cairngorm Way

• Caithness Pl

• Calabash Rd

• Calamity Jane Lane

• Calaveras Way

• Caldera Dr

• Calderwood Place

• Calhoon Ct

• Calico Court

• Calico Pass Court

• Calico Patch Heights

• California Dr

• Calistoga Dr

• Calle Corvo

• Calle De Oro

• Calle De Seville

• Calle Del Fuente

• Calle Rojo Drive
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• Calliope Court

• Calloway Court

• Calvert Ave

• Calverton Pi

• Calypso Drive

• Camas Ct

• Cambria Ct

• Cambria Pl

• Cambridge Avenue

• Cambridge Ct

• Camel Drivers Ln

• Camel Grove

• Camel Rock View

• Camelot Court

• Camels Ridge Lane

• Camels View

• Cameo Way

• Camfield Circle

• Camino Court

• Camp Robber Court

• Campbell Rd

• Campfire Court

• Campglen Drive

• Camphor Ln

• Campstool Dr
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• Campus Bluffs Court

• Campus Dr

• Camrose Court

• Canada Dr

• Canadian Rose View

• Canal Point

• Canary Circle

• Cancun Court

• Candea Ct

• Candleflower Cir

• Candlewood Ct

• Candon Drive

• Candytuft Terrace

• Canis Ln

• Canoe Creek Dr

• Canoe Creek Dr S

• Canonwood Road - Pike National Forest

• Canopus Drive

• Canopy Court

• Canticle Heights

• Cantle Point

• Canton Ln

• Cantrell Drive

• Cantwell Grove

• Canvasback Court
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• Canyon Creek Point

• Canyon Crest Loop

• Canyon Meadows View

• Canyon Oak Drive

• Canyon Reserve Heights

• Canyon Springs Pl

• Canyon Wren Lane

• Canyons Edge Dr

• Cap Rock Way

• Cape Pine Way

• Cape Romain Dr

• Capewood Ct

• Capistrano Point

• Capital Drive

• Capra Way

• Caprice Court

• Capricorn Ct

• Capstan Way

• Capstone Court

• Capulin Drive

• Caravan Court

• Caravel Dr

• Cardiff Cir

• Cardigan Dr

• Cardinal Street
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• Carefree Cir S

• Carefree Circle West

• Carefree Place

• Caribbean Point

• Carina View

• Carlisle Street

• Carlsbad Dr

• Carlson Drive

• Carmel Circle

• Carmel Ct

• Carmel Dr

• Carmine Ct

• Carnoustie Court

• Carolyn Dr

• Carousel Ln

• Carraway Ct

• Carriage Creek Point

• Carriage Horse Dr

• Carriage House View

• Carriage Manor Point

• Carrol Lakes Road - Pike National Forest

• Carroll Lakes Rd - Pike National Forest

• Carved Terrace

• Carver Ln

• Casa Grande Ct
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• Casa Sierra Point

• Cascade Court

• Cascade Creek View

• Cascade Falls Point

• Cascade Ln

• Casden Cir

• Casey Lane

• Casper Court

• Cassidy St

• Cassina Drive

• Casson Court

• Castellon Drive

• Castilian Villas Point

• Castle Hills Place

• Castle Rd

• Castle Rock Court

• Castledown Rd

• Castlegate Ct

• Castlepoint Drive

• Castlewood Ln

• Casual Drive

• Catalina Court

• Catalina Drive

• Catalina Place

• Catalpa Drive
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• Cathedral Spires Drive - Pike National Forest

• Cather Ave

• Cather Cir

• Cather Ct

• Catherwood Drive

• Catskill Lane

• Cattle Drive

• Cattleman's Trail

• Cavalier Court

• Cavalry Point

• Cavendish Dr

• Cavern Ridge Rd - Pike National Forest

• Caviar Court

• Caviou Place

• Cedar Creek View

• Cedar Heights Drive - Pike National Forest

• Cedar Ridge Court

• Cedar Ridge Dr

• Cedar Ridge Ln

• Cedar Valley Ln

• Cedarhurst Way

• Cedarlawn Drive

• Cedarmere Drive

• Cedarstone Lane

• Cedarville Way
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• Cedarwood Cir

• Celestial Ln

• Cenotaph Cir

• Cenotaph Way

• Census Drive

• Centauri Rd

• Centennial Boulevard

• Centennial Glen Drive

• Centennial Mesa View

• Center Park Drive

• Center Street

• Centerville Dr

• Centre Circle

• Centre Ln

• Century St

• Century Street

• Ceresa Ln

• Cerrito Point

• Chaco Cir

• Chad Ct

• Chadwick Dr

• Chain Dr

• Chaise Dr

• Challenger Avenue

• Chalmers Rd
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• Chama Ct

• Chamberlin Ave

• Chamberlin Pl

• Chamberlin South

• Chamberlin South Court

• Chambers Cir

• Chambers Street

• Chambers Way

• Chambrey Ct

• Champagne Drive

• Champions View

• Championship View

• Chancellor Drive

• Chanda Heights

• Channassen Lane

• Channel Dr

• Channing Pl

• Chantilly Place

• Chantrey Court

• Chaparral Rd

• Chapel Hills Drive

• Chapel Lane

• Chapel Ridge Dr

• Chapel Square Court

• Chapel Square Ct
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• Chapman Dr

• Chapman Ln

• Charing Court

• Charity Drive

• Charles Grove

• Charleston Drive

• Charlois Court

• Charlotte Pkwy

• Charlottesville Drive

• Charmwood Drive

• Charro Dr

• Charter Drive

• Chartwell View

• Charwood Lane

• Chase Lane

• Chase Point Circle

• Chaseglen Drive

• Chasewood Loop

• Chasm Place

• Chataway Court

• Chateau Ct

• Chateau Point Court

• Chatfield Drive

• Chatham Dr

• Chaucer Court
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• Chautauqua Drive

• Cheerful Road

• Chelmsford St

• Chelsea Court

• Chelsea Village Heights

• Chelton Cir

• Chelton Dr

• Chelton Loop N

• Chelton Loop S

• Chenango Drive

• Chenoa Ct

• Cherokee Drive

• Cherokee Park Pl

• Cherokee St

• Cherry Crossing Drive

• Cherry Hills Place

• Cherry Hills Way

• Cherry Oak Court

• Cherry Oak Ct

• Cherry Plum Drive

• Cherry Springs Drive

• Cherry Stage Road

• Cherry Vista Court

• Cherrystone Way - Pike National Forest

• Cherryvale Drive
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• Cherrywood Drive

• Chesham Circle

• Cheshire Ct

• Chesterfield Ct

• Chesterfield Street

• Chestnut Glen Ln

• Chestnut Moon Dr

• Chetwood Drive

• Cheyenne Ave

• Cheyenne Boulevard

• Cheyenne Mountain Blvd

• Cheyenne Mountain Highway

• Cheyenne Mountain Zoo Road

• Cheyenne Summer View

• Cheyenne Villas Point

• Chickweed Drive

• Chico Circle

• Chicora Dr

• Chicory Ct

• Chieftan Drive

• Childe Dr

• Chilson Lane

• Chimayo Dr

• Chimney Gulch Way

• Chimney Rock Lane - Pike National Forest
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• Chimney Terrace

• Chinawood Court

• Chipmunk Lane

• Chippewa Ct

• Chippewa Road

• Chirgiton Road

• Chiricahua Dr

• Chiricahua Loop

• Chisman Ln

• Chivalry Drive

• Chloe Lane

• Chokecherry Dr

• Cholla Court

• Chorus Heights

• Christa Court

• Christian Heights

• Christopher Terrace

• Christy Court

• Christy Heights

• Chromium Dr

• Chuchwagon Road

• Chuckwagon Road

• Chukar Trail

• Churchill Court

• Churchill Place
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• Churchwood Cir

• Chutney Court

• Cianco Ln

• Cibola Dr

• Cielo Vista Street

• Cima Vista Point

• Cimarron Street

• Cinch Ct

• Cindercone Ln

• Cindy Pl

• Cindy River Drive

• Cinema Point

• Cinnabar Road

• Cinnamon Ct

• Circle Drive

• Circuit Ct

• Cirrus Ct

• Cisco Dr

• Cita Drive

• Cita Lane

• Citadel Drive West

• City Vista Drive

• Claiborne Rd

• Clair Lane

• Clapham Ct
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• Clapton Dr

• Clare Ct

• Clarendon Drive

• Clark Circle

• Clark Fork Place

• Clark Place

• Clarkson Cir

• Clarkson Drive

• Classic Court

• Clavelito Lane

• Claystone Lane

• Clayton Ct

• Clear Creek Rd

• Clear Sky Ct

• Clearview Dr

• Clearview Drive

• Clearview Frontage Road

• Clements Rd

• Clements Road

• Clemson Dr

• Cleveland Ct

• Cliff Palace

• Cliff Point Cir W

• Cliff Point Circle East

• Cliffbush Terrace
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• Cliffrock Court

• Cliffrose Dr

• Cliffside Terrace

• Clifton Drive

• Climbing Rose Ct

• Clinebell Ln

• Clinet Drive

• Clinton Way

• Clipper Drive

• Cliveden Heights

• Cloud Dancer Drive

• Cloud Drive

• Cloudcross Ct

• Cloudy Creek Ct

• Clover Circle East

• Clover Circle West

• Clover Hill Drive

• Clovercrest Drive

• Cloverdale Dr

• Clovergate Drive

• Clovis Way

• Club Villa Drive

• Clubheights Drive

• Clubhouse Ct

• Clubhouse Drive
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• Clubridge Pl

• Clubview Terrace

• Clydesdale Rd

• Coach House Drive

• Coachwood Trail

• Coal Creek Circle

• Cobalt Drive

• Cobblecreek Drive

• Cobbleskill Drive

• Cobblestone Dr

• Coberdale Ct

• Cochise Rd

• Cochran Dr

• Cochran Drive

• Cody Drive

• Coker Pl

• Colbrunn Court

• Colbrunn Ct

• Colby Ct

• Cold Springs Dr

• Coldstone Way

• Coldwater Dr

• Cole View

• Coleridge Ave

• Colfax Terrace
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• Colgate Drive

• College Park Court

• College View Drive

• Collegiate Drive

• Collier Avenue

• Collins Rd

• Colona Dr

• Colonnade Ct

• Colony Circle

• Colony Hills Lane

• Colony Hills Road

• Colorado Creek Grove

• Colorado Spruce Ln

• Colorado Tech Drive

• Colt Ct

• Colter Lane

• Colton Place

• Columbia Court

• Columbia Road

• Columbia Street

• Columbine Avenue

• Columbine Blvd

• Columbine Hills Road

• Columbine Pl

• Columbine Road
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• Comanche Dr

• Comanche Drive

• Comet Ct

• Commanche Rd

• Commanchero Ct

• Commerce Center Drive

• Commerce St

• Commercial Blvd

• Commodore Drive

• Commons Road

• Communication Circle

• Compass Point

• Comstock Loop

• Concerto Drive

• Concord St

• Concordia Dr

• Condor Cir

• Condor Creek Point

• Condor St

• Conductors Point

• Conecrest Ln

• Coneflower Lane

• Conejos St

• Confederate Ridge Dr

• Confluence Point
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• Congenial Place

• Congo Drive

• Conifer Drive

• Connaught Drive

• Conosa Drive

• Conquistador Ct

• Conrad St

• Conservatory Point

• Constellation Drive

• Constellation Place

• Constitution Court

• Contrails Drive

• Conway Dr

• Cooke Drive

• Cooke Ln

• Cool Creek Court

• Cool Mountain Drive

• Cool Shadow Ct

• Cool Spring Way

• Coolcrest Drive

• Coolidge Ct

• Coolwater Drive

• Coolwell Drive

• Cooper Avenue

• Cooper Grove
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• Cooper River Dr

• Copen Dr

• Copernicus Way

• Copley Road

• Copper Creek Dr

• Copper Dr

• Copper Mountain Dr

• Copperfield Dr

• Cora Ln

• Coral Point

• Coral Point Circle

• Coral Ridge Dr

• Coralberry Lane

• Corbett Ln

• Cordillera Ct

• Cording Ct

• Corinth Dr

• Cormack Cir

• Corn Tassle Dr

• Cornell St

• Cornerstone Dr

• Cornwall Ct

• Cornwallis Ct

• Coronado Drive

• Corporate Drive
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• Corporate Plaza Drive

• Corral Valley Rd

• Corrico Ct

• Corsicana Dr

• Cortez Drive

• Cortina Circle

• Cortina Pl

• Cosmic Light Dr

• Costigan Drive

• Cottage Drive

• Cottage Grove Ct

• Cotton Drive

• Cottonwood Drive

• Cottonwood Grove Dr

• Cottonwood Tree Drive

• Couch Cir

• Cougar Bluff Point

• Cougar Pl

• Council Point

• Count Pourtales Drive

• Country Brook Court

• Country Club Circle

• Country Club Dr

• Country Club Place

• Country Estates Lane
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• Country Heights Ct

• Country Heights Dr

• Country Heights Drive

• Country Ln

• County Line Road

• County Road 404

• County Road 8 - Pike National Forest

• Courtney Dr

• Courtyard Heights

• Cove Ct

• Coveglen Ct

• Covenant Heights

• Coventry Dr

• Covington Place

• Cowboy Heights

• Cowgirl Way

• Cowhand Drive

• Cowpoke Road

• Coyote Creek Drive

• Coyote Crest View

• Coyote Point Drive

• Coyote Ridge Court

• Coyote Willow Dr

• Cracker Barrel Cir

• Crag View
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• Cragmor Road

• Cragmor Village Rd

• Cragwood Dr

• Cragwood Place

• Craig Dr

• Cranberry Ln

• Cranbrook Circle

• Crandall Dr

• Crane Canyon Loop

• Cranswood Way

• Crater Rd

• Craycroft Drive

• Crazy Horse Circle

• Crazy Horse Dr

• Cree Drive

• Creede Creek Point

• Creek

• Creek Court

• Creek Crossing Street

• Creek Ct

• Creek View Road

• Creekhurst Drive

• Creekridge Point

• Creekside Lane

• Creekwood Ct
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• Creighton Court

• Cresson Mine Dr

• Crest Haven Circle

• Crest Place

• Cresta Loma Pl

• Cresta Rd

• Cresta Road

• Crestbrook Lane

• Crestdale Drive

• Crested Butte Circle

• Crested Jay Point

• Crestfield Grove

• Crestline Drive

• Crestone Avenue

• Crestone Ln

• Crestone Peak Trail

• Crestridge Avenue

• Crestwood Drive

• Cricket Court

• Crimson Cir S

• Crimson Circle North

• Crippen Court

• Cripple Creek Lane

• Criswell Court

• Criterion Dr
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• Crocus Ln

• Croftwood Ct

• Cromwell Court

• Crooked Arrow Lane

• Crooked Spur Ln

• Crooked Vine Court

• Cross Creek Dr

• Cross Creek Drive

• Cross Lane

• Cross Rd

• Crossfire Ct

• Crossland Road

• Crosslen Ln

• Crosstrail Court

• Crosstrail Dr

• Crosswind Point

• Crow Creek Drive

• Crow Ct

• Crowells Mill Square

• Crown Haven Cir

• Crown High Ct

• Crown Hill Mesa Drive

• Crown Lane

• Crown Point Dr

• Crown Point Drive
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• Crown Ridge Drive

• Crownhill Point

• Crump Road

• Crystal Basin Drive

• Crystal Loma Point

• Crystal Mountain Road

• Crystal River Drive

• Cuerno Verde View

• Culebra Ave

• Culebra Place

• Culpepper Ct

• Cumberland St

• Cumbre Vista Way

• Cumulus View

• Cunningham Dr

• Curb Bit Ln

• Curlew Court

• Curricle Dr

• Curwood Drive

• Cushing Grave

• Custer Ave

• Custer Avenue

• Cutgrass Lane

• Cutler Point

• Cutter Terrace
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• Cutting Horse Place

• Cyclone Drive

• Cypress Drive

• Cypress Lane

• Cypress Wood Drive

• Cyprus Road

The lead Detective on this case, Detective Bethel, has been in contact with Landon through out the case. 
Landon has reached out to Detective Bethel to express concerns on other tips and rumors she has 
learned about on social media. As of the writing of this supplement Landon has not reached out to 
Detective Bethel to say she is aware of  being at 39 Calumet Place. 

Due to the lack of credible leads to follow up on this lead will not be looked into further. 

For tracking purposes this information will be forwarded to Detective Glen to document on the tips 
sheet for this case. 

Nothing Further. 
Case status - Same as original. 
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On February 28 thru March 3, 2020, I, Deputy Jane Pludowski 95027, was assigned to the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office. I was assigned modified duty at the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigations Division. I was assigned to download interviews related to case #20-1382 and add 
the proper angels along with volume.  The below names were downloaded onto DVD’s and 
placed into evidence on March 3, 2020.  These discs are in addition to, and do not replace the 
original downloads. ExacqVision, zip was used for the above purposes. 

The following discs were placed into Evidence as items 553 to 557; 

 Interview #1  / 1 disc 
 Interview #1 / 2 disks 
 Interview #3  /1 disk 

Letecia Stauch   Interview #1  /  3 disks 
Nicole, Mobley Interview #1 / 3 discs 

  Nothing further 

 Case Status: SAO 
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On February 28, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, received a photo from CSI Alyssa Berriesford. The 
photo is a still shot pulled from the FARO system. It is a scan of the basement family-room of 6627 
Mandan Drive. Using the FARO software, CSI Berriesford made measurements of the column and the 
couch which are presented on the photo. The purpose of the photo is to enable a recreation of the 
scene if arson testing is to be conducted. 

I entered the photo into evidence as item #532. 

NFI / SAO 
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On February 28, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, was contacted by Detective Sergeant 
Rosario Hubbell. He directed Detective David Glenn and I to return to 6627 Mandan Drive to 
search for any towels which may have blood stains on them. Further, we were to process stains 
on the exterior of a bottle of Tide Liquid Laundry Detergent for the presence of blood. 

The following are my notes of these activities: 

1:09 PM We picked up  at Jackson’s Auto, 411 Royalty Place, Fountain, Colorado. 

1:25 PM We arrived at 6627 Mandan Dr. 

1:29 PM  signed an EPSO SearchWaiver form, giving consent for us to search the 
residence.  

1:31 PM Detective Glenn began photographing the house. 

1:33 PM Photos are complete. I locate a 4.08 liter bottle of Tide on the shelf above the 
washer/dryer in the laundry room. I begin examination of the Tide Bottle using two BlueStar 
Identi-Hem kits, lot number #26039 expiration 3/2022. I read and understand the instructions 
of the BlueStar Identi-Hem kit. 

1:36 PM I swab the bottle with Swab #1. I submerged it in the buffer tube #1 and shake 
vigorously for 10 seconds. The buffer has lot #28019-03. The residue I swabbed is opaque and 
sticky consistent with laundry detergent. 

1:39 PM I swab the bottle with Swab #2. I submerged it in the buffer tube #2 and shake 
vigorously for 10 seconds. The buffer tube has lot #28019-03.  

1:43 PM Per the instructions, I have insured both BlueStar Identi-Hem reaction devices are at 
room temperature. Per instructions I placed four drops of the buffer #1 into device #1, and four 
drops of buffer #2 into device #2. I begin a 10 minute waiting period for the sample per the 
instructions. 

Feb 28, 2020 at 1:53 PM The 10 minute observation period ends. There is a solid red line across 
control zone (c) of both devices. Per the instructions, this indicates the test was correctly 
performed and the reagents correctly worked. This is a negative result for human hemoglobin.  

1:56 PM We left the house. 

2:10 PM We dropped  off at the Colorado Springs Airport so that he can obtain a 
rental car. 

While I processed the Tide Bottle Deputy Glenn performed the search for any stained towels 
with negative results. I gave the Search Waiver Form to him to enter into evidence when he 
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enters the photos. 

NFI / SAO  
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Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

INITIAL INFORMATION 

On 2/29/20, I, at approximately 8:00 AM, members of the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO) Search and Rescue began a search (Operational Period 12), in the area 
of Highway 105 near Highway 83, Monument, Colorado. The search was commanded 
by EPSO Lieutenant J. Sarkisian EID/01079, and members of the Emergency 
Management Division.  

DETECTIVE STATEMENT 

At approximately 11:00 AM, Lt. Sarkisian notified me via phone that the search element 
located several items of possible interest in this investigation. Subsequently, I, Detective 
Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, contacted Detective M. Bauman 
EID/14003 via telephone and instructed him to respond to the EPSO Mobile Command 
Center (MOCOM); in the area of Highway 105 near Highway 83, Monument, Colorado.  

At approximately 12:00 PM, I responded to MOCOM. Shortly thereafter, Detective 
Bauman met me there, at which time I instructed him to collect video surveillance from 
several houses identified in the search area. Additionally, I instructed him to collect the 
previously mentioned evidence SAR had located during their search efforts. For 
additional information, please see Detective Bauman’s supplement. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Saturday, February 29, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 34 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Saturday, February 29, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

At approximately 9:11 am, FBI Special Agent K.C. Hughes contacted me via telephone. He informed me 
he received a phone call from  and was told  found  Nintendo Switch hidden 
behind some DVDs at 6627 Mandan Dr.  made this discovery while they were packing their 
belongings to move out of the home.  

I notified Sgt. Hubbell of the situation and requested he send a detective to collect the Nintendo Switch 
from   

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 13 Monday March 2, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Saturday February 29, 2020, at approximately 9:19 am, I, Detective N. Brklich received a 
phone call from Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbell requesting I respond to 6627 Mandan Dr, 
Colorado Springs, CO 80925, to meet with Mr.  Sgt. Hubbell informed me  

 had found his son’s Nintendo Switch, which had originally been reported missing along 
with his son, in the house. 

Investigative Activity 

I arrived on scene at approximately 9:55 am, to meet with  which met with negative 
contact. I then contacted  by phone.  stated he would be enroute to the address and 
was approximately 10 minutes away. 

At approximately 10:13 am,  arrived on scene and invited me into the house.  stated 
he was in the process of moving out of the house and had found the Switch hidden behind some 
DVD’s next to the television set in the basement. He stated he was advised to put the Switch and 
case in a plastic bag.  removed the bag from the top of the refrigerator and handed it to me. 
I looked inside the bag and observed a black and red carrying case. Inside the case was a 
Nintendo Switch, serial number:  which  identified as his son’s. 

The case and game console were collected as evidence at approximately 10:16 am. 

Photos were taken of the bag, carrying case and console. The photos were later downloaded to 
CD and placed into the EPSO evidence facility, along with the carrying case and console 
reference item # 549 and 534. 

Case Status: Active Investigation 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: March 3, 2020 

On February 29, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was directed to respond to the intersection of Hwy 83 and Hwy 105 to assist with 
search efforts.  During the course of the day, I was directed to collect several items that had been located 
by searchers along Hwy 105.  These items included several gloves, a utility knife and a pair of socks.  I 
also noted and collected a toothbrush that appeared it might have been used for cleaning.  The items were 
as follows: 

A gray right hand glove.  This item was collected at -104.78843, 39.10016383333333.  It was 
photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into 
evidence under item #589.   

A gray left hand glove.  This item was collected at -104.7870633333333, 39.1003333333334.  It was 
photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into 
evidence under item #590.   

A white cloth glove.  This item was collected at -104.78843, 39.1000445.  It was photographed with and 
without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into evidence under item #597. 

A white and purple toothbrush.  This item was collected at -104.7870416666667, 39.100033333333.  It 
was photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed 
into evidence under item #598.   

A teal utility knife.  This item was collected at -104.786483333333, 39.10004166666667.  It was 
photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into 
evidence under item #599.   

A black cloth glove.  This item was collected at -104.7865216666667, 39.10016383333333.  It was 
photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into 
evidence under item #596.   

A left black ATUS glove.  This item was collected at -104.7863166666667, 39.100183333334.  It was 
photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into 
evidence under item #600. 

A black and gray right glove.  This item was collected at -104.7861633333333, 39.10002783333334.  It 
was photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed 
into evidence under item #591.   

A red shop rag.  This item was collected at -104.7858666666667, 39.100025.  It was photographed with 
and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into evidence under item 
#595.   

Plastic Food Services type glove.  This item was collected at -104.7840416666667, 39.1004055.  It was 
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photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into 
evidence under item #601. 

A black sock.  This item was collected at -104.7848366666667, 39.100175.  It was photographed with 
and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into evidence under item 
#592.   

Two pieces of black sock.  This item was collected at -104.78492, 39.10019716666667.  It was 
photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into 
evidence under item #594.   

A black and gray left glove.  This item was collected at -104.78588, 39.10013883333333.  It was 
photographed with and without a scale, dried at the El Paso County Evidence Facility, then placed into 
evidence under item #593.   

I also entered the drop paper used in the floor of the drying room into evidence under item #602. 

New disposable gloves were used with each item.   

The photographs of these items were also placed in the case file, burned to optical media, and logged into 
evidence under item #606.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: March 3, 2020 

On February 29, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was directed to respond to the intersection of Hwy 83 and Hwy 105 to assist with 
search efforts.  Upon arriving at the scene, I was directed to join Reserve Deputy John Zachman in a 
canvas of the area for DVR footage.  Reserve Deputy Zachman had obtained Search Waiver form for 
numerous residences in the area.  He gave these to me.  Please see Reserve Deputy Zachman’s 
supplemental report for further details on the search waivers.  I placed each waiver into evidence under 
the following Item Numbers: 

1505 Trumpeters Court, Item # 559 

18515 Peaceful Pines, Item # 560 

18675 Peaceful Pines, Item # 561 

2155 E. Hwy 105, Item # 562 

18475 Canterbury Drive, Item # 563 

18512 Cherry Springs Ranch Drive, Item # 564 

18470 Appaloosa Road, Item # 565 

Attempts to contact property owners with DVR footage of the roadway in the area were unsuccessful. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

3/1/2020 

On Monday, March 1, 2020, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division continued investigative and administrative efforts in this case. 

CONTRACT AGREEMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES: 

On this date, I signed a Letter of Agreement as a representative for the EPSO between Bevel, 
Gardner & Associates and the agency for professional services. The letter, dated February 28, 
2020, is attached to this report.  

Case Status: Active     
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/17/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/01/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, along with Detective Jessica Bethel, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

We travelled via Delta Airlines from Denver, Colorado to Atlanta, Georgia.  A second flight 
from Atlanta, Georgia to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina was completed for the continuing 
investigation of this case. 

The continuation of the investigation included the planned arrest of Letecia Stauch, along with 
conducting search warrants and interviews of associates of Ms. Stuach in South Carolina. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 17 Thursday March 12, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Monday March 2, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective N. Brklich reviewed the 
transcribed interview I had conducted with Ms.  on Wednesday February 19, 2020. 
A copy of the transcription is attached to this supplement. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/17/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/02/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, along with Detective Jessica Bethel, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 9:00 a.m., we arrived at the Myrtle Beach office of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigations.   

After a briefing of the upcoming operation to arrest Letecia Stauch, Detective Bethel and I 
accompanied FBI Special Agent Andrew Cohen and Jonathan Grusing, to the Coastal Grand 
Mall.   

This is the location where Ms. Stauch’s daughter  had a scheduled meeting with the 
United States Air Force recruiter.  The address for the recruiting office is 780 Coastal Grand 
Circle V-06, in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. 

At or around 10:00 a.m., Ms. Stauch arrived in the parking lot of the Mall and dropped off 
 near the entrance to the recruiting office.  After dropping  off, Ms. Stauch drove 

around the outer portions of the parking lot before parking. 

Once Ms. Stauch’s vehicle was parked, Myrtle Beach Police Department SWAT members 
affected the arrest of Ms. Stauch.  She was transported to the Myrtle Beach Police 
Department Annex located at 3399 Mustang Street #3301, in Myrtle Beach, for an interview. 

I accompanied Special Agent Cohen to the recruiting office to interview   This interview 
was video recorded by Special Agent Cohen and audio recorded by me.  My audio recording 
was later placed on a CD and entered into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility 
under Item #604. 

This interview will be documented in a future supplement. 

After the interview was completed with  she was taken to the Myrtle Beach Police 
Department located at 1101 N Oak Street in Myrtle Beach.  She arrived at approximately 
11:00 a.m. and was accompanied by a worker from the South Carolina Department of Social 
Services. 

After arriving at the Myrtle Beach Police Department,  signed a search waiver for her 
cellular telephone. 

FBI Special Agent Cohen and I then responded to 109 Campania Street in Myrtle Beach to 
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interview a friend of Ms. Stauch.  She was identified as Deitra Moss. 

I was present for only a short time of Special Agent Cohen’s interview with Ms. Moss.  During 
the portion of the interview I was present for, Ms. Moss indicated Ms. Stauch had only told her 
about  running away.  It does not appear Ms. Stauch gave any other  of 
why she came to South Carolina.  I did not record the interview of Ms. Moss.  While we were 
at Ms. Moss’s residence, a search warrant for the home was being completed.  (see additional 
officer reports for further) 

After completing the interview with Ms. Moss, Special Agent Cohen and I responded to the 
Myrtle Beach Police Department Annex where Ms. Stauch was being interviewed.  The 
interview was conducted by Jonathan Grusing from the FBI.   

After the interview with Ms. Stauch was completed, I learned she was taken to the hospital for 
a reported miscarriage.  It was reported by detectives that Ms. Stauch did not have a 
miscarriage and had attempted to claim she was infected with the Corona Virus.  Neither of 
these were found to be true and she was cleared medically and housed at the Myrtle Beach 
Police Department until 03/03/20, when she was transported to the J Reuben Long Detention 
Facility located at 4150 J Reuben Long Avenue in Conway, South Carolina.   

The passenger van Ms. Stauch was driving at the time of her arrest was processed by the FBI 
Evidence Recovery Team.  This was completed at the Myrtle Beach Police Department Annex. 

While processing the contents of the van, a suitcase was removed.  On the inside flap of the 
suitcase, suspected blood was found.  A blanket inside the van also had suspected blood on it. 
All items of evidence were collected by the FBI Evidence Recovery Team. 

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #20 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Monday, March 2, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Starbuck Mesa Ridge Parkway Warrant (20-714) 
At approximately 12:20 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samuel Evig. 
Judge Evig reviewed a search warrant for information regarding: 

Starbucks located at 6845 Mesa Ridge Parkway, Fountain, Colorado, which has a tan 
and red brick exterior. The emblem "Starbucks Coffee" and "6845" is displayed on 
the building. To include any electronic devices therin capable of storing video 
surveillance.   

This warrant was written to retrieve video footage from this location.   

At approximately 12:35 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 12:50 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-714.  

This warrant was provided to Starbucks via their law enforcement portal. 

A report of execution was done for this warrant at a later date and is attached to this 
report.  

iPhone 6 Belonging to  Warrant (20-713) 
At approximately 12:20 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samuel Evig. 
Judge Evig reviewed a search warrant for information regarding: 

iPhone 6, bearing serail#  Belonging to  currently 
being stored in the secure Digital Foensic Evidence Room at the El Paso County 
Sheriff's Office located at 27 E. Vermijo Avenue.  

This warrant is for  cellular phone.   

At approximately 12:36 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 12:50 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   
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The warrant was assigned number20-713.  

This warrant was provided to the EPSO Digital Forensic team to allow for it to be executed. 

A report of execution was done for this warrant at a later date and is attached to this 
report.  

Facebook Inc Warrant (20-712) 
At approximately 12:20 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samuel Evig.  
Judge Evig reviewed a search warrant for information regarding: 

Facebook INC., 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, CA  94025 . Facebook is not to notify 
 

 
  

  
  
  
  

  
  

  

This warrant is for several Facebook accounts belonging to Ms. Leticia Stauch, a support 
group page for Ms. Stauch, all admin account holders for the Facebook support page, and 
Ms. Amarita Yanez.   

At approximately 12:39 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 12:50 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-712.  

This warrant was provided to Facebook via their law enforcement portal. 

A report of execution was done for this warrant at a later date and is attached to this 
report.  

Yahoo Warrant (20-711) 
At approximately 12:20 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samuel Evig. 
Judge Evig reviewed a search warrant for information regarding: 

Yahoo, 701 First Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
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This warrant is for Ms. Stauch’s email account.   

At approximately 12:43 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 12:50 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-711.  

This warrant was provided to Yahoo via their law enforcement portal. 

A report of execution was done for this warrant at a later date and is attached to this 
report.  

Nintendo Switch Belonging to  Warrant (20-710) 
At approximately 12:20 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samuel Evig. 
Judge Evig reviewed a search warrant for information regarding: 

Nintendo Switch Bearing Serial #  belonging to  

This warrant is for  Nintendo Switch.   

At approximately 12:45 pm, Judge Evig approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 12:50 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-710.  

This warrant was provided to the EPSO Digital Forensic team to allow for it to be executed. 

A report of execution was done for this warrant at a later date and is attached to this 
report.  

Xfinity/Comcast Info Reference to Warrant 20-576 
I contacted Xfinity/Comcast regarding warrant number 20-576.   I had received an email 
stating they had completed all warrant tasks related to the search warrants I had provided; 
however, I had not received any information in reference to the above warrant.  

While speaking with the technician, she advised they were in the process of completing the 
warrant and would be faxing my returns within the next few minue   

Several minutes later I received a fax from Xfinity/Comcast advising they were unable to 
track the MAC ID’s and could not provide any information to me.  A copy of this letter is 
attached to this report.  
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Evidence 
Throughout this investigation several items sought through warrants have been returned 
and placed securely on the Investigations server.  The following items were placed into 
evidence as follows: 

- Item #544- Medical release paperwork for Mr.  
- Item #545- Medical release paperwork for  
- Item #546- CDR records from T-Mobile Phone number  (REF

Warrant# 20-541)
- Item #547- Flash Drive Returns from Xfinity/Comcast for 6643 Mandan Drive (REF

Warrant# 20-542)

Report of Execution 
The following Report of Executions are attached to this supplement for previous served 
warrants. 

- 20-711- Yahoo- 
- 20-712- Facebook
- 20-714- Starbucks at Mesa Ridge Parkway

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 03/02/2020 

Case # 2020- 1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Monday, March 2, 2020, at approximately 3: 00 pm, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigation Division, was conducting follow up on this case. 

While reviewing previously submitted reports I realized I had not submitted the Call Detail Records from 
AT&T to evidence.  I placed the Call Detail Records for phone numbers  belonging to 

 (DOB  and  belonging to Letecia Stauch (DOB  on to a CD. 

I placed the CD into evidence under item number 548. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, March 2, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 35 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Monday, March 2, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

Detective Riley and I traveled from El Paso County, CO to Myrtle Beach, SC on Sunday, March 1, 2020 
to continue the investigation of the murder of  and to be present when Mrs. Letecia Stauch 
was arrested for his murder.  

On Monday, March 2, 2020 at approximately 9:00 a.m., Detective Riley and I, along with Special Agents 
of the FBI (Agent Amber Cronan, Agent K.C. Hughes, Agent Andrew Cohen and Jonathan Grusing) met 
with additional FBI Special Agents at the Myrtle Beach office of the Federal Bureau of Investigations.  
Detective Riley and I attended a briefing concerning the plan to arrest Letecia Stauch, conduct interviews 
with involved persons and execute search warrants on two homes and a vehicle Mrs. Stauch had been 
driving. The search warrants completed in South Carolina are attached to this supplement.  

After the briefing, Detective Riley and I traveled with FBI Special Agent Andrew Cohen and Jonathan 
Grusing, to the Coastal Grand Mall where Mrs. Stauch’s daughter  had a scheduled meeting 
with the United States Air Force recruiter.  The address for the recruiting office is 780 Coastal Grand 
Circle V-06, in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. 

At approximately 10:00 a.m., Mrs. Stauch arrived in the parking lot of the mall. She was driving a dark 
colored minivan. I observed a female I knew to be  get out of the vehicle near the entrance to the 
recruiting office.  walked in between two buildings to the recuiters office and was no longer in my 
sight. Mrs. Stauch drove around the parking lot in circles. Detective Riley and I hid in the backseat of the 
rental vehicle Jon Grusing was driving to avoid being spotted. Mr. Grusing told Detective Riley and I 
when our vehicle was positioned in order for us to not be seen by Mrs. Stauch and we sat back up in the 
vehicle. 

Mrs. Stauch parked the van near a tire shop on the outskirts of the mall parking lot. Myrtle Beach Police 
Department SWAT members affected the arrest of Mrs. Stauch.  She was transported to the Myrtle 
Beach Police Department Annex located at 3399 Mustang Street #3301, in Myrtle Beach, for an 
interview. 

Jonathan Grusing and I responded to the Myrtle Beach Police Department Annex to interview Mrs. 
Stauch. Mrs. Stauch was mirandized prior to the beginning of the interview and she expressed an interest 
in speaking with Mr. Grusing.  

The interview was conducted in an interview room which was equipped with audio and video recording. 
The recording of the interview was collected from Myrtle Beach Detective Pete Woods on March 3, 2020 
and transported back to Colorado by me. The interview along with other documentation from Myrtle 
Beach, SC was entered into evidence by Sgt. Hubbell as evidence item #660.  

During the interview Mrs. Stauch was offered water and the use of a restroom. I accompanied Mrs. 
Stauch to the restroom on two occassions. She was not handcuffed or restrained in any way. Both times I 
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took Mrs. Stauch to the restroom she could not recall where the interview room door was despite me 
telling her. On her second visit to the restroom, I told Mrs. Stauch to continue down the hallway and enter 
the door directly in front of her. When we reached the door, Mrs. Stauch turned her body to the left as if 
she were going to continue left down the hallway to an exterior door which was open. I placed my hand 
on Mrs. Stauch’s left bicep and told her to go straight into the room. She complied.  

Several times during the interview Mrs. Stauch was asked to describe the last time she saw  Mrs. 
Stauch could not provide a description. Please see Grusing report for further information. 

After the interview with Mrs. Stauch was completed she was transported to a holding facility within 
Myrtle Beach. I was later contacted by Detective Woods who told me Mrs. Stauch claimed to have a 
miscarriage and was taken to the hospital.  It was reported by detectives that Mrs. Stauch did not have a 
miscarriage and had attempted to claim she was infected with the Corona Virus.  Neither of these were 
found to be true and she was cleared medically and housed at the Myrtle Beach Police Department until 
03/03/20, when she was transported to the J Reuben Long Detention Facility located at 4150 J Reuben 
Long Avenue in Conway, South Carolina. 7 pages of medical paperwork from the Grand Strand Health 
center, were later collected and placed into evidence as item # 617.  

The passenger van Ms. Stauch was driving at the time of her arrest was processed by the FBI Evidence 
Recovery Team.  This was completed at the Myrtle Beach Police Department Annex. 

While processing the contents of the van, a suitcase was removed.  On the inside flap of the suitcase, 
suspected blood was found.  A blanket inside the van also had suspected blood on it.  All items of 
evidence were collected by the FBI Evidence Recovery Team. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, March 3, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 15 
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 

On Tuesday, March 3, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

Detective Mark Riley and I along with agents from the FBI traveled to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina on 
Sunday, March 1, 2020 to effect an arrest on Mrs. Letecia Stauch for 1st degree murder. (see additional 
supplement for further information).  

On Monday, March 2, 2020 at approximately 10:00 am (eastern time), Mrs. Stauch was taken into 
custody at the Costal Grand Mall located at 1100 Coastal Grand Circle, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 by the 
Myrtle Beach Police Department. Mrs. Stauch was interviewed by FBI Agent Jonathan Grusing at the 
Myrtle Beach Police Department annex located at 3399 Mustang Street #3301, Myrtle Beach SC. (see 
additional supplement for further information).  

When the interview was completed, Mrs. Stauch was held in custody by the Myrtle Beach Police 
Department, where she stayed until she attended court proceedings for extradition. Mrs. Stauch waived 
extradition back to El Paso County, Colorado and completed paperwork stating the same. It was ordered 
EPSO had 20 days to extradite Mrs. Stauch from South Carolina. Mrs. Stauch was transported to the J. 
Reuben Long Detention Center located at 4150 J. Reuben Long Ave. Conway, SC 29526. I notified 
EPSO supervisors of Mrs. Stauch’s decision to waive extradition.  

At approximately 10:12 am (EST) Lt. David Manzanilla contacted Riley via telephone. He told Detective 
Riley and I we would be transporting Mrs. Stauch back to Colorado via airplane. Detective Riley and I 
were originally scheduled to depart Myrtle Beach, SC at 3:45 pm via airplane with FBI Agent Hughes. 
Detective Riley and I were concerned about Mrs. Stauch’s safety, as this case has been covered by 
national media outlets and it was likely she would be recognized by citizens traveling with her. It was 
suggested Mrs. Stauch be driven back to El Paso County, CO. The conversation with Lt. Manzanilla 
concluded. 

Lt. Manzanilla later contacted Detective Riley and informed him a civilian passenger van (Chrysler 
minivan) had been rented to transport Mrs. Stauch to Colorado. Detective Riley and I were instructed to 
collect Mrs. Stauch from the J. Reuben Long Detention Facility. Lt. Manzanilla made arrangements for us 
to borrow restraints from the facility, get the extradition paperwork and drive Mrs. Stauch straight to the 
El Paso County Criminal Justice Center.  

Prior to getting Mrs. Stauch from the detention facility, Detective Riley and I picked up food and drinks 
for the transport. A GoPro camera was purchased to document the transport of Mrs. Stauch. We checked 
the rental vehicle for child locks on the passenger doors and did not locate any. During the planning of the 
transport of Mrs. Stauch, Lt. Manzanilla instructed Detective Riley and I to drive to the airport in 
Nashville, TN to pick up Deputy Makayla James, who is a member of the Special Response Team (SRT) 
and would be assisting with the transport of Mrs. Stauch.  
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At approximately 10:30 am, Detective Riley and I picked up Mrs. Stauch from the J. Reuben Long 
Detention Center. We completed detainer removal paperwork for her and collected her booking 
paperwork along with 2 extradition documents. The booking report and detainer information (total of 2 
pages) was entered into evidence as item # 619. The two extradition documents were entered into 
evidence as item # 618. Mrs. Stauch was changed from issued inmate attire into her personal clothing. I 
collected her sunglasses and sealed medical paperwork from staff at the detention facility.  

Mrs. Stauch’s legs were restrained with leg irons which were checked for tightness and double locked. 
Her hands were restrained to her waist by short chains which were connected to handcuffs. The handcuffs 
were placed around Mrs. Stauch’s wrists, checked for tightness and double locked. The chain to which the 
handcuffs were attached was snuggly wrapped around Mrs. Stauch’s waist and secured with a padlock. 
Detective Riley and I maintained the keys for the padlock on our person.  

Prior to Mrs. Stauch entering the minivan I explained to her she was in custody and was to not attempt to 
reach for any doors or escape. I told Mrs. Stauch on video while she was in the minivan, prior to our 
departure there was a video camera which would be monitoring the entire trip. I explained she was not to 
reach for anything and was to ask for a snack, beverage or to use the restroom. I told Mrs. Stauch she 
should not reach for the door, as that would be considered an attempted escape and Detective Riley and I 
would react accordingly. Mrs. Stauch acknowledged my statements to her by saying, “Ok”. This 
conversation was recorded using the GoPro. The entire GoPro video of the transport was placed into 
evidence as item # 611. The file associated to the warning given to Mrs. Stauch is labeled 
GH010003.MP4.  

During the transport Mrs. Stauch was offered food and drinks. She refused to eat any food other than beef 
jerky and drank a couple of diet cokes. While stopped at a gas station in Nashville, TN Mrs. Stauch 
helped herself to a Monster energy drink that was in the rear passenger area and had it placed between her 
legs. I took the drink from her and told her she was not allowed to have it. Mrs. Stauch complained, 
stating she wanted to stay awake for the rest of the trip. I did not allow her to keep the drink. 

Detective Riley and I offered Mrs. Stauch multiple opportunities to use the restroom, offered her food and 
drinks (including offering to stop at any fast food restaurant), and offered her multiple opportunities to 
readjust her restraints and opportunities to stretch her limbs individually out of restraints. Mrs. Stauch did 
not want to eat or drink anything of any true sustenance and shrugged her shoulders at me when I told her 
she needed to eat to survive. Mrs. Stauch refused to sleep for any long period of time and complained of 
feeling dizzy occasionally. Mrs. Stauch’s behavior was not abnormal. She was able to maintain 
conversations, asked for snacks and drinks and to use the restroom. To pass the time during the trip Mrs. 
Stauch played along with trivia and sang songs.  

During the transport, Mrs. Stauch complained the leg irons were resting on her ankle bones causing her 
pain. I adjusted her leggings over the leg irons to prevent the metal from resting directly on her ankle 
bones. She thanked me and told me her ankles felt better. I also checked the leg irons for tightness, which 
I deemed to be an appropriate fit and ensured they were double locked. Detective Riley and I stopped for 
a brief period of time to get the GoPro running again when the battery ran out. I began recording Mrs. 
Stauch on my office issued phone until the GoPro was plugged in and operational again. During this time 
(Tuesday, March 3, 2020 at 2:57 pm EST, iPhone file name IMG_0163.MOV) Mrs. Stauch was given the 
opportunity to get out of the vehicle to stretch her legs and stretched her arms (individually) out of 
restraints while seated in the van. The video of this incident was placed onto a disk and entered into 
evidence as item #642 along with other iPhone videos of Mrs. Stauch during the transport.  

Mrs. Stauch was afforded the opportunity to use the restroom and preferred using rest areas along the 
interstate as opposed to gas stations or stores. The trips to the restroom were recorded using my office 
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issued cell phone. The videos were entered into evidence as item #642. The videos did not capture Mrs. 
Stauch using the restroom and she was allowed to enter a stall alone while still restrained to use the 
restroom. Mrs. Stauch was able to use the restroom and wash her hands without being unrestrained.  

On Wednesday, March 4, 2020 at approximately 12:00 am Detective Riley and I picked up Deputy James 
from the Nashville airport. Deputy James was briefed outside of Mrs. Stauch’s presence by me and 
assumed the position of watching Mrs. Stauch. I took over driving from Detective Riley.  

During one visit to the restroom (Wednesday, March 4, 2020 at 6:35 am CST), Mrs. Stauch tripped and 
fell onto the sidewalk. I immediately helped her up and asked if she was hurt. Mrs. Stauch denied being 
hurt and the clothing she was wearing (thin athletic pants and shirt) were not ripped or torn. I asked Mrs. 
Stauch if she was sure she was ok and if she needed medical attention. She assured me she was fine and 
did not want any medical attention. This incident was captured on iPhone video (evidence item # 642) and 
can be located under file name, IMG_0170.MOV.  

As we were traveling through Kansas, westbound on Interstate 70, Mrs. Stauch began talking to Deputy 
James. Mrs. Stauch was whispering and asked something about a gun. I later learned from Deputy James, 
Mrs. Stauch asked her if she brought her gun with her, if it was in her backpack or on her person, and if it 
was pointed at her. Mrs. Stauch told Deputy James her nephew was killed with a gun.  

At approximately 12:20 pm (CST), Mrs. Stauch slipped out of her handcuffs, struck Deputy James in the 
head with a full, unopened can of Monster energy drink, jumped across the aisle to Deputy James’ captain 
seat and reached for Deputy James’ waist where Deputy James had her gun. Detective Riley was driving 
at the time and we were traveling at approximately 75 mph westbound on Interstate 70 at or near mile 
marker 284. Deputy James reacted to Mrs. Stauch hitting her and pushed her off. She held Mrs. Stauch’s 
arms and hands away from her body. During this time Deputy James was able to push Mrs. Stauch back 
to her captain’s seat located on the passenger side. Detective Riley slammed on the breaks while pulling 
on the shoulder of the road. Both Deputy James and Mrs. Stauch’s bodies quickly went forward. Mrs. 
Stauch struck the back of the front passenger seat I was sitting in. I exited the vehicle and went to the rear 
passenger door where Mrs. Stauch was still actively fighting Deputy James by pulling her arms away 
from Deputy James and grasping for her. While Detective Riley was stopping the vehicle, multiple 
commands to stop were given to Mrs. Stauch. Mrs. Stauch continued to resist and screamed something to 
the effect of, “She’s threatening me!”. 

As I opened the door to the vehicle, I could see Mrs. Stauch was no longer restrained. I attempted to 
control Mrs. Stauch’s right arm and was positioned behind Mrs. Stauch’s back. Deputy James was in 
front of Mrs. Stauch attempting to control her left arm. Mrs. Stauch tensed her body and held her arms 
close to her torso which made it impossible for me to gain control of her arms without striking her. I 
ordered her multiple times to give me her arm and to comply with me. Mrs. Stauch continued to resist and 
told me she would listen to me but not to her (Deputy James). Mrs. Stauch turned her head towards me at 
one point in time and appeared to glance at my waist for my weapon. Detective Riley gave Mrs. Stauch 
orders to comply from the driver’s seat of the van. He was not able to exit immediately due to traffic 
passing by his door at a high rate of speed. Eventually Detective Riley was able to exit the vehicle and 
walked around the rear of the vehicle to assist Deputy James and me. Just before Detective Riley came to 
the door where I was standing, Mrs. Stauch lunged towards Deputy James again and grabbed for her waist 
where Deputy James’ gun was. At this point in time I was concerned Mrs. Stauch would be able to access 
Deputy James’ weapon and potentially kill someone. I placed my left arm around Mrs. Stauch’s neck and 
chest area and pulled her close to me. I transitioned my hands to Mrs. Stauch’s lower jaw line 
(hypoglossal) and bent Mrs. Stauch’s head back quickly in an attempt to control her movements. Mrs. 
Stauch was still not restrained at this point and was resisting Detective Riley’s efforts to control her right 
arm. I again placed my left arm around Mrs. Stauch’s neck and chest and brought her close to my body to 
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further control the movements of her torso. I assisted Detective Riley by controlling her left arm and 
eased up the pressure on her neck and chest when Detective Riley had placed her right hand behind her 
back. I transitioned into a partial hypoglossal hold with one hand and gained control of Mrs. Stauch’s left 
arm behind her back. Mrs. Stauch was restrained with handcuffs behind her back. I unlocked the other 
handcuffs she slipped out of and placed them back onto Mrs. Stauch’s wrists. Both sets of handcuffs were 
checked for tightness and double locked for safety.  

I restrained Mrs. Stauch with her seatbelt. I asked Detective Riley to call 911 to get assistance. Detective 
Riley informed me he was not able to get his phone to work. Deputy James remained in her position 
behind Mrs. Stauch and I closed the door. I got back in the front passenger seat and locked the van door 
that Mrs. Stauch had access to. I began searching for our location on my phone so I could call 911. While 
I was searching for our location, Mrs. Stauch asked for the air conditioning to be turned on. When her 
need was not met, she opened the van door next to her by pushing the open button with her foot. The van 
door opened despite being locked and I got out of the vehicle and stood in the way of the open door. 
While I was calling 911, I placed my right knee onto Mrs. Stauch’s right thigh and applied pressure to 
keep her from moving. I also held onto her right wrist with my left hand. I provided the dispatcher with 
information and requested assistance from other law enforcement. Detective Riley took over the phone 
call from the driver’s seat so I could focus on preventing Mrs. Stauch from escaping.  

Several deputies from the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office responded to our location to assist us. 
Deputy Andrew Toolin #817 and Deputy Brandon Hurt #807 assisted with removing Mrs. Stauch from 
the van and ensuring she was properly restrained. Mrs. Stauch was ordered to kneel on the ground in the 
ditch while her restraints were adjusted by Deputy Toolin. She complained of her head hurting and said 
she had an injury to her head. I did not see any visible injuries on Mrs. Stauch’s head. Dickinson County 
Sheriff’s Office Sgt. Steve Davis # 809 responded to the scene and assisted by securing Mrs. Stauch in 
the back of his patrol vehicle. I escorted Mrs. Stauch to the patrol vehicle with Deputy James. I utilized a 
Mechanical Advantage Control Hold (MACH) to escort Mrs. Stauch. My left arm was tucked under her 
left arm and my left hand was holding onto my right bicep. During the escort Mrs. Stauch dropped all of 
her weight and refused to walk. Deputy Hurt had to pick up her legs and assisted in carrying Mrs. Stauch 
to Sgt. Davis’ patrol vehicle. When Mrs. Stauch dropped her weight, I experienced pain and popping in 
my left shoulder.   

Because Mrs. Stauch complained of being injured, deputies arranged for medical staff to meet us at a gas 
station off of the highway to evaluate Mrs. Stauch. Mrs. Stauch was transported to the gas station in the 
back of Sgt. Davis’ patrol vehicle. She was lifted up into the ambulance and evaluated by medical staff. I 
was informed Mrs. Stauch had normal vital signs and did not appear to be having a medical emergency. I 
asked for a medical clearance and was informed Mrs. Stauch would need to be seen at the emergency 
room in order to get a medical clearance. 

Mrs. Stauch was transported by Sgt. Davis to Memorial Hospital located at 511 NE 10th in Abiliene KS 
67410. When Mrs. Stauch arrived at the hospital at approximately 12:57 pm, she would not communicate 
with anyone and appeared to be unresponsive. Despite being unresponsive, Mrs. Stauch was able to sit 
upright in Sgt. Davis’ patrol vehicle. Medical staff got Mrs. Stauch out of the vehicle and placed her onto 
a gurney. Some of her clothing was cut off because she was not responding. Her wrist restraints were 
adjusted and secured to the hospital bed. She remained in leg irons.  

Medical staff evaluated Mrs. Stauch and conducted tests on her including a CAT scan of her head. She 
was medically stable and “woke up” while in the hospital. Mrs. Stauch asked me what happened and 
where she was. She said, “We were having such a good time singing country songs Bethel. What 
happened?” I did not speak to Mrs. Stauch and left the room to check on Deputy James who was 
receiving medical care.  
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Mrs. Stauch was monitored by deputies from the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office while Detective 
Riley and I were occupied with making arrangements for securing Mrs. Stauch. I was informed by Deputy 
Toolin Mrs. Stauch was talking about seeing  on January 27, 2020. I asked him to complete a 
supplement for his interactions. I also confirmed no deputies had on body worn cameras. Deputies from 
the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office informed me the incident would be documented under Dickinson 
County Sheriff’s Office case # 2020-1624. 

Deputy James was evaluated by medical staff and was diagnosed with a concussion. She was advised to 
not be alone and to not sleep.  

Mrs. Stauch was diagnosed with the following, “Syncope and collapse; imprisonment and other 
incarceration- safe for confinement” The 4-page document from the hospital was placed into evidence as 
item #664.  

Mrs. Stauch was transported to the Saline County Sheriff’s Office jail located at 255 N 10th Street, Salina 
KS 67401. She was booked in at approximately 5:40 pm (CST). I briefed medical staff and law 
enforcement on Mrs. Stauch and provided them with paperwork from the hospital. I requested Mrs. 
Stauch be monitored and a log of her activity be maintained. The staff at the jail complied and provided 
me with an observation log. The log was entered into evidence as item #616. Mrs. Stauch was housed 
until approximately 3:00 am (CST) when EPSO Sgt. Lawrence Gallegos and EPSO Deputy Andrea 
Heredia #16028 picked her up for transport back to El Paso County, CO.  

During the time Mrs. Stauch was detained in the Saline County Jail, Detective Riley, Deputy James and I 
were ordered to stay in Kansas at a hotel and be ready to assist Sgt. Gallegos and Deputy Heredia when 
they were ready for their transport.  

On Thursday, March 5, 2020 at approximately 3:00 am (CST) Mrs. Stauch was picked up from the Saline 
County jail by Sgt. Gallegos and Deputy Heredia. Detective Riley, Deputy James and I followed behind 
Sgt. Gallegos and Deputy Heredia’s vehicle that had Mrs. Stauch in it. During the transport of Mrs. 
Stauch from Saline County KS to the El Paso County Criminal Justice Center Mrs. Stauch was 
manipulating her handcuffs. Sgt. Gallegos contacted Detective Riley and informed him of the situation. 
The transport was stopped, and we drove to the Ellis County Jail at 105 W 12th Street, Hays KS 67601 for 
Mrs. Stauch’s restraints to be checked. It should be noted we already passed the Ellis County Jail, but 
because it was the closest jail to us, we turned around to use it for the restraint check.  

The transport continued and Mrs. Stauch was ultimately booked into the El Paso County Criminal Justice 
Center at approximately 9:20 am on Thursday, March 5, 2020.  

I will continue to document further investigative efforts in separate supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/24/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/02/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

After the arrest of Letecia Stauch in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, I accompanied FBI Special 
Agent Andrew Cohen to the United States Air Force recruiting office located in the Grand 
Coastal Mall.  Ms. Stauch had previously dropped her daughter,  at the office for a 
pre-enlistment appointment. 

We responded to the recruiting office to speak with Ms. Hunt in regard to any information she 
may have about  disappearance.   

Special Agent Cohen conducted the majority of the interview.  The following is a synopsis of 
the interview and is not a word for word transcription.  For full details of the interview the disk 
containing the recorded interview should be reviewed in its entirety.   

The disk containing the recording was later placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility under Item #604 for this case. 

Upon entering the recruiting office,  was speaking to a recruiter.  The recruiting staff 
had been made aware of what was happening and agreed to let us speak with  in their 
office. 

SA Cohen interrupted their conversation and told  we needed to speak with her. 

SA Cohen explained to  she was not in any trouble or under arrest.  He explained the 
door was open and she could leave at any time. 

SA Cohen explained that her mother, Letecia had just been arrested in the parking lot.  He 
asked for her date of birth.  She told him  and a good phone number for her is 

  Her mailing address is P.O. Box 50991 in Myrtle Beach, SC 29579.  She is
currently staying with her friend at 190 Campania Street in Myrtle Beach.

SA Cohen asks if she is surprised her mother has been arrested and she replies “yeah”.  She 
tells him she doesn’t know why she would be arrested.   

SA Cohen asks if she has a clear recollection of when  went missing.   She tells him 
yes.  She confirms the last time he was seen was the 27th of January.  She confirms she was 
at work that day.   

SA Cohen asks her to tell him what happened when she got home from work that day. 

 tells him she came home and she and her little sister (  went to the store.  They 
were going to the store for herself.  She doesn’t remember what items she got. 
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SA Cohen advises her she could get into trouble if she does not tell the truth to him. 

She says she is supposed to go to basic training on March 17. 

She tells him they went to the dollar store.  They returned home and were just waiting for 
 to come home.  Her mother said he was supposed to be there by 6:00 p.m. 

The last time she saw  was Monday morning.  She believes this was around 8:00 a.m. 

When she got home from the store, the house still smelled liked smoke from the fire.  Her mom 
was doing normal cleaning like the dishes.  She doesn’t know if her mom was cleaning carpet 
or anything like that. 

SA Cohen explains the items to include baking soda and vinegar were items picked up at the 
dollar store.   states her mom asked her to pick these up. 

She gave the items she picked up to her mom when she got home. 

SA Cohen asks if she has been following what has happened to   She tells him no 
because she has got death threats.  She agrees to show SA Cohen screen shots of the threats 
later.   

 says her mom is always cleaning the house. 

She didn’t go into  room when she got home. 

She indicates she went out looking for  

After the police came to the house, some people brought some food to them.  She thinks it was 
people from the neighborhood. 

She got up before 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday.  She doesn’t remember her mom leaving early in 
the morning.  She remembers her going to pick up  from the airport. 

Tuesday night was weird because it was just her and  at home.  Her mom and  were out 
searching for  

The next time she saw her mom was on Tuesday night.  She left the house and went to the 
First and Main complex where she met her mom.  Her mom met her there in her Tiguan 
vehicle.  She believes her mom dropped off her rental car earlier. 

Her mom left her Tiguan at the complex and rode home with  

She thinks they got back to the house around 1:00 a.m. 

She says her mom has not told her what to say to authorities.   

She says her mom wasn’t mad about the candle incident, she was more concerned about 
 being hurt. 

When they left Colorado, they drove into New Mexico, Texas and actually stayed a few days in 
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Florida before coming to South Carolina. 

All of her clothes are at Laura Abernathy’s house. 

She says her mom has said a few things about  incident.  Mostly these comments are 
about the accusations people are making about her.  She says the police have not been in 
contact with them. 

I ask if her mom has told her what she believes happened to   She tells me no. 

The interview is ended. 

The interview invoice for this recorded audio interview was submitted with a previous 
supplement. 

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #21 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Tuesday, March 3, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Facebook Return information  
At approximately 8:00 am, I was notified from Facebook INC, they had processed search 
warrant 20-712.  Facebook provided all available information from the requested dates 
for the requested accounts.  I began processing the information, placing it on to disks to 
allow for it to be placed into evidence.  All items were placed into evidence.  

The return information will be reviewed at a later date and documented by its reviewer. 

Starbucks Return information  
Throughout the day I was notified Starbucks had processed search warrant #20-714.  I 
was provided a link to download the video footage from a secure server.  The footage was 
downloaded and placed onto a disk for evidence.  

The return information will be reviewed at a later date and documented by its reviewer. 

Yahoo Return information 
During the day I received a package from Yahoo related to search warrant #20-711.  The 
package contained the requested information from the warrant placed on to a disk.  The 
disk was placed into evidence.   

The return information will be reviewed at a later date and documented by its reviewer. 

Spartan Nash  
Throughout this investigation I have contacted Spartan Nash on several occasions in 
reference to search warrant #20-448.  This warrant was served to the company in early 
February and no return information has yet been provided. On this date I received a follow 
up email from Ms. Kathleen Money stating the following: 

My apologies for the delayed response.  I have asked the IT to provide the data.  I 
am told I will have it by the end of the week.   I will confirm with you by the end of 
the week.   

I’m adding Ellen - my administrative assistant - to ensure I remember to update you. 

Thanks for your patience. 

Kathy 
Kathleen M. Mahoney 
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As of the date of writing this report (03/16/2020) return information has not been 
received.  

Evidence 
Throughout this investigation several items sought through warrants have been returned 
and placed securely on the Investigations server.  The following items were placed into 
evidence as follows: 

- Item #566- Facebook Return for Amarita Yanez (SW #20-712)
- Item #567- Facebook Return for Candace Beckman (SW #20-712)
- Item #568- Facebook Return for Melony Redcliff (SW #20-712)
- Item #569- Facebook Return for Leticia Stauch (SW #20-712)
- Item #570- Facebook Return for Amanda Hunter (SW #20-712)
- Item #571- Facebook Return for Victoria Michelle (SW #20-712)
- Item #572- Facebook Return for Tee Stauch Support Group Page (SW #20-712)
- Item #573- Facebook Return for Jennifer Bamberg (SW #20-712)
- Item #574- Instagram Return for Leticia Stauch (SW #20-712)
- Item #575- Mac ID Return Letter from Xfinity/Comcast (SW #20-576)
- Item # 576- Starbucks Video Footage from Mesa Ridge Parkway Store (SW #20-714)
- Item # 577- Yahoo Returns (SW #20-711)

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 14 Tuesday March 3, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Tuesday March 3, 2020, at approximately 9:46 am, I, Detective N. Brklich received a phone 
call from the front desk personnel stating there was a gentleman in the lobby requesting to speak 
with a detective in reference to the missing child  I informed them I would come 
down to meet him. 

Investigative Activity 

At approximately 9:50 am, I met with Mr. Jerald Hagerman, DOB:  Mr. Hagerman 
explained to me on Monday January 27, 2020, at approximately 1:19 pm, he was shopping at the 
Harbor Freight located at 2835 E. Fountain Blvd, Colorado Springs, CO 80910. Mr. Hagerman 
stated as he left the store at approximately 1:30 pm, he began driving west on Fountain Blvd. Mr. 
Hagerman stated as he was passing an old abandoned building located on the south side of 
Fountain Blvd, he noticed a maroon Toyota pickup truck driving behind the building down onto 
the trails behind. Mr. Hagerman stated he didn’t think much of it at the time other than to think 
he would not drive a newer model truck like this one on those trails. 

Mr. Hagerman stated later in the day he discovered the report of the missing child,  
 He advised,  after speaking with his wife, they decided to call into the EPSO hotline to 

leave a possible tip as to  location. Mr. Hagerman stated the only reason he came in 
today is because he had not heard back and didn’t know if his message was received. I thanked 
him for taking the time to come in to the OTS and advised him we would look into this area. 

I reported this tip to Detective D. Glenn, who has been the detective assigned to vetting tips and 
discovered he had already vetted this particular tip. 

Case Status: Active Investigation 
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On 3 March, 2020, I, Deputy Michaela James, EID 17041, was assigned 
to assist with the extradition of Letecia Stauch, DOB: 
 to the El Paso County Jail, located at 2739 East Las Vegas 
do Springs, Colorado, 80906.  

At approximately 1000 hours, I received a call from Sgt. Joshua 
Seiter, EID 11018, asking if I would be available to leave at 
approximately 1700 hours that same day to conduct an extradition. 
I told him I was available. He said I would be flying to Nashville, 
Tennessee to meet up with two detectives and would continue from 
there.  

At approximately 1700 hours, I boarded a plane to Denver. From Denver, 
I flew to Nashville and arrived at approximately 2355 hours, local 
time. I met with detectives Mark Riley, EID 02073, and Jessica Bethel, 
EID 07088, approximately 10 minutes later. They were driving a silver 
Chrystler minivan. I was informed by Detective Bethel that Ms. Stauch 
was in the passenger side middle seat in full restraints (leg 
restraints and a belly chain with wrist restraints attached at each 
side). Detective Bethel also informed me that Ms. Stauch had not been 
sleeping and refused to eat anything but a few bites of beef jerky. 
I was also informed Ms. Stauch was being recorded at all times. During 
the drive she was being recorded by a GO PRO that was right in front 
of her on the front passenger seat. I was told I would be walking 
behind Ms. Stauch and use Detective Bethel’s office issued phone to 
record her at all times except while inside the restroom during rest 
stops. After talking to detectives about Ms. Stauch’s behavior, I 
got into the driver side middle seat, next to Ms. Stauch, and we left 
the airport.  

During the drive, Ms. Stauch was talkative and occasionally mentioned 
areas she recognized. To pass the time, we listened to music and began 
guessing who the artists were and what the songs were called to see 
who could get the most correct. Ms. Stauch laughed and played the 
game. She stated a couple times that she was a little cold. I turned 
down the air for her. Ms. Stauch also began manipulating her seatbelt 
by locking the shoulder strap tight then unfastening the buckle.  

Ms. Stauch asked me at one point during the drive how I got my gun 
on a plane without a box for it and mentioned TSA guidelines and that 
she was once a flight attendant. I told her, “There are ways” and 
ended the conversation. It appeared Ms. Stauch believed my gun was 
in my bag which I continued to let her believe and I moved my bag 
even further away from her than it previously was. Ms. Stauch later 
asked me, “Your gun isn’t pointed at me is it?” I had to have her 
repeat the question multiple times as I was unsure I heard her 
correctly. She repeated the question and explained that she had a 
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nephew killed by an accidental gun shot and that was why she asked. 
I told her, “You don’t have to worry about that” and ended the 
conversation. At our next break, I asked Detective Bethel who was 
sitting in front of Ms. Stauch if she heard her mention my gun and 
informed her that was the second time she had mentioned it. Detective 
Bethel had heard the comment.  

Throughout the drive, we asked Ms. Stauch if she needed a restroom 
break and continued to remind her to let us know when she needed to 
stop. Ms. Stauch preferred rest stops instead of stopping at gas 
stations. We did utilize rest stops to reduce the possibility of 
others recognizing her in order to keep her safe. During one rest 
stop, Ms. Stauch fell to the ground and rolled onto her back. It did 
not appear as though she had tripped, but instead had fallen 
intentionally. She was helped up by Detective Bethel who asked her 
if she was okay or if she was hurt. Ms. Stauch said she was okay. 
Detective Bethel asked her if she wanted us to roll her sleeves up 
or check for any injuries. She stated she was fine and that was not 
necessary.  

I continuously monitored the Gro Pro to ensure it was not knocked 
loose and or out of place. If it looked as though it was out of place, 
I asked Detective Bethel to adjust it. This also served as a reminder 
to Ms. Stauch that she was being recorded.  

As we proceeded with the drive, Ms. Stauch appeared to be trying to 
sleep. She would close her eyes for awhile but I would then notice 
her looking around. She would adjust and appear to go to sleep again. 

In Kansas on Interstate 70 headed westbound, on March 4th at 
approximately 1220 hours, I had been looking out the window of the 
vehicle for approximately 30 seconds when I heard a yell just before 
feeling a sharp pain on the right side of my head and my head hit 
the window. I blacked out for a brief moment but felt the weight of 
Ms. Stauch against me and her arms were low around my waist. I pushed 
her and was able to remove my seatbelt. I then stood up holding Ms. 
Stauch’s arms yelling that she was unrestrained. The van came to an 
abrupt stop as I was pushing Ms. Stauch back into her seat. Detective 
Bethel was also attempting to subdue Ms. Stauch. After the van stopped 
Detective Bethel exited and opened the passenger side rear door. 
Detective Riley was not immediately able to assist due to oncoming 
traffic preventing him from safely exiting the vehicle. Detective 
Bethel and I gave Ms. Stauch loud verbal commands to give us her arms, 
but she resisted and continued to yell. She was saying, “She was 
hurting me!” and, “She’s been threatening me the whole time!” Ms. 
Stauch attempted to lunge at me again with her arms out reaching 
towards me as I was still holding her, but Detective Bethel was able 
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to grab her and pull her back. We continued to give verbal commands 
as Detective Riley was able to assist in controlling her arm from 
the rear passenger door.  

I was able to get Ms. Stauch’s left arm behind her back and held it 
there until it was in restraints while I monitored her face to ensure 
she would not attempt to bite me due to her face being close to my 
shoulder. Ms. Stauch was placed back in the belly chain restraints 
and was also secured behind her back using a set of standard wrist 
restraints. After she was in restraints, I moved to the back seat 
right behind Ms. Stauch in case she attempted anything else. 
Detective Bethel closed the side door and moved to the front to call 
for backup due to Detective Riley’s phone not working. While 
Detective Bethel was on the phone, Ms. Stauch began stating that she 
could not breathe. Ms. Stauch reached with her foot to the automatic 
button to open the side door and quickly began sitting up as the door 
began to open. I reached around Ms. Stauch and pulled her back into 
her seat. Using my right hand, I pulled Ms. Stauch’s head back and 
placed fingers in the hypoglossal pressure points under her jaw. I 
applied pressure and gave Ms. Stauch verbal commands to stop 
resisting. As soon as she complied, I released pressure. Every time 
Ms. Stauch began resisting by twisting her body or attempting to pull 
away, I applied pressure and gave more commands to stop resisting. 
I attempted to de-escalate Ms. Stauch’s behavior by talking to her 
until more officers arrived. Within minutes, deputies from the 
Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office arrived on scene.  

After deputies arrived, we removed Ms. Stauch from the van and walked 
her away from the vehicle to avoid the possibility of being hit by 
oncoming traffic. Deputy Andrew Toolin, #817, and Deputy Brandon 
Hurt, #807, assisted us in moving Ms. Stauch. Restraints were 
adjusted, checked, and double locked. We decided to place Ms. Stauch 
in a secure patrol car and go to a safer location off the highway. 
Ms. Stauch refused to walk. I placed her right arm in a MACH 
(Mechanical Advantage Control Hold) by tucking my right arm under 
her right arm and my right  
hand was holding onto my left bicep. Detective Bethel placed her left 
arm in a MACH. We carried her upper body while Deputy Hurt lifted 
and carried her legs. She was placed in secure vehicle belonging to 
Sgt. Steve Davis, #809, and taken to a safer location up the road 
in a parking lot of a gas station. Multiple other patrol vehicles 
were on scene. Medical was also called to the scene to assess Ms. 
Stauch due to her complaints of not being able to breathe.  

While at the parking lot, EMTs stated they were unable to provide 
a med clearance for Ms. Stauch. The EMTs stated she would have to 
be taken to the hospital to be cleared. Ms. Stauch was placed back 
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in a patrol car and taken to Memorial Hospital located at 511 NE 10th 
in Abiliene KS 67410. Upon arrival, she was lifted onto a hospital 
bed from the vehicle. Due to placement of the restraints behind her 
back, the wrist restraints were removed and she stayed restrained 
by the belly chain and with one wrist to the bed. I also secured the 
chain of the leg restraints to the guard rail of the bed using another 
set of wrist restraints to prevent her from kicking or attempting 
to escape.  

While waiting for tests to be completed for Ms. Stauch, someone 
mentioned the bump on my head was quite large where she hit me. I 
was told it should be looked at in case of any injuries. I checked 
into the hospital and received a CT scan which came back normal. I 
was told I had a concussion and needed to take it easy and not to 
sleep until late that night. I was released and Ms. Stauch was 
released from hospital care.  

Ms. Stauch was taken by patrol vehicle to the next county jail in 
Salina, Kansas for a courtesy hold. She was taken into the jail 
without incident. The Detectives and I went to a hotel and developed 
a plan for the next day to finish the extradition. We were informed 
that 2 more deputies were going to come to us with a marked SUV for 
Ms. Stauch and an unmarked patrol car. The two deputies, Sgt. Lawrence 
Gallegos, EID 07073, and Deputy Andrea Heredia, EID 16028, were going 
to ride in the SUV with Ms. Stauch and the detectives and I would 
follow behind with the unmarked vehicle.  

As soon as Deputy Heredia arrived at approximately 0200 hours, we 
began preparing to complete the extradition. We briefed both deputies 
on the previous events. The deputies brought a smaller set of 
restraints and a black box. Ms. Stauch was placed in restraints and 
placed in the SUV. We continued the extradition and at the state line, 
met up with another unmarked patrol car with two more deputies. Upon 
arriving to the El Paso County Jail, we entered through the back door 
of the Sally Port. Intake deputies came out and Ms. Stauch proceeded 
with the booking process. 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, March 3, 
2020  

On Tuesday, March 03, 2020, I, Detective Glenn, of the El Paso county Sheriff’s Office Criminal 
Investigations Division, received the transcript of Nicole Mobley’s interview that occurred on 
Friday, February 21, 2020.  

Interview Details 

On Friday, February 21, 2020, at approximately 1400 hours, Nicole Mobley arrived at the Office 
of the Sheriff with her Husband, Randall Mobley, DOB:   

At the beginning of the interview, Special Agent Beutelschies spent some time building rapport 
with Nicole and Randall. After several minutes, Randall was excused from the interview room 
and I joined Agent Beutelschies in the interview room.  

The interview in its entirety was transcribed by the El Paso Caounty Sheriff's Office Records 
Section and is attached with this supplement. The transcript was not reviewed for accuracy. 

At the conclusion of the interview, Agent Beutelschies and I spoke with Nicole about conducting 
a pretext phone call with Letecia to find out more information about the false police report 
Letecia asked her to make. At that time, Nicole’s telephone was being downloaded in the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office Digital Forensic Unit’s lab. I contacted Detective Stephan Hare and 
told him Nicole needed her telephone to attempt the pretext call. Detective Hare indicated the 
download was incomplete but that he believed he captured all the text data from Nicole’s 
phone at that time.  

I gave Nicole her phone and she attempted to contact Letecia via a telephone call and through 
text messages but did not receive a response in a timely manner prior to the end of the 
interview.  

Agent Beutelschies and I asked Nicole to attempt to schedule a time to speak with Letecia if she 
responded to Nicole’s messages and keep us informed of any developments.  

My notes from the interview with Nicole have been entered into evidence as Item #656. 
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Case status: SAO 
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On March 3, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, Colorado. 
Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I reviewed video footage from neighbors’ residential cameras related to a missing person case 
originally taken at 6627 Mandan Drive on 1/27/2020 located in unincorporated El Paso County, 
Colorado. The footage reviewed was previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as item #280. 

I reviewed video footage from a home security camera system belonging to 10090 Intrepid Way. This 
address is located approximately 0.6 miles northeast from the original address of occurrence. There are 
two cameras on the residence that video footage was provided from. One of the cameras is attached to 
the side overhang of the garage overlooking the driveway to the residences on the north. The second 
camera is mounted at the front door as the doorbell and has views of the front door and partial traffic 
driving by north and south in front of the residence. The camera system is not a non-stop recording 
system, the camera is activated off a motion sensor. 

There were 124 video clips provided from the doorbell, each clip was approximately 1 to 2 minutes long. 
There were no dates or time stamps provided with these videos. There were no vehicles or people seen 
associated too  driving by the driveway. 

There were 431 video clips provided from the garage camera, each clip was approximately 10 seconds to 
30 seconds long. These videos had previously been reviewed and notated in as supplemental report by 
Deputy collecting the evidence. There were about 20 clips from this view; from 6787591217377206268 
to 6787794562603835388, showing the neighbors residence to the north. There was a vehicle in the 
driveway similar to the white Jetta associated to the Stauch family. There was not a clear view to find 
identifiers on the vehicle. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On March 3, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, Colorado. 
Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I reviewed video footage from neighbors’ residential cameras related to a missing person case 
originally taken at 6627 Mandan Drive on 1/27/2020 located in unincorporated El Paso County, 
Colorado. The footage reviewed was previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as item #371. 

I reviewed video footage from a Vivint camera system belonging to 6807 Simcoe Drive. This address is 
located approximately 0.3 miles south from the original address of occurrence. The Vivint camera from 
this residence appeared to be mounted to an area above the garage. The camera looks over the 
driveway, facing north east and has views of traffic driving by the area of Wando Drive and Simcoe 
Drive. The camera system is not a non-stop recording system, the camera is activated off a motion 
sensor.  

The video clips do not have associated dates and time stamps. There were 50 video clips provided from 
this residence. Each video clip was approximately 20 seconds each. This address is in a cul de sac and 
picks up mostly traffic driving into the cul de sac. Vehicle associated to  or  were 
not seen through any of these clips. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On March 3, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, Colorado. 
Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from Shell Gas Station, 4270 E Platte Ave. The footage reviewed was previously 
collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as item #432. 

This Shell gas station is located in the city of Colorado Springs, Colorado and located near the north west 
corner of E Platte Avenue and N Murray Blvd. The video footage from the business cameras appear to 
record 24/7. The video footage collected was requested for 1/29/2020 from approximately 1100 hours 
until 1130 hours. The following was observed while reviewing video footage. 

The footage provided had seven various angles of the store and parking lot. 
- Camera 5 showed footage from inside of the store facing the front door.
- Camera 6 showed footage from inside of the store facing the front door.
- Camera 12 was mounted to the front of the building on the south side of the property. The

camera pointed south and showed the gas pumps and some of the traffic on Platte Ave.
- Camera 13 was mounted to the front of the building on the south side of the property. The

camera pointed south east and showed the gas pumps and the intersection of Platte Ave
and Murray Blvd.

- Camera 14 was mounted to the west side of the property. This camera faces towards the
entrance of the carwash, the dumpster, and traffic passing through the back of the building.

- Camera 15 and 16 showed the inside of the carwash.

The video footage from all of the cameras is mostly from a timeframe of 1100 hours through 1130 
hours. All of the cameras skipped frames on occasion anywhere from 10 seconds to a minute at a time. 
Camera 12 and 13 show footage of the parking lot and gas pump. No vehicles or people associated to 

 were observed coming through the parking lot. Traffic passing through on Platte Ave 
was observed but specific makes and models of vehicle could not be seen. 

Camera 14 shows some vehicle and foot traffic passing through from the back of the building. No people 
or associated vehicles were seen around the dumpster. 

The other cameras had no movement, or no one was located associated to the incident. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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On March 3, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, received an thumb drive in the mail from Pam Smith. 
The thumb drive contains photos taken by NecroSearch. I entered the drive into evidence as item #550. 

I entered the MCL report I received on February 8th into evidence as item #551. 

I entered the MCL report I received on February 28th into evidence as item #552. 

NFI / SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/18/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/03/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, along with Detective Jessica Bethel of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

After the completion of the March 2nd operation to arrest Letecia Stauch, complete search 
warrants and conduct interviews, Detective Bethel and I began preparing for our scheduled 
flight back to Colorado from South Carolina. 

Earlier in the morning, Ms. Stauch had been present in a Myrtle Beach court for her extradition 
hearing.  During this hearing, Ms. Stauch waived further hearings in regard to being extradited 
back to Colorado.  The court ordered that Ms. Stauch must be extradited within 20 days of this 
hearing. 

At approximately 10:12 a.m., Eastern Standard Time, I received a telephone call from 
Lieutenant D. Manzanilla.  This call was in reference to purchasing a plane ticket for Letecia 
Stauch on the flight back to Colorado with Detective Bethel and I at 3:45 p.m.   

Concerns were voiced to Lieutenant Manzanilla by both Detective Bethel and myself in regard 
to flying with Ms. Stauch, as we had not been cleared through training to fly armed. It was also a 
concern that Ms. Stauch was likely to do something to cause the plane to be diverted.  

Lietenant Manzanilla agreed that driving Ms. Stauch was probably the best course of action.  A 
short time later, Lieutenant Manzanilla contacted us and told us a passenger van had been 
rented for us to transport Ms. Stauch back to Colorado.   

Lieutenant Manzanilla told us to drive straight through from South Carolina to Colorado.  We 
asked about our lack of having proper restraints for this transport.  We were advised that 
arrangements would be made to borrow restraints from the jail Ms. Stauch was being housed at 
in South Carolina. 

Due to the length of the trip and Ms. Stauch’s documented behavior to this point in the 
investigation, we recommended the transport be documented using video.  A GoPro camera 
was purchased to document the trip back to Colorado.  We also purchased food and drinks 
from a Walmart for the upcoming transport.  This included snacks and other items which could 
be easily accessible and provided to Ms. Stauch during the trip. 

A short time later, Lieutenant Manzanilla told us EPSO would be sending a member of the 
EPSO SRT to Nashville, TN to assist in the transport.  Deputy Michaela James was identified 
as the SRT member being sent to assist in the transport. 

We picked up the rental vehicle at the airport in Myrtle Beach.  We planned out the best 
position to place Ms. Stauch during the transport, due to the vehicle not being secured.  Upon 
getting the vehicle we checked it for child locks on the sliding doors on either side of the van 
and were unable to locate any.   
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We responded to the J. Reuben Long Detention Facility in Conway, South Carolina, where Ms. 
Stauch was being held.  Ms. Stauch was taken from a holding cell and was changed from jail 
issued clothing into her personal clothing. 

Ms. Stauch was placed into leg irons which were checked for tightness and double locked.  Her 
hands were restrained in handcuffs attached to a chain around her waist.  The chain around 
her waist was checked for tightness and locked with a padlock.  Her hands were positioned 
along each side of her body near the hip line.  The handcuffs were checked for tightness and 
double locked.  The keys for the padlock was in the possession of Detective Bethel and I. 

Prior to being placed in the van, Detective Bethel explained to Ms. Stauch that she was in 
custody and she should not attempt to grab any doors or do anything without asking.  She 
explained to Ms. Stauch the entire transport would be recorded.  It was explained to her if she 
wanted a snack, drink, or bathroom break she just needed to ask.  Ms. Stauch was told if she 
were to reach for a door, it would be considered an escape attempt, which we would deal with 
appropriately.   

Throughout the transport, Ms. Stauch was offered food, drinks and breaks at rest areas found 
throughout the drive on the highway.  When we stopped for fuel, Ms. Stauch did not want to 
use the restroom facilities and seemed to prefer using rest areas.  Ms. Stuach had a couple of 
drinks but refused to eat during the trip, except for a small amount of beef jerky.  We stopped at 
a Taco Bell and she indicated she did not wish to eat at that time.  I told her she could tell me at 
any time she was hungry and we would stop along our route and get her whatever meal she 
would like.  Later in the trip, she refused to eat food purchased for her at a Jack in the Box. 

During a brief stop to recharge the battery of the GoPro, Ms. Stauch was afforded the 
opportunity to stretch her legs, and move her arms around one at a time without restraints while 
sitting in the van.  This was recorded using Detective Bethel’s work cellular telephone.   

At approximately 12:00 a.m. on 03/04/20, we arrived at the Nashville, TN airport and picked up 
Deputy James.   

As we continued the transport into Kansas, we were travelling westbound on Interstate 70 near 
mile marker 284.  I was driving, Detective Bethel was in the front passenger seat and Deputy 
James was in the passenger seat behind me and next to Ms. Stauch.   

At approximately 12:20 p.m., Ms. Stauch was able to slip her handcuffs and attacked Deputy 
James using a can of Monster energy drink.  She jumped across the open portion of the 
passenger compartment between the seats and struck Deputy James in the head with the drink. 
Deputy James was able to fend off the attack and pushed Ms. Stauch back to her seat.   

I rapidly pulled to the side of the Interstate and stopped the vehicle.  Detective Bethel exited her 
door and entered the rear passenger compartment through the sliding door.  During this action, 
multiple commands were given to Ms. Stauch to stop her actions. 

Due to the high number of tractor trailers passing, I was unable to exit the vehicle safely upon 
stopping the vehicle.  While waiting for the opportunity to exit, I observed Ms. Stauch actively 
resisting both Detective Bethel and Deputy James’s efforts to control her.  Multiple commands 
were given by both Detective Bethel and Deputy James to stop resisting.  I heard Ms. Stauch 
tell Detective Bethel she would comply with her but not Deputy James.  Her actions, however, 
did not reflect what she said.  She continued to resist efforts to control her. 
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I gave multiple commands for Ms. Stauch to comply with the efforts of Detective Bethel and 
Deputy James.  She did not comply.   

After traffic cleared sufficiently for my exit of the vehicle, I responded to the open rear passenger 
door.  After I exited the vehicle, Ms. Stauch’s aggressive behavior escalated.  When I reached 
the door, Detective Bethel was attempting to control Ms. Stauch while Deputy James attempted 
to control her hands.   

I was able to gain control of Ms. Stauch’s right arm by pulling it away from her torso.  I applied 
pressure by turning the arm and bending the wrist upward. 

Once I controlled her arm, Detective Bethel was able to transition control of Ms. Stauch’s head 
and upper body to Deputy James.  Detective Bethel and I were able to handcuff Ms. Stauch 
behind her back at this time.  The handcuffs she had slipped out of previously were reapplied 
as well. 

I attempted to call 911 but was unable to receive enough cell service to do so. 

Deputy James was behind Ms. Stauch in a position to better control her.  Detective Bethel 
exited the vehicle, shut and locked the sliding door and began searching for our exact location 
on her phone.  Ms. Stauch began saying something about air conditioning and opened the 
sliding door by pushing the button to open the door with her foot.  Detective Bethel stood in the 
open doorway, blocking any exit of Ms. Stauch from the vehicle. 

Detective Bethel was able to get a call into 911 and began giving them our information.  I took 
over the phone call to 911, while she could assist Deputy James with Ms. Stauch. 

Several deputies from the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office were dispatched to our location. 
Upon their arrival, Mrs. Stauch was removed from the van and restraints were checked. Ms. 
Stauch was ordered to kneel on the ground away from the van where the restraints were 
adjusted by Deputy Toolin of the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office. Ms. Stauch complained of 
an injury to her head and that she was having a hard time breathing.  I did not observe any 
injuries to any part of Ms. Stauch.  Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office Sergeant Davis secured 
Ms. Stauch in the back of his patrol vehicle. Ms. Stauch was placed into the patrol vehicle by 
Detective Bethel and Deputy James.   While being taken to the vehicle, Ms. Stauch dropped 
her weight, causing pain to Detective Bethel’s shoulder. 

Medical staff was summoned to meet us off of the highway to evaluate Ms. Stauch. Ms. Stauch 
was transported to the gas station in a Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office patrol vehicle. She was 
evaluated by medical staff who indicated Ms. Stauch did not appear to be having a medical 
emergency.  A request for a medical clearance was made and we were informed Ms. Stauch 
would need to be taken to the hospital for a clearance. 

Ms. Stauch was transported to Memorial Hospital located at 511 NE 10th in Abilene KS 67410 in 
a Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office patrol vehicle. Upon arrival, Ms. Stauch would not 
communicate and appeared to be unresponsive. Ms. Stauch remained upright in the vehicle and 
reacted when a Dickinson County deputy applied a sternum rub.  Medical staff removed Ms. 
Stauch from the vehicle and entered the emergency room of the hospital. During treatment, 
portions of her clothing were removed and/or cut off to allow medical personnel access for 
treatment. Ms. Stauch was secured to the hospital bed by utilizing handcuffs.  Her leg restraints 
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were secured to the bed. 

Ms. Stauch was evaluated and treated by medical staff.  Tests were conducted to include a 
CAT scan of her head were completed.  

Deputy James was evaluated and treated by medical staff.  She was diagnosed with a 
concussion. 

Deputies from the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office remained with Ms. Stauch while Detective 
Bethel and I were in contact with Lieutenant Manzanilla, who was briefed on what had occurred. 
We also made arrangements for the detention of Ms. Stauch in a nearby detention facility. 
Deputy Toolin later told me that Ms. Stauch had been talking about seeing  on January 
27, 2020. I requested a report from him as well as any other members of his agency who heard 
the comments.   The associated Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office case number is 2020-1624. 

Ms. Stauch was medically cleared and was transported to the Saline County Sheriff’s Office jail 
located at 255 N 10th Street, Salina KS 67401. Medical staff were briefed and appropriate 
clearance paperwork was provided to them.  A request for Ms. Stauch to be monitored and a 
log of her activity be maintained. The jail staff provided an observation log prior to Ms. Stauch’s 
removal from their facility.  Mrs. Stauch was housed until approximately 3:00 am (CST) when 
EPSO Sgt. Lawrence Gallegos and EPSO Deputy Andrea Heredia #16028 picked her up for 
transport back to El Paso County, CO.  

After Ms. Stauch was detained in the Saline County Jail, we were ordered to stay in Kansas at a 
hotel and be ready to assist Sgt. Gallegos and Deputy Heredia in the continued transport of Ms. 
Stauch.  

We were tasked with assisting Sgt. Gallegos with the transport of Mrs. Stauch from the Kansas 
jail to El Paso County. 

On Thursday, March 5, 2020 at approximately 3:00 am (CST) I assisted Sgt. Gallegos, and 
Deputy Heredia with the removal of Ms. Stauch from the Saline County jail.  

Detective Bethel, Deputy James and I followed behind Sergeant Gallegos in Deputy Heredia’s 
vehicle she had driven to Kansas. During the transport Ms. Stauch attempted to manipulate her 
handcuffs while secured in the back of Sergeant Gallegos’s vehicle. Sergeant Gallegos 
contacted me by phone and informed me we would be stopping to check Ms. Stauch’s 
restraints. We responded to the Ellis County Jail at 105 W 12th Street, Hays KS 67601 for the 
restraint check. This happened approximately ½ hour after passing Hays Kansas, which 
resulted in a additional hour of travel time to the transport.  

We continued to follow Sergeant Gallegos and the transport was completed when Ms. Stauch 
was booked into the El Paso County Criminal Justice Center at approximately 9:20 am on 
Thursday, March 5, 2020.  
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 03/03/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Tuesday March 3, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, received an email update from USAA Federal Savings Bank for the account 
shared by Letecia and  I also followed up with JP Morgan Chase Bank and received 
documents from Bank of America and Wells Fargo. 

USAA Follow Up 

I received an email from USAA employee Julia Pugh containing a secure link to a spreadsheet. 
The spreadsheet had the following updates for Letecia and  shared checking account: 
03/01/20 at 1819 hours, card ending *  (  purchase at BP/Circle K in Myrtle Beach, 
SC for $8.46 
03/01/20 at 1008 hours, card ending *  (  purchase from Epidemic Sound AB 
(online) for $15.00 

I notified Ms. Pugh that I no longer needed to receive updates on the account. 

JP Morgan Chase Bank Follow Up 

I followed up with JP Morgan Chase Bank employee Stephanie Nichols ) by 
phone. I had previously noted PayPal account  in the name of  

  was linked to a credit card 
on July 12, 2019 listed as ChasePay Net card #  I asked Ms. Nichols to check 
this account for records, since it is associated with  and was also associated with Letecia 
Stauch under PayPal account #  ( gmail.com) on the 
same date. Ms. Nichols said she would get back to me on the account records. She provided 
internal tracking #SB1112300.  

Bank of America Follow Up 

Bank of America provided 8 documents, which I received by mail at the Sheriff’s Office: 
1) An Excel spreadsheet containing IP address data
2) Signature card for account ending *
3) Statements for account ending *
4) Statements for credit card ending *
5) Statements for credit card ending *
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6) Statements for credit card ending *
7) Affidavit letter
8) Passcode letter

IP addresses: The last login recorded was on January 26, 2020 at 0748 hours. The login ID was 
“tecialynn2006” and the IP address used was 71.205.18.74 at 1/26/20 07:48:15. The IP address 
appeared consistent with logins going back to September 2019. Login activity going back to 
December 2018 was provided. (See attachment “BoA IP addresses”) 

Signature card for account *  Account #  is a savings account for  
and Letecia L Stauch opened on 1/27/15. Both parties’ social security numbers were listed and 
Letecia Stauch’s signature was recorded twice on the documents.  

Statements for account *  The earliest statement provided was from September 12, 2018 to 
December 11, 2018. The most recent statement provided was through January 13, 2020. The 
account appeared to be primarily used for Zelle money transfers in and out. The account was 
listed as $0 balance as of January 13, 2020. The most recent transactions were two Zelle transfers 
into the account on December 12, 2019 ($275 and $200). On the same day there were payments 
to credit card *  for the same amount(s). 

Statements for credit card ending *  This card is listed as an Alaska Mileage Plan account in 
the name of Letecia Stauch. The most recent statement closing date was listed as July 22, 2019, 
with a positive balance of $33.86. The earliest statement provided was dated December 25, 2018. 

Statements for credit card ending *  This card is listed as an Alaska Mileage Plan account in 
the name of Letecia Stauch. This account appears to be a continuation of the same account, with 
a new card issued to it. Only one statement was provided, closing July 25, 2019.   

Statements for credit card ending *  This card is listed as an Alaska Mileage Plan account in 
the name of Letecia Stauch. This account appears to be a continuation of the same account, with 
a new card issued to it. The most recent statement closing date was February 25, 2020, and the 
earliest statement closing date was November 25, 2019. The current balance on the account was 
-$12.95. There was one purchase on the most recent statement at Walmart (unknown further) on 
February 8, 2020 ($12.95). The statement previous to this showed payments totaling $3,425.28 
as recent as January 18,  2020. There were purchases at Cinemark theaters in Colorado Springs 
in early January. There were purchases of American Airlines and Alaska Airlines tickets in late 
December, for Fort Worth, Texas and For Lauderdale, FL, and Miami, FL (unknown further). 
There were a couple other miscellaneous charges to the card (Safeway, Copperhead Rd, 
Amazon).  
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(See attachments for BoA account statements, affidavit and passcode) 

Wells Fargo Follow Up 

I received by mail a notarized declaration of records for the account records previously received 
via email. I entered this certificate into evidence. 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence under this case: 
Item #578-CD containing USAA updates and JP Morgan Chase Bank response to COPRs 
Item #579-CD containing Bank of America response and paperwork 
Item #580-Notarized certificate of records from Wells Fargo 

Case Status: SAO
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DATE, LOCATION, JURISDICTION, DEPUTY & EID, AND NATURE OF CALL INFORMATION 

Body worn camera footage is available. 

On March 4, 2020, at approximately 1515 hours, I, Deputy Ricardo Garcia/13141, was asked by Sergeant 
Kurt Smith of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office to complete a supplement report for case 20-1382. I 
was asked to include any investigation that I conducted for this case.  

INVESTIGATION 

On January 28, 2020 between 0700 hours and 0735 hours, call screen number: 20-21390, I conducted a 
patrol check in the area of Lorson Ranch. While conducting the patrol check I was looking for any 
information or signs of  During the patrol check I called  cell phone which was 
listed on the initial runaway report. When I called the cell phone, a woman answered the cell phone and 
stated  left his cell phone at his residence. I did not have any further information during the 
patrol check on January 28, 2020.  

On January 28. 2020 at about 1210 hours, call screen number: 20-21612, I checked an abandoned 
building near Lorson Ranch. The building was the Applegate golf course club house. I did not find any 
information or signs of   

On January 28, 2020 at about 1400 hours, call screen number: 20-21687, I responded to 10315 
Declaration Dr, Colorado Springs CO 80925. I was dispatch to the address to conduct follow-up for this 
case. I was told that  cell phone had this address listed on his google search. I do not recall 
where this information was from. I spoke to Luisa Yanez, DOB: . Luisa stated she did not know 

 and did not have any information for this case.  

On January 29, 2020 at about 0759 house, call screen number: 20-22302, I was assigned to a follow-up 
call at 6627 Mandan. While responding to the address, I was told that I was not needed at the address. 

On January 29, 2020 at about 0810 hours, call screen number: 20-22332, I conducted a patrol check in 
the area near French Elementary. I was told during our patrol briefing to be on the look out for a black 
Nissan Maxima with South Carolina license plate  and a White Kia Rio with Texas license plate 
LWH1205.  my patrol check, I did not find the vehicle or any further information for this case.   

On January 29, 2020 at about 1250 hours, I was dispatch to suspicious blue item near the area of 
Marksheffel Rd and Link Rd. Upon arrival I found the blue item to be a blue water container for cattle. I 
did not find any information or signs for   

I have nothing further at this time. 

CASE DISPOSITION 
SAO   
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On March 4, 2020, at about 4:25 p.m. I, Detective Montville was 
conducting follow-up on this case. On this date, I reviewed 
surveillance video collected from Wireless Dimensions at the Citadel 
Mall, in Colorado Springs, Colorado, on January 25, 2020.  

On January 25, 2020 at about 2:42:36, two femal matching 
the physical descriptions of Leticia Stauch and  walk by 
the wireless kiosk facing the surveillance came

On January 25, 2020, at about 2:52:10 p.m., two female 
matching the physical descriptions of Leticia Stauch and  
walk by the wireless kiosk. Their backs are to the surv
camera.  

I emailed a screen shots of the female parties to FBI Analyst Cally 
Evanoff. The screen shots are also attached to this supplement.  

Nothing follows.  

Case Status: CBA-INV  
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This a supplement #9 for case 20-1382 Wednesday, March 04, 2020 

Reviewed video: 

On 03/04/2020, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
Investigations Division, conducted follow-up on this case. 

I reviewed video collected from Best Buy, located at 3150 New Center Point, which contained three 
camera angles, AP Desk, Front Exterior, and Front Center Sales. The video was date/time stamped, and 
covered from 11:00:00 am, through 11:59:59 am, on 01/25/2020. 

I found nothing to report upon review of the video. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status:  

SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 EDIT 

On 03/04/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, realized there were 
some typographical mistakes in my original supplements, where I described the 
operational period evidence items. The correct information is highlighted and depicted 
below:  

• Search Operation Period packets

o Operation Period 1, 1/31/20 - 86 pages (Evidence item# 493)

o Operation Period 2, 2/1/20 - 87 pages (Evidence item# 494)

o Operation Period 3, 2/2/20 - 52 pages (Evidence item# 495)

o Operation Period 4, 2/3/20 - 28 pages (Evidence item# 496)

o Operation Period 5, 2/6/20 - 75 pages (Evidence item# 497)

o Operation Period 6, 2/12/20 - 78 pages (Evidence item# 498)

o Operation Period 7, 2/13/20 - 80 pages (Evidence item# 499)

o Operation Period 8, 2/13/20 - 56 pages (Evidence item# 500)

o Operation Period 9, 2/15/20 - 54 pages (Evidence item# 501

o Operation Period 10, 2/16/20 - 48 pages (Evidence item# 502)

o Operation Period 11, 2/17/20 - 58 pages (Evidence item# 503)

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On March 4, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, Colorado. 
Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from Wendy’s, 7525 McLaughlin Rd. The footage reviewed was previously 
collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as item #304. 

This Wendy’s is located in unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado and located near the intersection of 
E Woodmen Road and McLaughlin Road. The video footage from the business cameras appear to record 
24/7. The video footage collected was requested for 1/28/2020 at approximately 1700 hours until 
1/29/2020 until approximately 0130 hours. The following was observed while reviewing video footage. 

The footage provided had five various angles of the business and parking lot. The footage appears to 
skip on occasion up to several minutes at a time. 

- Camera 1 is mounted to the east side of the building and has views of the drive thru order
box and the dumpster belonging to the business.

- Camera 3 is on the inside of the building and has views of the employee side of the counter
facing the registers.

- Camera 4 is on the inside of the building and has views of the employee side of the drive
thru window.

- Camera 14 is mounted to the southeast side of the building and has views of the parking lot
outside of the front door and some traffic passing on Woodmen Road.

- Camera 15 is mounted to the north side of the building and has views of the exit to the drive
thru and traffic passing by in the shopping center.

All of the video footage from these cameras starts at 1700 hours and end anywhere around 0115 hours 
until 0130 hours. During original interviews and investigation into the case it was found Leticia could 
have possibly passed by this area of the shopping center. 

After reviewing the video footage, I was not able to locate any vehicles or people related to  
 I observed two dumpsters in the video and no suspicious vehicles or people were seen by the 

dumpsters. I was not able to see a clear view of traffic passing on Woodmen Road, but nobody was seen 
on the shoulder or in the grass closest to the shopping center. 

Nothing further at this time. 
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On March 4, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, was assigned to review the video surveillance footage 
recovered from the Kohl’s store at 4910 N. Nevada Ave. The footage is of activity at the store on 
Monday, January 27, 2020. I am aware Letecia Stauch shopped at the Petco Store next door to the 
Kohl’s at 11:20 am and 1:20 pm on this date. 

Exterior PTZ 

I was provided with a file of footage from the Exterior PTZ (Pan/Tilt/Zoom) camera. In general, the 
camera faces to the south. The Petco is to the north. Footage of the front door of the Petco was, 
therefore, mostly unavailable. The operator does move the camera around the parking lot on a regular 
basis. 

The only footage of evidential value is a brief glimpse of the Red, Nissan Frontier at 11:27 am: 

The driver’s door is open, and movement is seen from an unknown individual, likely Leticia Stauch, in 
the driver’s compartment. It is not possible to determine any other occupants or activity in the truck. 
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Misses Entrance 

I was provided footage from the interior Misses Entrance Camera. I did not review this footage as the 
Exterior PTZ camera records activity in this area, and the footage is redundant. 

Men’s Entrance 

I was provided footage from the interior Men’s Entrance Camera. I reviewed from 11:10 - 11:30 am and 
1:10-1:30 pm. I did not find either Letecia or  entering the store via this angle. 

This concluded my review of the video surveillance footage. 

NFI / SAO 
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On March 4, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034 entered photographs taken by the Metro Crime Lab 
during the course of this investigation into evidence. 

Evidence Item #581 - Photos of Executions of Search Warrants at 6627 Mandan Drive  

Disk 1 - Search Warrant on January 29, 2020 

Disk 2 - Search Warrant on February 3, 2020 

Disk 3 - Search Warrant on February 5, 2020 

Disk 4 - Search Warrants on February 13 & 26, 2020 

Evidence Item #582 

1 disk of photos of processing possible clandestine grave at El Pomar complex on February 3, 2020. 

Evidence Item #583 

USB drive containing FARO scans completed by the Metro Crime Lab 

Evidence Item #584 - Photos taken of items during lab processing 

Disk 1 - Sets 10,11 & 12 

Disk 2 - Sets 14-17, 20, 22, 23-26 

Nothing Further 

Status CBA 
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2020-1382 
Detective P. Vigil 10011 
Case Title: Missing Child 

Supplement #10 

On March 4, 2020, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, were assigned to this case (EPSO case#2020-0001382). 

I reviewed the transcript of the for  during her forensic interview.  The full transcription 
was uploaded to this report.  

I have nothing further.  

Case Status: Active-Investigation. 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 03/04/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday March 4, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, reviewed the response I received from JP Morgan Chase Bank and spoke to 
another Chase Bank employee regarding my request for records. 

JP Morgan Chase Bank Follow Up 

I reviewed the document Chase Bank provided, which was an 83-page PDF. 
I also received a call from Cindy with Chase Bank (ph ). I had faxed my request 
for further information to her at fax . Cindy advised the ChasePay Net card I had 
asked about (ending *  was not associated to either Letecia Stauch or  and that 
I would need to submit a new court order request for those records.  

Review:  
Included in the documentation was an affidavit of records. 
IP address records. 
Account records for #  (pages 8-39) 
Account records for #  
Account records for  

IP Addresses: Records begin 12/01/18 and end 01/26/20. No timestamp is provided with the 
dates. No IP address was associated to the most recent login on January 26, 2020, but the ID 
used was   

Account records review: IHG Rewards Club account. All accounts appear to be the same, with 
new card numbers associated. Statements as early as January 7, 2019 through February 10, 2020. 
Page 24 lists account holder information as Letecia Stauch SS# , DOB  The 
apparent open date is May 9, 2017. The associated address was 4697 Farm Lake Dr, Myrtle 
Beach, SC 29579. Email:  
Page 25 to 39 is a fraud dispute for $19.98 on March 16, 2019, merchant “DZACARD.com,” and 
Chase Bank’s subsequent investigation into the charge. Pages 32-39 are not very clear. It appears 
the determination by the bank was that the purchase was a legitimate transaction and a refund 
was not provided.  
The most recent statement (page 80), shows no new transactions between January 11 and 
February 10, 2020, with a balance of -$2.39. Previous to this, there are several purchases at 
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CallTruth.com for $0.51 and $0.44, which appear to also have been reimbursed. 

I requested Chase Bank try to provide pages 32-39 legibly. 

Case Status: SAO
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Thursday, March 12, 
2020  

On Thursday, March 5, 2020, at approximately 1445 hours I, Detective David Glenn, Jr., with the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigations Division was contacted by the 
Investigations Division administrative assistant Leanne Mitchell.  She said a letter was 
delivered through the United States Postal Service containing an anonymous psychic tip in 
reference to this investigation. 

The letter was typed and included the following message: 

“This is regarding the disappearance of  Whenever I have asked God to bring 
justice in the matter, I “see” a ravine where either the crime occurred and/or where his body 
lies. The top part of the terrain is flat with scrub brush on the flat terrain and in the ravine. Not 
a lot of grass, but sparse amounts of grass with small rocks. It’s like the place is on the front 
range.  

This is sent anonymously because I don’t want any attention for this.” 

The envelope was addressed to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigations at 27 East Vermijo 
Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903 with no return address listed on the envelope. 

The letter and envelope were entered into evidence as Item #603.  A digital scan of the letter 
and the envelope are also attached to this supplement. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, March 5, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 26 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Thursday, March 5, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I returned back to El Paso County, CO after completing a transport of Mrs. Letecia Stauch. During the 
transport a GoPro and my office issued cell phone were utilized to record Mrs. Stauch. 

The GoPro was given to Detective Courtney McCormack for entry into evidence (item #611). I placed the 
content of the iPhone onto a flash drive and entered it into evidence as item # 642. 

A hard drive was collected from Myrtle Beach Detective Pete Woods on Tuesday, March 3, 2020. The 
hard drive was sealed in its original package and was password protected. The hard drive contained the 
interview of Mrs. Stauch at the Myrtle Beach Annex and other court and jail documents. The hard drive 
was secured and was later placed into evidence by Detective Sgt. Rosario Hubbell.  

Deputy Jane Pludowski was tasked with reviewing the videos from the iPhone and GoPro. She completed 
a supplement for the review she did. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On March 5, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, Colorado. 
Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from King Soopers, 3570 Hartsel Drive. The footage reviewed was previously 
collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as item #401. 

This King Soopers is located in the city of Colorado Springs, Colorado and located in a shopping center 
near the intersection of E Woodmen Road and Lexington Dr. The video footage from the business 
cameras appear to record 24/7. There was video footage collected from the grocery store and the 
nearby gas station. 

Video footage from the gas station was provided for 1/28/2020, 1955 hours to 2025 hours. This video 
footage had camera angles from six different views and overlapping views. The original investigation 
showed Leticia Stauch may have been driving through or by the area of this gas station on this day. 
Video footage primarily covers the gas pumps and the clerk. There is little view outside of this area 
showing traffic driving by. Leticia and any of her associated vehicles were not seen in the area of the gas 
pumps. 

Video footage from the grocery store was provided for 1/28/2020, 1955 hours to 2205 hours. This video 
had camera angles from four different views. All four views were of the south side of the store, there 
were no views of the rear of the building. One camera titled as cam59 moved 360 degrees during the 
time it recorded. This camera appeared to record 24/7 and showed the parking lot and the front entry 
into the store. Nobody was seen walking up to the trashcan at the entryway and no vehicles associated 
to Leticia Stauch were seen. One camera titled as cam1 was stationary and showed the entry and exit of 
the store. Leticia or any family members were not seen coming in and out of the main entry. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On March 5, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, Colorado. 
Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from Starbucks Coffee, 3560 E Woodmen Rd #100. The footage reviewed was 
previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as 
item #504. This Starbucks is located in the city of Colorado Springs, Colorado and located in a shopping 
center near the intersection of E Woodmen Road and Lexington Dr. The video footage from the business 
cameras appear to record 24/7. 

Video surveillance was provided for 1/28/2020, 1945 hours to 2000 hours. There were two camera 
views provided. One was from the registers and the other was from the drive thru. Both cameras are 
inside of the building and have no view of traffic driving by the area. 

Leticia or any associated family members were not seen in the store at this time. There was no view of 
the outside to locate any vehicles or people in the area. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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On March 5-9, 2020, I, Deputy Jane Pludowski 95027 am currently assigned Modified Duty for the 
Investigations Division of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Colorado Springs, CO 80906. On the above 
dates, I was assigned to review camera footage for Case 2020-1382.   

The videos I reviewed were to attempt to locate Ms.  shopping at the ROSS Store located at 
3850 Bloomington Street, Colorado Springs 80922.  

The videos I reviewed is held in evidence as Item # 341. 

I attempted to located Ms.  on multiple cameras at the store.  The following camera 
DVR0863 - camera channel 01, 02, 06, 07 were utilized.  

I was unable to specifically identify  as the video footage is often grainy. 

I did identify a person I believe may be  entering the ROSS store at approximately 01:49:42 
hours on Channel 1. She is identified as long brunette hair, curly, beige long-sleeved jacket, dark skinny 
jeans, and flats shoes.  She is carrying a white purse with brown straps.  She is by herself. 

 I observed what appears to be a logo on the upper left shirt and although I am unable to zoom onto it, 
it appears it could be an employee shirt with a logo ME in white capital letters.  was employed 
by Massage Envy.  I compared the logo with those of employees on the Massage Envy website. Their 
shirts are dark in color with the logo ME in white capital letters and the words ‘Massage Envy’ under 
them on the front left of their shirts.  

I identify the above person again at 01: 59 in aisle along the checkouts on channel 6. 

I identify the same person at 2:01 hours on Channel 7 standing at register 2.  This person makes 
purchase a blue dog bed and other items and exits the store at approximately 02:01 on channel 2. 

Attached to this report are several computer screen shots of the images referenced in this narrative . 

A comparison of Ms.  financials for her purchases on 1/26/20, 1345-1530 hours may assist in 
positive identification, particularly the dog bed the person is carrying.  

End of report  

Deputy Jane Pludowski 95027 
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On March 5, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, was assigned to review video surveillance footage from 
the Native Roots Store at 3140 Santa Fe Trail in Trinidad, Colorado. The footage is from 12:00 - 1:00 pm 
on February 1, 2020. There are 53 mp4 files in the folder containing this footage. I determined the 
following seven are of evidentiary value: 

1. Ch03_20200201122718

2. Ch03_20200201123714

3. Ch03_20200201123802

4. Ch03_20200201123911

5. Ch03_20200201123922

6. Ch03_20200201124019

7. Ch03_20200201124123

8. Ch03_20200201124157

At the end of the 12:27 video, there is not a white van visible in the parking lot. Files for the time frame 
of 12:27 - 12:37 are not in the folder. At the beginning of the 12:37 video, there is a newer white van, 
possibly a Ford, parked in the parking lot on the right side of the screen: 

The van is parked in this position through 12:41. No one comes or goes from it. Shortly before it departs, 
the front passenger door briefly opened and closed. I was unable to clearly see any occupants. It is 
obviously assumed this is the van Letecia Stauch was driving. I did not see any other possible vehicles 
arrive or depart during this hour time frame. 

Nothing Further 
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Status CBA 
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On March 6, 2020 at 8:37 am, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, was 
contacted by Detective Sergeant Jacob Abendschan. He told me he 
received a phone call last night from . She attended a 
school function at which she learned there were reports of physical abuse 
made to the staff of Grand Mountain Elementary School. The reports are 
alleged to have occurred last fall and again two weeks prior to the 
disappearance of  The report in January was the result of a bruise 
on  which his teacher thought was indicative of physical abuse. No 
report of this bruise was made to DHS.  teacher is  
Sergeant Abendschan directed me to follow up on this concern.  

At 10:12 am I spoke with Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt via telephone. She stated she 
met with a DHS caseworker yesterday and learned that DHS had no prior 
reports of child abuse concerning  or  

However, Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt has learned sometime last fall  
reported to  he had been physically abused by Letecia. Further, 
two weeks prior to his disappearance he showed bruised to  and 
reported that Letecia had caused them.  reported it to the school 
administration, but the complaint did not go any further.  

Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt also stated in May, 2019  suffered an injury to her 
upper lip. She told Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt that Leticia had rubbed her head into 
the carpet. This injury was seen by a substitute teacher at Webster 
Elementary School, . Mrs. is the mother of 

 friend,  Mrs.  reported the injury to the 
administration of Webster elementary school. The school did not forward 
the allegation of child abuse to DHS or Law Enforcement.   

Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt confronted  about this abuse. He responded 
with an angry text demanding that Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt apologize to Letecia 
for this accusation. Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt sent me a copy of this text, and two 
photos of  lip injury. She stated she had already disclosed this 
information to a detective during a prior interview, and that these images 
had already been discovered during a download of her cell phone. 

Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt did not have any additional information. 

I researched, and discovered both  and the staff of Grand 
Mountain Elementary School have been interviewed by Detectives Bethel 
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and Riley. Further, Mrs. Troutman has also apparently been interviewed by 
an unknown detective. Detectives Bethel and Riley are not working today. I 
sent Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt a text informing her of my plan to confer with 
Detectives Bethel and Riley, and pursue this matter further after that. 

NFI / SAO 
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On 03/06/20, I, Detective Mike Boggs of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted additional follow up regarding this case. I responded to 6611 
Mandan Drive to contact the owner of the residence and obtain additional date and time 
information regarding the Vivint Security/Video Surveillance System at the residence. This is 
being done because while I was reviewing the video surveillance footage obtained from the 
residence, the date and time stamp on the files was not matching up to the actual time of day seen 
in the video files. 

Upon arrival at approximately 9:10 AM, I contacted the homeowner Kenneth Mathis. I identified 
myself to him and explained to him why I was contacting him. I explained to him the date and 
time discrepancies I was seeing while reviewing the video surveillance footage and also the fact 
that his system was not recording all movement. 

Mr. Mathis showed me the wall mounted monitor which was located on the wall to the left of the 
front door. I noticed the time on the monitor was the same time which was on my watch and the 
date was also correct. I asked Mr. Mathis if he could access the system setting so I could see 
what time and zone the system was set for. When Mr. Mathis opened the Settings file, I noticed 
the time and zone was UTC -6:00 and the time zone was US/Mountain. 

As for the system not recording properly, I pointed out to Mr. Mathis that he could see my 
unmarked car in his current view but there was no recording of me pulling up in my vehicle or 
me walking up to the door. Mr. Mathis said he would contact Vivint and have someone come out 
and look at his system. 

While I was there, Mr. Mathis’ wife called Vivint and explained the problem. No recording of 
my vehicle appeared on the monitor, until the representative for Vivint had reset the whole 
system. At 9:40 AM my vehicle finally appeared in a recorded video on the wall mounted 
monitor. 

It should be noted this was two days before Daylight Savings Time. UTC does not observe 
Daylight Savings Time. Therefore, it is believed the correct UTC time for the time stamps of the 
video files should be UTC -7:00 or 7 hours earlier. 

I have no further information at this time. 

Case Status: CBA
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Homicide. 

On 3/6/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I reviewed video evidence collected by the FBI regarding this case.  The video was obtained 
from the Best Buy store, located at 3150 New Center Point, in Colorado Springs, Colorado.  The 
video was collected in relation to timelines associated with both Letecia Stauch and her daughter, 

  In order to view this video evidence, I had used a Genetec Video Player I located 
in a file folder associated with videos collected from two different Starbucks stores for this case.  
An example can be found in EPSO Evidence Item #504 for this case. 

I have created a document which demonstrates what I found when I reviewed the video evidence 
and it is attached to this report.  In this narrative I will make the following comments: 

-  white VW Jetta, bearing Colorado license number BUR-711, appears to
pass in front of the Best Buy on 1/29/20 at 10:24:53.

- Backing up the video from that point, I observed the vehicle circle around the southwest
side of the nearby Panera Bread restaurant, between 10:24:17 and 10:24:30.  The vehicle
then begins driving north, from the southeast corner of Panera Bread and passes the front
doors of the Best Buy store.

- It is difficult to be sure, but the vehicle appears to be occupied by two people in the front
seats.  I cannot confirm who they could be when looking at this video evidence.

- The quality of the images makes it difficult to read, but in my opinion, the vehicle’s
license place can be verified, especially when looking at the last three characters, “711.”

- I never observed either Stauch or  on foot in the area, or entering the Best Buy store
and they did not appear to stop at the Panera Bread restaurant.

- I never observed the black VW Tiguan associated with Letecia Stauch in the parking lot
video.

The timestamp on the video appears to be generally accurate.  According to information 
available on the internet, this Best Buy store opens at 10:00 am daily.  When I was reviewing 
the video, I noted several people approaching the front door at 9:58 am, according to the video 
timestamp. 

I reviewed the entire 12 hours video collected by the FBI, which covers from 1/29/20 at 12:00 
am to 12:00 pm.  I was able to watch the video in a faster than real time speed and still pick up 
on everything happening in that parking lot.  The video quality is pretty good.  Until I saw 

 car, I was able to rule out other similar vehicles based on the window or taillamp 
configuration, not having a sunroof, the headlamp assembly, the style of the wheels and several 
other factors.  I am very confident the car I observed was   During this video review, I 
never observed any other case related vehicles in the field of view offered by this parking lot 
PTZ camera. 

In the same evidence file folder provided by the FBI, there was a second video which was 
provided by Best Buy.  It has an interior view of the store’s front desk, the loss prevention desk, 
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which is just inside the front doors.  That video covered 1/28/20, from 7:00 pm to 8:00 pm. 
When I reviewed that video, I didn’t see anything of relevance to this investigation. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: Active
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

3/6/2020 

On Friday, March 6, 2020, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division continued investigative and administrative efforts in this case. 

NOTICE TO PRESERVE: 

On March 5, 2020, I received a memorandum from the 4th Judicial District Attorney’s Office 
notifying the agency of defense counsel’s filing of a motion to preserve. I subsequently 
distributed this information to my investigative staff the same day at 1441 hours.  

INVOCATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS: 
On March 6, 2020, I received a copy of the Notice to Governmental Officials of Invocation of 
Constitutional Rights. I subsequently distributed this information to my investigative staff the 
same day at 1253 hours. 

Copies of the distributed e-mail and attachments have been included with this supplement for the 
case file. Nothing was entered into evidence.  

Case Status: SAO
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

3/7/2020 

On Saturday, March 7, 2020, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division continued investigative and administrative efforts in this case. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - 6627 MANDAN WALKTHROUGH: 

I was reviewing case supplemental reports and noted SGT Smith’s supplement for the 
walkthrough of 6627 Mandan Drive on February 5, 2020, he had listed the persons who were 
present at the house. I observed that FBI Special Agents A. Cohen and J. Cronan had not been 
listed. Both agents were present at the residence during this activity.  

Case Status: CBA
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2020-00001382 (28) Items from Dollar Tree placed into evidence for safe keeping: 

On Monday, March 9, 2020 at about 1:00 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, conducted follow-up on this case. 

I spoke with Lt. Mihalko regarding the items purchased from the Dollar Tree.  Those items were 
purchased with the intent to be used as comparison samples should any of the same items be 
found.  I asked Lt. Mihalko what he wanted done with those items and he asked me to place 
them into evidence until they are needed. 

I placed all the items into one bag and placed it into Evidence Locker #149 as Item #607. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  CBA 
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This a supplement #10 for case 20-1382 Monday, March 09, 2020 

Reviewed video: 

On 03/09/2020, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
Investigations Division, conducted follow-up on this case. 

I reviewed video collected from Walmart, located at 2921 Toupal Dr., in Trinidad, CO, which contained 
five clips. The videos were dated 02/01/2020. 

On clip #1, which is a camera view of a parking lot, a white panel van is observed entering the view from 
the left of the camera at 11:57 am. The vehicle parks and a person walks from the driver’s side of the 
vehicle toward the front of the store. The person was wearing a grey long sleeve shirt, black pants, and a 
black backpack style purse. The person goes out of view at 12:01 pm. 

On clip #2, I see the same person, wearing the same clothing, approach an entertainment counter 
carrying a white box at 12:12 pm. After appearing to purchase the unknown item, the person leaves the 
counter with the box in a grey Walmart bag. 

Clip #3 and clip #4 were reviewed and nothing found. 

Clip # 5 appears to show an exit door and at 12:18 pm, the person wearing the grey shirt, black pants, 
and carrying a backpack style purse and the store bag, exits the store through the doors after having 
stopped and showed security the contents of the store bag. Upon exiting, I was able to identify the 
person as Letecia Stauch, DOB:   

On clip #1, Letecia comes back into view at 12:15 pm and walks back to the white panel van which 
leaves the parking lot at 12:20 pm. 

I took screen shots of the video and placed them on a document which is attached with this supplement. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status:  

CBA 
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Supplemental Narrative 

Detective Christina Perry #14004 

Date: 03/10/2020 

Case # 2020-1382 

BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Tuesday, March 10, 2020, at approximately 8:00 am, I, Detective Christina Perry of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), was conducting follow up on this case. 

Over the course of the past several days I have been reviewing video footage provided by Xfinity from 
the address 6643 Mandan Drive.  This is the same footage I was reviewing earlier in the investigation 
but was unable to complete due to account limitations from Xfinity. 

I began reviewing the video footage provided.  The footage was formatted in three-minute video clips 
that were titled with a date and time.  In order to get the accurate time for these video clips they must 
be converted to Mountain Standard Time by subtracting seven hours. I have converted all times listed in 
this report. 

The video clips cover from January 26, 2020 at 12:10 am to January 28, 2020 at 8:44 am. 6643 Mandan 
Drive is on the same side of the street as the Stauch residence located at 6627 Mandan Drive, and is two 
houses West.  There is a single camera angle that points East and captures the driveway and front yard 
of the Stauch residence. 

I know of several vehicles that belong to the Stauchs’ that I am able to identify during the video review. 

The following vehicles are known to me as belonging to the Stauchs’: 

-Red Nissan Frontier which has a truck style body.

-White VW Jetta which is a smaller 4 door sedan.

-Black VW Tiguan which is a smaller SUV type vehicle.

When I started reviewing the clips, I observed the Frontier parked in the street, and the Jetta parked in 
the driveway.  I separated out the clips that included any type of movement at the Stauch Residence. 

Video Review 

During my review I observed the following: 

1/26/20 at 1:54 pm, two children who appear to be  (DOB ) and  
(DOB ) can be seen playing out in front of the Stauch’s Residence. 

1/26/20 at 1:58 pm, an unidentified child appears to be running towards the front door of the Stauch 
Residence. 

1/26/20 at 5:07 pm, the Tiguan backs out of the driveway and leaves the house. 

1/26/20 at 9:29 pm, an unidentified vehicle pulls up to the front of the Stauch’s residence.  Due to the 
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lack of light it is unclear what vehicle it is.  Taillights are visible for a minute and then turn off. 

1/26/20 at 10:39 pm, what appears to be the Jetta pulls up to the residence and stops for a second. The 
previous unidentified vehicle appears to back up leaving a path into the driveway. The Jetta appears to 
pull into the driveway and the vehicle pulls forward again. 

1/27/20 at 8:05 am, the Jetta pulls out of the driveway and leaves the residence. 

1/27/20 at 10:11 am, an adult female in a white hat with black hair, that appears to be Ms. Letecia 
Stauch (DOB  walks out to the Frontier.  The frontier is pulled forward, then is backed into the 
driveway of the Stauch residence.  Ms. Stauch appears to get out of the vehicle and walk back inside. 

1/27/20 at 10:13 am, Ms. Stauch returns to the frontier with a child that matches the description of 
  Ms. Stauch stands by as  steps into the driver’s side back seat.  Ms. Stauch appears 

to bend forward, stands, then walks to the driver’s seat and gets in.  After a few seconds Ms. Stauch 
gets out and walks back into the house.  Ms. Stauch returns to the Frontier and gets in the driver’s 
seat. 

1/27/20 at 10 :15 am, the Frontier pulls out of the driveway and leaves the house. 

1/27/20 at 2:19 pm, the Frontier returns to the residence and stops in the street in front of the Stauch 
Residence for approximately one minute. The Frontier pulls forward and backs into the driveway. After 
about 30 seconds a person that appears to be Ms. Stauch gets out of the front driver’s seat.  No one 
exits the driver’s side back seat.  I have reviewed this video clip multiple times at different speeds and 
can not determine if a second person got out of the vehicle on the passenger’s side.  When Ms. Stauch 
opens her door there appears to be a shadow that blocks the light coming from underneath the Frontier 
near the back seat.  This occurs at the edge of the screen and is seen very briefly. This could be 
consistent with someone stepping out on the passenger’s side of the frontier and going towards the 
Stauch’s Garage.  Ms. Stauch walks off camera in the direction of her house. 

1/27/20 at 2:24 pm, the Tiguan is pulled out of the driveway, turns around in the street, and is backed 
into the driveway.  The Tiguan is on the far side of the drive way causing the view to be blocked by the 
Frontier which is parked on the near side of the driveway.  The shadow of the Tiguan is seen 
underneath the Frontier and appears to back into the garage and stop. 

1/27/20 at 3:17 pm, A child that appears to be  walks out of the Stauch residents and walks up the 
street heading West. 

1/27/20 at 3:20 pm, an unidentified male walks up to the transformer located in front of the Stauch 
residence,  walks up to the male and appears to talk to him. After a moment  walks around 
the Frontier and appears to walk inside.  The male opened the transformer and appeared to be 
working on something inside of it. 

1/27/20 at 3:29 pm, a child that appears to be  leaves her house with a bicycle.  She stops in 
front of the house for a moment and an older child walks by her heading west.   then rides up the 
street in the direction of the other child.  I am unable to determine what time  returned to the 
house. However, if she rode her bike around the block and approached the house from the east the 
Frontier would obscure any sight of her. 

1/27/20 at4:37pm, the Jetta parks in front of the Stauch residence. An adult female that appears to be 
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 (DOB  gets out of the driver’s seat and walks inside the house. 

1/27/20 at 4:51 pm, Two females who appear to be  and  return to the Jetta.   gets 
into the front passenger seat and  gets into the driver’s seat. The Jetta leaves heading east. 

1/27/20 at 5:33 pm, the Jetta returns and parks in the street in front of the Stauch residence.  
appears to exit the vehicle and run inside.   exits the vehicle and walks inside.  appears to 
be carrying a grocery bag. 

1/27/20 at 5:44 pm, a vehicle pulls up near the Stauch residents and backs into driveway. Because of the 
lighting and weather conditions I am unable to tell for sure if the vehicle backs into the Stauch’s 
driveway or the next house down at 6619 Mandan Drive. 

1/27/20 at 6:56 pm, the Frontier pulls out of the driveway, turns around in the street, and pulls back 
into the driveway so that it is no longer backed in. 

1/27/20 at7:21 pm, the Jetta drives up to Stauch residence and parks in the driveway. 

1/27/20 at 10:09 pm, due to lighting conditions the footage is unclear.  A car drives by and headlights 
show two people at a vehicle out front of the house.  

1/27/20 at 10:17 pm, an EPSO marked patrol car parks in front of the Stauch residence. 

1/27/20 at 10:32 pm, an additional patrol unit arrives and parks in front of the house. 

1/27/20 at 11:16 pm, multiple people appear to walk out of the house and get into a vehicle.  Lighting 
conditions make it difficult to identify who the people are or what vehicle they get into. 

1/28/20 at 6:17 am, the Frontier is pulled out of driveway and parked on street. 

1/28/20 at 6:35 am, the Tiguan is pulled forward slightly the switches back into reverse.  The vehicle 
appears to be backing into the driveway however, the video clip cuts out and resumes a minute later. In 
the second clip the Tiguan is not visible. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #22 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information    
On Wednesday, March 10, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Medical Documents  
At approximately 9:00 am, I received copies of medical documents from FBI Agent Kyle Pressel. 
The documents belonged to Mr.   and   The 
documents were obtained from medical release waivers signed by  previously during 
this investigation.  

Agent Pressel advised he had placed the documentation in evidence for the FBI as well. 

The copies provided by Agent Pressel were placed into evidence under Item #612-614. 

Go Pro Hard Drive 
On Thursday, March 5, 2020, I had received a disk containing Go Pro footage and data 
documenting the transport of Ms. Leticia Stauch back to Colorado.  I was requested to have 
the data placed onto a hard drive to be placed into evidence.  Due to the size of the data, I 
requested Detective Mike Bauman assist with this task.   

At approximately, 3:15 pm today (03/10/20) I was notified by Detective Bauman the hard drive 
was complete.  The drive was placed into evidence under Item #611. 

Title III Disk From FBI 
At approximately 9:20 am, I was provided with a copy of the Title III Line Sheets from the FBI in 
reference to this case.  The copy provided by the FBI was placed into evidence to allow for it 
to be presented to a judge at a later date.   

The copy was placed into evidence under Item #615. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/17/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/10/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 4:30 p.m., I responded to 6627 Mandan Drive to collect an item found during 
a clean up of the home.   

One of the owners of the home, Michael Webb at telephone number  called and 
relayed the following information. 

During the clean up of the home, an item was found after  had moved from the 
residence.  This item was described as a small card which appeared to normally hold earrings. 
On this card, there was a stain that appeared to be blood.  This was found on the window sill 
in the second basement bedroom previously occupied by  

I responded to the address where Mr. Webb’s wife, Sigita Webb was cleaning. 

Ms. Webb signed a search waiver for the home and escorted me to the room where the item 
was located.  The search waiver was later placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Evidence Facility under Item #621 for this case. 

I collected the small earring card.  It was stained with suspected blood.  This card was later 
placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under Item #620 for this case. 

After returning to the Office of The Sheriff, I viewed scene photographs taken during search 
warrants of the home at 6627 Mandan Drive, to include the room and window sill where the 
card was located. 

I did not observe the card in any of the photographs which included the window sill.  It is 
unclear if the card was found on the window sill as reported, or if it was found elsewhere and 
placed on the sill. 

Copies of the evidence invoices and the search waiver is included in this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 3/10/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for 
this case.  

I completed a review of video surveillance that was collected from Atlas Auto, 1925 E. 
Platte Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado; by District Attorney’s Office Investigator 
Martinez on 2/20/20 (Evidence item# 430). The recording was from Wednesday, 
January 29th from approximately 10:58AM to 11:55AM. The camera faced north and 
covered a very small amount of E. Platte Avenue near Swope Avenue. Based on the 
quality of the video and placement of the camera within the business, I could only 
observe vehicles on the top right of the video frame going both east and west bound, on 
E. Platte Avenue.

Furthermore, depicted in the master timeline drafted for this investigation, Ms. Leticia 
Stauch DOB:  travelled in the black Volkswagen Tiguan as follows:     
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Based on this route, I concentrated my efforts reviewing the previously mentioned 
surveillance from approximately 11:13AM to 11:25AM. At approximately 11:19:14AM, I 
observed a vehicle matching the description of the black Tiguan, heading west bound 
on Platte Avenue, near Swope Avenue:    
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That said, based on the quality of the video I am not able to confirm the vehicle above 
was being driven by Ms. Stauch, or if this vehicle was in fact Ms. Stauch’s Volkswagen 
Tiguan.   

Nothing further at this time. 
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Case Status: SAO 
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Supplemental Narrative 20-1382 

On 3/10/20, I, Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla EID/07019, who is assigned to the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted follow-up for 
this case. At approximately 12:30 PM, Emergency Services Support Specialist, Michelle 
Moeller EID/16002, responded to my office at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E 
Vermijo Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and hand-delivered the following 
documents to me: 

• Search Operation Period packets

o Operation Period 12, 2/29/20 - 13 pages (Evidence item# 622)

o Douglas County search maps - 12 pages (Evidence item#623

On 3/11/20, Deputy R. McClellan/11022, entered the items into the EPSO evidence 
system and I placed the items into the evidence facility.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO 
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On March 10, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, Colorado. 
Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from YMCA, 3035 New Center Point. The footage reviewed was previously 
collected for evidence and placed into Evidence by FBI. This YMCA is located in the city of Colorado 
Springs, Colorado and located in a shopping center near the intersection of Tutt Blvd and S Carefree Cir. 
The video footage from the business cameras appear to record 24/7. 

Video footage from YMCA was provided for 1/28/2020 and 1/29/2020, for various hours depending on 
the camera. Two different angles of video footage were provided from YMCA. Both cameras showed the 
front of the property, the center (west) and the north lot facing S Carefree Cir. There is some footage 
from the evening hours and other during the day. 

Video one labeled, Outside Front Center 1 28 11p-12a, is a 9:02 minute video. This video covers a time 
frame of 1/28/2020 2256 hours to 0004 hours. The camera is mounted to the front of the business and 
has views to the west, covering the main parking lot. Vehicles associated to Letecia Stauch were not 
located. The view at night from this camera is visible to traffic passing in the first couple rows. 
Surrounding traffic is hard to see specific types or colors of vehicles. 

Video two labeled, Outside Front Center 1 29 10a-1130a, is a 1:30:54 hour video. This video covers a 
time frame of 1/29/2020 0957 hours to 1130 hours. The camera is mounted to the front of the business 
and has views to the west, covering the main parking lot. Vehicles associated to Letecia were not 
located. Views outside of the main parking lot were not clear enough to locate specific vehicles makes 
and models. 

Video three labeled, Outside Front Center Zoomed 1 29 20 10a-1130a, is a 1:26:47 hour video. This 
video covers a time frame of 1/29/2020 1000 hours to 1133 hours. This video has the same view as the 
previous two videos but zoomed into the northwest corner of the parking lot. At 11:17:49 a white sedan 
is seen coming from the round about and heading east on S Carefree Circle. This sedan is similar to the 
white Jetta. A license plate or persons in the vehicle cannot be seen. 

Video four labeled, Outside Front North 1 28 11p-12a, is a 23:42 minute video. This video covers a time 
frame of 1/28/2020 2258 hours to 0624 hours. This camera shows the entrance onto the property from 
S Carefree Circle. Vehicle passing east and west from Tutt Blvd are not visible to see make and models of 
vehicles. Vehicles associated to Letecia were not located. 

Video five labeled, Outside Front North 1 29 10a-1130a, is a 1:04:54 hour video. This video covers a time 
frame of 1/29/2020 1000 hours to 1130 hours. This camera shows the entrance onto the property from 
S Carefree Circle, the north end of the business and parking lot. At 11:17:49 a white sedan is seen 
heading east on S Carefree Circle approaching Tutt Blvd. This sedan is similar to the white Jetta. A license 
plate or persons in the vehicle cannot be seen. This video ends just before 1130 hours, it is unknown if 
the Tiguan passed through this area on S Carefree Cir. 

Nothing further at this time. 
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Case Status: SAO
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I, Deputy Rena McClellan #11022, am currently assigned to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) 
Law Enforcement Bureau, Patrol Division. On March 10, 2020, I was working in El Paso County, Colorado. 
Today I was temporarily assigned to the Investigations Section of the LEB. 

Today I conducted follow up on the original case report that occurred at 6627 Mandan Drive located in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado 

I reviewed video footage from Starbucks Coffee, 6845 Mesa Ridge Parkway. The footage reviewed was 
previously collected for evidence and placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility as 
item #576. This Starbucks is located in the city of Fountain, Colorado and located in a shopping center 
near the intersection of Mesa Ridge Parkway and Fountain Mesa Road. The video footage from the 
business cameras appear to record 24/7. 

Video footage from Starbucks was provided for 1/28/2020, 1200 hours to 1415 hours. During interviews 
and investigation into this case it was determined Leticia should have been in the area of this shopping 
center on this day video was collected for. Starbucks provided video from three different angles of the 
business, none of these included any outdoor traffic around the business. 

The three camera angles covered the front door and vehicles passing by into the drive thru, inside of the 
business watching the drive thru, and a view of the safe. Leticia and her vehicles were not seen passing 
through in the parking lot of the business or walking by. 

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: SAO
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On March 10, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, continued my follow-up 
on whether reports of the abuse of  and  Stauch were 
properly handled by Grand Mountain and Webster Elementary Schools.  

I spoke with Detective Mark Riley. He stated  had been 
interviewed multiple times, but he is unsure if the question of reported 
abuse had specifically been asked of her. He also stated Leanne Troutman 
has been interviewed, although he is not sure by whom. He is aware of the 
allegation Letecia caused injury to  lip. Detective Riley indicated this 
report is probably an attempt on the part of Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt to gain 
leverage in a custody battle for  

I spoke with Detective Jessica Bethel via telephone. She stated she has 
interviewed  and the school administration of Grand Mountain 
Elementary. None of them brought up any past history of abuse, although 
Detective Bethel could not recall if the question had specifically been 
asked. Detective Bethel also indicated she thinks this report is probably an 
attempt on the part of Mrs. Bullard-Hoitt to gain leverage in a custody battle 
for  

At approximately 3:18 pm I spoke with  via telephone, and 
specifically asked if there was a history of physical abuse with  
She stated she never saw any injuries on him. He never reported to her 
that he was being physically abused at home.  stated she has 
been questioning herself for the past several weeks, wondering if she 
missed something and if she could have prevented  death. She 
seemed credible in her responses. 

 stated she was contacted a couple of days ago by  
who was asking the same questions.  

I attempted to locate a phone number for Leanne Troutman. I was unable 
to find one in the case folder prior to the end of my shift. 

NFI / SAO 
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2020-1382 
Detective P. Vigil 10011 
Case Title: Missing Child 

Supplement #11 

On March 10, 2020, 2020, I, Detective P. Vigil #10011 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, were assigned to this case (EPSO case#2020-0001382). 

I reviewed the transcript of the for Konner Traylor during her forensic interview.  The full 
transcription was uploaded to this report.  

I have nothing further.  

Case Status: Active-Investigation. 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Homicide. 

On 3/11/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 

I went to the EPSO Evidence Facility to place two items into evidence related to this case.  The 
items were shoes associated with the victim in this case,  and another pair of 
shoes associated with the defendant in this case, Letecia Stauch.  The items had originally been 
collected from the victim and defendant’s address at 6627 Mandan Dr., in El Paso County, 
Colorado on 2/13/20, be Detective N. Brklich (EPSO).  The shoes were collected specifically to 
serve as scent articles for a specially trained working dog associated with Sergeant Dave Beyer, 
of the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office.  They were never officially entered into evidence until 
now, because I was making sure to keep them available for use during the several physical 
searches for  

To the best of my knowledge, the chain of custody for these items is as follows: 

1. Initial collection by Det. Brklich on 2/13/20.
2. Handed off to Sgt. Hubbell (EPSO) on 2/13/20 and kept overnight.
3. Handed off to Det. Mai on the morning of 2/14/20.
4. Kept by Det. Mai, secured in the truck of his EPSO assigned car for search purposes on

2/14 and 2/15/20.
5. Handed off to Sgt. Beyer, DCSO on the afternoon of 2/15/20 and kept overnight.
6. Handed off to Det. N. Brklich midday, 2/16/20 after search for  using Sgt.

Beyer’s dog was complete.
7. Delivered to EPSO Evidence by Det. Brklich on 2/16/20 and placed into a temporary

evidence locker with Det. Mai’s business card posted on it.  Locker #96.
8. Entered into evidence reference EPSO Case No. 20-1382, by Det. Mai, on 3/11/20.

a.  Nike shoes, black and gray, size 4.5Y entered as item #624.
b. Letecia’s, “Time & Tru,” shoes, gray & white, size 8W entered as item #625.

When I entered the shoes into evidence, I took evidence processing photos, documenting the 
appearance of the shoes and the tread pattern on both sets of shoes, with and without scale. I 
downloaded those pictures to a CD and entered it into evidence as item #627.  I have attached an 
evidence invoice to this report. 

END OF REPORT 

CASE STATUS: CBA
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #23 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Wednesday, March 11, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Facebook Information  
I was provided information in reference to reviews conducted of several of the Facebook 
returns from search warrant #20-712.  The review was conducted by a civilian task force 
at the FBI and the following information was provided in reference to this case.   

Copies of the review information is attached to this report. 

Amanda Hunter Account Info 
The account shows it belongs to Amanda Hunter, DOB: .  The account holder 
uses the Facebook screen name “Mandy Marie” with a current city location as Winter 
Haven, Florida.  

Amanda Hunter Search History 
There is search history in the account showing the following items were searched for by 
Ms. Hunter. 

- 02/16/2020
o “Tee Stauch support group”
o Multiple searches for “Support for Tesha”

- 02/21/2020
o “Tee Stauch journey”
o “Journey to innocence tee Stauch”

- 03/01/2020
o “Support for Tesha”
o “
o “Tee Stauch support”
o “True crime society”

There is also several times Ms. Hunter looks up “Justice for  and “Support for Tecia 
Stauch”.   

Amanda Hunter Related Conversations 
There is a conversation thread between Ms. Hunter and Ms. Jennifer Bamberg from 
02/25/2020 that was located in the account.  In the conversation Ms. Bamber sends 12 
photos of profiles that are following the “Tee Stauch Support Group Page”.  

There is also a conversation located between Ms. Hunter and Ms. Shann Breeden.  Ms. 
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Breeden is the admin for the “Where is  Facebook page.  During the 
conversation Ms. Hunter asks Ms. Breeden why her request to join the group has been 
continually denied.  Ms. Breeden explains the process to be accepted into the group and 
that they are receiving hundreds of requests daily.   

Victoria Michelle Account Info 
The account shows it belongs to Victoria Michelle, DOB: .  The account is 
registered to email address  and shows a current city location 
of Colorado Springs, Colorado.   The account shows to have been created on 
02/25/2020. 

Victoria Michelle Related Conversations 
There are several conversations located in the returns for this account that show the 
account actually belongs to Ms. Leticia Stauch to include the following.  

- On 02/25/2020 a conversation is located with Ms. Amanda Sittner discussing if
law enforcement in North Carolina or South Carolina is assisting with the
investigation.

- On 02/25/20202 a conversation is located with Ms. Tara Kisky discussing Ms.
Kisky donating money to Ms. Stauch’s GoFund Me account.  It also discusses
Ms. Stauch’s pregnancy.

- From 02/26/2020 to 02/28/2020 several conversations are located telling Ms.
Stauch others know the account belongs to her.

Victoria Michelle Related Group Activities 
The account is linked to the following related Facebook Groups: 

- “Tee Stauch Support Group”
- “  Search Party”
- “

Candace Beckman Account Info 
The account shows it belongs to Ms. Candace Beckman, DOB: .  However, upon 
reading messages from the account sent to Ms. Amarita Yanez it is learned the account 
belongs to Ms. Leticia Stauch.   

Candace Beckman Related Conversations 
Within the conversations there are messages to Ms. Yanez explaining the account is an 
alternate account for Ms. Stauch.  The account then sends screenshot email messages 
from Mr.  and Ms. Stauch requesting Ms. Yanez place them online.   

Candace Beckman Search History 
There is search history in the account showing searches were made for Mel Redcliff and 
Mari Yanez with various versions of spelling several times in February and March.   

Spartan Nash 
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During the prior weekend I received an additional email from Ms. Kathleen Mahoney 
advising the following:  

I’m writing to provide you an update.  IT has been able to cull what we have that is 
responsive from our systems.  We are working on transforming it into a readable 
format (I have not yet been able to open it in a way that can be viewed.) 

I am hoping we can get this resolved by next week.  Thanks for your patience. 

Kathy Mahoney 

As of the date of writing this supplement (03/16/2020) no information has been returned 
from Spartan Nash.  

A copy of this email is attached to this report. 

Case Status- SAO 
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

3/11/2020 

On Tuesday, March 11, 2020, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division continued investigative and administrative efforts in this case.  

PRE-TRIAL PUBLICITY ORDER: 

On March 10, 2020, I viewed an electronic mail which had been delivered to my inbox on March 
9, 2020. The e-mail was received from the 4th Judicial District Attorney’s Office notifying the 
agency of a Pre-Trail Publicity Order in this case. I subsequently distributed this information to 
my investigative staff the same day at 1604 hours.  

Copies of the distributed e-mail and attachments have been included with this supplement for the 
case file. Nothing was entered into evidence.  

Case Status: CBA
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 16 Thursday March 12, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Thursday March 12, 2020, at approximately 9:54 am, I, Detective N. Brklich processed 
evidence items # 629 - 635 into the evidence facility. These items had been collected by the 
FBI’s Evidence Response Team (ERT), on Thursday February 20, 2020, during a coordinated 
search of the South Perry Park Road area in Larkspur, CO. 

All items had been previously stored in the evidence facilities secured temporary storage lockers. 

Case Status: Active Investigation 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #24 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Thursday, March 12, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Snapchat Warrant (20-845) 
At approximately 2:20 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Shannon Gerhart. 
Judge Gerhart reviewed a search warrant for information regarding: 

Snap Chat Inc, Att: Custodian of Records, 2772 Donald Douglas Loop Norht, Santa 
Monica, CA  90405. Snap Chat is not to notify account holder due to active 
investigation.  For account:  
teciataylor 

This warrant is for Ms. Leticia Stauch’s Snapchat account.   

At approximately 2:35 pm, Judge Gerhart approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 2:45 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-845.  

This warrant was provided to Snapchat and issued internal case #69976651. 

iWatch Warrant (20-844) 
At approximately 2:20 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Shannon Gerhart. 
Judge Gerhart reviewed a search warrant for information regarding: 

Rose Gold iWatch recovered from Letecia Stauch Tiguan.  The iWatch(Item #92) is 
currently being stored at the El Paso County Evidence Facility located at 2749 E. Las 
Vegas Street. 

This warrant is an iWatch recovered from Ms. Stauch’s Tiguan.   

At approximately 2:39 pm, Judge Gerhart approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 2:45 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-844.  

This warrant was provided to the EPSO Digital Forensic Team to allow for it to be 
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processed. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Friday, March 13, 2020 

On Thursday, March 12, 2020, I, Detective David Glenn, Jr., with the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Criminal Investigations Division conducted follow up on this case. Lieutenant Mitch 
Mihalko told me there were FBI Special Agents who investigated a new construction area along 
Lake Woodmoor Drive in El Paso County Colorado and discovered a couple small dumpsters 
that may have been used to conceal evidence by Letecia Stauch. Lieutenant Mihalko asked me 
to determine if there was any trash collected from those dumpsters from January 26-31, 2020 
and what landfill that trash went to.  

I spoke with FBI Special Agent David Donati, who told me the company who owned the 
dumpsters was Home Builder Services (HBS).  

At approximately 1046 hours, I spoke with an HBS customer service representative who told me 
trash from the dumpsters at the new construction site along Lake Woodmoor Drive would have 
been collected on Tuesday, January 27, 2020, and Friday, January 31, 2020. Tangee stated the 
loads would have either been dumped at the Waste Management Transfer Station, located at 
1965 Commercial Boulevard in Colorado Springs, Colorado, or the Waste Connections of 
Colorado Transfer Station, located at 3650 Bradley Road, in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Tangee 
told me she would try to find out where exactly the loads would have been dumped on those 
dates and call me back when she had that information.  

Case status: SAO 
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On March 12, 2020, I Deputy J. Pludowski 95027 was assigned to modified duty in the Investigations 
Division of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office.  

On March 12, 2020, I requested DVD evidence to be returned to me regarding downloaded interviews 
on Case # 20-1382, Stauch,   

The DVD's  requested were the following: 

 Interview #1 / 1 disc 

 Interview #1 / 2 disks 

 Interview #3 / 1 disk 

Leticia, Stauch   Interview #1 /  7 disks 

Nicole, Mobley Interview #1 / 4 discs 

I requested these DVD’s because I recently downloaded DVD’s on a previous case and the District 
Attorney’s Office was not able to open them as they were downloaded as ‘zip files’.  I needed to verify 
these Interviews were on the correct format to be viewed.   

All videos were re-downloaded to .exe or .psx files. They were placed back into the evidence locker 
(INV 1) located at Investigation on 3/16/2020.  

They are also located in the Major Case Files for case 20-1382. 

I have no further information to add.  

Deputy J. Pludowski 95027  
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On March 12, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, visited the EPSO Evidence Facility. I accessed item 
#337 - a sample / standard of carpeting from 6627 Mandan Drive. I removed a small piece of this sample 
and entered it in separately as item #628. I then resealed #337 in the original package with my initials. 

The purpose of creating #628 is to provide a standard for fiber comparison. 

NFI / SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 03/12/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday March 12, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, I got a new search waiver signed for the parcels south of Bradley Rd and east of 
S Marksheffel Rd. I also received documents from JP Morgan Chase Bank and USAA Federal 
Savings Bank. 

Waiver for Bradley Rd/Marksheffel Rd 

I was directed by Detective Lieutenant David Manzanilla to get a new search waiver signed for 
the area immediately south and east of the intersection of Bradley Rd and S Marksheffel Rd in El 
Paso County, Colorado. This area is near the Lorson Ranch neighborhood and the parcels 
identified had a small pond on them. Lt. Manzanilla told me the owner of the property was a 
Russell Tutt (DOB ), and that Mr. Tutt worked at Nor’wood Development, located at 
111 S Tejon St, Suite 222, Colorado Springs, CO 80903. I called Mr. Tutt and he invited me to 
meet with him at approximately 0845 hours at his office.  

I explained to Mr. Tutt the Sheriff’s Office wished to search that property, primarily the pond on 
the property, again because the ice had melted. Mr. Tutt said he was fine with that and would 
help the Sheriff’s Office in whatever way we needed, whether to unlock the gates to the property 
or otherwise. I mentioned the possibility of draining the pond, and Mr. Tutt said he did not have 
a problem with it and would try to help when the time came if the Sheriff’s Office would just call 
him beforehand at .  

I showed Mr. Tutt a printed photograph taken from Google Maps to identify the property. Mr. 
Tutt pulled up the parcel numbers identified with the property (two separate parcels), 
#5500000224 and #5500000291. Mr. Tutt signed the search waiver and I placed it in evidence. 

JP Morgan Chase Bank Follow Up 

I received an email from Chase Bank with the final documentation regarding my court order 
request. The only new records provided were a letter of correspondence reference Chase Bank 
card *  for Letecia Stauch. The letter was dated March 19, 2019 and advised that a new 
credit card was being mailed to her (4697 Farm Lake Dr, Myrtle Beach, SC), due to 
unauthorized transaction activity.  
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USAA Follow Up 

On this date, I received the final response from USAA (683 page PDF). 

I did a brief assessment of the response content and observed the following: 

Account records for #  
Pages 9-10-Signature card, showing the account was opened by  on 08/27/14. The 
joint account holder was listed as “Tecia L Hardin.”  
Pages 11-266-Statements for account #  belonging to Letecia and  
beginning November 27, 2018 through February 4, 2020. Current balance -$22.06.  
Pages 270-474-IP address log 

Account records for #0211298409 
Page 475-Signature card/application for youth spending account #0211298409 for Letecia L 
Stauch and  submitted August 22, 2016.  
Pages 477-574-Statements, beginning November 9, 2018 through February 10, 2020. Current 
balance $4,156.01.  
Pages 575-582-Details on ACH transfers in and out of the account.  
Pages 583-640-IP address log 

Account records for #5458-8440-0007-2220 
Page 641--Credit card application for Letecia L Stauch, submitted July 19, 2015. Approved for 
$1000. Credit card account number .  
Pages 643-665-Statements for account, beginning January 2019 through September 2019, $0 
balance.  

Pages 667-683-Loan applications from for vehicles. 
Bank of America Follow Up 

I received two packages by mail from Bank of America at the Sheriff’s Office at approximately 
1700 hours. The packages contained 1) a passcode, and 2) the production of records on disc and 
a signed affidavit of records. The records provided were a repeat of the Bank of America credit 
card account documents for the account ending *  between December 2019 and February 
10, 2020. There was no new information produced that had not been documented in my 
supplement dated March 3, 2020. 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence on this date: 
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Item #639-CD containing Chase Bank and USAA production records 
Item #640-Waiver for property at S Marksheffel Rd/Bradley Rd signed by Mr. Tutt 
Item #645-CD and documents produced by Bank of America 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, March 17, 
2020  

On Friday, March 13, 2020, I, Detective David Glenn, Jr., with the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Criminal Investigations Division conducted follow up on this case.  

At approximately 0922 hours, I spoke with Travis Apodaca of Waste Management on the 
telephone. Travis confirmed he was holding two separate landfill areas pending the outcome of 
this investigation and that he could continue to do so for several more months.  

At approximately 1506 hours, I spoke with Tangee Hise of Home Builder Services (HBS) on the 
telephone, who said the same truck, #623, picked up trash from the dumpsters at the 
construction site along Lake Woodmoor Drive on January 27 and 31, 2020. Tangee was unable 
to provide any more information about where the truck dumped the trash. 

At approximately 1525 hours, I spoke with Travis Apodaca on the telephone and he said there 
was no record of HBS truck #623 dumping trash at the Waste Management Transfer Station on 
January 27 or 31, 2020. 

At approximately 1553 hours, I spoke with Alice Cochran at the Waste Connections of Colorado 
Transfer Station, located at 3650 Bradley Road, in Coorado Springs, Colorado. Alice stated HBS 
truck #623 dumped three loads at the following times on January 27, 2020: 
0804 hours 
1039 hours 
1257 hours 

Alice indicated HBS truck #623 also delivered two loads to the transfer station on January 31, 
2020, at the following times: 
0934 hours 
1236 hours 

Alice said all trash from the transfer station was dumped at the Waste Connections of Colorado 
landfill, located at 10000 Squirrel Creek Road, in Fountain, Colorado. 

At approximately 1600 hours, I spoke with Julie Laughlin at the Waste Connections of Colorado 
landfill on the telephone and asked if she could determine what area of the landfill the trash 
collected by HBS truck #623 on January 27 and 31 might have been dumped. Julie said there 
was no way to determine where that trash was dumped inside the landfill and even if she were 
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able to determine a possible location, it would be within a 300-foot diameter area. Additionally, 
Julie stated the landfill receives approximately 1000 tons of new trash each day and the trash 
collected on January 27 and 31 would likely be underneath twenty feet of new trash.    

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, March 17, 
2020  

On Friday, March 13, 2020, at approximately 1130 hours, I, Detective David Glenn Jr. of the El 
Paso County Sheriff's Office Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow-up on this case. 

Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbell gave me a sealed envelope containing Evidence Item #92, 
which included a rose gold Apple watch.  Detective Sergeant Hubbell directed me to deliver 
the envelope containing the watch to FBI Special Agent Brian Turner.  

At approximately 1343 hours, I delivered the envelope containing the watch to Special Agent 
Turner.   

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, March 13, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 7 
Friday, March 13, 2020 

On Friday, March 13, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

On March 13, 2020, I reviewed a transcription of the pretext calls that occurred between Mr. and Mrs. 
Stauch on February 14, 2020. The calls took place at the FBI building in downtown Colorado Springs. 
The calls were recorded using my mp3 player and was transcribed. A total of 9 calls were made on 
February 14, 2020. The transcription contains all of the calls for that date.  

I reviewed the transcript for accuracy and have attached it to this report.  

The recording of the call was entered into evidence as item # 362 by Detective Stephan Hare. 

During the transcription process records technicians realized there was an issue with the original 
download of the recording. The recording was redownloaded and placed into evidence as item #418. It is 
my belief item #418 did not properly download, therefore the file was redownloaded and a third entry was 
made as evidence item #654.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, March 13, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 4 
Friday, March 13, 2020 

On Friday, March 13, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I received a transcription of the initial interview I completed with Mr. and Mrs. Stauch on January 28, 
2020 at Starbucks in Fountain, CO.  

I reviewed the transcript for accuracy and have attached it to this report. 

The screen shots of the text messages  sent me were placed onto a disk and entered into 
evidence as item #653.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, March 13, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 8 
Friday, March 13, 2020 

On Friday, March 13, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

On March 13, 2020, I reviewed a transcription of the pretext calls that occurred between Mr. and Mrs. 
Stauch on February 17, 2020. The calls took place at the FBI building in downtown Colorado Springs. 
The calls were recorded using my mp3 player and was transcribed. A total of 6 calls were made on 
February 17, 2020. The transcription contains all of the calls for that date.  

I reviewed the transcript for accuracy and have attached it to this report. 

The recording of the call was originally entered into evidence as item # 391 by Detective Katherine 
Huston.  

During the transcription process records technicians realized there was an issue with the original 
download of the recording. Some of the recordings would stop playing in the middle of the call. The 
recordings were redownloaded and placed into evidence as item #419 by Detective Bethel.  

Nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, March 13, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 6 
Friday, March 13, 2020 

On Friday, March 13, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

On March 13, 2020, I reviewed a transcription of the pretext call that occurred between Mr. and Mrs. 
Stauch on February 13, 2020. The call took place at the FBI building in downtown Colorado Springs. The 
call was recorded using my mp3 player and was transcribed. 

I reviewed the transcript for accuracy and have attached it to this report.  

The recording of the call was entered into evidence as item # 359 by Detective Katherine Huston. 

Nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, March 13, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 5 
Friday, March 13, 2020 

On Friday, March 13, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I received a transcription of the facetime call that occurred between Mrs. Stauch and I on January 28, 
2020. 

I reviewed the transcript for accuracy and have attached it to this report.  

The recording of the call was entered into evidence as item # 355 by Detective Katherine Huston. 

Nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: CBA  
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Homicide. 

     On 3/13/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding 
this case: 
     I received an email from the records department of the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office 
(CO), which contained an attached document.  The document was a DCSO report written by 
Sergeant Dave Beyer documenting his use of a specialized tracking dog in the search for  

 on February 14th, 15th and 16th, 2020.  Please refer to the attached copy of Sgt. Beyer’s 
report for more details.  I have previously completed a supplemental narrative regarding my 
work with Sgt. Beyer on those days.  I am also attaching a PDF version of the email I received 
from DCSO records. 

END OF REPORT 
CASE STATUS: CBA 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Homicide. 
     On 3/13/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding 
this case: 
     I reviewed video associated with the Lowe’s store, located at 4880 N. Nevada Ave., in 
Colorado Springs, CO.  The video was obtained by the FBI and it is in their evidence in 
association with their supporting case for the  investigation. 
     According to digital files and the information I could see when viewing the videos, the time 
reference for the videos is 1/31/20, from 1930 hours to 2130 hours.  There were four separate 
videos, all with the same time reference.  All the videos were from cameras mounted outside the 
store, monitoring the stores parking lot and the driveway that passes in front of the store.  The 
cameras generally faced east but, one camera was a Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ) camera mounted above 
the store’s main entrance and it generally looked northward, along the driveway. 
     The quality of the videos from all four cameras was not spectacular.  For vehicles that were 
in the driveway, or in the first several parking spaces closest to the store in the various isles, I 
could generally make out what type of vehicle it was, but I was never able to read any license 
plates.  The video titles, “PL-Lumber…” was not in focus at all.  About the only thing it was 
good for was alerting me to a car that may be coming down the driveway toward the PTZ 
camera.  The further away from the camera the action was, the worse the quality was.  There is 
a driveway on the east end of the Lowe’s parking lot, and I could only tell if the vehicles there 
were cars, or trucks, or SUV of light or dark color.  I could not be more specific than that. 
     At about 14 minutes into the videos, the sun had gone down completely and the darkness 
hindered my review of this video footage even further.  According to timeanddate.com, 
nighttime started at 1850 hours on 1/31/20.  Looking at the video from Lowe’s titled, 
“PL-Center…,” there is a good view of some sky in the upper righthand corner of the image.  
As the sun goes down and it gets darker, it was nearly completely dark at 1950 hours.  
Therefore, the stores timestamp for these videos is one hour ahead of real time.  The actual time 
covered by the videos is 1/31/20 from 1830 to 2030. 
     When I was watching these videos, I understood the suspect in this case, Letecia Stauch, 
may have been to a PetCo store nearby around this time and she could have been driving or 
associated with a silver Nissan Altima.  I have seen photographs of all the vehicle associated 
with this case.  When I reviewed the video, I was on the look out for any of the involved 
vehicle.  I never saw them.  While watching the video titled, “PL-Center…,” at timestamp 
1/31/20 at 21:21:02, I observed what appeared to be a Nissan Frontier, similar in color to the one 
owned by  coming down one of the parking lot isles then turning north.  I was able to 
follow vehicle’s travel path with the PTZ camera and it parked in a darkened are of the lot.  
However, the parking spot it parked in looked like it could be a handicapped parking space.  I 
compared images of  truck to this one and there were enough physical differences to 
make me thing it was not  truck.  After the vehicle parked, I observe two people exit 
the truck and enter the Lowe’s store.  When they approached the front entrance, I observed the 
two people looked like an older couple, both heavy set and both with gray or white hair.  The 
male appeared to have a white beard.  I could not think of anyone associated with this case that 
fits this description. 
     I never saw any other vehicles which appeared to be involved in this case during my review 
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of this security video from Lowe’s.  There are no images or attachments associated with this 
report. 

END OF REPORT 
CASE STATUS: CBA
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, January 27, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 12 
Saturday, March 14, 2020 

On Saturday, March 14, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, assisted with an investigation of a missing child which occurred at 6627 Mandan 
Dr. in unincorporated El Paso County, CO. 

I reviewed the calls Mrs. Letecia Stauch placed to the El Paso County Communications Center 
(Dispatch). These calls were originally reviewed by me on February 2, 2020, but due to the 
labor-intensive investigation, I have not had the opportunity to document the calls until March 14, 2020. 

There was a total of 2 calls Mrs. Stauch placed to dispatch on January 27, 2020. The following is a 
summary of each of the calls and should not be considered a verbatim transcription. The calls were placed 
into evidence as item #370.  

Call number 1 was made to the emergent line in dispatch (911). Mrs. Stauch provided her address of 6627 
Mandan Dr. in Colorado Springs and identified herself as Tecia. She provided the following phone 
number: . Mrs. Stauch stated she was not sure if she should call the emergent line or not. 
She continued stating her son was supposed to be home at 6:00 and it was almost 7:00. Mrs. Stauch told 
the dispatcher she checked her son’s friends houses and was told he was not at their homes and never 
came to his friend’s homes. She said she did not know any other people to call and ask. Mrs. Stauch 
stated she contacted her husband and told him she was contacting the police because she did not know 
anyone else to call. Mrs. Stauch told the dispatcher her son is only 11 years old. Mrs. Stauch identified 
her son as  During the call Mrs. Stauch said she could barely drive and needed to park her 
car. The dispatcher informed Mrs. Stauch she had the information in and would need to ask her multiple 
questions. The dispatcher asked Mrs. Stauch to contact the non-emergency line and provided her with a 
phone number. Mrs. Stauch repeated the phone number and was instructed to call the non-emergent 
number.  

Call number 2 was made to the non-emergent line in dispatch. Mrs. Stauch informed the dispatcher she 
was instructed to call after calling 911. She stated her 11-year-old son was supposed to be home at 6:00 
and it was only 7:00. Mrs. Stauch stated she checked with his friends and he was never there. She 
provided the dispatcher with the same address and identified her son as  with a middle name of 

 Mrs. Stauch told the dispatcher he was last seen around 3:30 and 4:00 and was supposed to be back 
home at 6:00. When asked about nicknames, Mrs. Stauch said  family calls him . She 
provided the dispatcher with a description of  and gave approximate height and weight. She told 
the dispatcher  date of birth is . She did not know his social security number. Mrs. 
Stauch stated  was wearing a blue zippered jacket and had on jeans. She told the dispatcher 

 takes Vyvance for ADHD and does not suffer from any other disabilities. She denied  
using drugs or alcohol. The dispatcher asked Mrs. Stauch if  had a cell phone. Mrs. Stauch 
confirmed he did and told the dispatcher they had not been able to locate it in the house. She provided the 
dispatcher with  phone number:  with AT&T being the provider. When asked if 
the phone was equipped with a tracker, Mrs. Stauch said it should be. The dispatcher asked Mrs. Stauch if 
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she was  mother. Mrs. Stauch stated she was his stepmother. The dispatcher asked Mrs. Stauch 
for her email address. Mrs. Stauch provided the email:  

 The dispatcher asked if this had ever happened before. Mrs. Stauch 
said no but added there were some things that happened last night. She said her husband could tell the 
officer about it, but  has never been in trouble. The dispatcher asked if there were any suspicious 
circumstances today. Mrs. Stauch explained her husband contacted her and said  was talking 
about a friend wanting to play games and was asking about bath salts. The dispatcher asked Mrs. Stauch 
what steps had been taken to locate  Mrs. Stauch reported they went to the neighbor’s houses 
where  usually plays and her daughter checked a park. The dispatcher asked Mrs. Stauch if 

 was associated with any gangs. Mrs. Stauch said not that she was aware of. The dispatcher asked 
who the last person was to see  Mrs. Stauch said, “uh I guess me”.  The dispatcher asked where 

 was the last time he was seen. Mrs. Stauch stated he was in the house and explained she was 
working out. She said it was the same thing as every other day she told the dispatcher they have to play 
outside everyday for a certain amount of time before they are allowed to have technology. The dispatcher 
asked if  left with a bicycle or skateboard. Mrs. Stauch said  bike was here and he did 
not have a skateboard. The dispatcher asked if  was with anyone when he left. Mrs. Stauch said 
she did not know because she was in the house. She added her husband lets him walk around the 
neighborhood and she did not even know any of the parents. When asked if  carried any weapons 
Mrs. Stauch said she was not aware of it. When asked if  had any history of mental illness or 
violence Mrs. Stauch said no. The dispatcher advised Mrs. Stauch she would send a deputy when they 
were available and concluded the call.  

I will continue to document other investigative steps conducted for this case in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Deputy Jane E. Pludowski  

Supplement to case: 2020-00001382 

Extradition - Letecia Stauch 

On March 16 - March 19, I, Deputy Jane Pludowski 95027 was assigned a modified duty assignment at 
the Investigations Division of the El Paso county Sheriff’s Office.    

Initial Brief 

Sergeant Hubbell and Detective Bethel asked me to go over video footage on the extradition of Mrs. 
Leticia Stauch; Herein referred to as ‘Letecia’.  

I began Reviewing “GO PRO” videos of the extradition transport of Leticia Stauch DOB:  from 
South Carolina to Colorado Springs, Colorado.  Mrs. Stauch was being extradited on the charges of 
first-Degree Murder.  

The video dates referred to in this report are accurate.  The timestamps referred to do not necessarily 
reflect the actual time of events but coordinate with the Downloaded Video for reference points. This 
was due to a technical error when setting the GO PRO.   

Assignments 

Detective J. Bethel - Transporting Detective - Primary 

Detective M. Riley - Transporting Detective 

Deputy  M. James -  Transport assistant / SRT member 

On March 3, 2020 Detectives Bethe and Riley arrive the J. Reuben Long Detention Center 4150 J. Reuben 
Long Ave, Conway, SC 29526.  They will be extraditing Letecia Stauch to the El Paso County Jail located 
at 2739 E. Las Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906. 

Upon Detective Bethel and Riley taking custody of Leticia, she was restrained in a belly belt and leg 
restraints.  Detective Bethel notified Leticia she would be on camera the duration of the trip. While 
adjusting the cameras view, Detective Bethel stressed to Letecia not to reach for anything and any 
attempt to reach for the door would be considered an attempt to escape and handled accordingly.  
Letecia responded, “OK.” Detective Bethel also encouraged Letecia to ask either of them for water, 
food, and restroom.   

Detective Bethel is seated in the back, behind the driver’s seat next to Letecia Stauch.  The seat are 
independent of each other. Detective Riley is driving.  

GH20003 / 3:16 pm 

Non-Evidentiary.  Letecia appears to visually examine restraints.  Light conversation about tourism at 
Myrtle Beach.  

GH3003 / 3:34  

Non-vdentiary. Letecia talks about school scholarships she had.  

GH40004 / 3:52  

Non-Evidentiary. Minimal conversation. Letecia makes a comment about Harley Davidson biker run. 
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GH50003 / 4:09 PM 

Non-Evidentiary.  Letecia is offered candy, beef jerkey.  Letecia refuses. 

GH60003 / 4:27 PM  

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia is offered drink.  Refuses.  L. leg restraint is adjusted. Detective Bethel 
reclines seat for Letecia.  

GH70003/ 4:45  PM 

Non-Evidentiary.  Leticia laying reclined, appears trying to sleep, but doesn’t.  Detective Riley receives 
a scam call; light humor around call.  

GH80003 / 4:55  PM 

Non-Evidentiary.  Minimal conversation, raining.  

GO PRO004 JPG / 5:08   

Non -Evidentiary. Still Image of Letecia, view of restraints and seatbelt.  

GH10005 / 5:26  PM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia is asked by Detective Riley if the jail fed her. Letecia stated, “No.” 

Detective Riley reiterates if she is hungry to let them know.  Light conversation about Charleston and 
tourism.  Letecia asks and receives a Diet Coke, didn’t want a snack.  

GH20005 / 5:44  PM 

Non-Evidentiary.  Letecia stretching in seat. 

GH30005 / 6:01 PM 

Non-Evidentiary. Slow traffic on Highway.  Small talk about the weather. Letecia talks about the State 
of Nevada promotes their state has no natural disasters, but a lot of heat there.  

GH40005 / 6:19 PM 

Non-Evidentiary. Conversation about Myrtle Beach.  Letecia tells a story about ‘Black Bike Week.’ 

Letecia has some beef jerky, she does not want to eat regular food.  Makes comment, “I’m still not 
gonna eat, just some of this (beef jerky).”  

GH50005 / 6:41PM 

Non- Evidentiary.  Darker View, getting dark background ( sunset). Light conversation about travel and 
deer on roads.  Letecia asks if they ate before picking her up as they were snacking a lot.  

GH60005 / 7:17 PM   ( limited visibility from GO PRO - volume is recording) 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia asks about Cameras in Patrol cars. And talks about the ‘other’ police 
department that transported her said they had ‘high techno, even these boxes that can only be opened 
with the owners fingerprints.’  She asked about guns in correction facility.  Detective Bethel tells her 
no we don’t do that.  Letecia says she thought it may be like what you see on TV.  
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Conversation about getting gas and going to Taco Bell or wherever for some food. Detective Riley tells 
Letecia they can go wherever for food. Letecia replies, “No, I’m good thank you Sir.” 

GH 70005 / 7:52 PM 

Non- Evidentiary. Letecia is offered to stretch in parking lot at Taco Bell. Declines; “I’m Ok.” 

Detective Bethel adjusts GO PRO.  Reiterates they have, “Pretzels and all kinds of stuff.”  Replies, “I’m 
good, lil dizzy.” Eats some MM’s.  Letecia asks, “Is someone ‘watching us?’  due to the light having to 
be on in back for the GO PRO to be able to have viewing.   Detective Riley states to Letecia, “They have 
a power bowl?” Letecia responds, “I’m a little queasy.” Detective Riley asks if she wants a Diet Coke and 
she responds, “Uhhh sure.” 

Detective Riley again states, “Teisha if there is something you want for later, let us know.” She replies, 
“OK Sir.” 

Letecia comments she can’t sleep. 

GH 80005 / 8:29 PM 

Non-Evidentiary. Approaching rest area. Detective Riley asks Letecia if she needs to stop. Letecia states, 
“I’m OK.”   There is light conversation, joking, because Letecia and Detective Bethel thought there 
were a bunch of stars shining very bright, but turned out to be lights.  (approx. 6 hours in vehicle)  

GH 90005 / 09:05 PM 

Non- Evidentiary. Letecia appears trying to sleep. 

GH100005 / 9:42 PM 

Non-Evidentiary.  Detective Riley tells Letecia there is another rest area coming up if she needs it. 
Letecia replies, “I’ll let you know when.”   Light conversation about race car driving in area (Talladega, 
Daytona) Detective Riley asks Letecia if she’d been to Nashville.  Letecia replies she’s been to Grand 
Ole Opry, Titan games.  (small talk)  

GH110005 / 9:42 PM 

Non-Evidentiary. Detective Riley says they are coming up to a rest area if she needs it. Letecia replies, 
“Yeah, that’s be good.”   Exits vehicle with Detective Bethel.  Off camera.  

GH010006 / 10:34 PM 

Non-Evidentiary.  Letecia re enters vehicle and is secured with seatbelt.  Conversation picks up again 
about Grande Ole Opry.  Detective Bethel asks Letecia if her ankles, (restraints) are OK?  Detective 
Riley asks Letecia if she wants Pretzels or anything like that. Letecia responds, “I’m Ok, Thank you.”  
Detective Riley tells her, “All you gotta do is let us know, we’ll get whatever we need to for you.” 

Letecia sings quietly to the song (stuck in colder weather) on the radio. Letecia asks Detective Bethel if 
she has anymore of the HI Chews candy.   Detective Bethel gives her some.  

GH020006 / 11:11 PM 

Non-Evidentiary. Detective Riley asks Detective Bethel for a ‘Monster Drink’.  Letecia responds, “Those 
are horrible for your kids.”  Leticia is snacking and drinking her soda.  
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GH030006 / 11:46 

Non-evidentiary. Letecia eats some beef jerky, drinks soda, sated she was going to get settled to sleep. 
Letecia doesn’t appear to sleep but for a few minutes off and on.   

NEW DAY March 4, 2020 

GH040006 / 12:24 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia asks about the long hours they work and if her and Detective Riley are partners. 
Conversation about switching drivers in Nashville.  Letecia makes comments about it smelling like ‘pot’ 
in the air outside. 

GH050006 1:00 AM 

Non-Evidentiary.  40 minutes out from Nashville. Letecia is restless, closes eyes for a few minutes off 
and on, then looks around.  Does this frequently in most videos.  

Letecia is asked if she needs to go to the bathroom. Letecia responds she doesn’t want to go at other 
places and feels dizzy.  Detective Bethel comments that Letecia should consider eating.  

GH600006 / 1:17 AM 

Non- Evidentiary.  Arrived in Nashville at airport to pick up Detentions Deputy Michaela James 17041. 

While Detective Bethel is briefing Deputy James, Detective Riley asks Letecia if she is doing alright.  
Letecia responds, “mmhhh” (yes). Letecia asks, “Who’s this girl?” Detective Riley says she’s a Deputy. 
Letecia asks, “With your department?” Detective Riley replies, “Yeah.”   Detective Riley offers Letecia 
HI Chew candy, or a ‘sandwich?’ Letecia replies, “I really can’t eat.”  Detective Riley reiterates, “If you 
feel like you do want something let us know. Choc Milk ?”  Letecia replies, “Maybe a little later.”  

GH600006 ( continued ) / 1:17 AM 

Deputy James takes the back seat behind the drivers’ seat, next to Letecia.  Detective Bethel moves to 
the front seat passenger. Detective Riley continues driving.   The GO PRO is readjusted.   

Deputy James asks, “How you doing Teshia? you want to wait for the restroom?” Letecia responds, “I’ll 
wait until the rest stop.   

Discussion over getting gas. 

GH10007 / 1:48 AM   

Non-Evidentiary.  After getting gas, Detective Bethel takes over driving. Detective Riley moves to front 
passenger seat and Deputy James remains in back seat behind driver, next to Letecia.  Detective Bethel 
tells Letecia she will stop at the next rest area they come to.  Letecia replies, “OK.” 

The GO PRO remains on, but there is no visual due to the cabin light being off.  The volume remains on. 

Detective Bethel asks Deputy James to pop on the cabin light above Letecia.  Detective Bethel tells 
Letecia if it becomes urgent and she needs to ‘go’ to let her know.  Letecia replies, “I’ll let you know, I 
promise.” There is light conversation about the beginning of the trip.  

GH20007/ 2:09 AM 

Non-Evidentiary.  Low visibility on camera. Conversation about music. Letecia says she likes the group 
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Step by Step and still sings the Happy Birthday song; she sings a verse.   

Letecia asks ‘Mr. Mark’ (Detective Riley), if he can enter into GPS how far ‘one’ is; referring to rest area. 

GH30007 /2:29 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Approaching Kentucky.  Letecia makes comments about the ‘cool welcome center’ 
they have.  

Stopping at rest area. Letecia says she only wants to get out and get some fresh air, she’s queasy.  
Letecia gets out of van, asks for her water bottle from Deputy James.  Detective Bethel asks her if she 
sure she doesn’t need to go to the bathroom. Letecia says it’s a long walk.  Letecia gets back into the 
van says she just needs air and asks that a cooler temperature be put on in the back. Deputy Bethel 
adjusts air for her. (climate control). 

Light conversation about golf courses and the cost of housing. Letecia conversates about  (  
 Leticia’s daughter) going to school with rich friends and the fancy social parties that were held. 

Letecia says Colorado was a culture shock for  there was no expectation to ‘keep up with the 
Jones’.   

GH40007 / 2:51 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia undoes seat belt (1:38 in) and re does it. Letecia comments on how she thinks 
she just needed some air and that she probably wasn’t feeling well due to car sickness.  Detective 
Bethel tells Letecia she should consider eating something, because that’s probably part of why she isn’t 
feeling well.   Letecia is restless frequently adjusts herself. At times she leans forward for a few 
minutes and is out of the view of the camera.  

GH50007 /3:12 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia sits up and asks Deputy James if she can close the vent.  (1:28 in). Letecia 
undoes and readjusts seatbelt.  Letecia states she got 5-10 minutes in.  Letecia puts shoulder strap of 
seatbelt behind her.  

GH60007 / 3:33 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia asks ‘Mr. Mark’ (Detective Riley, if he’s been to Kansas before?  Light 
conversation on driving.  Letecia frequently leans forward out of the view of camera.  

GH70007 / 3:55  AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia leaning forward, frequently out of view and then will sit back up.  GO PRO 
gets jarred slightly and Deputy James adjusts.  

GH80007 /4:18 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia asks Deputy James about her bringing her gun without a case. Mention FAA 
regulations.  Letecia comments on the air, that it has a ‘pot like’ smell.  James agrees, ‘skunk like’. 

Letecia sings verse, “All my Ex’s lie in Texas”, from song on the radio.   

GH90007/ 4:31 AM  

Non- evidentiary. Letecia asks if they can pull into rest area.  Detective Bethel was already stopping. 
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GH10008 / 5:16 AM 

Non- Evidentiary.  Back in vehicle. Deputy James asks Detective Bethel about Letecia having lap belt 
behind her and not across.  Deputy Bethel explains to Letecia the safety reasons for having to keep the 
seat belt on as it was designed. Letecia responds, “Sure.” Back on road. GO PRO no view, only volume. 
Deputy James re centers for view.  

GH20008 / 5:41 AM  

Non- Evidentiary. Deputy James adjusts air vent for Letecia.  

GH30008 / 6:06 

Non-Evidentiary.  Letecia moves around seat and adjusts frequently. 

GH40008 / 6:24  

Non-Evidentiary.  Stopping at gas station. Detective Bethel asks Letecia if she is drinking a Monster 
drink? Letecia comments on how she might drink a ‘Monster drink’ (high caffeine) she’s investigating the 
back label.  Detective Bethel tells her she cannot have it.  Letecia looks irritated, “Why?” and that she 
wasn’t going to sleep anyway. Detective Bethel explains because it is not something normal, she would 
get. Deputy James adds, on an empty stomach it would not make her feel good.  

GH10009 / 6:55 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Light chatter about driving.  

GH020009 / 07:14 AM 

Non-Evidentiary.  Asks for a plastic bag, feeling nauseous.  Sips her water. 

GH030009 / 7:31 

Non-Evidentiary. Looks at granola bar box.  Letecia asks Deputy James if the light can be shut off since 
the sun is up.  Deputy James shuts the light off.  

GH040009 / 7:49 

Non-Evidentiary. Deputy James visible in camera. Light conversation about music. Letecia sings a few 
versus.  

GH500009/8:05 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. More song trivia. Letecia participating.  (10:25 in) Letecia leans forward and leans 
over towards / on Deputy James.  Deputy James asks Letecia if she is OK as she moves her back 
towards her seat.  

Letecia states, “I just got really dizzy on that one.” Detective Bethel says not sleeping or eating much are 
two things that will jack your body up.    

Letecia says she doesn’t think she can make it another 18 miles.  Detective Bethel tells Letecia she can 
look for a store if she needs to go to the restroom.  Letecia says she’ll wait for a Rest Area.  

GH70009 / 8:34 AM 

Non - Evidentiary. Letecia enjoying trivia on music. Sings quietly some versus. Detective Bethel missed 
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exit for rest area but turns around to accommodate Letecia.   GO PRO stopped.  

GH10011 / 8:40 AM  

Non- Evidentiary. GO PRO TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY. Sped through. Deputy adjusting. 

GH10012 / 8:40 AM  

Non-Evidentiary. GO PRO on. The footage shows adjusting.  

GH20012 / 9:15 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia asks how far they have to go; 70 miles to next area.  

GH20013 / 9:37 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Stopping for gas.  

GH40012 /9:50 AM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia appears to sleep off and on. Adjusts frequently.  Light conversation.  

GH50012 /9:55 AM  

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia shifts / adjust herself frequently, often has back towards Deputy James. 

GH10014 / 9:58 PM  

Non-Evidentiary. Detective Riley orders chicken strips for her, didn’t want a drink.  When given food, 
Letecia says for them to leave chicken in bag and she’ll eat in an hour.  

 GH20014 / 10:16 PM 

Non-Evidentiary.  Light conversation. 

GH40014 / 10:51 PM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia shift around frequently. Letecia mouths words (0403) appears to be, “What?” 
and, “Stop.” 

GH50014 /11:09 PM 

Non-Evidentiary. Letecia awake, adjusts frequently. Light conversation.  

GH60014 /11:27 PM 

EVIDENTIARY. Latecia leaning back on seat, facing Deputy James mouths the word, “Stop Please.” 

There is no conversation going on. Quiet drive. GO PRO adjusted.  

08:24: a click can be heard of the seat belt being unclicked. (W HEADPHONES) 

08:34: Letecia slowly reaches with her Right hand to the back of her neck it appears to quiet the sound 
of the metal latch retracting.  

09:31: Letecia leans forward slightly and sits up and the seat belt retracts.  The seat belt is fully 
retracted; off. 

09:44: Deputy James adjusts camera. 
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11:44 Letecia leans against where shoulder lap belt is blocking view of it. 

16:06 Detective Riley asks Letecia if she needs a restroom break. Letecia responds, “I don’t need it thank 
you.” 

GH70014 / 11:44 PM 

EVIDENTIARY  

Detective Riley pulls into rest area. Detective Bethel asks Letecia if she wants to stretch. Letecia says, 
“No, I’m trying to rest, My brain anyway.”  Deputy James remains in the van.  Leticia’s seat belt is off. 
Letecia is sitting with her knees bent on the seat. Detective Bethel and Riley reenter the van. No words 
were exchanged between Letecia and Deputy James while detective Bethel and riley were outside of it. 
At 0946 they are back on the highway. Siri announces 395 miles to the destination.  

START OF FIGHT /1202 

EVIDENTIARY 

Letecia’s seatbelt is off. She leans forwards, close to floor as if she’s grabbing or reaching downward for 
the unopened monster drink can, she moves back slightly. 

1241: Leticia sits up some, leans forward, then back.  Her face appears strained; struggling. This is 
when she pulls her right hand out of the handcuff. Letecia leans back, turns her head towards Deputy 
James and stares at her.   

Leticia's left shoulder drops, her right shoulder level; gripping can. Letecia leans forward some and 
places her knee down off the seat to assist with her momentum.  She can push from her feet. 

12:49 -12:51 Leticia turns her torso towards Deputy James lunging toward Deputy James in one motion 
bringing her right hand up and back striking Deputy James on the left side of her face with the Monster 
Drink can.  Both Leticia’s hands are free of restraints.  Her left-hand pushes Deputy James back.  
Deputy James carried her weapon on her right side which is closest to Leticia’s left hand.  This ‘initial 
assault’ takes approximately 3 seconds.  However, Letecia continues to resist.  

12:52 - 12:59 Deputy James reacts, pushing Letecia backward with right her right elbow.  The two are 
struggling, Letecia appears to be reaching towards Deputy James weapon.  Deputy James is trying to 
maintain control of Leticia's hands as Letecia attempts to overpower Deputy James.   

13:05 - Detective Bethel pulled over, exited the driver’s side, and approaches the passenger side sliding 
open the passenger side van door.  Detective Bethel immediately brings her left arm around Leticia’s 
chin, grasping it in a hypoglossal hold to maintain control of Leticia’s fighting. She and Deputy Riley are 
attempting to get Leticia’s hands secured with handcuffs.  Letecia keeps pulling away, Detective Bethel 
ordering Letecia, “Give me your arm!” Letecia responds, “I will, with you, but not her, she (referring to 
Deputy James) keeps on threatening me this whole time.”  She repeats this several times. Repetitive 
orders are given to Letecia as she continues to stiffen and resist restraint efforts. Letecia continues, “She 
shouldn’t be doing me like this. ” Detectives Riley and Bethel handcuff Letecia with handcuffs behind her 
back.   

Continuation Start of Fight / 1202 / EVIDENTIARY 

1601: Detective Bethel tells Detective Riley, “Call 911 get a car out here now!” 

Letecia states, “Don't put her near me, she done nothing but hoe the hole trip.” Detective Bethel tells 
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Letecia, “Stop.”  Detective Betel checks Leticia’s leg restraints. While doing this Deputy James tells her 
to lean back, she doesn’t want Letecia to lean forward while Detective Bethel is leaning down.   

17:20 Letecia states, “I don’t have a problem with her, I never have.” 

1220 / 911 call.  

00:28 Letecia asks, “Can you turn air on?”  Letecia states she asked Deputy James for help to put the 
air on and that Deputy Janes had been nothing but mean to her the whole day.  

00:57 Letecia is sitting on the seat and says, “I cant breathe. Open it so I can breathe that’s all I want to 
do is breath.”  Letecia gets the van door open by pushing the button with her foot.  Detective Bethel 
returns to the side door re securing the seat belt and checking restraints. She orders Letecia to ‘stop’. 

Deputy James applies a hypoglossal to keep Letecia with her back against the seat. Deputy James 
explains she will not apply pressure if she is compliant.  

03:14 Detective Bethel is on the phone with 911 and identifies herself and who she is transporting. 
Approximate location is given. She explains the suspect Letecia Stauch slipped her handcuffs and 
assaulted a deputy and tried to escape.  Letecia tries to interrupt saying she did not try to escape, she 
just wanted air.   

03:14 Detective Bethel requests a Code 3 response. 

0:08 Kansas State Patrol and Saline Kansas deputies arrive on scene. 

09:27 Letecia is removed from the van so her restraints can be adjusted properly. 

 Letecia is placed into a marked Kansas police unit.  Medical arrives on scene to evaluate Letecia. 
Detective Bethel remains with Letecia for the drive to the Kansas jail facility. 

100015 - Letecia Stauch will be housed at the Saline Kansas County Jail located at 255 N 10th Street, 
Saline, Kansas 67401 until transport arrangements can be made.  

GO PRO is switched off. 

Nothing Further.  

Deputy Jane Pludowski 95027 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 03/16/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Monday March 16, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, received an email from Capital One, containing a link to an internal document 
exchange. I downloaded the zip file containing Capital One’s final response to my court order 
request for records relating to Letecia Stauch and  

Capital One Records 

Capital One identified the following accounts and cards: 
ACNT_NUMBER ACCT_ID FULL_NM ACCT_OPEN_DT LIMIT_ 
4003448774298343 10048650288 LETECIA STAUCH 2014-08-08 1750 
4003448078748696 10048650288 LETECIA STAUCH 2014-08-08 1750 
5178058991268999 10052154299  2014-12-24 10500 
5178058479804398 10052154299 LETECIA STAUCH 2014-12-24 10500 
5178059629416893 10052154299 LETECIA STAUCH 2014-12-24 7500 
6032200000097696 10114801513 LETECIA H STAUCH 2016-02-09 1500 
6032200077721020 10114801513 LETECIA H STAUCH 2016-02-09 1500 
6032203694427146 10114801513 LETECIA H STAUCH 2016-02-09 1500 
6032203694982256 10114801513 LETECIA H STAUCH 2016-02-09 1500 

For  there was one account,  opened 1/16/18, with associated 
address 50991 PO Box, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579, phone  The most recent 
statement provided was for Dec 19, 2019 - Jan 18, 2020. The statement showed Letecia had 
access to the same account, with associated debit card *   associated debit card was 
*  The balance on the account was $7738.98, with a credit limit of $10,500.

For credit card account,  the most recent statement provided was for Dec 15, 
2019 - Jan 14, 2020. The account balance was $0 and there were no transactions initiated on the 
account during the statement period. There was history of a charge dispute in which the 
correspondence from Capital One shows Letecia Stauch received a double-refund of the item 
disputed back in December 2018. 

For credit card account,  the most recent statement provided was for Dec 19, 
2019 - Jan 18, 2020, as noted with statements relating to card ending in *  The charges to 
the account during this statement period included purchases in Colorado and Florida. There were 
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plane tickets, rental cars, and restaurant purchases, among other things, during this statement 
period. There was also a dispute for a charge in April 2019.  

For credit card account,  Capital One identified the account as a “Wal-Mart 
Rewards” account, associated with 6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80925, phone 
number  for Letecia H Stauch. The most recent statement provided was for Dec 
17, 2019 - Jan 16, 2020, and showed a $0 balance with no transactions. 

There were three recorded phone calls initiated by Letecia Stauch. The calls were dated 2/6/19, 
4/29/19, and 1/8/20.  

On January 8, 2020, Letecia changed her address on the account from Myrtle Beach, SC to 
Colorado Springs, CO.  

On April 29, 2019, Letecia reported the purchase of Denver Nuggets tickets on her account were 
fraudulent and claimed to be in South Carolina, but admitted to making purchases in Colorado 
Springs during the same timeframe the tickets were purchased. 

On February 6, 2019, Letecia reported attempting to make a purchase out of state and being 
denied because she did not get a verification code texted to her. 

Capital One also provided limited IP address records, an affidavit of records, and a form letter. 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence on this date: 
Item #646-CD containing full response from Capital One 

All items will be uploaded directly to LERMS. 

Case Status: SAO
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Tuesday, March 17, 
2020  

On Tuesday, March 17, 2020, I, Detective David Glenn, Jr., with the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Criminal Investigations Division conducted follow up on this case. I entered my notes 
from the interview with Amarita Yanez into evidence as Item #657. 

Case status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #25 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Tuesday, March 17, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Text Plus Update 
Over the past several weeks, I have attempted to contact Textplus regarding warrant 
#20-642.  As of the dated of this supplement I have not received any returns from this 
company regarding this warrant.  The original warrant was served to their law 
enforcement email on 02/25/2020.  A second attempt was made on 03/03/2020.  On 
03/11/2020 a phone call was made to their law enforcement phone line and a message 
was left regarding the warrant.  No emails or phone calls have been returned.  On 
03/16/2020, a third attempt was made to serve the warrant to the site.   This time a 
confirmation email was returned advising the case was issue #998 but no further 
information was provided.  

Spartan Nash Update 
Over the past several weeks, I have attempted to contact Ms. Kathleen Mahoney with 
Spartan Nash regarding warrant #20-448.  Ms. Mahoney previously advised they would 
have the returns sent around March 7, 2020.  Ms. Mahoney was again contacted on 
03/16/2020. Today, I received the following email from Ms. Mahoney. 

Thanks for your patience.  As a company that distributes food and operated 
grocery stores you can imagine all of our focus has been on getting food to the 
shelves. 

That being said, we are sending you documents this afternoon, which is not a 
complete set as we are working through the last of the emails.  There will be in 
excess of a box of copies of personal emails, and to the extent they still exist, the 
emails showing what emails were captured by the filter the company uses 
(proofpoint).   

You will see that all the emails say they are to Dottie Woodruff.  She is our admin 
in legal and the way we can get the emails to the printer is to send them to her for 
printing.  

You will also be receiving info on the browsing history during the relevant time 
period.   

Thanks again for your understanding and hope this finds you well. 

Kathy 
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An additional email was received from Ms. Woodruff advising the following: 
Two paper boxes of physical documents have been sent with UPS for delivery to you 
on Thursday. The majority of the documents are personal weekly email 
subscriptions.  There is a red rope in one of the boxes that contains other types of 
personal emails and contact information. As Kathy stated we are actively processing 
additional documents for sending to you. 

Dottie 

On its arrival the documents provided from Spartan will be documented and placed into 
evidence.  

Amazon Update 
Over the past several weeks, I have attempted to contact Amazon regarding warrant 
#20-577.  This warrant was mailed to Amazon per their request on 02/19/2020.  It was 
again provided digitally on 03/03/2020 with an email requesting an update.  Today, 
03/17/2020, Amazon was again contacted via their law enforcement email requesting an 
update.   

At approximately 10:11 am, I received an email from Ms. Loren Summers with Amazon 
providing my return information.   

I conducted a review of the information and noticed the returns do not have information 
past 04/25/2019.  I contacted Ms. Summers and requested more information on why the 
returns stopped at that date. 

A separate supplement will be conducted at a later time regarding that information. 

VW Jetta Warrant (20-865) 
At approximately 9:00 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Denise Peacock.  Judge 
Peacock reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A White VW Jetta bearing license plate #BUR711 and VIN #  
This vehicle is registered to   and primarily utilized by Ms. 

The vehicle is located at the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence 
Facility, located at 2749 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906 and any 
Jewlery located in this vehicle.   

At approximately 9:22am, Judge Peacock approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 9:30 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-865.  

The warrant was provided to Detective Jessica Bethel to execute. 
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Evidence 
The information provided by Amazon was burned on to a disk and placed into evidence as Item 
#658. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #26 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Wednesday, March 18, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

 Medical Document Review 
At approximately 07:45 am, I began conducting a review of the medical documents 
previously provided for   The records were placed into evidence on 
3/10/2020 and are located under Item #612.  Bellow is a Synopsis of what was located. 

Diagnostic History 
 has been previously diagnosed with the following items: 

- Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (various types) (diagnosed in 2018)
- Adjustment disorder with anxiety (diagnosed in 2019)
- Constipation (diagnosed in 2018)

Psychiatric History 
- According to the medical documents  was seen from October 22, 2019 to

January 24, 2020 periodically for Psychometric Emotional/ Behavioral Assessments
and Psychiatric therapy.

Appointment (“Encounter”) Notes from 2019-2020  
The following information is from the notes regarding  “encounters” medically: 

- February 26, 2019- Seen by Dr. Cowan for mental health and behavior concerns.
Notes state seen in person and accompanied by   Discuss  is part of
a blended family and not currently having suicidal thoughts/actions.

- March 15, 2019- Seen by Dr Brtek for mental health, accompanied to appointment with
 and Ms. Leticia Stauch.  During visit doctor notes Ms. Stauch and 

 were upset with each other and  requested Ms. Stauch leave so he
could speak with doctor and  alone.  told doctor, Ms. Stauch directs a
lot of her own behavior on  such as obsessions and anxiety.   stated
he felt Ms. Stauch exploits  emotionally.  stated he believed Ms.
Stauch’s affection towards  was fake and stated he only wanted to protect

 from her.   provided examples of Ms. Stauch celebrating when the
kids left to visit others and with pictures of them and statements such as “I did not sign
up for this”.   stated he had not seen  ever become aggressive
despite what Ms. Stauch reported and did not feel there was a problem.

- April 02, 2019- Seen by Dr. Brtek for mental health, accompanied to appointment with
 Stauch and   Family session conducted. No issues/concerns.

- April 08, 2019- Seen by Dr Brtek for mental health, accompanied to appointment with
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 Stauch and   Requested to only have therapy session by himself. 
Advised he is talking his feelings out with  and doing better. 

- June 7, 2019- Not seen in person, telephone request by  for refill of
constipation medication.

- September 24, 2019- Seen by Dr Brtek for mental health, accompanied to appointment
by    also attended session with    discussed his
summer trip to visit his mother during the session.

- October 22, 2019- Seen by Dr Brtek for mental health, accompanied to appointment
with   During appointment discussed feeling frustrated sharing toys with
siblings.

- December 9, 2019- Seen by Dr Brtek for mental health.  Discussed looking forward to
visiting mother in South Carolina. However, has concerns due to biological mother and
stepfather fighting.  Stated when this occurs, he spends time at his grandmother’s
house.

- January 22, 2020- Seen by Dr Brtek for mental health, accompanied to appointment
with  Stauch and    discussed his visit with his biological
mother over Christmas stating it was good, but he is worried about his one-year old
sister getting hurt or dying.

- January 23, 2020- Seen by Dr. Rivers at clinic to get refill of prescription for ADHD
medication. Notes state he was accompanied by 

Medication History 
According to the medical documents  was prescribed the following medication from 
2019-2020: 

- Lisdexamfetamine dimesylate (20 MG) (Filled on January 24, 2020)
o This is a medication to assist with ADHD.

- Polyetylene glycol 3350 (17 G dose) (Filled on June 26, 2019)
o This is a medication to assist with constipation.

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Wednesday, March 18, 
2020  

On Wednesday, March 18, 2020, at approximately 0830 hours, I, Detective David Glenn Jr. of 
the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow-up on this 
case in reference to a tip that was received through the EPSO Tip Line indicating Kenneth 
Francis, of Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, previously dated Letecia Stauch and may have 
information about her.   

I spoke with Kenneth Francis, DOB: , on the telephone. Kenneth stated he met Letecia 
Stauch in 2010 while they were on a softball team together in 2010 in Myrtle Beach, South 
Carolina. Kenneth said he and Letecia began dating each other within a few months of meeting 
and remained in a romantic relationship for approximately six months.  

Kenneth stated Letecia and  moved in with him after they dated for approximately four 
months, but things quickly began to deteriorate between them, and the relationship ended two 
months later. Kenneth recalled Letecia often asked him to babysit  during their breakup 
so she could go on dates with other men. Kenneth said Letecia once snuck up on him and 
attacked him from behind, putting him into a chokehold and biting him on the back. Kenneth 
told me Letecia was charged criminally for the incident, but he did not know the outcome of the 
case.  

Kenneth said, approximately nine months after he and Letecia broke up, a police officer 
arrested him at home for assault. Kenneth said the officer told him it was because he assaulted 
Letecia earlier that day, but Kenneth stated he had not had any contact with her for 
approximately nine months. Kenneth told me the case was eventually dismissed. 

Kenneth said he could not remember most of the details regarding his relationship with Letecia 
because it had been so long since they dated but remembered a time when he drove Letecia, 

 and one of  friends to Disneyland for a vacation. Kenneth recalled getting into a 
big argument with Letecia which resulted in the vacation ending early.  

I captured my interview with Kenneth on a digital recorder and transferred a copy of the 
recording to a compact disc. I entered the disc into evidence as Item #659. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Wednesday, March 18, 
2020  

On Wednesday, March 18, 2020, at approximately 1300 hours, I, Detective David Glenn Jr. of 
the El Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow-up 
on this case in reference to a tip that was received through the EPSO Tip Line indicating a hiker 
found  some hair along the Spruce Mountain Trailhead in Douglas County, Colorado.  

I spoke with the reporting party, Cayla West, DOB: , who stated she was hiking along 
the Spruce Mountain Trail near Paddock’s Point on February 16, 2020, between 1100 and 1400 
hours, when she found a tuft of long dark hair sticking out of the snow. Cayla dug the hair out 
of the snow and collected it. Cayla stated she still had the hair inside a Ziploc bag at her 
residence in Colorado Springs, Colorado.  

According to information listed on the following websites: 

 Paddock’s Point is located
approximately one mile west along the trail from the east entrance to the Spruce Mountain
Open Space located on Spruce Mountain Road. Additionally, there is an approximate 300-foot
elevation gain between the east trailhead and Paddock’s Point.

I discussed this information with Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbell and the determination 
was made to collect the hair as a precautionary measure.  

I contacted the EPSO Communications Center and requested a patrol deputy to be dispatched 
to Cayla’s residence at 3310 Glade Court to collect the hair sample and enter it into evidence. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 36 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Wednesday, March 18, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

At approximately 4:28 pm, Detective Mark Riley and I received a text message from Lt. Mitchell 
Mihalko requesting we contact Lt. Scott Jones (  with the Santa Rosa Sheriff’s Office in 
Santa Rosa County, FL reference a dumped body.  

I contacted Detective Riley, who said he would contact Lt. Jones for me because I was out of the office. 

Detective Riley later contacted me via telephone and told me he believed the dumped male juvenile was 
 Detective Riley informed me the physical description of the child in addition to the fact 

he was in a green or grey suitcase and the bedding that was with him made Detective Riley believe the 
child was  I responded to the Office of The Sheriff to further assist in the investigation.  

Detective Riley received photos of the scene where the child was found and of the child while an autopsy 
was being performed on him. I viewed the photos with Detective Riley. The bedding found with the child 
appeared to be the exact same bedding and blanket that was missing from the Stauch home that searchers 
had been looking for. The suitcase matched the description of the suitcase  reported may be 
missing. The child was a white child with longer dark hair similar to  and was thin just as 

 was. The child had two large front teeth with a distinctive gap in between them just like  
Based on all of the information I received and viewed, I also believed the child found deceased and 
dumped in a suitcase to be   

Detective Sgt. Hubbell coordinated with the coroners in both counties to transfer medical documents to 
assist in identifying the child. The results were not immediately available.  

Lt. Jones reported  was discovered by a road maintenance crew who was conducting work on the 
Escambia River bridge off of Hwy 90.  

During one of the pretext phone calls, Mrs. Stauch was providing an explanation of where she thought 
 was. She told  something to the effect of she believed  was abducted and 

authorities needed to look along a certain interstate. I do not recall the exact interstate Mrs. Stauch stated, 
but do recall  clarifying with her which roadway she was talking about.  mentioned 
the roadway was located on the east coast of the United States. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/24/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/18/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 4:28 p.m., Detective J. Bethel and I received a text message from Lt. Mitchell 
Mihalko requesting we contact Lieutenant Scott Jones  with the Santa Rosa 
Sheriff’s Office in Santa Rosa County, FL reference a dumped body they were investigating.   

A short time later I called Lieutenant Jones and obtained the following information.  A body was 
discovered in their jurisdiction on 03/17/20.  A green suitcase had been found under the east 
bound side of the Escambia River Bridge on U.S. Highway 90. The body was inside the suitcase 
with bedding items.  The body appeared to be that of a 11-12 year old male.  Clothing on the 
body included a blue Spalding jacket, Minecraft t-shirt and sweatpants with white stripes down 
the legs. Lieutenant Jones also described a shark and anchor pattern set of bedding.  

Detectives of the Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office determined there were no missing children 
within their jurisdiction which matched the description of the body found.  Lieutenant Jones 
explained they had seen the story of  on national news and believed the body 
found could be   They reached out to our office with the information about their 
incident. 

Upon hearing the description of the suitcase, bedding and clothing, I advised Lieutenant Jones I 
believed it may be   He advised me photographs were taken and he would send them 
to me via email.   

At approximately 5:37 p.m., I received two emails from Collen Burt, the Crime Analyst for the 
Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office.  These emails each contained one PDF file of photographs 
collected.  The first email contained the photographs of the scene under the Escambia River 
Bridge.  The second contained photographs from the autopsy conducted. 

The photographs of the scene documented a Briggs & Riley green suitcase, a pillow with a 
predominately blue and white pillow case with a shark pattern on one side and anchor pattern 
on the other.  One blanket found inside the suitcase matched the pillow case, with a anchor 
pattern on one side and a shark pattern on the opposite side.  The second blanket is a red, 
green black and white.  The pattern has designs similar to snowflakes. 

The bedding items documented in the photographs match bedding in  room which 
were photographed prior to the incident.   

The photographs documenting the body show hair and teeth similar to   The child 
was a white child with longer dark hair on the top of the head similar to  The child had 
two large front teeth with a significant gap in between them just like  Photogrpahs taken 
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prior to the incident were compared with the photographs sent from Florida.  Based on this 
comparison, and the matching bedding, I believed the body was  

This information was relayed to Detective Sergeant Hubbell who coordinated with the Medical 
Examiner in Florida to transfer relevant medical documents to assist in identifying the child. The 
results were not immediately available.  

On 03/19/20, I received an email from Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office Detective Jason 
Yoder containing a report he generated for his involvement in finding the body.  A copy of the 
report is included with this report. 

The photographs received were later placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence 
Facility under Item #702 for this case.  A copy of the evidence invoice is included with this 
report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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This a supplement #11 for case 20-1382 Wednesday, March 18, 2020 

Review of evidence supplements: 

On 03/18/2020, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up in reference to this case. 

I reviewed my supplements related to this case and found I had not documented the evidence item 
number for the following vehicle seized and impounded to the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence 
Facility for a search warrant on 01/30/2020: 

-white 2019 Volkswagen Jetta, Colorado plate #BUR711, VIN:  evidence
item #39

I entered evidence item #121, Key chain with 2 fobs and 4 keys attached, black Volkswagen Tiguan, into 
evidence on 02/01/2020, which was not included in my supplements. These keys had been recovered by 
Detective Jon Price during a search warrant execution on 01/31/2020, which he documented in a 
supplement, and then secured in a locker at the evidence facility for later processing. I assisted him in 
placing the keys into the evidence system on 02/01/2020.  

Vehicle entered into evidence: 
On 01/31/2020,  DOB:  dropped off his vehicle, a red 2016 Nissan Frontier, 
Alaska plate # JMZ869, VIN:  at the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence 
Facility in order to execute a search warrant at a later date. I entered the vehicle into evidence, item 
#52, and the keys to the Nissan as item #53, on 01/31/2020. 

All other information was documented in prior supplements. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status: 
CBA 
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Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell EID 07050 
Supplement to case 2020-00001382 
Missing Person  

On Wednesday, March 18, 2020,I, Detective Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell of the El Paso County Sheriff's 
Investigations Division Major Crimes Unit, conducted follow up on case 2020-00001382. 

Initial Brief - approximately 5:00pm 
I was informed by Detective Riley that a Florida Law Enforcement Agency, Santa Rosa Sheriff’s Office, 
was working a body dump of an unknown juvenile and thought there might be similarities to the case 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office was investigating with  as the victim. I requested 
Detective Riley continue contact with Santa Rosa S.O.  and I would contact the Medical Examiner to 
determine their status. 

Phone call to Florida Medical Examiner’ Office - approximately 5:30 
I contacted Steven Caudill of the Florida Medical Examiner’s Office and explained my reason for calling. 
Mr. Caudill was familiar with the case and asked if a profile for  had been entered in CODIS as a 
missing person. I told Mr. Caudill I believed that had been completed and that I would follow up via 
email. He also requested some biographical information on  as well. Mr. Caudill explained the 
body had heavy decomposition and at this time they did not have positive identification but an entry in 
CODIS as well as Dental records, if available, would help with their identification process. 

I asked how long this identification process would take and Mr. Caudill referred me to the Director of 
the 1st Judicial district, Dr. Jeff Martin. I thanked Mr. Caudill for his time and ended my phone call. I 
contacted the Colorado Springs Metro Crime lab and confirmed that  DNA profile was entered 
into CODIS. I then copied the biographical information requested by Mr. Caudill and sent him an email 
providing him with  biographical information and that his DNA profile was in CODIS. 

Phone call to Dr. Jeff Martin - approximately 5:40 
I contacted Dr. Martin via cell phone. I did not get an answer and left a message, my phone call was 
immediately returned. I spoke to Dr. Martin and he was familiar with the Santa Rosa case and suggested 
that sending dental x-rays could help with an Odonatological identification. He explained the body’s 
decommission was fairly heavy and dental records might be fastest way to gain a positive Identification. 
Dr. Martin estimated he could have an answer the next morning if I could get him the records tonight. I 
took down Dr. Martin’s contact information and said I would send him the requested information as 
soon as possible. I thanked Dr. Martin for his time and ended my phone call with him. I then completed 
and email and attached the dental record and x-rays of   

I made a follow up call to Dr. Martin to let him know I sent him an email and that the attachments I sent 
were not able to be opened by myself. Dr. Martin told me he would be able to view them and said he 
was familiar with file extension .pano that I mentioned. He informed me that he did not have anybody 
available to look at them know but would have them looked at in the morning. 

Follow up phone call to Dr. Jeff Martin on Thursday March 19, 2020 
I did not hear from Dr. Martin in the am and made a follow up call to him. During our discussion he 
informed due to the high-profile nature of the case his ME (Medical Examiner) was not comfortable 
making a positive ID by the dental records. Dr. Martin told me he understood his ME’s concerns and 
agreed with a decision to follow up with attempting to develop a DNA profile and run the profile against 
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CODIS for any matches. Dr. Martin was uncertain how long that would take but believed we could get an 
answer by the end of next week. I talked to Dr. Martin about the x-rays and he told me he viewed the 
ones I sent and compared them to the x-rays they took. He believed he saw a match and that I too could 
see it if I looked at the x-rays.  Dr. Martin sent me the comparisons they completed. I told Dr. Martin 
this was definitely a high-profile case and I knew his office would be fielding inquiries from the news 
media. I expressed my concern of news of  being located being released before a formal 
Identification occurs.  I explained we would like to let the family know prior to any release. Dr. Martin 
explained their process and said they would not release any information about identification and saying 
this was  Dr. Mating and I did talk about the x-rays and how they appear to definitely 
match. Dr. Martin said his office would be willing to release that a tentative ID has been made but this 
case is an active investigation and no information would be released until a formal ID has been made.  

I have added the x-rays sent to me by Dr. Martin, used to make the comparison. 

Frontal comparison 

Side comparison 
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After looking at the comparisons provided by Dr. Martin, I agree that there are some very strong 
matches that would indicate this is  I forwarded my findings to Lt. Mihalko so a decision 
could be made to notify the family of what we learned to date. After some discussion it was decided to 
move forward with notifying the family that an initial ID has been made and will be followed up with a 
formal ID done by DNA analysis.  

Detectives Bethel and Riley were assigned the task of informing the family. 

Nothing Further. 

Case status - Same as original. EPC SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #27 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Wednesday, March 18, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Search of Bradley and Marksheffel Area 
At approximately 12:00 pm, I was notified by Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbell that I 
needed to respond to the area of Marksheffel Road and Bradley Road to assist with a search 
of the area. 

I arrived on scene to this area at approximately 1:00pm and spoke with Lieutenant 
Sarkisian.    Lieutenant Sarkisian briefed me on the area and advised there were 
approximately 6 search and rescue hounds with their handlers in the area.  The are was a 
large secluded field with areas of water and trees.  It was not near any homes and was not 
near the main roadway.  

Search and Rescue searched the area for approximately 2.5-3 hours.  Nothing was found 
during this search.   

I advised this information to Detective Sergeant Hubbell prior to leaving the search area. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/18/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/18/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

On March 18, 2020, I reviewed a transcription of the pretext call that occurred between Mr. and Mrs. 
Stauch on February 16, 2020. The call took place at the FBI building in downtown Colorado Springs.  

The recording of the call was entered into evidence as item # 389 and #391 by Detective Katherine 
Huston.  

A copy of the transcript is included with this report. 

 Case Status: SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/18/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/18/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigations 
Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

On March 18, 2020, I reviewed a transcription of the pretext call that occurred between Mr. and Mrs. 
Stauch on February 21, 2020. The call took place at the FBI building in downtown Colorado Springs.  

The recording of the call was entered into evidence as item # 469 by Detective Jessica Bethel. 

A copy of the transcript is included with this report. 

 Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #28 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Thursday,  March 19, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Ms. Stauch’s Phone Warrant (20-890) 
At approximately 12:00 pm, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Laura Findorff. 
Judge Findorff reviewed a search warrant for information regarding: 

An Apple iPhone in a purple Merkury case, utilitzed by Ms. Letecia Stauch. The iPhone is currently 
located at the El Paso County Evidence Facility.  

This warrant is for Ms. Leticia Stauch’s cellular phone that was located with her upon her 
arrest in South Carolina.   

At approximately 12:12 pm, Judge Findorff approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 12:30 pm, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further 
processing.   

The warrant was assigned number20-890.  

This warrant was provided to the EPSO Digital Forensic unit to execute. 

Seal Warrant #20-433 
I was notified the seal for warrant 20-433 written by Detective Stefan Hare had the wrong 
telephone number located on the seal but the correct telephone number located in the 
warrant.  Due to this it was requested a new seal be signed and given to the records 
division.   

At approximately 12:24 pm, a new seal was signed by Judge Laura Findorff. The seal was 
turned into the Court Clerk.   

A copy of the previous warrant and new seal are attached to this report. 

Report of Execution 
The following Report of Executions are attached to this supplement for previous served 
warrants. 

- 20-577- Amazon
- 20-844- Rose Gold iWatch (NOT EXECUTED)

I have nothing further 
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Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 20 Wednesday March 25, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Thursday March 19, 2020, at approximately 3:00 pm, I, Detective N. Brklich responded to 
2749 E. Las Vega St, EPSO evidence facility, to execute a search warrant on a white 
Volkswagen Jetta. The purpose of the warrant (20-865) was to search for any jewelry remaining 
inside the vehicle. 

During the execution of the warrant digital photographs were taken of the vehicle and items 
found. 

The photos were later burned to CD and placed into the EPSO evidence facility reference Item # 
708. 

Case Status: CBA 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Additional Information for Evidence Item 301 

On 3/19/20 at approximately 1625 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), reviewed my evidence submissions for EPSO cast 20-1382. Evidence item number 301, 
which I initially reported I began downloading on 2/11/20, was video surveillance from 8005 Fountain 
Mesa Road (Snack Shack). 

I picked up that evidence the following day, 2/12/20, at approximately 0730 hours, and later entered it 
into evidence that day. 

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, March 19, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 37 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Thursday, March 19, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I met with Angelina Gratiano with the District Attorney’s Office along with FBI Agent David Donati. 
The purpose of this meeting was to collect all physical evidence concerning the Title III warrants 
executed on Mrs. Stauch’s telephones and bring it to Chief Judge Bain for sealing.  

I collected the two warrants which were signed for Mrs. Stauch’s phone and EPSO evidence # 615, a disk 
containing Title III Line sheets from the FBI. The disk was collected by Detective Courtney McCormack 
and entered into evidence previously. None of the content of the disk was retained for any purpose. The 
release of evidence item #615 was documented by evidence technicians and the associated paperwork is 
attached to this report.  

I collected relevant evidence items from Agent Donati and completed an evidence sheet for the transfer of 
the items. The evidence sheet is attached to this supplement. The following is a list of all the items 
collected from Agent Donati: 

“1D2 Blueray Disk” 

“1D4 DVD” 

“1D5 DVD” 

“1D6 Blueray Disk” 

All the collected evidence items and the two Title III warrants were taken to Chief Judge Bain and placed 
in an envelope which was sealed. Ms. Gratiano completed paperwork sealing the contents of the 
envelope. The envelope was stored at the El Paso County Court house.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, March 19, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 38 
Monday, March 23, 2020 

On Thursday, March 19, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

Detective Sgt. Rosario Hubbell and Lt. Mitch Mihalko informed Detective Riley and I the medical 
examiner in Florida contacted them and stated the juvenile body had been tentatively identified as 

 based on dental records.  identity would be confirmed through DNA.  

Based on the information received, it was decided Detective Riley and I along with DDA Michael Allen 
and victim’s advocates would notify  family of his remains being found.  

On Friday, March 20, 2020, notification was made to  family in person and via telephone. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements.  

Case Status: CBA  
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

3/19/2020 

On Friday, March 19, 2020, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division continued investigative and administrative efforts in this case. 

DISTRIBUTION OF COURT ORDERS - SANTA ROSA COUNTY SHERIFF: 

On March 18, 2020, I sent a copy of the Notice to Preserve, Invocation of Constitutional Rights, 
and Pre-Trial Publicity Order to Santa Rosa County Investigations Lieutenant Scott Jones. I 
subsequently received an electronic mail message from Lieutenant Jones at 1743 hours stating he 
had received the orders and would distribute them.  
Copies of the distributed e-mail and attachments have been included with this supplement for the 
case file. Nothing was entered into evidence.  

Case Status: CBA
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/24/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/19/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

Detective Sergeant Rosario Hubbell informed Detective Bethel and I the medical examiner in 
Florida contacted our office and stated the body found had been tentatively identified as 

 based on dental records.  identity would be confirmed through DNA. 

Based on the information received, it was decided Detective Bethel and I along with DDA 
Michael Allen and victim’s advocates would notify  family of his remains being found. 

On Friday, March 20, 2020, notification was made to  family in person and via 
telephone.   

Case Status: SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 03/19/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Thursday March 19, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, followed up by trying to identify the vehicle Letecia and  rented and used 
to drive from Colorado to South Carolina. 

Follow up with Budget Truck Rental 

I observed in Letecia’s financial records a charge for Budget Truck Rental on February 1, 2020 
at 0817 hours per her American Express cards ending *  and *  (authorization of $679, 
declined charge of the same on the other card). See attachment “AmEx Update 2-20-20.” 

I called the local Budget Truck Rental (3930 Galley Rd, Colorado Springs, CO 80909, phone 
) and spoke to employee Irene B. She advised she could not provide me the 

records I was requesting, but suggested I call the regional manager, Todd Heller, at phone 
number . I left him a message at approximately 1330 hours.  

Mr. Heller returned my call at 1430 hours. I provided him the information I had in reference to 
my request for records, to include the full American Express card number. He stated he would 
look into it and get back to me.  

I also sent emails to ATS Car Rental ('budgettruck@atsol.com'  
 

requesting records relating to the charges on the same 
American Express card on February 13, 2020. The companies appear to be third-party 
collections for toll-road charges for multiple rental car companies. I did not receive a response 
from either company on this date. 

Case Status: CBA
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 03/20/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Friday March 20, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, continued to follow up on the vehicle Letecia and  used to travel from 
Colorado to South Carolina by issuing a court order to Budget Truck Rental, followed by a 
search warrant for the vehicle itself. 

Court Order to Budget 

At approximately 0930 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge David Price in Division 2 of 
the 4th Judicial District a court order for the following: 

• Avis Budget Group, Attn: Subpoena Compliance, 6 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, NJ
07054, to order the production of records relating to any rentals in the name of Letecia
Stauch or  or any rentals associated with Letecia’s American Express card
debits, from 1 January 2020 to current date.

Judge Prince reviewed the court order and signed it without change. I also presented a request 
and order to seal the court order, signed by DA Michael Allen. The court order was submitted to 
the court records office, 20-901. 

I served the court order in person by first responding to Budget Truck Rental located at 3930 
Galley Rd in Colorado Springs, after talking with employee Irene B. at the phone number 
associated with this location (ph ). I learned when I arrived that the business had 
been moved to 1207 S Nevada Ave in Colorado Springs. I reached this location at 1030 hours 
and met with Irene. 

Irene looked up Letecia Stauch and could not find any records for her location, but called an 
associated (Josh) at the Budget Truck Rental located at 140 E Garden of the Gods Rd. Josh 
confirmed the rental agreement was signed at his location and he had the records available.  

I arrived at the E Garden of the Gods location at approximately 1100 hours. Employee Josh 
Johnson provided me the rental agreement for Letecia Stauch, which consisted of five pages. 
Josh also provided me Todd Heller’s phone number, and advised Todd, the area manager, would 
be able to give me the current location of the vehicle. 
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Budget Truck Rental Documentation 

The following is a summary of the information provided in the rental agreement employee Josh 
provided me: 

Page 1) Rental Agreement. One-Way, Personal. Customer: Letecia Stauch, driver’s license SC 
*  Rental Period 2/1/20 0815 hours to 2/5/20 0815 hours. Destination: Six Star Rentals LLC
617 E Dallas Rd, Grapevine, TX 76851. Employee: JohnJG. Rental information: Cargo van, 4
days. Total $679.41.
Page 2) Rental agreement terms initialed and signed by Letecia Stauch.
Page 3) Rental agreement for Letecia Stauch, one-way-personal, picked up from 140 E Garden
of the Gods Rd in Colorado Springs. Rental period from 2/1/20 0815 hours to 2/5/20 0815 hours.
Vehicle #911739. Other charges discussed (such as extra days). Initialed and signed agreement
by Letecia Stauch.
Page 4) Vehicle identified as a 12’ truck, weighing 10,050lbs, MSRP $26,000. Insurance
company advisement acknowledged by Letecia Stauch’s signature.
Page 5) Vehicle identified by Budget Truck #911739, license plate #3DM837. (I spoke to Josh
and Todd about which state the vehicle was registered in and learned it is an OKLAHOMA
plate.) Reference #1808231508037. This page contained notes on preexisting damage to the
vehicle. The mileage going out was 10,341. Letecia Stauch signed this page and dated it 2/1/20.

I then had EPSO Dispatch run the vehicle in the Oklahoma’s motor vehicle records. I learned the 
vehicle was identified as a white 2019 Ford Transit van, bearing OK plate  

 registered to Avis Budget Group. 

I then called Todd Heller. He advised me the truck was returned in Myrtle Beach on 2/6 to “East 
Coast” at 1400 Cannon Rd, Myrtle Beach, SC, phone number . Todd was able to 
see that the vehicle had been rented out four times since its return to that location, but the last 
record showed it in that dealer’s lot since February 26, 2020. He also requested I talk to the 
corporate security manager, John Wotton (ph ,  

. Todd advised he had already spoken to John and John 
should have left me a voicemail. (I had not received it because the voicemail was left at my desk 
phone.) 

I called the business at 1400 Cannon Rd in Myrtle Beach and spoke to the manager Amy. She 
advised she received the vehicle on February 6, but no longer had the vehicle. She had some 
difficulty in tracking down where it went from there, but eventually determined it was currently 
located at “Budget of Middletown,” 707 W Main Rd, Middletown, RI 02841, phone  

.

At approximately 1230 hours, I called Budget of Middletown and spoke to employee Damian. 
He advised the truck was located in his lot. I asked him to hold the vehicle, because I would be 
having local law enforcement seize it as a part of an ongoing investigation. He requested I talk to 
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his boss, Aaron Riposa  
I sent Aaron an email explaining my intent to seize the truck and requested the business hold it 
until local law enforcement arrive. I did not receive a response. 

Around 1245 hours, I had arrived back at the Sheriff’s Office and received an email from John 
Wotton asking me to call him and to provide a copy of my court order. I called him and 
explained that I was able to get records and confirm the vehicle’s current location. I advised him 
I would be seizing the vehicle and would provide him with both the court order and search 
warrant. I sent Mr. Wotton the court order for records. Mr. Wotton responded by providing me 
the GPS log associated with the truck. He later confirmed via email the time zone in which the 
log is recorded is Eastern Standard Time (EST), that the GPS is set to upload data every 6 hours, 
and that the annotation “Power Up” in between the 6-hour marks was a random internal system 
check and is not associated with the vehicle starting. The GPS log showed activity from January 
30 to March 20, 2020, confirming the vehicle was currently located at Budget of Middletown. 

The GPS log had each event numbered. I will refer to the date, time, location and event number 
in this summary: 

Event #13, 2/1/20 at 0410 hrs MST, vehicle stopped at 140 E Garden of the Gods Rd, Colorado 
Springs 
Event #14, 2/1/20 at 1010 hrs MST, vehicle stopped at Love’s #266, Pueblo, CO 
Event #15, 2/1/20 at 1710 hrs CST, vehicle moving 112kmh US 87, Dalhart, TX 
Event #16, 2/1/20 at 2310 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 18 Western Plaza Dr, Amarillo, TX 
(Candlewood Suites) 
Event #17, 2/2/20 at 0212 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 18 Western Plaza Dr, Amarillo, TX 
(Candlewood Suites) 
Event #18, 2/2/20 at 0510 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 18 Western Plaza Dr, Amarillo, TX 
(Candlewood Suites) 
Event #19, 2/2/20 at 1110 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 18 Western Plaza Dr, Amarillo, TX 
(Candlewood Suites) 
Event #20, 2/2/20 at 1710 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 601 US Hwy 287, Bellevue, TX (Phillips 
66) 
Event #21, 2/2/20 at 2310 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 601 W Thompson St, Decatur, TX 
(Candlewood Suites) 
Event #22, 2/3/20 at 0314 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 601 W Thompson St, Decatur, TX 
(Candlewood Suites) 
Event #23, 2/3/20 at 0510 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 601 W Thompson St, Decatur, TX 
(Candlewood Suites) 
Event #24, 2/3/20 at 1110 hrs CST, vehicle moving 29kmh at 1705 S FM 51, Decatur, TX  
Event #25, 2/3/20 at 1710 hrs CST, vehicle moving 115 kmh at I-20, Ruston, LA 
Event #26, 2/3/20 at 2310 hrs CST, vehicle moving 40kmh at 29451 US Hwy 98, Daphne, AL 
Event #27, 2/4/20 at 0415 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 9400 University Pkwy, Ferry Pass, FL 
Event #28, 2/4/20 at 0510 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 8080 N Davis Hwy, Ferry Pass, FL 
(Candlewood Suites) 
Event #29, 2/4/20 at 1110 hrs CST, vehicle stopped at 8080 N Davis Hwy, Ferry Pass, FL 
(Candlewood Suites) 
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Event #30, 2/4/20 at 1810 hrs EST, vehicle moving 119 kmh at 818 Churchill Way SW, Lake 
City, FL 
Event #31, 2/5/20 at 0010 hrs EST, vehicle stopped at 13028 Plantation Park Cir, Lake Buena 
Vista, FL (a townhouse community) 
Event #32, 2/5/20 at 0610 hrs EST, vehicle stopped at 13028 Plantation Park Cir, Lake Buena 
Vista, FL (a townhouse community) 
Event #33, 2/5/20 at 0617 hrs EST, vehicle stopped at 13028 Plantation Park Cir, Lake Buena 
Vista, FL (a townhouse community) 
Event #34, 2/5/20 at 1210 hrs EST, vehicle stopped at 13028 Plantation Park Cir, Lake Buena 
Vista, FL (a townhouse community) 
Event #35, 2/5/20 at 1810 hrs EST, vehicle stopped at 13028 Plantation Park Cir, Lake Buena 
Vista, FL (a townhouse community) 
Event #36, 2/6/20 at 0010 hrs EST, vehicle moving 119kmh at 235 I-95, Pooler, GA 
Event #37, 2/6/20 at 0610 hrs EST, vehicle stopped at Days Inn, Forestbrook, SC 
Event #38, 2/6/20 at 0718 hrs EST, vehicle stopped at Days Inn, Forestbrook, SC 
Event #39, 2/6/20 at 1210 hrs EST, vehicle moving 7.2kmh at 2246 Hwy 501 E, Conway, SC 
Event #40, 2/6/20 at 1810 hrs EST, vehicle stopped at 1400 Cannon Rd, Myrtle Beach, SC 
(Budget East Coast) 

This GPS log also contained data for the number of miles recorded on the vehicle. The mileage 
between events #26 and #28 are of interest. Power Ups do not log mileage. Event #26 records 
total mileage at 18,510.9km (29451 US Hwy 98, Daphne, AL). Event #28 records total mileage 
at 18,666.8km (8080 N Davis Hwy, Ferry Pass, FL).  The route between these two locations is a 
direct shot along I-20, measured at 45.1mi (72.58km). However, the distance recorded per the 
GPS log is 155.9km. Therefore, the vehicle traveled an extra 83.3km (51.75mi) between events 
#26 and #28. There are no other distances annotated on the GPS log where there appears to be 
such a significant detour from the direct route. See attachment “Budget GPS log” 

Search Warrant for Budget Truck Rental 

At approximately 1325 hours, I presented to the Honorable Judge David Price in Division 2 of 
the 4th Judicial District a court order for the following: 

• A 2019 white Ford Transit van, bearing Oklahoma license plate #3DM837, VIN
 registered to Avis Budget Group, currently located at

"Budget of Middletown" 707 W Main Rd, Middletown, RI 02841, to seize the vehicle
and search for indicia, electronics, trace evidence, paperwork, computer data stored by
the vehicle, etcera.

Judge Prince reviewed the court order and signed it without change. I also presented a request 
and order to seal the court order, signed by DA James “Jim” Bentley. The court order was 
submitted to the court records office, 20-905. 

I provided a copy of this search warrant to both the security director of Avis Budget Group (John 
Wotton) and FBI Agent Jon Cronan. Agent Cronan coordinated local FBI members in Rhode 
Island to execute the search warrant. At approximately 1500 hours, I was advised via EPSO 
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Investigations Lieutenant Mitchell Mihalko that the Budget van had been seized by the FBI. 

Follow Up with PlatePass 

At approximately 1500 hours, I received an email from PlatePass regarding my request for 
documentation. The email advised the bill was associated with OK license plate #3DM837, 
registered to Avis Budget Group, currently rented to Letecia Stauch (2/1/20-2/5/20).  

The bill showed the following toll charges: 
2/3/20 at 1143 hrs, I-25WS-US287-22, Texas Turnpike Authority, $2.10 
2/3/20 at 1143 hrs, Administrative fee, 4 days @ $3.95/day, $15.80 
2/3/20 at 1146 hrs, I-820 East TEXpress Entrance, North Texas Tollway Authority, $3.55 
2/3/20 at 1149 hrs, SH-121/183 East TEXpress Mainline, North Texas Tollway Authority, $3.75 
2/3/20 at 1159 hrs, SH-183, COLN-85, Harris County Toll Road Authority, $1.33 
2/3/20 at 1204 hrs, SH-183, COCR-65, Harris County Toll Road Authority, $0.70 
2/3/20 at 1207 hrs, SH-183, RGLRW-45, Harris County Toll Road Authority, $0.44 
Total $27.67 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence under this case: 
Item #699-Budget Truck Rental agreement for Letecia Stauch (paperwork) 
Item #700-CD containing Budget GPS log, emails from John Wotton; PlatePass documentation 
and email 

All items have been attached to this supplement in MFR. 

Case Status: CBA
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Homicide. 
On 3/20/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 
While reviewing a Master Case Index spreadsheet, created by Sergeant R. Hubbell, I observed 
some evidence items that may require some clarification regarding their collection. 
As part of the effort to complete a neighbor canvass of an area known as, “CARRIAGE 
MEADOWS SOUTH AT LORSON RANCH FIL NO 1,” according to the El Paso County 
Assessor’s website, I sent numerous different police officers from the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office and the Metro Vice, Narcotics & Intelligence Unit, to that neighborhood to knock on 
doors and complete pre-formatted questionnaires with the residents.  When those questionnaires 
were completed, the officers would bring the forms back to me so I could log and track the 
forms.  Initially, I entered a set of these forms into EPSO evidence myself, under the captioned 
case number.  An example of this is Item #218, which was several questionnaires completed by 
VNI Detectives on 2/7/20. 
After this date, I had some help from Deputy Rena McClellen (EPSO) in generating 
supplemental reports intended to summarize the questionnaires.  After I received the 
questionnaires from the field investigators, I would log the addresses and then give the forms to 
Dep. McClellen.  Dep. McClellen would then scan the forms to a virtual case file and enter the 
original documents into evidence, often in groups based on the days the forms were completed. 
However, in the virtual case file, the forms were cataloged according to the street address 
associated with the completed forms.  When she did all of this, Dep. McClellen noted that I was 
the collector of the forms and she was the submitting officer, putting the forms into evidence. 
This applies to the following evidence items: 

- Item 281:  NEIGHBORHOOD CANVAS, FBI QUESTIONNAIRES, COMPLETED
BY SRO'S ON 2/8/2020.

- Item 283:  NEIGHBORHOOD CANVAS, FBI QUESTIONNAIRE, COMPLETED BY
SRO'S AND REO ON 2/9/2020.

- Item 286:  NEIGHBORHOOD CANVAS, FBI QUESTIONNAIRE, COMPLETED BY
VNI AND PATROL 2/11/2020.

- Item 297: SIGNED RING CONSENT FORMS, COLLECTED OVER LAST WEEK.
ENTERED FOR EVIDENCE 021220.

Please refer to Dep. McClellen’s reporting for further details regarding the completed 
questionnaires. 

END OF REPORT 
CASE STATUS: CBA
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 19 Tuesday March 24, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Monday March 23, 2020, at approximately 3:00 pm, I, Detective N. Brklich began 
comparing items of evidence alongside supplemental reports completed. While doing this 
comparison, I discovered a report supplement for evidence items # 41, 42, 43 had not been 
completed and turned in. 

On Thursday January 30, 2020, I processed evidence item # 41 (Toothbrush holder), # 42 (Hair 
comb belonging to  and # 43 (recent photo of  into the EPSO evidence facility. 
The purpose of collecting these items was for possible DNA comparison and analysis if needed. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, March 23, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 40 
Tuesday, March 24, 2020 

On Monday, March 23, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I contacted Sgt. Davis with the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office via email and requested contact 
information to obtain the 911 call I completed on Wednesday, March 4, 2020. He provided me with an 
email address of   

I sent an email to the aforementioned email address requesting assistance with obtaining the 911 calls. I 
have not received a response yet.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Deputy Jane E. Pludowski  

Supplement to Case: 2020-00001382 

Extradition - Letecia Stauch 

On March 23, 2020, I, Deputy Jane Pludowski 95027 was assigned a modified duty assignment at the 
Investigations Division of the El Paso County, Colorado Sheriff’s Office. 

Initial Brief 

On March 20, 2020, Detectives Bethel and Riley asked me to review I phone video footage from the 
extradition of Mrs. Letecia Stauch; referred to as ‘Letecia’ in these supplements.  

On March 23, 2020, I began reviewing I phone videos of the extradition transport of Letecia Stauch DOB : 
.  These files were opened using the VLC media player. 

The video dates and time stamps do not reflect the actual times of events but coordinate with the Downloads 
for reference points.  There are 10 videos taped during the transport. The I phone videos provide 
supplement to the GO PRO videos.   The bolded times annotated throughout the summary are of the 
seconds or minutes into a segment.   

Assignments :  

Detective Jessica Bethel - Transporting Detective - Primary  

Detective Mike Riley - Transporting Detective 

Deputy Michaela James - Transporting assistant / Deputy Sheriff / SRT member 

IMG_0163.MOV 3/10/2020 7:45 pm 

0:38 The phone video begins with Detective Bethel asking Letecia, “Would you like an opportunity to stretch 
a little bit?” Letecia responds, “Sure.”   The I Phone provides a view of Letecia in restraints.  

01:31 Detective Bethel asks Letecia, “Are you starting to get hungry?” Letecia replies, “No, the way my 
stomachs going, I’m not going to eat, growling, but I’m not going to eat.”  

05:00 Detective Riley pulls into a parking lot for Letecia to stretch and to get the GO PRO set up. 

06:50 Detective Bethel lets Letecia stretch legs and once she gets done, she explains to Letecia she will let her 
stretch one arm at a time inside the van.   

07:29 Detective Bethel unlocks the right handcuff. Letecia is stretching her right arm first. Detective Bethel 
handcuffs Leticia’s right wrist and verifies the cuffs are double locked.   

(Continuation - IMG_0163.MOV) 
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Detective Bethel unlocks the left handcuff and Letecia stretches her left arm. Detective Bethel handcuff’s 
Leticia’s left wrist and verifies the handcuffs are double locked.  

Detective Bethel secures seatbelt around Letecia. 

Detective Bethel is adjusting GO PRO.   

End of phone video segment. 

IMG_0165.MOV  3/6/2020 6:32 PM 

The phone video begins with the van being stopped at a rest area and Letecia stepping out. 

00:45 Letecia walking to restroom with Detectives.  Detective Riley waits out in lobby area just outside of 
restroom.  

5:45 Letecia walks back to van with detectives and is seated, Detective Bethel secures seatbelt around 
Letecia.  

Detective Bethel adjusts GO PRO.   

End of phone video segment. 

IMG_0166.MOV  3/6/2020 6:32 PM 

The phone video begins at a gas station. 

00:46 Letecia eats some beef jerky from a bag. Detective Bethel asks, “How you feeling Letecia?” She replies, 
“OK.”  Detective Bethel asks Letecia if she wants to go to the restroom while they are there or go to a rest 
stop…? Letecia says, “Wait for a rest stop.”  Detective Bethel removes some trash and old soda and askes 
Letecia if she needs water.  Letecia responds, “I’m OK for right now.”  Leticia’s restraints are in full view.  

End of phone video segment.  

IMG_0167. MOV 3/4/2020 02:32 AM 

The phone video begins at a rest area.  Deputy James has already been picked up from the airport and is 
seated behind the driver, next to Letecia.  

00:29 Letecia is stepping out of the van. Detective Bethel and Deputy James are walking with Letecia towards 
the restroom.  Phone video stops upon entry to the restroom.  

End of phone video segment.  

IMG_0168.MOV 3/4/2020 2:35 AM 

The phone video begins with Detective Riley taking over the phone videoing while Detective Bethel and 
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Deputy James uses the restroom.  Letecia is waiting with him in the lobby area. Small talk about driving 
through St Louis and avoiding rush hour traffic.  Detective Riley asks Letecia, “Is this a normal way that you 
would come?” She explains the route she takes.  

Detective Bethel and Deputy James walk Letecia back to the van.  Detective Bethel secures the seatbelt 
around Letecia.  

End of phone video segment.  

IMG_0169.MOV 3/4/2020 4:24 A.M 

The phone video begins at a gas station.  Letecia has an unopened blue and black ‘Monster’ drink can 
between her legs.  Monster drinks are energy drinks, high in caffeine.  Detective Bethel asks, “You drinking 
a monster?” Letecia replies, “I’m Thinking about it, I’m investigating the back(label).”  Detective Bethel 
states, “Uh, I don’t think so seriously”  Letecia says, “What? What? I’m not going to go to sleep.” Detective 
Bethel tells Letecia, “No, No, you’re not drinking a ‘Monster.”  Deputy James adds, on an empty stomach it 
is not going to make her feel good.  

Video shows view of Letecia in restraints. 

End of phone video segment.  

IMG_0170.MOV 3/9/2020 09:03PM   

00:00 Phone video begins at rest area.  As Detective Riley slides the van door open, Letecia makes a 
comment or sound, almost a hiss sound in the direction of Deputy James. It is unintelligible.  Unknown if 
Deputy James see’s this.  Letecia exits the van and Detectives Bethel and Deputy James are walking along 
with her.  

00:48 While walking on the sidewalk, Letecia’s left foot trips on the slack of the chain from the leg restraint.  
(still photo taken from video) When she falls, she rolls onto her back, almost acrobatically.  Detective Bethel 
and James help Letecia to her feet. They walk into the restroom.  

End of phone video. 

IMG_0171.MOV   3/9/2020 09:03 PM 

Phone video begins with Letecia is walking back to van, gets in.  Detective Bethel secures seatbelt around 
her.  

Detective Bethel adjusts GO PRO.  

End of phone video.  

IMG_0172.MOV 3/9/2020 09:03 

00:06 Video starts with Letecia sitting in van sideways on the seat. Her feet go from being down between the 
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door and the seat to having her knees belt with her feet on the seat. Her back is towards Deputy James. You 
cannot see her hands or front of the restraints from this angel; only her back.  

IMG_0173.MOV 3/9/2020 09:03 

Phone video begins at a gas station. Letecia is seated in the same position; sideways, her back to Deputy 
James her knees pulled up onto the seat.  

1:50 Deputy James asks Detective Bethel about the GO PRO being hot. 

13:15 Detective Riley begins driving.  They discuss eating food. Chicken strips are going to be ordered for 
Letecia.  

End of phone video. 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On March 24, 2020, at about 8:00 a.m., I, Detective Montville received 
a telephone call from Detective Mark Riley. Detective Riley requested 
I place two PDF files containing photographs received from the Santa 
Rosa County Sheriff's Office in Florida into the El Paso County 
Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility.  

I copied the two files containing photographs of  
autopsy along with photographs of the crime scene in S y 
onto a DVD. I placed the DVD into the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Evidence Facility under item number 702. A copy of the evidence 
voucher is attached to this supplement.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: CBA-INV  
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On March 24, 2020, at about 8:51 a.m., I, Detective Montville received 
a telephone call from Detective Jessica Bethel. ive Bethel 
requested I copy an interview she conducted with  on January 
28, 2020 onto a DVD and place the DVD into evid

I located the interview and copied it to a DVD. I entered the DVD 
into the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility under item 
number 703. A copy of the evidence voucher is attached to this 
supplement.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: CBA-INV  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 42 
Tuesday, March 24, 2020 

On Tuesday, March 24, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I reviewed the eTrace report for the Smith and Wesson M&P Bodyguard 380 handgun, serial #KDL6634 
recovered by FBI Agents at 1250 Birch Avenue Conway, SC 29526 on Monday, March 2, 2020. Mrs. 
Stauch was staying at the Birch Avenue address in a private residence within an unattached garage.  

The eTrace report reflects the handgun was purchased by Brenda Sampson Acquard, DOB:  
from Academy Sports and Outdoors #31 (14221 FM 2920 Tomball, TX 77377) on May 4, 2016.  

Mrs. Acquard is Mrs. Stauch’s aunt.  

A copy of the eTrace report is attached to this supplement.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 41 
Tuesday, March 24, 2020 

On Tuesday, March 24, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I reviewed evidence item #660 which contained information provided to EPSO by Myrtle Beach Law 
Enforcement. Detective Sgt. Rosario Hubbell downloaded the hard drive which contained information 
from the Myrtle Beach Police Department. The following is a summary of the items within the folder. 

There are 4 “Export” files of the interview conducted with Mrs. Stauch. FBI Interviewer Jonathan 
Grusing is documenting the interview with Mrs. Stauch.  

There is a file labeled “FW_Inmate Stauch- Outlook_files” This folder has icons listed in it. 

A PDF labeled “20-003294 Letecia Stauch court paperwork” contains 15 pages court documents and 
charging information. (This file will be attached to this supplement) 

A PDF labeled “20003294 mbpd incident report” contains a 5 page report from the Myrtle Beach Police 
Department. (This file will be attached to this supplement) 

The Google file labeled “FW_Inmate Stauch - Outlook.html” contains a link to Detective Peter Woods 
email account. An email from Tiffany Whitmire is visible with a link to a Special Watch Observation 
PDF. The link in the file does not open.  

A PDF labeled “REPORTE030320_12_52_22 cad report” contains a two-page event report (or call 
screen) from the Myrtle Beach Police Department. (This file will be attached to this supplement) 

A PDF labeled “REPORT030320202_12_54_55 booking report” contains two pages of booking 
paperwork for Mrs. Stauch at the Myrtle Beach Police Department. (This file will be attached to this 
supplement) 

A PDF labeled “SPECIAL_WATCH_OBSERVATION_RECORDS03032020_04_37_11” contains three 
pages of observations officers made of Mrs. Stauch while in custody at the Myrtle Beach Police 
Department. (This file will be attached to this supplement) 

A PDF labeled “stauch_letecia” contains 8 pages of medical documents. 1 page is a Myrtle Beach Police 
Department Inmate Medical Report and the other 7 pages are from Mrs. Stauch’s visit to the Grand Strand 
Health facility.  

I contacted Myrtle Beach Police Department Detective Peter Woods and requested any additional reports 
and body worn camera footage from the arrest of Mrs. Stauch. Detective Woods advised he would collect 
any further information and mail it to me.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 
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Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 39 
Tuesday, March 24, 2020 

On Tuesday, March 24, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I reviewed evidence entries I made. I realized the following items have not been documented in a 
supplement.  

Item #260 is a school attendance form for  It was collected from Mrs. Ursula Reece at 
Grand Mountain Elementary School on Tuesday, January 28, 2020. The record is attached to this 
supplement.  

A patient in custody release form from Memorial Hospital for Mrs. Stauch, dated 1/29/2020 was collected 
from medical staff at Memorial Hospital on Wednesday, January 29, 2020 and entered into evidence as 
item # 267. The release is attached to this supplement. 

Photographs of paperwork, a cd and evidence collected from the execution of a 41.1 (order for 
non-testimonial evidence) were collected on Wednesday, January 29, 2020. The photographs were placed 
onto a disk and entered into evidence as item # 268.  

Screenshots of text messages between Detective Bethel and  were taken and placed onto a disk 
and entered into evidence as item #653 on Tuesday, March 17, 2020. The screenshots contain 
communication between me and  throughout the course of the investigation.  

I placed phone calls made by Mrs. Stauch at the El Paso County Criminal Justice Center (CJC) between 
the time frame of March 9, 2020 to March 15, 2020 onto a disk and into evidence as item # 665. The 
phone calls were originally collected by Deputy Kevin Sypher and are being reviewed by DA Investigator 
Cecil Weir.  

I collected an officer activity log for Mrs. Stauch from the Saline County Adult Detention Facility on 
Thursday, March 5, 2020. The log annotated pass on about Mrs. Stauch. The log was placed into evidence 
as item # 616. The log is attached to this supplement.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #29 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Tuesday, March 24, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

TextPlus Search Warrant Returns 
I was notified via email I had received warrant return information from TextPlus regarding 
search warrant 20-642.   TextPlus advised the following information: 

I was able to identify the accounts using the usernames provided. I have attached the call log, text log, 
location data and all of the user information we have available for the numbers you provided. Please note 
that our location data is very limited, we do not have IP addresses and cannot ping phones, all we can 
identify is City/State/Province and Country. Our textPlus phone numbers recycle to different users very 
frequently. Our users are also not required to verify their accounts, so it is not guaranteed that the 
information attached belongs to the person you are looking for. Also, please note that if our users delete 
their call and text history on their end, we cannot see it in the logs on the back end. This is all of the 
information we have to provide.  

All information provided was placed on a disk and placed into evidence as Item #704. 

A Report of Execution was conducted and turned in to the County Court Clerk.  

Review of TextPlus Data 
I conducted a review of the data provided by TextPlus, the following information is what 
was located.  The account Ms. Leticia Stauch was using is located under  
and is using the screen name   Majority of the text messages from the 
account were deleted, however, what was left in the account shows Ms. Stauch changed the 
phone number of the account approximately 6 times that can be accounted for.  The 
numbers she used are as follows: 

A review of the voice calls conducted by Ms. Stauch ‘s account, showed the following 
incoming and outgoing call info: 

- From 02/20/2020- 02/28/2020,  4 incoming calls to Ms. Nicole Mobley’s
(Lexishep-1) account and 2 outgoing calls to Ms. Mobley’s account were made.

- On 02/20/2020 a call was placed to .  This is the phone number
to Mr. 
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- On 02/20/2020 a call was place to .  This is the El Paso County Tip
Line.

A review of Ms. Mobley’s account showed primarily personal conversations between her 
and other people.  None of the conversations between Ms. Stauch and her were still 
stored in the account messages.  However, a conversation between Ms. Mobley and phone 
number states the following info related to this case: 

“She wants me to lie and say I saw  leave in a car with a man” 

A review of Ms. Mobley’s account only showed voice calls from 02/20/2020 until 
02/28/2020.  In these calls, 4 outgoing calls to Ms. Stauch was located and 2 incoming 
calls to Ms. Stauch was located.   

No further related information was found in the accounts. 

Spartan Nash Search Warrant Returns 
I was notified via email from Spartan Nash, they had sent some of the information 
requested from search warrant 20-448 via a zip file.  The rest of the information was 
being mailed to the Sheriff’s Office.   

The information received via email was burned to a disk and placed into evidence as Item 
#705. 

The information provided via mail was scanned, separated, and placed into evidence. 

Majority of the emails provided were advertisements for businesses.  These items were 
placed into evidence under Item # 706. 

A small amount of emails were personal emails and were placed under Item #707.  

Review of Emails provided 
A review of these emails was conducted during this process. Two emails were located to 
Ms. Leticia Stauch.  These emails primarily said things about Ms. Stauch needing to stay 
strong.   

Other personal emails from Ms. Debra Locklear were located in the process.  These emails 
were to various people telling them that  was missing, to pray for her family, and 
that the community was saying mean things on Facebook about the Family.  None of the 
conversations contained further details of the case.  

Minimal response emails were located in what was provided and no response emails were 
located from Ms. Stauch.   

The original email chain between Ms. Stauch and Ms. Locklear regarding  
disappearance was also not located, leaving me to believe several emails were deleted and 
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not able to be recovered by Spartan Nash. 

A Report of Execution for the warrant was conducted and turned in to the County Court 
Clerk. 

Report of Execution 
The following Report of Executions are attached to this supplement for previous served 
warrants. 

- 20-448- Spartan Nash
- 20-642- TextPlus
- 20-890- Apple iPhone (Warrant executed by the Digital Forensic Unit)

Evidence 
The following items were placed into the El Paso County Evidence Facility.  Their 
evidence invoice is attached to this supplement. 

- Item# 704- TextPlus return information
- Item #705- Spartan Nash digital data provided
- Item #706- Spartan Nash emails for Ms. Debra Locklear (all advertisements)
- Item #707- Spartan Nash personal emails for Ms. Debra Locklear

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

3/24/2020 

On Tuesday, March 24, 2020, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division continued investigative and administrative efforts in this case.  

UPDATE ON IDENTIFICATION EFFORTS: 

Previously, EPSO was notified of a body found in Pace, Florida. The tentative identification of 
the body was that of  This was done using dental records. Further efforts to 
verify the deceased was being attempted using buccal swabs and blood. 

At approximately 1547 hours, Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office Lieutenant Scott Jones 
notified me telephonically the buccal and blood samples were too deteriorated to compare to the 
CODIS entry for  I authorized the medical examiner to take a sample of bone 
marrow from the deceased to further the identification process.  

Case Status: CBA
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On March 24, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, obtained items #91 and #265 from the Evidence 
Custodian. I made working copies for discovery. I returned the items to their original packaging, and 
sealed them with my initials. I returned the items to the Evidence Custodian. 

NFI / SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/24/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/24/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

During the early stages of this investigation, I was assigned as the family liaison to help relay 
information to the family.   

As part of this assignment, I received many screenshots from  which he believed 
may be relevant to the investigation.  The majority of these appear to be from Letecia Stauch 
from various phone numbers and emails. 

For full details of the screenshots, the disk containing them should be reviewed for further 
information. 

The screenshots sent to me were captured and placed on a disk.  This disk was later placed 
into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under Item #610 for this case. 

A copy of the evidence invoice is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/24/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/24/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

On March 24, 2020, I reviewed a transcription of the pretext call that occurred between Mr. and Mrs. 
Stauch on February 19, 2020. The call took place at the FBI building in downtown Colorado Springs.  

The recording of the call was entered into evidence as item # 469 by Detective Jessica Bethel. 

A copy of the transcript is included with this report. 

 Case Status: SAO 
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/26/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/25/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 9:35 a.m., I contacted Santa Rosa Sheriff’s Office Detective Richard Yoder at 
telephone   Detective Yoder is assigned as the lead detective for their case 
20-2744.  This case was initiated for the body found on U.S. Hwy 90 underneath the Escambia
River Bridge in their jurisdiction.

My contact with Detective Yoder was to obtain information about the evidence items they 
collected from their scene and from the autopsy.  

After speaking with Detective Yoder, I sent a email to him containing the following requests; 

1.Evidence list for all evidence collected in this case, to include item numbers
2.List of any evidence that is available for immediate release/shipment
3.List of remaining items that are not currently available for release/shipment

Important 

Projectile from autopsy to release and ship 
Projectiles in pillow to release and ship if dry. 

I received a reply email from Detective Yoder that when their crime scene unit returns to work 
due to the Coronavirus, the requests made will be handled as soon as possible. 

Case Status: SAO 
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On March 25, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, performed an audit of the items which I have 
collected and/or submitted to evidence. I found the following items which I failed to properly document: 

Item #91 - Receipt from Dollar Tree dated 1/27. 

I discovered and collected this item from the kitchen island of 6627 Mandan Drive during the execution 
of the Search Warrant on January 29th. At the conclusion of the search I secured the receipt in locker #96 
at the EPSO Evidence Facility (with the Ulta Beauty Salon Receipt [#90] which was discovered by 
Detective Arndt.) I packaged and entered both receipts on February 1st. 

Item #201 - Receipt from Colorado State University 

I entered this receipt into evidence on February 7th.  

Item #219 - Scribe Sheet for Search Warrant #20-366 

I entered this scribe sheet into evidence on February 8th.  

Item #220 - Scribe Sheet for Search Warrant #20-347 

I entered this scribe sheet into evidence on February 8th.  

Item #480 - Scribe Sheet for Search Warrants #20-595 & #20-596 

This item is a photo of the yellow carbon copy of the scribe form. I mistakenly destroyed the original top 
white form. This photo was taken by Sgt. Hubbell. The ink handwriting which documents the two 
additional electronic devices is his. He collected these devices after I had departed the scene and sent 
this photograph to me. In this way, the photo is more accurate than the destroyed white form in that 
the white form would not reflect this additional collection of electronic devices.  

Item #551 - Metro Crime Lab Report 

I received this report from Becky Strub on February 8th. 

Item #552 - Metro Crime Lab Report 

I received this report from Becky Strub on February 28th. 

NFI / SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, March 26, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 44 
Thursday, March 26, 2020 

On Thursday, March 26, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

At approximately 9:00 am, I received a phone call from FBI Agent David Donati. He informed me the 
rental vehicle Mrs. Stauch used to travel to Florida and then To Myrtle Beach, SC (A 2019 white Ford 
Transit van, bearing Oklahoma license plate #3DM837, VIN  registered to Avis 
Budget Group, currently located at "Budget of Middletown" 707 W Main Rd, Middletown, RI 02841.) 
was located in Rhode Island. Agent Donati stated he had contacted local authorities in Rhode Island who 
would be able to assist with the processing of the vehicle for evidence.  

Agent Donati provided me with a Rhode Island law enforcement contact, Rhode Island State Patrol 
Trooper Ryan Mahoney’s contact information. Agent Donati informed me Trooper Mahoney would need 
information concerning the case in order to draft and execute a search warrant on the vehicle.  

On Friday, March 27, 2020, I provided Trooper Mahoney with information regarding this case along with 
the Gag order from the El Paso County courts. Trooper Mahoney was instructed to complete supplements 
for this case.  

Detective Sgt. Rosario Hubbell and Lt. Mitchell Mihalko were both informed of the information shared 
with Trooper Mahoney prior to my disclosure to him. DDA Michael Allen was consulted to ensure 
evidence being sought was not considered consumptive and would not require an order from the courts 
for collection and analysis.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/26/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/26/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 9:28 a.m., I received an email from Santa Rosa Sheriff’s Office Detective 
Richard Yoder.   

Attached to this email was a evidence list, including evidence numbers for their agency, along 
with a explanation from Detective Yoder reference the status of each item. 

A copy of the evidence paperwork, along with the explanation document is included with this 
supplement. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 21 Thursday March 26, 2020 

Initial Call 

On Thursday March 26, 2020, at approximately 11:32 am, while comparing supplements to 
items logged into evidence, I, Detective N. Brklich discovered I had placed into evidence a CD 
containing doorbell video which was recovered from the address of 6618 Mandan Dr, on 
Tuesday February 11, 2020. 

Upon making contact with the occupants of the residence, identified as Mr. Ruban Rodriguez, he 
agreed to search his video and email the links to me. He was able to send video from Monday 
January 27, 2020 through Tuesday January 28, 2020. 

The video was later burned to CD and placed into the EPSO evidence facility reference Item # 
259. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, March 26, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 45 
Thursday, March 26, 2020 

On Thursday, March 26, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

While reviewing evidence and laboratory photographs taken on January 29, 2020, I observed two boxes 
of 380 ammunition on the top shelf of the linen closet. The brand names were Federal brand ammunition 
and Aguila brand ammunition. The photo is labeled “RAZ_0063.JPG”.  

On March 2, 2020 Agents with the FBI in Myrtle Beach, NC conducted a search warrant at 1250 Birch 
Avenue Conway, SC 29526. Mrs. Letecia Stauch was staying in a detached garage with living area at the 
residence.  

During their search, agents collected a Smith and Wesson M&P Bodyguard 380 caliber handgun, bearing 
serial number . The weapon was found on a shelf in a closet under a jacket. It was loaded with 4 
Federal 380 Auto rounds. The weapon was ran through eTrace. The report generated by eTrace stated the 
weapon was purchased by Mrs. Brenda Sampson Acquard, DOB:  from Academy Sports and 
Outdoors #31 (14221 FM 2920 Tomball, TX 77377) on May 4, 2016. Mrs. Acquard is Mrs. Stauch’s 
aunt.  

On January 28, 2020 Detective Mark Riley interviewed Mr.   and asked him 
questions concerning the weapons the family had in their home. Detective Riley documented the 
following, “During my second interview of  he relayed information on firearms in the house. 
He describes the following weapons; 

Al’s nine millimeter handgun 
AR type rifle with .556 rounds.   
20 gauge pump shotgun, disassembled. 
Letecia’s 12 gauge pump shotgun.   
Letecia’s nine millimeter handgun  ” 

 did not ever mention knowledge of a 380 caliber handgun in his home. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements.  

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, March 26, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 43 
Thursday, March 26, 2020 

On Thursday, March 26, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

On Tuesday, March 24, 2020, I contacted Myrtle Beach Police Department Detective Peter Woods and 
requested any additional reports and body worn camera footage from the arrest of Mrs. Stauch. Detective 
Woods advised he would collect any further information and mail it to me.  

On Thursday, March 26, 2020, I received an email from Detective Woods. He informed me he sent all 
MBPD reports, videos and court paperwork concerning Mrs. Stauch to our agency via FedEx. Detective 
Woods provided me with the FedEx tracking number 391402947775.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 03/26/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 03/26/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up on this case. 

During my second interview of  he relayed information on firearms in the house.  He 
describes the following weapons; 

Al’s nine millimeter handgun 
AR type rifle with .556 rounds.   
20 gauge pump shotgun, disassembled. 
Letecia’s 12 gauge pump shotgun.   
Letecia’s nine millimeter handgun   

On 02/03/20, I contacted  and advised him we would want to collect all of the 
firearms in the home.  He again, described the above firearms as the ones he was aware of in 
the home.  He told me he had a neighbor down the street hold on to all of the firearms, other 
than his nine millimeter handgun for safekeeping. 

 handgun was collected on this date.  The description for this weapon is; 

6839 SW2-05: S&W M&P 9C W. LASER GRIP 

On 02/04/20, Detective N. Brklich collected the following firearms from the neighbor,  Ms. 
Nicole Marx, DOB: , at 9875 Rubicon Dr, Colorado Springs, CO 80925; 

1 Mossberg 12 gauge shotgun, Model 88, S/N:  
1 Bennelli 20 gauge shotgun, Model Nova, S/N:  
1 Bennelli 20 Gauge shotgun barrel, S/N:  
1 Aero Precision rifle, Model X15, S/N:  

Through multiple discussions of the weapons,  never mentioned an additional firearm 
that he was aware of.   

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Wednesday, April 15, 
2020  

On Friday, March 27, 2020, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Detective David Glenn Jr. of the El 
Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow-up on this 
case.  

I opened Evidence Item #428 and made digital scans of the search waivers. I then resealed the 
waivers back into their original evidence envelope and returned it back to the EPSO Evidence 
Storage Facility.  

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Wednesday, April 15, 
2020  

On Friday, March 27, 2020, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Detective David Glenn Jr. of the El 
Paso County Sheriff's Office (EPSO) Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow-up on this 
case.  

I opened Evidence Items #656 and #657 and made digital scans of the notes from Nicole 
Mobley’s interview and Amarita Yanez’s interview. I then resealed the notes back into their 
original evidence envelopes and returned the items back to the EPSO Evidence Storage Facility. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, March 30, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 46 
Monday, March 30, 2020 

On Monday, March 30, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

At approximately 9:25 am, I collected a FedEx package from the FedEx building located at 25 N. 
Cascade Ave. in Colorado Springs, CO. The package was sealed completely and addressed to me. 

I responded to the Office of The Sheriff (located at 27 E. Vermijo Ave) in order to process the package 
from FedEx. The package contained a password protected hard drive which was prepared and sent by 
Detective Peter Woods of the Myrtle Beach Police Department. The hard drive was downloaded and 
placed into evidence as item #711.  

I reviewed evidence item #711 which contained information provided to EPSO by Myrtle Beach Law 
Enforcement. The following is a summary of the items within the folder. Some of the information 
contained within the evidence item have already been submitted to EPSO and have been documented in 
previous supplements.  

A folder labeled BWC arrest contains 21 body worn camera footage videos of the arrest of Mrs. Letecia 
Stauch in Myrtle Beach, SC on Monday, March 2, 2020. I reviewed each video. The videos will be 
documented in a separate supplement.  

A folder labeled BWC GSR transport contains 6 body worn camera footage videos of Mrs. Letecia Stauch 
while she is in custody of Myrtle Beach Police Department. I reviewed each video. The videos will be 
documented in a separate supplement.  

Within a folder labeled Milestone Video (Interview Stauch), there are 4 “Export” files of the interview 
conducted with Mrs. Stauch. FBI Interviewer Jonathan Grusing is documenting the interview with Mrs. 
Stauch. These files did not download off the hard drive because the file path was too long. Detective Sgt. 
Rosario Hubbell was notified of the situation and advised he would notify Detective Sirois to see if he 
would be able to download the interview. It should be noted, Mr. Grusing has been provided with the 
interview files from a previous collection of evidence from the Myrtle Beach Police Department.  

The folder labeled MBPD contained a PDF labeled “20-003294 Letecia Stauch court paperwork”. The 
PDF contains 15 pages court documents and charging information. (This file will be attached to this 
supplement) 

A folder labeled Medical and Jail paperwork contained a PDF labeled 
“SPECIAL_WATCH_OBSERVATION_RECORDS03032020_04_37_11”. This PDF contains three 
pages of observations officers made of Mrs. Stauch while in custody at the Myrtle Beach Police 
Department. (This file will be attached to this supplement). The folder also contained a PDF labeled 
“Medical stauch_letecia” contains 8 pages of medical documents. 1 page is a Myrtle Beach Police 
Department Inmate Medical Report and the other 7 pages are from Mrs. Stauch’s visit to the Grand Strand 
Health facility. The folder also contained a link to an outlook item. The outlook item was an email from 
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Peter Woods to Tiffany Whitmire. The email contained the Special Observation records PDF as an 
attachment. I was not able to open the PDF.  

A folder labeled Reports contained four PDF documents. The first document is a PDF labeled “20003294 
Incident Report with Supplements” contains a 23-page report from the Myrtle Beach Police Department. 
(This file will be attached to this supplement). A PDF labeled “REPORTE030320_12_52_22 cad report” 
contains a two-page event report (or call screen) from the Myrtle Beach Police Department. (This file will 
be attached to this supplement). A PDF labeled “REPORT030520_14_36_26 cad medical transport” 
contains a two-page event report (or call screen) from the Myrtle Beach Police Department for the 
transport of Mrs. Stauch to Grand Strand Regional Hospital. (This file will be attached to this 
supplement). A PDF labeled “REPORT030320202_12_54_55 booking report” contains two pages of 
booking paperwork for Mrs. Stauch at the Myrtle Beach Police Department. (This file will be attached to 
this supplement) 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, March 30, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 47 
Monday, March 30, 2020 

On Monday, March 30, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

At approximately 2:24 pm, I received an email from Detective Ryan Mahoney of the Rhode Island State 
Police Department. Detective Mahoney informed me he completed a search warrant for the 2019 White, 
Ford Transit Van, bearing Oklahoma license plate 3DM837 and VIN  He 
stated in his email the warrant would be sealed when the search of the vehicle is complete.  

I have attached the 17-page warrant Detective Mahoney forwarded to me.  

The Rhode Island State Police documented the van and the incident under the following: 

The van was issued property number 20RIX1-1173-PR, and the incident report number is 
20RIX1-565-OF. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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On Tuesday, March 31, 2020, I, Detective Jennifer Arndt #06095 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
Investigation Division, assisted in conducting follow up on this case. 

Identification of Paul 

I contacted Nita via telephone  who was identified as “  mother via Shannon Ruiz.  
 is the boy seen on camera in a blue coat Shannon stated was playing basketball with her son.  Nita 

advised her neme is Wanita Rico (DOB: ) and “ ”s” real name is  (DOB: 
).  

At this time, I have nothing further. 

Case status: CBA 
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On April 1, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, submitted 20 items to the Metro Crime 
Laboratory for scientific testing. I made the following requests: 

 Mattress 

Item #113 Barcode 1153933: Swabs from stain on  mattress 

Item #114 Barcode 1153934: Swabs from stain on  mattress 

Item #262 Barcode 1154309: Mattress 

I request the following examinations of the mattress: 

1. Serology and DNA analysis of the stain.

2. Examination of the mattress for defects (projectile or blade).

3. Cut a cross section of the mattress at the stain, measure and photo-document
the extent, if any, that the inner material is saturated with blood.

Items Reference Bloodstain Pattern Analysis of  Room 

Item #312 Barcode 1154393: Swabs from wall / BPA 

Item #313 Barcode 1154394: Swabs from wall / BPA 

Item #487 Barcode 1154916: Baseboard from  room 

Item #488 Barcode 1154917: Baseboard from  room 

I request Serology and DNA Analysis of these items 

Volkswagen Tiguan 

Item #180 Barcode 1154147: Rubber seal from Tiguan trunk 

I request Serology and DNA Analysis of the seal. 

Items reference blood trail from  room to Furnace room 

Item #111 Barcode 1153931: Swabs from basement hallway light switch 

Item #112 Barcode 1153932: Swabs from light switch,  room 

Item #326 Barcode 1154407: Swabs furnace room floor (Presumptive BlueStar Positive) 

Item #525 Barcode 1155130: Plastic tub with stain from furnace room 
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I request Serology and DNA Analysis of these items 

Items reference burn area near the couch in the basement 

Item #190 Barcode 1154165: Carpet from basement (Presumptive BlueStar Positive) 

Item #193 Barcode 1154168: Swabs from carpet, rug, pillow (Presumptive BlueStar 
Positive) 

Item #434 Barcode 1154686: Teal Pillow (Presumptive BlueStar Positive) 

I request DNA Analysis of these items 

Items from kitchen 

Item #231 Barcode 1154254: Scrub Brush 

Item #232 Barcode 1154255: Scrub Brush 

Item #235 Barcode 1154258: Scrub Brush 

Item #236 Barcode 1154259: Scrub Brush 

Item #491 Barcode 1155006: Steak Knife 

I request the following examinations of these items: 

1. Serology and DNA Analysis

2. Collect and package separately any hairs or fibers from the scrub brushes.

I entered the above into the Metro Crime Lab’s Laboratory Information Management 
System. (LIMS). 

Nothing Further 

Status: CBA 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 04/02/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Thursday April 2, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, requested evidence items #3 and #25 to copy the photographs per the request of 
Investigations staff member Leanne Mitchell, because the photographs associated with these 
evidence entries could not be found in the case folder. 

I responded to the Evidence Facility at approximately 0900 hours and retrieved the two items 
from Evidence Technician Christina Cervantes. I opened the packages, copied the photographs to 
the case folder, and then replaced the discs in the packaging and resealed the items. The items 
were returned to evidence. 

Case Status: CBA 
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CR 20-1382 / Homicide 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

5/8/2020  

Supplemental Report #11 

Associated Case: EPSO Case file # 2020-00004273 

On Thursday, April 2, 2020 at approximately 2044 hours, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) Investigations Division was alerted by EPSO Information 
Manager Jacqueline Kirby that an arrest warrant affidavit for Letecia STAUCH in this case had 
apparently been released to media. My knowledge at the time was that the document had been 
sealed by court order and was not available for public release.  

ASSOCIATED CASE 2020-00004273: 

I subsequently verified information and assigned DET R. Sirois to conduct the investigation into 
how the sealed document was accessed and released to social media,  

The case investigation was completed under EPSO Case file #2020-00004273. 

DET Sirois ultimately identified a suspect in the case, developed probable cause that the suspect 
engaged in a criminal offense, and worked with the 17th Judicial District Attorney’s Office to 
serve a Misdemeanor Summons and Complaint to the defendant in that case. 

Case Status: CBA
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, April 9, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 48 
Monday, April 13, 2020 

On Thursday, April 9, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

At approximately 1:59 pm, I received an email from Detective Ryan Mahoney of the Rhode Island State 
Police Department. Detective Mahoney informed me the package containing evidence was shipped 
via UPS 3 Day shipping, attention of Detective Bethel to the EPSO Evidence Facility. Tracking 
# associated to the package is 1Z97515E3947894488.   

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, April 13, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 49 
Monday, April 13, 2020 

On Monday, April 13, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

At approximately 8:02 am, I received an email from Detective Ryan Mahoney of the Rhode Island State 
Police Department. Detective Mahoney provided me with the motion to seal the search warrant drafted by 
him for the search of the Ford rental van. He also provided me with a seizure report for the search 
warrant.  

I have attached both documents to this supplement.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 04/23/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 04/14/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 11:00 a.m., I responded to the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence 
Facility.   

Evidence from the Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office had been received and needed to be 
processed into our facility. 

The following items were entered into the facility; 

Paperwork associated to the received evidence 
Projectile recovered during autopsy in  Florida 
Hair recovered from head at autopsy in Florida 
2 plastic pieces recovered from head at autopsy in Florida 
Fingernail clippings collected at autopsy in Florida 
2 projectiles recovered from pillow in Florida 
CD containing photos of scene in Florida 
CD containing photos of autopsy in Florida 
Thumbdrive with video from stores in Florida 
CD of scans from scene in Florida 
CD containing photos of projectiles and pillow 
Buccal swabs of Matthew Goines 
Buccal swabs from Macon Poinder 

I also entered two items of evidence received from the Rhode Island State Police from the 
processing of a rental vehicle in Rhode Island.  These items were sealed in packaging with 
evidence tape but did not have anything on the exterior of the package to note was was inside. 
These were entered into the facility as “other” and will be further documented in a later 
supplement. 

A copy of the evidence invoice is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #30 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Tuesday, April 14, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Verizon Search Warrant (20-1124) 
At approximately 11:20 am, I appeared in the office of Honorable Judge Denise Peacock. 
Judge Peacock reviewed a search warrant for: 

Verizon; Attn: VSAT, 180 Washington Valley Road Bedminster, NJ  07921 
Records of   

This is for Ms. Letecia Stauch’s cellular phone.  

At approximately 11:34 am, Judge Peacock approved and signed the warrant. 

At approximately 11:40 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk.  The warrant was 
assigned number 20-1124.  

A copy of the search warrant was provided to Verizon. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 50 
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 

On Tuesday, April 14, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I provided the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office (Kansas) with a copy of the pretrial publicity order and 
the preservation order concerning Mrs. Letecia Stauch. The following officers from Dickinson County 
Sheriff’s Office were provided with the order: 

Brandon Hurt #807 
Sgt. Steve Davis #809 
Andrew Toolin #817 

Additionally, I requested all reports associated with their interaction with Mrs. Stauch on March 4, 2020 
and asked Sgt. Davis for another contact reference obtaining the 911 call on March 4, 2020.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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CR 20-1382 / Missing Child 

LT M. Mihalko 03026 

4/10/2020 

On Tuesday, April 14, 2020, I, Lieutenant M. Mihalko of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division continued investigative and administrative efforts in this case. 

JANUARY SURVEILLANCE CAMERA REQUEST: 

During the initial stages of the investigation into the disappearance of  I had 
directed EPSO DET SGT J. Abendschan to have a surveillance camera placed near the residence 
of 6627 Mandan Drive to provide a view of the front of the residence. This occurred on or about 
January 31, 2020. 

DET J. Arndt was subsequently directed to get a link for the device setup for viewing. DET 
Arndt indicated there had been problems connecting with the administrators of the surveillance 
equipment. At that time, my belief was that the video was recorded and the priority of getting the 
direct link was reduced.  

During a later date, I began inquiring about the status of the video. I was erroneously told the 
video was not set up to record and that the surveillance equipment was not capable of this 
function. Due to this information, the lead for video collection was closed.  

On or about April 10, 2020, I spoke with Mr. Donald Chagnon, Colorado Springs Metro Vice, 
Narcotics and Intelligence. During my conversation with him, I asked specifically about 
surveillance camera equipment and if such equipment ever recorded. I was surprised to find out 
the equipment did indeed video record. I discovered the retention period for the video was 
approximately a rolling thirty day timeframe. I was also told the camera had been removed April 
7, 2020.  

I noted the likely retention period of the video would have not kept any recordings from the 
January or February time frames. Based on the retention schedule, the recordings would have 
likely retained information from early March 2020 through the time it was removed.  

Mr. Chagnon was subsequently asked to request to preserve any remaining camera footage from 
the system administrator. DET R. Sirois was assigned to work with Mr. Chagnon on providing 
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media to download the preserved information. It was discovered that the system administrators 
required brand new media in the original packaging. This needed to be purchased and delayed 
the ability to retrieve the video at that time.  

Case Status: CBA
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 51 
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 

On Wednesday, April 15, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I received an incident report from Sgt. Steve Davis of the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office in Kansas. 
Sgt. Davis also provided me with a call screen reference the incident that occurred with Letecia Stauch in 
Dickinson County Kansas on March 4, 2020.  

I have attached Sgt. Davis’ report and the call screen to this supplement. 

I briefly spoke on the phone with Sgt. Davis. He provided me with Kansas State Trooper Gregory Smith’s 
information in order for me to contact him and provide him with the Pretrial Publicity Order and the 
Preservation Order issued by the El Paso County Courts.  

I sent an email to Trooper Smith with the aforementioned orders.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 52 
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 

On Wednesday, April 15, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I emailed Sgt. Elizabeth Orlando with the Horry County Sheriff’s Office (J. Rueben Long Detention 
Center) and provided her with the Pretrial Publicity Order and the Preservation Order issued by the El 
Paso County Courts.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, April 16, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 54 
Friday, April 17, 2020 

On Thursday, April 16, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

Detective Mark Riley and I attempted to conduct interviews with the following individuals via telephone. 
Detective Riley listened to the interview but did not actively participate in the interview. 

Brenda Acquard 
At approximately 10:30 AM, I attempted to contact Mrs. Brenda Acquard via telephone at 

 in order to conduct an interview with her. The phone was disconnected, and I was
not able to leave a message. The phone call was recorded using my MP3 player. I placed the
recording into evidence as item #746.

Aimee Lowry 
At approximately 10:32 AM, I contacted Ms. Aimee Lowry DOB , via telephone at 

 Ms. Lowry stated she was busy and asked that I call her back at 2:00 PM (eastern
time). I agreed and later contacted Mrs. Lowry at 2:00 PM. Mrs. Lowry spoke with me
concerning her stepsister, Letecia Stauch. Each phone call was recorded using my MP3 player. I
placed the recordings (2) into evidence as item #747. The following is a summary of the
interview with Ms. Lowry and should not be considered a verbatim transcription.

Ms. Lowry identified herself to me verbally as Aimee Lowry, DOB: . Ms. Lowry told 
me she and Mrs. Stauch are stepsisters. She said Mrs. Stauch’s mother married her father when 
they were young. They have been siblings for approximately 30 years.  

I asked Ms. Lowry when the last time she was in Colorado. She told me she visited in January 
2019.  

I asked Ms. Lowry what she knew about  disappearance. She told me Mrs. Stauch 
contacted her in the early morning hours following  disappearance and told her  
went to a friend’s home and did not return home. Ms. Lowry stated Mrs. Stauch texted her 
initially but did not give her many details because she was up all night searching and had been 
crying. Mrs. Stauch later called Ms. Lowry and told her more details about how  did not 
return home at his curfew.  

Ms. Lowry told me she started seeing changes in Mrs. Stauch’s story when new things would 
come out on social media. I asked what she meant by changed information. Ms. Lowry said she 
found out Mrs. Stauch stated a man was in her home. Ms. Lowry told me she did not receive 
much information from Mrs. Stauch and learned more from social media. Ms. Lowry stated Mrs. 
Stauch would provide her with limited information because she was concerned about her phone 
being listened to or interfering with the investigation. I asked Ms. Lowry what she thought about 
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the progression of the story. She told me she was confused but Mrs. Stauch stated she was in fear 
for her life and that people were after her. Ms. Lowry said Mrs. Stauch would not provide her 
with specific details about who was after her. Ms. Lowry said Mrs. Stauch told her the people 
had more money and more power and they (her family) could not help her.  

I asked Ms. Lowry if Mrs. Stauch owned any weapons. Ms. Lowry could not confirm Mrs. 
Stauch currently had any weapons but believed she may have inherited a weapon(s) (gun) from 
an uncle who passed away. Ms. Lowry did not have knowledge of any specifics concerning the 
weapon(s) and did not have personal knowledge of Mrs. Stauch purchasing weapons.  

I asked Ms. Lowry who came out to Colorado to assist Mrs. Stauch. She said Mrs. Stauch’s 
mother, aunt and brother came out. Ms. Lowry did not have any knowledge of items removed 
from the home on Mandan Dr. but did know Mrs. Stauch was not able to get all of her personal 
belongings when she left the house.  

I asked Ms. Lowry about Mrs. Stauch’s behavior before  went missing. She told me she 
thought Mrs. Stauch was fine. Ms. Lowry described Mrs. Stauch as hyper, energetic, helpful and 
happy. She further explained she and Mrs. Stauch last communicated around Christmas time and 
she thought everything was fine. Ms. Lowry described Mrs. Stauch as being a good mother to 
her daughter  and to  and  Ms. Lowry said Mrs. Stauch always made sure 
the children were provided for even if it meant spending her own money to purchase medications 
and clothing for them. Ms. Lowry told me Mrs. Stauch assisted  with a custody battle 
for the children and had previously cut a visit with her short when she found out the children 
were in an unsafe situation with their biological mother. Ms. Lowry was not aware of any 
troubles between Mr. and Mrs. Stauch and described their relationship as a good relationship. 
Ms. Lowry said Mr. and Mrs. Stauch did argue but said their relationship had normal ups and 
downs like any other marriage.  

Ms. Lowry did not believe Mrs. Stauch would ever hurt the children and told me she was 
inclined to believe her sister. She did mention she was conflicted about the story Mrs. Stauch 
provided her about her examination and custody in the hospital one night. Ms. Lowry explained 
Mrs. Stauch contacted her while she was at the hospital and said she was being held against her 
will. Ms. Lowry said Mrs. Stauch used the telephone to call her when she was being transported 
to a test at the hospital. Ms. Lowry stated Mrs. Stauch also told her she completed full 
examinations and tests to collect evidence, but Ms. Lowry later learned that was declined by 
Mrs. Stauch based on what she read online. Ms. Lowry said she has unresolved questions about 
the discrepancy in the story about the hospital. Ms. Lowry stated if it were her in that situation, 
she would have cooperated completely to make sure evidence was collected to prove her story 
was true.  

I asked Ms. Lowry what Mrs. Stauch’s behavior was like after  went missing. Ms. Lowry 
said she generally had short and choppy conversations with Mrs. Stauch and never was able to sit 
down and talk to her to obtain the whole story. Ms. Lowry said she was trying to be respectful of 
the situation and did not want to add stress to the situation by contacting Mrs. Stauch much. Ms. 
Lowry said she became worried when Mrs. Stauch told her people were watching her hotel and 
following her. Ms. Lowry said she initiated more contact with Mrs. Stauch during that time to 
make sure she was ok.  
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I asked Ms. Lowry if there was anything else about Mrs. Stauch, she felt I should know. Ms. 
Lowry told me Mrs. Stauch maintains her innocence and someone else was involved. I asked if 
Mrs. Stauch ever gave Ms. Lowry any information about the person involved. Ms. Lowry told 
me she has not been given specifics, but Mrs. Stauch eluded to her  knew more than 
what he was sharing. Ms. Lowry said she did not have any further information other than  

 had more information than he was sharing. Ms. Lowry said she thought it could possibly 
be true but did not know for sure.  

I asked Ms. Lowry what she thought when Mrs. Stauch’s story changed. She said she was 
inclined to believe Mrs. Stauch, however she expressed her frustration with her because she felt 
Mrs. Stauch should have disclosed more information to her family instead of her family having 
to learn details through social media. When confronted, Mrs. Stauch would reiterate her concern 
for her safety. Ms. Lowry said the wording Mrs. Stauch used about the people that were out to 
hurt her was more like something you would see on TV but did not believe Mrs. Stauch was 
making things up.  

I again asked Ms. Lowry if there was anything else she wanted to tell me about Mrs. Stauch. She 
told me she felt Mrs. Stauch was a good mother and put other’s needs before her own. Ms. 
Lowry said she knew Mrs. Stauch to make sure  and  were well taking care of and 
had the best of the best when it came to material things such as clothing.  

I ensured Ms. Lowry had my contact information and asked her to contact me if there was 
anything else she felt I needed to know. Ms. Lowry agreed, and we concluded our conversation. 

Deborah Locklear 
At approximately 10:40 AM, I attempted to contact Ms. Deborah Locklear via telephone 

 for an interview. The first two numbers I called
were disconnected. I left a message on the last number for Ms. Locklear to call me back

. The phone call was recorded using my MP3 player. I placed the recording into
evidence as item #744.

Dakota Lowry 
At approximately 10:43 AM, I attempted to contact Mr. Dakota Lowry via telephone 

. A female answered the phone and identified herself as Marika Robinson. She
stated Dakota was not at the number I was calling. The female sounded as if she was a child but
identified herself as Christopher’s wife. The phone call was recorded using my MP3 player. I
placed the recording into evidence as item #743.

Julie Lowry 
At approximately 10:54 AM, I attempted to contact Ms. Julie Lowry via telephone 

for an interview. Phone number one and three were
disconnected. A young sounding female answered the phone number 2 ( ) and told
me I had just called her. This number is the same number listed for Dakota Lowry. The calls
were recorded using my MP3 player. The phone call was recorded using my MP3 player. I
placed the recording into evidence as item #745.
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I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 05/05/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 04/16/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 10:30 a.m., Detective Jessica Bethel #07088 included me in a conference call 
to attempt interviews with the following individuals; 

10:30 a.m.-Brenda Acquard 
Attempted contact at telephone number   Message given indicating the 

phone number was disconnected. 

10:32 a.m.-Aimee Lowry 
Contact made with Ms. Lowry at telephone number .  She requested a 

second call at 2:00 p.m. eastern time.  The second call was made and a phone interview was 
conducted.  The call was recorded by Detective Bethel.  See Detective Bethel’s supplemental 
report for details of the interview. 

10:40 a.m.-Deborah Locklear 
Attempted contact at telephone numbers  and 

.  The first two numbers indicated by message they were disconnected.
Detective Bethel left a message at the third number requesting a call back from Ms. Locklear.

10:43 a.m.-Dakota Lowry 
Attempted contact at telephone number .   A female answered the 

phone and indicated Dakota was not at this number. 

10:54 a.m.-Julie Lowry 
Attempted  contact at telephone numbers  and 

.  The first and third numbers indicated by message they were disconnected.
The second number is the same number called for Dakota Lowry and the same female from
that attempt answered.

All recordings were placed into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Evidence Facility for this case by 
Detective Bethel.  

Case Status: SAO EPC SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, April 16, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 55 
Friday, April 17, 2020 

On Thursday, April 16, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I received an incident report from Detective Toolin and Detective Hurt of the Dickinson County Sheriff’s 
Office in Kansas.  

I have attached Detective Toolin and Detective Hurt’s reports to this supplement.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 04/16/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Thursday April 16, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, received a voicemail from an unknown employee with American Express, 
advising the production of records I had requested was being put in the mail to the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office and should be received within the week. I also emailed Early Warning 
Services/Zelle to ask for an update regarding my request for records sent on February 25, 2020. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status: CBA
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, April 17, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 56 
Friday, April 17, 2020 

On Friday, April 17, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

While reviewing supplements for this case, I noted Detective Stephan Hare did not add Mr. Roderick 
Drayton to the involved persons list. Mr. Drayton resides at 6643 Mandan Dr. and was contacted by 
detectives reference video collection. This information is captured in Detective Hare’s supplement which 
was written on February 21, 2020.  

I will add Mr. Drayton as an involved person.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #32 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Tuesday, April 20, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Snap Chat Search Warrant Returns (20-845) 
At approximately 7:00 am, I received the return information from Snap Chat INC for search 
warrant 20-845.  This warrant is for information regarding Ms. Leticia Stauch’s Snap Chat 
account located under .   

The items provided by Snap Chat INC were placed onto a disk for evidence. 

A report of Execution was done for this and is attached to this report.  

Evidence 
The disk containing the Snap Chat INC returns was placed into the El Paso County Evidence 
Facility as Item #742.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, April 20, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 57 
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 

On Monday, April 20, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I received an email from Myrtle Beach Police Department Detective Pete Woods. The email contained a 
“Myrtle Beach Police Department Special Report” authored by Officer C. Becker. The report contained 
information about Mrs. Letecia Stauch’s medical complaints and transport to a local hospital.  

The report is attached to this supplement.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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*  MEDIA SUPPLEMENT*

I, Deputy Draper, Jeremy, 18124 was assigned duties at the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Investigations 
Unit located at 27 East Vermejo Avenue Colorado Springs, CO 80903 n the County of El Paso. 

From February 19, 2020 through April 20, 2020 I was assigned to collect television news media videos 
for the murder investigation of  using Tveyes, Inc. 

Tveyes is a Media Monitoring Suite. Tveyes makes TV and radio broadcasts searchable by keyword, 
phrase or topic – just as you would use a search engine for text. Tveyes Media Monitoring Suite is a 
subscription-based product used by PR professionals, Fortune 500 companies, Political Campaigns, 
Government Agencies, and anyone who needs to know what is being broadcast on TV and radio in real-
time. Tveyes does not cover all news broadcast one example is Fox News, a Nationwide cable news 
channel owned by Fox Corporation. 

Using the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office subscription searched by placing the following text into the 
power search menu “  Leticia Stauch”. The function then allows to pick a starting date 
and time and an ending date and time. The media then brings up clip sections of the Newscast, the user 
then picks a video start and end time. The selected video file is then downloaded to a media center 
folder on the websites user profile. The files are compressed into a Zip format including the video and 
transcript from the news outlet. There is also a limited time the News Video Media can be collected. 
There is News Video Media that was not available due to this limitation. 

Files were then downloaded to a PNY 64GB USB 3.0 Flash Drive and for backup purposes, a 1TB WD My 
Passport 25E! USB Device labeled as EPSO Investigations-CFU 1TB-l. A total of 10.5 Gigabytes of media 
file were stored. The files are labeled with the Stations Call letters, date and time of broadcast. The files 
are then separated into city and state. 

The PNY Flash Drive contains 3370 media files from 458 Television Stations in 48 States, Washington DC 
and National Cable Television Channels. There is one file containing 70 hyperlink files gathered by El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office Public Information Officer Jacqueline Kirby. These files are links to media on 
the internet. 

PNY Flash Drive was placed into evidence. Item# 761 and Barcode 1157496. 

I have nothing further 

Case Status – Same as original 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 59 
Friday, April 24, 2020 

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I received a voicemail from Kansas State Highway Patrol Lt. Gregory Smith. Lt. Smith requested 
I call him back. At approximately 2:10 pm, I attempted to contact Lt. Smith via telephone, 

. Lt. Smith did not answer the telephone and I left him a message requesting he
return my phone call.

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 04/23/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 04/22/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 8:24 a.m., I collected two evidence items from the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Evidence Facility.  These items are identified by item numbers #727 and #731.  Both 
items are projectiles received during the investigation in Forida conducted by the Santa Rosa 
Sheriff’s Office. 

After collecting the items, I transported them directly to the Metro Crime Lab and placed them 
into the custody of Stefanie Happ.  The transfer of the items from the Evidence Facility to me 
as well as the transfer of the items to Ms. Happ was documented on a property/evidence 
transfer receipt. 

A copy of the transfer receipt is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, April 24, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 58 
Friday, April 24, 2020 

On Friday, April 24, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

At approximately 12:37 pm, I received an email from Detective Ryan Mahoney of the Rhode 
Island State Police Department. Detective Mahoney informed me the package containing the 
reports and photographs has been shipped through UPS.  The tracking number is 
1ZV5286V0292651165 and is expected to arrive on Tuesday, April 28, 2020. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, April 24, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 60 
Monday, April 27, 2020 

On Friday, April 24, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I received an email from Kansas State Highway Patrol Lt. Gregory Smith which contained Lt. 
Smith’s report reference the incident that occurred with Mrs. Stauch on Interstate 70 in 
Dickinson County, Kansas. Lt. Smith documented this incident reference Kansas Highway Patrol 
case number 2020003333. The report is attached to this supplement.  

I reviewed Lt. Smith’s report and asked him to complete a supplement for any statements made 
by Mrs. Stauch while he assisted with providing additional security at the hospital. Lt. Smith 
informed me he did not recall any statements made by Mrs. Stauch. 

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, April 27, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 61 
Monday, April 27, 2020 

On Monday, April 27, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I contacted EPSO Evidence Technician Tanya Rubio and requested access to the following 
evidence items: 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 739, 740. I requested access to these items to download 
content of DVDs/ CDs and to verify the contents of the packages. Items #739 and #740 were sent 
to the EPSO Evidence Facility by the Rhode Island State Police (RISP) and were not opened and 
processed when received. Items #732, #733, #734, #735, #736 were sent by Santa Rosa County 
Sheriff’s Office (FL).   

The items contained the following: 

#732 Disk containing photos of scene in Florida (removed from package and copied) 

#733 Disk containing photos of autopsy in Florida (removed from package and copied) 

#734 Flash drive containing video from stores in Florida (removed from package and copied) 

#735 Disks (3) containing multiple scene photos in Florida (Removed from package and copied. 
Note Scene 2Go folder was partially copied due to length of file path. Remainder of disks were 
copied completely) 

#736 Disk containing photos of pillow in Florida (removed from package and copied) 

#739 Package from RISP containing 12 smaller envelopes and 4 medium size manila envelopes. 
Each envelope was sealed and labeled by RISP. I photographed all 16 envelopes which 
contained mainly swabs. RISP evidence item # 20RIX1-1230-PR contained Hair/ fiber from rear 
tailgate- driver side. RISP item #20RIX1-1231-PR contained Verizon pre-paid phone card. RISP 
item # 20RIX101229-PR contained dog toy under passenger seat. RISP item #20RIX1-1228-PR 
contained Hair/ fiber- under passenger seat. All evidence items remained in their original 
packaging and were not removed, except out of the larger package that it was mailed in.  

#740 Package from RISP containing material wrapped in white paper with evidence tape on it. 
Previously told by RISP Ryan Mahoney the item was a cut out of the rubber floor mat of the van 
that was searched.  

All evidence items that were examined were resealed in their original packaging. Evidence 
Technician Rubio was notified of their secured location in locker “E”.  
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The photographs taken of the evidence from RISP were placed onto a disk and into evidence as 
item # 748.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 05/05/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 04/27/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

I assisted Detective Jessica Bethel #07088 with processing of evidence received from the Santa 
Rosa County Sheriff’s Office and Rhode Island State Police.   

The items were identified by the following evidence numbers for this case; 

#732 Disk containing photos of scene in Florida 
#733 Disk containing photos of autopsy in Florida 
#734 Flash drive containing video from stores in Florida 
#735 Disks (3) containing multiple scene photos and scans in Florida  
#736 Disk containing photos of pillow in Florida 
#739 Package from Rhode Island State Police which contained 12 smaller envelopes and 4 
medium size manila envelopes.  
#740 Package from Rhode Island State Police contained a item wrapped in white paper with 
evidence tape on it. Detective Bethel was Previously told the item was a cut out of the rubber 
floor mat of the van that was searched.  

All evidence items containing digital evidence were removed from the sealed packaging, the 
contents were copied, and the original item was returned to the packaging and sealed.  This 
allowed a working copy to be made and accessed by detectives working this investigation. 

The items from Rhode Island were all photographed.  They remained in their original sealed 
evidence packaging after photograhs were taken.  They were then returned to the larger 
evidence package noted by evidence #739, and resealed.   

The photographs of the evidence items were placed on a disc and entered into Evidence Facility 
under Item #748 for this case. 

For further details, see Detective Bethel’s supplemental report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Redownload Evidence Item 703 as 749 

On 4/28/20 at approximately 1100 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), downloaded the interview conducted by Detective Bethel of  in interview room 
two (Office of the Sheriff, 27 East Vermijo Avenue) on 1/28/20 from 2224 to 2300 hours, as the original 
file (evidence item 703) was difficult to view for external users, although the file (Interview with Al 
1.28.2020 full download.exe.ps) was viewable using ExacqVision software. 

I entered the new download of the interview into evidence, identified as item 749. 

Case status: SAO. 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 04/28/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday April 28, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, received an email from Zelle/Early Warning Services in response to my court 
order request.  

Zelle Response 

The response contained 5 document: four PDF files and one word document. The word 
document was a letter stating that Early Warning Services, in response to the search warrant 
request “is compelled to object to the request on the basis and to the extent it is overly broad 
and/or unduly burdensome.” Nonetheless, the company stated it is “producing the enclosed 
records after conducting a reasonable search of those repositories where responsive records are 
most likely to reside.” 

It should be noted, in my court order to Zelle, I requested information and transactions relating to 
Letecia Stauch,   (including dates of birth and social security 
numbers), and 22 specific money transfers, identified by reference number, date, amount, and 
originating account.  

The first PDF document was a copy of the email I had received. 

The second PDF document was a standard question and answer relating to the terminology used 
in a records production. 

The third PDF document was a declaration of records. 

The fourth PDF document was as 7-page rendition of Early Warning Services’ search results.  
Page 1: Cover Page. 
Page 2: Zelle Customer Profile Information. There were 6 different active accounts identified. 
The first three accounts were with USAA Bank (two for Letecia Stauch and one for  

 The next two were for Wells Fargo accounts (one for Letecia Hardin and one for 
Letecia Stauch). The last account was for Bank of America for Letecia Stauch. All accounts were 
listed as active except the Wells Fargo account in the name of Letecia Hardin. There were two 
active email addresses associated to Letecia Stauch for both her USAA account and her Wells 
Fargo account,  and 
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 No account numbers were 
associated with the banking institutions listed. 
Page 3: Zelle Customer (Debit) Bank and Address Information. No addresses were listed for the 
six accounts.  
Page 4: Zelle Transaction Information - Payments Received. There were 39 transactions 
identified, between June 28, 2019 and February 1, 2020, but. The following transactions 
occurred in 2020: 

January 1, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $40 from Wells Fargo to herself at USAA 
January 8, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $885 from USAA to herself at Wells Fargo 
January 21, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $800 from Wells Fargo to  at 
USAA  
February 1, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $478 from USAA to herself at Wells Fargo 
February 1, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $478 from USAA to herself at Wells Fargo 

Page 5: Zelle Transaction Information - Payments Sent. There were 28 transactions identified 
between June 19, 2019 and April 15, 2020. The following transactions occurred in 2020: 

January 1, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $40 from Wells Fargo to herself at USAA 
January 8, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $885 from USAA to herself at Wells Fargo 
January 21, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $800 from Wells Fargo to  at  
USAA 
February 1, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $478 from USAA to herself at Wells Fargo 
February 1, 2020 - Letecia Stauch sent $478 from USAA to herself at Wells Fargo 
April 15, 2020 -  sent $300 from USAA to himself at Bank of America 

Pages 6 & 7: Profile and Transaction Information Field Description. 

Early Warning Service’s response to my court order was almost void valuable or unique 
information except to confirm the only accounts associated with Letecia and  were 
USAA, Wells Fargo, and Bank of America, all institutions to which I have already served court 
orders for account records.  

See attached documents in MFR/LERMS. 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence under this case: 
Item #750-CD containing Zelle response files 

Case Status: CBA
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Case number: 2020-00001382 
Offense: Homicide 
Date: 04/29/20 
By: Detective Mark Riley #02073 

On 04/29/20, I, Detective Mark Riley #02073, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
conducted follow up on this case. 

At approximately 7:24 a.m., I received a UPS express envelope from the Rhode Island State 
Police.   

This package contained the following items associated to this investigation. 

(1) CD containing video from impound lot
(1) Flash Drive containing photographs and forensic report
(29) pages of paperwork associated to investigation
(27) pages of paperwork associated to investigation

These items were packaged into four separate evidence envelopes and entered into the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under item #751, #752, #753 and #754 for this case. 

A copy of the evidence invoice for these items is included with this report. 

Case Status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 62 
Wednesday, April 29, 2020 

On Wednesday, April 29, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I was contacted by Criminal Intelligence Analyst Kevin Clark. He requested I contact staff at the 
Candlewood Suites located at 1953 Northcross Lane in Pensalcola FL to collect information 
concerning Mrs. Letecia Stauch’s stay at the hotel. He was specifically looking for check in and 
out times while Mrs. Stauch stayed at the hotel on February 4, 2020.  

At approximately 7:15 am, I called ( ) and contacted Ms. Shannon Malicote, who is 
a receptionist for the Candlewood Suites. I identified myself to Ms. Malicote and asked her if she 
was able to provide information about Mrs. Stauch’s stay at the hotel. Ms. Malicote told me Mrs. 
Stauch made a reservation to stay at the hotel at 11:45 pm on February 3, 2020. At 00:23 am on 
February 4, 2020, Mrs. Stauch checked into the hotel and she checked out of the hotel at 11:11 
am on February 4, 2020. Mrs. Stauch paid with a credit card and her ID was not copied.  

I asked Ms. Malicote if any vehicle information was annotated on the hotel documents. She told 
me she would have to retrieve the file from storage to see.  

I asked Ms. Malicote if she would email me the invoice for Mrs. Stauch’s stay along with any 
other documents related to her stay. Ms. Malicote said she would and collected my email address 
from me. Ms. Malicote provided me with a two-page folio for Mrs. Stauch’s stay at the hotel. 
She also provided me with a photo of the check in and out times for Mrs. Stauch’s stay. I have 
attached the document and photo to this supplement.  

The photo and document was entered into evidence as item #756.  

I passed the information I collected onto Analyst Clark.  

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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On May 5, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, submitted 20 items to the Metro Crime 
Laboratory for scientific testing. I made the following requests: 

Items Collected from Letecia Stauch in South Carolina 

Item #672 Barcode 1155909: Pink & White Suitcase 

Item #673 Barcode 1155910: Blue 2 toned blanket 

Item #681 Barcode 1155918: 1 pair tan Reebok Sneakers 

Item #682 Barcode 1155919: Black Tommy Hilfiger Jacket 

Item #684 Barcode 1155921: 1 pair tan Nike sneakers with stain 

Item #685 Barcode 1155922: 1 Gray & 1 Green sneaker 

Item #686 Barcode 1155923: 1 pair Reebok sneakers 

Item #687 Barcode 1155924: 1 pair brown sneakers 

Item #688 Barcode 1155925: 1 black & 1 gray Reebok sneaker 

Item #691 Barcode 1155928: Black & White shirt with stain 

I requested the following examinations of these items: 

1. Serology and DNA analysis.

Item Collected from  at autopsy 

Item #730 Barcode 1156552: Fingernail Clippings 

I requested the following examination of this item: 

1. DNA analysis.

Item Collected from 2019 Ford Transit Van 

Item #740 Barcode 1156563: Floormat 

I requested the following examination of this item: 

1. DNA analysis.

Jewelry collected from VW Jetta 

Item #667 Barcode 1155895: Ring with large white stone 
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 Item #668 Barcode 1155896: Ring with large white stone 

I requested the following examinations of these items: 

1. Serology and DNA analysis.

Firearms 

Item #284 Barcode 1154333: FMK 9mm Handgun  

Item #322 Barcode 1154403 (Lab #SW2-05): Smith & Wesson M&P 9mm handgun 

Item #695 Barcode 1155932: Smith & Wesson .380 Handgun  

Item #696 Barcode 1155933: Four live .380 rounds. 

Item #727 Barcode 1156550: Projectile recovered from  at Autopsy 

Item #731 Barcode 1156553: Two projectiles recovered from pillow 

I requested the following examinations of this items: 

1. I request handgun #322 be processed for DNA and fingerprints.

2. I request handgun #695 be swabbed for DNA.

3. I request handguns #284, #322, & #695 be compared as feasible to the projectiles found
with the victim - items #727 and item #731. Also provided for this comparison are four
live rounds recovered with handgun #695, item #696.

4. I request functionality testing be completed of all three handguns (#284, #322, & #695)

I entered the above into the Metro Crime Lab’s Laboratory Information Management System. 
(LIMS). 

Nothing Further 

Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date:  August 4, 2020 

Note:  This supplement corrects a previous one with the same information.  The case number listed at 
the top of the page was incorrect on the previous version.  The pdf file referenced is not attached to this 
report, as it was submitted previously.   

On May 6, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was contacted by Investigator Courtney of the District Attorney’s Office.  
Investigator Courtney advised a portion of a report written by Detective Hare had not copied correctly and 
was missing data.  This data was missing from pages 01-353 thru 01-359.  I reviewed the report in 
question and was able to find a working copy of the report.  I compiled the missing pages into a pdf file 
and attached them with this supplemental report.    

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 19-8618 

Date:  May, 6 2020 

On May 6, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was contacted by Investigator Courtney of the District Attorney’s Office.  
Investigator Courtney advised a portion of a report written by Detective Hare had not copied correctly and 
was missing data.  This data was missing from pages 01-353 thru 01-359.  I reviewed the report in 
question and was able to find a working copy of the report.  I compiled the missing pages into a pdf file 
and attached them with this supplemental report.    

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 05/11/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Monday May 11, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, received two letters via the mail at the Sheriff’s Office from American Express 
in response to my request for records relating to Letecia Stauch. 

American Express Response 

The two letters American Express sent contained a total of 5 pages and a USB storage device. 
The password for the USB device was contained in an envelope separate from the device. 
However, the device was empty when I plugged it into my computer. After attempting to search 
the device in different ways and receiving the same information (that the device was empty), I 
emailed American Express at  to advise of the 
issue and to request the documentation intended in response as soon as possible.  

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence under this case: 
Item #760-American Express paperwork and empty USB drive 

Case Status: CBA
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Case: 20-1382 

Title: Homicide 

Date: 05/14/2020 

This is a supplement to case number 20-1382.  

On May 14, 2020, at approximately 1053 hours, I, Sergeant Kurt Smith, received an email from 
the Department of Human Services, Renee Gonzalez.  The email contained the Department of 
Human Services Assessment for this case. 

The report is attached. 

Nothing Further. 

Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, May 15, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 64 
Thursday, May 21, 2020 

On Friday, May 15, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I received an email from Detective Jason Yoder of the Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office. The 
email contained two laboratory reports concerning DNA testing conducted by the Florida 
Department of Law Enforcement Laboratory. The reports are attached to this supplement. 

The first report is two pages and was documented under agency number SRSO20OFF002744 
(submission 2). The date of the report is May 15, 2020. The following is a synopsis of the report 
and should not be considered a verbatim transcription.  

Senior Crime Laboratory Analyst Trevor B. Seifert, Ph. D. reported, during a one-time search of 
the Colorado Springs Police Department Metro Crime Lab LDIS, a match occurred between this 
case and the following case. This is an investigative lead indicating the same DNA profile was 
found in both cases. Trevor annotated the EPSO agency case number (20-01382).  

The second report was also authored by Trevor Seifert. The second report is two pages long and 
was documented under agency number SRSO20OFF002744 (submission 2). The date of the 
report is May 15, 2020. The following is a synopsis of the report and should not be considered a 
verbatim transcription.  

Trevor documented samples that were collected from evidence item #3 (Rib bone). A total of 4 
samples were collected from the rib bone. Of the four samples collected, only one sample (3.4 
cutting from rib bone) qualified for a one-time search of CODIS but it did not meet the criteria to 
be maintained within CODIS.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, May 15, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 63 
Friday, May 15, 2020 

On Friday, May 15, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I reviewed photographs obtained from the search warrant conducted on the rental van in Rhode 
Island to ensure the Verizon pre-paid phone card contained in EPSO evidence item #739 did not 
contain a SIM card for a cellular telephone. The photographs were of a $40 Verizon prepaid 
card.   

I will continue to document investigative efforts in additional supplements. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 65 
Thursday, May 21, 2020 

On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I received an email from DA Angelina Gratiano, informing me I could include the copies of the 
Title III warrants which were obtained by me for the purpose of monitoring Mrs. Stauch via 
telephone. Information as to when the warrants were signed was documented in supplement 18 
and 19.  

I have attached the two warrants to this supplement. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: CBA  
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 05/19/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Tuesday May 19, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, received two letters via UPS at the Sheriff’s Office from American Express in 
response to my request for records relating to Letecia Stauch. I had asked for a replacement of 
the production I received the week prior, because it contained no data. The USB drive I received 
this time had data on it. 

American Express Response 

The two letters American Express sent contained a total of 5 pages and a USB storage device. 
The password for the USB device was contained in an envelope separate from the device. The 
device contained a single PDF document of 229 pages. The document contained statements for 
two Delta rewards credit card accounts, the first ending in *  and the second ending in 
*

Account *  included statements between the dates of July 2019 and February 13, 2020. 
There was nothing new included in these records during January and February which I did not 
already have records for. The records prior to January included a date, general location, amount 
and description of the purchase. No other details were provided, such as timestamps. 

Account *  included statements between the dates of December 13, 2018 and February 11, 
2020. Beginning in October 2019, the records are redacted, apparently for a second cardholder 
on the account. For the period of January 13 to February 11, 2020, there are many transactions 
on the account for the other party which are redacted.  

The account information provided indicated the primary cardholder is Letecia Stauch at 6627 
Mandan Dr, Colorado Springs, CO 80925, social , phone number , 
DOB  email  (updated 
April 21, 2019). There was no bank account linked to the cardholder, but there was record of 
payments made from two USAA accounts (*  and *  for which the full account numbers 
and routing number are provided.  

On page 226, the records show another account number connected to Letecia Stauch in the name 
of  DOB  email  

 address on Mandan Dr in Colorado Springs, social 
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 account 

There are two users who access the accounts online,  and t  

I emailed American Express at  to request 
unredacted records per the court order for the accounts identified. 

There was one recorded call attached to the PDF document. A date is not provided. The caller is 
Letecia Stauch, who called in to reset her password to access her account online.  

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence under this case: 
Item #767-American Express paperwork and USB drive-documents redacted, reference Letecia 
Stauch 

*Copies of the documents will be uploaded directly to LERMS.

Case Status: CBA
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, May 21, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 66 
Tuesday, May 26, 2020 

On Thursday, May 21, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case.  

I was tasked with scanning in evidence items to be released to the District Attorney’s Office 
through discovery. It was requested I open and scan the contents of evidence items 291, 293, 683 
and 694.  

At approximately 3:09 pm, I met with Evidence Technician Tanya Rubio and signed for the 
aforementioned evidence items. I opened each item and scanned them into a digital format for 
release to the District Attorney’s Office.  

The following is a list of items I opened and scanned. The items were placed back into evidence 
when I was finished.  

Item 291, bearing barcode 1154344, 6 pages of paperwork from  School. 

Item 293, bearing barcode 1154346,  student identification. 

Item 683, bearing barcode 1155920, Mountain Ridge Middle School Visitor Badge for Letecia 
Stauch.  

Item 694, bearing barcode 1155931, three Food Lion receipts. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: CBA  
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Collect Pole Camera Footage for Mandan Drive 

On 5/26/20 at approximately 0930 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), arrived at 6835 Mandan Drive and spoke with Nicalene Dooley, an Application Support 
Administrator for the City of Colorado Springs Information Technology Department. She provided me a 
copy of the video surveillance for the pole camera set up on Mandan Drive around 1/31/20 on a brand 
new hard drive I provided her on 5/21/20 for purposes of collecting this video. 

The video data Nicalene recovered from the system was approximately 684 hours, and began 3/9/20 at 
20:09:43 hours UTC -06:00. I calculated the end timestamp to be 4/7/20 at 08:19:11 hours UTC -06:00. 

I made a copy of the evidence for working purposes, and placed the original hard drive into evidence, 
identified as item 722. 

Case status: SAO. 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Transfer Items from DFU to Evidence 

On 5/26/20 at approximately 0930 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), transferred the following items from the secure evidence room in the Digital Forensics 
Unit (Office of the Sheriff, 27 East Vermijo Avenue) to evidence, assigned the following evidence 
numbers: 

#26 - Letecia Stauch’s iPhone 
#768 - CELL PHONE (  WHITE APPLE IPHONE A1549 WITH BLACK RUBBERIZED CASE 
AND MONKEY POP SOCKET 
#769 - CELL PHONE (  WHITE APPLE IPHONE A1897 (SN  WITH CLEAR 
GLITTER CASE 
#770 - HARD DRIVE CONTAINING GREY KEY EXAMINATION DATA FROM ITEM 769 
#771 - LAPTOP COMPUTER GRAY DELL INSPIRON P69G (SN  

Case status: SAO. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 67 
Monday, June 1, 2020 

On Tuesday, May 26, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I sent Dickinson County Sheriff’s Department (KS) Sgt. Steve Davis a package via UPS 
(tracking number   

The package contained notarized reports from Detective Mark Riley, Deputy Michaela James 
and I and a flash drive containing video footage of the assault and attempted escape Letecia 
Stauch committed in Dickinson County, KS on March 4, 2020. The incident is being investigated 
and documented by the Dickinson County Sheriff’s Office under their case number, 2020-1624. 

Sgt. Davis contacted me via email on May 27, 2020 to inform me he received the package. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: June 3, 2020 

On May 27, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division discovered the download of the laptop mentioned in item #771 in this case had 
not been entered into evidence.  The download, which had been obtained by me after creating a forensic 
image of the hard drive in the laptop and running the image through Axiom Examine Software, was 
placed onto a hard drive and placed into evidence under item #778.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Wednesday, May 27, 
2020  

On Wednesday, May 27, 2020, I, Detective David Glenn Jr. of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
(EPSO) Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow-up on this case.  

I reviewed the Excel spreadsheet that was used to log all the public tips regarding this case. To 
date, there were 1052 tips received from the general public. The disposition of each tip was 
annotated within the spreadsheet as well as any additional notes. If any follow up occurred 
requiring a separate supplement, that information was also annotated within the sheet.  

A digital copy of the spreadsheet was entered into evidence on a compact disc as Item #733. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 
Case Title: Missing Person 
Detective David Glenn Jr. # 13076 

This is a Supplement to Case # 20-1382 Wednesday, May 27, 
2020  

On April 3, 2020, Joseph Shoars, DOB: , the resident of 9785 Rubicon Drive, emailed 
the EPSO public tip line indicating he had home surveillance video of Letecia Stauch on January 
27, 2020.  

On Wednesday, May 27, 2020, I, Detective David Glenn Jr. of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
(EPSO) Criminal Investigations Division, conducted follow-up on this case. I contacted Joseph 
Shoars, via email and requested a copy of the video footage. At approximately 1936 hours, 
Joseph sent a reply email with an attachment of the video. Joseph indicated the video was from 
January 27, 2020, at approximately 2049 hours, based on the timestamp associated with the 
cloud-based video storage system.  

I reviewed the footage, which appeared to show Letecia Stauch and  contacting a 
female at the front door to ask if she saw a little boy. At that time,  held up her cell 
phone to the person at the front door. The phone appeared to be illuminated with an image, 
however, the footage was too grainy to determine what the image was. As Letecia and  
stepped toward the door, another female wearing a long sleeve shirt with a Batman logo on the 
front could be seen standing on the porch behind them. After being told by the resident she 
had not seen a boy that night, Letecia and  could be seen walking away from the 
residence.  

I transferred a digital copy of the video onto a disc and entered it into evidence as Item #774. 

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, June 5, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 68 
Friday, June 5, 2020 

On Friday, June 5, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I was contacted by Investigations Lt. Mitchell Mihalko who informed me Mr. Patrick Guerney 
with the Public Defender’s Office requested a copy of Letecia Stauch’s redacted jail records. Lt. 
Mihalko stated EPSO Records Technician Ruth Stevens was completing the request and would 
send me the records to document what was released to Mr. Guerney.  

I received two emails from Mrs. Stevens which contained attachments of the requested records. I 
have attached them to this supplement.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case #-2020-00001382 
Stauch residence video  
Timeline of Events: 
Video footage of residence 
#772 Pole Camera on Mandan Dr. 

On 06/05/2020, I, Deputy Peter Brienza #14045, was working on reviewing video footage. The 
video footage begins on March 9th at 08:09:43pm. This timeline was created using actual video 
footage from a pole mounted camera on Mandan Dr. The video footage begins at 00:55:32. 
There is approximately 690 hours of recorded video. I created a timeline of when vehicles arrive 
and depart at 6627 Mandan Drive, Colorado Springs CO 80925. I did not watch every second of 
video. On multiple occasions there is no viewable video. These times are noted on the timeline. 

• 15:05:15; A grey four door SUV parks in the driveway.

• 17:31:38; A four door white pickup truck parks in front of the home.

• 18:15:20 - 24:18:05; No playable video

• 61:16:00; A red two door Jeep pulls into the driveway. One male exits the vehicle and
loads one box into Jeep.

• 61:29:30; Jeep departs driveway.

• 67:11:51; A grey four door SUV parks in front of the neighbor’s house.
• 67:11:51; Occupant of SUV appears to take photos of the home.
• 67:29:19; Grey SUV departs.

• 71:59:10; SUV with three occupants parks in front of home. They observe the home and
one occupant walks up to the front door.

• 72:15:48; SUV departs.

• 72:58:43; An SUV parks near the driveway of the neighbor’s home.
• 73:09:06; One person exits the vehicle and walks towards the front door.
• 73:10:05; Person returns to vehicle.
• 73:21:40; Person exits vehicle, goes towards the house and returns to vehicle.
• 73:23:20; Neighbors light comes on and vehicle turns its lights off.
• 73:26:17; Vehicle leaves.

• 73:34:30; A vehicle parks out front, drives away and returns briefly.
• 73:53:16; Vehicle returns and parks in front of home.
• 74:01:46; Vehicle leaves.

• 109:29:00 - 121:06:44; No playable video.
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• 133:18:00 - 145:47:03; No playable video.
• 179:50:40; A black SUV parks in the street.
• 179:56:51; A green Jeep parks in front of the home.
• 180:08:04; A white box truck pulls in the driveway.

• 181:07:29 - 193:24:21; No playable video.
• 203:56:00 - 218:02:58; No playable video.
• 228:13:12 - 240:33:12; No playable video.
• 251:44:00 - 264:34:21; No playable video.
• 276:41:00 - 289:21:12; No playable video.
• 301:30:18 - 312:41:22; No playable video.
• 324:03:00 - 336:20:29; No playable video.
• 371:39:21 - 374:15:00; No playable video.

• 374:15:00; White two door commercial drywall van parks in front of home. Occupant(s)
enter home.

• 374:28:04; A grey four door SUV pulls into the driveway. One vehicle occupant enters
the home.

• 374:42:24; Occupant returns to grey SUV and departs.
• 396:18:10; White two door commercial drywall van parks in front of home. Occupant

enters home.
• 397:06:37; A grey four door SUV pulls into the driveway. One vehicle occupant enters

the home.
• 397:31:27; Occupant returns to grey SUV and departs.
• 398:01:52; Grey SUV returns and parks in the driveway.
• 398:16:43; A dark colored SUV parks in front of home and a single occupant enters the

home.
• 398:41:58; Occupant returns to dark SUV and departs.
• 398:42:50; Occupant returns to grey SUV and departs.

• 471:41:30; - 479:04:06; No playable video.
• 492:37:48 - 503:29:55; No playable video.
• 516:14:49 - 529:52:43; No playable video.
• 539:29:34 - 553:32:21; No playable video.
• 563:37:53; White van pulls into driveway. Occupants appear to place a carpet inside the

home.
• 563:37:53 - 574:41:57; No playable video.
• 589:14:56 - 600:22:32; No playable video.
• 615:29:30 - 624:14:27; No playable video.
• 636:13:44 - 648:59:59; No playable video.
• 659:22:48 - 673:06:10; No playable video.

I have nothing further to report. 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Missing Person 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 06/08/2020 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Monday June 8, 2020, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office, received two letters via UPS at the Sheriff’s Office from American Express in response 
to my request for records relating to Letecia Stauch. I had asked for a replacement of the 
production I received the on May 19, because the records were redacted, contrary to the language 
in the search warrant request. 

American Express Response 

The two letters American Express sent contained a total of 5 pages and a USB storage device. 
The password for the USB device was contained in an envelope separate from the device. The 
device contained a single PDF document of 235 pages. As before, the document contained 
statements for two Delta rewards credit card accounts, the first ending in *  and the second 
ending in *   

Account *  included statements between the dates of December 13, 2018 and February 11, 
2020. This account had previously been redacted. The account statements are reflected in pages 
43 to 173. The unredacted data confirmed the secondary authorized card holder is  
Her card ends in *  as opposed to Letecia’s, which ends in *  Between January 13 
and February 11, 2020, the new charges were as follows: 
Letecia Stauch -- *  $1206.01 

 -- *  $205.90 
Total new charges $1411.91 

The charges on  card, beginning January 20, include: 
01/20/20 Chipotle Online $35.56 (Unknown) 
01/20/20 Starbucks.com $10.00 (Unknown) 
1/24/20 Starbucks.com $10.00(Unknown) 
1/26/20 DBColoradoL (Dutch Brothers) $11.00 (Colorado Springs) 
1/27/20 Ulta $9.82 (Colorado Springs) 
1/27/20 Chick-Fil-A $6.82 (#01550 Colorado Springs) 
1/29/20 Red Lobster $3.05 ( #6355 Colorado Springs) 
1/29/20 Kneaders $6.52 (Colorado Springs) 
1/30/20 McDonald’s $8.61 (Fountain) 
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2/1/20 Hot Wash ) $19.99 (Colorado Springs) 
3/1/20 Hot Wash $19.99  (Colorado Springs) 

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence under this case: 
Item #782-American Express paperwork and USB drive-documents UNREDACTED, reference 
Letecia Stauch 

*Copies of the documents will be uploaded directly to LERMS.

Case Status: CBA
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Collect Grandview Hospital Video Surveillance 

On 6/16/20 at approximately 0930 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), arrived at 1400 East Boulder Street (UCHealth Memorial Hospital Central) and spoke with 
Donald Kane, the Security Manager for Allied Universal Security Services and UCHealth Memorial 
Hospital. He provided me a CD containing video surveillance from Grandview Hospital (5623 Pulpit Peak 
View), which I previously requested on 2/5/20. See supplement dated 2/5/20 at 1200 hours. 

Evidence 

I entered the CD into evidence, identified as item 785. 

Case status: SAO. 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Place UFED Corresponding to Evidence Item #586 

On 6/16/20 at approximately 1530 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), was contacted by 4th Judicial District Attorney’s Office Investigator Stephanie Courtney 
and asked to place the original UFED data into evidence pertaining to evidence item #586. Item #586 
was the Cellebrite Reader report and device photos for the Apple iPhone 8 cell phone belonging to  

 which I conducted an extraction of on 2/27/20 via waiver. 

Evidence 

The UFED file was still maintained on the computer with which I downloaded the phone originally, and I 
transferred it to a hard drive and placed it into evidence, identified as item 787. 

Case status: SAO. 
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On July 15, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, contacted FBI Agent Brian Turner. He gave me 
item #92 - iWatch collected from the Tiguan. The iWatch was in its original evidence envelope 
which was unsealed. I sealed the envelope with my initials, and submitted the item to the 
evidence custodian.  

NFI / SAO 
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This a supplement #12 for case 20-1382 Monday, July 20, 2020 

On 07/20/2020, I, Detective Timothy Ferrell, with the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), 
Investigations Division, conducted follow up in reference to this case. 

Impound sheet completed: 
I received a request from the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility to complete an impound 
sheet for evidence item #53, a red 2016 Nissan Frontier, Alaska plate #  VIN: 

 dropped off by the registered owner  DOB:  on 
01/31/2020, at the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility due to a change in status from 
safekeeping to evidence. An impound sheet was completed and a copy is attached to this report. 
Dispatch entered the vehicle into NCIC/CCIC as impounded. 

I have nothing further. 

Case Status: 
CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, August 8, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 69 
Friday, August 8, 2020 

On Friday, August 8, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I received an email from Nicolette DuBois who is a Crime Analyst for EPSO and is currently 
monitoring the EPSO tip line. Nicolette informed me Letecia Stauch called the tip line twice on 
August 6, 2020. Nicolette summarized the content of the calls in an email to me and provided me 
with the recordings of the calls. The following is a summary of her email.  

“Good morning, 

I wanted to let you know Letecia Stauch called the CJC Crime Tip Hotline twice yesterday from 
A2 at 0716 and 0747.  In the first call she said she wants to report something going on and she 
knows people here hate her and she didn't do what people think she did.  She says people are 
money laundering money and that they used to do it out of a coffee store but now another 
location.  They are taking kids out of the back of vans, going to kill more kids, and the moment 
you don't agree to be involved they will hurt you or someone you care about.  They are also 
trying to break out one of their leaders from a supermax and they have an engineer helping.  She 
knows places you can go in Canon City and Denver to find them.  This is what is got her into 
this situation in the first place, they hurt her child already and are getting worse.  They are in 
Colorado Springs right now.  The second call was just seeing if anyone got her message because 
time is of the essence and she wants to talk to someone.  “ 

The calls were placed into evidence as item # 809. 

District Attorney Michael Allen was made aware of the calls and contacted Mrs. Stauch’s 
attorneys to see if an interview would be feasible.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #33 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On August 21, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Previously detectives were informed of several devices possibly utilized by Ms. Leticia 
Stauch during this investigation.  Due to this belief warrants were obtained for the 
devices. 

Detectives were also made aware of a USAA policy Ms. Stauch had taken out in  
 name.  This information was provided by an investigator with USAA and 

requested we obtain a search warrant for further information.  

MacBook Search Warrant (20-2360) 
At approximately 11:00 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samorreyan Burney.  
Judge Burney reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A MacBook unknown serial number evidence item #83 recovered from VW Jetta bearing 
VIN  The laptop is currently stored at the El Paso County Sheriff's 
Office Evidence Facility.   

At approximately 11:26 am, Judge Burney approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 11:40 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-2360.  

The warrant was provided to the Digital Forensic Unit (DFU) and a Report of Execution (ROE) 
was done for this warrant and provided to the Court Clerk.   A copy is attached to this 
supplement  

Search Warrant (20-2361) 
At approximately 11:00 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samorreyan Burney.  
Judge Burney reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A black Android tablet bearing serial number  and an Ipad bearing 
serial number  recovered from 6627 Mandan Dr. The devices are currently 
stored at the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility.   

At approximately 11:23 am, Judge Burney approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 11:40 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 
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The warrant was assigned number 20-2360. 

The warrant was provided to the DFU and a ROE was done for this warrant and provided to 
the Court Clerk.   A copy is attached to this supplement  

Search Warrant (20-2362) 
At approximately 11:00 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samorreyan Burney.  
Judge Burney reviewed the search warrant for information regarding:  

USAA Life Insurance, 9800 Fredericksburg Road, San Antonio, Texas 78284. For any 
life insurance policies: 
- Involving  DOB: 
-Issued by Letecia Stauch, DOB:  or that  Letecia Stauch is the
benificiary of
At approximately 11:12 am, Judge Burney approved and signed the warrant.

At approximately 11:40 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-2362.  

The warrant was provided to USAA via email and mail.  

Search Warrant (20-2363) 
At approximately 11:00 am, I appeared in the Office of Honorable Judge Samorreyan Burney.  
Judge Burney reviewed the search warrant for information regarding: 

A Dell laptop computer bearing serial #   A Toshiba laptop computer 
bearing serial #  The laptops are currently stored at the El Paso County 
Sheriff's Office Evidence Facility. 

At approximately 11:20 am, Judge Burney approved and signed the warrant.   

At approximately 11:40 am, the warrant was turned into the Court Clerk for further processing. 

The warrant was assigned number 20-2363.  

The warrant was provided to the DFU and a ROE was done for this warrant and provided to 
the Court Clerk.   A copy is attached to this supplement  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status- SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Homicide 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #34 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On August 27, 2020, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

Previously a search warrant (20-2362) was obtained for: 

USAA Life Insurance, 9800 Fredericksburg Road, San Antonio, Texas 78284. For any 
life insurance policies: 
- Involving  DOB: 
-Issued by Letecia Stauch, DOB:  or that  Letecia Stauch is the
benificiary of

On today’s date, the policy information was returned and reviewed. 

It appears life insurance policies were taken out in 2017 for all 3 children residing at the 
Stauch residence.  The policy was requested by Ms. Leticia Stauch.   

It does not appear, Ms. Stauch has attempted to collect on the policy.  However, Mr. 
 has attempted to contact USAA regarding the policy several times to see if 

she has and the terms of the policy. This has been done several months after  
 was found to be deceased.   

The return information provided by USAA was burned to a disk and placed into the 
evidence facility as Item #815. 

A ROE was done for this warrant and provided to the Court Clerk. A copy is attached to 
this supplement  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On September 3, 2020, at about 1:15 p.m., I, Detective Montville was informed two boxes had 
been received by the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility, in reference to this case. 
The boxes were shipped via the United Parcel Service from the Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s 
Office located in Milton, Florida.  

I responded to the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility, located at 
2749 East Las Vegas Street, in Colorado Springs, Colorado. I met with Evidence Supervisor Janet 
King and Evidence Technician Christina Cervantes. The boxes received from the Santa Rosa 
County Sheriff’s Office were photographed and processed inside one of the vehicle bays. I 
placed brown butcher block paper on the floor of the bay prior to any processing. Some of the 
items inside of the boxes had a strong odor of decomposition and decay.  

Detective Brklich took digital photographs of the evidence in their original condition and 
packaging. Please see his supplement for additional information. A copy of the evidence 
vouchers for all items entered into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility is 
attached to this supplement.  

I opened both boxes of evidence and compared the inventory sheets provided by the Santa 
Rosa County Sheriff’s Office to items in the boxes. The items were left in their original 
packaging.  The items were listed on the Santa Rosa County evidence sheets as follows:  

Exhibit #4-Suitcase 

Exhibit #5- Bio Sample 

Exhibit #11- Buccal swabs collected from the victim at autopsy 

Exhibit #12- 1 SA Kit on victim from autopsy 

Exhibit #13- FTA Card Collected Autopsy 

Exhibit #14-Multi-Colored Blanket 

Exhibit #15- Pillow with Blue Print Pillowcase 

Exhibit #16- Blue Print Twin Comforter  

Exhibit #17- Victims Clothing  

Exhibit #18- Body bag used to transport suitcase 

Exhibit #19- Body bag used to transport suitcase 

Exhibit #23- Interview of Macon Ponder 

Copies of the Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office evidence receipts are attached to this 
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supplement. I entered the items into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility under 
the following EPSO evidence item numbers:  

Item #823- One brown box received from Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office, exhibit #4. Marked 
suitcase.  

Item #824- One pink plastic bag containing a brown bag; received from Santa Rosa County 
Sheriff’s Office exhibit #16. Marked as a blue print comforter. 

Item #825- One pink plastic bag containing a brown bag; received from Santa Rosa County 
Sheriff’s Office exhibit #17. Marked victim’s clothing.  

Item #826- One pink plastic bag containing a brown bag; received from Santa Rosa County 
Sheriff’s Office exhibit #14. Marked multi-colored blanket.  

Item #827- One pink plastic bag containing a brown bag; received from Santa Rosa County 
Sheriff’s Office exhibit # 15. Marked pillow with blue print pillowcase.  

Item #828- One pink plastic bag containing a brown bag; received from Santa Rosa County 
Sheriff’s Office. Marked body bag used to transport suitcase.  

Item #829-One pink plastic bag containing a brown bag; received from Santa Rosa County 
Sheriff’s Office. Marked body bag used to transport suitcase.  

Item #830- One brown envelope; received from Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office exhibit #23. 
Marked as a CD containing an interview with Macon Ponder.  

Item #831- One brown envelope; received from Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office exhibit #13. 
Marked FTA card received at autopsy.  

Item #832- One brown envelope; received from Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office exhibit #11. 
Marked buccal swabs from victim collected at autopsy.  

Item #833-One brown envelope received from Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office exhibit #5. 
Marked swabs from suitcase.  

Item# 834- One brown envelope received from Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office exhibit #12. 
Marked 1 SA Kit from victim collected at autopsy.  

Item# 835-Original packing slips and evidence vouchers received from Santa Rosa County 
Sheriff’s Office. 

Item #836-Brown paper used to process evidence items received from Santa Rosa County 
Sheriff’s Office. 

Nothing Follows. 

Case Status: SAO 
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This is a supplement to EPSO case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 9/24/20 at approximately 1350 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), received an iPad mini with Retina display WiFi (A1489) with a warrant from Detective J. 
Bethel. The device was locked with a PIN code. I connected it to a Cellebrite Touch 2. I instructed the 
Cellebrite to perform a checkm8 (BFU) file system extraction of the device. The process completed 
successfully. I generated a Cellebrite Reader report using Cellebrite Physical Analyzer. 

Device Information 

The following is a summary of the device information per Cellebrite Physical Analyzer: 

Message Retention Duration Forever 
DeviceInfoAppleID @gmail.com 
DeviceInfoAppleID @icloud.com 
DeviceInfoiCloudAccountPresent True 
DeviceInfoOwnerName  iPad 
DeviceInfoUniqueID  
DeviceInfoSerial  
DeviceInfoAirDropID  
DeviceInfoLastCloudBackupDate 2020-01-24T13:39:55.000+00:00 
DeviceInfoTimeZone (UTC-07:00)  Denver  (America) 
Advertising Id (IDFA) #1 EFB7CD3C-0207-47A6-A562-38EA1D5494A0 
Advertising Id (IDFA) #2 00D541D3-AD2E-4EC5-B4C8-1EC5D2327A2C 
Advertising Id (IDFA) #3 462F5B83-DAA6-4461-8DC5-D765CAB30A32 
DeviceInfoOSType iOS 
DeviceInfoWiFiMACAddress 80:D6:05:30:CB:9E 
DeviceInfoMACAddress 82:D6:05:30:CB:A0 
DeviceInfoMACAddress 82:D6:05:30:CB:5F 
DeviceInfoLocationServicesEnabled True 
DeviceInfoLocaleLanguage en_US 
DeviceInfoFindMyiPhoneEnabled True 

Evidence 

I later copied the Cellebrite Reader report to a DVD and placed it into evidence, identified as item 844. 

Case status: SAO. 
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This is a supplement to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case 20-1382. 

Examination of #83 Macbook Air 

On 9/25/20 at approximately 0800 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), examined evidence item #83, a silver Apple Macbook Air laptop computer model A1932 
(unknown serial number). The display was damaged (evident by an internal crack on the right side of the 
screen), and would not show any information, although the backlight appeared to work. I connected the 
device to an external monitor and used “clamshell” mode by closing the lid of the laptop in order for it 
to utilize the external display instead of the built-in display. I attempted to boot the device to a 
Blacklight Macquisition drive to forensically copy the internal hard drive; however, security restrictions 
prevented me from doing so. The OS recovery screen also showed me that the internal hard drive was 
encrypted. A password for the only public account on the device “  was required. 

Case status: SAO. 
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This is a supplement to EPSO case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 9/25/20 at approximately 0940 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), received an Asus Joy tablet (model 9027W, S/N  with a warrant 
from Detective J. Bethel. I put the device into airplane mode and connected it to a Cellebrite Touch 2. I 
instructed the Cellebrite to perform an advanced logical [ android backup ] of the device. The process 
completed successfully. I generated a Cellebrite Reader report using Cellebrite Physical Analyzer along 
with the SIM card separately. There was no SD card installed in the device. 

Device Information 

The following is a summary of the device information per Cellebrite Physical Analyzer: 

DeviceInfoAndroidID 70805a02a6610adc 
DeviceInfoDetectedManufacturer TCL 
DeviceInfoDetectedModel 9027W 
DeviceInfoRevision 8.1.0 O11019 vAW8-0 
IMEI  
DeviceInfoAdvertisingID dcf48ec3-4373-4bb9-9f80-644ee0995c22 
DeviceInfoPhoneDateTime 12/31/2009 18:36 -07:00 
Client Used for Extraction Yes 
Advertising ID #1 dcf48ec3-4373-4bb9-9f80-644ee0995c22 
DeviceInfoOSType Android 
ICCID  
IMSI  
ACC 0x0001 = Class 0 

Evidence 

I later copied the Cellebrite Reader report to a CD and placed it into evidence, identified as item 845. 

Case status: SAO. 
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This is a supplement to EPSO case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 9/30/20 at approximately 1000 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), received a silver Dell laptop computer (S/N  with a warrant from Detective J. 
Bethel. I removed the single 1 TB hard drive and imaged it with FTK Imager, then processed the data 
with Axiom Process. I generated an Axiom portable case from the processed data. 

Evidence 

I later copied the Axiom portable case to a hard drive and placed it into Evidence, identified as item 846. 

Case status: SAO. 
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 This is a supplement to EPSO case 20-1382. 

Initial Information 

On 10/2/20 at approximately 1400 hours, I, Detective Robert Sirois/13025 of El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office (EPSO), received a black Toshiba Satellite laptop computer (model L875D-S7232) with a warrant 
from Detective J. Bethel. I imaged the 600GB internal hard drive with Sumuri Paladin, then processed 
the data with Axiom Process. I generated an Axiom portable case from the processed data. 

Evidence 

I later copied the Axiom portable case to a hard drive and placed it into Evidence, identified as item 847. 

Case status: SAO. 
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This is a supplemental narrative for EPSO Case No. 2020-00001382, Homicide. 
On 10/29/20, I, Detective Karl Mai #98039, conducted the following investigation regarding this 
case: 
I uploaded a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet titled, “Video Evidence Summary,” to the case file.  
This spreadsheet contains a list of individual evidence items related to this case.  All of the 
items on the spreadsheet relate to video evidence collected by numerous investigators associated 
with this case.  When this investigation was in full swing, one of the things I was in charge of 
was managing all of the video evidence collected for the case.  I devised this spreadsheet not 
only to catalog that evidence, but to track the viewing of the evidence and make sure EPSO was 
reviewing all relevant video evidence.  I updated the spreadsheet numerous times during the 
investigation.  I did not keep or otherwise maintain any historical versions of the spreadsheet. 
The spreadsheet is self-explanatory.  It identifies the evidence number for the collected video 
evidence, the date it was collected, and who collected the evidence.  It also identifies who 
reviewed the video evidence, because it was not always the same person as the investigator who 
collected it, and when that review was completed.  Prior to submitting this spreadsheet to the 
case file, I gave it one final review to make sure all the data was entered correctly and there were 
no outstanding leads which needed to be addressed.  I made some minor corrections, saved the 
update, and password protected the spreadsheet. 
The spreadsheet is attached to this report. 
END OF REPORT
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Homicide 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #35 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On November 3,2020 at approximately 4:00 pm, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this case. 

At this time, I conducted a check of the search warrant spreadsheet to ensure it for it’s 
accuracy.  As of this date all signed search warrants located on the Investigations drive 
are documented on the search warrant spreadsheet.  

This supplement is for informational purposes only 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, November 6, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 70 
Friday, November 6, 2020 

On Friday, November 6, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

Through conversation with DA Investigator Stephanie Courtney, I learned a search of the purple 
iPhone (evidence item #671) Ms. Stauch had in her possession when she was arrested in Myrtle 
Beach, SC was not completed. Investigator Courtney did not have any extraction or data from 
the device from any agency involved in investigating this case. 

On March 19, 2020, Detective Courtney McCormack obtained a search warrant for the device 
which was filed with the El Paso County Courthouse under action #20-890. A Report of 
Execution was filed on this device on March 24, 2020 by Detective McCormack reflecting data 
was obtained from the phone. I spoke with Detective McCormack who informed me she was 
under the impression the phone was downloaded and analyzed by agents with the Federal Bureau 
of Investigations.  

Because of the large quantity of data and devices collected in this case along with the multiple 
agencies assisting in this case, the download of this particular device was thought to be 
completed by the FBI who was assisting with other similar devices.  

I completed a second search warrant which included an explanation of the error made in the 
affidavit and presented it to the Honorable Judge Findorff in her chambers. Judge Findorff was 
also the judge who signed warrant #20-890.  

Judge Findorff administered the oath of affirmation to me and signed the warrant after her 
review. I filed the new warrant for this device with the El Paso County Courthouse under action 
#20-3129. The warrant is attached to this supplement along with an update copy of the warrant 
spreadsheet.  

I requested this device be examined by members of the digital forensic unit. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Supplement, 20-1382 

Detective Statement:  

On November 9, 2020, at about 7:17 a.m., I, Detective Montville was 
conducting follow-up on this case. I emailed the El Paso County 
Sheriff's office Evidence Technicians and requested evidence item 
number 830 be transported to the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division for further follow-up. 

At about 11:00 a.m., I received the item from evidence. I opened the 
item and make a working copy of the audio disc inside. I returned 
the item to evidence.  

Nothing Follows.  

Case Status: CBA-INV  
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: January 19, 2021 

On November 9, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Bethel: 

Color:  Black  Make: Apple IPhone Model: A1920 

IMEI:   Search Authority:  Warrant 

I attached the device to a Cellebrite 4PC System and initiated an extraction.  The extraction completed 
successfully.  A Cellebrite report was created from the data extracted.  Please see the Cellebrite Report 
for details.   

I placed the Cellebrite Report onto optical media, which I placed into evidence under item #864. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, November 9, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 72 
Monday, November 9, 2020 

On Monday, November 9, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I analyzed evidence item #674, a silver Dell laptop which was recovered from the van Ms. 
Stauch was arrested in while in Myrtle Beach, SC. The following is a summary of its contents. 

The serial number associated with this device is  

I searched for items only from February 1, 2020 through March 2, 2020 which was authorized by 
the warrant.  

I did not find anything of evidentiary value within this device. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, November 9, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 71 
Monday, November 9, 2020 

On Monday, November 9, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I analyzed evidence item #448, a black tablet which was recovered from the Mandan address. 
The following is a summary of its contents.  

The associated IMEI is  

Photos of the device were taken during the download. One of the photos showed a google 
account registered to  with an associated email address of 

 

Contacts 
There are 3 contacts stored on the device as follows: 411 & More; Customer Care; and 
Voicemail.  

SMS Messages 
There were 11 SMS messages on the device. Six of the messages were to the number 1505 and 
five of the messages were to the number 24444. The messages to the 1505 number were sent on 
1/28/2020 within seconds of each other beginning with 10:16:27 AM (UTC -7) and ending with 
10:16:39 AM (UTC -7). None of the messages were sent. All of the messages were a mixture of 
letters and numbers. The messages to the 1505 number were to verify the setup of the device 
through Google. The most recent message was sent on 3/26/2019. 

Audio Files 
There is a total of 133 audio files on the device. They all appear to be sound effects for games. 

 Documents 
There are 3 documents on the device. All the documents are for “paint by number”. 

Images 
There are 2047 images on the device. Most of the images are clipart style images. There are 34 
images of what appears to be  standing at the pantry at the Mandan address. The pictures 
are blurry and were all taken on 1/23/2020 at 3:29 pm. There are several photos of  on this 
device as well.  

Videos 
There are 226 videos on this device. Most appear to be advertisement videos for games. There is 
a video of  and  playing with other children outside on a trailer and  is singing. 
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This video was taken 12/27/19. 

Applications 
There are a total of 57 applications installed on the device. Most of the applications read, “App 
may not be from store”. Others appear to be related to gaming and entertainment. No information 
about when the applications were installed or modified was available. 

Text 
There are 733 text messages. None of the messages have a message associated with them. They 
appear to be advertisements. 

Uncategorized  
This area will be analyzed and documented by Detective Bauman. 

Databases 
This area will be analyzed and documented by Detective Bauman. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, December 10, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 74 
Thursday, December 10, 2020 

On Thursday, November 10, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I prepared 4 search warrants for the following items: 

SW #1 for Go Pro Camera (evidence item #679) and Canon GTX Camera (evidence item #689) 

SW #2 for USB electronic storage device (evidence item #690) 

SW #3 for USB electronic storage device (evidence item #675) 

SW #4 for AT&T SIM card (evidence item #676) 

I presented the warrants to the Honorable Judge Sletta for review.  

Judge Sletta administered the oath of affirmation to me and signed the warrants after his review. 
I filed the warrants for the devices with the El Paso County Courthouse under action the 
following action numbers: 

SW #1 for Go Pro Camera (evidence item #679) and Canon GTX Camera (evidence item #689) 
Action #20-3451 

SW #2 for USB electronic storage device (evidence item #690) Action #20-3452 

SW #3 for USB electronic storage device (evidence item #675) Action #20-3453 

SW #4 for AT&T SIM card (evidence item #676) Action #20-3454 

The warrants are attached to this supplement along with an update copy of the warrant 
spreadsheet.  

I requested these devices be examined by members of the digital forensic unit. 

I have nothing further at this time.  
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: January 6, 2021 

On December 10, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Bethel: 

Color:  Black Make:  Canon Model: GTX 

Serial #:   Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  The device had no data on 
integrated memory.  A 128 GB MicroSd Card was located in the device.   

The MicroSD card was connected to a Cellebrite 4PC System and an extraction was initiated.  The data 
extraction completed successfully.  I Cellebrite Report was created and placed in the case folder.  Please 
see the Cellebrite Report the data extracted.   

I copied the Cellebrite report to optical media and placed it into evidence under item number 872. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: January 19, 2021 

On December 10, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Bethel: 

Color:  Gray Make:  UNK  Model: UNK 

Item #:  675 Serial #:  None Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  The device had no data or 
integrated memory and appeared to simply be a light.  No data was extracted.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: January 19, 2021 

On December 10, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following devices to examine by Detective Bethel: 

Color:  Black/Silver  Make:  UNK Model: 1GB Thumb drive 

Item #:  680a Serial #:  None Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  The words Royal Gorge were 
printed on the device.  I attached the device to a Cellebrite 4PC System and initiated an extraction.  A 
Cellebrite Report was created from the extracted data.  Please see the Cellebrite Report for more details. 

Color:  Green/Silver Make:  UNK Model: 8GB Thumb drive 

Item #:  680b Serial #:  None Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device. I attached the device to a 
Cellebrite 4PC System and initiated an extraction.  A Cellebrite Report was created from the extracted 
data.  Please see the Cellebrite Report for more details.   

Color:  Black/Red Make:  SanDisk Model: 8GB Thumb drive 

Item #:  680c  Serial #:  None Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  I attached the device to a 
Cellebrite 4PC System and initiated an extraction.  A Cellebrite Report was created from the extracted 
data.  Please see the Cellebrite Report for more details.   

Color:  Black/Red Make:  SanDisk Model: 16GB 

Item #:  680d  Serial #:  None Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  I attached the device to a 
Cellebrite 4PC System and initiated an extraction.  A Cellebrite Report was created from the extracted 
data.  Please see the Cellebrite Report for more details.   

Color:  Black Make:  MicroSD Model: 16GB 

Item #:  680e Serial #:  None Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  I attached the device to a 
Cellebrite 4PC System and initiated an extraction.  A Cellebrite Report was created from the extracted 
data.  Please see the Cellebrite Report for more details.   
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Color:  Black Make:  MicroSD Model: 64GB 

Item #:  680f Serial #:  None Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  I attached the device to a 
Cellebrite 4PC System and initiated an extraction.  A Cellebrite Report was created from the extracted 
data.  Please see the Cellebrite Report for more details.   

All Cellebrite Reports from these extractions were placed onto a hard drive which was placed into 
evidence under item #876. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: January 20, 2021 

On December 10, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Bethel: 

Color:  WT  Make: ATT  Model: Sim Card Item #:  676 

ICCID:   Search Authority:  Warrant 

I attached the device to a Cellebrite 4PC System and initiated an extraction.  The extraction completed 
successfully.  A Cellebrite report was created from the data extracted.  Please see the Cellebrite Report 
for details.   

I placed the Cellebrite Report onto optical media, which I placed into evidence under item #877. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: January 19, 2021 

On December 10, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Bethel: 

Color:  Gray Make:  UNK  Model: UNK 

Item #:  690 Serial #:  None Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  The device had no data or 
integrated memory and appeared to simple be a light.  No data was extracted.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: January 6, 2021 

On December 10, 2020, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was assigned the following device to examine by Detective Bethel: 

Color:  Black Make: GoPro  Model: UNK 

Serial #:   Search Authority:  Warrant 

At the time of examination, I observed no major defects on the device.  The device had not integrated 
memory.  A 32 GB Sandisk MicroSd Card was located in the device.   

The MicroSD card was connected to a Cellebrite 4PC System and an extraction was initiated.  The data 
extraction completed successfully.  I Cellebrite Report was created and placed in the case folder.  Please 
see the Cellebrite Report the data extracted.   

I copied the Cellebrite report to optical media and placed it into evidence under item number 871. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status:  SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, December 10, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 75 
Tuesday, December 15, 2020 

On Thursday, December 10, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I provided the El Paso County Courthouse records section with an electronic Report of Execution 
for item #671 an iPhone with Purple Merkury case, reference search warrant 20-3129. 

Joshua Malinowski informed of the El Paso County Courthouse sent an email confirming the 
Report of Execution was received.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, December 17, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 77 
Thursday, December 17, 2020 

On Thursday, December 17, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I began reviewing the download of evidence item #449, an Apple iPad mini which was seized 
from the Mandan address.  

The serial number associated with this device is  The two registered email 
addresses were  

  

Aggregated Application Useage 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Device Connectivity 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Device Events 
The following is a list of when the device was powered on. 
1/27/2020 4:56:49 PM; 1/28/2020 2:48:02 AM; 1/31/2020 3:53:33 PM; 1/31/2020 3:58:21 PM; 
1/31/2020 4:00:21 PM.  

Device Locations 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Installed applications 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Log Entries 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Passwords 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

User Accounts 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Wireless Networks 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 
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Archives 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Audio 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Configurations 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Databases 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Documents 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Exchange  
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Images 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Text 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Uncategorized 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Videos  
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, December 18, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 79 
Friday, December 18, 2020 

On Friday, December 18, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I provided the El Paso County Courthouse records section with an electronic Report of Execution 
for item #679 a Go Pro Camera and item #689 a Canon GTX Camera, reference search warrant 
20-3451.

Joshua Malinowski of the El Paso County Courthouse sent an email confirming the Report of 
Execution was received.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, December 18, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 78 
Friday, December 18, 2020 

On Friday, December 18, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I began reviewing the download of evidence item #679, a Go Pro Camera which was seized from 
1250 Birch Avenue in Conway, SC.  

The device had not been used since July of 2019. I did not find anything of evidentiary value on 
the device.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, December 18, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 76 
Friday, December 18, 2020 

On Friday, December 18, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I began reviewing the download of evidence item #689, a Canon GTX Camera which was seized 
from 1250 Birch Avenue in Conway, SC.  

Images 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value in this section. 

Videos 
The videos searched between 1/20/2020 and 3/2/2020. Were made by Letecia’s daughter,  
In the videos she was creating content for a youtube channel. The following is a summary of the 
videos that pertained to this case. They are not a verbatim transcription.  

In the video titled,  was created on 2/16/2020 at 2:13:25 AM.  discussed 
 being missing for three weeks. She mentioned how the case has gone nationwide and 

stated she wanted to discuss some of the assumptions that were made. (A smoke detector beeping 
can be heard in the background).  stated she was with her family that Sunday morning but 
then went to work that evening.  said her mother told her about the fire around 10:30 pm 
when she returned home.  said they were checking on  throughout the night 
because they were concerned the fire had traumatized   continued, stating she 
checked on  Monday morning and then went to work. She said she was at work from 
8:30 am to 4:30 pm and she has no knowledge of anything and did not help her mother at all. 

 mentioned her mother had an interview with news reporters and came back to the van to 
speak with  stated the news station took the conversation between her and her 
mother out of context and edited the video to make it sound like she said, “Do you want me to 
say yes”.  denied making this statement and explained she was asking her mother if she 
could talk about any other things such as the fire because she did not want to hinder the 
investigation.  said people were accusing her of doing it herself or helping her mother. 

 added this was not true.  said she has been getting death threats and messages from 
random people. She said she wanted to remind people she is a minor. She asked for people to 
focus on  being missing and their family is hurting.  said the public needs to stop 
coming up with accusations.  said the video is to bring  home and described him as 
kind and loving and helpful.  discussed the things that  “wanted” like helping 
people. She moved onto Facebook and said the groups that were created needed to be taken 
down.  asked people to come together to pray for  to bring him home.  
spoke more about getting threats on Facebook and people are trying to ruin her life.  again 
mentioned she wanted to make the video for  and for everyone to come together to think 
about a child is missing and to stop hurting her family more than they are already hurting.  
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said  was always so sweet and caring and she missed his smile. She said she hoped to 
find out something soon so he could come home. She told  they all love him and are all 
there for him and were praying for him.  discussed her schedule on Sunday and Monday 
and said she did not help her mother and did not know anything that happened. She mentioned 
she saw  Sunday night after the fire and he was fine.  said because of all the false 
accusations that have been made she has lost everything, and her family has been torn apart. 

 stated the police came, put her in handcuffs and were screaming at her. She said she did 
not know why she had to be put in handcuffs, and she was not a fugitive.  said she 
witnessed her mother have a gun pointed at her and the police took her phone and her car that she 
had been paying for.  added it was wrong and the police will not give it back to her. 

 listed other property that was seized by police such as her passport, birth certificate and 
her computer.  said all of that happened because of the false accusations and she has so 
much stress on her and is terrified because they might come running at her with a gun again. 

 mentioned she was putting the video on “this” platform because she has locked down all 
her other social media after people found her. She mentioned people are commenting hateful 
things and what people are doing is wrong. She accused people of not considering that  is 
missing and they as a family don’t know what to do to help.  talked about the video being 
for  and how they want him home and safe.  asked people to be proactive to bring 

 home. The video concluded.  

Video labeled  was created on 2/16/2020 at 2:32:59 AM (UTC-7).  
discussed  being missing and her work schedule. She denied knowing what happened to 

 or helping her mother. The content of the video was similar to the video labeled 
. The video concluded.  

Video labeled  was created on 2/16/2020 at 2:36:53 AM (UTC-7).  stated 
she was making the video to bring  home. She stated the accusations made were 
hindering the investigation.  said she wanted to do what  would do which is be 
kind to one another.  said the accusations have hindered the investigation but its not 
helping to find   asked people to work together to focus on  and the other 
missing children.  asked people to stop putting people down and said there was no reason 
she should be receiving death threats.  said it is hurtful to her and no one knows what the 
police have done to her and her family.  said the people making the bad comments are 
hurting a minor and are talking to a minor based on a situation where another minor is missing. 

 mentioned her mother was being accused as well.  believed because of the 
accusations the police hunted her down, put her in handcuffs and took all her property.  
said she was not even there; she was at work and she has done nothing wrong.  said she 
wanted the drama to stop and wants to bring her brother home. She said  deserves better 
and does not deserve the hurtful comments towards the family.  told  they all love 
him, miss him and want him there. The video concluded.  

Video labeled  was created on 2/16/2020 at 2:45:41 AM (UTC-7).  stated 
she wanted to say her mom would never do anything to hurt those children because she loved 
them like they were her own and she would do anything for them.  added her mother loved 
them with all her heart.  showed  the dogs and told him they missed him and loved 
him, and they want him home. The video concluded.  
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I did not find anything else of evidentiary value. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: CBA 
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On Monday, December 21, 2020, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, conducted the following 
investigation:  

At approximately 9:36 pm, I responded to the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility 
located at 2749 E. Las Vegas St. and met with Oleksandr Zhyvkov, DOB   who is 
the driver for Global Transport United, a company contracted to transport the van Ms. Stauch 
drove from Colorado to South Carolina. DAO Investigator Cecil Weir was also at the evidence 
facility to process the vehicle.  

The van, a 2019 white Ford Transit van, bearing Oklahoma license plate number 3DM837, VIN 
 registered to Avis Budget Group was transported from the Rhode 

Island State Police Headquarters located at 311 Danielson Pike North Scituate, RI 02857 to the 
El Paso County Evidence Facility.  

The van was on a transport trailer and was sealed with tape bearing the signature/ initials of 
Rhode Island State Police Detective Ryan Mahoney. Investigator Weir photographed the van 
prior to being offloaded from the transport vehicle. I observed seals on the doors of the van 
which also had the signature of Detective Mahoney.  

Investigator Weir collected a bag which contained a key for the van from Mr. Zhyvkov. The bag 
was sealed with Detective Mahoney’s initials and was documented with photos by Investigator 
Weir. 

Investigator Weir opened the bag containing the key and broke the seal to the driver’s side door. 
He entered the vehicle and drove it off the truck and into the secured evidence lot. The vehicle 
was locked, and the driver door was sealed by Investigator Weir.  

Mr. Zhyvkov emailed me a one-page Bill of Lading and Vehicle Inspection report. 

I completed an EPSO impound sheet under I#528. I entered the following items into evidence: 

#865 2019 Ford Transit Van VIN #  
#866 Key to van with attached Budget Rent a Truck key chain 
#867 Rhode Island State Police Evidence Bag which contained key #866 
#868 Bill of Lading and Vehicle Inspection Report 

See Attachments 

I have nothing further at this time. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, December 28, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 80 
Monday, December 28, 2020 

On Monday, December 28, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I conducted a review of evidence item 680, 3 flash drives and 3 SD cards. A warrant was 
obtained for the search of the flash drives and SD cards and the digital forensic unit conducted a 
download of all six devices. The downloads were labeled as follows: 

680 A- Blue Silver Royal Gorge USB 

680 B- Green and Silver Thumb drive 

680 C- Black Red Thumb drive 

680 D- 16 GB SD Card 

680 E- 16GB Micro SD Card 

680 F- 64 GB Micro SD Card 

The following is a summary of the contents of each device. 

680 A- Blue Silver Royal Gorge USB 

There were 20 photos on this device. The photos were dated outside the scope of the warrant. I 
did not find anything of evidentiary value on this device.  

680 B- Green and Silver Thumb drive 

There were 164 images on this device. The images were dated outside the scope of the warrant. 
There were 26 videos on this device. The videos were dated outside the scope of the warrant. I 
did not find anything of evidentiary value on this device. 

680 C- Black Red Thumb drive 

There were 45 documents on this device. The documents were dated outside the scope of the 
warrant. There were 122 images on this device. The images were dated outside the scope of the 
warrant. There were 165 items under “Text” on this device. The items were dated outside the 
scope of the warrant. I did not find anything of evidentiary value on this device.  

 680 D- 16 GB SD Card 
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There were 926 images on this device. The images were dated outside of the scope of the 
warrant. There were videos on this device which were dated outside the scope of the warrant. I 
did not find anything of evidentiary value on this device.  

680 E- 16GB Micro SD Card 

There were 11 images on this device. The images were dated outside of the scope of the warrant. 
There were 74 videos on this device. The videos were dated outside of the scope of the warrant. I 
did not find anything of evidentiary value on this device.  

680 F- 64 GB Micro SD Card 

There were 39 images on this device. The images were dated outside of the scope of the warrant. 
There were 126 videos on this device. The videos were dated outside of the scope of the warrant. 
I did not find anything of evidentiary value on this device.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell EID 07050 
Supplement to case 2020-00001382 
Homicide 

On Monday, December 28, 2020,I, Detective Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell of the El Paso County Sheriff's 
Investigations Division Major Crimes Unit, conducted follow up on case 2020-00001382 

Initial Brief 
I received Tom “Grif” Griffin’s of Bevel and Gardner & Associates final report for his Blood Stain Pattern 
Analysis conducted on  bedroom. The report is 35 pages long and very detailed. It 
outlines all steps taken by Mr. Griffin and clearly states the Scientific Method was used to evaluate this 
specific location.  

Due to the complexity and length of the report I will only provide a very brief synopsis, the report should 
be read in it’s entirety to understand the full opinion/conclusion provided. 

Summary 
The report explains there was a bloodletting event/events that occurred near the floor in the corner of 

 room. 

I have attached the full report as PDF to this supplement. 

Nothing Further. 
Case status - Same as original. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 83 
Tuesday, December 29, 2020 

On Tuesday, December 29, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I began reviewing the download of evidence item #676, an AT&T SIM Card was seized from the 
van driven by Letecia Stauch during her arrest in Myrtle Beach, SC.  

There were 9 items listed within “SIM data”. The phone number  was listed as “My 
Number. I did not find anything else of evidentiary value on the device.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 81 
Tuesday, December 29, 2020 

On Tuesday, December 29, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I was contacted by Investigations Lt. Mitchell Mihalko who informed me an Arrest Report had 
not yet been completed for the arrest of Letecia Stauch.  

I contacted EPSO Intake and Release and confirmed a custody report was completed for Ms. 
Stauch, however an arrest report in the Law Enforcement Records Management System was not 
completed.  

Ms. Stauch was arrested by the Myrtle Beach Police Department on March 2, 2020 at 1100 
Coastal Grand Circle in Myrtle Beach, SC 29577. She was arrested on the Arrest Warrant which 
was signed by the Honorable Judge Rotolo on February 28, 2020.  

I completed the arrest report for Ms. Stauch and entered the following charges for her: 

18-3-102 (1) (f) 1st Degree Murder, Child Under 12 Position of Trust

18-6-401 (1) (a), (7) (A) (I) Child Abuse Resulting in Death

18-8-610.5 Tampering with a Deceased Human Body

18-8-601 (1) (a) Tampering with Physical Evidence

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 82 
Tuesday, December 29, 2020 

On Tuesday, December 29, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I provided the El Paso County Courthouse records section with an electronic Report of Execution 
for item #676 an AT&T SIM Card, reference search warrant 20-3454. 

Amanda Kennedy of the El Paso County Courthouse sent an email confirming the Report of 
Execution was received.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell EID 07050 
Supplement to case 2020-00001382 
Homicide 

On Wednesday, December 30, 2020,I, Detective Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell of the El Paso County 
Sheriff's Investigations Division Major Crimes Unit, conducted follow up on case 2020-00001382 

Initial Brief 
This supplement is to officially tie the obstruction of justice case involving Sherie Farstveet for leaking 
the PC affidavit for the Stauch case to the media under EPSO case 2020-00004273.  A copy of this 
supplement will be added to EPSO case 2020-00004273 and the master case 2020-00001382. An email 
with this supplement attached will be forwarded to shrevidene@elpasoco.com 
<mailto:shrevidene@elpasoco.com> so can be added to the notes section of File On Q. 

Summary 
Request records Link EPSO Case 2020-00001382 and 2020-00004273, with EPSO 2020-00001382 as the 
Master Case. 

Nothing Further. 
Case status - Same as original. 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Thursday, December 31, 2020 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 84 
Thursday, December 31, 2020 

On Thursday, December 31, 2020, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I provided the El Paso County Courthouse records section with an electronic Report of Execution 
for evidence item #675 an Electronic Device, reference search warrant 20-3453. I also provided a 
Report of Execution for evidence item #680 3 thumbdrives and 3 SD cards and evidence item 
#690 Electronic Device with USB reference search warrant 20-3452.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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2020-00001382 (15) Report of Executions: 

On Monday, February 10, 2020, at about 8:50 am, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, responded to the Clerk’s Office at 
the El Paso County Courthouse and turned the following Reports of Execution: 

20-15
20-16
20-324
20-334
20-336
20-375
20-377
20-385
20-428

I have attached a copy of the reports to this supplement. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Sunday, January 3, 2021 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 85 
Thursday, January 7, 2021 

On Sunday, January 3, 2021, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I received a phone call from Colorado Springs Police Officer I. Brumm #4968. Officer Brumm 
explained he received a call from Ms. Leanne Troutman reference a youtube video that was 
released in the past few days. Ms. Troutman explained the video was about  and 
she had completed an interview with the people who ran the youtube channel in August of 2019. 
Ms. Troutman was now claiming harassment and stated she was being accused of violating a 
Gag Order put in place by the courts.  

I advised Officer Brumm to collect the video as evidence and complete a report. He confirmed 
he did and told me the report was documented under 21-01261.  

I advised Sgt. Hubbell of the information reported to me. Neither Sgt. Hubbell nor I are aware of 
any Gag Orders imposed on Ms. Troutman at this time.  

I have attached Officer Brumm’s report to this supplement. 

I sent an email to CSPD’s evidence facility and EPSO’s evidence facility requesting the evidence 
items collected by Officer Brumm be transferred to the El Paso County Evidence Facility and 
linked to this case.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 86 
Tuesday, January 12, 2021 

On Tuesday, January 12, 2021, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I sent an email to the Colorado Springs Police Department’s (CSPD) evidence facility and 
EPSO’s evidence facility requesting the evidence items collected by Officer Brumm be 
transferred to the El Paso County Evidence Facility and linked to this case. I was informed by 
Ms. Monica Meraz-Madrid (Evidence Technician for CSPD) the screenshots Officer Brumm 
collected reference were stored in DIMS which was not managed by CSPD Evidence and could 
not be transferred. Ms. Meraz-Madrid suggested I contact the Metro Crime Lab to have them 
assist me with the screenshots as they are the department responsible for the management of the 
DIMS system.  

Officer Brumm provided the screenshots to me with his case report (CSPD 21-1261) and I 
attached them to my supplement detailing my interaction with Officer Brumm about his case. 

I spoke with Sgt. Hubbell and informed him of the situation. Sgt. Hubbell stated he would 
contact the Metro Crime Lab and request the retention period for the screenshots reference CSPD 
case 21-1261 be expanded so the screenshots would not be deleted.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA 
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On 7 February, 2021, I, Deputy Michaela James, EID 17041 was assigned as Bravo Mod (BMod), at the 
El Paso County Jail, which is located at 2739 East Las Vegas Street, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80906. 

At approximately 1150 hours, I walked into  to inform the deputy she had an inmate scheduled 
for a webex visit. The inmate scheduled to go was identified as Stauch, Letecia, DOB  Due to 
a previous incident with Ms. Stauch during her extradition, I do not interact with Ms. Stauch. Ms. Stauch 
is a 2 Dep/FRAD inmate meaning two deputies must escort her to her professional while she is in full 
restraints. Due to the previous incident, I assumed duties in  while the ward deputy and the Amod 
deputy walked her to her professional.  

Approximately an hour later, I returned to  to allow the other two deputies to escort her back to the 
ward. Upon returning to the ward, the second deputy quickly stepped away to grab an item out of the 
mod. Ms. Stauch began speaking to me before I was able to leave the ward.  

Ms. Stauch said, “Hey, I’m sorry for what I did before, I wasn’t on my Ativan. I’ve been wanting to tell 
you that ever since but I never see you.” The only interaction I have had with Ms. Stauch was during her 
extradition when she assaulted me. I did not speak to Ms. Stauch before she started the conversation 
and did not ask any questions. 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Homicide 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #36 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
On February 10, 2021 at approximately  4:45 pm, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this 
case. 

At this time, I was notified by my chain of command of a message sent to Sheriff Bill Elder 
from Ms. Cynthia Coffman regarding this investigation.  I was advised the sheriff did not 
contact Ms. Coffman back and I was requested to do so.  I was provided her phone 
number at this time.  

I attempted to contact Ms. Coffman via telephone number   She did not 
answer, and a message was left for her.   

On February 11, 2021 at approximately 8:40 am, I again attempted to contact Ms. Coffman 
via the phone number I was provided.  She did not answer, and a message was left for 
her.  

Phone Call from Ms. Coffman 
On February 11, 2021, at approximately 4:15pm, I received a return phone call from Ms. 
Coffman.  At this time, she advised she had information associated to this investigation 
she wanted to provide to ensure it was not made public.  

Ms. Coffman advised she was currently assisting with the civil custody case involving Mr. 
 and Ms.  During this time, she received information from Ms. 

 (AKA Nann) that her son, Mr.  had witnessed information 
he did not disclose during his safe passage interview conducted previously during this 
investigation.  

Ms. Troutman advised  was scared of  and had been threatened by him 
due to seeing him hit  in September 2019.   had told Ms. Troutman at this 
time, he saw  smacking  in the legs several times as he was walking down 
the stairs.  He was then told by  he would “hurt him” if he told anyone.   

Several days later around September 28, 2019- September 29, 2019 timeframe  
accompanied  to a Rockies baseball game in Denver, Colorado.  At that time, 

 had worn shorts and had several visible bruises on his legs which  asked 
about.  He was told at that time; the bruises were from the incident  previously 
observed.  

 has never reported the incident to anyone other than Ms. Troutman who contacted 
Ms. Hoitt’s attorney with the information.  Due to this information    spoke 
with Dr. Downing to assess  ability to be considered a credible witness for the 
custody hearing.  It was decided at that time, he could not be considered a credible 
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witness.  

Ms. Coffman stated from the information she received by Ms. Troutman,  was scared 
still of  and was refusing to leave the home and was sleeping under his bed.   
Due to this fear, Ms. Troutman contacted Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD) 
requesting a case be taken for the treats.  She was advised by CSPD the case would have 
to be taken by EPSO due to the location of the crime.   

Ms. Troutman then contacted EPSO and was directed to an unknown detective regarding 
the information.  She was told at that time, there was nothing that could be done.  Ms. 
Troutman advised Ms. Coffman she was upset about this and would go to the media with 
the information if something wasn’t done.   

Ms. Coffman stated she believed  would have also disclosed this information if he 
was seen by a councilor before his death.   

I thanked Ms. Coffman and advised I would look into the situation. 

The call with Ms. Coffman and the previously placed calls with my voicemails were 
recorded with my office issued handheld recorder.  They were burned to a disk and 
placed into evidence as Item #885.   

Follow Up Information 
After the phone call I spoke with Detective Jessica Bethel regarding this information.  At 
that time, I was advised Ms. Troutman had reported her son’s name being released to the 
media from an interview she conducted previously.  This was reported to CSPD(CSPD 
Case# 21-1261) on January 3, 2021.  It is noted in the report Ms. Troutman is a friend of 
Ms. Hoitt.  

Detective Bethel was made aware of the report and had spoke with Ms. Troutman.  None 
of the information provided by Ms. Coffman was disclosed during this incident.   

 was also previously interviewed at Safe Passage for this investigation, none of this 
information was disclosed during that time.   

Detective Bethel advised she would conduct the follow up associated to this information. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 87 
Tuesday, January 12, 2021 

On Wednesday, February 10, 2021, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I was made aware of a text message sent to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, Sheriff Bill Elder by 
Ms. Cynthia Coffman. The text message stated the following,  

“Hello, Sheriff - I hope you are staying safe and well. 

There is some information that has recently come up in relation to  death, and I’d like 
to be certain you are aware of it. It has the potential of becoming public in a manner that is 
potentially destructive.  

Would you mind calling me at your convenience? It will take about 15 minutes depending on 
how much detail you would like.  

Thank you. Cynthia a”’ 

The text message was forwarded to Detective Commander Mihalko via email. 

Detective McCormack was tasked with contacting Ms. Coffman but was unable to reach her on 
Wednesday, February 10, 2021.  

On Thursday, February 11, 2021 at approximately 5:00 pm, Detective McCormack contacted me 
and informed me she spoke with Ms. Coffman over the telephone. Detective McCormack stated 
Ms. Coffman told her she was informed   witnessed  being hit by 
his father,  in September of 2019.  reported  threatened to hurt him if 
he told anyone.  

Ms. Coffman stated  was evaluated by a physician, Dr. Downing reference being a 
credible witness for a custody case involving  and . Dr. Downing 
deemed  to not be a credible witness.  mother was identified as Ms. Leanne 
Troutman. Ms. Coffman told Detective McCormack  reported the incident of  
being hit and the threat  made to him to Dr. Downing and his mother. (Please see 
Detective McCormack’s report for more information).  

I spoke with Detective Sgt. Hubbell and Detective McCormack about what Ms. Coffman 
reported. Because  was the victim of the alleged physical abuse and he is now 
deceased, an investigation into the alleged abuse of  by  will not be conducted. 
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Because  was allegedly threatened by  a case for Harassment will be investigated 
by Detective Jennifer Arndt.  

District Attorney Michael Allen was made aware of the text message to Sheriff Elder stating Ms. 
Coffman had information related to  death. He was also informed of the statement Ms. 
Coffman provided to Detective McCormack, which is not related to  death, but rather 
an allegation of previous abuse and a threat made by   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Homicide 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #37 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
On February 16, 2021 at approximately  10:35am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued to assist in this 
case. 

LeeAnne Troutman Phone Call 
At this time, I received a phone call from Ms. LeeAnne Troutman from phone number 

who advised she received my phone number from Ms. Cynthia Coffman.
Ms. Troutman requested an update on the information I received from Ms. Coffman the
week prior.

 At this time, I advised a case number was going to be pulled and would be handled by 
Detective Jennifer Arndt.  Ms. Troutman asked if I could explain why the prior detective 
stated nothing could be done regarding the information she provided.  I stated I could not 
explain that unless I was informed who she spoke with.  Ms. Troutman advised the 
detective she spoke with utilized phone number    

Deputy Gibson  
At approximately 11:00 am I contacted the phone number Ms. Troutman provided.  There 
was no message and a voicemail was left for the phone number.  Several minutes later I 
received a phone call from EPSO Patrol Deputy Kyle Gibson utilizing this phone number.  
Deputy Gibson advised he did speak with Ms. Troutman on February 8, 2021 when she 
reported her son, identified as Mr.  had told his councilor that he witnessed 
Mr.  disciplining Mr.  at their home located on Mandan 
Drive in September 2019.  At that time, he saw  give  a fat lip from the 
discipline.  

 Several days later  accompanied the Stauch’s to a baseball game in Denver, 
Colorado where he asked  if he was okay.  At that time,  leaned over 
and stated he would “hurt”  if he said anything.  Ms. Troutman reported to Deputy 
Gibson the councilor has since been fired by   

Deputy Gibson stated he spoke with  on the phone briefly about the incident.  
During that conversation he could hear Ms. Troutman in the background talking to  

I requested Deputy Gibson complete a case report with this information under EPSO Case 
number 21-1779.   

This case number was provided to Ms. Troutman via a text message. 

The call screen from the original call for service on February 8, 2021 was pulled from CAD 
and is attached to this supplement.  
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I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status- SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Monday, February 22, 2021 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 88 
Tuesday, February 23, 2021 

On Monday, February 22, 2021, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

At approximately 8:30 am, I met with D.A. Investigator Stephanie Courtney at the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office Evidence Facility to review evidence related to this case. I signed out 
evidence and reviewed the items with Investigator Courtney at the facility. When the review was 
completed, I resealed all the evidence in the original envelopes. The items were returned to the 
Evidence Technicians.  

The following is a list of all evidence signed out by me and reviewed. The items are listed by 
barcode number.  

1153742- CD/ DVD 

1153745- CD/ DVD 

1153858- CD/ DVD 

1153863- CD/ DVD 

1153927- Flash/ Thumb/ USB Drive(s) 

1154039- CD/ DVD 

1154055- CD/ DVD 

1154068- Flash/ Thumb/ USB Drive(s) 

1154152- CD/ DVD 

1154169- Flash/ Thumb/ USB Drive(s) 

1154172- CD/ DVD 

1154177- CD/ DVD 

1154183-CD/ DVD 

1154269- CD/ DVD 
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1154445- CD/ DVD 

1154679- CD/ DVD 

1155056- CD/ DVD 

1155252- CD/ DVD 

1158252- CD/ DVD 

While reviewing item 1154269 CD/ DVD, the contents of the disk would not play. The disk was 
entered into evidence by Detective Michael Bauman on February 9, 2020 and was supposed to 
contain DVR footage of Letecia at a gas station. I resealed the disk and returned it to evidence. I 
contacted Detective Bauman and informed him of my discovery. He told me he would review the 
evidence to see why the disk did not play and would make an additional evidence entry if need 
be.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 20-1382 

Date: February 23, 2021 

On February 22, 2021, I, Detective Michael Bauman (14003), of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office 
Investigations Division was advised by Detective Bethel that the CD in item #242 was not working 
properly.   

I requested the item and confirmed it was not working properly.  I burned another copy of the DVR 
video which I placed into evidence under item #890.   

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  SAO 
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EPSO Case 2020-00001382 - Homicide 
Supplemental Narrative 
Detective Marissa Williams #12009 
Date: 03/03/2021 
BWC NOT AVAILABLE 

Initial Information 

On Wednesday March 3, 2021, I, Detective Marissa Williams #12009, of the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office, was notified by lead Detective Jessica Bethel that one of the evidence items I 
had entered did not contain the same documents as were identified in the case folder and 
provided to the district attorney’s office during discovery. The item was identified as #256, 
which was originally described as “CD containing updated USAA records and updated Grand 
Mountain School phone records.” In attempting to identify what I had burned to the disc for item 
#256 some time after the fact, I had labeled the following 6 digital documents as item #256: 

1) Absent Annotations 1-27-20.jpg
2) Incoming Calls Updated.csv
3) NewCloud Email 2-10-20.pdf
4) Outgoing Calls.csv
5) School attendance detail.pdf
6) USAA update 2-10-20.docx

These items are being entered into evidence as item #895, or as “item #256 corrected for 
discovery.” Without physically reviewing the evidence, I do not know which digital documents I 
did or did not include in the original item #256.  

Evidence 

I entered the following items into evidence under this case: 
Item #895-CD containing item #256 corrected for discovery 

*All items were previously uploaded to LERMS

Case Status: CBA
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, May 7, 2021 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 89 
Friday, May 7, 2021 

On Friday, May 7, 2021, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division, conducted further follow up on this case. 

I was asked to make a copy of evidence item #886, (CD containing video of confession to assault 
entered by Deputy M. James on February 7, 2021) for the purposes of making a copy available 
for discovery to the District Attorney’s Office.  

I signed the evidence out from the El Paso County Evidence Facility and made a copy of the 
contents of the disk which was provided to Ms. Leanne Mitchell to discover to the District 
Attorney’s Office.  

I replaced the evidence in its original envelope, sealed the evidence envelope and placed it back 
into evidence.    

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: CBA  
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Case Number: 2020-00001382 
Date Occurred: Friday, August 20, 2021 
Deputy Jessica Bethel # 07088 

This is a supplemental narrative to Case # 2020-00001382    Supp 90 
Monday, August 23, 2021 

On Friday, August 20, 2021, I, Detective J. Bethel of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office 
(EPSO) Investigations Division, was told by Detective Jon Price an inmate told officers with the 
Pueblo County Police Department that Letectia Stauch told her how she killed  

Detective Price sent me a text message at 10:53 AM, requesting I contact Detective Ryan 
Lanreth with the Pueblo Police Department at . Detective Price stated one of Ms. 
Stauch’s cellmates, identified as  gave information on what Ms. Stauch said 
about killing  Detective Price explained Detective Landreth recorded the interview with 
Ms.  on his body worn camera and told me EPSO Lt. Charles Kull wanted me to pick up 
the footage of the interview because I was conducting follow up in Pueblo on another case. 
Detective Price explained Lt. Kull asked him to pass on the information to me.  

When I received the message, I was already back in Colorado Springs at the Office of The 
Sheriff. I was able to speak with Lt. Kull later in the day at approximately 2:00 PM. I explained 
to Lt. Kull that the District Attorney’s Office would need to handle the new information coming 
in and asked that he provide the information to them because I did not have any information on 
how the report was received or who provided the information.  

Later in the day at approximately 4:35 PM, Lt Kull contacted me via text and told me he had not 
yet contacted the District Attorney’s Office. I attempted to contact Investigator Cecil Weir with 
the District Attorney’s Office and left a voicemail for him to call me back.  

I will forward this report to District Attorney’s Office for further follow up. 

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status: CBA  
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Homicide 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #38 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
On August 23, 2021 at approximately  8:30am, I, Detective Courtney McCormack of the El 
Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division was notified of information 
needing to be followed up with in reference to this case.   

Verizon Information  
At this time, I received a notification email from Verizon provided through Lead Detective 
Jessica Bethel in reference to a search warrant I executed in April 2020 to Verizon.  The 
email was in reference to data provided associated to this warrant and requested we check 
it for accuracy.   

Due to this data obtained from this warrant being processed by FBI Special Agent Kevin 
Hoyland and Mr. Kevin Clark.  It was requested they check it for it’s accuracy.  They 
advised the data was correctly provided and had no errors.   

A copy of the notification is attached to this supplement. 

This is for informational purposes only.  

I have nothing further at this time.  

Case Status- SAO 
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On 9/24/2021, I, Evidence Technician, Kristi DeLuca, prepared all the items requested to go to the DA’s 
Office. Item # 345 BC: 1154452 showed it was at Metro Lab. The item was created by Det. Sirois and 
given directly to the lab. He verified the submission by e-mail attached to that record in FileOnQ with a 
signed receipt. The item description read, “Hair samples from fence collected by FBI Agent Toni Payne 
from Hwy 105/MM10.5 area.” I e-mailed Donna Monogue who signed the inbound receipt to ask for the 
item back. On Monday, 9/27/2021, Donna responded with her receipt of transfer back to EPSO Evidence 
Technician Paula Casisas. That item was item # 518 BC: 1155119, this description reads, “(Metro Lab 
5207 0001) Possible hair recovered from search area Douglas County Hwy 105 MM10.5.” Donna 
Monogue confirmed that item # 518 is the item she received as item # 345. Item # 345 is therefore a 
duplicate record and moved to the duplicate record location in FileOnQ.  
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Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell EID 07050 
Supplement to case 2020-00001382 
Homicide 
BWC Available No 

On Thursday, September 30, 2021,I, Sergeant Rosario S. Hubbell of the El Paso County Sheriff's Patrol 
Division, Midnight Shift, conducted follow up on case 2020-00001382 . 

Initial Brief 
On Wednesday, September 29, 2021 at approximately 5:00 PM, I had a phone conversation 
with DDA David Young. The conversation centered around his physical review of the evidence in 
the Stauch case. When reviewing the firearms collected in this case DDA Young noticed there 
where 3 pistols collected and not two. Which was his original understanding of the evidence in 
this case.  

He then began to review the physical evidence with the Lab DNA report to match up the DNA 
results with the correct Barcode (Item No.) listed in the Metro Crime Lab DNA reports. DDA 
Young realized after completion of his review my testimony was the DNA of Letecia Stauch was 
found on the Smith & Wesson M&P 9mm but his review of evidence was showing the DNA was 
found on the Smith & Wesson M&P .380. We scheduled a meeting for 5:00 PM on Thursday, 
September 30, 2021 to go over the lab reports confirm findings and make corrections. 

On Thursday September 30, 2021 at approximately 5:15 pm I meet with DDA Young and was 
shown the following Metro Crime Lab Reports. 

Young found the following associations: (Lab report dated Thu May 07, 202) 
Barcode (Item No.) 1155932 (695)  - Smith and Wesson, M&P Bodyguard, Caliber 380 AUTO 
pistol bearing the serial number  

Barcode (Item No.) 6839 SW@-05 (1154403) – Smith and Wesson, model M&P 9C, 9mm pistol 
bearing the serial number  

Barcode (Item No.) 1154333 (284) – FMK, Model 9C1G2, 9x19mm pistol bearing the serial 
number  

DNA results from Lab report dated Tue Feb 18, 2020 

Barcode (Item No.) 1154333.01.02 – Trace swabs of slide of firearm -RESULT The major profile 
matches Letecia Stauch, a minor profile present was not suitable for comparison. 

Barcode (Item No.) 115433.01.03 – Trace swabs of grip, front strap, back strap, trigger and 
magazine release button of firearm. RESULT The major profile matches Letecia Stauch, a minor 
profile present was not suitable for comparison. 
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DNA results from lab report dated Thur April 2, 2020 

Barcode (Item No.)  6025-695-A.01 – Swab from Smith & Wesson .380 (  RESULT 
The DNA profile from the swab from the Smith & Wesson handgun is a mixture of two 
contributors, one of which is male. The major profile matches Letecia Stauch, a minor profile 
present was not suitable for comparison. 

Barcode (Item No.) 6839 SW2-05.01.01 – Swab of inside muzzle and outer front edge of muzzle 
Smith & Wesson M&P handgun. LMG+  RESULT – DNA Profile could not be developed. 

Barcode (Item No.) 6839 SW2-05.01.02  - Swabs of front of barrel, front of front slight, front 
of trigger guard – Smith & Wesson M&P handgun RESULT – At one contributor, This profile is 
not suitable for comparison. 

Barcode (Item No.) 6839 SW2-05.01.03 – Swabs of slide, slide release, trigger, sides if trigger 
guard, magazine release and front grip – Smith & Wesson M&P handgun RESULT – Mixture of 
three contributors. Not suitable due to number of contributors and complexity. 

Barcode (Item No.) 6839 SW2-05.02.01 – Swabs of laser grip attachment – Smith& Wesson 
M&P handgun. RESULT – Mixture of at least four contributors. Not suitable due to number of 
contributors. 

After reviewing these reports, it is clear that Letecia Stauch’s DNA was confirmed on two 
Pistols: 

Barcode (Item No.) 115433 (284) – FMK, model 9C1G2, 9x19mm pistol bearing Serial number 
 

Barcode (Item No.) 1155923 (695) – Smith & Wesson M&P Bodyguard, caliber 380 AUTO, Serial 
number  

Letecia Stauch’s DNA can NOT be confirmed to be found on: 

Barcode (Item No.) 6839 SW2-05 (1154403) – Smith & Wesson M&P 9C 9mm, Serial number 
 

For clarification Barcode (Item No.) 6839 SW2-05 (1154403) – Smith & Wesson M&P 9C 9mm, 
Serial number  is the pistol that was matched as firing the projectiles recovered from 

  body and pillow. Leteica Stauch’s DNA Profile can NOT be confirmed as being 
found on this pistol. This Supplement was completed to correct that error and notify the court. 

Nothing Further. 
Case status - Same as original. 
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On January 25, 2022, I, Detective Kat Huston #12021 of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO) 
Investigations Division completed a lab request to the Colorado Springs Police Department Metro Crime 
Lab for the following evidence items: 

192 - Pillow and sheet set recovered from  room 

230 - Empty Heinz vinegar bottle 

236 - scrub brush with possible hair and carpet fiber 

237 - 2 pairs scissors, 1 green handle, 1 pink handle 

339 - mattress cover w/ possible blood 

340 - comforter w/ possible blood 

425 - white bed sheet w/ blu shark print 

426 - blu jeans w/ unk red stains 

433 - piece of tan carpet w/ poss blood and wood material 

434 - teal couch pillow 

440 - carpet and padding w/ possible blood 

527 - amazon cardboard box w/ possible blood 

These items were requested to be submitted to the lab for serology and DNA testing by District Attorney 
Office Investigator Cecil Weir after their office had an evidence viewing and a meeting with Metro crime 
lab.  

The lab submission memo is attached to this supplement. 

Nothing further.  

Case status: SAO 
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Case Number: 2020-1382 
Date Reported: Monday January 27, 2020 
Case Title: Missing/Runaway Child  
Detective Nickolas Brklich # 05007 

This is a supplement to Case # 2020-1382 Supp 22 Monday October 3, 2022 

Investigative Activities 

On Tuesday August 16, 2022, at approximately 1:08 pm, I, Detective N. Brklich was advised 
photos of the evidence items sent from Florida were not in evidence and no one was able to 
locate the photos. I recalled Detective L. Montville and I did process and photograph the items 
when they came in.  

Due to the case and folder being of such large size, I periodically attempted to locate the photos 
in the case file. 

On Monday October 3, 2022, at approximately 1:14 pm, I did locate the photos and realized they 
had not been copied to CD and placed into evidence. At approximately 1:28 pm, I burned a copy 
of the photos to CD and placed them into the EPSO evidence facility reference item # 1005. 

Case Status: CBA 
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On March 14, 2023, I, Detective Jon Price #02034, and Detective Michael Callis visited the Metro Crime 
Lab. We obtained an update version of the Litigation Package which was on a CD. I later entered the Cd 
into evidence as item #1031. I submitted the information for discovery. 

See Attached 

NFI / SAO 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CASE:  20-1382  
INCIDENT:  Missing/Endangered Child 
Detective C.  McCormack -Supplement #5 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Initial Information   
On Tuesday, February 4, 2020, at approximately 08:00 am, I, Detective Courtney 
McCormack of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), Investigations Division continued 
to assist in this case. 

Follow up-Google Contact 
At approximately 9:07 am, I sent another email request to Google via email address 

    in regards of  a previous warrant that was issued on 
02/01/2020  and served to Google legal on that date.  I had not received any 
information or follow up from Google.  I had left a message the day prior 02/03/2020 on 
the Google Exigency telephone line and did not receive a call back.   

In my email I noted this is my third attempt to have contact Google LLC with this warrant 
and was in need of the warrant to be processed immediately due to the email account being 
a primary form of communication for Ms. Leticia Stauch over the past few days.  We were 
made aware through Mr.  that she had sent him multiple messages saying 
weird things along the lines of “I know where  is” and “  is not dead”.  Due 
to this occurring we requested the accounts be processed as soon as possible. 

At 09:30 am, I received a call from a female with Google who stated they would process the 
request but needed a new exigency form filled out.  The original exigency form was filled 
out with only  email account of  and not the 
other two that were requested in the warrant.   

The original exigency form was filled out by Detective Christina Perry previously with a 
preservation for the account.   

I requested Google send the exigency form to me or approve the Law Enforcement account 
I attempted to create on their law enforcement website previously.  The website contains 
a portal for the forms use by google.   

At approximately 12:00 pm, I was granted portal access from Google to fill out the exigency 
form.  I completed the form and resent the warrant.  Google began processing the 
request and advised it would be placed into the Google portal under Case#3464944.   

Yahoo Contact 
At approximately 12:39 pm, I received a call from Alyssa with Yahoo regarding the two 
warrants they began processing the day prior.  Alyssa advised me she had overnight 
mailed the results from Search Warrant 20-364 to me however, it showed cancelled on the 
shipping update.  I advised Alyssa they had not been received.  Alyssa stated there may 
be some confusion with the package and she would update me when she found out more 
information.   
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At 4:30 pm, I received an email from Alyssa advising they attempted to deliver the package 
during the morning, however, were unable to due to the office not opening until 09:00 am 
due to weather.  

Ring Contact 
At approximately 12:42 pm, I received an update from Detective Stephan Hare asking if I 
had been in contact with Ring (Ring Doorbell).  I advised I had regarding footage at 6626 
Mandan Drive.  The footage was previously provided to us via the owner’s login in ID and 
password, however, we were no longer able to access it due to how the account was set up. 
A preservation for this account was made on 02/01/2020.   

Detective Hare advised he had located new video footage of the Stauch home via Ring that 
would confirm if  ever exited the home.  Pieces of the footage was missing and 
was needed immediately.  This footage would show who entered the home with   

Detective Hare provided me with an address of 1009 Intrepid Way, El Paso County, State of 
Colorado.  He also provided the account users ID as    

I contacted Ring via emergency email address  advising of the situation.  

At approximately 2:19pm, I received an email from Balazs Hubai with Ring requesting I call 
him at .  I contacted him via the telephone number provided.  Mr. Hubai 
advised he had located the footage and would send it to our agency pending a release form 
being signed by the Ring account holder.   

Mr. Hubai sent the form to me via email. I provided the form to Detective Hare to allow for 
him to contact the homeowner he was working with for the account. 

Apple Follow Up  
At approximately 4:03 pm, I received a follow up email from Apple advising they had 
processed my warrant completely, however, they were unable to locate email addresses 

   

Apple previously provided some date in reference to the accounts on 02/01/2020, 
however, not all items requested were provided.  I contacted Apple and was informed 
there was several gigabytes of data that would be overnight mailed.   

Apple advised the information will be at the Sheriff’s Office on Wednesday, February 5, 
2020.   

I have nothing further 

Case Status- SAO 
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2020-00001382 (20) Review of video from 6110 Meadowbank Lane: 

On Sunday, February 9, 2020, at about 2:05 pm, I, Detective Bradley Whitehead, #05071, of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Investigation’s Division, began reviewing video from the 
residence located at 6110 Meadowbank Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80925.   

This residence is located north of Fontaine Boulevard in a different neighborhood.  The camera 
is located on the backside of the residence and faces west.  I watched all five videos that 
captured north and southbound traffic on Marksheffel Boulevard.  I did not see anything out of 
the ordinary in the videos. 

The videos are not timestamped and there is no indication of when the videos were taken. 

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status:  Active 
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